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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is a comparative study of the origins and early
phas~

of development of the National Farmers' Union of England and the New

Zealand Farmers

f

Union be.tween approximately 1880 and 1929.

It attempts to

assess the development of those two farmers' political organisations by
comparing and contrasting them one aga Ln s t

the other.

Previous assessments

of both farmers' unions have been somewhat modified by placing them in this
broader perspective.
The dissertation first outlines the socio-economic and political
situation from which the two unions emerged and generally highlights the
considerable economic and political advantages which New Zealand farmers
held over their English counterparts.

It also attempts to isolate various

factors which help to explain the very different level of organisational
success achieved by the two unions.

The second section concentrates on

the English side of the study by examining general farmers' organisations
which preceded the NFU and then moving on to trace the origins of the NFU
in Lincolnshire and its subsequent development at the national and county
levels.

The first part of this section makes clear the fact that the NFU

was a new type of agricultural organisation which challenged the traditions
laid down by lts predecessors.

The second part in examining the development

of the NFU at the national, connty and local levels, highlights its
considerable organisational achievement.

The third section begins by

examining the general farmers' organisations which preceded the NZFU and
reveals that there were more direct links between these institutions and
the NZFU than there were between the NFU and its predecessors.

It then

proceeds to relate the story of the NZFU at the national, provincial and
local levels and highl

s the discrepancies in the performance of the

two unions, especially at the intermediate level.

Section four trys to

draw the threads together by making some direct comparisons which highlight
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the fact that the NFU was a far more representative, cohesive and effective
or gan Ls at i.on,

Some reasons aTe also postulated as to why the NFU was

generally more successful and these suggestions are developed further in
the co nc Lus Lon ,
The dissertation is shaped by two major arguments.
1.

'I'ha t both farmers

I

unions were essentially similar organisational

responses from the two farming communities to the profound s oc Lo-se c onomLc
and related political changes which swept across the English speaking world
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.

Both unions were part

of the more sophisticated, post-populist agrarian response to change.
2.

1~at

Hofstadter is correct in asserting that farmers became nmre

adept at evolving effective political organisations once their numerical
significance and economic importance declined.

English farmers evolved a

more effective pressure group than their New Zealand counterparts because
they had to.

The demands made by the more mature and complex socio-economic

and poli ical situation of England forced English farmers to develop a
sophlstlcated pressure group in the interests of economic survival.

Finally,

the majority of them also tended to think and act as agrarian businessmen
rather than yeomen farmers and entrepreneurial primitives.
able to face up to the reali

They were better

of twentieth century society by countering

the influence of urban sectional groups through the mechanism of a
sophisticated pressure group organised at the national level.

PREFACE

One way of increasing our understanding of New Zealand's past is to
compare the experiences of a particular segment of our society with the
experiences of the equivalent group within another society.

This thesis

follows such a comparative approach hy examining the early development of
the two organisations which represented the interests of the farming
communities of a parent society (England) and one of its
(New Zealand).

off~shoot

societies

In concentrating on the National Farmers' Union of England

and Wales and the New Zealand Farmers' Union it describes activities which
involved something like a half of English working farmers and a fifth of
New Zealand's working farmers, over a period of around thirty years.

If

the thesis has achieved nothing else it has shown that the importance of
the NZFU has been considerably exaggerated within our historical orthodoxy.
R.J. Bremer's thesis on the NZFU during the 1920s (see Introduction) has
already suggested that the significance of the NZFU has been seriously
overestimated for that period, but this thesis shows that the NZFU was
neither particularly important nor effective from establishment until
1929.

By placing the NZFU in a much broader perspective I have been able

to show that it existed as a virtually unnecessary political appendage
until the 1930s, despite such apparent triumphs as the freehold agitation.
Farmers made such a critical contribution to the economy and held so much
political influence in consequence that they had little need of a formal
extra-parliamentary pressure group.

Many of the leading politicians were

themselves farmers who enacted policies in response to the consensus of
opinion of the broader farming community, as much as in answer to specific
demands of the NZFU. It was often a moot point as to whether or not the
Government,

t

he NZFU, or the

farming community, first decided on

such courses of action as the e s t ab L'i shme n t of producer controlled market
boards.

When the NZFU is compared wi.t h such an effective pressure group
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as the NFU 1t becomes clear that

f LcLal p r o po g a nd a efforts of the NZFU

have played a considerable role in s hap
wlthin our historical development.

our assessment of its true place

At the other end of the scale the thesis

suggests that the NFU evolved into an effective, sophisticated and cohesive
pressure group many years earlier than is generally realised.
Even though I have examined the experiences of two specific organisations
I make no apology for the fact that I have tried

to relate their development

to earlier agricultural organisations and that I have attempted to view
them in totality.

I

believe that history involves a dialogue between past

and present, process and personality.
sudden spectacular changes, nor

History is not shaped sLrrply by

by the relentless progress of blind forces.

Certainly both the NZFU and the NFU held definite links with earlier
agricultural organisations.

Their evolution makes little sense without

some knowledge of their predecessors.

Furthermore, both unions were

established in response to a combination of economic, social and political
factors.

Their subsequent development was also shaped by all three factors.

Concentration solely on the economic or political aspects of their activities
would distort our understanding of the reasons for their establishment
and provide only part of the story of their later development.

Admittedly

economic considerations probably provided the major motivation behind
their formation, while their major field of action was political (especially
compared with such organisations as co-operatives), and they did not
contain anywhere n e a r the social emphasls of an o r g anI s at.Lon such as the
Grange.

But social aspirations and political fears played a part in their

formation.

The leaders of both unions soon found that it wa s quite Lmpo s sibLe

to limit their actLv l t i.e s to purely economic or

Itlca] concerns"

Furthermore, I so on discovered that I would first have to sketch in the
broad outlines of the emergence of each union and their early phase of
development as no

account existed.

Now at least there is a
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reasonably well rounded account which future researchers can examine in
more detail.
The first three chapters on economic, social and political background,
have been included b ecau s e it: seemed to me critically important that the
two organisations should be set in some kind of wider context.

Institutional

histories often fall down because they describe the historical development
of their chosen subject as if it existed wl t h Ln a vacuum.

The development

of either organisation makes little sense without some knowledge of the
changes occurring within each country at the general level.

Hore particularly

we need to know how those broader changes affected the rural sector.

These

chapters are inevitably something of a synthesis of other people's work,
but such a synthesis was long overdue.
There are three major reasons why I had to travel to England to carry
out research on this subject.

First, the early period of the NFU's

development has been largely ignored by English historians, even though
the NFU's career in the period since World War 11 has been examined in
considerable detail by political scientists.

English farmers in general

have received scant attention from historians, especially aver the period
with whLch the thesis concerns itself, pr cbab Ly because the apparently
more colourful histories of the grea t landowners and the herculean s t r ugg Le
of the agricultural labourers have caught their imagination.

Farmers

have also remained a rather anonymous group, seldom inclined to leave
behind large collections of personal papers like the landowners, while
they have not evolved attractive myths regarding the deeds of their early
union leaders like the labourers.

If this surprisingly large gap was to

be filled I had to consult primary sources.

Such sources were only

available in England.
Second, by travelling to England I was able to experience the "feel"
of the English countryside, to see at first hand the environment in

~li~h

v Lf.L

English faxmers operate,
much about the past.

Document$ read in libraries can only tell us so

Field work is an activity wh Lc.h should be engaged in

by historians as well as by geographers and natural scientists.
Third, I was determined to look at the development of the two unions
from the intermediate and local levels, (that is the county and provincial
as well as local branches) and so avoid the failure of many organisational
histories which examine their subjects solely in terms of the national
perspective.

I suspected that the degree of activism displayed at the

lower levels of an organisation would have a direct bearing on their
ormance within the national sphere.
by further

resear~h.

suspicion was later confirmed

It was essential that I had access to local records

and my location in Kent enabled me to research material which was not even
held in the magnificent London libraries.

After all, although the NFU

carried out the greater part of its political and administrative activities
in London, nearly all its members lived and worked in rural areas.
I have tried to employ both a telescope and a microscope in this
study.

The 12,000 miles between England and New Zealand enabled me to

examine the NZFU more c rtti.c a l l.y and assess its performance relative to
tha t of similar organisations.

At: the same time I wa s able to investigate

the NFU's activities at the grass-roots level.
I simply r ever aed the process.
dramatically as

Cl

result.

On returning to New Zealand

Hy a s s e s sment; of the NZ1"U was changed quite

At the same time I also learned that the NFU

held some important s it ua t Lona I advantages in addition to more immediately
obvious disadvantages.
The time limit of 1929 has been imposed bec au e the depression of the
1930s created a new set of problems with which each union had to cope and
ushered in a new era in their development.

Initially
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and 1918 appeared

to provide logical finishing dates, but on further consideration they
proved unsatisfactory.

The NFU only came into national prominence during

the First World War and went on to experience some dramatic changes of
fortune d urLng the 1920s which co ns Ld er abLy shaped its later development.
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Even the NZFU underwent some important changes of emphasis when the full
torce of twentieth

reality was unleashed on the New Zealand country-

side in the 19208
~lich

Shifts in policy were instituted within both unions

pointed the way to more dramatic changes during the 1940s.

more, both
of time i f

tion

had to be examined over a relatively

Further~

period

L assessment of their effectiveness was to he

,clIIY

reached, but pr o gre s s Lon into the 1930s wou Ld have proved too unwieldy for

a

ive s t udy ,

All finishing dates are somewhat arbitrary and I feel

this is no more so than any other.
The most I claim is that I have laid down some generalisations for
other students of the comparative history of the farming sectors of Britain
and its new world off-shoot societies to confirm, and more 1
refute and

upon.

amend,
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis elaborates two major hypotheses,

First, it was not

coincidental that two remarkably similar Earrne r s ' Unions emerged a t about
~

the same time in

very different contexts,

Both the National Farmers'

Union of England and Wales and the New Zealand Farmers' Union grew out
of the second

or phase of farmers' adjustment to the changes taking

place around them which occurred throughout: the English speaking wo r Ld
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

These two

organisations represented a more mature and sophisticated organisational
response to the massive socio-economic and political changes of the late
nineteenth century than the earlier Populist movement.

Second, this

thes1 s supports Hof s t ad t er' ~3 dictum that "the farmers, who were quite
impotent as a special interest group when they wer e numerous, competing,
and unorganised, grew stronger as they g rew relatively f ewer , became more
concerted, more tenaciously organiZed and s e Lf-i c ent.r ed " 1

Hof stadter

was referring to North American farmers when he made this comment but it
is equally applicable to both

ish and New Zealand farmers.

English

farmers stood at a considerable political disadvantage in relation to
their New Zealand counterpa ts and
t

he overall economy.

a far less important role within

Yet the NFTJ in the period up to 1929 wa s a far

more effective, cohesive and representative organisation than the NZFU.
It also did not become enLCliJr,L'CCU in an unofficial party alliance.

Similarly,

the NZFU made little organisational progress until the late 1920s when
a long period of prosperity came to an end and the dec1in
influence of farmers

forced it

political

leaders to belatedly overhaul its

organisational machinery and administrative procedures,

Also from that

time onwards the NZFU achieved true political independence.

1.

Richard' Hofstadter, The
19(2), p 7.

of Ref o r m from 13

to F.D.R.,

(London

Both the NFU and the NZFU wer e similar to North American and
Australian Farmers' Unions formed around the turn of the century.2

Like

their new world counterparts they were established as pressure groups
designed to lobby both
entrenched interests.

slature and administration in defence of their
They

l'

ed the carefully calculated answers

of businessmen rather than the more spontaneous and irrational response
of the Populist movement,whose solution to overcoming feelings of insecurity
was to attempt to recreate a lost ideal age through the mechanism of a
separate agrarian third party.

Proof of the greater political maturation

of the Farmers' Unions is provided by the

fact that most of these pressure

groups have proved flexible enough to survive the considerable difficulties
of the twentieth century whereas most of the agrarian parties, with the
notable exception of the Australian Country Party, have disappeared.

The

Farmers' Unions concerned themselves with the "hard" economic and political
side of farmers' affairs rather than the "soft" semi-mythological side

2.

Farmers' Unions were established in the five major Australian states
between 1890 and 1914, while several provincial unions had been
established in Canada by 1920. The United States Farmers' Union was
founded in 1902 the NZFU in 1901, the N8J in 1908 and the Scottish
NFU in 1913.
See lLD. Gr ah am, The Form,ation of the Australian
Parties
(Canberra 1966), pp 1-30.
S.M.
et,
Lan Socialism The
Commonwealth
!~~c1 er.!:2-_~~_C?El__~g ?_c~.!::;_~g_t:..c:..~~<::~!~ ,
2 nd ed .
66 •
C.B. Macpherson,
in Alberta Social Credit and the Par
(Toronto 1968 .
M.R. Benedict, ----------:'----.-----------------.
Farm Policies . --------:--------------..,-c--c-,-.----·-----------c-----c·'Cc--..---------"of their
and
Hofstadter,
pp 111Robert L. Tonz, "Membership of General Farmers' OrganisationsJUnited
States, 187 LI'-1960;'
tural His
, Vol 38 No 3 (.Iul 1974),
pp ILI3··J. 56.

appealed to
shared a

the

Ls t s .

3

The f arme'r s who set up their OHn unions

of alienation from the other sectors of the economic

chain Hith the Populi8ts.
the transport

too distrusted the banks, the middlemen,

and the factory workers.

But the means of

challenging the influence of these other sectional groups was quite different.
The Farmers' Unions represented an acceptance of change, albeit

sometimes

reluctant acceptance, and a rational endeavour to make the most of existing
realities, realities which were being increasingly influenced
In short the Farmers

sectional organisations.

the farmers' "carning of age " . If

t

other

Unions wer e symbolic of

As the opening and concluding chapters

will d emons t r a te one of the major factors behind the greater succ e s s of
the NFU was the fact that more English farmers had come of age.

More

English farmers acted as professional entrepreneurs, as men in need of a
sophisticated sectional

tion typical of modern businessmen.

0

Many

New Zealand farmers were still behaving as simple producers of food,
as entrepreneurial primitives unawar-e of the need for a nationally o r g ani.s ed
pressure group.

This difference in attitude was largely the result of

a much less we l.L developed sense of sectional consciousness and occupational
loyalty in New Zealand.

3.

New Zealand and England, unlike North America and Australia, largely
missed out on any earlier Populist experience.
Chapter Nine suggests
that New Zealand went closer to producing a Populist movement than is
general
realised, but the En~lish countryside remained virtually
unruffled by farmer militancy. Militant farmers' movements were
confined to Wales, Scotland and Ireland.
See J.P.D. Dunbabin,
Rural Discontent in Nineteenth
Britain (London 1974).
New Zealand and England missed out on
Populist movement essentially
because they lacked the vast monocultural concentrations of grain
and cotton growing which characterised the agriculture of North
America and Australia. This lack of a Populist tradition adds an
additional justification for carrying out a compar atLv e study of the NFU
and the NZFU.

If.

Heneclict

,

p

1:33.

The NFU and the NZFU shared an enemy in addition to the rings and
trusts; militant trade unionism and socialism.

Unlike the Populists the

\'

Farmers' Unions made little attempt to forge alliances with militant
labour.

Their leaders firmly believed that combination must be met by

combination and also remained suspicious of other urban sectional groupings
such as employers' associations.

The initiators of both the NFU and

the NZFU seemed well aware that society was dividing itself into competing
sectional groups represented by sophisticated bodies organised on a national
basis.
Despite criticism of both the trade unions and the employers'
associations the Farmers' Unions borrowed directly from both types of
organisation.

The Farmers' Unions were in many ways a combination of

trade union and employers' association.

Farmers had never been innovators

in the area of political organisation largely because their
isolated and wid

diffused

relat~vely

ical situation made the establishment

of a union type of organisation extremely difficult.

They felt little

compunction in following the examples of their urban contemporaries.
the trade unions they borrowed the

collect~vist

From

approach to political

action, the hierarchical organisation,the centralised operations. and
set up mutual insurance companies.

But the Farmers' Unions decided against

adopting the more extreme weapons of the strike and compulsion in the
matter of electoral behaviour.

From the example of the employers'

associations the Farmers' Unions engaged the services of legal advisers
and turned to other professionals for advice on such specialised matters
as taxation or wage rates.
businessmeds ' and

The NFU learnt more from the numerous

siona1 organisations which existed in England,

but both it and the NZFU were products of the industrial and urban
revolutions rather than of the agrarian revolution.
Even though each union emerged as part of a wider response of farmers

to change they were indigenous institutions which we r e not related in any
official capacity and did not influence each other's development: in any
direct: fashion.

In many ways their interests were opposed as the NZFU

wanted free access to the English market and the NFU favoured some degree
of protection.

The priorities and policies of each union also differed.

Although both unions gave top priority to realising security of tenure
the NFU wan t ed r eform of the Tripartite system wh e'r eas the NZFU completely
rejected that tenurial system.

Each union was organised on

s~nilar

functioned in a similar fashion and shared general objecti

lines,

, but this

did not mean that they did not evolve different specific policies.
The motivation behind the formation of each union was
economic.

pr~narily

As both sets of farmers were linked into the international

economy 5 they were subjected to similar economic pressures and were
forced to organise for the defence of their economic interests.

But each

Union represented an attempt to influence economic policy through political
means.

They did not attempt to influence economic processes directly

until the 1920s when the NZFU initiated marketing reform.

Although the

NFU promoted co-operative enterprises neither union attempted to solve
the farmers' problems through their own economic initiatives.

5.

The actions

Sean Glynn, Urbanisation in Australian His
(Melbourne 1970), p 51
argues that in many ways Australian farmers were more closely tied to
the London market than Yorkshire farmers.
Certainly, developments
in Tooley Street or Smithfield, were more important to Australian
farmers than to their Yorkshire counterparts.
The comment could be
applied with equal validity to New Zealand. D.B. Waterson's st.udy
of a Waikato farming estate makes it abundantly clear that reductions
in British butter quotas, resulting from Britain's alliance with the
E.E.C. ,have posed a far more radical threat to the dairy farmers' way
of life than any internal developments within New Zealand.
See
D.B. Waterson, "The Matamata Estate, 1904-1959: Land Transfers and
Sub-division in the vJaikato", I'Ie~~_ei~!:..~1_~c!~_~g..1:~!:.-na~~f}Ii~!.2EZ'Vol :3
No 1 (Apr 1969), pp 32-50. With the development of the dairy and
frozen meat industries in the late nineteenth century New Zealand
became dependent upon British markets.
See C.G.F. Simkin,:!:'.b_~_
Instabil
Of A
Economic Fluctuations In New

of both unions were also not solely determined by economic considerations.
Members of each union shared a loose set of beliefs, too loose to be
labelled an ideology, whLch helped to shape their attitudes.

Often their

world view provided a justification for action which disguised more hard-headed motivation, but both unions genuinely felt that they were defending
a way of life as well as economic interests.
The background chapters aim to d emcns tr a te the relative economic
and political strength of the New Zealand fanner in relation to the weak
position of his English counterpart.

If the voice of the English farmer

was to be heard at all it had to be a united voice so amplified by
effective or

ion that it could not go unnoticed at either Westminster

or Whitehall.

Most of the successes of the NZF1J in contrast were related

to the

economic importance and political influence of the New

Zealand farmer rather than to the organisation itself.

The NZFU neve.r

approximated the organisational effectiveness of the NFU.

Meaningful

progress towards emulating the example of the NFU only really came after
the NZFU was transformed into Federated Farmers in

19t~!~.

This gap in

the effectiveness of the two organisations was largely consequent upon
the considerable advantages the New Zealand farmer held over his English
counterpart.

He had no need of a sectional organisation until the late

19208 as previously there was
of political power.

a~nost

unimpeded access to the corridors

The weaknesses of the NZFU were exacerbated by

such obvious but critica

important factors as a less well developed

communications system, the difficult geography of New Zealand,6 the
continuing importance of localism within the political sphere and a lack
of experience in administrative matters at both the local and national
level relative to the English tenant farmers.

The NZFU only began to

increase its organisational effectiveness from the late 1920s onwards
as farmers declined in numerical and political strength relative to the
urban population, and as transport facilities were slowly improved and
organisational experience accumulated.

Necessity proved the mother of

invention in the case of both the NFU and the NZFU.
This comparative study has also highlighted the fact that the NFU
was more effective prior to 1930 than post-war political scientists
imagined it to be,
has

7

while the NZFU was not nearly as influential as it

generally been portrayed.

R.J. Bremer's excellent masters' thesis

demonstrated that the NZFU was not particularly effective during the
1920s,8 but this qualification should be applied to the history of the
NZFU for the entire period from e s t.ab Ltshmen t to the depression.

6.

Cook Strait in particular posed a great problem in evolving an
organisation which could be effectively administered from Wellington
simply because South Island delegates experienced difficulty in
regularly attending Colonial and Dominion executive meetings. It was
generally far easier, after all. for a farmer in the most remote
corner of England to travel to London than it was for a South Islander
to travel to Wellington. Yet Ne,Y Zealand was only a small geog r aph Lc a I,
unit compared with even bldividual Australian states. The excuse of
difficult terrain and New Zealand's elongated nature should not be
carried too far.

7.

Several political scientists writing during the 19508 argued that the
NFU did not develop into a really effective organisation until the
late 1940s but this thesis qualifies this view. See P. Self and
H.J. St:oring.I~!::_S!~~lte_"~~~1..(L"~:l~:"Ja~~mer:
.• (London 1962). pp 46-54j
S . E. Fine r , ~J}5~~.Y.E2.()_l.1:='_~'.ll_E1I e ...iL.::?.!~~~c!L 0 f Th~_~.:<?_b bY__in Gr ~ t Br~. 1:a in •
(2nd ed , London 1969), pp 38- LI2; and J .D. St.ewa r t , !3riJ:.ish_..J?Fe:=,suE~
Their Role in Relation to the House of
(Oxford 1958),
18

8.

R.J. Br emer , "The New ZeaLand Farmers' Union As An Interest Group:
Some Aspects of Farm Politics, 1918-1928". Unpublished HA Thesis;
Victoria Universi
of Wellington. 1966. Bremer convincingly demonstrates
that the NZFU was not a particularly effective organisation during
the 19208. He paints its performance inQpoor light in compari8 6n
with t he American Farm Bureau Federation.

The thesis is divided into four major sections.

The first attempts

to set the two organisations in economic, social and political perspective
and makes some tentative suggestions as to why New Zealand evolved a
different farming system and social structure within its rural sector.
Above all else these three background chapters demonstrate> that New Zealand
farmers held greater economic

~nportance,

influence than their English counterparts.

social

stand~ng

and political

It also helps to explain

the circumstances which prompted the evolutioIl of different policy

obj ec t.Lv e s .
The second section concentrates on the English side of the study.
Chapter Four examines the relationship between t b e NFU and the ma] or
agricultural organisations which predated it.

Essentially this chapter

shows that the NFU was a new type of organisation and that deferential
attitudes had finally given way to defensive action.

Chapter Five traces

the evolution of the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union into the NFU and is
shaped by the argument that Lincoln was the county most likely to have
produced such an organisation.

Chapter Six relates the story of the NFU

at the national level, a story which stresses the remarkable success
of the orgarlisation in the face of frequent. economic adv e r s i t y and
Governmental indifference.

Chapter Seven focuses on the fortunes of the

NFU at the county and local Lev e Ls by examining the development of the
Kent County branch, a
The major

i~pre8sion

market-town branch and a small village branch.
which emerges from this examination is

that the

NFU could attribute much of its success to the activism of its county
units.
Section three

invo~ves

the New Zealand half of the

con~arisdTI

•

Chapter Eight examines the relationship between the NZFU and the A and P
Societies and the local Farmers' Clubs.

[t reveals that few links existed

be tween these o rg an Ls a tions and the NZFU, bu t: shows t.ha t t hey had more

in common wit h the NZFU than their English counterparts had wi.th the NFU"
Chapter Nine looks nmre closely at several earlier attempts to form some
type of farmers' political organisation, including the New Zealand Farmers'
League of 1886-1887, the New Zealand Farmers' Union of 1890 and several
attempts to establish similar

0

tions during the 1890s.

While

important differences existed between these organisations and the NZFU
as established in 1902 they nevertheless anticipated some of its activities
and policy objectives.

Unlike the NFU the NZFU grew out of rather than

against the traditions established by earlier farmers' political
organisations.
level.

Chapter Ten tells the story of the NZFU at the national

Relative to the NFU it is a story of only limited success.

Several

qualifications are also made of generally accepted assumptions concerning
the NZFU.

Overall it is a rather dismal tale which suggests that the

importance of the NZFU has been exaggerated in most general accounts of
our history.

Chapter Eleven completes this section by examining the

development of the NZFU at the provincial and local levels.

It reveals

that until the late 1920s the record of the Otago provincial executive
and its local branches was even less impressive than that of the NZFU at
the national level.

Apathy and inaction \\fere the features which predominated

the proceedings of the provincial executive and most of the local branches.
The efforts of the 0
the Kent branch.

branch sbnply did not approximate the activism of

It was sLgn i.f Lc ant t.h at; the NZFU' s national

only improved once some

degr(~e

fortunes

of vitality began to Lnf u s e t.h e local

branches and spur r"d the provincial executives to a greater degree of actLo n .
Section four compare

the or

and\olOrld view of the two unLon s ,

Lns , structure, membership,

functions

'l'he s e direct compa rLs ons emphasise
effecti~e

that the NFU was a far more disc

lined, sophisticated, cohesive,

a nd representative

There is a brief discussion on whether

ion.

or not the two unions were rea]

pressure groups or some other form

I~

1
of organisation and the thesis concludes by postulating some reasons as to
why the NFU wa s the more effective. of the t wo Farmers' Unions under study.

1
SECT'ION

CHAPTER ONE

"TOOLEY STREET AND TAHANAKI"
THE RELATION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS
879-- 929 TO THE NFU AND THE NZFU
Over the period 1900 to 1929 New Zealand farmers enjoyed the
satisfaction of knowing that the nation's economic strength lay in their
hands.

English farmers in contrast kn ew that they were relatively we.ak

in economic terms and had to accept that secondary industry was more
important to the nation than agriculture.

1

\I/hile English farmers struggled

to recover from the traumatic disruption of traditional arable farming
experienced during the 1870s and 1880s, New Zealand farmers experienced
an unprecedented era of prosperity.
years of New Zealand farming.

The late 1890s to 1921 were the golden

This prosperity was largely the result of

the twin development of the dairying and frozen meat industries at a time
of rising world prices.

The growth of dairying and fat lamb farming is

writ large in the New Zealand legend and ensured that farming, as opposed
to pastoralism, was the dominant factor in the economy by 1914.

Wool

production remained important but lost its earlier dominance, while the
claims of manufacturing were pushed into the background.
ascendant by 1914.

1.

Agriculture was

The title Farmers! Union in short reflected profound

This does not mean that New Zealand farmers were individually more
prosperous than English farmers.
Only numerous sample studies of
capital inputs measured against returns could provide the answer
to that problem.
But as a group, New Zealand farmers were far more
important in terms of the national economy.

'I'ABLE 1 1

Hoot

Frozen Meat

Agricultural

Dairy

Gold

Manufacturing

Produce

1886

6.7

1921
1929

_?2.l!I.-S:.<:::c;:

27.

NZ -;:---------c-: 1896, p 178; 1907, pp 3 Lf2-43; 1917,pp 280--81;
19
-35; 1931, pp 285-86.

changes

2

in the economy as Lnt ensive

scale became viable and

on a small to middl

sized

aced intensive pastoralism as the major form of

land use.
In 1900 the primary industries were responsible for 71% of the total
value of overall production and that figure had risen to 73% by 1910.

Even

as late as 1929 primary production still made up 68% of the value of total
output, with agricultural and pastoral products alone constitut
.. 3
o fr t 1le total.

64.8%

1be accompanying table shows what a critical role dairy

products and frozen meat played in enabling intensive farming to replace
pastoralism and goldmining as the country's major sources of wealth.
Not only was agriculture far more dominant within the context of the
overall New Zealand economy, but investment shifted heavily into the
diversification of

culture during the nineteenth century.

as well as private investors, played

The State,

or role in capital formation
,

and much of i s effort was also directed towards agrlculture.

/.+

2.

Pastoralism was experiencing
or problems even during the 1870s and
change was already underway, but the introduction of refr
tion
accelerated and cemented the shift towards intens~ve farming.
See
R.P. Hargreaves, 11
the Plough A Historical Geography of New
Zealand Fanning Before the Introduction of Refr
ion," Unpublished
PhD 'I'he s Ls , University of Ot ago , 1966; and T.J. Hearn, "South
Canterbury Some Aspects of the Historical Geography of Agriculture,
1851-1901," Unpublished MA Thesis, University of Otago, 1971,

3.

H.
in

4.

Williams and F.B. Stephens, ~ r i c~l t:.'!..-~!_l._9_!:2~!:!~:!:?~~.~~!2.
Of Land Utilization Farm
tion and
93 ,p 9.

J.A. Dowie, "Studies in New Zealand InvestmentY Unpublished PhD Thesis,
Australian National University, Canberra, 1965. passim.
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1.

All this was in direct contrast to England, where although agriculture
was not actually in as drastic a state of collapse as co
such as Rider

critics

.
.
5
Haggard lmaglned,
it had nevertheless declined dramatically

in importance during the later half of the nineteenth century.

According

to Ojala's much disputed but nevertheless sound estimates, the gross
output of English agriculture measured in the prices of

£153,000,000.

I t fell to a minimum of

911-1913 was

£lLI3,000,OOO between 1894 and 1903

and averaged £147,000,000 for the years 1911-1913.

To put it another way

the contribution of agriculture to the national consmnption income

(that

is national income minus net savings) fell from 17.4% in 1867 to 6.7% in

1914.

Also net investment of fixed capital in agriculture was negative

from 1880 to 1914.

6

The decline of agriculture was reflected in more

startling fashion by the departure of some 300,000 agricultural labourers
from the countryside between 1870 and 1900 when the numbers employed in
industrial and manufacturing occupations continued to rise.

1:2

7

But as table

reveals English agriculture experienced something of a revival after

1900 for the agricultural labour force began once
absolute terms.

By 1931, even though it

to

ine rease in

represented some 6% of the

work force, it approximated the size of the agricultural labour force as

5.

feared that rural depopulation and the decline of agriculture
llleant: "nothing less than the progressive deterioration of the
and went on to add that it "may in the end mean the ruin of the r ac e;"
H. Rider Haggard, Rural
An Account Of
icultural And
ia1 Researches Carried Out in the Years 1901 and
2nd cd.
London
O.

6.

C,7.

j/\

IL

ILtot; ~

In Britain those employed in industrial occupationsAstabilised at about
y,
half. of the t.~ota.l . work f.:O.ree in. the.'~L.lst
re! .of th.e. nineteenth
CeJ.1.tur
,-it flJ..tJof'ttthi.
vlt.:-k"'.t~J
.
.
.
while those engaged in manufacturinb,,-steaclied at around Cl third of the
labour force.
ibid.
pp 74-75 and 143-144.

1
it existed during the mid-nineteenth century.

8

to note

It is interest

9

that the nutnb er s of tenant. fa.rmers remained constant between 1870 and 1900,wh i.I.e they even increased a little after 1900.

The victims of the adjust-

ments made by English agriculture were labourers rather than farmers.
NFU leaders were quite correct in pointing out that agriculture was still
the biggest single employer in Britain in the 1920s.

But this claim could

not disguise the fact that it was only one of several such industries and
had taken second place to both heavy secondary industries and tertiary
services as is typically the case in a mature economy.
In direct contrast agriculture in New Zealand became a larger
employer with the development of the dairying and frozen meat industries
and increased from 1890 to the 1920s.

It was only during the 1920s that

it began to lose ground to the secondary and tertiary industries.

It is

also interesting to note that agriculture was not as major an
as in either Australia or the 1l.S.A.

la

This was largely because of the

dominance of the family unit of labour and the lack of large
intensive types of plantation or arable fanning.

New

to have had surprisingly high employment in t.he no n-:
sector.

Un1~ke

reas of labour

Zealand also seems
t.ive t e rt

those two countries the expansion of agriculture did not

8.

By 1931 the agricultural labour force was made up of 1,170.000 persons
as against 1,200,000 persons in 1851 and 1,150,000 in 1861. Most of
the post 1900
e occurred amongst farmers and relatives assist
them,while labourers showed a slight recovery. Census for
_an~Ll.J~:e'?., 1931, Occupation Tables, pp 111+-115
R. Lawton,
Depopulation in Nineteenth Century England~ in R. Denn18 Mills (Ed.),
J.~ng1is}2__B:~:~!:~ __ggE:l~1~! ..t:J"L~.~.!::i3_. The
t of a
ialised
(London 1973), p 214.

9.

TIle nu~ber of tenant farmers remained virtually unchanged from 188,544
in 1881 to 188,909 in 1901, while labourers declined by 241,152 pe r so ns
IIEoaI'd of Agriculture and Fisheries: Report On The Decline In The
Agricultural Population of Great B'r Lt a Lu, 1881,~1.906;1I
BPP,1906 Cc1.3273
XCVI, pp 698-699.

10.

These figures on Aus t r a l La and America were taken from Commonwealth of
1911 Part XII, pp 1310 and 1324, and .
~_.t:_r:~_.s
~=__.
.
His
of the United States from Colonial '[':tmes to the Present
Connecticut
7, p
The New
f
NZ Census for 1871, 1891, 1901, 1911 and 1926.
~~st:!:a~J:~__(~en~)_~~':'..~.

release capital for the diversification of the economy and agriculture

WES

,
1 y Cla
111
11ly manu f acturlng
,
hi
1
not serlOUS
.enge~
witlln
tle
export sector. 11

So

agriculture remained far more inportant within the New Zealand economy
than in other new world economies such as Australia or
though it was not as b

t

u . S . A., even

an employer as in those countries.

The NZF'!] emerged at a time of prosperity, when New Zealand f a rmers
were assuming a growing economic importance, and the NFU was also established
during an economic upswing.

The correlation between the two unious and

periods of upswing fits in with most generally accepted accounts of
conditions which favour the emergence of collectivist organisations such
aB trad

.
12
unlons.

Good times, fol

on from earlier periods of recession

or depression, especially favour the emergence of trade unions.
Downt.u r n , followed by up swi.ng , pr ov i.d e.s the correct balance of accumulated

grievances which spur men to action and the confidence and financial
ability which enable them to give concrete institutional expression to their
intentions.

Both New Zealand and English farmers had experienced genuine

11.

Nanufacturing in the period under study never rose above 5.L+%,of eXHort;
{ i" iL . w",cfe.:'(\.. we ..... It,"4 J
earnings. The numberr; of persons employed in manufacturinir",l'OSe 'from
8.29% of the work force in 1911 to 15.5% in 1926, but those engaged
in sec9ndary industries changed little frmn 24.09% in 911 to 24.23%
in 1926. N.F. Lloyd-Pritchard, An Economic
of New Zealand to
.!.939_, (Auckland 1970), pp 189, 1
, 2
and 2
'l'hi.s
fai1~re to d~versify and the consequent growing dependence on the
three maj or export staples became the theme for
s errnon by Dr IV. B.
Sutch that New Zealand should strive to achieve greater economic
independence through the development of
t subs itution industries
such as manufacturing. e.g. W.B. Sutch, Colony or Nation? Economic
Crises in New Zealand from the 18608 to tlle--T9E;();;--'-(-Sy-;Tt;f~Y
Few
thought diversification was necessary unti
sion of the
1930s and even the Labour Government of 1935 to 1949 only marginally
reduced our
ence on agricultural exports.

12.

See lLB. Davis, I
Theory of Union Cr owt h ,." in W.E.J HcCarthy (Ed.),
(Londo n 1972), pp 211-233. Dav s demonstrates that in
Britain,
and North America, trade unions us uaLl.y fared best:
during boom period s . Also see E.W. Ilob s bawm , Labour
Studies
in the "ist
of Labour (London 1964), chapter
~I~\!~e_(~~~L(Y_::t.~>,
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hardships during the 1880s,13 but they could do little about organising to
express their grievances until some degree of recovery was und e rway .

13.

The

John H. Angus, "City And Country Change And Continuity Electoral
politics and society in Otago 1877-1893," Unpublished PhD Thesis,
University of Otago, 1976, pp 84~93
,demonstrates that some Otago
farmers suffered real hardships during the 1880s. I.W. Hors field,
"The Struggle For Economic Viability A Study in the development of
the New Zealand economy in the nineteenth century," Unpublished HA
Thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1960, makes it clear that
the low wool prices of the 1880s placed severe strains on farmers
as the dairying and frozen meat industries were not yet sufficiently
developed to provide alternative sources of revenue. As in England
more recent research is suggesting tha t the impact of the d ep r e s s Lon
of the 18808 was uneven affecting different areas and different groups
of people in different ways. But there can be no doubt as to its
severi ty in some ins tanc e s , 1 wouId 1 Lke to thank NI' Brendon 'I'homp s on
of the Economic History Department, Victoria University, for this
progress report.
A consensus seems to be developing amongst English economic
historians that the trauma experienced by English agriculture as a
result of the influx of cheap new world wheat and the wet summer of
1879 induced a necessary adjustment, which although painful, helped
English farming to survive and p r osp e r in the the twentieth century,
The severity of the so-called depression varied according to the
specialisations of particular regions, Generally the essentially
arable farming areas of the East and South were worse hit than the
stock raising areas of the West and North. The shift away from
arable farming to a greater emphasis on livestock production enabled
many farmers to recoup their losses. The most important art LcLes
on this question are undoubtedly those of E.L, Jones, liThe Chal1g
Basis Of Agricultural Prosperity, 1853-1873," ~i?ricultt.~J::.?l_I:!::!:.~!.£r.~Y
Review, Vol 10(1962), pp 102--119 and T.W. Fletcher, "Tht": Great
Delrre-;;;-sion of English Agriculture, 1873-96," Economic IUs
Revie\.!
(1961), pp 417-32. P.J. Perry, _B,:::'.:::r-=i.~t:.:!:;5;~:':'c;_:,.':':.':_~!I.:':_::12.
2nd series VoL 13
.in the Gr ea t l?_~?.r e ,?s i_(~JI1 J:.Q.7 0-12.~._0E_~_~_~_o_~ i_S~1~QE:'!?i?E!~.:EJ2Y,
Abbot 1974), provides Cl balanced summary of the revision of the myth
of the Great Depression in British agriculture. Studies at the local
level are generally confirming Fletcher's findings. e.g. Richard
Graver, "The Chambers' Fam.lLy Farms A Study in Kentish Agriculture,
1870-1944," Unpublished Long Essay, University of Kent, 1970, suggests
that Kentish farmers suffered greater hardships in the inter-war
period than during the 1880s.

11<'
eight years between the establishment of the two unions was probably an
indication of the fact that returns increased for New Zealand farmers from
the mid 1890s, whereas their English counterparts had to wait until the
.

early 1900s before there was any meaningful upturn in their f or t une s ,
The pattern of economic development after

1lf

establishment of the

two unions was fairly sbnilar, partly because New Zealand farmers'
dependence on the English market usually meant they suf
their English count
prices.

as much as

s if the London market experienced adQwnturn in

Between 1909 and 1914 both sets of farmers experienced an bnprove-

ment in their fortunes, an bnprovement which was more spectacular in New
.
.
.. 15
Zealand apart from a receSS10n 1n 1907.

During the First World War

both English and New Zealand farmers profited handsomely from boom conditions
induced by the artificially high prices.
when it came to an ab rup t halt.

16

The boom continued until 1921

From that time onwa r d s English farmers

lLf •

e.g. Compare table 102 in Lloyd Pritchard, .9J2. c~.!, p 206, against
the graph on prices of English wheat, oats and barley, and British
cattle, sheep, pork and wool, in Christable S. Orwin and Edith H.
Whetham, Hif,
of British
iculture 18L}6-·191!+ (London 1964),
pp 391-392, Charts V to VIII.

15.

See
and

16.

See Dermis J. George, "The Depression of 1921-·22 In New Zealand,"
Unpublished HA Thes Ls University of Auckland, 1969, pp 3-·5 and 12~20
Lloyd-Pritchard,
elt, p 245. Similarly the NFU witnesses to
the Royal Commission'A-gricult:1Jre, .Iame s Donaldson, E.M. Nunnelley
and F.W. Padwi.ck, all agreed that English farmers had profited
considerably from the high prices of wa r-e t fme , "Report of the Royal
Commission on Ag r i.cu l t.ure ;" Hinutes of Evidence lIPP 1919 Cd.319
VIII Part 3, pp 480-498; Cd. 5 VIII Part ,pp 682-697; and BPP
1920 Cd.66S IX Part 5, pp 54-60 and 94-100. Tables prepared by
James Wylie
on a wider sample of smaller and less
prosperous farms confirmed the impression that a general increase
in profits had occurred. Part 3, Appendix IV,PP 682-697.
It was little wonder that both Unions spent considerable time
during the War in countering accusations that farmers were profit~
eering.

of Economic

experienced considerable difficulties
'
c1ep re s s ion
. 17

into

as the English economy slid steadily

The accompanying table on farmer bankruptcies.

shows that both sets of farmers faced very real problems during the 1920s.
Yet New Zealand farmers
mid 1920s.

experienced something of a recovery during the

It could not,however, detract from the profound shock produced

by the advent of depression after farmers had experienced almost uninterrf
.
18
.
uptecI prosper1tyor
a generatlon.

The recovery itself did not last long

and after the Wall Street Crash of 1929 New Zealand farmers were forced to
cope with the considerable difficulties of a new long depression.

The study

ends with the onset of this depression because it created a whole new set
of problems with which farmers had to cope.
had grown up partly

The two farmers' unions whic.h

in response to the adjustments forced on farmers by

the Great Depression of the 1880s were now faced by another severe depression.
It was to tax their resourcefulness to the full and forced the adoption of
new sets of priorities.

19

17.

H.W. Richardson, "The Economic Significance of the Great Depression
in Britain," 1']le __ ~_()ur~~~~~ Co!?:.te_rTP.0r~L!:listor'y_, Vol Lf No 4 (act 1969).
pp 3-19, shows that the British economy experienced almost constant
depression from 1921 until the middle of the 1930s.

18.

George,

19.

In England the NFU was forced to reluctantly co-operate with the
Government in working State assisted Marketing Control Boards, while
the NZFU was compelled to take a hard look at the entire structure
of the New Zealand farming industry. Up to 1935 concessions,
expecially in terms of mortgage relief, were provided by the Coalition
Government, but: after that date the NZFU had to adjust to working with
the new Labour Government and its policy of price fixing. Farmers
had lost their special place in the political sphere and had to evolve
a more effective pressure group as a result.

~~j" •• _~~~,

pp 217-18.

Dependence on the English market produced by the development of
the dairying 20 and frozen meat industries helped explain two of the major
differences in the attitude of the two unions; that is the NZFU's advocacy
of marketing reform and call for State assistance in contrast to the NFU's
indifference towards marketing reform and distrust of State intervention.
New Zealand's vulnerability to

adverse price movements on the London

market was further increased by the lack of any significant manufacturing
sector or of a large home market, to cushion the effect of falling prices.
It was not surprising, therefore, that when such a fall occurred in 1921
that farmers turned to the State for help and looked to improvements in
marketing methods as provid

a possible solution to their difficulties.

The State was, after all, the only organisation with sufficient captial
and managerial resources to be of any real assistance to farmers in
of crisis.

t~nes

Although the NZFU had severely criticised State interference

in the matter of land tenure and economic management prior to 1921, they
had at the same time tolerated a degree of bureaucratic interference from
the Department of Agriculture which would have incensed English farmers.
Most New Zealand farmers realised that even though grading and pest control
regulations enforced by the State were annoying, improvements in quality
control and increases in productivity would provide direct benefits in the
form of larger cheques for their butter, meat or wool.

New Zealand farmers

also applauded the large amount of State investment in the agricultural
section as it once again assisted them directly by providing roads and
20.

More recent rdsearch in England is suggesting that the recovery of
English agriculture was also related to a dramatic growth in I:he
dairying industry in response to rising living standards. Whole
milk production rather than butter helped many English farmers to
recoup their earlier losses. The continuing growth of the conurbations
also encouraged further diversification, especially market gardening
and poultry farming. See David Taylor, "The English Dairy Industry:
the Need for a Reassessment,"
t:ural His
Revief,tJ Vol 22
Part 2, (1974), pp 153-159.

raising land values.

English farmers would probably have been alarmed if

the State had played such an active role within their industry.

At most

they wanted a limited form of subsidies, guaranteed prices and State
guarantees of security of tenure.

M;:lrketing al so affected them much less

directly and the benefits wh i.ch wouLd result from marketing reform appeared
to be marginal.

Predictably most NFU members generally opposed the idea

of State assisted marketing boards until the 19308, whe rea s the NZFU urged
their establishment from 1921.

When guaranteed prices were ,vithdravm

after a notice of only a few months in 1921 long stand

su

of the

State were even more deeply entrenched and the NFU w:Lt:hdrew from any
of partnership with the State until the late 1930s.
One

tant factor which off-set the much stronger economic posl ion

of the New Zealand

armers

NZFU was the much

ar~

gave the NFU a critical adva

level of infrastructure development.

over the
When the

]
NZFU was established in ..901
there were over 2_,000 miles of rai.way
1

but neither main trunk line

had been completed.

I

trac~s

21

Complaints about the

appalling state of many roads in rural areas wer e legend, whLl.e parts of
the country were still

~rrpregnable.

Many roads drawn in on maps were

little more than mud tracks, especially in the North Island.

A large

part of public expenditure was inevitably directed towards the creation of
infrastructure. 22

Roads and bridges issues continued to dominate both local

and national politics.

21.

Lloyd-Pritchard, ..Qp_k.iJ;;, p 225.

22.

In 1900 £417,000,01' 42%,of the total public works grant was devoted to
railway construction and maintenance and £285,OOO,or 28.7%.to roads.
ibid. p 214.

2 :1
England in contrast contained a more than adequate roading system
and a highly developed railway network.

By 1900 there was 15,195 miles of

railway line reaching into most parts of the country.

A far more regular

and comprehensive service was provided than even that of today.

Expansion

of branch lines to small towns and villages was still continuing.

Lines

were not generally phased out until much later wheri the competition provided
by motor transport made the more marginal lines

3

This difference was exacerbated by the more difficult topography of
New Zealand, its greater land area and the turbulent waters of Cook Strait.
The rapid adoption of such advances in communications technology as the
motor car 24 p ar t,1y eased communications problems in

te 1 ep ]norie and

t rie

New Zealand.

But cars could not navigate muddy tracks and telephones could

L

not compensate for a regular railway service and properly formed roads.

25

Both unions faced a similar problem in that regional farming
specialisations continued to mitigate against the successful evolution of
a general farmers' organisation.

Even though such variations declined in

importance over the period under study the differing and s ome t Lme s conflicting
interests of each specialist group continued to pose many problems for each
union.

.Qp.,J;i~,

23.

Ashworth,

p 111.

24.

New Zealanders, like their American and Canadian contemporaries,
purchased motor cars more readily than the British. By 1930,
approximately one New Zealander in eight owned a motor vehiCle as
against one Brit n in twent y -n i.ne , Taken from Ashworth, ..QIL_~it,
p 339. and Lloyd-Pritchard ,.Qp....£it, P 369. This discrepancy provides
an Ln t ere s t Lng comment on the public transport systems of the two
countries during the 1920s as well as on the levels of income.

25.

e.g. When the Dominion Secretary of the NZFU toured Nort.h Auckland
as late as 1929 he complained of the appalling state of the roads.
Many roads drawn on maps were in fact barely formed mud tracks.
~!, 10 Nov 1929 pp 5-·6.
His complaints confirm tales of the
difficulties of travelling from Auc k Land to Hhangerai related to me
by both my father and grandfather.

English farming was generally more sharply

divj~ed

into specialist

sub-divisions than New Zealand farming, even though by 1914 there was a
larger mixed cropping and stock raising component than ever before.

The

problems confronting the arable farmers of East Anglia and the dairy farmers
of the South-Western counties were still quite different.
new

speciali~branches

The growth of

of farming around the conurbations, such as poultry

raising and market gardening,further complicated the totality of English
farming despite the general trend towards a more mixed type of operation.
The complexity of English agriculture, which has always perplexed any
student a t

ing to formulate meaningful generalisations concerning that

agriculture, made the NFU's achievement of developing a successful general
farmers' organisation all the more considerable.

A greater degree of

specialisation also provides another factor which explains why the NFU
was formed later than the NZFU.
Specialist divisions wit.hin New Zealand, especially those of a
regional nature, were, however, more fully developed by 1900 than is
generally realised.
and the South Island.

The major division existed b e twe en the North Island
Dairying was far more important in the North Island,

while the question of improvements was of much greater concern to North
Island farmers as they generally had to carve their farms out of the bush.
Mixed cropping and sheep grazing operat.ions were far more important on
the open tussock lands of the South Island.
within each island.

But there were also divisions

The lowland areas of t.he North Island were generally

given over to dairying, while hillier inland areas concentrated more on
sheep raising.

The southern part of the North Island also tended to be

nearer the South Island model as cropping was for more important in this
area.

Canterbury and Otago produced a type of mixed crop and sheep farming

which was nearer the English model than any other region of New Zealand.
The most distinctive specialist crop of Canterbury was wheat, \\711ile Otago
farmers concentrated more on oats.

Dairying was reasonably important

2

on the 'I'a Le r L plains and al.so as sumad a g r owi.ng
plains.

rtance on the Southland

Root crops constituted a Dweh more s

rotation

in Southland than anywh er e else.

icant component of the fa
The

hills of Marlborough

favoured the continuance of extensive sheep runs, while Nelson saw the
beginning of specialisation

market

and orchard

,

El

ment wbich was also occurring around the environs of the four main centres.
This limited degree of specialist sub-group
for the NZFU.
that s uppo r

t

Although dairy farmers initial
wa s Lo s

Union broke cHvay.
until 1929.

posed real problems

supported the NZFU much of

during the 1920s when a s ep ar at
I t: did not

Dairy Farmer

I

amaLg ama t e with the NZFU

Few specialist wool producers joined the NZFU either.

Most

of the big pastoralists remained outside the NZFU and joined the Sheep
Owners' Federation Lns t e ad , or aometIme s d eci.d ed to support only their local
A and P Association,

As t:he final chapter will reveal the NZFU I

ship was not dominated by either an oligarchy of b

S

leaeJer-'·

farmers as L.J. Wild

suggested, nor was it ever captured by small dairy farmers.

27

26

It was rather

controlled by middling sized sheep and mixed farmers, or in other words,
"mea t lJlen~

Generally the organisation seemed incapable of catering

tor- the

different needs of dairy, meat, wool and fruit and vegetable producers.
The i.mplementation of what political scientists c a Ll, an

tive function,

or the successful representation of a broad range of specialist interests

by a single
England.

sa t Lon , should have been e a si.er in New Zealand them in

!;a.,••

Yet the NZFU, unlike the NFU, failed to evolve into a

farmers' organisation despite its claim to represent all branches of
New Zealand

26

0

L . J. Wi 1 cl, .Il~~__!'_~,!~~:._§I!!..cLl~~~n~:~_,.:~i_.~?jT_.L~~~:,~__~lL:??_~_oL_!)_ll_p

s"

(Christchurc.h 1953), p 136.

27.

Le s Cleveland, "An Ear lyN(~w Zenlancl Farmers' Pressure Group," in

Le s Cl cv eI Elnd (Ed.) i ",'1:.'::.h.,.:.8,.'••..~1::\.':.",]..8:::..::.:.,::..i..,.:::.:::. __ .::.::.:.::.::..:..=:,_,::.::.::•.._::.,:::_::.•.:::.=-.:::.=:,.•:::•.• -'_.=.. c..::... -=__::..::.::.
;~g:.:hi:.!:.~:~.f~ .._~~~J!~w._Z:.~_cl}-='lD~l,

24

This failure was partly accounted for by the fact that even in
the 1920s New Zealand farmers

from virtual pioneers to long established

settlers who had fanned their land for two or even three generations.
Most

ish farwers in contrast were well established, many tenants coming

from families who had farmed for centuries.

The differences b e twcen new

and older set tLed areas in New Zealand were inter--regional as well as
regional, even though South Island farming was generally more well established.
Even within Otago the problems faced by soldier settlers on the Clifton
estate in the 1920s were little different from those encountered by Taieri
farmers in the 1850s.

Such a considerable range in the levels of farming

development made it difficult Ear one organisation to represent effectively
the interests of both established and new farmers.

It was almost inevitable

that the NZFU would represent the interests of the established farmers
rather than of men starting out simply because new farmers were too busy
developing their properties to play an active role within the NZFU.
fact this was what generally happened.
Shadbo1t's

In

Like Ned Livingstone, Maurice

than life pioneer f a rmar , the majority of New Zealand

farmers did not join the NZFU because they were "too bloody tired to care."
Probably the most important single factor in explaining the different
situations of the two fanning communities was simply the fact that the
tr iparti te

was not reduplicated in New Zealand.

table reveals the private landlord/tenant farmer

As the accompanying

system of land

W:;

dominated in England whereas New Zealand adopted the freehold tenure
typical of other new world countries.

28.

Maurice Shad boI t,

t'_'':"_~.'.'~_~:-~':''__''__'__''__'_''_'

_S.
__

.¥_''J

(London 1972), p 150

age
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TABLE 1 It
OCCUPIERS

In Number of Hold
11380

%

1900

%

1910

Tenants

Owners

Tenants

OwnErs

Tenants

20

ENGLAND

8",)

15

130

AMERICA

22.55

7/1.25

37 .96

REHAINDER-MANAGERS

HhHes &Blacks

NEH ZEALAND

28.57

71.43

.89

I;Jhi tes
68.36
Area

1930

%

Owners

Tenants

Owners

BO

20

64

36

1+0.90

58.06

It 7 .78

'j

WhitES only

vJhites only

36.5
58.87

35.75

63.5
Ld .13

VICTORIA

TABLE 1:5
1905 ]WYAL

SS ION ON LAND TENURE IN N. Z .

Breakdown of Crown Leasehold Categories
Number of
Holdings %
Occupation with Right of Purchase (4,151)
Lease in perpetuity

19.68

Area %

7.03

10./tO

(7,279)

Suall grazing runs

(719)

3. /+1

8.73

Pastoral Runs

(863)

If

. 09

67.10

Deferred

(312)

1./f8

CL 33

Perpetual Leas

(690)

~L03

CL 72

(7,132)

33.30

5.69

Other -

Sf::'t tlements
Homes te ad
Mining etc.

TABLE 1:6
1911 YEARBOOK BREAKDm,]N OF N. Z.

U~ASEHOLD

'X

Private and Public Bodies
Native

1 .2 /1.

t6.88

9.07

Crown
100.00

BY AEEA
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In England most of the agricultural land was owned by a few large
landholders,29 who leased out their estates to tenants to farm in smaller
sized lots.

The tenants in turn were dependent upon the landlord for

their major supply of capital and generally relied upon the assistance of
hired labourers to work their farms.

The labourers were generally landless

and made up the great bulk of the rural population.

In short economic

relationships within rural England assumed a classical pyramidal structure.
In direct contrast New Zealand followed the predominant new world
model of predominantly freehold ownership.
occupiers

of agricultural land in New Zealand were freeholders from

around 70% of the total number in 1882
1926 .:32

A clear majority of the

30

to 63% in 1910

31

and M.5% in

If farmers held the leasehold they were tenants of the State

rather than tenants of private landlords or public bodies, a tenurial
arrangement condemned by English landlords and tenants alike.

Even in

terms of area only 17% of leasehold land was let by private landlords or
public bodies in 19 11..

33

29.

In 1873 4,217 persons, each possessing over 1,000 acre holdings,
owned 18,546,000 acres of England and Wales, or about half of the
total area of the country. Furthermore, 400 peers alone owned
5,729,000 acres, meaning that the average size of their estates was
1 /+,322'5 acres.
In the United Kingdom as a whole there were 901
landlords in 1879 who owned estates of over 10,000 aeres each.
Forty-four of these men owned estates of over 100,000 acres each.
Ashwo r t h ,_Qp .£.:LL P 11 9 .
TheSE, figures we r e taken from J. Ba t eman ,
The Great Landowners of Great Britain and Ireland (11th ed , London
1883

32.

ibid. 1926, pp 3Bl and 393.

33.

ibid. 1911, p 526.

26
In England the great majority of

~armers

were private tenants,

approxbnately 85% in the late nineteenth century and 80% at the outbreak
f
0:

HOL1 ci

- 34

Har 1.

Immcd lately af ter \vcrld Har I the predominance of

tenants declined somewhat as many large estates were sold up, particularly
. resvonse to great.y
l 'lncreasec1 ceatlutles
I
1 du t I
. 1
.
35 M
1n
an d 111gler
taxatlon.any

tenants were forced to buy up or quit.

The end result was that by 1926

tenants made up only 65% of the total number of English farmers,36

But

after that date the move towards a greater degree of owner-occupancy
slowed considerably.

The freeholder remained in the minority.

Although

a series of Agricultural Holdings Acts partly stimulated such sales by
increasing compensation for disturbance and deciding some landlords to
sellout in the process, 37 this increased compensation won the full
advantages of owne r sh Lp for tenants withou t the attendant responsibilities,
The Act of 1920, a consolidating Act of 1923 and a further Act of 1948,
were passed largely in response to demands made by the NFU.

Their passing

ensured that the NFU was successful in realising its primary objective
of security of tenure.

That success was revealed by the fact that 61% of

English farmers were still tenants 38 in 1951, although there has been 8n
increase in owner-occupancy since that date.

34.

P.S. Bagwell and C.E. Hingay, Britain and America 1850·-1939 a S
of economic
(London 197

35.

F.M.L. Thompson,
(London 1963), pp

37.

s.C. Sturmey argues from his study of estate agents' records and the
.§.st:::"lt~~:s G~.~_LJ:~:' that the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1908,1920 and
1923 stimulated sales of· farming land. But he also concedes that a
shortage of farms to let and increased taxation were important factors
in explaining the increase of sales during the years 1909-1913 and
1923-27. S. G. Sturmey, "Owner Farming in England and ~vales 1900-1950,'1 in W.E. Minchinton (Ed.), Essays in Agrarian History, Vol 11,
(Newton Abbot 1968), pp 290-- 291 an-2C-·295--.-------··-·-----·-------~-

Landed Socie

in the Nineteenth Cen

Comparisons ,.;rith the United States of America and Victoria reinforces
the view that New Zealand belonged to the new world in terms of tenure.
the U.S.A. approximately 61% of white farmers were full

1900.

owner~occupiers

As the twentieth century progressed tenancy increased.

on,'L y 51 %
,,0 f '

hi
W'11.

f
f ] . ,' L
'
.
39
te:armen3
Here:u
ovlner~occuplers.

In
in

By 1930

Growing indebtedness

and the difficulty of securing credit at reasonable rates of interest forced
many owner s to become tenants.

40

The freehold tenure was even more predominant in Victoria than either
New

Zealand or America, wLt h 67.5% of the holdings being held by outright

owne r s in 1907.

Only 3% of the holdings were held under pure leasehold

tenures with the remaining 29.5% belonging to part owner-occupiers.

41

Two qualifications need to be made, however, to the predominance of
owner-occupancy in New Zealand.

FirstJin terms of area the leasehold Has

greater because of the f ew very large pastoral runs which were largely
In 1905, for example,

composed of poor quality upland tussock country.
there were 863 such runs which represented only

Lf.

09% of the total number

of leasehold holdings but comprised 6 7.10% of the leasehold area.
some farmers expressed s a tLs f ac tLon with the crown tenures.
offered security and low ronta18.

39.

The S

fstical His
,!.b:.~_ PEesen~, Table K

42

Second,

These tenures

They freed capital from mort gage

of the United States from Colonial Times to
2.

41.

Bagwell and Mingay,

, p 63.

42.

"Report of the Royal Commission on Land Settlement and Tenure,1I
A to J, 1905, C-4B,pp 1566-67.
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Furthermore, only some 559 out of a total of around 10,000 lease-in-perpetuity
tenants, or about 6%, bothered to take up the option of the freehold when
it was offered to them by fhll:Lam Massey' s Reform Government in 1913.

/+4

The major factor which caused a minority of crown tenants to call for the
introduction of the freehold option was not a burning desire for the freehold.

It was rather a fear of either revaluation or land nationalisation

as demanded by the Trade.s and Labour councils and radical politicians such
~

as Tommy Tay Lor or George Fow l d s ,

LIS

In general the main demand for the

freehold option emaria t ed from freeholders within the NZFU rather than from
.

.

crown tenants themselves.
Still des

Lt 6

te the relative importance of State leaseholds within

New Zealand, both as a stepp
itself, the continu

stone to owner-occupancy and as an end in

predominance of the freehold placed New Zealand much

nearer the new world model of land ownership.

Lt 7

Even the minority of

Lf3.

}J?2:~'

44.

A to J, 1914, C-l, p Ill. The figure would be 780 or about 8% if
conversions to deferred payment are included.

45.

This fear was expressed over and over again by both official NZFU
witnesses and those crown tenants who were critical of State tenures.
They claimed that the Government: might one day break the contract
entered into with c r own tenants and so destroy the security of
all tenures other than the freehold.
For a fuller discussion of this
point and the Commission's findings in general see R.L. Bailey,
"Agrarian Aspirations and Demands as Illustrated by the 1905 Royal
Commission on Land 'I'enure," TJnpublished MA Thesis, Massey UnIver s I t y ,
1972.

lit>.

This conclusion is based on an exhaustive investigation of all the
NZFU witnesses, both official and unofficial, who gave evidence to
the Commission.
Th e findings of this Ltrve s tig a t Lo n are elaborated
in chapters ten, eleven and twelve.

47.

CondlHfe was quite correct in asserting that the freehold was
triumphant by the turn of the century despite the outcry raised by
the NZFU over granting the freehold option to crown tenants.
Conclliffe,
, pp 2')L+-·256 ,

CLj·-B, shows that nearly a third of farmer wi.t ne.s s e s favoured
the leasehold.
In Canterbury nearly a half were in favour of the
leasehold.
pp 17-18.

New Zealand farmers who were tenants were quite distinct from their
English counterparts, the g r e at majority of whom we r e tenants-at-will rather
.
1+8
than leaseholders,

Critical economic differences ensued as a result of

the rejection of the tripartite model in New Zealand.
of these differences was
and

Cl

The most important

the development of contrasting sources of credit

much greater incidence of land speculation amongst New Zealand farmers.
As in North America the

few homesteaders,

If 9

ority of New Zealand farmers, other than a

had to have some capital to acquire land even if they

were able to take advantage of the various leaseholds or easy deferred
p aymen t

system.

systems which had been offered since the days of the provincial
50

Once on the land repayment of mortgage nwnies and interest on loans

made the question of credit a critical one for New Zealand farmers.
establishment of the Advances to Se t tl.er s' Office in

189L~

The

temporal'

quenched the farmers' thirst for credit,sl but by 1905 many complaints
were made that such loans were insufficient amI difficult to obtain.

Some

48.

Ashworth,
, pSI. Unlike New Zealand Lea s eho Ld e r s most English
tenants did not sign a lease with the State or landlord for a
specified period of time, but rather occupied a farm on the understanding that their landlord could remove them if their farming
proved ,unsatisfactory or if the landlord decided to sell up.

49.

One John Nicholson, a North Auckland farmer, had been helped onto his
land by a Homestead tenure, or a free gift of land. He recommended
that the system be more broadly introduced in poor areas of country
such as North Auckland. A to J,1905, C-Lf , p 798. His case was
rather exceptional as little land was opened up for settlement free
of rent, and what few holdings were thrown open on the Homestead
system tended to be too small to be of any great use.
There were
1,2 /+8
homestead holdings in 1905. _~~~~, pp 1566-1567,
John Johnson, also from North Auckland, claimed the Homestead system
had only worked because of timber on the land.
Lb f.d , pp 818-819.

50.

Haterson,
, p 39,convinc1ngly demonstrates that even on a
l-1-p estate each of the successful applicants held some existing
capital.
Furthermore, those men with insufficient capital resources
were soon forced off their land.

51.

N.R. Stenson
, "Origins of the Government Advances to
Settlers Ac t , 189/~.," Unpub lf.shed 1\11\ Thesis) UnLve r s Lty of Auc kLand ,
1962, makes it clear that the Office was not as generous as the
Liberal Government hoped posterity would believe it to be.

30
,.!itnesses to the Land Commission also c Laimed

t

ha t private lending agencies,

whether banks,mortgage companies or stock and station agencies, offered
equally attractive terms.

52

wanted to cash in on ris

By the early twentieth century many farmers
land values and became agitated if they could

not raise the necessary finance.

Costs of equipment, stock and labour

wer e also beginning to rise and some had immediate need for easier c r edit .

Increasingly farmers were being forced to turn back to private lending
agencies, who acted as the major source of credit for most f r eeho Lde r s ,
In a sense the banker and the stock agent performed a similar role to the
English landlord.

It was not suprising, therefore, that the
a

the stock and station agency w

~ank

or

frequent target for abuse, largely

because they played such a crucial role within the farming industry.
Cr Lt i.c i sm became more vehement as economic conditions deteriorated.

NC',w

Zealand farmers tended to develop an anti-banking/financial institution
mentality during the 1880s which was remarkably similar to that of their
North American counterparts.

Right from its inception the NZFU demanded

the provision of cheaper and more readily available credit, but that demand
did not become strident until private sources of credit tightened up
after the

de~ression

of 1921.

As the 1920s progressed and marketing

reforms were initiated the major catchcry of the NZFU became tIle introduction
of co-operative agricultural banking.
The NFU said little about the question of introducing additional
sources of credit until the 1920s.

Landlords seemed to supply most tenants

with sufficient capital for adequate improvements, while they generally
held rents at an uneconomic level.

On the other hand the general trend

whereby landlords were increasingly investing in more lucrative areas such
asnll'].\\Tay promotion, industria.] engineering or London property deve 1 o pment , 53
52.

e.g. The same John Nicholson made such a claim, A to J, 1905,
or Michael Oleonnor of Te Tua in Southland. p 33.

53.

F. M. L. 'I'homp s on , gE

_(:j:~,

pp 256--268, 306 and

335~36.

C~4,

P 798,

31.
deeply concerned the NFU'q leaders,

One of the major reasons behind the

formation of the NFU was the desire to correct the outflow of capital from
agriculture.

Somehow they hoped to direct investment from Vickers back to

their farms.

Then the boom conditions of

from this issue.

war~time

diverted attention away

Credit became a major issue once again when the war ended

as a grmving number of farmers were forced to buy up their farms.

From that

time on the NFU urged improvements on both intermediate and long term credit
facilities as the problem became more like that confronting New Zealand
farmers.

The Ba1dwin administration made some legislative response to

pacify these demands, but English farmers, like their New Zealand counterparts, remained dissatisfied wi.t h Government a t t emp ts to remedy this
grievance.
Closely tied to the whole question of credit was the incidence of
land speculation.

From the turn of the century more and more New Zealand

farmers began to play the land market, attempting to buy cheap and sell
dear and so cash in on rising export prices.
wartime this trend became chronic.

With the boom prices of

A contemporary economist, Professor

H. Belshaw, estimated that half of the total agricultural land area of
New Zealand 0hanged hands between 1915
since Bel.shaw ' s estimates
a little conservative.

c r:
J J

t

'!O')"

and7~~.

S!r

Research carried out

e nd s to suggest that his f Lgur e s were probably

While professional speculators and big farmers

were undoubtedly prominent in such activities, many small farmers also
participated, often in an effort to place their sons on farms of their
own.

The NZFU played its part by urging the introduction of the freehold

54.

Condliffe"S~E

55.

Belshaw ' s fi.nc1ingswEcre reinforced by his later work carried out with
D.O. Williams, suoonarised in the following tables taken from Belshaw
St ephen s and Hilliams, ~2p ci~=-, pp 186, 189 and 191. Waterson,.9.J2- ~i~.,
pp !12-43,found that the pa t t cr n of high turnover of holdings was even
more fully developed in the Metameta district than in the country as
a whole. Dennis George, .(22. E.L!:, pp 12-·19, confirms these earlier find ings.

ci

t ,

p 275.

option to enable more of its members to take advantage of the buoyant
land mar k.e t ,

Even though t ha leasehold provided a safety net to some

farmers during the 1890s and helped them onto the first rung of the
agricultural ladder, it was transformed into an imposed ceiling on individual
advancement once export prices rose in the early 1900s. In short the
NZFU wanted to convert public assets to private advantage.

Waterson's

study confirms that the introduction of the freehold option did stimulate
speculation in the Waikato.

Generally speculation was most pro nounced

in dairying areas such as the Waikato or Taranaki where land values were
rising most rapidly, but it was typical of most areas of New Zealand.
With the fall in export prices in 1921, however, the land boom came
to a rather abrupt halt.

A burden of widely inflated land values and

massive debts was bequeathed to the next generation of farmers.

Many

small dairy men came to curse the speculations of their predecessors,
while the hapless returned soldier settlers struggled despe.rately to
survive.

Attention turned to calling for the extension of moratoriums

to enable farmers to meet their unrealistic mortgage commitments.

It

was scarcely surprising that credit became such a major issue after 1921
as many farmers required larger and cheaper loans to cope with the after
fects of the earLier untrammelled playing of the land market.

Land

gambling c on t Lnu ed but at a much more moderate rate.
All this was very different from England.
compensation for disturbance, while not

The winning of greater

Iuding gambling in farm land,

generally seemed to hold prices at a reasonable level and checked
.1
•
56
specu.atlon.

The NFU's primary objective, like that of the NZFU, was

security of tenure.

Like the NZFU the NFU leaders feared the notion of

land nationalisation and were determined to resist the introduction of any

56.

Sturmey, ..op-C..i.t, p 306,

3

such scheme.

.]1

But the means of realising security of tenure were diametri.,.

ca1ly opposed.

There was little point in ovming the freehold when the tenant

was allowed complete control over his farming operations and the landlord
was compelled by law to provide generous compensation for disturbance or
damage caused by game hunting.

More important st Ll.I the tenant's capital

was freed. from mortgage commitments and could be almost exclusively devoted
to developing his farm to its fullest potential.

The massive condemnation

of the tripartite system made by both the NZFU and numerous commentators
on rural mat t e r s who wrote in either agricultural periodicals or the
national preSt, ,

57

misjudged the position of the English tenant

c

farmer, even before 1920.

After that time criticisms of the English

landlord/tenant system became increasingly inaccurate.

A powerful

mythology seemed to develop in New Zealand that tenancy-at-will was entirely
bad from the farmers'

po~nt

of view and that English farming was inefficient

because of the tenurial system under which it operated.

In fact the

tripartite system had been largely responsible for the many advances which
English

made over the agriculture of continental Europe.

English

farming was also far more efficient than New Zealand farmers generally
realised, especially as it lacked such advantages as virgin soil fertility,
or large areas of underdeveloped land.

57.

Few farmer witnesses who gave evidence to the 1905 Land Commission,
even if
did not belong to the NZFU, had anything good to say
about the landlord/tenant system as it existed in England.
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At first

the big pastoralists of New Zealand would appear to

be equivalent to the Eng Li.sb "g ent.r y"
Certainly the b
"gentry" 59

58

in terms of their econorn ic function,

pa s t.or a Li.st s were as weal t.hy as many members of the

They also made a similar contribution to the development of

New Zealand agricu.lture in terms of .large scale capital inputs and through
the introduction of more scientific farming techniques and the use of the
latest machinery,60 as did "High Farmers" to English agriculture.

But the

compa rI s .on is a misleading one> simply because few of the big pastoralists

let their farms out to tenants or provided their tenants with capital.
They seldom directed farmers' cropping rotations.
left largely to the State,

Such regulation was

Most big pastoralists in fact worked their

own properties or hired managers.

A more meaningful comparie on in the

economic sense would be with the sheep Eiquatters of Australia or the cattle
barons of North America.

58.

This term has already been applied to the big pastoralists by
Rollo Arnold, S.T.Eldred-Grigg and
M.D,N. Campbell in their
studies of the development of the Wairarapa-Bush, Nelson, South
Canterbury and Hawkes
districts.
Rollo Arnold "The Ope n Lng of the Great Bush 1B69···1881," Unpublished
PhD Thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1971.t and ~L~NgR'
~9..ld.~~fLt.ib.Q.!l£11_JJJs !.Q.l"Y_...:E..oL.lieJ&.._Z&.i1lE1 nQ] 11, New Zea 1 Cl. nd Cou ne LL for
Educational Research, (Wellington 1973).
S.T. Elclred-Grigg, "The Landed Gentry of Lowland's Ashburton County,
1890-·1896," UnpubLi.shed MA Thesis, University of Canterbury, 197Lf ,
H. D. N. Campbe1l, lIThe Evolution of Hawkes Bay Landed Society, 18501914," Unpublished PhD Thesis, Victoria Un~versity of Wellington, 1972.

59.

The genealogist, J.B. Burke, suggested as late as 1861 that the
minimum income qualification for baronets should be £500 per annum
and £2,000 for peers. 1".11.1.. Thompson,.Qp_cjJ:, p 62. Eldred-Grigg
has shown that the Ashburton pastoralists generally exceeded the
mlnlmum income of peers. The famous Longbeach estate of John Grigg,
for example, made a profit of £7,500 in 1893 despite very low wheat
and wool prices.
• p 192. Even smaller local estates managed
to earn over £1,500 annual returns after all expenses had been meet.
The Ashbur t on "gentry" also Lnve s t ed in urban property development,
shipping, mining, timber milling and the freezing industry, pp 198-212.
and
Company

University of

Palmer,"The Hew Zealand and Australian
Unpublished PhD Thesis,

Century New Zealand,"

, 1971.

TABl,E 1; 7

Transfers of Country Lands
Number of
Year

'I'r an s f e r s

(1)

Area

(2)

Thousand Acres

Area Trans,,·
ferred as
Percentage
of Area
Occupied

Index of
Export.
Prices

Index of
(3)

(3)

(4 )

(5)

%

1909-13=-100

1909-13=100

1912-1L,

2,206

.5. L,

109

108

1914-15

2,130

5.2

124

10L,

1915-16

5,312

2,41lf

5.8

1Lf6

116

1916-17

3,515

2,677

6.2

166

124

1917-18

7,951

2,008

L1.6

168

92

19H3-19

9,559

1,992

L,.3

178

86

1919-20

16,7(-l/.

3,775

8.7

181

174

1920-21

18,299

Lt, 357

10.5

171

210

1921--22

10,525

1,985

L1.5

136

90

1922-23

8,191

2, L,99

5.1

161

102

1923-24

8,30 L,

1,797

L, . 1

179

82

1924--25

8,387

2,008

4.6

189

92

1925--26

9,32.0

2,007

L,.6

15Lf

92

1926-27

8,L+55

2,059

1{,7

153

9L,

1927-28

7, L,09

1,893

4. L,

168

88

1928--29

7 ,8M)

2,161

4.9

162

98

1929-30

8,455

1,697

3.9

128

78

1930-·31

6,974

1, L,7 4

3.5

98

70

1931-·32

5,035

1,215

2.8

89

55

1932--33

1+,322

991

2.3

90

45
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One surviving myth of the l,iberal achievement that must: be challenged,
however, is that the breaking up of the large estates brought about the
demise of the big pastoralist.

In fact they survived as a powerful
the

group today.

While their earlier economic dominance disappea

the 1890s they still continued to exercise an economic influence
proportion to their numbers.

This was basically because their

power was not reduced to any great extent.

In 1920, for example,

of New Zealand's total sheep owners, tha t is those persons with
5,000 sheep, owned about 30% of the entire national flock.
the 16/, persons owning flocks of over 10,000 sheep, or a mere
the total flock owrier s , owned 2,82I.r,753 sheep or 11.81% of New Zeal.
floc 1< •

61

Even these figures understate the true position as sev

big pastoralists owned up to four flocks of over 10,000 sheep.
of hold

over 10,000 acres also increased in absolute

0, even if these big blocks constituted a smaller proportion
.]
1 1 cl area. 62
·1.cu..turaan·

Some hill country blocks continued to be vi

Calculated irom the "Annual Sheep Returns," A to J, 1920, H-23.
number of flocks in 1891 of over 10,000 sheep made up 3.29% of t
total and those over 5,000 5.63%. The flocks between 1,000 and
5,000 rose from 13.3% of the total in 1891 to 23.89% in 1920, who
flocks of under 1,000 declined from 81.15% to 73.19%. A to J, 1
H-15A. The changes induced by l,iberal land legislation clearly
not profound. Broader economic trends appeared to be more impol"
in explaining the move towards medium sized flocks. While the v
big owners were reduced in number they clearly had not disappear

)

.

pp 525-526; 1926, pp 380-81. Despite
were clearly still important in 1926.

1880

By holdi.ngs

1890

holdings

r~y

8"7

1-11.11g'1y
1.10

8 Lf

1900

1910

By holdings
80

99

By farms

126

131

1I4B.211

1/',5.65
365

489

374

449.02

OF Fl\RN SIZE IN

51·~100

.28
29.00
lfS,98

23.81

321-1,000

. 34

11.31

23.52

37.30

30,35

5.
7,39
13,13
23.

1911

40.91

10.77

2ll,23

Hi,

926

3t+ 61.

13./+2

26.93

16.99

0

er than Holdings

3

only if they were worked as large units.
as an important economic group

63

The big pastoralists then remained

w i t h Ln the farming community, even if they

we r e only one of several such groups.

In 1910 they established their own

national pressure group, the Sheep Owners' Federation, and proceeded to
evolve policies frequently hostile to those of the NZFU.

Their considerable

economic poweT was to pose real problems for the NZFU who discovered that
numerical

superiority was of little use in countering the influence of the

SOF.
Even though the tripartite system was not reduplicated in New Zealand,
there was not a great discrepancy in the size of farm units.
table makes it clear that de

The accompanying

the discrepancy in average size, the

majority of holdings were medium sized and typical of farmers rather than
peasants.

Small holdings of under fifty acres were more important in England,

but the breakdown of holdings into different size categories reveals that
they were also important in New Zealand.

The qualification should be added,

however, that the importance of small holdings in both instances was
exaggerated by the existence of multiple holdings.

Professor G.E. Mingay's

estimate of the size of farms proper as opposed to total holdings
probably states the position more accurately.

6Lf

His corrected figures suggest

that medium sized units were nearly as significant in England as in New
Zealand.

63.

We do not know for certain whether or not the individual families who
comprised this group changed dramatically, but judging from the names
printed in the
returns many of the old families survived as big
pastoralists. New blood also seems to have been infused into the
group suggesting that it was open ended.

64.

Bagwell and Mingay,

37
The table

00

farm size also suggests that hierarchies existed within

both farming communities.

hlhile farm size alone cannot accurately iodic.ate

wealth or status, it does provide a rough guide to both factors.

Small

market gardens sometimes represented a more profitable type of venture than
large sheep runs.

Only rnea sur emen t s of capital inputs against returns on

each individual farm will answer the question of how size related to economic
standing.

But large holdings were generally richer in terms of assets. Further

more, this size hierarchy made it clear that neither group of farmers was
by any means homogeneous.

Differences in size constituted horizontal

divisions complementing the vertical divisions of specialisation and
locality.

Such an additional form of division made the task of a general

farmers' organisation even more difficult.

These size hierarchies also

seemed to be cementing themselves from 1910 o nward s , despite the efforts
of both the Br i t i.sh and New Zealand Liberal Governments, who only shared
a name in common. to encourage small hold

65

Two other obvious, but critical factors which helped explain the
evolution of the different tenurial systems and styles of farming 66 we r e

64.

and

, _9p d.!:, p 61

0

65.

J.D. Gould "The Occupation of Farm Land in New Zealand, lB71.+~1911;
A Preliminary Survey," ls.~.~ine_,?s Ar~hi'!:~?~~~I?:9.Ji.istorz, Vol 5 No 2
(Aug 1965), pp 123-141, clearly demonstrates that aggregation was
underway again by 1911.

660

For an account of how New Zealand farming differed from English and
other new world types of farming see Hargreaves, Op ci.1=.; G.T. Alley
and D.O.hI. Hall, The Farmer in New Zealand (Wellington 1941);
B.L. Evans, A his
tion and marke
in
Ne\17 Zealand,
and P. W. Smallfield, The Grasf>lands' Revolution in New Zealand
(Auckland 1970). The most
ing contemporary accounts were
provided in the NZ Coun
Journal published from 1877 to 1899;
the NZ__£5~E!~E first pubL
in 1885 and s t Ll.L surviving; and the
NZ Journal of
Lcul
published since 19100 These three publications
between them provide as nearly a comprehensive coverage of the
development of New Zealand farming as the various British agricultural
journals do for the evolution of British farming.

the simple determinants of geography and the fact that New Zealand farmers
had started from

tch.

While Turnerian style arguments in favour of

geography as a major determinant of historical development have long been
out of fashion, it cannot be denied that New Zealand's different climate
and terrain made the exact reduplication of English farming methods
impossible.

Pastoral farming, for example, was only viable if it could

be carried out on a massive scale

67

system which best answered its needs.

and the leasehold was the tenurial
Similarily

dairying on a much more

modest scale was far better suited to the heavily clad bush country of
the North Island than the mixed grain growing and sheep raising operations
of the east of England.

Technological innovations, especially in the form

of refrigeration and the centrifugal cream separator, accentuated differences
induced by nature.
many centuries.
conquest.

Fur t he rmor e , the tripartite system had evolved over

Aspects of it could be traced back to at least theNorman

It was quite simply impossible for this peculiarly English

phenomena to be reduplicated anywhere else.

New' Zealand farming similarly

evolved its own distinctive forms in response initially to its different
climate and relief and

later' to the pull of market forces.

Superficially,

New Zealand agriculture was similar to that of England and other temperate
coUntries, but in reality it was very different.

English agriculture had

also been shaped by the growth of a big population and the readily available
pool of labour.

New Zealand farmers in contrast came to rely on the British

population to consume their produce and only had a small pool of labour
on which to draw, despite Wakefield's efforts to attract large numbers of
labourers to New Zealand.

Without such a group of landless rural workers

the tripartite system could not function.
67.

Horsefield, Qp
, p 98 estimates that at least 4,000 sheep were
necessary to make specialist wool production a viable proposition.
This usually implied that a llold
of over 4,000 acres was required
to carry out such an operation.

3
Clearly, the different factors which explained the failure to
reduplicate the tripartite system in New Zealand and the differences which
emanated from the typically new world pattern of freehold owrie r sh Lp
wer e not only economic but social and political as welL
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CHAPTER TWO

"LARKRISE TO i-JAITAHUNA."
SOME COMPARISONS OF ENGLISH AND NEW ZEALAND
RURAL SOCIETY IN THE PERIOD
"He was as far as possible removed by birth, education and worldly
circumstances from the lambs of his flock. He spoke to them from a great
height, physical, mental, and spiritual.
'To order myself lowly and
reverently before my betters' was the clause he underlined in the Church
Catechism, for had he not been divinely appointed pastor and master to
those little rusties and was it not one of his chief duties to teach them
to realise this? .. God had placed them just where they were in the social
order and given them their own special work to do, to envy others or to
try to
their mm lot in life was Cl sin of wh i.c h he hoped they would
never be guilty."
Flora Thompson, Larkrise to Candleford,
( L 0 n don 19 7 3), p --i-7'9--:--------------------------.·

"He cares not how the world may move,
No doubts nor fears confound him"
Anon, "The Independent Farmer,"
Times 19 Mar 1881.

~

•.

~_

.._l ..

..

~_

• _ _.. _._... _ •.

"You're as free as the air in the mountains
and monarch of all you su rvey ;"

C.E.H. Breen, "Don't Leave The Farm,"
~.-:l~:__ l'a~E1CE, Jul 1885, p 3lj.5.
"The man who walks behind the plough
Is hi own master, whate'er befall
And
or beggar he feeds us all."
"Hu sb andman ;" "The Fanner,"
~_.1_:._~~.!]11eE.,

By the ear

Sep 1886 p 281

twentieth century rural society in New Zealand had

evolved a markedly different structure from that of its parent society.
One belonged to the old world wh iI.e the other VIas of the new.

English

rural society was stratified, ascriptive and deferential, whereas New
Zealand rural society was re1at

fluid,

itarian and mobile.

Status within it was dependent on money and achievement rather than birth.

41

eCOOOI111c, it:

of the tripartite system was not

l'be

also soola1 and political.

Tenants acted deferential

t

\,);1S

oward s their

LandLord s , wh il.e traditional so cLa I obligations cemented the economic

relationship.

Some landlords even selected incom

it1ca1 belief ,I

their:

obl

la,

nd placed themselves at

Labourers were expected to-fulfil ob]

work and service.
and East

e nan t s accord

3

to

The tenants in turn expected their labourers

to a t deferentially t owa rd s them
social distance.

t

;l

co nsirle r ab l e

ions Ln terms of
2

Studies of turn of the century rural socie

based on oral evidence, suggests that these quasi-manorial
Assistance at harvest time assumed the natur

ions were very bind

of a ritual enactment and everyone related to everyone else in expected and
defined roles.

Furthermore, the cohesiveness, the or

ish rura] sac

ness of

set out to ensure tbe continu

The

of

was reinforced by the activity

and

sanction ,vas

0

the Church

dominance of

and upper echelons of the t

their peers within the landed

hy

who 1e-

<l6"'.Ll10t

tendencies.

any Lev el.L

Divine

to the whole social structure, whiI.e their so cia I

gospel was one of maintn

the status quo.

of labour, lacked the complex social ob1

unit

was based on the f

New Zealand rural society in contrast

tions of England and stood much

nearer to the American model of rural society,

Hierarchies still existed

bu.t they wer e hierarchies of wealth rather than of obl

t;

i on.

Defcrcnc

often gave way to open defiance towards supposed social superiors.
Furthermore, each

1.

m~nber

of rural society was allowed considerable

R. J,

reedom

1973), pp 37--39.
South-West Wales at the

Ewar t

L1Ie of East
ia,
Relevance of the Ora]
Akenfield Portrait of an
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in the area of political action, especially after the introduction of
universal manhood suffrage in 1889.

If Churches exercised much influence

over settlement they tended to be denominations with a more egalitarian

po Li

than the Anglicans such as the Presbyterians in Otago or the

He t hod i s t s in the Wairarapa.,·Bush area.

Canterbury provided the major

exception to this norm.
Two qualifications need to be made, however, in stressing this
difference.

First, structural relationships were complicated by the

vertical divisions of farmers' different specialisations and localism.
Second, the ev o Lu t Lon of New Zealand rural society away from the structure
of its parent society

Lf

towards the Ame r Lc an model, the process by wh Lch

labourers became cockatoos and cockatoos became prosperous farmers, was
neither continuous nor uniformly smooth.

It was rather a series of

protracted advances and sometimes of virtual retreats.
At eartains points in time and in certain areas New Zealand society
seemed to be becoming more rigid, more Eng l i sh ,

Keith Pti c kens, in

Cl

recent

thesis) labels the two trends "Amer Lcan Ls a t i on ;" that is the mo vemen t
towards the more egalitarian and mobile American norm and I1Anglicisation,"
Led Eng.
' 1'!
'
lS
t lle move t owa rc:1 s t 1.ie more s t r a t ti f-le
:1.S0 norm. 5

t 1ra t

out that these two trends have

co~existed

.
He po t.nt.s

from the very beginning of

New Zealand history with one coming to dominance in certain periods only
to be

Lf

•

by a movement in the other direction.

Such a co-existence

parent society 1 really mean British society, which in many ways
was divided into eparote
1ish, Sc ts, Northern and Southern Irish
ant.L t; LC:[7 •

5.

Keith P'i.c ken s , "Canterbury 1851··1881: Demography and Nobility.
A
Comparative Study, t1 Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of Washington,
Saint Louis, 1976.
[would like to thank Professor W.H. Oliver for
the loan of this the is.
Picken's main argument is also available
i n li~.0.t..().:rc.:~~::.!~.L_.~t..l~5U.:"..:'2., V0 ] 17 No 68 ( APr 1 9 7 7), p p :3 8 Lt- J 9 8 .

has been made even more complex than perhaps P'i.c ken s

suggests by the

considerable regional and even inter-regional variations in the levels of
farming development and social maturation.

Furthermore, the term

Anglicisation works well for the province of Canterbury which was settled
on more cors:iously English lines than any other area of New Zealand, but
the social development of other regions has also been considerably shaped
by the Lnf Lue nc e of Scots and/or Irish immigrants.

6

The social structur-e

of nineteenth century Scotland and Ireland was in many ways more stratified
and rigid than that of nineteenth century England, and lack of opportunity
was a major factor in account
by both those c ou n t ri.es ,
generally more f

for the massive out-migration experienced

Consequently, Scots and Irish immigrants were
itarian than thelt English counterparts and set

out to ensure that New Zealand followed the fluid social pattern typical
of other new world countries.
Despite the variations in the progress of settlement and the efforts
of the more militant Scots and Irish, New Zealand experienced a general
trend towards a more r

id social situation after 1900.

Hierarchies of

wealth became more firmly established as land became less readily available.
The greater equality of rural New Zealand remained relative for many small
farmers and labourers still had to struggle to survive while bigger farmers
prospered.
New

Myth has undoubtedly exaggerated the egalitarian nature of

Zealand society in general and rural society in particular.

Further-

more, it should be noted that although change within the tripartite system
occurred at a slow rate it was not static.

It weakened a little in the

1870s and 1880s as labourers left in large nwnbers but it experienced more

6.

The N~_5L~~12:?~~2~, 1901, p 12 Ll)sbowed that 516,106 persons,or 66.83%,0£
the population were native born, while 111,964,or 14.5~ were born in
England, 47,858)01' 6.20%, in Scotland and 43,542,01' 5.64%,in Ireland.

dramatic changes after World War I when the binding nature of the social
obligations in both rural and urban fulgland were loosened,
response to the sale of many great estates.

partly in

A shift in the balance of

power occurred as landlords lost some of their

ea~ier

farmers gained influence at their landlord's expense.
system did not d f.s a pp e ar

7

dominance and tenant
Yet the tripartite

It has survived until the present day in heavily

modified form, at least as an economic system.

Clearly even though there

was not a convergence of the trends shaping both societies there was some
movement towards each other.
Rollo Arnold has already highlighted many uf the differences between
rural society in late nineteenth century England and New Zealand.

8

His

work has called into serious question Louis Hertz's hypothesis that the
spin-off s

envLr onmen t .

of the parent society was

9

New Zealand

T,/lClS

frozen in the riew world

settled at a time when the tripartite system

was at its zenith, yet the majority of its settlers did not share Wakefield's
desire to replant that system in new soil.

The assertion of difference

7.

George Ewart Evans claims that the generation born between 1885 and
1895 was the last whose life-style was shaped by the old rural order.
The Pattern Under the P
pp 18-19.

8.

Rural Unionism and Taranaki
Rollo Arnold ,..QP"L1J;:. Also see "Engl
Immigration," New Zealand Journal of His
Vol 6 No 1 (Apr 1972),
pp 20-41,and
Kentish Exodus of 1879, Cantium Kent Local His
Vol 6 No 4 (Winter 1974), pp 84-89.

9.

Louis Hartz, The Found
Studies in the His
the United States Latin
Canada and Australia
York 1
For a criticism
as applied to
Australia see Australian Economic His
Review Vol 13 No 2 (Sep 1973).
If feu.d a l Lsm was success
transplanted into Latin America it would
seem likely that the tripartite system should have been established,
at least in modified form in New Zealand. But this was not the case.
On the other hand Arnold lends some qualified support to Hartz, because
he argues that
1ish argricultural labourer immigrants carried with
them a determination to make sure that such a social system Hould not
be re-established in New Zealand. Hartz argues that the Chartist ideals
carried by some British immigrants did influence later Australian
developments, while Arnold contends that the "yeoman" ideals of his
labourers overthrew the earlier dominance of a New Zealand style
"gentry".
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remains, however, someth

of an assumption.

It should be made more

rigorous by closely examining some of the differences in detail to see
where New Zealand reaLLy stood in relation to the American and English models.

1

The Structure of

sh and New Zealand Hural Socie

The structure of New Zealand rural society was much nearer the American
model than the English.

It did not assume a pyramidal shape with a large

base of landless agricultural labourers as is shown in diagram one.

Prior

to 1900 rural New Zealand society was essentially a horizontal structure
with a lack of clear definition between labourers and small farmers, small
pastoralists and b

farmers.

Only the big pastoralists were placed at

any social advantage and their economic superiority often remained
precariously dependent upon high prices for wool and freedom from snow storms
During the years from the late 1890s to the 1920,3 an important

or drought.

change occurred which converted the formerly loose horizontal structure
into more of a c Laas i.c a I vertical structure.

The change came about pr Lmar I

because of the continual period of prosperity described in chapter one
an~

the associated land boom.

farmers at

~

I<is

land values placed longer established

considerable advantage over men starting out

As land prices

continued to rlse it became more and more difficult for poorer men, whether
to~n

workers or agricultural labourers, to find their way onto the land.

Even if they were assisted on to the land by the State their plight was
often rendered little easier.

Once export prices collapsed these men were

placed in serious difficulties as the failure of the soldier settler schemes
illustrated in dramatic fashion.

As this change took place New Zealand

rural society became more bierachical, more stratified and less mobile.
Farmers also bec.ame a more distinct occupational group in relation to
labourers or part-time farmers.

of this important ch ang e whi ell

The NZFU was an institutional expression

n around the turn of the century.

~~

Big pastoratists

Big farmers
~ Major oreo of

NZFU recruitment

~ Area of greatest

Middling farmers

fluidity

Smell farmers

---

5c=r=l

Part time farmers

Skilled

Full time labourers
Unskilled

-l!~erant labourers

Fig 3:

Diagram LII1Jf3trating the structure of N.Z. rural
society post 1900.
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Around 1900 the shape of New Zealand rural society was something like
that depicted in diagram three, although it was probably not as rigid, nor
as vertically divided as the model suggests.

Initially the rise in prices

stimulated mobility, but by the end of the first decade it was beginning to
solidify the new constructiort.

The big pastoralists were still at the top

of the new pyramid, although they tended to move a little to one side of
the structure over the next twenty years.

The pyramid then spread wider

to include the big well established farmers of the longer settled areas.
There was not a great deal of movement between these men and the big
pastoralists.

Then the pyramid gave way to a widespread bulge ranging

from larger and longer established mixed farmers to smaller recently
established dairy farmers.

Farmers were the majority group within the

New Zealand agricultural work force for as table 2:1 reveals, they made up
45% of that wo r k force whereas labourers constituted only 33%.

In contrast,

English farmers represented about a quarter of the agricultural labour
force whereas labourers made up nearly three quarters"

One system was

top heavy with farmers whereas the other had a broad base of labourers.
The predominance of farmers within New Zealand was also greater than in
the D.S.A. at Victoria, while the predominance of the family unit of labour
in each of the new world countries was revealed by the large numbers of
relatives assisting within the overall work force.

Further proof was supplied

by the first comprehensive set of figures on New Zealanders' income

recorded in the 1926 census.

It showed that only 39% of New Zealand

farmers employed Lab ou r , whereas 61% worked on their own ac coun t

.

These

figures provide an added reason as to why the NFU was able to recruit more
members.

There was simply a nruch larger proportion of English farmers able

to leave the supervision of their farming operations to hired labourers.
The bulge of farmers was wider at the bottom than the top as small
farmers soon came to olltnumber the larger and longer established middling
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TABLE 2 1
BREAKDOWN OF THE AGRICULTURAL LABOUR
Percentage of Farmers to Labourers

ENGLAND
Farmers
Labour.

1880
1890

18.28

_-

--------_....

N.Z.
Farmers Labour.

78.23

45.65

30.07

__._-•._•._------_..- -_ __ __

__-----_._...

.. .... ..

23.75

73.56

1910

20.8

77.2

.....

!~4

.56

32.67

*

**

70.5

.

_--

•.....

53.00

38.87

Includes relatives assisting
Not including relatives assisti.ng

39.70

-.-_._-_._---_

..

...

47.00
48.65* 37.2

53.00

1920

23.5

AUSTRALIA
Farmers Labour

79.93

1900

1930>'0'<

AHERICA
Farmers Labour
+ Rels.Asst.

56.5

43.5

58.5

Id.5
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TABLE 2 2
BREAKDWON OF THE AGRICULTURAL LABOUR FORCE FOR
AUSTRALIA VICTORIA AND ENGLAND
PERCENTAGES
NEW ZEALAND
Farmers
incl.
Fruit

Dairy
Farmers

Hanagers

Relatives
assisting

Runholders

Labourers

g r owe r s

1871

41.17

1.26

16.48

3.16

36.19

1891

Lf2.93

0.66

1. 26

21. 51

2.09

30.07

1901

36.68

5.27

1.14

19.25

3.61

32.67

1911

35.!{0

13.17

1. 32

11.63

2.86

35.40

1926

33./+0

1I+. 29

1. 78

8.06

2.77

39.70

Runholders

Labourers

6.49

39.33

---

-,------,--,._'-

-------_._-_.

__._------_._------.-------

AUSTRALIA
Farmers
and
Relatives
Assisting

1911

4Lf.86

Dairy
Farmers

7.95

~1anagers

Relatives
assisting

1. 37

--_.._---_._-VICTORIA

1911

30.5L f

4.95

0.77

33.00

1. 94

27.80

ENGLAND
Farmers

Bailiffs
Nanagers

Relatives
Assisting

Labourers

__

._----_.
1880

18.28

1. 79

5.25

74.68

1900

23.75

2.69

6.25

68.31

1910

20.8

2.32

6.60

70.28

1930

23.5

1.3

7.10

._.

68.50

._--_._------_•.-
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group.

This development was spurred on

by the spectacular growth in the

number of dairy farmers which occurred between the 1890s and

1920~L

In

1891 there were only 452 dairy farmers constituting about 2% of the total
number of farmers.

But by 1926 that figure had risen to 16,86/1 or about

27% of all farmers.
At the bottom end of the farmer group were the part-time farmers who
engaged in other occupations such as contracting labouring and road making.
I

Share-milkers made up another important sub-group, often earning enough to
become farmers themselves.

Overall this group was particularly fluid.

Many of its members eventually became farmers, but others were forced to
live out their lives as labourers who worked a farmlet as an additional
source of income.

This group were particularly numerous in North Island

bush farming districts from the 18708 until the end of the century,10 but
from around that time they began to decline in numbers and importance.
Once they declined hierarchies became more entrenched, but this group has
never completely disappeared.

Even today men with limited capital resources

still find their way onto the land through starting out as part-time farmers.
Below the part-time farmers were a rather amorphous, indistinct and
constantly changing group - the labourers.

Distinctions between the more

skilled labourers, the part-time farmers and even some of the smaller fulltime farmers were blurred.

No great social distance existed between them.

But after the early 1900s it became more difficult for labourers to acquire
land with the ease with which they often seemed to in the
nineteenth century.
the 1920s.

The proportion of hired labourers also increased during

Even though this development was exaggerated by the tendency

10.

See Rollo Arnolcl, "The Opening of the Great Bush",
and R. J. Schaffer, "Woodville: Cene a'is of a Bush Frontier Community,
187 1+-1887," Unpublished MA Thesis, Ha ssey University, 1973.

11.

This was particularly true, until recently, of market gardners who
often worked as telephone operators or contractors to supplement their
income.

ll

TABLE 2 3
Income catergories of the N.Z. agricultural workforce in 1926.

% Total Farmers

% Ag Hork Force

Farmers
Over £361.,

16.98

8.65

208

~

364

47.76

24.32

155

~

208

10.06

3.9

52

-e-

J_JJ
r:: ,-

20.91

9.12

Under

55

4.29

2.19

% Total Labourers

% Ag \.Jork Force

-------------------------------------------._--------------------------------

Labourers
Over £.364

- - - ------------------_._-

0.71

0.28

8.76

208 - 361.f
." c - 208
_1,J_)

33.16

3.47
12.74

-

155

4 Ll. 42

17.59

Under

52

12.95

5.13

52

of some farmers to declare family members as labourers to reduce their
payments of Lncome tax, it suggested that rural society wa.s b ec om.ing more
stratified and r

id.

The labourers' lot was increasingly assuming a more

permanent appearance, akin to that of the English agricultural labourer,
whereas previously it was a s tepp i.ng stone, a temporary phase, in the process
whereby an

became a farmer.

Even wi t h i.n the ranks of the labourers there were distinctions between
skilled workers such as shearers or ploughmen and unskilled workers.

At

the very base of the whole structure was a pool of itinerant labourers,
the swagge.r s of song and legend, who met the seasonal needs of both pastoral
and agricultural farming.

12

Concrete proof of this hierarchy of New Zealand farmers is provided
by the 1926 income tax figures summarised in tables 2;3 and 2:5.

Hhi1e these

figures do not express a farmer's total wealth in terms of assets, they do
tell us much about his annual income after tax and so provide us with a
useful guidline as to the farmer's standard of living and general condition
of prosperity.
At the top end of the scale were the big farmers, mostly sheep farmers
who employed- labour.

Their average net income was over £36 /+, a category

which placed them on a par wi t.h Lawyer s , doctors, dentists and accountants.
The relative exclusiveness of this group was revealed by the fact that they
only made up about 6% of the total number of farmers.

Other employing

farmers came next in terms of average income, but the highest figure for
this group was only E275.

In order of ranking this group were as follows;-.

cattle farmers, dairy farmers aud mixed farmers, while agricultural and
fruit farmers shared bottom place.

12.

This section on the composition of the agricultural work force in
New Zealand, the n.S.A., Aus t r al.f.a , Victoria and England, and tables
2:1 and'2;2 have been based on the same SGurces as the section in
Ci1apter One on tenure and occupational structure. See Cbap ter O'oe/
footnote ten. The Vic torian figures wer e taken fromYj~~:tor_~_an _Ye:!!!!.~~oJS:,

1907··8, p 618.

TABLE
DISTRIBUTION OF THE
LABOUR FORCE

AGRICULTURAL

After Tax

£205
225
185

National Male Mean
Urban Male Hean
Rural Hale Hean
I.

Employing Farmers

38.42% Total Farmers
19.57% Agricultural Labour Force
4.5 % of this group were F~nale
Farmers

% Total
Farmers

% Ag. Lab.
Force

Over £364

28.18

11.39

5.75

208-36!,

3I+.!17

2!1.30

12.37

Under 155

1!,.. 2/+

5.10

2.60

1.9/+

0.82

0.82

% Employing

Under 52
11.

Farmers on Own Account

62.58% Total Farmers
31.40% Agricultural Labour Force
2.66% were Female
% Fanners on
Own account

Over £36/,

% Total Farmers

% Agric. Labour
Force

9.00

5.69

2.90

208-36/+

36. !+C)

23. !,6

11. 95

Under 155

32.5

17.10

8.71

3.47

1.77

Under 52

5.50

,

ILL Labourers

39.70% Total Agricultural Labour Force
1.2 % were Female

% Total Labs.

% Total Ag.Lab.For.

Over £36/+

0.71

0.28

208-364

8.76

3. /17

Under 155

57.37

22.72

Under 52

12.95

5.13

The gap between the

employ~ng

farmers, from whom the NZFU drew the

greater part of its membership, e sp ecLaLl.y from the employing mixed farmers
and employing dairy farmers, and self-employed farmers was considerable.
13

The top average income

of farmers on their own account was £205,

The

gap was probably wider than that figure suggested as such farmers had to
pay family members in terms of food and clothing.

Da

farmers topped

the average income of this group, while market gardeners took bottom place
earning less than many skilled labourers.

As a group market gardeners

were clearly only p ar t tIme farmers during the 1920s.
c

It was not surpris

that most market gardeners tended to view their interests as separate
from those of stock and grain farmers.

The average for da

farmers was

also a little flattering as nearly a quarter of self-employed dairy farmers
earned under £155, barely a subsistence wage even
a fifth of New Zealand farmers
from hired labourers.

j~

1926.

Overall nearly

had Lnc orne s which barely distinguished them

They must have existed at a virtual subsistence

level, getting by with the food they produced themselves.
group were also undoubtedly par t

e

t

Lme farmers.

14

Many of this

The development of a

hierarchy had clearly not removed small struggling farmers from the New
Zealand rural scene.

Nor had the unprecedented prosperity which lasted

for an entire generation percolated down to the lowest level of the farming
community.

Economic equality remained a myth within rural New Zealand

despite constant reference to the widespread existence of social equality,

13.

Average income hides the range of income of each category of fanner,
but it d oes Lven an overall impression of how each group of farmer
fared as a collective entity.

Ut.

CE~r
this group fe a t u r e prominently in Somerset' s l:.~Lt:!~<-:,~l,=-~':,
which was written in 1938. Probably their numbers increased during
the depression of the 1930s, but he suggests that they were a group
who had existed from the earliest period of settlement.
H.C.D. Somerset,
Littledene Patterns of
(Wellington 1974), pp 10-11.

Tl\13LE 2 .5
RELATIVES ASSISTING
7.94% Total Agricultural Labour Force
No income 88.61
AVERAGE INCOl"lE OF SPECIALIST FARHERS

T.

Employing Farmers
Employing
% Farmers

% Total
Farmers

% Total Agll
Lab. Force

Over 364

16.37

6.29

3.50

Cattle

275

0.21

0.08

0.04

Dairy

270

23.26

8.94

4.55

Mixed

265

!,9.1Lf

Agricultural

250

3.63

1. 39

0.71

Fruit inc1. Ha rket; Gard.

250

4.26

1. 64

0.83

% Total

% Total Ag.
Lab. Force

Sheep

Managers £205.

11.

19.9

9.77

3.0% Total Farmers

On Own Account
% on

0\-)T1

account

Farmers

Dairy

205

29.32

18.53

9.4!f

Sheep

200

6.71

Lf.24

2.16

Hixed

185

50.11

31.65

16.12

Agricultural

180

2.12

1.3Lf

0.68

Fruit

170

2.72

1.72

0.88

Cat t l.e

155

0.24

Market Gardener

130

2. !,4

1.54

0.79

Sharemilker

195

59.02

AVERAGE INCOME OF LABOURERS

% Total Labourer
Dairy Factory Assistant

185

General Farm Labourer

lOS

Drover

165

Shepherd

125

Hill(er

95

Bushman

200

Scrub Cutter

125

63

1.75

50
This underlayer of small and poor farmers largely remained beyond the reach
of the NZFU.

Their equivalent English group also eluded the more successful

recruiting efforts of the NFU.
With the possible exception of some of the more struggling small
farmers, labourers were generally far worse off than farmers.
of their number earned under £155 per year.

Around 70%

Furthermore, their stated

income approximated their total weal.t h whereas farmers had undisclosed
investments tied up in their farms.
£165 for drovers to

£:'9[5 for mdLker s ,

Incomes ranged considerably from
The bottom 13% of this group who
the casual itinerant labourers.

earned under £52 probably

gap between New Zealand fanners and labourers was also

The

illustrated in other ways.

In Canterbury during 1907 and 1908, for example,

the North Canterbury branch of the NZFU crushed an emergent agricultural
labourers' union with a ruthlessness befitting the most reactionary
English landlord. 1.5

hThile very substantial farmers played a leading role

in this action some of the most prominent Farmers' Union leaders such as
/

David Jones or J .A. Pannett) were the sons of small farmers wh o had been
l.cu.l
) ).aJourers
t
1.
f
'
.
f ram 1-'~ngan
1 d . 16
agrlcu_tura_
oe:ore
emlgratlng

themselves

Ql1

Once they found

the other side in the bargaining situation, farmers who had

formerly been labourers JOY were the sons of ex-labourers) acted as if they
had been employers for generations.

Furthermore, the NZFU admitted

labourers to membership, but few bothered to join.

15.

See B.J.G. Thompson, "The Can te r bu r y Farm Labourers' Dispute 1907--08,
A Study of the first attempt by a union of farm labourers to come
under the New Zealand arbitration s y s tern ;." Unpublished MA Thesis,
University of Canterbury, 1967.

16.

Who's \\fho in New Zealand And
192.5 (Ha s t e r ton
19
, p 1 7,and
_"'J=""-"'t'=o"'_O''''-'-"_.",",~_',",-","-o'",--_"'''-''=o'',",''''"'C'''' Vol 3 Canterbury,
(Christchurch 1903), p 676.

The two other interesting features of the 1926 income figures were
the fact that most relatives assisting received no taxable monetary income
and the suggestion that many New Zealand farmers were losing
with urban groups.

income

Nearly nine out of ten relatives assisting

received no income whatsoever beyond their keep.

This pattern was typical

of new world farming in general.
The rural male mean income of £185 was below the national mean of
£205 and we Ll, below the urban male mean of £225.
something like 35% earned under the national norm.

Even amongst the farmers
17

A growing awareness

of this disparity helped persuade some small farmers to join

the NZFU

in the hope that the organisation could help to close the widening gap.
English farmers were also aware of the increasing income disparity of the
urban and rural sectors.

18

But unlike their New Zealand counterpart.s

tenant farmers could not make t.hat disparity appear meaningless by selling
their properties at a considerable profit.
It must also be made c.Lea r that the big pastoraIists were not an
equivalent group to the English "gentry" in the social as well as in the
economic sense.

Despite their considerable efforts to ape the life style

of the English gentry the b

pastoralists dominance existed largely in

the economic and political spheres and was not reinforced by social
obligation, traditions of deference and the activities of the Church of
England.

1be pastoralists may have thought of themselves as gentry,

but

the other groups within New Zealand rural society did not share that
conception, except in the negative sense.
to the "squattocrac .y "

Rhetorical utterances referred

and the "gentry", but the implication was clearly

JL~Z ._i~,

17.

This whole section on income h as been based on
Vol XI.

1926,

18.

See J.R. Bellerby, "The Distribution of Farm Income in t he U,K.,
IRh7-191R " in Minchinton,
, pp 259-280,

that the big pastoralists were putting on airs and graces.
OF

There was little

the forelock tugging type of deference which provided the social cement

of rural England.

P Leken

thesis also shows that f ew members of the so·-

called Canterbury "gentry" came from the ranks of the EngLish gentry.19
Furthermore, there was insufficient time in which to weave a network of
binding social relationships, while the economic changes outlined in chapter
one undid any attempt to establish a permanent and relatively static order.
The New Zealand "gentry" were not a permanent social elite like the English
Land owne.r s who maintained a position of s o c i.a L domf.nanc e for centuries

and still

to survive into the twentieth century.

A more accurate

comp ar Ls on wo u Ld once again be with the sheep squatters of Australia and

the cattle barons of

th America.

the other hand the Bocial influence of the big pastorallsts did

not cl

levels.

in the 18908, especially not at the local and

Even if they psychologically t hr ew in the t oweL as Eldred-Grigg sugges ts)
a network of select schools and intermarriage, in addition to the continu
economic importance of pastoral fanning, enBured their survival.

Their

survival had important social ramifications in that it provided goalB to
which more prosperous fanners could aBpire.

The existence of such goals

helped to stimulate the process whcr eby farmers began to sort themselves
out into distinct groupings of large, middling and small farmers who
became increasingly distanced in both economic and social terms from the
labourers.

By 1926 a formerly diffuBe occupational group had evolved

into a more distinctive sectional group with its own internal hierarchies.

19.

Pickens,
, pp 152-153. Only 17% of the Canterbury Provincial
Councillors invest
ted by Pickens were the sons of English
lemen or baronets. The remainder were sons of professional men,
military or naval officers, clergymen and farmers.

Somerset' E;
b

isation that New Zealand farTIers (as distinct from the
from equivalents of substantial English tenant

p as to ra Li.s ts )

fanners to near
poles, 20

1S

being spread between those two

b
strongly supportedy

1
tle

evidence containe cl in the 1926 income

figures.
In

of internal hierarchies within New Zealand it must be

stressed that English farmers were not a homogeneous group as some accounts
of the tripartite system tend to imply.

As noted in Chapter One, English

farmers were divided vertically by regional specialisations and horizontally
by the size and success of farming operations.

Incomes ranged from a level

approximating the lower ends of the gentry to a situation where the only
difference between a farmer and a labourer was the capital tied up in the

,
21
farm.

The

majority existed somewhere between these two extremes

wi t h small subsistence types of fanners much less common in England than in

Scotland, Ireland or Wales.

It is interesting to note that the NFU fared

much better in England than in Ha1es where small
t.
f. ami
on tile
arm l-Y

. 0:f 1 a 1rour
un i.t

owne r-vo c cup Ler s who d epend ed

were muc11 more common. 22

The range in income

was reflected in the pronounced difference in lifestyle between the various
6ups of farmers.

Big farmers in England had status,

23

a good education,

and a country house. They were usually a cut above the middling farmer
socially.

The substantial carriage riding tenantry of Lincolnshire had

20.

Somerset, _DJL<;.i..t:, p 93.

21.

Orwin and Whetham, .Q.P.....,£JS, pp 3L13-3/+9.

22.

Thomas Williams, who gave evidence to the 1917 Royal Commission on
Agriculture as the official representative of the Helsh branch of
the NFU/pointed out that 70% of Welsh farms were under fifty acres
in area and 87% were under 100 acres. Furthermore, most of these
small farms were operated by owner-occupiers who did not hire
La bo u r .
Minutes of Evid
e BPI' 1919 eeL/eLlS ,VIII Part LI, pp 702--705.

23.

Flora Thompson
Landowning squ .i r e .

plane.

the local big tenant farmers with the
Bo th men exi.s t ed at

El

removed and hi.gher social

little in COMnon with the small stock farmers of Devon.
between them were not s Imp l.y those of dialect.

Differences

Men whose lifestyle was

litt.le different from that: of t.he gentry obv i.ou sl y could not mingle easily
with men who wcore much less well educat.ed and who held more in common with
the agricultural labourers.

Yet the NFU succeeded in getting at least the

big and middling sized farmers to work together and recruited a surprisingly
large number of smaller farmers as we Ll.,

2.

Social Mobil
The establishment of

and Rural New Zealand
Cl

hierarchy of income by 1926 and the widening

gap between farmer and labourer within New Zealand rural society suggests
that upward economic and social mobility was not as great as our egalitarian
myths imply.

Certainly the rate of mobility fluctuated with changes

in the state of the export market and according to the progress of land
settlement.

Boom periods following on from recessions stimulated increased

mobility in the short-term, but that trend was usually reversed if prosperity
lasted for a substantial period.

When the trade cycle followed its

inevitable down-turn mobility decreased even further and a feeling developed
that changes were needed to re-establish the fluidity of earlier years.
Such a desire for change was reflected in the policies of both the Liberal
Government of 1890 and the Labour "Government of 1935.

Despite the fact

that the level of mobility was closely tied to the state of the economy
social mobility was far greater than in England.

Although there has been

little research on this subject the major avenue of mobility was undoubtedly
emigration either to the city or the new world.

It is interesting to note

that in the li:l70s tenant farmers tended to go to North America and

l cuI
A·1
.
24
agr LcuLtur
a I 1 a liou r e r s toustraaSla.

The importance of the agricultural

labourers who made their way to New Zealand seemed to be borne out by the
general hostility of the New Zealand rural community to the tripartite system.
English agricultural labourers had little chance of either acquiring land
or improving their lot and so they departed to try and start again free of
the fetters of rural England.

The transformation from labourer to farmer

in England was almost impossible to realise,25 but in New Zealand it was
relatively common,

24.

In the period 1876-1880, 14,588,or 66.34%,0£ English farmer
s
left for the U.S.A., 1,579,or 7.18%,for Canada and 4,526)or 20.58%,
for Australasia. After that date tenant farmer emigrants dropped to
a trickle. In contrast 18,729,or 86.62%,0£ the labourer emigrants
sailed for Australasia, whI l.e 1,375,or 6.36%,of the labourers migrated
to the U.S.A. and 1,LfSl,or 6.71%, to Canada. B. Thomas, ~£at.:!:.C?E.~l2..c!.
Economic Growth (Cambridge 1973), p 61. I would like to thank
Rollo
or drawing my attention to these figures. These figures
must be treated with caution, however, as the 1870s were years of
unusually high ou t c-nri.g r a t Lon of labourers. \Ye need breakdowns of
immigrants over a much longer period before any definite conclusions
can be reached about the members of rural English society who departed
for New Zealand. The sons of Scots and Irish tenant farmers, for
example, such as Sir John McKenzie or some of the men mentioned in the
samples taken from the S':'y'cl£~_~!~ and the TUi~J2~J~~}'iT!!.~s._, wou Ld be
hard to detect in the figures collated by Thomas. Also the capital
required to uproot a family and pay a passage would tend to rule
out Labour er s amongst the many Lmmi.gr an t s who wer e not assisted by
the New Zealand Govermllent. Furthermore, the rapidity with which
many immigrants found their way onto farms suggests that: they arrived
in New Zealand with some capital. Robin Marks' biographies on thirty
goldminders makes it clear that the miners were artisans rather than
unskilled labourers. Robin Marks,"The Lawrence Athenaeum And Miners
Institute A Fragment of goldfields history," Unpublished MA Thesis,
University of Otago, 1973, pp 31Lf··339. Similarly immigrants who
moved into the farming sector were probably men of small means
rather than bereft labourers from the bottom end of the tripartite
system.

25.

Such a transition did occasionally happen, however. especially in
Norfolk.. See OrwLn and \Yhetham, .QR_G-U. p 318.

5G

Before any rigorous analysis of the whole question of social mobility
wi t

hi.n rural New Zealand can be carried out, both of immigrants and native

born, many sample studies like that of Arnold will have to be initiated for
the different English counties and areas of Scotland and Ireland from which
the immigrants departed.
the occupation

Such s t ud Le s will have to establish first what

and social position of immigrants was on departure and

second what became of them after arrival in New Zealand.
Crude mobili

rates can be established by checking marr

against death certificates.

certificates

Keith Pickens has carried out this exercise

for the province of Canterbury between 1850 and 1880 and has detected a
decline in mobility during the 1870s.

26

Probably if he had taken the

investigation further he would have discovered that the cycle repeated
itself with mobility increasing again in the 1890s only to decrease slowly
from the turn of the century until the 1930s.

Furthermore, he almost

certainly would have encountered a complicating factor in that increasing
stratification in Canterbury stimulated an out-migration which helped
accentuate mobility rates in such pioneer North Island farming districts as
Wairarapao--Bm:;h.
Once the crude rates have been established they must be rendered more
precise by an investigation of deed registers. rating books, wills, Lands
and Survey Department records, Annual Sheep Returns, and oral sources to
find out just what kind of farmer a labourer became.

It would be interestins,I

for example, to discover whether or not the patt.ern of the Hatamata Est.ate
Sett.1ement was reduplicated elsewhere.

Then we would have more idea of

whether or not men with very limited capital resources were able to find
their way on to the land at all.

Having e s t abLi s he d the numbers of such

men who were successful in acquiring farms we need to carry the investigation
further to discover whet.her or not this group became Buccessful farmers.

26.

P'Lckens ,

.Qp.~.[

t, pp 1] I ~124.

57
Clearly much counting Li.e s ahead Lf we are satisfactorily to resolve the
debate concerni-ng social mobility, of whether or not there wa s much movement
between the apparently high floor and low ceiling of New Zealand society,
b
27
b otl1 rura l an d uran.
t,

In the interim the more accessible sources suggest that mobility
within rural New Zealand was considerable, at least until the 1920s.
small biased sample taken f rom the

.f..~~~.<?_ped.i':..

A

and a random sample taken

from newspaper obituaries confirm this impression.
The

.fyclop5=~L~~I_

is a heavily weighted source as it records the successes

only of those men with both the cash and pretensions to find their way
into a subscribed publication.

Even so the information on twenty-five

prominent menilier8 of A and P Societies in Dtago reveals a considerable
degree of mobility.

Eighteen 10r 72%,0£ the group who emigrated from

Scotland or Ireland began work in New Zealand as miners (3), shepherds (3),
agricultural labourers (5), contractors (3), carriers (1), blacksmiths (1)
or storekeepers (2).
becoming farmers.

Four,or 16%,held down more than one job before

Futhtermore, these men seemed to share more hunilile social

origins than the prominent A and P members who came from the commercial
and professional communities.

The other interesting feature concerning this

group is that eight of the ten fathers whose oc.cupations wer e ment.ioned
were described as farmers.

Undoubtedly some of the

.gycl0E.eel~!~_

c.ase histories

were not entirely accurate, especially as men aspiring to respectability
would not w ant to reveal to the world a social background which was
exceedingly modest.

On the other hand in such a small society such persons

would generally be so well knO\.;'n that they could not afford to falsify the
information in a grossly inaccurate fashion.

27.

See vI.H. DJ.iver, "Reeves, Sinclair and the Social Pattern," in P.Munz (Eel
The Fe,31 of Truth, (\;Jellington 1969), pp 163-178,and "Class in New
Z~~;]~~;d~"'-N~~;;--Z~-;;lanc1 Journal of His
Vol 8 No 2 (Dct 197 1l ) ,
pp 182--183. Er
Olssen,
\-Jorking C'las s in New Zealand," New
Zealand Journal 0 f His to
Vo1 8 No 1 (Apr 197 il), pp lI4-60, an~f-lt-Class
in New Zealand, ibid. Vol 9 No 2 (Dct 1975), pp 200-201. Christophe1'
Campbell, "The 'Working Class I Anel The Liberal Party in 1890," 2:.~.2:~.,
Vo1 9 No 1 (Apr 1975), pp 41-51.

'I..'_J..·_.n._1E.~-.-. S over the ten

The forty-six obituaries contained in the _._.-''-.
year period

1904~1914

also reflect a considerable degree of mDbility.

Only

one individual actually suffered any reversal of fortune, while a further
four showed little change.

The remainder managed to better themselves by

taking up more permanent and respectable occupations.

Everyone of the

fifteen agricultural labourers moved on to take up some more lucra ive
occupation with twelve of them becoming farmers.

All but four of the

twenty-five men who came to the district as gold-miners moved on to other
occupations, twelve of them eventually becoming farmers.
But we still need to be cautious in assuming that social mobility was
considerable as the examination of the income structure of the agricultural
labour force has already revealed.

Furthermore/studies of social mobility in

other new world societies suggest that increasing social maturation led to
a decline in mobility.

R. Duncan's study of Londoners who emigrated to New

South Hales, for example, shows that this group experienced little or no change
.
,.
2B
in terms of occupation or soclal posltlon.

Elvin Hatch's study of a

Californian rural comnrunity indicates that the considerable initial social
mobility which existed around 1900 gave way to increasing social stratification
as farmers became more established.
depression of the 1920s.

29

Greater r

idity was induced by the

The pattern sketched by Hatch almost certainly

unfolded in New Zealand over the same period, especially in the South Island.
The NZFU itself was a partial reflection of increasing maturation and
consequent stratification as some f armer s had developed their holdings to
a point where they considered they had a vested interest worth

defen~ing.

IA]hile New Zealand rural society was considerably more mobile and f luLd than

2.8.

R. Duncan, "Late Nineteenth Century Immigration into New South Hales
from the United Kingdom,lf Australian Economic His
Rev Lew , Vol I/f
No 1 (Mar 1974), pp 58-76 .
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TABLE 2 6
RATES OF URBANISATION

ENGLAND

Urban

Rural

Urban

Rural

U.S.A.
Urban Rural

1880

39.80

59.61

67.9

32.1

28.6

71. !+

1890

Ll2. !l6

56.72

72.0

28.0

35. !+

64.6

1900

L1 5 . 3 2

54.19

77 .0

23.0

LIO.O

60.0

1910

50.13

49.37

78.1

21. 9

45.8

54.2

51.03

L18.97

1920

55.95

Ld.62

79.4

20.6

51.4

(+8.6

61.99

38.11

1926

58.39

41.08

N.Z.

AUSTRALIA
Urban
Rural
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British rural socie

the difference was a relative one which has been

exaggerated by myth and associated nationalist sentiment.s.

3.

The Effect of Urbanisation and Suburbanisation
Table 2:6 makes it clear that. New Zealand became

society with surprising rapidity.

Cl

relatively urbanised

As a result New Zealand rural society

was considerably influenced by the development of New Zealand society as
a whole.

There was little time available in which to assume the distinctive

character of English rural society.
s e pa r at;e

Centuries of development virtually

from the towns enabled rural England to evolve social structures

quite distinct from those of urban England.

Even wllen rural England was

subj ected to the ch ang e s of the industrial and urban revolutions it still
managed to retain many of its quas L-mano r i.al. hierarchies and social r e La t i
ships.

orr-

Prior to World War One rural and urban England remained quite distinct

worlds despite growing economic interdependence and the increasing influence
of the cities over the countryside.
By 1911 a small majority of New Zealand's European populat.ion

l~ved

in towns,30 while Heenan's work shows that by 1900 the population of the
South Island

exh~bited

the three major characteristics of an urbanised

I
.
31
society - declining fertility, balancing sex ratios an cl an ageing popu_.atlon.

The initial rate of urbanisation was more rapid than in the U.S.A. but not
. A
I - 32
·ustr8J.8.
as great as r.n

New Zealand had become urban

in a mere

seventy years as against hundreds of years for post-Norman Britain.

31.

L. D. B. Heenan, liThe Urbanisation of New Zealand Population: Demographic
Patterns in the South Island, 18131--1961,11 in R.J. Johnston (Ed.),
ation in New Zealand
Es
(Auckland 1973),

32.

Sean Glynn, Urbanisation in Australia. The growth of the metropolitan
centres in Aus
by the geography of the country and
the development of its extensive pastoral industry. Settlement was
confined to the coastal areas by the large desert interior and the
mountain wall which stood between the coast and the desert.

TABT~E

2 7

ITAN DOHINANCE IN
AUSTHALIA FOR 19

MTc'T'D,',nr,T

State or Country

Ci

% of State or Country
Total

N.S.W.

Sydney

35.29

Victoria

Melbourne

1,2.73

Queensland

Brisbane

24.76

South Australia

Adelaide

L1.5.76

Western Australia

Perth

20.55

Tasmania

Hobart

19.142

35.49

Cornmonweal th
N.Z.

I,

main Centres

Auckland
N.Z. 1926

4 main Centres

29.00
8.33
37.00

GO
The most distinctive outcome of urbanisation in New Zealand was its
dispersed character.

The ove rwhe Lml.ng metropolitan dominance of most

Australian states was not reduplicated, nor was the contrast between giant
city and hamlet.

Around 37% of the population lived in four main centres

by 1926, meaning that the equivalent proportion of one Australian metropolis
was spread over four moderately sized cities.

Most New Zealanders in fact

lived in suburbs or small towns rather than high density areas typical of
big cities or remote farmsteads.

The dispersed yet urban nature of New

Zealand's population has led Rollo Arnold to argue that New Zealand society
. 11 a vi 11 age soclety,
.
33 wlereas
1
M'l
was essentla.y
1 es I"'alr burn pre f ers to

describe it as suburban.

3LI

Certainly suburban attitudes and institutions

spread with considerable rapidity.

Within a feu years of establishment such
3')

an isolated town as Lawrence has its Athenaeum, society36 and Ohakune its elegant tennis club.

37

Woodville its psychology
The rapid spread of such

institutions militated against the possible development of any Turnerian
type of decivilising process encouraging co-operation rather than the

33.

Rollo Arnold, liThe Village And The Globe: Aspects of the Social
Origins of Schooling in Victorian New Zealand,'lpaper presented to
the annual conference of the Australia and New Zealand History of
Education Society, Wellington 24 Aug 1975. Arnold points out that
many immigrants came from villages or small towns rather than from
cities or remote cOillltry areas and tried to re-create the secure and
insular social organisation they knew ,nd liked. Yet despite persistent
parochialism - these village people were in many ways more closely
linked into the global village through the agency of their newspapers
than their jet age
dCA~

3Lt •

Miles Fairburn, "The Rural Hyth and the New Urban Frontier: An Approach
t.o New Zealand Social History," New Zealand Journal of His
Vol 9
No 1 (Apr 1975), pp 3-21.

35.

Robin Harks ,Jlp
during the 1860s.

36.

Schaffer,
, p 36
Woodville was a Government assisted
agricultural settlement established during the late 1870s and early 1880s.

Lawrence was an Otago goldmining town established

37.1'. J. Gibbons, "The making of the central section (Mar t o n-Te Awamutu)
of the North Island main trunk railway and the consequent progress of
settlement along its littoral to 1920," PhD in progress, University
of Waikato. Ohakune was a railway construction town established between
1906 and 1920.
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rampant individualism of the American frontier.

If settlers in a particular

district were not united together by ties of kinship they tended to work
closely with their neighbours.

Dairy factories run on a co-operative basis

were a logical outcome of the type of interaction which occurred in everyday farming.

The limited area of land available for settlement ensured

that the frontier never existed for any length of time in anyone place.

As suburban institutions spread rapid
rural and urban New Zealand

38

leisure activities in both

along similar lines.

confined to the work.a.day world.

Differences

Leisure activities in

in contrast remained rather different from those of the cities,

rural

especially amongst the classes who could engage in such pastimes as shooting
and fox-hunting.
The relationship between small towns and the agricultural
within New Zealand urgently

far more consideration.

co~nunity

Certainly the

smaller country towns were an integral part of the rural sector rather
than the urban.

The important market and service functions of English

country towns were reduplicated, while New Zealarui country towns also
acted as a link between the local and international economies.

They also

provided a bridge between the little and large society and the rural and
urban life-style.
and technology.

It was a diffusion point for urban attitudes, institutions
We need to know much more about how capital was supplied

to farmers by small town entrepreneurs and how far the sons of these men
provided a recruitment source for future farmers.
a meeting

The small town was also

for both farmer and agricultural labourer and as such

38.

Peter Co l.ernan, "The New Zealand Frontier and the Turner Thesis,"
_t:£l.:::>~!:X_L.(:»>'}J~E!:?EL.C:~1}_>1~9_Y"L.e-!1"
' V0 1 2. 7 No 3 (A u g 1958) , pp 2. 2 1- 2. 3 7•

39.

Geogr
have been rather more active in studying small towns than
historians.
But their investigations have of course been confined
to the period after World War 11.

62
answered crucial economic, social and political needs.
showed this in Littledene.

Somerset clearly

Similar patterns were reproduced in Waitahuna,

Lawrence and probably many other small towns.

Yet despite this everyday

interdependence in terms of supplying credit, materials and distribution
s e rv Lc e s

strong town versus country antagonisms persisted throughout the

period under study.

Such hostility resulted largely from parochialism

accentuated by the apparent tendency of Governments to squander money on
the towns, while neglect
services as roading.

Lf ()

to provide more remote areas with such basic
The qualification should be added that town versus

country rivalry was exaggerated by rhetoric and was directed more at the
distant main centres and the representatives of business organisations
based in those centres, rather than at the local townspeople themselves.
Increasinglyjhowever, farmers were coming to view themselves as a distinctive
occupational group whose interests were separate from everyone else despite
the economic interdependence of their everyday activities.

The NZFU was

a product of a growing sectional awareness amongst the farming community,
but its limited success suggests that many farmers still did not consider
themselves to be as distinctive an occupational grouping as did their English
counterparts.

New Zealand was probably an insufficiently mature society

to produce distinctive occupational groups with clearly separated interests
until at least the 1930s.

But from around 1900 the longer established

segment amongst the farmers began to behave as a distinct sectional group
typical of more mature social situations.
Most

New Zealanders

were

members of relatively small, distinct

and interdepeudent communities rather than socially isolated country bumpkins
or alienated city dwellers.

Rural society in New Zealand was really

nearer the model of more ma t ur e areas of North American agricultural

, passim.
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se t tl.emen t s than England on the
of Australia on the other.

OIl€::

hand or frontier Amer Lc a and most states

English farmers would never have attended the

local "lvorking Ban 1 s Club with the avid L ty of Li t tledene farmers and mixed
happily with labourers and tradesmen.

New hierarchies were being established

but they were not based around inherited situations in

Cl

prescribed social

order.

4.

The Role of Women
Many New Zealand h is t o r Lan s have glibly acknowledged the impor tant role

played by women within rural society, but they have made no concerted attempt
either to define that role or to study it in detail.

English historians,

apart from the group involved in oral history projects, have also largely
ignored rural women.

41

Such critical questions as to whether farmers' wives,

espec ially tho s e better educated than their husbands, shaped their children's
attitudes and provided a hidden momentum to rural out--migration remain
unanswered in New Zealand.

Hhat: little information we have regarding

Englisll rural women has largely been provided in such accounts as Flora
Thompson's and in the popular radio serial the "Archers,"
The greater equality of New Zealand women in general 42 was reflected
in the greater level of female participation within the general farmers'
organisations, whether A and P Scoieties or the NZFU.

The NZFU even

41~

English historians, like their New Zealand counterparts, have largely
left the study of rural sociology to geographers and sociologists who
are mainly interested in the post World War 11 period.
e.g.
W.H. vJiniams, "The Social Study of Family Farming," in Hills (Ed . ),
.9l2.5:~~~., pp 116-133.

42.

Myth has admittedly inflated the degree of equality achieved by New
Zealand women.
Nevertheless,the fact that they won a right to vote
as well as to a
university education, and were entitled to hold
property a generation before their English counterparts, strongly
suggests that New Zealand women won concrete victories in their quest
for equality rather more rapidly. The small size of New Zealand's
population and the fluid nature of its social structures encouraged
women to {llay a more a(~tive role in running the country's affairs.

established its own \.Jomen' s Division in the 1920s,
not do until the late 1940s.
ed.

not be

i} 3

something the NFU did

But such concessions to women's rights must

The Grange movement in the U.S.A., for example, allowed

vJOmen to enter into full membership which entitled them to vote on policy
decisions from its inception in the 1860s.

In contrast "The Women's Division"

did not participate in the political sphere of the NZFU's activities and
largely confined its interests to the domestic sphere.
Generally the expected role of women in rural New Zealand was tailored
to meet the needs of a farming indus

based on the family unit of labour.

The major requirements of country women were community building via child
bearing and participation in voluntary organisations related to the raising
of children, and the provision of hospitality to neighbours and food for
the work force.

Farmers' wives and daughters also helped a great deal in

performing the daily round of farming chores, especially on dairy farms.

Lf4

From the earliest days of settlement the predominant stereotype of
the ideal rural women was that of the hard working mother and farmers'

43.

The qualification should be added that the Women's Division was
established partly to cater for a growing demand from country women
for instruction in home science and also to provide them with an
opportunity to meet with other women, a demand reflected in the
establis~nent of several similar organisations during the 1920s
such as the Country Women's Institute. NZFU leaders were more
interested in attracting
farmers into membership than in women's
rights. If anything they hoped that the Division woul d encourage?
women to remain in the home rather than liberating them to join
the wor k force.

44.

Labour journals frequently accused dairy farmers' of subjecting their
wives and children to "slavery", but that criticism was also echoed
by less prejudiced commentators. W. Hright, for example, employed
the same emotionally charged terms when speaking to the North Island
Dairy Association conference in 1901. ~~, 7 Aug 1901 p 9.

..

helpmate.

!.f5

Th~re

tenant farmers

were few references to the ideal held by more substantial

that a wife should act as a graceful companion to the

gentleman farmer.

Except amongst the "gerrt r y" enclave few idealisations

were made like those of Dr Lydgate in George Eliot I s Hiddlemarch 1I7ho belleved
that women should be graceful adornments beautifying the home, rather like
an exquisite porcelain vase sitting atop an elegant grand piano.

Such

refinement was virtually bnpossible in the face of the down to earth demands
made on most farmers' wives.

Even Lady Barker, whose accounts of life in

the early sheep stations have romanticised the frequently harsh reality of
life for the wives of the early settlers, had to periodically roll up her
sleeves and lift up her skirts to help with the farm work.

46

Patricia

Grimshaw's book on the women's suffrage movement in New Zealand reveals that
politicians such as Dr .Tames Hallis who suppox·ted that cause, tended to
place women on a higher moral plane even though they considered them to be
Lnt.e.Ll.ec t ua L'ly inferior. 4

7

But Wal1:Ls was largely dealing with women who

were associated either with the hig pastoralists or the wealthy urban

45.

Charles Hursthouse wrote in his New Zealand

The Britain of the South:
N~~~.-:..~v e Pal icy:.,
(2nd ed. London 1861), p 406 1that every "lady makes herself useful
as well as ornamental, and thus lives the longer and blooms the more.'I
His views were echoed by a lady settler from Auckland, who commented
that all colonial women had to "work" and had little time for idleness,
pp 131-137. The attitu~es expressed in Hursthouse's book seem to
have been widespread and in no way exaggerated. See Judith Elphick,
"1;.Jhat v s \-Jrong w Lth Emma? The Feminist Debate in Colonial Auckland,"
Zealand Journal of Histo
Vol 9 No 2 (Oct 1975),and Sheila E.
Natusch, On the
of the
(Invercargill 1976).
Wj:..~1!.~"_._c.;h~±J2.!.<:'!:._9n_-I:!:_~_l:ll:~ t tve ..l'J..'!!.!".L.._.

46.

Lady Barker, Station Amusements

9u r ._~'-!_tu r.e

(London 1873) and

S ~ a t:.t?E..J.:-:!:i_~._._!~l:l.<:.~_~<::..? 1 ~::?_~ ,

47.

__ __

__ __ __ _.

Patricia A. Grimshaw, .-Women's
Suff
Zealand
..__ . ._.._..
.. - .._-----,,,'-.---_.in__. New
.
.
._... (Hamilton 1975),
1'16.

mercantile group.

Such a typically Victorian attitude did not diffuse

widely throughout the countryside,
in rather quaint fashion.

LIS

although it was sometimes expressed

Early reports of A and P shows, for example,

commented that the attendance of the "fairer sex" "graced" the showgrounds.

49

The ideal "pioneer" female stereotype seemed to predominate throllghout the nineteenth century.

Generally it accurately mirrored the every-

day reality confronting the wives and daughters of struggling farmers,
although the ideal tended to neglect the harsher aspects of their life such
as the difficulties created by excessive child bearing.

In many senses

the real yeo-person of pioneer New Zealand was the farmer's wi.f e .

The

ideal was vividly depicted in a piece of doggerel entitled "The Farmer's
Wife" published in the _~E:,!J__~_~cl1a~£.J::~~!2~~_ in 1885.

Even though this

particular poem provides one of the best examples of the overtly sentimental
representation of the ideal farmer's wife it was by no means untypical.

48.

This is not to say that the genteel and domestic ideals were mutually
exclusive. On the contrary they co-existed and expressed a widely
held male view of women's preferred role.
But the genteel ideal
was less dominant because it was generally less relevant.
It only
began to come into its 0\0)11 once farmers we r e well established.
It
was dependant in short, upon each farmer's individual circumstances.
Overall it was probably more important in Canterbury than anywhere
else a~d generally assumed greater significance in the more socially
mature South Island.
In many dairying districts, however, it never
had much impact, as the very nature of dairy farming made the
application of such an ideal virtually impossible. Even the most
delicately s haped and soft hands wer e ~300n mLs -e hapen by the rigorous
round of daily chores required to operate a dairy farm.

49.

e.g. OW, 12 Jan 1867 p 7.
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The author nevertheless remained anonymous.
The
His
His
All

farmer came in from the field one day,
languid step and his weary way,
bended brow and sinewy hand,
showing his work for the good of the land;
For he sows,
And he hoes,
And he mows,
All for the good of the land.

By the kitchen fire stood his patient wife,
Light of his home and joy of his life,
With face all aglow and busy hand,
Preparing the meal for her husband's band;
For she must boil
And she must broil,
And she must toil,
All for the sake of the home.
Sun shines bright wh eu the farmer goes out,
Birds sing sweet songs, lambs frisk about,
The brook babbles softly in the glen,
While he works bravely for the good of the men.
For he sows,
And he hoes,
And he mows,
All for the good of the land.
How
The
The
For

briskly the wife steps about within dishes to wash and the milk to skim.
fire goes out and the flies buzz about the dear ones at home her heart is kept stout;
There are pies to make,
There is bread to bake,
And steps to take,
All for the sake of the home.

When the day is o'er and the evening has come,
The creatures are fed and the milking is done,
He takes his rest 'neath the old shade tree,
From the labour of the land his thoughts are free;
Though he SO"'78,
And he hoes,
And he mows ,
He rests from the work of the land.
But the faithful wife, from sun to sun
Takes the burden up that's never done;
There is no rest, there is no pay.
For the household good she must work away;
For to mend the frock,
And to knit the sock)
And the cradle to rock,
All for the good of the home.
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When autumn is here wLt h chilling blast"
The farmer gathers his crop last,
His barns are full, his fields are bare,
For the good of the land he ne'er hath care,
\.]hile it blows,
And it snows ,
Till the winter goes,
He rests from the work of the land.
But thci willing wife, till life's closing day,
Is the children's and the husband's stay,
From day to day she hath done her best,
Until death alone can give her rest,
For after the test
Comes the rest,
With the blest.
50
In the farmer's heavenly home.
Perhaps the author of another poem entitled "Poor Tired Hother" was
even more perceptive when the subject of the poem made the comment
"But before I go

to~j()ln

the blest

· my grave an d rest. ".51
P'leas
1
e Go d 1 et meie
In
1

The close correlation between stereotype and reality is borne out by
the 1926 census figures on women in the agricultural labour force.

Only

about 3.45% of the persons actively engaged in the agricultural industry
were females when women made up about 18% of the urban work force.

.52

Females represented only about 3% of the farmers, !f% of the relatives
assisting and 1.2% of the hired labourers.

Furthermore, according to the

1928 YearbooR there were over 30,000 females who helped witll farm work,

.53

even though they received no monetary compensation for their assistance.
Work on both the farm and in the kitchen was clearly considered by most of
the farmers who filled in the census forms to be only worthy of inclusion
under the category of relatives assisting.

Throughout the period under

50.

l'l~_FaE[)2~E,

51.

Lb id , Apr 1885 p 153.

52.

Facts on the urban work force were supplied by PhLlida Bunkle to the
1977 New Zealand History Conference.

A similar attitude to the role of the farmers'
.Ian 1885 p 22.
wives was expressed in the letters of many male immigrants examined by
Charlotte Erickson, Invisible Immigrants The adaptation of English and
In-l·()tT~-~--------·---A~i~~~--(Lo
nd ;;-];- 19 7T)~ P1;-5-6- 57 .--.
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,LA. DowLe, "A Cen tury-OLd Es ti.mat.e Of The Na ti onal Income of New
Zea1and," Business Archives and Histo ,Vol h No 2 (Aug 19(6),

pp 117-131. Rollo Arnold has also discovered a series of letters in
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6.

World Vie,,]
Farmers throughout the

lish speaking world in the late nineteenth

century held a similar world view.

Both British and new world farmers

equated the economic primacy of agriculture with social and even moral
superiority.
everywhere.

The urbau lifestyle was viewed as totally inferior by farmers
Whether they fanned in Lincolnshire, Alberta, Califor ni a ,

Victoria or Tuapeka, farmers tended to picture the city as an unmitigated

.

.

evil, full of VIce and dIsease,

5.5

parasitically sapping the countryside

of its virile manhood and robbing the honest farmer of his hard earned
livelihood.

Agriculture, in contrast,was pictured as not only the economic

but the social base of the nation, the tree trunk or the heart, giving
life to the remainder of the community, while cleansing a society tainted

by

t

. . '\":LOUS ur1
na n- 't.n tf I.ueric e , .56
h e J.I1S1C

The men who produced the life-giving

food, especially the farmers, were seen as the noblest and most honest
members of society, increasingly conspired against by all. other sectional
groupings and appreciated by none.
The sheer irrationality of such a view was borne out by the fact that
the massive expansion of agricultural production in the nineteenth century
would not have been possible without the technological advances of the
industrial revolution and the massive expansion in demand caused by the
growth of cities.

Yet farmers nearly always failed to realise such facts.

Their way of looking at the world was essentially an intuitive one, coming
more from the heart than the head.

It was shaped by the frequently isolated

nature of the farmers' work and consequently it was t(~ diffuse and
incoherent to constitute an ideology or to be traced to a particular

55.

An accusation which cont.ained much truth.
Even in New Zealand towns
suffered from a surprisingly high incidence of diseases related to
inadequate sanitat.ion such as cholera and typhoid.
See J.M. Scot.t,
"A Comparative Study of The Cau s e s Of Death For England and Wales
and New Zealand From 1873 . ,1893," Unpublished B.A. Hon s Long Es s ay ,
University of Otago, 1973 .

.56.

Graham The Australian Count
p ~9J
gives a full account
of t.he world view shared by Australian farmers, which is similar to one
described here and was expressed many times over by New Zealand farmers.
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world vi ew .

Pr'lce:
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G G Per"
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10,;(;, Auckl"nd

philosopher.

Elements of classical notions of Arcadia were muddled up with

some of Jefferson's ideals and folk wisdom.

Men who seldom spoke to anyone

other than their dogs or horses were unable to articulate their views
on paper and few bothered to write them down.

The essentially emotional

nature of farmers' shared attitudes was reflected in the opposition of both
the NZFU and the NFU to any attempt to impose factory-type regulation of
hours and conditions on New Zealand and British farmers.

Nature was

regarded as the primary regulator of the farmers' activities and additional
regulations were viewed as artificial and unnecessary.
This emotional dimension to the farmers'

thinking could not disguise

the fact that both New Zealand and English farmers were first and foremost
hard-headed businessmen.

The world view was often employed as a justification

for actions resulting from self-interested economic motivation, while it
was sometimes used as a smoke screen to conceal motives which could appear
sinister to the general public.

But more often justification and motivation

becmne so confused in the farmers' own mind that he began to believe that
he was acting in a moralistic as well as a self-interested fashion.

It

is really arbitrary to separate out the hard and soft strands of the farmers'
thinking for they were so intertwined that farmers'
distinguish t h em.

themse~ves

could not

An historian such as Ho f s t ad t e r can detect and separate

the two strands but he has the advantage of hindsight which was not
available to farmers living dur
twentieth centuries.

the years of the late nineteenth and early

Many farmers sincerely believed that their position

was morally superior to that of anyone else and they joined farmers'
organisations to defend a life-style which they preferred to any other as
well as to protect their own vested interests.

There was also a feeling

amongst both sets of farmers that they had somehow lost a social standing
they had held at an earlier time.

In reality tha t may not have been the

case, but many farmers believed it to be true.

Both unions were partly

"Issil char is as a Stn)l1t~ Ass ('ro\lchifli~ down betwe en
/,,{O hurde ns"

X t.tx. fl,
\

A favou rite prove rb of farme rs.

Sourc e:

!':l.£~2J:!2g Fi~J:_, 10 .Iu I, 1928.
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inspired by a desire to bring about a restoration of the farmers

1.

status

which seemed to decline as other economic activities and the cities grew
in importance and political power,
Farmers' actions then were shaped by something more than
preneurial drive.

entre~

While he stood with his boots firmly rooted in the earth,

one hand on his cheque book, one eye on the economic potential of a
particular paddock and the other fixed on

the weather, the farmer still

found time to dream.
Despite the overall similarities in world v i.ew there were key differences
The ideal of independence played a much more important role in shaping
the attitudes of New Zealand farmers, while their world view was cut across
by a recurrent dislike of the "big man':
Even if in reality independent actions were not as important as more
co-operative forms of behaviour in rural New Zealand and even if many
members of the farming community accepted State assistance, independence
remained an important ideal.

Many immigrants had after all left Britain

to escape from the fetters of a deferential society and start again on
their own.

They left an old world and a mass societ.y with limit.ed

opport.unities, t.o take advantage of the greater opportunities in the new
world.

The typically mid-Victorian not.ion of self-help was possibly even

more strongly developed in the thinking of nineteenth century New Zealanders.
As in North America many inunigrants pursued the goal of independence on
'
Lab 1.lty.
Ll.I
57
their 1leavi 1_y mortgaged free h
0._(
vla
l l f·arms even at cost o·f economlC

57.

Char Lo t t e Erickson, 9]). £!~~, p 8.
the New Zealand experience.

This book is of particular relevance t.o

They wanted above all to be free of the interference of the local squire
and vicar, laird and minister/or landlord and priest.

They also wanted

to directly control the political and economic development of the colony
instead of accepting the fact that an entrenched oligarchy ruled the
country on their behalf without consultation or awareness of the problems
confronted by the majority of the population.

If they accepted pa

:er.".·

nalistic gestures they emanated from the State rather than the landlord.
Fiercely independent attitudes could have caused major difficulties for
the NZFU.

But its recruitment failures were due more to apathy and

indifference than rampant individualism.

Occasionally farmers justified

their indifference by appealing to the sanctity of the independent ideal
proclaiming that they would not entrust the defence of their interests to
anyone other than themselves.

But such arguments were little more than

excuses.
Farmers did not join up because they felt there was little need for
such an organisation, because they could not be bothered or because they
were too busy with farm work.

Such sentiments as "he's nature's nobleman

in life - the independent farmer" or "You're as free as the air in the
mountains" neatly encapsulated the ideal of independence.

But such notions

generally had little appeal to the great majority of English farmers who
benefitted from their interdependent situation.

All they ever wanted was

reform of the tripartite system to increase the benefits it held out to
them.

They did not want its total demolition like the many men who came

to New Zealand having had their personal improvement blocked within rural
Britain.

Once these same men began to achieve concrete advancement within

New Zealand, however, they too began to want to limit the independence of
other sectional groups who competed for a share in the benefits accruing
from the colony's development.

The NZFlJ opposed the growing power of the

trade union movement bcc au s e they saw it
primac~social

elf;

a direct threat to t he i r economic

advantage and political dominance.

New Zealand farmers also generally shared a dislike for the big man,
whe t her owner of a large e s t ate , manufacturer or business tycoon, especially
wh en the trade cycle experienced a down tu rn ,

A belief in rough equality

was common throughout the farming community, even if the reality wa s
sornewha.t different.

The NZF'U, for example, was very sensitive about

accusations that it represented land monopolists and was opposed to closer
settlement.
they

Many of its national executive members we r e big farmers but
to the principle of limiting the size of holdings, although

they were opposed to the arbitary enforcement of any such regulations.

Even

an avowedly conservative organisation like the NZFU could not afford to
fly in the face of the egalitarian

myth shared by the great majority of

New Zealanders.
When hostility towards the big man threatened to disrupt the farming
community in the 1920s (whereas it had united farmers against the squatters
in some areas during the 1880s), a certain degree of unity was maintained
by refocussing that hostility on the activities of big city businessmen
and overseas monopolies in the form of the meat trust.

Few English tenant

farmers in contrast were particularly concerned with big man/small man
rivalries.

The great majority of them after all already occupied a

relatively high place on the social plane.

They had little chance of

overthrowing the power of the landlords and even less intention of doing
anything of the kind.

On the other hand English farmers were also concerned

by the development of monopoly capitalism and frequently criticised such
monopolies as the railway companies.

7.

were the tWD societies different?
Each of the new world societies was shaped by the ideals carried by the

immigrants who settled t h em and by t.he modification of those ideals to
answer the needs of the new environment.

The tension created between ideals
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and the developing reality of a society provided the momentum which pushed
the new construction farther away from the model of its parent society.
This tension also ensured that each new world society was not identical
Hany ideals were ca r r Ied to New Ze al and by its British

to any other.
Lmmf.gran t s .

Some of the more strongly held ones survived and exercised

a profound influence. on the country's development.

Others, which did not

suit the needs of the new country, such as those of Wakefield, were soon
discarded.

Rural NeH Zealand evolved its O1Im distinctive social structures

as a result of the modification of several ideals to answer the different
needs of the new country.

The settlers attempted to push the reality of

the emerging nation's economic processes and social structures in the
direction of the various ideals which they held to be paramount.

But they

soon learned to temper their aspirations and to pull clown their ideals
from their lofty esoteric plane when the complete realisation of the
various goals desired by the settlers appeared to be all but impossible.
The relationship between ideal and reality was reciprocal.

The social

structure which emerged was in essence an unsatisfactory compromise between
the limitations imposed by the new environment and the expectations of
the settlerS.

.58

Dissatisfaction with that compromise spurred the settlers

and their descendants to push for further changes in an endeavour to make
the compromise more satisfactory.
dissatisfaction.

Continual change resulted from continuing

New Zealand society, like any other form of human

organisation, exists

as a dynamic rather than a static entity.

Change

was also stDnu1ated by conflict between different ideals supported by

58.

It is time the insights of Hartz and Turner were combined. New
Zealand's development was shaped by settlers of British background
attempting to realise their ideals, hopes and aspirations in a new
environment and different economic situation.
Neither explanation
is adequate in itself. A synthesis is long overdue.

different groups.

From this broader level of dissension evolved consensus.

But consensus in turn bred dissatisfaction.

Pressure for further dhange

followed.
Such a complex process, often contradictory and confusing, cannot
be adequately accounted for by a single factor hypothesis.

New Zealand

like New Zealand society in general, was shaped by the

rural socie

interaction of many forces and ideals, processes and personalities.

Its

evolution was made up of many strands only some of which have been isolated.
Rollo Arnold has argued that New Zealand rural society assumed a
rough social and political equality because of the triumph of the Ilyeomanll
ideal carried to New Zealand by agricultural labourers over the Ilgentryll
conception implemented by the big pastoralists.

Certainly the "yeoman"

ideal of a nation of small independent farmers was reflected in the basic
predominance of the freehold tenure.

The development of this type of

farming was only made possible of course by the technological innovation
of refrigeration which opened up the London market and made small scale
farming viable.

Reality and ideal reinforced one another.

The yeoman

ideal was another expression of a broader belief in the virtues of
independenc~.

But farmers in areas other than the Wairarapa-Bush challenged

the "gentry" ideal for different reasons.
Otago farmer militants were already yeomen.
too static.

Chapter seven will show that
Also the "yeomen" ideal was

Independence involved much more than simply owning your farm.

Once that objective had been achieved farmers desired to bring about further
personal advancement.

Even John McKenzie wanted to help men assisted on to

the land by the Government to become highly productive and scientific
farmers rather than self-sufficient yeomen.

Arnold's explanation holds

good for much of the North Island over a limited period of time.
all it is time, place and group specific.

But over-

Oliver: I

S

suggestion. that important changes wer e initiated around 1890

because New Zealanders were becoming

~ncreasing1y

alarmed that the evils

of the old world we r e re-emerging in the new world context:, which should

..
59
have been free of such ills, contains useful lnslghts.

But it is too

intellectual, too high minded to explain the attitude of struggling farmers.
These men had visions, but they were vague and incoherent dreams blurred
by fatigue, frustration and economic har dheadeineas rather than clearly
articulated and elegantly conceived notions of Arcadia, or Eden.
more, the group most influenced by the

quasi~millenarian desire

Furtherto rebuild

a better society we r e the educated urban middle classes, who dominated
bi
. t
60
SUCl
1 movements as th e pro h illtlonlSS.
Fairburn's hypothesis that New Zealand society evolved an essentially
surburban character as a compromise between a rural myth and a growing
urban reality is probably the most convincing explanation

61

offered so

far as to how New Zealand developed its distinctive social structures and
attitudes.

But Fairburn, like Arnold and Oliver, has isolated only one

of the major strands which have shaped New Zealand society.
that this

strand was more important than any other.

Yet he claims
In so doing

he overlooks the fact that some areas of New Zealand did develop a more
truly urban character, while some more remote country districts were
essentially rural with a way of life quite different from that in either
city suburbs or small tOl.;'l1S.

From the urban sector emerged New Zealand's

major radical tradition, while the rural sector produced a predominantly
conservative influence, interspersed with occasional

59.

outbursts of militancy.

OUver, "New Zealand About 1890," Unpublished MacMillan Brown Lectur<cs,

1973.
60.

A.R. Grigg, "Storming the Citadels of Liquordom," PhD in Progress,
University of Otago.

61.

Fair burn , _-"-',
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Fairburnls hypothesis is also too contrived, too

c1ever~

too literary.

Down to earth factors as well as the vision of a familial arcadia were
responsible for the development of the suburbs.

The predominance of wood

as the major building material, sanitation needs,62 the level of building
technology, the horsedrawn tram, the bicycle, the electric tram and later
the motor car were also factors which cannot be ignored in explaining
the predominance of the quarter acre section.
Two other major

inte~lated

strands which help explain the growth

of the suburbs and the general development of New Zealand society as a
whole were the widespread incidence of land speculation and the desire for
respectability.

Both of these factors have been underestimated for too

long by New Zealand historians.

Every New Zealander who was able to engage

in land speculation did so, whether he was a big farmer, a small farmer,
a labourer with land, a wealthy businessman or a prospering artisan.

Both

rural and urban sectors were affected by widespread land speculation.
Land was the most valuable commodity in the new country and most immigrants
seemed to show a preference for playing the land market.
was after all a major gamble in itself.

63

Leaving Britain

There was no guarantee that

the immigrant would even reach NeH Zealand let alone prosper in that
country.

It was hardly surprising, therefore, that many immigrant.s were

prepared to take considerable risks in playing the land market.

Further-

more, many immigrants wanted to achieve respectability by improving their
social status.

Status was closely related to Healt.h in the more fluid

context of New Zealand.

As in New South Wales or Victoria one of the

62.

A point stressed by Professor Peter OIConnor at the 1977 New Zealand
Historian's Conference in a paper criticising Fairburn's views.

63.

A point emphasised by Erickson.
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easiest ways of realising that objective was to acquire a large sum of
money through buying land cheap and selling dear.
easiest means of getting rich in a hurry.
many of the trappings of respectabil
education which could only be
or bought at huge cost.

6ft

Land provided the

Moderate wealth could procure

such as pianos, elegant homes and
over several generations in Britain

Many New Zealanders, especially farmersJwere in

a sense respectable gamblers.

Such concerns, of course, hardly affected

many English tenant farmers who had inherited their respectabil

and

had neither need nor desire to contemplate such gambles as emigration.
They were a relatively satisfied group, whose ambitions had been realised
to a limited extent.

Those who left were dissatisfied, who felt that

their mibitions were being frustrated and their opportunities restricted.
They were prepared to take the g ambl.e of starting again i.n the hope of
improving their lot and acquiring a respectability which was
denied them in Britain.
These four strands by no means exhaust

the full range of 1nter-

connected ideals and circumstances which shaped New Zealand1s development.
There were many others.

But they did represent four of

the most

~nportant

strands in the complex pcocess whereby immigrants carried with them their
hopes and aspirations to New Zealand and then set about realising them
through adaptation to

t

he environment of the new country and compromise

with its economic development.
6 Lf

11

.

Brian Dickey, "'Colonial Bourgeois'" ~ Marx in Australia? Aspe.c t s
of the Social History of New South v:Jales 1856-1900", Australian
~-,=£r:~!2~ic.l!j:§'~~.5?~.L}.:~5:.:!i,=~, Vol 1 Lt No 1 (Har 197 LI), pp 26:::]6 :----Afso
see Humphrey McQueen, The New Britannia.. An argument concerninlL the
or
0 f Aus t r a 1. lan ~·2li~~E-;n---a;~d--~la~t·D~-rv;1i";~1(Me1b;~;;:n-e-j. 970)-;and Ge 0 f f r e y Se r 1e , . __ ._~.__...J:.r:.
..t.:.~ c h ':'._.~._..!0.:.~::.~J?L.!2..f..J: h <::_~~:'~2..1..£!?-.y__? f.
Victoria 1833-1889, (Melbourne 1971). Angus also makes it clear
that mater
lstic objectives were of primary importance in Otago
during the 1880s and 18901.':;' A
t rich quick" attitude seemed to
be w.Ld e spr ead . Much the same was true of Auckland Ln the same period.
See R.J.C. Stone, Makers of Fortune The Rise and Fall of a Colonial
Business Communi
Auc

8

Whatever caused the differences between British and New Zealand rural
society, the differences themselves cannot be denied even if new hierarchies
evolved to replace partially the hierarchies of the older deferential
society.

The farmers of Waitahuna, Littledene or Kerry Town looked to

Britain as their source of spiritual strength, their means of identification.
They hoped to re-establish the best aspects of Ullapool, Larkrise or
Tipperary in the districts they had chosen to settle.

They especially

wanted to recreate the peacefulness and healthy environment of the British
countryside which provided such a marked contrast to the insanitary conditions
of the big cities of the "modern Baby10n".
structures of British rural society
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Initial efforts to copy the

soon gave way to a restructuring of

the world described by Flora Thompson and recounted in the oral histories.
If a great many Britons

wanted to make any meaningful progress in life they

had to be prepared to move beyond local c.ountry towns such as Candleford,
to the farthest corners of the earth, even to Waitahuna.

Once safelv

arrived thev clnng to the continuitv of their heritage, while enthusiasticallv
building their future.
to make the most of it.

They had their second chance and were determined
Now thev could dream of the babbling brook or

burn, the patch-work quilt of the English countrvside or the soft light
and

mist covered hills of Scotland and Ireland.

They c.ould also dream

of the sweet sound of willow sending a red ball scorching over the village
green and even act out such activities.

It was easier to dream on a stomach

filled by the beer and beef of John Bull's aIde Englande, than on the
harsh diet of a hired labourer.

Such luxuries had formerly existed in the

fartherest corners of their imagination or in tales of a dim and distant
golden

65.

aga.~lrthermore,

they could dream in a degree of comfort formerly

A phrase f
1y employed by the l'.::!.!:~}~3.--limes. to describe the
conditions of England in the period 1881-1900.

8

unobtainable.

More important such comforts were free of the interference

and patronising concern of squire and vicar, laird and minister, or
English landlord and priest.
"The thrifty, the industrious then could rise
To share the fruits of their enterprise."
66

66.

_N._Z __

,

_'..J._(..) l.jj._~.r..l ,.·.l l._,

1891. pp '.) 31 ~ '.) 32.
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CHAPTER THREE

"\HLTSHIRE AND hTESTMINSTER.
T·Hi~

hTAIKAi"O-ANDWiiiIN:C;TON-. '1

TIlE POLITICAL .....SITUATION
._----,---_

OF ENGLISH AND

...
1900~1930.

----~.~-----_

NEhT ZEALAND FARMERS

~_._,----

The "golden age" of New Zealand farming was also the high summer of
the farmers' political influence, especially under the Reform administration
between 1912 and 1921.

The very considerable political strength of New

Zealand farmers only began to wane in the later 1920s.

Until that time

the NZFU did not really have to function as an effective pressure group.
The title of the Country Party's newspaper,

F.'...l._·1.:·. ._s_.t., \v hi ch was set

__________!""-__

up in 1926, neatly summed up the Government's prioritie.s before that date.
It was only from that time onwards that the political primacy of the farmer
could no longer be automatically assumed.

From that period it had to be

fought for in concerted fashion.
English farmers in direct contrast found themselves in a position of
considerable political weakness, especially in relation to the political
nation as a whole.

The industrial, commer cLa L and urban sectors were

increasingly dictating the course which politicians should follow.

Even

within the rural sphere farmers had long been subservient to the political
direction of the landowners.

Until 1908 they had largely accepted the

indirect political representation of the country gentlemen M.P.s.

Farmers

could only begin to act in more independent fashion once the system of
deferential politics began to crumble in the late nineteenth century.
Some more politically aware farmers took advantage of the landlords'
declining political influence and set up the NFU in 1908.

Right from its

establislunent these men realised that they needed to develop a particularly
well organised pressure group if they were to counter the lingering
dominance of the J

owners.

Effectiveness was even more essential if

the voice of farmers was to be heard at Westminister and Whitehall in

84
the face of the overwhelming numerical superiority of the other sections
of the Engli

poll t Lca I community,

The political dominance of the old "oligarchy" of big pastoralists
and city merchants was largely brought to an end in New Zealand during the
1890s.

From that point onwards farmers came to replace the oligarchy as

the most important single occupational grouping within New Zealand politics.
Their temporary success was ensured by the election of a large number of
farmers to parliament between 1908 and 1922.

According to L.C. Webb's

survey of the occupation of New Zealand M.P.s 25% were farmers over the
period 1893-1908.

That level was s

icantly high but it rose to a

record representation of 34.6% for the period 1908-1931.

After that date

farmer M.P s fell slightly to 31.3% of the total for the period 1935-1949
and further declined to 29.8% for the period 1949-1960.

1

This level of

parliamentary representation for farmers far exceeded that of any other
democracy.

Herman Finer, for example, estimated in 1924 that the comparative

figures for the United Kingdom were 4.2%, France 14.3%, Germany 11.9% and
the U.S.A. 5.6%.2

Farmers probably only exerted a similar influence on

their Governments in Saskachawen, Alberta and Hestern Australia.

1.

2.

3

(Hellington 1940), pp 42-45,
New
Parliaments of 1935···60,"
13 No 1 (Har 1961), pp31-4-Q.
Finer, The
Pract:ice of }fodern Government (London
Vol 11 p
in H.J. Gardner,
Farmer Politician
Zealand ILLE;
Massey Memorial Lecture,
st.on North
197 , P 3.
figure for England would have been even lower BS
farmers were a much more important group amongst the Irish M.P.s.
Even the NFU only succeeded in hav
four sponsored M.P.s elected to
Hestminster out of a total House of Commons membership of Lf56 for
England and t.h.lr t y-cf ou r for ~~ales. See F.W. S. Craig, !2!:..~.!-~~1~.
Parliament
Election Results 1885-1918, (London 1974), p 588.
I

3.

See L'i.p s e t ,
cLt;Macpherson, Or c Lt.; and Sean Glynn, "Government
Policy And
i~~-uTtural Developm'8"~'t':'-'Western Australia, 1900-1930,"
Australian E:conomic Uis
Review, Vol 7
No 2 (Sep 1967), pp U5-llt!.

8
The polit

importance o£ the New Zealand fanner, especially in

relation to the Liberal and Reform administrations, has been elaborated
in several articles and theses.

4

Even if some of this work has possibly

exaggerated the farmers' real political importance, the farmers themselves
believed that they were the most powerful group within New Zealand politics
until the 1920s and assumed that economic primacy entitled them to
preferential treatment from the Government of the day.

Furthermore, the

farmers' declining numbers in relation to the remainder of the community
were off-set by tbe country-quota, a special weighting of votes introduced
in 1889 and not abolished until 1946, to ensure that the political influence
of rural areas was not rendered feeble by the growth of the towns.

5

Nel;l

Zealand farmers also had much easier informal access to the centre of
power as many personally knew the various farmer M.P.s, or at least met
those M.P.s on such occasions as the annual showday.
The obvious and unquestionable prominence of farmers within the New
Zealand political scene was in direct contrast to England.

Usually even

the most careful scrutiny of general books on modern English history fails
to reveal the word
4.

5.

farmers.

They receive virtually no mention before the

e.g. n.S.E. Bellringer, "Conservatism and the farmers, a study of the
political development of Taranaki-Wanganui between 1899 and 1925,"
Unpublished MA Thesis, University of Auckland, 1958. Margaret C. Brand,
"A Study of Conservatism 1.(390-1911," Unpublished MA Thesis, University
of Canterbury, 1.949. Cleveland, .Q.P.~!.~_. W.J. Car dner , 1'he_Farmer.
litician in N.Z. His
llThe Rise of W.F. Massey, 1891-1912,ll
Political Science, Vol 13 No 1 (Mar 1961), pp 3-30,and "W.F. Massey in
Powerll·~ ib]~~l:-ti;; 2 (Sep 1961), pp 3-30.
B.D. Graham, "Waikato
politics; Cl study in the relationship of local and national politics
in
early twentieth century," Unpublished MA Thesis, University of
Auc k
,195 f.. E.P. Ma10ne, "The Rural vote: voting in thev.laikato
1922-1;J35," Unpublished HA Thesis, University of Auckland, 1958.
R.T. Shannon, "Decline and Fall of the Liberal Government A Study in
an Aspect of New Zealand Political Development, 1908-1914," Unpublished
MA Thesis, University of Auckland, 1953.
See ,J. Cr und y ,

llA

History Of 'I'h e Country Quota In New Zealand"

Unpublished MA 'I'he s Ls , University of Auckland, 195!f.
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.

,-)

establishment of the NFU, wh.Ll.e very few references are made to the NFU
itself, at least for the period prior to World War 11.

Another way of

illustrating the difference is that the growth of the NZFU can be plotted
on the same graph as the growth of the New Zealand trade union movement,
whereas such an exercise is not feasible in the English context.

Fu r t.he t>-

more, English tenant farmers were not represented directly at Westminster,
while it would have been virtually impossible for a farmer
Prime Minister let alone a Hinister of the Crown.
for both nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

to have become

This wa s equally true

Even the late nineteenth

century parliamentary champion of the tenant farmer, C.s. Read, himself
a tenant farmer, soon resigned in disgust at Disraeli's agricultural
policies.

When he later returned to parliament he was able to do little,for

his actions wer e circumscribed by the powerful landowning interest within
the Conservative party.

6

The NFU set out to secure greater political

independence for tenant farmers, and did take advantage of the general
weakening of the landlord's position induced by the AgricuJ.
Act of 1906 and the introduction of death duties.

7

Holdings

But even the NFU only

managed to place four sponsored Unionist H.P.s within the Hou s e of Commons,
while their

OvID

independent cand Ld a t e s were un suc c e s sf u L,

8

The sponsored

H.P.s had once been farmers, but they were also professional politicians
whose first loyalty wa s to their party.

It remained political representation

at one remove.
The English farmer's plight was compounded by the general indifference
of both major parties towards the farmers' problems.

The Conservatives

6.

~~.~' 28

7.

F.!1.L. 'I'homp so n , Ql2.Eit, p 291 claims that the la_ndowners' power, even
within the rural spherej began to wane from the 18808 onwards.

8.

NFU }\ec:.<?:r:.c!, Vo] I No 3 (Dec 1922), p 62.

Aug 1905 p 243.

were the traditional party of the landowning interest but the rural sphere
of their activites was completely dominated by the landowners, at least
at the national level.

Even though the Conservatives advocated protection

they were not prepared to actually implement any large-scale protectionist
policies when in power. 9

It was not surprising that many farmers became

disillusioned with the traditional agricultural party.

The Liberals

picked up on this backlash against the Conservatives at the 1880 election,lO
but farmers were soon forced to realise that the Liberal party was also
dominated by men \Vho knew little of the farmers' problems.

The leaders

of both major parties, whether industrialists, businessmen, professionals,
or landowners, wer e barely dLs t Lngu i shab Le .

This sense of disillusionment

and even haplessness added an extra spur to those farmers \Vho decided to
form their

O\VTI

indepe.nclent pressure group.

Within New Zealand tbe emerging Reform party was clearly dominated
by farmers, while even the older Liberal party had considerable farmer
support.

Both Government and Opposition we.r e forced to place farmers' needs

high on their list of priorities.

Even though they clashed over the

mat ter of land tenure both parties we r-e active in promoting land settlement
and in carrying State aid to the farmer, whether in terms of money or
expertise.

Initially, the Labour Party largely ignored the farming sector,

but even it was eventually forced to adopt policies capable of \Vinning
farmer support.
the

The electoral triumph of 1935 was closely linked with

Labour party's success in overcoming the hostility of the farming

community.

The reasonably even spread of English farmers over the rural

9.

Robert Blake, The Conservative Party from Peel to Churchill, (London
1970) J p 162.
WT1-~~~--:-T~;s;;pl;---Cl;;~lberl;-in ac l:~ally p·rOi;o~edtl~ introduc t Lon
of some measure of protection it proved fatal to the Conservatives
and returned the Liberals to power in 1906. ibid. pp 177-183.

10.

George Kitson-Clar]", The
pp 2/,6-250.
.. __ •

•• _•.•_ ••_ •.

._.'-1

of Victorian
._ _.•.•_ . _ . _••• _•.••

.••

~L..

.__••

, (London 1962),

electorates. could in no "lilY win them the same type of political recognition.
After all there was little over 200,000 of them in a population of more than
30,000,000.

In 1901 they only made up about 2% of the voting age population

and that figure had fallen further to 0.95% by 1931.
Despite the much grea

political

~nportance

farmer, both unions were responses to essentially
developments.

11
of the New Zealand

s~nilar

political

The NFU represented the English farmers' somewhat belated

f o Ll.ow-vu.p to the e st ab l i shmen t

and several major empLo yer s-

of the

"riew unions" of the 1880s

associations during the 18908.

12

Similarly,

the NZFU emerged at a time of revival for the trade union movement and of
a resurgence of employers' associations.

In both instances farmers lagged

behind their urban counterparts in setting up sectional pressure groups
organised on a national rather than a regional or local level.

13

Basically

the primary objective of each union \Vas to counter the influence of other
sectional organisations.

They were

essen~ially defens~ve

their functions rather than promotional and positive.

and negative in

Their objects and

early statements of priorities made this quite clear.
The NFU's motto of "Defence-not·-Defiance" was even considered by
the NZFU 14 welL before the NFU was founded, but was rejected in favour
of "Principles not Party."

The original objects of both unions could also

11.

Calculated from the Census of
1901 and 1931.
decline was made to appear more dramatic
the introduction of
universal female suffrage in 1928. The equivalent figures for
New Zealand were 12 % in 1901 and 7.8% Ln 1926.

12.

H. Pelling, A His
Chapter SixlPp 9

13.

H. Roth, Trade Unions in New Zealand Past and Present
1973), p

of British Trade Unionism
12, especially pp 1
3.

This

(London 1969),

(Wellington

have come from the same pen.

The NZFU aimed to

"keep a vigilant watch over all measur e s brought before the
House of Representatives, and on the working of present laws,
to protest against any measure deemed injurious to farmers'
interests in Parliament." 15
The NFU set out
IITo secure Parliamentary and other support of British agriculture,
and to protect and further the interests of British farmers
individually and collectively.,,16
Early recruitment efforts echoed this emphasis on the defensive role to
be assumed by each of the new unions.

The NZFU urged that "Combination

7
· t .b y Comb
S}IOU Id Be M
.
e
.om iLna t Lon
, 11 1

C]'
f
d a t it.on p r es i. d ent
0 .a.n Campb e 1]__ ,-oun

1e
\'1hI
D ..

of the NFU, wrote in the first NFU

Year~ool~

that

"All other industries have been able to make remarkable progress
and bring about great reforms through their Trade Unions. Surely
Agriculture - the oldest and most essential of them all - must
derive the greatest advantage if all those en,aged in it were
enabled to speak with a united voice
" 8

M.M. Kirkbride, second colonial president of the NZFU, was even more
explicit in addressing the first colonial conference when he said
"For sometime it has been dawning on us that if we intended to
take that share of say in the administration of the affairs of
the colony which our importance and numbers warrant, we should
have to take a leaf out of the book which has made other sections
of the community such a pmver in the 8tate. 1I 19
The means of achieving these stated objectives were also similar
in that each union intended to lobby both legislature and administration
15.

ibid.

16.

NFU

17.

P

36.

Xearboo~,

Some Reasons

1910, p 37.
\~:verLFarmer

Should Join The New Zealand Farmers'
(Pal--;erston North 1902),
1.

~~l.i()E--:--PaI:~phlet pubTis1;edl;y -tile NZFU,
-,!e~:~:.!?-90~.,

18.

NFU

1910, p 5.

19.

ACCM NZFU, 1902, P 1.

P

90
from a non-partisan position to Illift politics out of agriculture, and

· f t agrlcu
l cu l.ture aove
b
up 1 l
po 1"ltlCS, ,,20

and replace "the Kybo-e LLngo of the

politicians" with "farmers' politics.,,21

Further proof that each union

represented the concrete institutional expression of a growing sectional
consciousness within both farming communities was provided by the fact
that they were essentially "farmers' only" organisations.

The NFU was

even more exclusive as it wanted to make it quite plain that farmers'
interests were quite distinct from either landlords or labourers.
totally rejected any type of three tiered organisation.

It

Labourers were

admitted to the NZFU, but otherwise it also departed from the permissive
membership criteria of the older agricultural organisations which allowed
interested members of the business community to have a say in running
their affairs.

Farmers in both countries were making it quite clear that

their occupational interests were separate

from any other section of the

work force.
It was much easier of course for the NFU to live up to its

non~

partisan principles as English farmers were so disillusioned with both
major parties.

The NZFU faced a far more difficult task in maintaining

political independence in that a new Opposition party was emerging which
was overwhelmingly"dependent upon the support of businessmen and farmers
and which also shared many of the NZFU's major policy objectives.

The

greater vigilance of the NFU's leaders in avoiding such explicitly party
orientated issues as fiscal policy extended their situational advantage and
ensured that the NFU was far more successful in realising its non-partisan
aims.

Nevertheless, even though the NFU did not establish unofficial links

with the Conservative Party, its essentially defensive emphasis kept it

21.

ACCM NZFU, 1902, p 1.
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as strictly within the conservative camp as the NZFU.

Initially the

NFU appeared to some observers to be a relatively radical organisation,
but any suggestion of radicalism soon disappeared.

Although both unions

sometimes engaged in militant action their political colouration never
changed much from a medium blue.

They remained

w~thin

the mainstream

of conservative political development in each country, especially once
it became clear that the NFU's challenge to the old deferential system
of politics was part of a long overdue move towards modernising the
Conservative party's approach to politics rather than a call for radical
change equivalent to that emanating from the Labour Party.
The three other major political factors which influenced the behaviour
of the two unions were the fact that agriculture became a full portfolio
in New Zealand in 1892 whereas the agricultural sector did not receive
full ministerial representation in England until 1919; the different role
assumed by local gov e r nmen t w:lthin the administrative systems of the two
countries; and the lingering predominance of localism as the single most
important determinant of New Zealand political development.
~Q",l ture

The appointment of a Minister of

and the establishment

of a Depa r trnen t of Agriculture in 1892 provided New Zealand farmers with
an alternative avenue through which they could influence Government policy.
Consultation between Department and farmers' pressure group was considerable
from the foundation of the NZFU in 1902.

Something like the partnership

developed between the State and NFU after World War 11

22

existed between

the Department and general farming comnrunity in New Zealand from the 189013
onwards.

23

ALL this was in contrast to England where farmers had to be

22.

Self and Storing, .QJ)_sit, p 15 and 46.

23.

See T.W.H. Brooking, "Sir John Hc Keri z Le and the Origins and Growth
Lc uLt ure , 1891-1900," Unpublished (vIA Thesis,
of the Department of
University, 1972, pp 51~,-·67 .

9 ')
f ..

content with representation by an Undersecretary and a Board of Agriculture
between 1889 and 1919.

24

If the Board of Agriculture had exerted a similar

influence to the Board of Trade this need not have been a disadvantage.
But in fact the Board of Agriculture wielded very limited power.

Self

and Storing's criticism that the NFU should have concentrated more on
lobbying Whitehall rather than Westminster earlier than it did
therefore, somewhat unfair.

2'-

~ is,

Cordial relations were in fact established

with Whitehall from the NFU's inception and were cemented by the experiences
of World War I.

But the NFU's leaders saw quite correctly that they had

more chance of winning reforms by lobbying Westminister wherein lay the
power to make the changes demanded by the new pressure group.

After all

they were largely successful in securing their major objective of security
of tenure by concentrating their efforts on the House of Commons ,

The

NFU's leadership can be more severely criticised for failing to shift
more attention towards Whitehall during the 1920s, but that shortcoming
was closely related to the peculiar sot of political circumstances which
confronted English farming during the 1920s.

Generally, in the period

under study, it was much easier for New Zealand farmers to influence the
sector

of Government administration which affected agriculture.
1~is

advantage in terms of an alternative avenue of influence was

somewhat offset, however"

by the much greater power vested in local

government agencies within England.

English farmers could secure very

real advantages by exerting pressure on county hall, whereas New Zealand
farmers had to work through their local M.P. rather than through their
county council if they hoped to influence developments at the national
level.

There were only forty counties in England whereas there were

24.

A.J.P. 'I'ay Lo r , B_E1_8..~ish 1}istO!L1914-1945, (London 1965), p 6 Lf2.
The change was actually made in August 1919.

2S.

Self and Storing ,~!.E

.::_:i:.~,

p 46.
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ive counties in New Zealand in 1901 and by 1926 that figure had

risen to 128.

26

Furthennore the English c oun t i.es represented large numbers
J

of people and did not delegate authority to as many subsidiary bodies as
." .N· ew Z·
'was t I.le case III
ea 1.an d . 27

The county had also been an integral part

of the administration of England's affairs since the time of Williarn the
conqueror.

28

Overall they complemented the role of central government

and exerted very real influence over the

li~es

of the people who lived

within tlleir confines, especially after the reforming legislation of 1888

29

consolidated their powers.
The NFU took considerable advantage of the p ower exerted by the
counties and won many concessions through applying pressure on county hall.
Also it seemed ab I,e to throw up men of greater administrative ability
than the NZFU.

Quite why this was so is not entirely clear at first glance.

After all many NZFU members had experience of committee work on such local
bodies as school committees, road boards and county councils, as well as
in other voluntary organisations such as various lodges and churches.

3D

The majority of English tenant farmers probably had little more experience
of such administrative duties as they were not entitled to participate
in local body affairs to any great extent until after 1888.

31

1901, pp 205·-206 and .<::en€'_~'§__ .9.!:,,__~_,:~v..~eala.I!~_,

Even then

26.

NZ X~..<:~~_l~~}.s:.,
pp 13-15.

27.

Webb, .9E<?jt, pp 122-·123 and 130--136.

28.

Herman Finer,

29.

ibid.

30.

See chapterf> E

31.

Orwin and \vhetham,
_c~~_~_, pp 293-299.
County Councils were set up
in 1888 and Rural District and Parish Councils in 1894. Farmers
tended to be more active on these two latter bodies than the County
Counc Ils per SE~.

ish Local Government

1926, Vo1 1,

(2nd ed.London 1943), p L12.

pp 45-46.
ht and 'I'weLve o f this thesis.
i

one of the major reasons for the formation of the NFU was the desire to
increase farmers' influence at the county level, an objective \Vhich the NFU
was singularly successful in realising.

On the other hand there was a small

group of big tenant farmers \Vho had been active in local government, especially
at the parish level, for many generations.
lando\Vning aristocracy, to govern.
leaders of their commun itLe s .

'I'hes e men were educated, like the

They expected to become the natural

Some of this group were prominent members of

the national executive and most of the farmers who founded the Lincolnshire
Farmers' Union, from which the NFU gre\V, came from the bottom edges of the
squirearchy.

Furthermore, once English farmers found their way onto local

government bodies they \Vere soon forced to grapple with the complexities of
a mass societ.y.

In learning to cope with the problems created by concentrations

of large numbers of people they developed considerable administrative skills.
The older society, wit.h its much greater population and longer established
and more complex political system seemed to provide its farmers' pressure
group with a more able leadership than the new world society with its small
population and relatively new and simple political system.

England's vastly

superior communications system further exaggerated the ability of NFU's leaders
in coping with administrative problems on a large scale and at a complex
level.

In short some English farmers were much better prepared to run an

organisation at a truly national level than their Ne\V Zealand counterparts.
There was a vast difference between running a small farmers' club or even
carrying out the duties of a county councillor and administering the affairs
of an organisation which represented the interests of farmeis throughout
the whole of New Zealand.
The inadequate infrastructure described in Chapter One ensured that
localism remained a critically important: fac tor

~\li thin

New Zealand f s political

95
development durtng the period under study.

32

We have already noted in Chapter

Two that the continuing need for improved roads and bridges retarded the
evolution of sectional consciousness.

Overall national politics tended to

be dominated by local concerns despite a growing national awareness which
developed from 1890 onwards as the colony painfully grew into something and
aomewh e r

e called New Zealand.

The growth of a Lar ge-vsc.a Le centralised

b ureaucracy reinrorcec
r.
1 tillS
" . tencency.
1
33

important institutional

This move towards nationhood had

usslons, with the NZFU itself representing

the tendency of occupational groups to form their own special organisation
. . terec1 on a na t Loria
.
J. .··1 eve..
"L 3!j.
ac11111.nlS

the long estahlisbed

t

The NZFU also partially institutionalised

ovn versus country rivalry described in Chapter Two.

But despite this centripetal trend, this move towards dominance from the
centre rather than from the periphery, national politics continued to be
dominated by the contradictory centrifugal forces of localism.

Squabbles

between the four main centres and more remote districts for improved
transport facilities and the establishment of industries or State aided

32.

The incredible debate over the e s t ab Lds hment; of a North Island
Agricultural College in 1926 revealed that the kind of parochialism
investigated by Angus was still very much alive at the end of the
period with which my thesis concerns itself. See Brooking, Mass
its
A hi.s
of the dove
of Mass
ton North 197 , pp
Also the
Co
of
gain a level of support equivalent to that of
the NFU
provides a further indication that local
concerns influenced the political activity of farmers far more than
any occupational awareness.

33.

See Oliver, Towards a New His
pp 10--12.

34.

Some examples of similar organisations other than the Trade Unions
were the Employers' Federation of New Zealand establishecl in August
1902, Minute Book of the Otago Employers' Association 1890-1904,
28 Aug '1902. H.S 10!d/1-3, Hocken Library, Duried Ln ; the New Zealand
Hanuf ac t.ur e r s I Federation es t abli.shed in 1897 ,~2~:.1_(:...1.:.~2.P..c:..c12_2_r:f_li.l::_\!.
Zealand, A.H. McLintock (Ed.), (Wellington 1969), Vol 2, p 405;
the-l;o-Iitical Reform Association (from which the Reform Party grew)
established in 1905,
ia of N.Z., Vo1 2, p 810; the N.Z.
Rugby FooLbal1 Union set up i n ,
:La of N.Z., Vol. 1,
p 32; and professional bodies such as the N.Z. Society of Chartered
Accountants established in 1908, !:l_~__ S~§!tu~~_~~., .1908, No 2.11, pp 37~ld.

, Hocken Lecture 1969 (Dnnedin 1971),
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institutions (such as agricultural colleges or hospitals) which would
promote the development of a particular distriCl:,generally remained more
important than national issues.

The multiplicity of local government

agencies only further entrenched the primacy of local aspirations within
the political sphere.
On the other hand Loc a Lf.sm was by no means the sole f ac tor Lnf luenc ing
political developments.

Town versus country rivalries, although exaggerated

by rhetoric and ameliorated by economic interdependence, were nevertheless
very real.

William Massey managed to win much political capital through

promising to defend country interests against the encroachment of the city.
The polarising effect of this rivalry became clearly evident during the 1913
watersideI' s'strike, but after that date the antagonism bec~me less important,
even though it has never entirely disappeared.

The failure of the Country

Party to gain any widespread support during the 1920s demonstrated that the
great majority of rural voters accepted that political reality decreed
they would have to support parties based on rural-urban-coalitions.

Neither

the economic power of the countryside nor the voting power of the cities
was sufficiently great to effectively dominate the political scene.

After

World War One the most important by-product of the town versus country
rivalry was the growing success of a distinctly urban party.

Yet even the

Labour party was forced to make several concessions towards rural interests
before it could ever hope to be elected into office.

When it finally found

its way onto the Gove.rnment benches it: was far less of a distinctly sectional
and urban party.

Farmers over the 1920s became increasingly suspicious of

all major parties and a growing sense of sectional independence helped the
recruitment efforts of the NZFU.

But lingering

parochialis~,

traditional

loyalties to Reform and most important, plain indifference still dissuaded
the majority of farmers from joining up with their own sectional pressure
group.

The lingering importance of localism was quite different from England
where farmers had to put aside their local rivalries if they wer e to have
any chance of influencing Government policy.

The English countryside had

been subject to disruption by a chronic and endemic parochialism during
the nineteenth century, but the combined impact of the industrial, urban,
transport and social revolutions greatly reduced the importance of parochialism
in all but the most remote areas.

By the twentieth century sectional

consciousness was becoming widespread. Although farmers were one of the
last groups to become aware of their special interests as an occupational
grouping their actions were considerably shaped by the growing tendency
of English society to divide itself into competing sectional entities.
short the more mature socio-economic and political situation of England
produced a more sophisticated and effective farmers' pressure group.

In

CHAPTER FOUR
"DI;:I<'ERENCE TO DEFENCE"
THE MAJOR

ORGANISATIONS

GENEI~AL

ish rural

during the nineteenth century was an essentially

harmonious symphony in the best pastoral
occas.,.UI10J.
Then in the

.L

tradition.

Its mood of tranquility

disturbed by discards erupting from the bas

line.

twentieth century the symphony disintegrated into three

concertos, each discordantly playing against the other in the
atonal fashion typical of the new century.

Landlords, tenants and labourers,

who had formerly viewed their interests as interdependent came to set up
e political organisations.

their own s

l

The NFU, therefore, was established to counter not only the growing
strength of the urban political interest and organised labour, but the
traditional dominance of agrarian poLitics by the landowners.
majority of agricultural

The great

ions which preceded it were dominated by

landlords, were more concerned with farming than farmers and upheld the
tr

conception of English rural society subservient to direction

from the top.

This conception was accepted without a concerted challenge

from the tenants until at least 1879, although latent labourer dissatisfactiou
was revealed by the swing riots of the 1830s
.
In

2.

and the revolt of the field

1 l (c3·7(J· s:rom
f
I h. grew an sgrlcu..
. .]
] 1 SJourers
1
)
.
3
tle
wh lC
tura_
unlon.

The

establishment of the Farmers' Alliance in 1879 faintly suggested that

1.

The labourers broke away from t:he National Agricultural Union in 1901,
\<7hi1e the NFU and the Central Landowners' Association were founded in
1908,

2.

See E.J. Hobsbawm and G, Hudr{,

3.

See J.P.D. Dunbabjn , "The Incidence and Organisation of Agricultural
Trade Unionism in the 18708,"
leuItural His
Review
pp 114-141 and Joeseph Arch, The S
of his Life: Told
(London 1898).
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traditional relationships were weakening as did the failure of the
National Agricultural Union to establish a united agricultural front
during the 1890s.

But it was not until the early twentieth century that

tenant farmers finally resolved to control their own destiny by sett
up protective associations, federations, and unions independent of
interference from either landlord or labourer.

From these local and

regional organisational efforts grew the NFU, the first permanent pressure
group to look after the tenant farmers specific sectional interests at the
national level.

Tenant farmers had finally come of age.

The first major agricultural organisation to be established
nineteenth century
founded in 1838.

4

Englar~

in

was the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

It had a minimal influence on the NFU.

Essentially the

RASE wa s a rather exclusive club of Land owne r sj many of them titled, the
most successful of the big tenant farmers and enthusiastic amateurs such
as the industrialist Sir WaIter Gilbey 5 or retired military personnel
like Colonel Le Coteur, 6 who shared an interest in promoting a more
progressive and scientific approach to agriculture.

Most tenant farmers

and all agricultural labourers remained outside the organisation.

In

marked contrast the NFU confined its membership to working farmers, thereby
excluding absentee landlords and part-time hobby farmers.

Non···farmers

were allowed to joirl, but. only as honorary members who could not. vote on
,

po I r.cy ma t t e r s ,

Lt.

5.

7

Kenneth Hudson, Patriotism with Profit British ~icultural Societies
in t he
--'a~~d-Wi;;-;t-~~~i:;-C-e-;{-t~;T;:;S----(i=';-nd o~"1972f:-p-;Zi .----Th e
RASE built 011 the earlier Bath and West Agricultural Society founded in
1777 and the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland started in
1784. ibid.pp 11 and 15·-16.
iculttlraJ. Soc

Vol 25 Series 11
icultural Soc.ie

7,

NFU X~::.~!::}?_<:,.r:>~, 1910, pp 37 and 39.

Whereas the NFU wa s primarily a political organisation the motto of
the RASE, "Practice with Sc i.enc e'j revealed that it was essentially apolitical.
Political matters were barred from discussion from its establishment and
this limitation helps explain the setting up of the Central Chamber of
Agriculture during the 186013 to deal specifically with political matters.

8

Men as influential and well--to-do as those who made up the ranks of the
RASE had little need of p r e.s su r e groups or protective associations to
defend their interests,

9

at least until the late nineteenth century.

It

was impossible of course for the RASE to remain completely apolitical and
discussion inevitably strayed into political areas.

The Journal of the

included articles on such quas

itical

'1
t
11 anc1 r a~ t Lng" . 12
re d uc t ilon 0:f ralway
rses

Speakers at show-day were also not above touching upon such explicitly
."
,
.
13
polltlcal lssues as protectlon.

But discussions in the Journal were

largely technical and were rarely acted upon.

Action was confined to such

strictly non-political matters as improving the standard of shire-horses,
introducing best-farm competitions, promoting experiments and developing

8.

A.H.H. Matthews, ..Fifty_;r_~_Cl:E~~. __'?".Lag,£icult~~_alJ.o]:.:~!:ics. Be Lng The
His
The
Chamber of
icul
1865-1915 (London 1915),
p 393,c1tes the RASE s reluctance to enter the political arena as one
of the chief reasons behind the formation of the Chamber.

9.

See F.M.L. Thompson,.Dp ..c.L t , passim; especially pp 45 ..-47, for a
description of how the landowners Here able to maintain their political
ascendancy up to mid-century through the use of existing institution~
such as the Church of England or tbe House of Lord~ and family connections,
rather than through setting up new political organisations to open
up alternative channels to the corridors of power.

10.

icultural Soc

11. ibid. Vol 6 Series 11 (1895), pp 228-307).
12. ibid. Vol 12 Series 11 (1901), pp 361-364.

13. Olney, .Q.p_s;;.;iJ;, pp 68 ..- 71.

VoI 6 Series I

10
facilities for agricultural education.

Even the advocacy of agricultural

education involved a minimum of political exertion. 14
New Zealand A and P Associat

In compar Lson.. the

which incorporated aspects of the RASE,

the Chamber of Agriculture and the local farmers' clubs, engaged in
considerably more pressure group activity.
The main contribution which the RASE made to the NFU was handing on
the conception of a centralised organisation, based in London, which
co-ordinated the activities of affiliated provincial bodies such as the
Bath and West Society.

In practice the relationship between the RASE

and its affiliated societies was rather loose and informal providing the
NFU with an organisational precedent which could be readily improved upon.
The appointment of committees to investigate specific problems was also
a technique utilised by the NFU, although the Chamber of Agriculture
developed the committee system much more fully

t

han the NFU.

The d:Lfference between the RASE and the NFU then was essentially
that of a promotional, voluntary and largely amateur organisation
predominantly preoccupied with agricultural method and a defensive and
increasingly professionalised pressure group concentrating on legislative
change.

This difference was quite radical because the NFU dared to

challenge directly the deferential attitude which had c ement ed landlords'
and tenants' interests throughout the nineteenth century, whereas the
RASE fostered such attitudes.
The first major of f v-shoo t organisation of the RASE was the Farmers'
Club formed in 1841 or 1842,15 but once again it had little influence on
the NFU.

It was primarily rather like other London clubs in that it aimed

to provide a comfortable resting and meeting place where farmers could

14.

Wa tson ,_Qp.J::.H, pp 136-137.

15.

Matthews,
, p
article in the _
Mark
__ __
the club was establ

the club was founded in 1841, but an
ss ' 23 Mar 190& pp 333-3/+3 t argued the t
_---_ - .•._._-in December 1842.

discuss their mutual problems.

Originally the Club also hoped to evolve

into a central body representing the interests and

co~ordinating

the

activities of the scattered local farmers' clubs,16 but that objective was
never realised.

The task of co-ordination on a national level was left to

the Chamber of Agriculture and the NFU.

Throughout its career the Farmers'

Club was also essentially apolitical and in 1892 it amalgamated its political
functions with the Chamber of Agriculture.

Its small membership, which

never exceeded 1,000, also identified it as being significantly different
from the NFU.
The one thing it held in common with the NFU was the advocacy of
compulsory measures to ensure that tenants were adequately compensated for
unexhausted improvements.

This attitude was backed up by action in 1875

when C.S. Read, the tenant farmers' parliamentary champion, led a
Farmers' Club deputation to Disraeli to urge the introduction of legislation
to make compensation compulsory. 17

.
Such an emphasis on compu 1 S10n
ran

directly counter to the Chamber of Agriculture's advocacy of the need to
continue voluntary agreements.

Part of this difference in attitude seems

to be explained by the membership of the Farmers' Club.

Generally it

seemed to be less dominated by landowners than either the RASE or the
Chamber of Agriculture, wh i Le few titled persons or M.P.s were included
.,

1

r.n Its r ank.s .

18

But like the RASE the Farmers' Club had non-farmer

members such as Lawy er s .

This permissive membership

ia, along

with its rather leisurely approach to solving agriculture's problems and
predominant concern with farming techniques, marked the Farmers' Club as
16.

ibid.

17 .~ot!!:I~.CJ.::.LS~.!=-.l:'1:1.-~~~~~.:::.s '__..C::lyb, 3 Hay 1875, and J. R. McQuiston, "Tenant
Right: Fanner Against Lancllord in Victorian England, 1847-1883,"
icultural Hist
Vol 47 No 2 (April 1973), p 107.
18.

Lists of members wer e contained in the

1876 pp i-viii and 1886 pp 1-8.

Jot:...r-na1.!2S:... The..:......Far1llers~!::.!~lb.

belonging to an earlier era.
The first explicitly political organisation to break away from the
RASE was the Chamber of Agricul tun"

founded in early February 1866 to deal

specifically with a chronic outbreak of cattle disease.

But despite its

political orientation few continuities existed between the Chamber and
the NFU"

Like the RASE the Chamber's affairs wer e run primarily in the

interests of landowners and it did not adequately represent the special
interests of tenant farmers, despite the claims of the Chamber's official
historian and secretary, A.H.H. Matthews, to the contrary.

19

It was hardly

surprising, therefore, that the NFU was formed partly in opposition to the
Chamber.
Even the most cursory examination of the composition of the Chamber's
executives reveals just how far its policies were dictated by landowners.
Around 60% of the Chamber's chairmen over the period 1865-1915 held
while over half were M.P.s.

title~

The names of titled persons and H.P.s were

also prominent amongst the chairmen of committees.

Nearly a quarter of

committee chairmen held titles) whLl.e approximately a third wer e M. P" s ,

Eight

of the forty-six committee chairmen were also lawyers and a further four
- 1 co.one,
'I
1 s. 20
were retlrec

Clearly at the national executive level and,

therefore ,the policy formulating level, the Chamber of Agriculture was
dominated by country gentlemen and other non-vfarme.r members of the political
establishment.

It was more than coincidence that the organisation chose

the title of Chamber of Agriculture rather than "Farmers' League.

19.

Hatthews,

20.

ibid. pp 416-417.

21.

ibid. P 393.

.Qp~J::J..t,

pp 165--208,
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and Storing!s dismissal of the chamber as being essentially

Self

interested in matters affecting landlords 22 is also borne out by the
frequent expressions of disenchantment with the Chamber made by tenant
twentieth century.

farmers in the

There had been earlier

3U

ions

of such disenchantment,23 most notably the formation of the Farmers' Alliance
in 1879,24 hut it was not until the early 1900s that opposition was made
explici t

,

When Matthews was urging the defunct Essex Chamber of Agriculture to
and claimed that the old

reform in 1905 a tenant farmer rose to
Chamber was a load of "tommy rot."

He wen t on to add that he had suffered

from "landlordism" and would emigrate
. hi tle
'I
county. 25
1 an d wltln

1:'0

Canada if he was unable to buy

Even Jesse Col1ings, the famous Conservative

Party land reformer, criticised the Chambers and agricultural societies
for being top heavy and unrepresentative of the "great mass of cultivators.,,26
Captain R. Ceeil Hed

of the Newc.a s t.I.e Farmers' Club, one of the convenors

of a meeting of tenant farmers to consider the formation of an Agricultural
Federation of north-eastern counties, argued that the proposed Federation
would"supplement" rather than supersede the Chamber of Agriculture, but
added that

I

ides ,many of the representa tives of local chambers

ori the Central Chamber were no t tenant farmers, nor had

2'7

they any practical know'l ed ge of the eXigencies of the business."
.Ql~ E,~~.r:.,

p 313"

22.

Self and Storing,

23.

e.g. Lincolnshire tenants were little impressed by the Chambers's
initial efforts to repeal the malt tax in the late 1860s and&were
even less keen for the changes in local taxation demanded by the
Chamber as the existing county rate suited them perfectly well.
01ney,
, p 176.

24.

J.R. Fisher argues that even the permissive Agricultural Holdings Act
1875 was won in the face of considerable landlord opposition from
within the Chamber and parliament. J . R. Fisher , "The Fanners I Alliance:
An Agricultural Protest Hovement of the Late Nineteenth Century," to
be published in the
icu1tural His
Review. Based on an unpublished
PhD thesis from the Univers
of Newcastle.

25.

23 Mar 1905 p 399.

26.

id. 23 Oct 1905. p4·b8.

27 .

ibid. 11 Sep 1905 p 301.

W. Rowe speaking at a meeting of the Devon Farmers' Union in June 1908,
made a similar

critici~n

when he recounted that the Cornwall Chamber had

collapsed because domination by landlords and agents scared the real
agriculturists away.

The composition of that Chamber's membership meant that

clergymen, auctioneers, lawyers and other's could always talk the farmers
out.

Colin Campbell, President of the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union and soon

to become foundation President of the NFU, remarked at the same meeting
that wh i.Le the Farmers' Union was not antagonistic to the Chamber, "the
Union was a farmers' organisation pure and simple and the Chamber was not."

28

Even some members of the Central Chamber itself seemed to acknowledge the
lost allegiance of tenant farmers when they argued against the establishment
of an agricultural party in 1908 because it was impossible for one
the different and sometimes conflicting interests

organisation to

of landlord, tenant and labourer.
Samuel

29

in his study of twentieth century British political

parties and pressure groups,argues that the Chamber represented the first
phase in the shift of the landed interest towards political activism. a move
led by the landowners.

The NFU represented the second phase with farmers

taking the initiative.

He compares the two organisations by equating the

Chamber with a trade association such as the Chamber of Commerce and the
. 1- a trae
cl unlon.
•
30
NF'U Wltll

29.

He is correct in making such a comparison) but

Hatthews,J2p_cit) pp 410--Lf}2.
of Parties [lnd

10
the difference between the two organisations was greater than that between
a trade association and a trade union.

Hf.s implication that the NFU grew

out of the Chamber1s experiences is also misleading.

Certainly both

organisations wer e responses to the declining power of country gentlemen
M.P.s who represented the landed interest.

Prior to 1860 the landed interest

really had no need for a new organisation to maintain its political ascendancy.
But the NFU grew in opposition to the Chamber as well as to the power of
urban and industrial interests.
rather against it.

It did not grow out of the Chamber but

It offered a direct challenge to the representativeness

of the older association by setting up a new organisation to defend tenant
farmers' interests, quite independent of the landowners or the wider political
establishment.

In Beer's own terminology the NFU was essentially a

twentieth century pressure group and the Chamber a nineteenth century
association.
The few similarities which existed between the two organisations
were confined to the area of organisational structure and procedure.
Delegates from county Chambers and local farmers' clubs such as the
Canterbury Farmers' Club attended monthly meetings of the central Chamber
in London, just as county branch delegates of the NFU attended monthly
meetings of the central council.

The central Chamber claimed affiliation

with 103 farmers' clubs, agricultural associations and county chambers,31
a form of centre-periphery link-up and structural hierarchy much more
fully developed by the NFU.

County or sub-ic ount y chambers were roughly

equivalent to county branches and farmers' clubs to local branches of the
NFU.

The NFU also utilised the deputation even more frequently than the

Chamber, developed a similar system of committees to deal with specific

31.

Ma tthews,

._Qp--s~iJ,

pp Lf18-421.

1.01

problems and like the Chamber negotiated with bipartisan parliamentary
committees.

But that wa s whe r e s tm i l ari t Le s ended.

Even in the

organisational s e.ns e the NFU soon became much more sophisticated and
cohesive than the Charrilier.
The first explicitly tenant farmers' movement was the Farmers' Alliance
which emerged in 1879 J b u t there is some debate as to its significance.

The

general neglect of the Alliance by historians suggests that it was not
particularly important, as does its early demise,for the movement had
largely disappeared by 1884.
II

•
1.. movement II . 32
sectlona

Certainly Matthews dismissed it as a

But such a judgement is hardly convincing coming

from an advocate of the Chamber when the Alliance directly challenged
the Chamber's authority.

More convincing is the recent research of

J.R. Fisher which suggests that the allianee was tied to the achievement
of a specific object, was something of a puppet of the Liberal party and
was in essence a rather spontaneous and short-lived response to depression.
Once greater compulsory compensation for bnprovements was granted
through the passing of a more coercive Agricultural Holdings Act in 1883
the movement rapidly disappeared.

Furthermore, even this Act was i11-

drafted and proved to be of little benefit to tenants.

It was seldom

invoked and did not provide any meaningful assistance until it was
amended in 1906.

Reduction of rents proved to be much more helpful in

enabling tenants to adjust to the problems of depression.

All the major

leaders of the Alliance were Liberal M.P.s or well known Liberal
sympathisers, while few Conservatives sat on the central committee.
Furthermore, neither of the two most important leaders were farmers.

32.

Matthews, .11.p
,p 7. By "sectional" Ha t t h ews meant a minority
splinter group rather than a large occupational group organised
on a national basis for the protection and promotion of its own
specialist interests.

James Howarcl, the foundation chairman,was a manufacturer of agricultural
machinery and William Bear was a failed Essex farmer who had turned to
agricultural journalism and subsequently became editor of the
ress.

_~...:'1r1~l:ane

Only two of the sixty-three candidates approved by the Alliance

were Conservatives ,while the two candidates who succeeded in being elected
to parliament were ,ironically enough,landlords.

That irony was further

compounded by the fact that the two tenant farmers returned in 1880 both
belonged to the Chamber.

By 1884 farmers generally rallied back to the

Conservatives and the cry of protection, even in the south and east of
England where the Alliance had secured its greatest support.

With the

end of this short lived Liberal rural resurgence the Alliance rapidly
disappeared.

Final proof of the tenants' basic Conservatism was provided

by their assertion that the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1883 represented
an act of justice rather than a radical change.

They did not want to

scare away landlord capital and seemed to admonish themselves for their
short-lived burst of militancy.

In short the Alliance was a rather

unimportant and shortlived response of desperation by tenant farmers to
the traumas of 1879 which the Lfb er a L party picked upon and blew out of
-LI proportlon.
.
33
a..

On the other hand the only other modern historian to be concerned
with the Alliance, J.R. McQuiston, feels that the emergence of the
Alliance brought out into the open a struggle between the country
gentlemen and the c la ins of modern agriculture and urban growth which
"exposed a rusted bolt and catch that had formerly locked an inter-

deper~ent social structure firmly."

3L

•

He goes on to argue that the

shift from traditional customs and personal arrangements to the arbitrary
rule of law revealed that the tenants no longer felt bound by deference.
33.

Fisher,

3Lf

J .R. McQuiston,

•

Dp

, p 112.

Tenants wanted a new and more clearly defined legal relationship which
would ensure protection against unscrupulous landlords.

McQuiston

concludes that the militancy of the Alliance represented a radical
change in the relationships within English rural society, while the
outburst was an outward expression of the underlying tensions which
pervaded the English countryside during the Victorian era.
he feels that the injunctions of State had superseded

By 1883

the paternalism

of the squire as the traditional social structure of rural England
crumbled before an ever developing technology and changing economy.
Both views are overstated.

The rapid demise of the Alliance once

it had achieved its immediate objective certainly suggests that it was
something of a spontaneous response to depression rather than a concerted
and widespread attempt by tenant farmers to assert their political
independence.

But the fact that the Alliance appeared at all revealed

that deferential attitudes were weakening, albeit slowly.

Even if the

Liberals largely manufactured the movement ,the fact that some tenants
threw over their traditional landlord and Conservative allegiances for
even a few years shows that there was some dissatisfaction with existing
tenurial agreements.

It was more than mere coincidence that the NFU's

two major objectives were the same as those of the Alliance, namely
the winning of more satisfactory compensation for disturbance and the
achievement of direct parliamentary representation of tenant farmers.
The rapid growth of the NFU, which recruited half of England's farmers
into its ranks within twelve years of establishment, also suggests that
these objectives contained a wide appeal.

There were clearly no direct

links between the Alliance and the NFlJ and a whole generation of farmers
separated the two.

One was

e~sentially

a short lived movement which

never assumed any concrete institutional shape,while the other evolved
into a permanent organisation.

But there were nevertheless

some

11 C}

significant similarities in attitude with the Alliance heralding the
beginning of the tenant farmers'shift from a position of deference to
defence of his specialist interests.
We are still left with the question as to why a further generation
of farmers had to move on before the NFU was established, especially as
F.M.L. Thompson argues that the political ascendancy of the landowners
had ended by 1880.

35

The answer is probably that a combination of lingering

deferential attitudes, forces of habit, the relatively successful
adjustment to depression and the continuing appeal of protectionist
policies delayed the shift in the tenant farmers' position.

Furthermore,

much of the hnpetus for changes in the tenant's role was lost when many
of the least successful tenants emigrated either to the towns or the
new world during the latter part of the nineteenth century.

The power

of the landlords also had to dwindle rather more before the tenants could
make meaningful progess,while tenants had to wait for the return of some
degree of prosperity before they could begin to challenge their landlord's
authority.

An earlier protest could well have driven even more capital

out of the agricultural sector and decreased the likelihood of securing
reduced rents.

Tenants were also

t

hr'own into something of an uncomfortable

alliance with their landlords as the Conservatives increasingly became
the party of the agricultural and rural interest and the Liberals the
party of the industrial and urban interest.
Further proof of the uncomfortable nature of that alliance was
provided by the failure of the National Agricultural Union to win any
widespread tenant support during the 1890s.

The growing rift between

landlord and tenant had really only been patched up during the 1880s
and soon began to widen once again.

Tenants slowly continued to change

their attitudes rather than reverting completely to the old order of
things.

35.

The NAU itself appealed to the older conception of the tripartite

F.M.L. Thompson,

~p

, p 291.

1 J

system in an attempt to counter the growing iufluence of the urban and
industrial political interest.

Fonnded by Lord Winchelsea in 1892 it

attempted to forge a united front of landlords, tenants and labourers to
halt the intrusion of city and factory into the countryside.

It proved

to be an anachronistic conceptionJfor rather than tightening the interdependent relationships of the three groups it seemed to heighten mutual
distrust.

Landlords remained wary of possibly unreasonable demands of

36
' 1 tenants v i' ewec1
tenants an d the numcr Lc a.I strengt 11 o_abourers,
f J
whLl.e
the landlords with suspicion and feared that labourers would increase
their costs by demanding higher wages.

As a result both landlords

and tenants tended to remain aloof from the organisation.

37

Labourers who

had much less to lose joined up willingly but later became dissatisfied
with domination from the top.

Dependence on the leadership of one man, an

overtly paternalistic leadership at that, further reduced the NAU's prospects
of success.

When Lord Hinchlesea died in 1898 its demise was rapid.

The

maintenance

of strong ties with both the Unionist party and the Chamber

of Agriculture further differentiated the NAU from the NFU and identified
it

as yet another landlord dominated organisation, essentially nineteenth

century in its perception of the form wh Lch political action should assume.
Even before the establishment of the NAU was completed some serious
divisions had been revealed.

The NAU was founded after a conference held

in December 1892 to consider possible solutions to the agricultural
depression.

This conference followed on from several similar provincial

meetings where the chief speaker was also Henry Chaplin, Unionist

36.

e.g. The Duke of Devonshire wrote to the NAU claiming that such an
organisation was uuucc e s s ar y, :IJ~~-:I:!mes, 13 Dec 1895/ or R. R. B. Or Leb ar ,
a landowner in Hellingborough,wrote that he was afraid that labourers
might outvote landlords on vital issues. _~EJ~<:1.. 8 .Ian 189/1 •

37.

Hinchelsea often criticised landowners for not joining the NAU in
greater numbers. e,g, J:l-,-~£.,]l! Dec 1894,

11.

;~

Minister of Agriculture, but farmers had some say in calling the conference
as the Lancashire Federation of Farmers' Associations asked for it as well.
The connection w:L th the Unionists was denied by the NAU's founders but
Chaplin's presence and the decoration of the meeting places with Unionist
"38

flags and shields,-

made a mockery of any claims of neutrality.

This

Unionist connection immediately posed problems for the NAU as it placed
the organisation firmly in the protectionist camp.

While protection

appealed to many tenants it made the labourers automatically suspicious
as they tended to favour free trade,the best means in their opinion of
I
1 cost
re due
uClng
tIe

0

f (a1.y
1 '·1 necesslt1es.
..
39

The NFU must have learnt some-

thing from the criticisms of the labour group for the NFU rigorously
avoided taking any definite stand over the divisive matter of fiscal
policy throughout its career.

While Chaplin wooed others with his claim

that tenurial arrangements did not require any improvement, cr;Les of
"Yes and No" and "uproar" greeted Chap11n's claim that security of
tenure was unnecessary as landlord-tenant relationships were so harmonious.
An additional comment that landlords were entitled to aim for as high
a return on their investment as possi.ble was accompanied by "cheers"
.
anc1 c r ies

f " No No
. ,..,,,40

0.·

Despite these obvious differences of opinion

which existed between the three groups hTinchelsea went ah ead and
launched the NAU in April 1893,41 but the organisation was already pitted
with deep fissures.
Growth was spectacular in terms of gross membership with

t

he NAU

reachiing a maximum of over 50,000 members In Hay 1895, spread over 450
local branches and forty district councils.

Most of its members were

38.

e.g. Conferences at ElY,~1?~!:::!_. 30 .Ja n 1892, Shrewsbury, ibid.
21 May 1892,ancl Leicester, ibid. Lf Apr 1892.

39.

ibid. 8 and 9 Dec 1892.

40.

ibid.

41.

Matthews, i)p

, p 380.
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labourers and the NAU prided itself on having penetrated the villages
where the Chamber had failed to reach. 42 But such an achievement did not
greatly impress tenants and their distrust was hardly ameliorated in 1894
when the NAU came to employ ILB. Rew as joint secretary of both the NAU
and the Central Chamber.

43

Several major successes were claimed by 1896 including the winning
Ij4

•

of pledges from 230 M.P.s to support their programme, . the settlng up of
the British Produce Supply Association in 1896 to co-ordinate the activities
. e movement Wl.tLU1JLltal.n,
• hI B
. 4
orf t J.le co-sop er a ti.v

5

. n orf r a r. .1 rates
t 1le r ec1uc tLo

on the carriage of agricultural produce and the provision of rating relief
via the Agricultural Rating Act.

46

But these claims were as grandiose as

Winchelsea's vision of a single united agricultural front.

Very little

legislation affecting agriculture in any way, let alone legislation
directly benefitting agriculture, was passed after 1896
securing of pledges of support.

II7

.

despIte the

Tenant farmers in the early twentieth

century were unan imou s in complaining of parliamentary neglec t

,

It was

scarcely surprising that the NAV's popularity declined rapidly in the
face of such failures.

Then in 1898 Lord Winchelsea died and the organisation

soon folded up despite the desperate efforts of the Irish

pee~Viscount

Templeton, to salvage something through forging a norr-pa r ty alliance between

43.

Hatthews, .Qp_._ciJ;:, p 380.

45.

ibid. 25 Mar 1896.

46.

ibid. 4 Dec 1896.

47.

Even something as apparently non-controversial as the Pure Food Bill
which the NAU supported with all its might, failed to find its way
onto the Statute Book. ibid. 8 Dec 1896, 9 Apr 1897, 2 Jul 1897
and 16 Feb 1899.
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English and Irish M.P.s who represented agricultural constittlencies. 48
His efforts failed and on 17 January 1901 the NAU was declared defunct
and was replaced by the National Agricultural Organisation Society, a
completely non-political body which was assigned the task of co-ordinating
the activities of British c070peratives.49
During its brief career the NAU, like the Chamber, developed some
lobbying techniques and structural features which were adopted and extended
by the NFU.

In its efforts to win greater tenant farmer support the NAU

also evolved several policy objectives which were taken up by the NFTI.
The technique of drawing up

a parliamentary p r o gr amme and then questioning

candidates on the basis of that programme to secure pledges as a guideline
to help members in deciding their voting preferences, was taken up in its
entirety by the NFU.

Furthermore, district councils set up in

parliamentary divisions to supervise the activities of local branches located
by polling booths,50 roughly approximated the county and local branches of
the NFU . Bu

as was the case with the Chamber such centre-periphery

link-ups were far looser and less formal than within the NFU.

Voluntary

associat ion gave, way to compulsory levies and the NFU d id not have to
meet in the bouse of its leader,S1 a daunting prospect for tenants let
alone the leaders of the labourers' unions.

The provisions of greater

tenurial security through amendments to the Agricultural Holdings Act,
tithe redemption, reform of beer duties, the abolition of the preferential
tariff on foreign produce carried by rail and the transference of the
funding of the poor relief, education and road maintenance
rates to the national exchequer,

ItS.

ibid. 16 Feb 1899.

1+9.

ibid. 17 Jan 1901.
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51.

e.g. LbLd . 2 .ie i

52.

ibid. 16 Oc t 1896.
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from local

were all policies taken up by the NFU.

But despite such similarities as secur

pledges of support from

parliamentary candidates and some continuities of policy the essential
difference between the NAU and the NFU was considerable.
best summed

Perhaps it was

up by the NFU~ foundation secretary, H.W. Palmer, when he

wrote in the first Yearbook that the NFU did not intend to repeat the
mistake of the NAU.

He blamed the earlier organisation's failure on its

attempt to represent too many interests, interests which often directly
conflicted with one another.

He conceded that the three major agricultural

interests were interconnected but considered that it would be more
satisfactory if landlords, tenants and labourers

evolved their own

separate organisations and met at round table conferences to consider
problems which they shared in common.
landlords or landowners, but the
. ..

own opinions "alone and uria.Ld ed .

The NFU wa s not antagonistic to

ti~e

had come for farmers to voice their

\;53

Before moving on to trace the development of predominantly tenant
farmer organisations in the early twentieth century some mention must be
made of the nineteenth century agricultural organisation to which the
NFU owed its greatest debt; the local farmers' club.

The local farmers!

club held a much more direct 1i.nk with the NFU than the RASE, Chamber
of Agriculture, NAU or even Farmers' Alliance, as it clearly was the
ancestor of the NFU I
cohesion

S

local branch.

Much of the NFU's vitality and

resulted from its ability to keep in constant touch with

grass roots opinion through the branch and sub-branch, which very often
grew out of the existing farmers' club.

Some members were so proud of

the strong and broad base of their organisational tree that they wanted
branches renamed roots.

Several of the clubs themselves continued on into

the 1920s separate from the NFU while others amalgamated more speedily.

11

But most had handed over the control of their political activities by
1930.

The NFU itself a oknowl.edg ed its debt: to the farmers' clubs during

the 192013 by attempting to revive some of their earlier activities such
as ploughing matches and annual shows.

56

The key difference between the

club and the branch lay in tIle fact that the NFU tightened and formalised
the links between the local level and London headquarters,through
imposing a levy on each branch and allocating one delegate per branch
and one extra for every 250 members to attend meetings of the other new
57
intermediary organisational unit, the County branch."

In this way

provision was made for the expression of local grievances,while sufficient
control was imposed to prevent loealist feeling producing a hopelessly
divisive effect.

For the first time a concerted attempt was made to

channel centrifugal energies in a centripetal direction.

Another major

difference lay in the composition of farmers' club membership as they
included landlords, agricultural middlemen such as estate agents, and
professional men within their ranks.
It should be made clear that not all of the farmers' clubs were
small or locally oriented.

Some, such as the Newcastle Farmers' Club

.

or the Milborne Saint Andrew's Farmers' Club in Dorset,

59

58

had a more

56.

Journal Of The Kent Farmers' Union Vol Xl No 4 (Dec 1912), p 190.
The Ashfo
,Dartford,
ter and Sittingbourne branches were
particularly active in this direction.

58.

The Newcastle Farmers' Club seemed to perform a similar function to
the London based Farmers' Club for the North Eastern region.
In the
early twentieth century, however, it was one of the main organisations
which convened the meeting to form a North Eastern Agricultural
Federation in 1905. A.J. Woodcock, "All our yesterdays," The
Northumberland Farmer, Vol 14 No 3 (.Jan 1971), and MLE ,
Tl----"-1:(Y65~·p30T-:_-"-

59.

-.-_..

This club seems to have given something of a lead to the half dozen
or so other farmers' clubs in Dorset.
It served farmers' interests
so satisfactorily that no branch of the NFU was formed until 1918,
but the link-up with the NFU was led by the clubs themselves. Letter
from the Dorset County Secretary for 1974, R.M. Mitchell.

:1.1

metropolitan or regional flavour.

But their influence on the structural

make up of the NFU was not nearly as great as that of the smaller clubs.
Others were essential

agricultural societies engaging in no political

activity whatsoever, concentrating instead on organising ploughing matches
and show days.

b 60 were not even
Some, such as the Faversham Farmers 1 Clu,

agricultural societies, but rather social institutions more concerned
with drinking feats than farmer politics or progressive farming.
related to such specific activities as sparrow or rat control
proliferated, and were reproduced in the New Zealand context.

61

Clubs
also

But farmers'

clubs like those of Canterbury or Maidstone were far more than agricultural
associations.

They engaged in both political discussion and action

through their affiliation with the Chamber of Agriculture, through the
use of such techniques as petitioning and lobbying local M.P.s and through
securing r ep r e s en t a.t Lon on such associated pressure groups as the "Hop
Growers', Labourers', Pickers' and Allied Industries Defence League. tI
Much of the energies of the Canterbury Farmers' Club and East
Kent Chamber of Agriculture were absorbed in raising funds for the Royal
Agricultural Benevolent Institute,a charity wh I.c h assisted bereft fanning
f ann'1'.i.es , 62

Action over such explicitly local matters as improvements to

__

60.

Selby George Pricleaux, ----------.---_.
The Faversham Farmers'
Club and Its Members
._--------.---.
----,
(Canterbury 1927), pp 1·--26. Nicholas Cod d ar d , "Fanners' Clubs in
Nineteenth Century England," PhD thesis in progress, University of
Kent, has found this social emphasis to be typical of many clubs.

61.

e. g. The Kentish Gazette and Cant er bur v Press 16 Apr 1910, reported
the annual dinner of the Eastry
Sparrow Club.

62.

ibid. passim 1908--1913. e,g. 22 .Ian 1910.
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activities.

But an extra spur was added to engaging in a wider sphere of

political activity by the agitation for the fairer treatment of the hop
industry, a matter of immediate relevance to many of its members.

Two of

the club's most prominent members, Colonel J.F. Honeyball and W.lV. Berry,
both of them successful hop growers,63A sat on the executive of the Hop
Growers', Labourers', Pickers' and Allied Industries' Defence League, wh i l.e
resolutions were continually passed r ecommend i ng the introduction of a
Pure Beer Bill to prevent the use of artificial substitutes in beer and to
implement the marking of foreign hops.

64

These resolutions were followed

up by being sent on to local M.P.s, the Board of Agriculture and the
Central Chamber of Agriculture.

Deputations to M.P.s and the Board were

also arranged periodically and the club's banner was even c ar r Led at
several major demonstrations in London during 1908 to highlight the problems
of the hop industry.

65

This concern with the hop industry was extended

when a concerted effort was made to have hop and fruit pickers excluded from
.,
the provlslons

0

f

l
tDe
Act. 66

Several other topics of wider political

interest also concerned the club including the budget of 1910,

67

more

accurate agricultural returns,68 agricultural education, especially
through raising funds for lVye College,

63.

69

and agricultural banks.

70

e.g. ibid. 23 Apr 1910.

63A. Kelly's Direc
.lJ.12:! 0 n,' Vol 1
6!.f.

e.g. Kentish Caz e t t.e and Cant:

65.

ibid. 26 Dec 1908.

66.

e.g. ibid. 3 Aug or 19 Oct: 1912.

67.

ibid. 28 :t-'fay 1910.

68.

ibid. 23 Jul 1910.

69.

ibid. 15 Oct: 1910.

70.

ibid. 13 Aug 1910.
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the Journal Of The Kent Farmers'
Obituary of Colonel C.F. Honeyball •
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In

te

sion of great activity the qualification

this

should be added that the club's active membership was small.
it claimed

Cl

total memb e r s

of over 250 for the period

reno r t ed average attendance was only abou t

commit tee! minority
the late 1920s,

we r e

ab

Even though

1908~1913.

the

Nevertheless~this

to keep the club politically active until

te competition from the Canterbury branch of the NFU

which had been established as early as 1918.

But after 1930 the club handed

its political functions over to the NFU and conceutrated on technical matters.
cl~b's

Despite the similarities in many of the
techn:i.ques
NIi'U.

concerns and lobbying

its membership marked it off as being different from the

Included amongst its members were a hop factor,

agents and valuers,73 and several b
was a member' of the landed gentry.

75

Land owner s ,

7/+

72

several estate

at least one of whom

Most of these men were also active

6
1 UnI
mem b el'S o.f t1e
JUIOnlst party, 7 1Jut two

0:f

.
.
1
Its
most actIve
memJers,

71.

G.B. Garrard, .A
of ..the
iculture
of Kent.... (London 1954), p 190.
__._._.. _-_._._--"'-_.._--_
_ .-..._---"'-_..
_--..-.._... .._--------.--_

72.

H. Le May was a prominent member of both the Canterbury and Maidstone

_

Farmers I Clubs <1Dd a well known Kentish hop factor (the man who carried
out the middleman function for the hop industry). T. Eabington Jones,
l~.en t ~t._..!-:.!:_§:....9_E~.l! in tL.5?..f...J:h.5::. T~J_f;'!2.t.:...~~t:..b.. ..s::.r::.l!..tu 12 .<2.0 n t e~.!1J2.£E§ILJl i £g~.E hie s.,
(Brighton 1904), p 342.
73.

W.R. Elgar, an active member of the club, was an estate agent, valuer
and surveyor. ibid. p 307. Frank Amos, secretary of the Royal
Agricultural Be~l~~olent Iris tL tute, was also a real estate agent. ibicl.
p 301.

71+.

Ce or ge Mount: wa s a big landowner, successful hop grower and sometime
Mayor of Canterbury, although he was something of a self~made man .
.:!..<?_l!:E.~~£1L2_[__ ~[b..':_!{e.~t: . ..:!:arme.rs'-_Uni:9..E1:., Vol XXI No 5 (May 1927), p 152.

75.

Henry Western Plun~tre, was the son of the High Sheriff of Kent County,
was educated at Harrow and Oxford, and held the offices of Commissioner
of Income Tax, Commissioner of Sewers and Justice of the Peace.
!..5::.!?-!:...:}li s..!:...~J:.s:~i.L, .~l2.£~.~Eh i <;ill. a nel .!'.~c t o,'Eia!., (La nd 0 n 1907), p 183.

76.

J. D. Haxr.ed, P'l.ump tr e, Le May, Frank Wacher and 11. H. Spanton, all

executive members of the club, belonged to the local Conservattve
Club or Primrose League. Kent:i.sh Gazette and
Press 29 Jan
Cl nd 5 Har 191 0 .
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Amos was a tenant farmer whose views often clashed with those of the
majority.

He praised Lloyd George's National Insurance scheme in the face

of hostile criticism and ardently advocated an increase in compensation
granted for disturbance.

78

Such an advocacy led to frequent clashes with

landlords like George Hou n t and clearly revealed why tenant farmers ne ed ed
an organisation of their own, free of the interference of LandLo rd s, estate
agents or valuers.
The Haidstone Farmers' Club and East Kent Chamber of Agriculture
seemed to exhibit an almost identical range of concerns as the Canterbury
club and engaged in similar activities.
was also similar.

79

The composition of its membership

But there was a difference in that the Maidstone club

surrendered its political functions to the Ma.idstone branch of the NFU
as early as 1910.

This transfer of functions seemed to assist the Maidstone

branch into growing into one of the strongest Kentish branches ,

80

whereas

the continuance of the Canterbury Farmers' Club tended to retard the
development of the local NFU branch for it acted as a virtual substitute
institution.

But this difference was undoubtedly exaggerated by the much

larger number of farmers who resided in the Maidstone area relative to the
Canterbury area.

77.

Obituary of Arthur Amos in Journal Of The Kent Farmers' Union Vol XXV
No 5 (Nay 1929), p 164. Amos
innan of both the Canterbury
club and the London Farmers' Club, so militant tenants did sometimes
hold key posts within these organisations. Berry's name was put
forward as a possible Liberal candidate for Fave rsham in 1911. !~~ntish
Gazette and
11 Feh 1911.

78.

Amos wan t ed full compensation for tenants, that is enough to start
again, suggesting three years rent as a guideline, but Mount was
opposed to paying any compensation at all.
e.g. ibi~. 27 May 1911.

79.

Kenti~3h

80.

Minute Book of the Maidstone Brnnch of the
and NFU~ear_bo(!.l:., 1910, p 56.

Hes

and Naidstone

cgr apn , 1908-1909, passim.
NF~.

Jan 1914-Dec 1919,

121.
The Farmers' Protection Associations,which were revived 81 around the
turn of the century/were closer to the NFU than any of the organisations
discussed so far because they limited their membership to

armers , only, "

The legal service which they provided was also immec1iat

taken up by the

NFU as one of lts most important activities.
An

of one of the more active Protection Associations was

the Darlington Farmers' Protection Association, founded around 1900.
Initially it was establiBhed to protect farmers who had sold barley only
to have it thrown up by the buyers.

But it soon expanded the range of

its activities to petitioning the Board of Agriculture to relax restrictions
placed on swine fever and sheep scab outbreaks, and organising legal
services at reduced

CO~Jts

for members.

By 1908 it reached its maximum

slze of about 1,000 financial members and by that time had handled legal
disputes for one member in every six.

In 1909 the Association claimed to

have settled ninety-one cases of excess rail charges without litigation,
while seven of the remaining nine cases were settled to the farmers'
advantage in the county court,

By this stage the Association claimed to

be a tenant farmers' organisation defending tenants against the combined
I'
.
82
1 o.f ral·1 anc·1 traclng
attac(s
companles.

This emphasis on defence was

reminiscent of the NFU and suggested that the Darlington Farmers 1
Protection Association was quite cl
iculture or the fanners' clubs.

different from the Chamber of
But its orientation was still basically

local.

81.

These associations were originally established during the 1840s in
conjunction with the corr~law agitation to provide farmers with
advice in the event of legal entanglements. But after the corn-laws
were repealed they faded away and did not reappear until the late
nineteenth century. Goddard, J)P__s.:..;1,J;...

82.

HLI':
27 .Jan. 1908, p 77 18 Jan 1909, p 73, 5 Apr 1909
p
and 31 May 1909 p 651, The article on the Association published
27 Jan 1908 said that the organisation was founded in 1901, but its
president claimed that it had been established "ten years ago" when
his speech was reported on 31 May 1909 p 651.

Then in 1905 an attempt was made to broaden its geographical
influence when the Darlington Association along with the Hexham Farmers'
Protection Association, the Northumberland and Durham Dairy and Tenant

,
,
. . _ 83
Farmers ASSOCIatIon,
the Newcastle Farmers' Club and the Stockton,
Ripon and Cleveland Cbambers of Agriculture, convened a meeting to form
a North Eastern Agricultural Federation.

84

The delegates agreed that the

meeting was imperative because of parliament's neglect of agriculture and
expr e s s ed the desire for tenant farmers to secure direct parliamentary
representation to bring to an end this unsatisfactory state of affairs.
A parliamentary platform was drawn up as a basis for deciding on those
candidates most wor t hy of electoral support, while a desire for greater
representation of farmers

1

interests in local government wa s also expressed.

It was made quite clear that farmers wanted to be directly represented at
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Such

an emphasis was identical to that of both the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union
and the NFU.
Each of the planks on the platform agreed to by the convention were later
adopted by the NFU.

These planks were the continuation of the Agricultural

Rating Act until the rating system was completely overhauled; the abolition
of preferential tariffs on the carriage of foreign produce by rail;

the

better regulation of motor traffic to increase public safety and reduce
the dust nuisance; the transference of the cost of secondary education
from local rates to the national exchequer; the passing of a butter adulteration bill, and finally making rail companies liable for fire damage caused

83.

The Hexham Farmers' Protection Association and Northumberland and
Durham Dairy and Tenant Farmers 1 Association, seem to have performed
similar functions to the Darlington Association.
The Northumberland
and Durham As socLa tLon pressed for legislation to keep out Canadian
store cattle and to enforce carts to use lights for night travel,
M.!::J~, 15
190.5 p 6 L12 , while both provided similar legal services.

123
by sparks.

86

As the legislature had scarcely touched upon any of these

demands it was hardly surprising that there was considerable expression of
anti-party feeling, much to the embarrassment of those local M.P.s in
attendance.

Radical views on the need to run parliament as a business

answering clear-cut sectional needs were also bandied about.

Farmers

seemed to revel in this opportunity to express their dissatisfaction with
the political establishment.
The first convention was actually held in 1905 and continued on as
an annual event until 1918 when the North Eastern Agricultural Federation
finally amalgamated with the newly established joint Northumberland and
Durham branc.h of the NFU.

87

Over 300 delegates attended the first convention,

the great majority of them tenant farmers with a few notable exc.eptions
such as Lord Barnard.

Representatives came from as far away as Scotland,

Wales and Leicester, but the convention decided to limit the activities of
the

Federation to the counties of Northumberland, Durham and Yorkshire.

The platform drawn up by the September meeting was adopted except for the
resolution on secondary education, which was amended to the adaptation of
both primary and secondary education in rural areas to meet more adequately
the needs

o~

agriculture.

Further disillusionment was expressed with the

existing party system and it was resolved to establish a fighting fund to
put tenant farmers into parliament and so end the neglect of "country
gentleman" members, a measure and intention adopted by the NFU in totql.
Emphasis was also p l.a c ed on the need for greater representation of tenants I
interests on County Councils, with it being pointed out that there was only
one te.nant. farmer on the Durham County Council.

Arrangements were made

86.

All of these matt.ers were taken up by the NFU. NFU "y:-~arbook, 1910,
pp 19~20. But the regulation of motor traffic, the butter adulteration
bill and the fire damage compensation issue were not placed on their
parliamentary programme.

87.

A.J. Woodcock, "A History of the No r t.humbe rl.and Branch of the NFU,"
an unpublished paper by the secretary of that branch, held at their
headquarters in Newcastle.

to question both parliamentary and local government candidates on the
Federation's platform and their answers were to be published for the
perusal of members.

It was hoped that only those in favour of the

Federation's views would be elected as a result of such procedures.

88

Clearly the North Eastern Agricultural Federation was a very
similar organisation to the neighbouring Lincolnshire Farmers' Union.

It

seemed that the NFU could have easily grown under its auspices just as
it did under the leadership of the Lincolnshire union.

But a critical

difference existed in that the convention limited itself to operating
within its regional conception.

It represented a larger area and a

greater number of farmers than any organisation which p r ec ed cd it, but it
had no

intention of embracing the whole of England within its

It could

ambit.

have forged an alliance with the similar Midlands

Agricultural Federation formed around the same time, and the Ma_l.'"J5:._!:ane.
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Association,91 who even attended the first convention, and the Worcester
Farmers' Association,91 but the North Eastern Federation refused to
amalgamate with any such bodies.

Its leaders made it quite clear

88.

MLE, 23 Oct 1905 p 487.

89.

i~!:.<:1. . 25 Dec 1905 p 740.
By 1908 this Association co-ordinated the
activities of thirty-five branches and clabned a membership of 1,139.
ib:!:.~,L. 17 Feb 1908 p 188.
I t also drew a parliamentary platform
which was used as a guideline for questioning parliamentary candidates.

90.

The Lancashire Farmers' Association claimed to be essentially a"farmers'
on Lyl organt.s a t Lon and pr e s s ed for compensation for animals slaughtered
as suspected carriers of Tuberculosis. ~~,bi~,. 6 Feb 1905 p 181.

91.

The Worcester Farmers' Association resolved to ask parliamentary
candidates a similar set of questions to those drawn up by the
North Eastern Federation. ibid. 25 Dec 1905 p 740.

that itA national association would be a very cumbersome thing,1t

92

In

contrast the Lincolnshire union was much more eager to expand the
geographical limits of its activities.
remoteness of the

North~East

The very strong regional ties and

mitigated against ,the development of the

Federation into a national organisation, whereas Lincolnshire farmers were
not bound by such strong loyalties and were not so remote from the
remainder of England.

Furthermore, like all the other agricultural

organisations which predated the NFU, the Federation was run in a much
more informal and casual fashion than the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union.

An

annual convention was scarcely regular enough to develop a permanent
pressure group which was effectively functional all year round.

There was

no executive which met regularly to hear reports of branches nor a full
time secretary to provide administrative continuity.
was one of the

Although the Federation

irst organisations to limit its membership to farmers, its

loose structure reduced its effectiveness and indicated that it was less
modern in its approach to political activity than the Lincolnshire Farmers'
Union.
Finally, the claims of the Yorkshire Agricultural Union to be the
direct ancestor of the NFU nrust be considered.

A letter in the Yorkshire

Post, published on 18 May 1908, criticised the opposition of some
Yorkshire farmers to the Lblcolnshire Farmers' Union.

This opposition

was attributed to the belief that Yorkshire had established the first
farmers' union.

93

Certainly the Yorkshire union had been established as

92.

.!1?.~i.

93.

Contained in the notebooks of E.W. Howard in the possession of
Christopher Howard, Nocton Rise, Lincolnshire.

23 Oct 1905 p 3010 There was also some talk of: amalgamation
with the North West, but the idea was rejected as :LmpracticaL

12

early as 1891 and had devised an insurance scheme for its members.

A

parliamentary committee had been established in 1900 to petition the
Board of Agriculture and a legal protection service was introduced in 1908.
By 1909 the Yorkshire union had attained a membership of 3,000 representing
twenty-four branches,and claimed a range of services equal to that of the
Lincolnshire union.

94

But despite such achievements the Yorkshire claim

was invalid because it was a union of agricultural clubs affiliated to
t.he Chamber of Agr Lcu l t ur e and included non-farmers within its ranks.
Clearly its permissive membership criteria and association with the landlord dominated Chamber marked it off as a very different organisation from
either the Lincolnshire union or even the Federation.

Also it had no

intention of extending its activities beyond Yorkshire.
The Lincolnshire Farmers' Union then was established at a time when
tenant farmers throughout England, particularly in the north, were
organising themselves for explicitly political action.

Such activity

differentiated these various Farmers' Protection Associations, Federations
and Unions, from the other general agricultural organisations of the
nineteenth century, for they flew directly in the face of tradition by
challenging the right of the landowning country gentlemen to represent
at one remove the interests of tenant farmers.

The challenge originated

at the local level and concentrated on the administration of county hall.
But it was soon to be extended on to the national level and focused on
the entrenched power of the landowners at Westminster.
a position of deference to one of defence had begun.

The shift from
But it was left

up to the Lincolnshire tenants to ensure that such a shift occurred at the
national rather than the regional level and that the fight was carried
beyond Darlington or Durham to London.

}TI.E, 31 Oct 1904, pp 520-521, 23 Jan 1905 p 106 1
10Jul 190.5 p 46, 17 Feb 1908 p 193, 11 May 190H pp 542-5 LI3 ,
20 Jul 1908 pIll, 18 Jan 1909 p 73 and 5 Jul 1909 p 6.

CHA.PTER 5
"LINCOLN TO LONDON"
THE ORIGINS AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL FARMERS'
YE~ON _0F ._~~=--0EP ANI?-YA~.~..§.L_.
908.
The NFU grew out of the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union founded in
September 190 /f

Within a little over four years that Lincolnshire union

.

amalgamated with several other more recently established county uni~ns
to form the NFU of England and Wales :i.n December 1908.

The development

of one of England's more effective pressure groups is directly traceable
to these early stirrings in Lincolnshire.
The Lincolnshire Farmers' Union was a special kind of organisation
similar to the Farmers' Protection Associations, but significantly different
in that it engaged in a much wider range of activities than the provision
of legal aid, held more regular meetings and made it clear from establishment that it hoped to develop someday into a national rather than a regional
organisation.

In many ways the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union was a scaled

down model of the NFU with its active central executive maintaining constant
grass-roots contact through the delegate system of branch representation.
The appointment of a full-time secretary also marked it as a more professional
and sophisticated organisation than the Farmers' Protection Associations
or the North Eastern Agricultural Federation.

This close structural and

func tional relationship between the Lincolnsldre Farmers' Union and the
NFU was due in large part to the binding element of personality.

The

foundation President and Secretary of the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union,
Colin Campbell and Harry Wilton Palmer, also held those two key executive
posts in the earliest years of the NFU.
The Lincolnshire Farmers' Union then, like the NFU, was essentially
a more modern type of organisation than other contemporary agricultural
organisations.

It was modern in the sense of being an explicitly sectional

pressure group, a 'farmers' only' trade union,rather than an association of
persons interested in agriculture or farmers concerned with specific shortterm objectives.

Furthermore,it will be argued that it probably was more

than mere coincidence that such an organisation first arose in Lincolnshire.
"The Lincolnshire Farmers l Union"
"The time has arrived for us farmers to join
In union, all as one man,
Itls the only thing that we farmers can do,
To get something done if we can.
We've waited for years now to have something done,
To benefit those on the land;
Depression is great, and money is scarce,
You can see this on every hand.
The seasons are bad, I am bound to admit,
They could scarcely be very much worse.
And I've said all along if we join as one man,
We shall probably get something done,
He shall probably get something done."
Chorus:- "So come and join the Union,
It's bound to do some good,
For we want pure Beer my boys,
As we.ll as pure Food.
We want not anti-foodstuffs,
We want the pure thing
So knock your heads together, my boys,
And join the Union, 1

iJ'he Earmere I Union."
So wrote the Lincolnshire Union's self-styled poet and county
secretary from 1909 to 1919, Frank F. Hand, in a poem similar to those
published in other trade tmion propaganda campaigns.

The Lincolnshire

Farmers' Union celebrated in this piece of doggerel was actually started
,
2
on 31 August 190Lf. - Nine farmers sat down in a tent after the Blankney
Hunt dog show at Harmston, a small village near Lincoln,and discussed
their mutual problems in weather supposedly as gloomy as the agricultural
situation.

E.\\I. Howard then suggested that each of them put down a pound

1.

Tom Tiffin, The Or

2.

The Farmer and Stockbreeder 12 Jan 1931.
V 01
NOi: 27 CHiAy 1 96 7).
_;:::..:c.•:_:..:I;.,;. 1.1..,C'._0c.l....~n,.: .t:3c.h;
..:i.::.."r. .e.:,~.:::....:_=..:::...;.z.:':.. ..::_=..:-=.,:.::..:......:c.•:.=-:._:.:..::...::..::..::..:., ,
Vo1 12 No 143 CFeb 1936).
three accounts agree on
place. Harmston is about five miles south of Lincoln.
i

ins of the Farmers' Union

i;;c.;;-

(Lincoln 1949), pp 37-39.

to form a Union to solve these apparently overwhelming problems.

The

others agreed and the following day Howard placed an advertisement in the

at a packed Albion Hotel on 2 September when the Lincolnshire Farmers'
Union was officially established.

3

The object of the new Union was
"to benefit agriculture, and to provide means by which the needs
of the distressed industry may be effectually brought before the
legislature, and pressed forward until grievances, long existant,
are remedied. 11 4
Its promoters hoped to build a strong union "able to further their
interests just as Unions in connection with the other great industries
of the country do."

In expressing this hope they acknowledged their

debt to the trade union movement.

They also made it clear that farmers

must help themselves instead of merely grumbling as neither landlord
nor labourer, Tory Government nor Liberal Opposition, was going to
assist them unless they acted.
t.o cause any problems ,for it

wa.s

Financing the new venture was not expected
estimated that even if only five farmers

joined in each parish and paid a one pound Bubscription their income
would pass the £6,000 mark.

Such confidence hints at why such a union

arose in Lincolnshire; it contained a large number of farmers and many
substantial farmers as well.
3.

Lincolnshire Chronicle, 3 Sep 1904.

-;rhis-·;~-ct-Tng-~-aYh·a-~e drawn on the tradition of the "market ordinary",

especially in the Lindsey dist.rict, where tenants meet in an hotel
on market day to discuss their problems. Sometimes when members of the
gentry were absent they planned independent political action at these
meetings.
_ Olney, QP_S;.it, p 67. Probably though,as in rural New
Zealand an
hotel was the easiest place in which to hold such meetings;
while the prospect of drink, food and convivial company held out an
extra incentive to attend.
t~ •

ib id.

An organising committee was appointed with BowaI'd as acting
secretary.

It LmmedLa t eLy set about publicising the new union IS

creation and objectLves through placing advertisements in the local
press and undertaking stumping tours in trains and on horseback.
Both

advertisemen~and

speeches laid stress on the fact that farmers

had combined to protect their own interests as all other trades and,
professions were doing the same thing.

The farmers' many grievances
r:

were blamed squarely on the lack of any such combination in the past.

J

By mid -January 1905 the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union claimed to
have attracted much attention to its activities and had made it quite
clear that it was something more than a mere discussion group.

Perhaps

its most important single action was the drawing up of a programme as
a basis for questioning parliamentry candidates to ensure that only
those interested in justice for the agricultural industry would secure
the farmers' vote.

Howard even claimed that other counties were

following the Lincolnshire Union's example in the matter of the
parliamentary platform, although neither the North Eastern Agricultural
Federation nor the various Chambers of Agriculture which d r ew up
programmes later in the year acknowledged any such debt.

Of even greater

significance than the parliamentary platform was Roward's declaration
that he hoped the Lincolnshire union would evolve into a national
organisation.
The first Annual General Meeting was held on 27 Jarwary 1905 with
the new union

cla~ning

a modest meniliership of ninety-one, forty-eight

of whom had not paid their subscriptions.
emerged from the meeting

5.

ibid. 17 .Jan 1905.

Welt,

The most important point which

that the new union, although not antagonistic

to the Chamber of Agriculture, was a 'tenant farmers' only' organisation.
It did not intend to reduplicate the mistake of Lord

W~nchelsea's

National Agricultural Union of attempting to represent the interests
of landlords, tenants and labourers simultaneously.
was set at

~d

The subscription

per acre with a minimum of 1/- and a maximum of 10/-

I

thereby virtually excluding small holders who engaged in part-time
farming.

Colin Carnpbell was appointed Chairman and the meeting

decided to appoint a full-time professional secretary.6
The decision to appoint a full-time secretary was partly the
consequence of Howard's resignation on the grounds that he could not
afford sufficient time off his farm to do justice to the job.

Howard

was by no means a small farmer as he ran a middling sized operation
in the form of a 400 acre mixed arable and sheep farm, but he lacked
farming sons to continue the work in his absence and the capital
resources to maintain a large scale organisational effort while
employing a manager.

7

His resignation was significant and somewha t

ominous for it highlighted a problem which has beset the NFU ever since,
namely, that any farmer other than the most substantial and successful,
particularly those without family support, have found difficulty in
taking time off farm work to engage in union activities, especially
when travel to London is involved.

As a result of this problem bigger

farmers with more spare time and older men with work Lng age sons have
tended to dominate the leadership, especially at the national level.
This problem was to loom even larger in New Zealand where, as we have
already seen,the majority of farmers relied heavily on their own labour
and that of their families rather than on hired help.
c.
v.

ibid_

31 Jan 1905.

Howard did manage to continue his propaganda efforts, however,
along with Campbell and other members of the executive,while the
appointment of If.W. Palmer as full-time secretary in March 1905 8
greatly helped to increase the efficiency of the union!s operations.
By June the Lincolnshire union began to receive a wider recognition
wi th one of its meetings b ei.ng reported for the first time in the national

agricultural

weekly. the Mark Lane

ess.

At this meeting the new

union provided concrete proof of its political activism by sending a
resolution to the Prime Minister, the Leader of the Opposition and the
President of the Board of Agriculture in support of the Government1s
decision to continue the Canadian cattle embargo.

The ,Government was

also thanked for continuing the Agricultural Rating Act.
provis0~

But the

was added that the Rating Act should be made permanent to bring

justice to the farmers and prevent it from becoming little more than
a dole to the landlords.

Support was also given to the demand made by

the Chamber of Agriculture that roading costs should be paid out of the
national exchequer rather than out of county rates.
sent to local

M.P.s as well as to Westminster.

This resolution was

9

Colin Campbell provided something of an eccentric touch at this
meeting when he suggested that motorists should be gaoled rather than

9.

Mark Lane
19 Jun 1905 p 802.
The Agricultural Rating Act was introduced in 1896 to afford
agriculture rating relief through nominally derating agriculture by
half. The measure was passed in response to the request of a
Royal Commissjon but. it was no more than a pal1iat:Lve and fanners
were never satisfied with the rating system until 1928 when agriculture
was completely derated under the Local Government Act.
See Perry,
.Qp.._0...t.• pp 60-61 and p 13Lf I and Herma n Finer 'I
ish Local Government
pp 4·07,A ]l, •
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fined for first offences.

10

This was but one of many expressions of an

irrational hatred of the motor-car which was to be carried into the early
years of the NFU.

The internal combustion engine stood as a symbol of a

new age increasingly urbanised and industrial.

Motor cars destroyed the

tranquility of the countryside as they noisily intruded upon the peacefulness of a Sunday afternoon, terrifying stock and covering crops in
dust.

In a sense the motor car was the tank leading the urban invasion

into the territory of the horse, free even of the restriction

of rails.

Despite their cumbersome appearance the victory of the clanking monsters
was inevitable.

Sensing defeat some farmers hoped to avoid a complete

surrender by preserving part of the sanity, serenity and easy pace of
life associated with the horse through shackling drivers of the machines
. h coerClve
.
La t t
11
Wlt
regu.atlons.

In July 1905 the Lincolnshire Union received further recognition
when its activities were reported in generally favourable terms by the
Chester Chronicle.

12

The way was opened for a geographical expansion of

its activities while recruitment increased within Lincolnshire.
What kind of men were the three leading organisational pioneers
who set the new union on its feet?

Howard, the least important of the

three in the long-term, is the most accessible for he left behind notebooks but there is sufficient information available for some assessment
of Campbell and Palmer.

11.

This distaste for the motor car was shared by other farmers'
organisations.
Frequent complaints were made by both landlord
and tenant members of the Canterbury Farmers' Club about the
worrying affect that motorists headlights had on stock e.g.
Kentish Gazette and
28 May 191.0. The Chamber of
Agricul ture was also conc:erned about this problem.
See Matthews,
.QR cit, P 387. The disruptive ef f cc t of the motor car was also the
subject of much caustic comment by PUD_c:l::. as the accompanying cartoon
reveals.

13

J.

Edward Howarel's notebooks tell us much about the man, but it also
suggests that his contribution to the success of the Lincolnshire Farmers'
Union was not as great he hopeel later generations would believe it to be.
We learn from the newspaper clippings that Howard was a moralistic man
actively involved in the temperance movement and Church of England affairs.
The inclusion

of a large number of clippings on the latest developments

in farming methods also suggests that he was a progressive farmer.
Ln t.e r e s t

His

in combined sectional ac t Lon was reflected in his collection

of reports on trade union meetings such as the Trade Union Congress of
1902.

lie claimed to have advocated the formation of some type of farmers

1

union for several years and had something in mind which was rather grander
than a county union.
"Br LtLsh" fanners

1

As early as 1901 he urged the establishment of a

union to secure a living wage for British farmers and

to shield them against the "deadly bullet" of foreign competition.

This

latter suggestion that he was a man of essentially Conservative political
views, despite his obvious disillusionment with the policies of the
Unionist Government, was born out by the fact that he was president of the
Saxilby Conservative Association in 1909 and was a strong critic of the
free trade philosophy and socialism; subjects on which he frequently
wrote letters to the press.
12.

12

Notebooks of E.W. Howard in the possession of Christopher Howard,
Nocton Rise, Lincolnshire.
Howa r d 's public spirit and moral concern were somewhat complicated
by his health fadism, a rather morbid obsession with death and an
irrational hatred of the motor car which he shared with Campbell.
After reading the notebooks the reader is left feeling rather cynical
about the moralistic quotations pasted on the top corner of each page
which range from Marcus Aurelius to Mark Twain, from Fliny to Pudden '
head Wilson. Was Howard extremely well read or did he merely cull
these extracts from popular periodicals to bnpress gullible researchers?
It seems t ha t Howard hoped future generations would view him as a man
of vision although he genuinely believed that he was involved in
something of special importance.

Howa rd l s awareness of the gr owf.ng trend of the establishment of
centralised pressure groups to represent sectional interests clearly
suggests that he was fully in tune wi.t h the direction of political
developments in the early twentieth century.

His contribution then was

essentially one of general ideas as the restricted scale of his own
farming operations severely limited that contribution.
a sense of destiny far out weighed

A strong vision and

in importance the actual wor k he

carried out on the Lincolnshire Union's behalf.
Colin Campbell was a far more significant figure than Howard for
he supervised the transformation of the Lincolnshire union into a national
organisation.

Then, as a foundation president of the NFU, he shepherded

the fledgling organisation through its crucial early years until his
retirement in 1917.

He was a much more substantial and successful tenant

farmer than Howard who ran a mixed arable and pedigree sheep farm of
around 600 acres on the border of Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire, part
of which he came to own.

His affluence was revealed by the fact that he

was able to employ a gardener full-time and provide his labourers with
ten "fine" cottages.

His house was large and filled with "many valuable

items of fu r nLtur e'j while cricket games were regularly held on his property
which was situated in a weLL known hunting district.

Furthermore, he paid

his considerable travelling expenses out of his own pocket until 1909.
He too was an apparently progressive farmer as he made extensive use
of steam cultivators, erected a windmill to enable him to irrigate his
farm and to carry out his own threshing and milling, and built modern
piggeries, fowl pens and a grain elevator.

More important, his benevolent

treatment of his labourers ensured him a stable labour force and he had
a reliable foreman, which enabled him to spend much of his time away from
the farm.

He was also a Justice of the Peace and an Alderman with

considerable experience of local government activities and committee work.

As the Mark Lane

s reporter commented he was "a true replica of the

honest John Bull," who stood as a natural leader amongst his fellow farmers
and seemed to represent a typical type amongst the NFU leadership.13
Harry Wilton Palmer also made a considerable contribution as foundation
secretary of both the Lincolnshire and National Farmers' Unions up to 1918.
Palmer was educated at Cambridge University and held considerable experience
in insurance work.

He was manager of the Cambridge branch of the Mutual

Fire Insurance Company of New York for two years before becoming an insurance
agent for Lincoln.

This background greatly assisted Palmer in drawing up

the insurance scheme which the NFU later developed as a further inducement
to join and as another arm in the protective umbrella which they attempted
to place over the farmer.

As well as being an able administrator Palmer

was a capable public speaker who carried out a large amount of propaganda
work for the union.

14

Perhaps he was the most important individual figure

for although secretaries generally do not display the colourful characteristics
which catch the historian's eye, the success of voluntary organisations is
largely dependent on their efficiency, especially in the early stages of
development when the secretary represents the sole factor of administrative
continuity.
Campbell and Palmer were also greatly assisted in their propaganda
efforts by the Reverend 'Pat I

(Thomas) Hamilton, an Anglican cLe r gyman

13.

This information on Campbell has been gleaned from lfI:_~.1
13 Jul 1908 p 53 fand the NFU 'yearl)ook /,\.Jho,~s Who"compilation, 1924,
p 103.
He ran a flock of 600 pedigree Lincoln longwool sheep, a herd of
150 cattle, used thirteen horses and bred several Berkshire pigs.
His farm was roughly divided into 350 acres arable and 250 acres
pasture, representing a typical mi~ture of corn and sheep farming in
Lincolnshire. As his name suggests he was a Scotsman like
Sir James Wilson of the NZFU and other NFU leaders,who emigrated and
prospered in their adopted countries.

14.

The information on Palmer was gleaned from the Lincolnshire Chronicle,
17 Mar 1905,and thel@::r~, 25 .Jan
. p I'll,

h b ecame extreme 1 y popu 1.a r wi. t h iIn t h e or garri" s a tt.on I 15 a dd ia.ng an e 1 ement
wo

of colour to the recruitment campaign and more importantly a degree of
respec.tability.

Critics of the NFU such as Lord Bledisloe, continued to

attach such labels as "extreme" to the organisation as late as the 1920s,

16

so approval from a representative of the established church provided a
useful counter to such accusations, especially as Lincolnshire was a
traditional stronghold of non-conformity.I7
Before moving on to trace the evolution of this county union into
a national organisation some consideration must be given to the question:why did a farmers' union as opposed to a farmers' protection association
or an agricultural federation, first arise in Lincolnshire rather than
in some other county?
The National Fa'rmer s ' Union gr ew from stirrings in Lincolnshire
rather than elsewhere for a number of reasons, probably the most important
of which was the prosperity and independence of many Lincolnshire tenantfarmers relative to the rest of England.

Relative prosperity enabled

farmers to spend sufficient time away from their farm work to set up
such an organisation, while relative independence meant that they could
engage in such activities without fear of interference from their
landlords.

The emergence of such a union from amongst the ranks of these

relatively affluent and politically independent farmers was made more
likely by the prevailing condition of r ec e s s Lon rather than depression;

15.

Tiff:Ln, .Qp_c;..it, p 15.

17.

In 1851 of the rural counties only Bedfordshire and the East and
North Ridings of Yorkshire had a higher percentage of Wesleyans
than Lincolnshire. Olney, ..Qp_c:Lt, p 58.

138
by the tradition of a golden age in Lincolnshire agriculture and by the
county's essentially rural nature.
element of personality.

Finally, there was the unquantifiable

If the founders had not been men of organisational

ability their efforts might not have successfully interacted with broader
processes to have produced a farmers' union at that particular time and
place.

The tendering of these men ensured that the readily ignitable

fuel of organisation at least assumed a warm and steady glow.
could have grown out of some other county but as

The NFU

theYlarl~.J:!~n~_Expre!?s

observed what Lincolnshire did in relation to agricultural questions the
rest of England did tomorrow.

1S

While economic historians have been intent on denying English
farmers their depressions, no-one has attempted to rob Lincolnshire farmers
of their considerable prosperity, particularly not in the early part of
the nineteenth century in the Lindsey uplands, the area from whic.h the
Lincolnshire Farmers' Union drew the bulk of its initial support.

19

Recent research carried out by J .A. Per k.Lns confirms the view expressed
by G.E. Collins in the official Victoria county history published in
1906, that there was a golden age in Lindsey upland farming during the

early part of the nineteenth century.20

According to Perkins' estimates

18.

YlLI~,

19.

Seven of the ten L:i.ncolnshire executive members whom the NFU
yearbogk's editors considered important enough to include in their
"Who's Who" came from around Lincoln on the border of the uplands.
Only three came from the less prosperous lowlands area of the county.
NFU .¥~arbook, 1924, pp 101--117 and 1925, pp 101-106.

20.

Collins talked of the old red-jacketed, c.arriage riding and fox
hunting tenantry who came from this area, but had, he claimed
disappeared by the twentieth century.
G.E. Collins, "Agriculture r , in WLLliam Page (Eel.), The Victoria
.!:Ii s tg..!L_2L_tJ1e ~2-~~~.J-es 0 f England, A
0 f L in-c-oEl~e-'-'
Vol r t , (London 1906), p 406.

6 .Ian 1908 p 9.

the average profit on many Lindsey upland farms in the period
was £2 per acre.

1813~1837

This return represented a considerable income as the

average size farm was between 300 and 400 acres.

'Furthermore, very big

farms we r e relatively common, with those of over 800 acres making up
15-20% of the total number of upland farms.
were obviously proportionately large.

21

The profits made on such farms

As the tables in Chapter Two

revealed such farms were extremely big by English standards.

Even under

G.E. Mingay's corrected figures the Lindsey farms were not only well
above average size but included a nmch larger proportion of big farms
than the remainder of England.
Olney's work reinforced Perkin's picture of the considerable
prosperity of Lindsey farmers.

He cites figures which suggest that a

tenant farming 1,030 acres in 1836 made a profit of £1,390 ex.::,lusive
of housekeeping and of the interest of £6,000 invested in the farm.
Such tenants were well dressed, attended the hunt, stood as social equals
to the landlord and were often looked up to as the squire within their own
1 22
pa r i. sn
.

Colin Campbell and other founders of the Lincolnshire Farmers'

Union seem to have followed in this tradition.
While the Lincolnshire tenants were certainly not as spectacularly
prqSgerous by the turn of the twentieth century they were still probably
better off than tenants in most other counties.

Both the literary and

21.

J.A. Perkins, "The Prosperity of Fanning on the Lindsey Uplands,
1813-1837, 11 !2.g~~c~~L!=yr_§_~-B.is tory Review, Vol 2ft Part II (1976),
pp 126-143.

22.

Such incomes clearly placed these men on a level economic footing
with the lower echelons of the gentry. See Chapter One, footnote 59.

statistical evidence confirms such an impression (;;uggesting that compared
with many counties Lincolnshire was in a state of recession rather than
depression.
Collins writing in 1906 claimed that reduced rents had enabled many
tenants to live in comfort, although without the ostentatious trimmings
of their forebears.

He also pointed out that labourers were better paid

than in many areas of England.

Farmhouses remained the biggest and best

in England, while both the traction engine and self.,.binding reaper were
used to a considerable extenT,

Collins concluded that Lincolnshire was

. h est agr1cu
.
1 tura 1 county .
].an d ..,,23
pro b a bl y "h
t e most important and r1C
ln Eng

Rider Haggard's report on rural England, made on the basis of a
county by county tour of agricultural districts in 1901, provides a useful
corrective to Collins' overtly o pt Lm i s t i c and official view.

IUs conclusions

on the state of Lincolnshire's agricultural industry were rather gloomy.
He claimed that the ruinous fall in wool prices had severely hit the
Lincolnshire sheep industry.

Prices for store cattle and beef had also

fallen meaning that there was little compensation for the drastic fall
in the production of Lincoln's other major staple produce, wheat.

Even

in his revised edition of the report published in 1906 he saw no reason
to change his pessimistic opinions.

But he did concede that potato

growing for the urban market wa s expanding and prospering, while his
description of Lincoln was very different from that of the East-Anglian
counties with their deserted farms, ruined landlords and generally
"d lsas
.
t rOllS " Sl
. t uat10n.
.
2Lf
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Collins, .QE. .ci~, pp

2 Lf "

Rider Hag gard , ~R,::~u:::r:.5a:J.~::..._~-':.Q.:':'::':'::'':':
and 508.

397~415.

The truth probably lay somewhere between the two accounts as Collins
was obviously interested in looking for the best points, while Haggard was
concerned with highlighting the

tical condition of English agriculture.

Certainly, the report of the 1906 Royal Conmission on rural depopulation
suggests that conditions were not as healthy as ColI ins implied but were
not nearly as serious as Haggard argued.

The report also implied that the

worst of the depression was over and some degree of recovery was underway.
The commissioners concluded that although the number of agricultural
labourers had fallen as elsewhere in England the number of farmers and
farm bailiffs had actually increased considerably between 1891 and 1901,
2r:

by 1,299 or 12.8% and 936 or 66% respectively. ~

Market gardeners in

the Holland area were also considered to be prospering.

The increase in

bailiffs and farmers indicated that landlord activity was increasing
again in Lincolnshire even though the commissioners complained that a want
of capital prevented farmers from paying high enough wages to keep men
on the land.

But they conceded that the increased use of the self-binding

reaper was also a major cause of the decline in the number of labourers.
Arable acreage had fallen slightly compared with other areas from 70.6%
of the total area used for agricultural purposeS in 1881 to 67.6% in
1891 and 67.1% in 1901.

In contrast the arable area of Essex fell from

75.7% to 66.2% over the same period, while

t

hl r t y-vs Lx of the f or t y-stwo

counties included in the commissioners' returns (Yorkshire was divided
into its three ridings) had witnessed greater reductions in their arable
acreage.

Sheep numbers had fallen from 1,300,000 to 1,100,000 over the

same period, while cattle numbers remained relatively static.
25.

Clearly

The average increase in the number of bailiffs and foremen for
England as a whoLe was 21%. Only the East Riding or Yorkshire
experienced a greater increase.

the essentially mixed arable and sheep raising character of Lincolnshirels
agriculture remained largely unchanged.
above national average.
Riding of Yorkshire

26

Lincolnshire along with Norfolk and the East

shared the largest numher of fanns over 300 acres

of any division drawn up by the report.
were not

Farm size also remained well

Overall the commissioners' remarks

gloomy, especially when compared with their view that

, 1 1lope f or
tlere
was 1 1tt_e
1

C
f
oU'

f o(
11 or E' ssex. 27

The agricultural returns for 1904 suggested that matters had
improved a little since the 1901 figures used by the commissioners.

Prices

for Lincoln wool rose from around 6\d per Ib in 1902 to 7\d per pound in
1903, while wheat prices crept back up to 3s 3d per bushel in 190L,. 28
The upward trend continued until 1907.
this period.

30

29

Fat sheep prices also rose over

Sheep numbers remained relatively constant, while the

arable area was reduced slightly to be compensated by a marginal increase
in permanent pasture.

31

Lincolnshire's agriculture continued to maintain

it stability and possibly benefitted from a marginal price increase for
its major staples.

At worst there was no decline and the situation was

far more favourable than that reported by the Royal Commission on the
" 11n.
8 9 7 . 32
. 1 tura 1 Depress10n
Agr1cu.

26.

These three counties constituted division1B.

27.

"Report On The Decline In The Agricultural Population of Great Britain,
1881-1906," BPP 1906 Cd.3273 XCVI, pp 710-711 and 698 (126-127 and 114).

28.

l.9~_£..nal_ of_!:b~Royal Agric~_t:.~.'..~~~ociet:.z,

29.

Perry, Qp. Ei~_, pp Lt! and Lf4.

30.

ibid.

31.

"Statistical Tables 1908. Agricultural Statistics;" BPP 1909 Cd.4535
CII, Table 3,p 36
Lincolnshire's arable area fell slightly from 1,017,887 acres in 1901
to 1,007,517 acres in 1908, while the area under permanent pasture
increased from 499,186 to 514,543 acres.

Se r Le s IT Vo1 15 (190 L, )
"Statistics affecting British Agricultural Interests," p 371.

32. "Royal Commission on the Agricultural Depression," Final
1897 Cd.8540 XV, pp 13-14.
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The fact that the evidence strongly suggests that by 1904
Lincolnshire's agricultural sector was slowly recovering from the effects
of a severe depression is more than coincidental for both trade unions
and farmers' unions have tended to be established in similar economic
Permanent pressure groups have generally been founded in times

circumstances.
of prosperity.

33

Both the New Zealand and American Farmers' Unions 34

were established at the turn of the century when prosperity was returning
after a period of severe depression.

The formation of farmers' unions in

Australia, howev e r , revealed that the relationship between economic p r e-.
conditions and organisational initiatives was rather more complex than in
.
35
the New Zealand or American examples.
is therefore somewhat simplistic.

The economic upswing hypothesis

Nevertheless, the existence of such

conditions in Lincolnshire probably increased the chances of some type
of farmers' union emerging from that county.

Furthermore, the existence

of a "golden age" in Lincolnshire farming, close enough in memory but
distant

enough in time, to acquire a nostalgic and idyllic quality,

sharpened Lincolnshire farmers' feelings of resentment.

In a sense the

position of Lincolnshire farmers had declined farther than farmers in
other counties despite the slight recovery which was underway in 1900.
They had lost more in relative terms and still had more to lose both in
terms of vested interests and status than farmers in other counties.

Punch

cartoons which played on the old stereotype of the pr o s per ous and pompous
gentry-aping-tenantry who never ceased complaining of their predicament,
must have carried a double edged sting in Lincolnshire.

36

The beginnings

of recovery, however, were perhaps more significant because it meant
that Lincolnshire farmers had the financial means to act against the
forces causing such feelings of resentment.

33.

See reference to H.B. Davis and Hobsbawm in Chapter One,footnote 12.

3/+.

See reference to Ben6!ict and 'I'on z in Introduction, footnote 2.

35.

Graham, The Formation of the Australian Coun

36.

e g . see Perry, 2J)_ .c:it, pp93 or 79.
i

Parties

passim.

Even more Lmpo r t.ant; than this relative affluence? which could be
measured accurately only by several doctoral theses on comparative capital
inputs and returns in the various counties, was the relative independence
of Lincolnshire tenants.

The qualification should be added that

Lincolnshire tenants were by no means completely independent in either
the management of their farms or their political behaviour.

As the

majority of them were tenants·at-will rather than leaseholders it was
in their best interests to act deferentially towards their landlords
for fear of eviction.

Also, the famous Lincolnshire tenure, while

providing tenants with more adequate compensation for improvements than
customary arrangements in most counties, was by no means entirely
satisfactory.
argues that

37

On the other hand a recent article by J.A. Perkins

tenancy~at-will

provided Lincolnshire farmers with a much

greater degree of flexibility than the leaseholders of Norfolk.

Such

flexibility enabled Lincolnshire tenants to take greater advantage of
tec·hnological inn ova tion and adj us t to changing marke t conditions much
more easily than their leasehold counterparts in other counties.

38

Furthermore, the depressed prices of the late 1870s and 1880s enabled
many

tenant~

to restrict their landlord's hold over them by negotiating

reduced rents and having a greater say in setting terms for the incoming
tenant.

Olney concludes that by 1880, despite the continuance of

deferential attitudes, the degree of separation between the politics of
the landlord and his tenants was not great with agriculture assuming
"
bei
. "1"1st lnterests. 39
prlorlty
over tlelr
spec la.

QE,<2~~!.,

37.

Perry,

38.

.I.A. Perk i.n s , "Tenure, Tenant Right, and
Lindsey, 1780-1850,11
icu1.tural His
(1975), pp 1···22.

] 0./

.

Some Lincolnshire tenants

pp 12-22 .
Progress in
23 Part 1

then were sufficiently independent to engage in political activity but
that independence was not yet considerable enough to keep them satisfied.
The gap between deference and defence was still wide enough to spur
them to action but narrow enough to be bridged by effective organisation.
vlhile landowners dominated the political representation of
Lincolnshire at Westminster, tenant farmers were active within local
politics, probably more so than in any other county.
not atypical in being an alderman.

Colin Campbell was

There could be no complaint that

tenant farmers were scarcely represented on either county or even parish
councils as was the case in Durham county.

LfO

Eight of the ten founders

of the Lincolnshire Farmers I Union whose biographies are r ecor ded in the
NFU Yearbook's "Who's Who" in 192Lf and 1925 were county councillors and,
therefore, members of either parish or rural district councils, while
seven were Justices of the Peace and three were aldermen.

Even the

executive of the Yorkshire branch, who represented an even larger rural
county which contained many big farms had considerably less experience
in local government.

Only one of t.he fift.een executive personnel

recorded in the same source was a county councillor, while three had
sat on parish or rural district councils and another was a Justice of the
Peace.

No single county could even approximate the Lincolnshire

. e, s experJ_ence
.
. 1 oca .."] government. 41
execu t Lv
In
The traveller on first arriving in Lincolnshire will probably
sense something very different about this county with its scattered

40.

William Hill complained of chronic underepresentation of tenant
farmers at this level at the first conference of the North.,-Eastern
Agricultural Federation. ~_T~, 23 Oct 1905 p 487.

41.

NFU Ye':l:rb~?!~, 192 Lr , pp 101-117 and 1925, pp 101-106.
The obituaries
of t.wo other foundation members - L.J. Briggs and Fox - contained
in the .J'1~l<:. revealed that both men fitted the same pattern as other
Lincolnshire executive members.
It is also interesting to note
that Fox was a member of the Farmers' Alliance of 1879 providing
one of the few direct links with that organisation. MI1~' 24 Aug
1908 p 218 and 28 Sep 1908 p 349.

houses and endless rows of cultivated fields criss-crossed hy drains
stretching away to the uplands of the north.

There is a feeling of

remoteness, of the kind of isolation wh Lch according to Helvin Hammarb er g
spurred Mid-Western farmers to undertake collective political activity
.

in late nineteenth cen t ur y Ame r tca.

/+2

But on closer examination any

attempt to explain the emergence of the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union
in terms of group action as a counter to the problems of isolation simply
does not wo r k ,

Fa r

from stimulating its development remoteness was the

factor which most inhibited the growth of the NFU.

It was no coincidence

that the five counties which were slowest to link up with the NFU Cornwall, Durham, Northumberland, Westmoreland and Cumberland- were
situated at the farthest corners of the land.
remote.

Lincolnshire was
by train.

Furthermore, by 1904

London was only a few hours away

Even though Grantham was the only centre on the main north
ern within Lincolnshire was still adequate.

route the

It

was no accideHt that such early established and active branches as
Market Raseu, Horncastle, Sleaford and Saxelby, were sited on the railway.

Lf3

Road

,if

no means exceptionally good ,was still adequate.

Distances between the major towns within Lincolnshire were also manageable.

/+2.

HeLvi.n Harnniar b e rg , "In(LLana Farmers And The Group Basis Of The Late
Nineteenth Century Political Parties," American Journal of
Vol 61 No 1 (Jun 1974),pp 91-115.

43.

_:~_Dlc:._}~i:~:.~~~_~_tlas_,

Of The Ra

44.

4Lf

(London 1898),p 18,and Ernest Carter, An Historical
Of The British Isles (London 1958T;p 58~f:--

Boston is approximately only thirty-two miles from Lincoln, Grantham
twenty-three miles, Spalding thirty-seven miles, Sleaford eighteen
miles and Louth twen ty -f Lve miles. ~!1lE?:.._:!~imesll Atla~, p 18,and
.i\.. ._.£~.: ..1~E!::.:~2'::l_E.~~ S --.<?L.J?.J; ita.i n , (Lond 0 n 197 2) ,p 55 3 .

j iJ.

Yet Lincolnshire was still sufficiently distant from London, with Lincoln
being situated approximately 140 miles from the capital, to confirm
fears that Westminster and \,JhitehalJ.were not tre.ating the relatively
distant county as well as they should.

Localism provided nwch of the

momentum needed to get such an organisation off the ground as was the
case in New Zealand, but an adequate communications system made it easier
to channel such energies in a broader direction, first within the county
and then outside it.

Distances to such important, large and heavily

industrialised cities as Nottingham, Sheffield, Hull, and Leicester were
also not great.

ll5

Such

prox~nity

meant that most Lincolnshire farmers

were fully aware of the encroachment of the city and the very different
life style of the city dweller.
The charac teristic whi ch the sensitive traveller becomes aware
of after moving further into Lincolnshire is the essentially rural
nature of the county rather than remoteness.

It was this essentially rural

character which decided Dlney to choose Lincolnshire for his study of
nineteenth century rural politics 46 and even by 1900 that rural character
remained dominant.

According to the census of 1901 there were no large

cities in Lincolnshire with Grimsby (63,138) and Lincoln (l.8,7 Lf8) being
the only centres to exceed populations of 20,000.

Overall 48% of the

population were classified as rural against 23% for England as

Cl

whole.

The percentage of the work force engaged in agriculture was not the

45.

Nottingham is approximately thirty-four miles from Lincoln,
Sheffield forty-two miles, Hull thirty-eight miles and Leicester
fifty miles. ibid.
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Manufacturing activities did not intrude upon the landscape nearly as
much as in many counties.
Cities proximate to the county could have seemed rather threatening
in contrast to such a rural landscape.

One way of maintaining the safety

margin between those larger cities and the Lincolnshire farmers was to
form a union to protect the intereBts of those farmers against the ever
growing power of the urban political block.

Finally, the chances of a

farmers' union being formed in Lincolnshire were increased by the tradition
of unionism amongst its rural labourers.

48

Such a tradition of labourer

activism provided local farmers wi t h another spur to set up their own
sectional organisation.
Lincolnshire then produced the right combination of affluent and
independent farmers, appropriate economic

pre~conditions,

a dominantly

rural character and men of considerable organisational ability to throw
up the farmers' union from which the NFU evolved.
This evolution from county to national organisation took place in
three major stages.
in Cornwall in 1906.

The first was the establishment of a similar union
49

The second was utilising the holding of the
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47.

Based on the ~en._~~_~ot_~~glan.i...::E~~~l.esfo~_~~_901.i BPP 1902 Cd.BOLI
CXIX, pp 693-880 and 1903 Cd.1523 LXXXIV, Table 10 and Table 35.
About 17% of Lincolnshire's adult male population were engaged in
agriculture as against 11% for England as a whole.

48.

See R.C. Russell, The
'Revolt
.._-_._-_._----------.----.---_._-_._-.._----_._----_..•-------Lincolnshire County Committee
Workers, (1956).

49.

Les1ie Baden Powell's unpublished history of the NFU, P 5S,he1d at
the library of the NFU headquarters, Knightsbridge, London.

50.

The Lincolnshire Section Of The NFU
P 6.
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resulted in the establishment of a Devonshire Farmers , Union in May, 190 8 . 51
The third and most significant stage occurred in 1908 when the catalysts
of the agricultural party scheme, continuing dissatisfaction with tenurial
arrangements despite the passing of the Agricultural Holdings Act and
most important the meat warrantry issue, accelerated the emergence of the
NFU.
The Cornwall Farmers' Union seems to have been set up on similar
lines to the Lincolnshire union, largely because Colin Campbell played
a major role in its formation.

By the beginning of 1908 it claimed a

membership of over 500 which had risen to over 1,000 by November.

But

even though its leaders talked of establishing identical unions in other
counties 52 the Cornwall union did not amalgamate with the NFU until after
World War 1.
The Lincolnshire leaders possibly sensed that the Cornish tradition
of separatism might cause difficulties and set out to establish other
allied farmers' union apart from that in far distant Cornwall.

An

exceptional opportunity to spread word of the new unionism was provided
by the holding of the R.A.S.E. show in Lincoln.

Full advantage was taken

of that opportunity by setting up a special farmers' union tent on the
showground and

distributing leaflets.

As a result of contacts

made at the show Colin Campbell was not only invited to establish the
Devonshire Farmers' Union but the Lincolnshire union was able to extend
its propaganda efforts into neighbouring Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire.
51.

The Devonshire Union was founded on 22 May 1908. By November it had
recruited about 550 members . .lJ!"X, 9 Nov 19013 p 515.

52.

ibid.

6 Apr 19013 p 397 and 23 Nov 1908 p 397.

By February 1908 the Lincolnshire uni-on was claiming a membership of
over 3,000

the branches over its boundaries were included.

53

\fIhen the Agricultural Party scheme fell through in the next few
months, the emergence of some alternative agricultural organisation

I y,

'

although such a party would not have excluded the

development of a separate farmers

t

union as it would have included land-

5LI
.
1 or d anc1 1 alourer
representatlves.
1

By the end of June new branches

had been established in Yorkshire, Nottingham, Leicestershire,
Northamptonshire and Derbyshire.

55

This gradual diffusion process was

dramatically accelerated in early August when the National Federation
of Meat Traders' Associations issued an

ult~natum

that farmers must pay

a warrantry or insurance charge after 2 November to cover the loss
incurred through the slaughtering of animals suspected of carrying
tuberculosis.

56

England, unlike New Zealand, had no State subsidised

compensation scheme to cover farmers against the slaughter of animals
suspected of carrying diseases transferable to humans.

It was not really

surprising that farmers saw the ultimatum as an imposition, a s yet another
burden imposed by the middlemen, and that they determined to issue a
vigorous protest against the idea of a warrantry.

Many farmers felt that

the National Exchequer should pay at least half of the compensation
for slaughtered animals, but while they were prepared to side with the
butchers in lobbying for such payment

t

he ywe r e not agreeable to paying

out of their own pockets.
53.

ibid. 3 Feb 1908 p 103. It is interesting to note that the NZFU
was cited as an example of a successful farmers' union in propaganda
efforts. ibid. 13 Jan 1908 p 27.

54.

Such organisations as the Chamber of Agriculture and Agricultural
societies, which were dominated by landlords were very interested
in the idea of an agr
ltural party, but a faction within the
Chamber of Agriculture quashed the sc.heme. See ML~_,6 Jan 1908
pp 8~9, and Matthews, gJ~ E..L~1 pp 340~3LI8.

55 .tJ_~~., 2.9 Jun 1908 p 757.

56.

ibid.

17 Aug 1908 pp

199~201.
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Before the agitation got into full swing in September, a new
branch was formed in Kent, once again with the a s s Ls t ance of Colin Campbell.
Meetings were held all over England by the Chambers of Agriculture,
farmers' associations and farmers' unions, to make it quite clear that the
warrantry

WaLL11
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I 58
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It was an ideal situation in which to

expand rapidly the activities of the Lincolnshire, Devon and Kent farmers'
unions and other assorted branches, with the intention of forging them
into a national federation.
Feelings ran particularly high in Shropshire where a "Shrewsbury
and District Farmers' 'Trade Association" was formed which limited its
membership to "farmers

,,59
only.

This association organised a large scale

no-warrantry organisation for early October.

Delegates representing

twenty-two counties attended and resolved not to give the warrantry.

60

Colin Campbell felt confident that this wave of protest augured well for
the future of the farmers' union.

He declared at the annual dinner of

the Sleaford Branch of the Lincolnshire union that the farmers' union was
on the "eve of very great possibilities" and added that such potential
existed because "the two great parties of the State looked to them for
guidance on agricultural matters more than they had ever looked to any
other organisation in the history of their calling." 61
Filled with confidence Campbell proceeded to Wellington in
Shropshire to found a Shropshire Farmers' Union on identical lines to the

57.

}ou.:rnal-9f~hE.:_E:.~.!:.Jarme.E~~UniC:E-, Vol

and the Kentish
58.

MI:E:., 23 Sep 1908 p 343.

59.

ibid. p 342.

60.

ibid. 5 Oct 1908 p 391.

61.

ibid. 26 Oct 1908 P /467.

XI No 4 (Apr 1922~ p 128,
and Maidstone Tel
1 Aug, 1908.

57

Lincolnshire union.

Campb e lI felt that the "movement was now on the

flood" and proudly claimed that it already represented 4,500 farmers.
His excitement increased when a telegram arrived to say that the butchers
had relented.

John Richards, president of the new Shropshire Farmers'

Union, credited this success. to the new farmers' organisation whi.ch had
grown up throughout England, rather than to the Chamber of Agriculture.

62

The passing of Xhe Agricultural Holdings Act in early November also
bolstered the Lincolnshire union:' s feelings of confidence and the union
claDned responsibility for the passing of the measure.

But there was

st.ill sufficient dissatisfaction wLt h this Act to spur members on to
extend their organisation in order to win further reforms.

63

Later in

November Colin Campbell told the Lincolnshire executive that the
Shropshire Farmer s

I

Union seemed so much in favour of a national union

that he had agreed to hold a meeting during the Smithfield Club show
week in London to consider the idea.

6/+

New branches had also been

established at Sheffield, and at Howden and Rotherham in Yorkshire, while
'1 eao' y jOHleo
. , t 1le Shr
'] op sh
'1 Lr
. e 11n10n.
.
65
near·.y,
J 1 ()OO mem b er s hac1 a.ir

.
Du r Lng

the London show week a round table conference of the. Lincolnshire Farmers'
Union, the Cen t r a L Chamber of

L"YIn.~.,.",~tur(;:;_,

the Central Landowners'

Association and the North Eastern Agricultural Federation,was to be held
under the direction of Lord Onslow, President of the Board of Agriculture.
Most farmers liable to be interested in the new venture wouLd be in London
as a result, a coincidence of which the Shropshire and Lincolnshire
executives intended to take full advantage.
62.

Ld . 9

Nov 1908 p 516.

63.

ibid. 16 Nov 1908 p 568.

6 /f .

ibid. 23 Nov 1908 pp

65.

ibid.

66.

ibid. 1/+ Dee 1908 p 661.

596~·597

.

66

153
Representatives of the. Lincolnshire,

~.Jelshpool,

Cornwall, Devons h Lr e ,

Kent, Shropshire, Northamptonshire,Hereford and Sheffield Farmers' Unions,
and the Midlands Farmers' AssociationJmet at the Agricultural Hall,
Islington, on 10 December and mad e it clear that they wanted the immediate
establishment of a national union.

Campbell tested their enthusiasm by

questioning whether the lack of funds would render such action premature,
but the other delegates,with only one exception,urged that the union be
formed straight away while the wave of feeling sparked by the meat
warrantry issue was still running high.
then elected by the del

An organisational committee was

with Campbell as chairman and John Richards

of Shropshire as vice-chairman.

67

This committee resolved to form

a national farmers' union on a non-party basis wh Lch limited

immed

,

I

its membership to farmers' only.

The Mark Lane

observed

HA union, Hith a membership of ten thousand bona fide farmers,
would exercise great power in the land and we do not hesitate
to say that in farmers' interests such a body, through the
spokesmanship of one man, Hould exercise a far greater effect
than any other agricultural organisation in existence. The
future of a National Farmers' Union seems to be assured, bg§
there yet remains a great deal of spade wo r k to be done. 11
Deference had given Hay to organisation on a national basis for
the defence of the tenant farmers' interests, although the founders of the
NFU themselves probably had no idea of just how much spade
be done to set the farmers' new and independent pressure group on its
feet.

67.

68.

The Times, 11 Dec 1908.

The only dissident was Edwin Smithells
the
organisation he represented would be threatened by a NFU. He
also considered a national body to be unnecessary.

'c;rti:;-~~-Midlands Farmers' Association who seemed to think t ha t

!11'~;:., III

Dee 1908 p 679.
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Graph comparing the gr owth of the NFU witb the NZFU, 1902-1929.

CHAPTER SIX

"DEFENCE NOT DEFIANCE"
THE STORY OF THE NA'I'IONAL FARJvlERS I UNION
OF ENGLAND AND WALES 909-1929
I

Growth
The NFU grew from an organisation representing under 10,000 farmers

at its inception in December 1908 to reach
1921.

;:1

membership of over 100,000 in

After 1927 its membership declined from a peak of about 120,000

to approximately iOO,OOO by 1930.
mark was reached once more.

Recovery began in 1935 when the 120,000

Then membership steadily increased until the

NFU achieved a record high of over 200,000 in the immediate post-war period.
Since that time membership has r ernaLnad stable at around the 200,000 mark.

1

This pattern of sustained growth accelerated by periodic large scale
spurt.s, as for example the dramatic leap in numbers which occurred
bet.ween 1917 and 1920, was in sharp contrast with t.he NZFU.

The initial

response in New Ze~and was much more enthusiastic but it soon gave way to a
static situation.

Sustained growth did not occur until the late 1930s.

The difference was not only an absolute one for the NFU included a much
higher proportion of farmers within its membership.

While t.he foundation

membership of the NZFU was around the 25,000 mark or about 40% of the total
number of New Zealand fanners, it soon declined to a constant figure of
approximately 10,000 or only 15% of farmers.

Conversely the initial

membership of the NFU represent.ed only about 5% of the farmers of England
and Wales.

But by 1921 it. had attracted nearly half of those farmers int.o

its ranks.

At its peak immediately after World War 11 over 85% of total

1.

Hember ship fi.gur e s have been taken from NFU Yc:..~rbo~?_~,:~., 1910-1935,
NFU i~~£'?rd 1922-1935, and Self and St:oring,(:_!~~:_, pp 39"!fO.

farmers belonged to the organisation.

Admittedly official NFU figures did

flatter its proportional r e pr e s enta t Lon of farmers.
example, claimed that
belonged to the NFU.

2

The 1919

le.arbool~,

for

of all farmers listed in the trade directories
But if the figure is calculated on the basis of the

1911 Census returns it comes out at about 34%.

Nevertheless, even when

such d Lscr ep ancie s are taken into consideration, the membership level reached
by 1927 represented nearly half of the total male and female farmers
recorded in the 1931 census and over half of men farmers.

Clearly by the

1920s the NFU was the major farmers' organisation in England, having no
comparatively sized rivals, while it became the largest single agricultural
organisation after 1921.
The number of agricultural labourers who belonged to unions may have
been as high as 290,000 in 1921 or about 60% of their total number.

But

their allegiance was shared by two major unions - the Agricultural Labourers
and Rural Horkers' Union (ALU) which changed its name to the Nationa1.
Union of Agri ultural Horkers in 1920,3 and the agricultural section of the
Horkers I Union.

14

Hhen wages fell after the repeal of guaranteed prices

these labourers' unions suffered massive declines in membership, which
were nearly as spectacular

8S

their growth from 1917 to 1920.

did not begin until the middle 193013.

Recovery

The trade union movement in general

also suffered dramatic reductions in membership as economic conditions
worsened throughout the 19208.

5

Clearly the NFU differed from the trade

of the Farm Workers' Union,

5.

G,D.H,p Cole, A,Short 1-listC?t2 of the Brj~ti?h Working Class ~.1(Y?eln~rl~,
( 2n d e cl. L 0 ncfc;-~;T~)(; 6 ) -~-'l;P-- Lt 8j-=-!~ 8 !f-;-~~;1cf-iTe;li~y-J}eTi i ng~-'AIELs-'"-'----~)-T'}~ri_~=-L::'1!_I.!::~~L~._~~~~~..c~t1~i~~!11,

(London 1966). Furthermore,
NFU was a l.s o
larger than most si
unions other than the giant unions such as
those of miners or railway worker5. The average Trade Union size
even in the record year of 1920 was only Cl little over 6,000 (6,031).
Calculated from Pelling, ibid. p 262.
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CHAPTER SIX

"DEFENCE NOT DEFIANCE"
THE STORY OF THE NATIONAL FARMERS' UNION
OF ENGLAND AND WALES 1909-1929

--'---~'---"---'-----'--~~"._---'~'~"--"._--~-'-"---'---~_.,.~"----_._.~

I

Growth
The NFU grew from an organisation representing under 10,000 farmers

at its inception in December 1908 to reach a membership of over 100,000 in
1921.

After 1927 its membership declined from a p eak of about 120,000

to approximately 100,000 by 1930.
mark was reached once more.

Recovery began in 1935 when the 120,000

Then membership steadily increased until the

NFU achieved a record high of over 200,000 in the immediate post-war period.
Since that time member sh i.p has remained stable at around the 200,000 mark.

1

This pattern of sustained growth accelerated by periodic large scale
spurts, as for example the dramatic leap in numbers which occurred
between 1917 and 1920, was in

contrast with the NZFU.

The initial

response in New Ze~and was much more enthusiastic but it soon gave way to a
static situation.

Sustained growth did not occur until the late 1930s.

The difference was not only an absolute one for the NFU included a much
higher proportion of farmers within its membership.

While

t

h e foundation

membership of the NZFU was around the 25,000 mark or about 40% of the total
number of New Zealand farmers, it soon declined to a constant figure of
approximately 10,000 or only 15% of farmers.

Conversely the initial

membership of the NFU represented only about 5% of the farmers of England
and Wales.

But by 1921 it had attracted nearly half of those farmers into

its ranks.

At its peak immediately after Horld War 11 over 85% of total

1.

ivlemben;hip figures have been taken from NFU }'earJ.?-<:?~?_~f3_, 1910--1935,
NFU _~~~_'?.:rd_ 1922-1935,and Se Lf and Star
, S)Y .<:~L~_,PP 39-·[fO.
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Fig 5:

Graph comparing the growth of the NFU and
Agricultural Labourers Unions 1909-1929.

unions, both rural and urban, in that it was able to maintain and even
marginally increase its membership during such difficult years.

This

achievement, especially in the atmosphere of disillusionment created by
the abolit:ion of guaranteed prices, was a compliment: to the administrat:ive
skills of the NFU's leadership and to the efficiency of its organisational
machinery.

On the other hand while the economk difficulties confronting

farmers during the 1920s were considerable their plight was nowhere
as desperqt:e as that of the agricultural labourers.

near

Such simple matters

as paying subscriptions did not pose the same problems, while fanners
were employers with little fear of 10 ing either their jobs or tenancies
because of their NFU membership.

The NFU's combination of elements of

both trade unions and employers' associations enabled it to cope better
with the problems of depression.

Furthermore, the major concern of English

farmers during the 1920s was to keep returns ahead of costs.

One way of

doing this wa s to remain loyal to their union which was lobbying for lowered
costs and greater government protection.
an

incent~ve

dis~ncentive

In this sense depression added

to maintain membership, whereas it generally created a
to trade union membership.

Finally, the greater capital

resources of farmers also enabled them to survive the rigours imposed by
a reduced income more readily.

Despite such advantages over other trade

unions the considerable achievement of the NFU in consolidating its membership during the 1920s cannot be denied.
As the accompanying maps reveal the geographical spread of the NFU
WClE;

as rapid as the growth of its membership.

hlithin

Cl

year of its

establishment the NFU had set up branches in eighteen English and four
Welsh counties.

A mere nine years later it included every cOlnty within

the ambit of its operations.

Apparently the spread of its influence was

slower than that of the NZFU, which included every major province other
than Westland under its control when it was first established.
an

~mpression

But such

is misleading for the NFU secured the support of several

Map 1:

Counties of England and Wales.
on facing page.
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market town branches before e s t ab Lish Lng county branches.

It built from a

solid base of support, from the bottom up, whereas the NZFU tended to try
and spread its influence from the major provincial centres.

As a result

provincial units were often created before there was a sufficiently broad
base of support to justify their establishment.
Of the nine counties who failed to amalgamate with the NFU until 1918
two (Cumberland and Westmorland) were very remote with strong traditions
of separatism.

Three (Dorset, Staffordshire and Cheshire)preferred to

maintain their allegiance with existing organisations.
- Northumberland, Durham and Cornwall

~

The other three

combined both sets of reasons.

These three counties had always tended towards separatism and they clung
to their existing organisations, the North Eastern Agricultural Federation,
the Durham Dairy and Tenant Farmers' Association and the Cornwall Farmers'
Union.

When they finally threw in their lot with the NFU the old style

regional farmers' or gan is a t.Lons , solely concerned with peculiarly regional
needs, came to' the end of their usefulness.
had triumphed.

The new national conception

The only county which stayed outside the NFU for no

particular reason was Middlesex.

Perhaps its essentially urban character

meant that the NFU organisers paid it little attention.
By 1920 the NFU lived up to its name, it was undoubtedly the
Farmers' Union of England arid Wales.

II

Mai~:-!,h~ses

1.

Establishment 1909-1914.

of Development

During its early

yea~s

the NFU concentrated on building up its

membership and improving its organisational machinery, Its leaders did not
make the same mistake as the NZFU in trying to do too much, too soon.
They rather limited the scope of their activities to fit with the small

6.

There were only 290 fanners in Middlesex in 1919.
77.

p

NFU

..Y_~':IEJ)(JOk,

1919,

6
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scale reality of the organisation and kept their aspirations
Seemingly they were very much aware of the cl ichl "wa lk before you run".
The Hark Lane

s was utilised as the official organ of the NFU and the

union did not e s t ab Li sh its own paper until 1922.

Mutual insurance schemes

were left up to the individual counties to devise for themselves until
the early 1920s when

cl

national scheme was implemented.

No attempt was

made to run parliamentary candidates until 1918 when the parliamentary
fund had assumed reasonably large proportions.

Members seemed to share

their leaders' caution since initial contributions to this fund were
extremely slight.

The NFU had to prove its worth before they were prepared

to lend it further financial support than the modest subscription of a
half-penny per acre, lbnited to a maximum of three pounds.

Yet the NFU

managed to do enough both to maintain members' enthusiasm and to attract
the interest of farmers outside the organisation.
In 1910 an attempt was made to introduce the NFU as the new
political voi'0e of the farming community by issuing

Cl

non~party

thirteen point

programme for presentation to parliamentary candidates.

The answers given

by candidates to these demands were supposed to act as a voting guideline
to members, but the NFU from its inception was careful to maintain a
voluntary approach in such matters and left the final decision to the
discretion of individual members.

This technique clearly was not new.

But the emphasis on greater compensation for unreasonable disturbance
marked an important departure from similar programmes got up by the NAU,
the North Eastern Agricultural Federation and the Central Chamber of
Agriculture.

Host of the other demands had been included in these earlier

pa r Lf.amen t.o ry programmes

rating reform.

1

especially tho s e re1a ting to local taxa t Lon and

Like the Federation and the Chamber the NFU asked the

Government to continue the relief provided by the

tural Rating Act

of 1896 until the whole s y s t em of local taxation wa s overhauled.

It also

159
urged the transfer of much of the educ at Lon and r oadLng charges from local
rates to the National Exchequer.

The call for the abolition of preferential

rail rates on foreign produce was reiterated, while the introduction of
a Pure Beer Bill to prevent the sale of "artificial" beverages which were
not manufactured from hops, was given stronger emphasis than before.
Greater access to anny meat contracts was

requested and the remainder

of the demands "rere co nc er ned with technical matters.

ThE'S e planks

clearly placed the NFU in the progressive farmers' camp.

A demand was

made that existing regulations for the slaughter of all foreign and
colonial cattle at ports of entry be continued.

The introduction of a

uniform system of v-7Edghts and measures was called for and the suggestion
was made that farmers should be compelled to maintain their boundary
fences in reasonable order.

They also requested that the onus of proving

damage be removed from occupiers under the law of trespass. The only
eccentric demand was plank eight which :tncorporated a long held fad of
E.W. Howard's ,that a bill was needed to promote the production of motor
. t. t f ram potatoes,:ree
f'
sp t.r

0

f exc ise
.
d uty. 7

Perhaps its framers envisaged

rural England developing into a giant still.
Signif!cant1y, the potentially divisive question of tariff reform
was omf.t t ed from the platform.

When it was added to the platform in

1912, the NFU's leaders displayed considerable wisdom in stating that

the NFU only desired that agriculture should receive the same benefits
•
1us t r te
. s a.u
. t h e event o fr any
as o t 1-ne r t.nc

C 1range

. f.lsca
.
1 po 1 a.cy
. .8
.i.n

I'h lS
.

r-

attitude was maintained thereafter and served the dual purpose of not
alienating members of differing political allegiances, while leaving

7.

NFU

'y:...,!~,rJ?oo.!::,

1910, pp 19--20.
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the NFU free to take advantage of any change in fiscal policy.

Such a

non-partisan statement on an explicitly political matter marked the NFU
off as a new type of agricultural organisation.
Sixty-eight of the successful candidates at the second of the 1910
e l.ec tions pledged themselves to support the NFU platform including forty-nine Unionists, seventeen Liberals and two Labour M.P.s.
made little difference.

9

But their pledges

At best a minimal increase occurred in discussion

of agricultural matters inside the House. of Commons.

The President of

the Board of Agriculture occasionally acknowledged the existence of the
NFU, but party attitudes and parliamentary indifference continued to dominate
..
10
agricultural polley.
The Parliamentary Committee of the NFU realised that these p l.edge s
meant little and tried to increase the NFU's parliamentary influence by
requesting the Unionist and Liberal Whips each to run one agricultural
memb e r 'within their parties.

They asked for this favour in 1910,11

1912, 1913

1914, but nothing came of it except vague replies from the

two chief

This indifference made the NFU more determined to run

its own c and Lda te s once it could afford to do so.
they appo
1913.

Cl

full-time

By way of a s t op-ig ap

lobbyist, C. Weller Kent, in

Kent was a lawyer and former parliamentary correspondent of the

.~~~.~_~_

who had established contacts with many M.P.s

the intricacies of parliamentary procedure.
9.

12

and well understood

But despite his conscientious

1910, pp 3 /[-36. Party membership taken from F.W.S. Craig,
British ParI
Election Results 1.
1

2:P_!_~.'

10.

Hansard, 24, 1911, p 520.

11.

1i!:1? Supplement) 28 Feb 1910 pp 1-2.

12.

ibid. and ibid. 4 Mar 1912 p 3, 3 Mar 1913 p 3, and 2 Mar 1914 pp 5-6.

NFU A.G.M.

efforts he was unable to exert any great influence.
change the course of legislation by himself.

One man could not

Still he did help the NFU

parliamentary committee to increase their understanding of parliamentary
prOcess, while he also isolated those M.P.s most favourable disposed
towards the NFU.
The executive reinforced these endeavours by sending petitions to
the Prime Minister, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the President of the

. I ture and every""'1. P. 13 Co ].Ln
. Camp b e 11 an1:L8
d 1 . executive
Boar d 0 f Ag r rcu
realised that the NFU must win the ear of Whitehall as well as the attention
of Westminster, if the organisation was to be effective as a pressure
group.

After all the manner in which legislation was administered was

nearly as Lmpo r tan t as the

islation itself.

This desire to win sympathy

with the Board of Agriculture helps explain why tbe NFU staunchly supported
the Board's policy of slaughtering imported livestock at ports of entry.
On the other hand the NFU made it clear that it would not meekly submit
to policies with wh i ch it disagreed as it opposed some coercive clauses
within the foot and mouth regulations.

14

The NFU also sought the support of other pressure groups when they
shared mutual objectives.

The Meat Traders' Federation/for example, was

asked to back the NFU 1 s call for Government compensation for beasts which
were slaughtered as suspected carriers of tuberculosis.

1S

A final

parliamentary strategy prior to the war was the decision to work for the
establishment of a bi-partisan agricultural committee in the }JOUf3e of
Commons.

16

13.

A demand that relief provided under the Agricultural Rating Act of
1896 should b doubled was sent to all these persons. ibid. 1911, p 2.

14.

ibid. 1913, pp 26-2tL

15.i,bid. p 95.
16.

ibid.

16

By 1914 the NFU seemed to have won a place in the political scene as
one of the more authoritative

spokesmen on the needs of agriculture.

Certainly Lloyd George listened in February 1914 to
considerable sympathy.

17

~n.NFU

deputation wilh

The Chancellor of the Exchequer even promised

action in the matter of compensation for unreasonable disturbance and
stated that he would set the Board of Trade to work on ways and means of
abolishing the preferential rail tariffs on foreign produce.

While Lloyd

George 1 s promises were sometimes dubious he held so much influence within
the

Lj~eral

attention.

party that the NFU chose wisely in singling him out for special
The lack of anti-government rhetoric accompanying such

deputations further helped their cause.

The Leader of the Opposition.

Mr Bonar Law, was also approached on the same problems and he too promised
action.

18

But the NFU made it clear that they were not sbnply an off-shoot

of the Unionist party by severely criticising his proposals to exclude
. 'Lt'ure f:rom any clanges
1
.
f'
1 po'J,1'.c,y.19
agrlcu,
In'lsca
These mano euvr e s we r e paralleled by the establishment of cordial
relations wf.t h "the Boards of both Trade and Agriculture.

Numerous

deputations to both bodies on a wide range of issues were warmly received.
This satisfactory working relationship was cemented further when the NFU
firmly supported the call of Hr Runciman, President of the Board of
Agriculture, for a round table conference on the problems of agriculture
in 1913.

20

17.

,t:i!:l~

19.

NFU

20.

ibid. 1913. pp 56--57.

Supplement, 9 Feb 191Lf pp 1-,6. This deputation concentrated on
highlighting injustices occurring under the National Insurance Scheme
and stressed the need to strengthen security of tenure.

..x.':..':lE~~~,ls:.

1912, p 11.

The NFU was also spreading its concerns wider than Westminster or
Whitehall and the number of specialist

sub~commit:tees

grew apace.

In 1910

there were four (Finance and Parliamentary, Disturbance, Local Taxation and
Scales) and this had increased to seven by 1913 including an insurance
committee introduced in 1912.,

The NFU .s eerned poised for an influential

future on the national level, while the advent of war greatly increased its
chances of improving its relationship with Government and upgrading its
reputation in the eyes of farmers.
These actions at the national level were reinforced by more continuous
activity in the counties.

NFU candidates were elected onto county councils,

especially in Lincolnshire and Devon,21 and set about making their presence
felt particularly in the areas of rating reform and rural education.

The

legal services offered by the county branches helped many members win disputes
with landlords and secured them concessions from railway companies.

The

insurance scheme started in St r a t f or d-cori-Avon in association wI t.h the
Crown Assurance Company and underwritten by Lloyds in 1913, spread to a
growing number of counties and offeree! members premium reductions of up to
20%.22

Some effort was made, often in association with the Agricultural

Organisation,Society, to improve livestock standards by seeking grants
from the Liberal

development fund to secure the appointment of specialist

, s t ock
l 'Lns t ruc t o r s . 23
1. Lve

County branches also helped to establish other

institutions associated with progressive farming, particularly Milk Record
2Lf
•
•
S
Sc c Le t Le s •

An attempt was made to improve labour relations through the

drawing up of hiring agreements and the establishment of a farm labourers'
insurance society,2.5 while the central executive joined with the Central

21.

ibid.

P 141.

22.

ibid.

pp .59-69.

23.

West Sussex branch report.

24.

Nottinghamshire branch report.

2.5.

Lincolnshire branch report.

ibid.

p 129,

ibid.

ibid.

p 131.

p 138 and 1912, p 109.

1C
Landowner's Association in calling for rural regeneration via grants for
. ,
d
.
26
lmprovea cottage accomoatlon.

On the other hand the NFU made clear

its opposition to the action of those County Councils who were acquiring

.

some excellent farm land under the provisions of the Small Holdlngs Act.

27

All in all the NFU was as active at the county as at the national level,

thus

J.ncreasing the organisation's relevance to the everyday problems of English
farmers.
While the county executives busied themselves organising such act iv i t Les
there was ne

let up in the propaganda campaign.

At local, county, or

national show days the NFU set up a recruitment tent to publicise its work
and attract new memb er s .

Hhen the tents were taken down, stumping tours

were made into the more remote country areas surrounding the market towns.
Existing farmers' clubs and dairy farmers' associations were slowly affiliated
to the NFU.

The NFU grew accordingly by a process of diffusion from market

town to thc more remote par ts of t he i.r rural hinter1ands.
cell-like unit was linked under the county organisation.

Then each
But despite

its steady growth and the undoubted industry of both its national and county
executives, dissatisfaction with the NFU's organisational machinery began
to emerge from 1913 onwards.
The call for a greater centralisation of the Union's activities came
f
as much from the counties 2B as:rom
the centra L executive.

Host counties

seemed s at isf i.ed with the degree of autonomy granted them under the
pyramidal constitutional structure of central execut.ive, county executive
and local branch.

There seemed t.o be a general feeling that the NFU should

establish its own permanent headquarters in London instead of wandering

26 .!':1J,E Supplement., 3 Mar 1913 p :3.

n.

ibid.

2 Mar 1914 p 8.

28.

ibid.

1913 A.G.H. P 2,ancl 19]11 A.G.H. ppL1 , 6 and 9

16;';

between the Mark Lane
of the RASE.

ess offices, the Holborn restaurant and the rooms

The counties also desired the appointment of more full-time

administrative staff to ensure that the NFU kept in continuous contact with
the latest legislative developments, especially during the periods
Council meetings.

Some counties also urged the appointment

between

of one full-

time secretary, as Palmer was still secretary of both the NFU and the

·
1 1 ' } ''armers I
L lnconSllre

nJnlon. 2 9

These delegates felt that the organisation

would assume a more national character once it employed its very own
secretary.

This call for greater centralisation and professionalisation of

the organisation from the counties was in direct contrast to the NZFU where
the provinces were inclined to guard jealous~
expense of greater national efficiency.

their autonomy at the

The county executives were clearly

more concerned with the national good of their organisation than their
New Zealand counterparts.

This concern revealed that they were prepared

to sacrifice immediate local gains to win more meaningful long term
advantages by hastening

improvements at the national level.

But such

improvements had to wait until 1917 when a greatly increased membership
provided the extra incentive and finance to carry through major organisational
changes.
The NFU made an unspectacular but sound start.

In the metaphor

favoured by o r ganLsat Loua L historians it had become a "sturdy infant" by
the outbreak of the First World War.
membership was increased.
and national levels.

The

Enthusiasm was maintained, while

Its influence was extended onto both the county
I~~I!~~~.

acknowledged its grcnving import.ance by

regularly report.ing its executive meetings from 1913 onwards.
new organisation was still too small to have much impact.

29.

But the

Membership had

ibid.
South Herefordshire, Shropshire, Warwickshire and Devon
particularly wanted this change.

to be considerably increased and its organisational and lobbying machinery
dramatically bnproved before it could evolve into the major farmers'
"T race
1 U'
. Jd
nlon ,,30 .Wle.

sectional organisations.
such a development.
2. "Cautious Partner

similar influence to other trade unions and
The war presented its leaders a chance to hasten
They fully grasped the opportunities presented them.
tion"

and

The NFU's major problem during the First World War was to prove its
patriotism Ln the face of constant charges of profiteering, while effectively
defending farmers' sectional interests.
dilemma when he wrote in the 1915

Colin Campbell summed up this

~~.E:.~b<2.::)k

that the NFU must put its

patriotic duties first by doing all it could to help in winning the war.
But he added that it must also build up its parliamentary fund to ensure
that farmers secured some parliamentary representation.

He feared that

unless this objective was realised farmers' needs wou Ld be lost sight of in
the inevitably painful post-war adjustment process.

He also stressed that

the NFU had to institute a public relations campaign to counter accusations
f i.t e e r i
31
t1lat f.armers,were prolteerlng.

With the outbreak of war the NFU immediately offered its serviees to
the nation, but the Liberal Government displayed little interest in their
offer apart from eommandeering hay and horses.

Farmers had to wait until

1917 when submarine warfare produced a situation in which Britain had to
increase its food production drastically if it was to be sure of victory,
before a close working relationship was established.

Then the Coalition

Government entered i.nto an extensive if cautious partnership with the farmers,
It passed the Corn Production Act to guarantee grain prices to compensate

30.

ibid.

1912, p 76.

31.

2:bid.. 1915, plO. Campbell made an almost identical statement at the
1915 A.G.M. MLE Supplement, 1 Mar 1915 pp 3-4.
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farmers who either agreed voluntarily or were compelled to plough up
permanent pasture.

The NFU leaders seized on this opportunity to increase

their influence, as did many Trade Union leaders,

32

by endeavouring to

ship to the best of their ability, while

fulfil their side of the

completely overhauling the Union's organisational machinery.

A massive

propaganda campaign was launched to take full advantage of the boom
conditions induced by war-time prices and it produced spectacular results.
Meantime a wary eye was ke p t on the pos t-war future, while the ne", pa r t ne t>ship was treated with a realistic degree of caution.

They hoped that the

better treatment of the agricultural industry would be continued into

peace~

time, but they also prepared to fight to entrench their newly won advantages
should their hopes rapid

dissolve into pr e-war reality.

A limited degree of partnership was implemented in 191.5 by the
establishment of County War Agricultural Committees to provide some degree
of co-ordination in efforts to increase production.

NFU members played an

active part in running these committees but the conflict between farmers'
sectional interests and the overall national good soon became apparent.
Constant criticisms were levelled at tbe Committees for unnecessarily
harassing farmers, whi Le supplying neither replacement: labour nor
.

macnnery.
1

33

The labour shOT

particularly ag

more

farmers for they

found it Lncr e as LngLy difficult to step up production while their labour
force was being whittled away by recruitment.

A possible solution was to

32.

Most Trade Union leaders tried to increase their influence by cooperating with the much increased State control of industry, at least
until the outbreak of the Russian Revolution in October 1917. See
Pelling,
pp 154-156.

33.

Her be r t Padw.l.ck in par t Lcul.ar became so incensed by wha t he considered
to be useless interference that he visited the secretary of the Board
of Agriculture in person to see what could be done. NFU yearb-2.0k,
1915, p 83.

1. f38

lower the sc.hoo I leaving age in rural districts.

3/.;

But this appeal by the

NFU seriously threatened to disrupt the cordial relations which had been
maintained with the National Union of Teachers since 1912.

Furthermore,

this call for a lower leaving age worsened the farmers' already tarnished
.
h i.I
f
I b ou r e r s Iun'r.orrs oppose d 'It. 35
rmag
e , wh
tI.e t 11carm.a

No real solution

was found until July 1917 when the County War Agricultural Executive
Committees we r e empowered to exempt skilled agricul tural labourers from
mili

service; 36 a concession for whLch the NFU had fought hard and wh i.ch

definitely helped its recruitment campaign.

The NFU could claim primary

responsibility for securing this concession, even though economic necessity
helped to hasten

its introduction, for at one stage it seemed that the

NFU was the only voice opposing the removal of all available men from the
countryside.
Initially the commandeering of fodder in particular and the intrusions
of officialdom in general,

37

38
also irritated county branches of the NFU.'

Deputations and letters to both the War Office and Lord Sclborne, President
of the Board of Agriculture, complained of such problems as the army's paying
prices below mar ke t value for hay or horses. 39

!!1=~

But generally fairly cordial

3/.+.

1915 A.G.M.,

Supplement, 1 Har 1915 pp 4-5.

35 .

i bid.

37.

English farmers were not as used to visits
by inspectors or even
su~h other ~ntrusions of bureaucracy as foym filling as their New
Zealand counterparts. They must have found the constant appearance
of government officials on their farms rather unusual and annoying.
Certainly they complained of form filling when horses or hay were
commandeered.

38.

Complaints came mainly from Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire, where
both agricultural committees and county courts were allowing the army
to commandeer fodder below market price. NFU Y~.~·b<?2.!~., 1915, pp 11-15.

39 .

I.b i cl.

1 917, p 13.

pp 33,

57-59 and 91-95.
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relationships were maintained with both the army and the Board of Agriculture
a f.ter conS1..l LLtt aa t iLon

so r t ec:i

out

t1
ne s e

' l ' r - r j..ta t
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Lo n
, s
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Pre-war agitation over several issues was coutinued,including
!.l
opposition to both the use of hop sub s tLt.ute s in beer + and

of Canadian store cattle.

L2
I

t

he importation

Prosecutions made under the Milk and Dairies

Act for selling milk deficient in butterfat and fatty solids increasingly
angered members.
cases

The county legal committees were kept busy fighting such

Lf3 ,

"

,

1n between coplng w1th more routlne matters such as defending

farmers against motorists mak Lng claims for damage inflicted on vehicles
by wandering stock..

44

The demand for an overhaul of local and national

,
45
taxation was relterated,
while the call for greater security of tenure
became more urgent as the sale of estates escalated.

46

The NFU tried to offset any impression of disloyalty that might be
implied in these various criticisms and demands by agreeing to increase
voluntarily the area under corn on the farms of its members.

It also made a

concerted effOrt to raise money for the patriotic fund, mainly through
organising jumble sales.

Over £84,000 was raised in this way during 1915.

40.

The commandeer seemed to work to farmers' satisfaction in Wiltshire,
East Sussex, Essex and Jvlomnouthshire in particular. Relations were
further improved when the \\'ar Office set up a special committee in
August 1915 to deal with comp.Lai.n t s of unfair pric.es at far less cost
than via the County Courts.
)

41.

NFU Yearbook, 1915, pp 81-83. On the other hand the NFU would not
support
hop g rowe r s I protest over the new beer duty. Ml,E
Supplement, 1. Mar 1915 p 2.

42.

NFU

43.

ibid.

pp 36-40.

44.

ibid.

pp

40-44.

45.

ibid.

pp

68-78.

46.

ibid.

pp 20-21.

47.

ibid.

p 115.

X~~l.!b(~?!:,

1915, pp 55",·56.

47
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The NFU's consultative capacity in relation to the formulation of
Government policy was enhanced when members were invited to sit on a
departmental committee to consider soldier settlement schemes and to attend
a conference called by Lord Selborne on ways of increasing food production.

48

It also strengthened its position in the area of wage bargaining by joining
,
'.
. ' .'
Ll9
the Central Association of Employers
ASSoclatlons.

The other major

development in 1915 was the improvement and extension of the county insurance
schemes. 50

1
Lloycs

even allowed the NFU access to 15% of the profits under

their agreement with the Crown Assurance Company) even though the number of
premiums would normally have been insufficient to earn such a share of profits.
Propaganda work still assumed considerable importance.

Farmers were

urged to join the "army" of the NFU which would fight the "battle" for them
against the "enemies" of "Labour, of Socialism, and of many great manufacturing
towns') who were supposedly "trying to place upon the farmer heavier burdens
1 1
1_ taxes.
of taxes ancoca

11

52

Despite the rousing quasi-military nature

of this appeal and the overtly rhetorical declaration of sectional warfare
which somewhat contradicted the NFU's patriotic aims, the response was
lukewarm.

The Hun remained a bigger threat than socialists or manufacturers"

Nineteen fifteen faded into nineteen sixteen with little to choose between
the two years.

49.

ibid.

p 85.

50.

The Stratford-on-Avon branch claimed that they held policies to the
value of £900,000 under their scheme.
ibid. pp 22-26.

51.

MLE Supplement, 1 Mar 1915 p 2.

52.

ibid.

pp 100-102.
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Membership rose steadily and the union's financial resources
strengthened in consequence, but little of note occured until 1917.

Colin

Campbell even reluctantly remained as President because of the uncertainty
of the

war~time

situation.

But when the Government established a completely

new set of statutory bodies in 1917, in a desperate attempt to increase
production,activity increased dramatically.
The new Har cabinet set up in December 1916 made a concerted attempt
to convert Britain's previously rather haphaz ar d war effort into
mobilisation of all available resources.

Cl

systematic

One of its first actions was to

multiply Government controls, especially in the areas of shipping, the
railways, mining and agriculture.

53

In the case of agriculture a new wing

of the Board of Agriculture, entitled the Department of Food Production,
was created with powers to compel landlords to increase areas under
cultivation, that is conversion of permanent pasture to arable production.
It was also assigned the task of establishing minimum wages for agricultural
labourers.

A corresponding body, entitled the Ministry of Food, under

direction of a food controller, Lord Rhondda, was also set up to provide
consumer protection through fixing prices and rationing meat, butter and
sugar.

It hoped to prevent black marketing or the introduction of demoral-

ising food queues.
NFU leaders realised that they must work closely with both bodies if
they were to prevent the greatly increased degree of State compulsion from
causing serious disruption within the industry.

They also determi.ned that

farmers should benefit rather than suffer from such changes.

In his speech

at the 1917 A.G.M. Colin Campbell pledged the NFU's support in increasing
food production.

At the same time he expressed some misgivings regarding

the new departments.

He warned that unless guarantees were secured to

ensure tha t conversion back to cereal production was fully compensated,
economic ruin could ensue.

Also he added that farmers could not maintain,

let alone increase, levels of production if more skilled labour was removed
to the trenches.

Women and boys, or school teachers on holiday were all very

we I I but there were many tasks which they could not perform adequately.

Sf,

The A.G.M. backed up these remarks by asking that rapidly inflating costs
of production be

t:

down by the Government and further that such costs

be taken into consideration when fixing prices.
In an endeavour to demonstrate that such complaints were justifiable
grievances rather than negative criticisms, the NFU set about working closely
with both the Food Production Department and the Board of Agriculture.
functi~nal

relationship was soon established and

surpris~ngly

A

little

friction resulted from the implementation of control measures whi.ch were
potentially very abrasive.But from the beginning of 1917 the NFU stressed
that farmers should be granted guaranteed prices if they were expected to
pay a set minimum wage.

Mr Prothero,(later Lord ErnIe the noted agricultural

historian), President of the Board of Agriculture, syjnpat.hLs
ed with the
/
farmers' problems and both the Board and the Department of Food Production
joined in the advocacy of guaranteed prices.

The NFU's sense of importance

grew when Agricultural Wages Boards were set up on the system of county
committees which the NFU had devised for its mm internal structure.

55

Then Hhen the Corn Production Act Has passed in September 1917 guaranteeing
cereal prices, while fixing minimum wage rates, the NFU understandably felt
a s errs e of triumph.

Certainly this innovation improved their newly

established partnership with the State and earlier misgivings were eased.

Sf,.

HLE Supplement, 26 Feb 1917 pI.

Evidence of greater NFU confidence in this partnership was produced in
setting up a new National Agricultural Council,56
intended to

aSSl~e

even greater control over

This proposed body was

~he co~ordination

of agricultural

policy.
Relations with Lord Rhondda and the Ministry of Food were
standably more turbulent.

under~

Prices offered by the Ministry rarely satisfied

farmers and the NFU regularly complained of their inadequacy.
, e s were su biJect to c orrt t. nua 1 c r t"
potato p ri.c
t t c.isrn , 57

1 'I e
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system of fixing meat prices was also roundly condemned.
such protests compromises were reached.

Milk and

1 d
1 . 1
t-leeacwelglt

58

But despite

Unlike some Unionist party

advocates of protectionist policies the NFU's leaders refused to dictate
terms to the Food Controller.

They realised that food prices were a very

sensitive area and they did not want to worsen public relations or give
substance to charges

of

profiteering.

Also they had no intention of

allying themselves with a party orientat:ed lobby.

The validity of any

charge of partisanship was rebutted by the issue of a shortened five point
parliamentary programme which was so general that no poLitical bias could be
taken from it.

This desire to improve their public image, to substantiate

the claim that farmers were as patriotic as any other group of Englishmen
and to maintain their non-party stance, explains why the NFU did not push
home the advantages made possible by the war-time situation.

Moderation

prevailed over the more extreme lobby of sectional advantage, partly because
the organisation's smallness would not allow it to undertake such actions.
Fur t he rmo r e , any attempt to place sectional interests over and above the

national good would have done the NFU irreparable harm in the
situation.

56.

ibid.

57.

ibid.

58.

ibid.

pp 98-103.

post~war

The NFU remained active in areas outside the range of its new
partnership, particularly over matters which would loom large in the postwar world.

The parliamentary committee suggested that proportional

representation might avert the possibility of complete urban domination of
I
. n
t l1e e ·Lectoral
system
t rrd
ea t erie b y t 1h e R
. ep r e s erit.a tLo
In July the NFU joined

0 f-

t 1h e

P. cop_-L e 13'11
J..
• 59

with the British Empire Producers' Organisations

to promote understanding of Empire producers and prevent friction over
competition for markets in the post-war world.

60

The cry for greater

security of tenure remained at the forefront of the NFU's policy statements.
A deputation on this matter was appointed to meet Lord Selborne's committee
which was investigating the general problems of agriculture.

It stressed

that farmers must receive adequate compensation for unreasonable disturbance
if they were to be provided with the kind of security necessary to persuade
them to redirect investment of capital and labour into conversion of pasture
land.

61

..
f f
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the NFU requested that hop growers be allowed to reduce their hop acreages
at their own discretion instead of being subjected to compulsory grubbing
orders.

63

The propaganda campaign wa s stepped up once again, this time

with much more spectacular results.

pp 39-42.

59.

ibid.

60.

_:D:'..!~~.

61.

ibid.

pp 30-31, 36 and 104--105.

62.

ibid.

pp 30--31.

63.

ibid.

pp

pp 38--39. The NFU seemed far more interested in affiliating
with funpire or international agricultural organisations than industrial
trade unions.
Pelling, ...Qp_ci1;:, p 148.
It was less insular in this
respect simply because the decisions of overseas farmers' organisations
could affect British agriculture far more directly than activities
of overseas trade unions could influence British industry.

17--1~L

The Reconstruction scheme was hastened on to ensure that the NFU1s
organisational efficiency would be increased in the post-war world.

It was

introduced to the Council in August and four major changes were endorsed.
They were the employment of a f u l Lc-time secretary at a minimum salary of
£500; the establishment of a permanent London headquarters; the
replacement of the large and unwieldy central executive or Council by a
small executive committee of not more than ten members; and the conversion
of the existing executive committee into a "General Committee."

6ft

The old

council had been made up of delegates from each county and had grown to
a considerable size as recruitment accelerated.

It: was to continue as the

"General Committee", made up of delegates from each county, but it wouLd
only meet on a quarterly basis.

The new "Executive Committeetl,in contrast,

was to meet every month and was to be elected by ballot with positions
,
d f.or eac 'n
I
reserve

f
O'

' new na t t.ona
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. .i ons . 65
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Change of the

office of president on an annual basis was made compulsory, while counties
were compelled to establish their own smaller executive committees, if they
had not

already done so, and were urged to employ paid secretaries.

The

county secretaries in turn, whether professional or amateur, were to meet
in conference every year before the national A.G.M.

new central legal

fund was to be established to cover the cost of expensive litigation and
the old voluntary parliamentary fund was to be replaced by a compulsory
annual levy of sixpence per head.

The other changes were to b e financed

by increasing the capitation fee of county branches from one shilling to

pp 76-77, and

Jif:!~

64.

ibid.

Supplement, 13 Aug 1917 pp 1--2.

65.

Nembers' preference for a straight out vote from the counties was
revealed by the fact that the six regional sub-divisions were dropped
within two years. After 1.920 the executive committee came to be
made up of the chairmen of the specialist sub-co~Dittees, who were
elected by a vote from all the county delegates withl~ the General
Committee.

1 tt' 6'

four shillings per member.

It was left up to the counties to d evi.s e the

means of raistng this extra money.

The major motivation behind these

organisational refinements wa s to enable the NFU to
M S O enlarge its scope as to associate and unite all farmers
of Great Britain, and so provide them with a means of
expressing their collective dpinion upon matters affecting
the int.erests of Agriculture, and thus improving its condition,
by affording to His Majesty's Government., the Board of
Agriculture, the Local Authorities, and other organisations
whLch have relation to a~H;icultura1 affairs the advice and
experience of farmers."

These various proposals were put into action in 1918 when the NFU
moved into its new offices at 45 Bedford ~quare, London, with a new
secretary, G.T. Apps, and a new president, E.M. Nunneley.

With these

organisational improvements a fait accompli the NFU hoped to turn to full
advantage the fact that the war had made agriculture "more fully.recognised
than in the past."

67

A rather amateur and loose confederation of county

unions was being rapidly transformed into a sophisticated, professionally
organised and centrally administered pressure group.

Under its new guise

it had a much greater chance of realising its more wide ranging objectives
than ever before.

(

Partnership with the State continued to prosper until the end of the
war ,

The Government's greater recognition of the NFU as the foremost

spokesman on agricult.ural matters was indicated by its decision to increase
NFU representation on the National Agricultural Council from two to five.

68

Mr Prothero also tried his best to ease the recruitment of skilled labourers.
But the demands of the Generals still overrode the powe r s of the County
Agricultural Committees to prevent the loss of labourers.

On the NFU side

66.

HLE Supplement, 13 Aug 1917 p 2.

67.

ibid.

68.

NFU 2~..''.lIl~~~J~, 19113, p 86. At first the Council considered that the
NFU was not important enough to warrant direct representation. But
after a vigorous protest NFU delegates were added to the Council.
The NFU made Lt clear t ha t I.t would not tolerate the Id ea t ha t Land ....
lords could adequately represent the interests of tenants. ibid. p 75.

1 ";'7

of the partnership an attempt was made to influence post ....war developments
by submitting to parliament a scheme outlining possible lines for agricultural
reconstruction. 69

Some recognition of the NFU's recommendations was reflected

i:n'the report of Lord Selborne' s reconstruction comrnittee which echoed the
NFU's demands for a guaranteed price policy to enable farmers to pay fair
.
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NFU's request that maximum prices be abolished once the war was ended,
supported their call for a reform of local taxation and tenurial arrangements
and restated their insistence on the provision of cheaper credit and improved
agricultural education facilities.

71

But while the Board of Agriculture policy closely approximated NFU
opinion, relations with the Food Controller worsened.

Feeling ran

particularly high over the fixing of meat and milk prices.

The NFU felt

so dissatisfied with these arrangements that it determined to organise milk
pro d ucers f'or t h e purposes

0,
f

.
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. 72

Such disagreements

damaged worsening public relations and the NFU felt compelled to issue a
special statement in August 1918, to counter claims made by the press that
. . . .
fi
.
73
f:armers were engag1ng 1n unpatr1ot1c pro 1teer1ng.

A special Cost Committee,

appointed by the West Sussex branch,a1so reported on the incidence of
inflation in farming costs to defend the farmers position.

74

69.

ibid.

71.

ibid.

72.

NFU

73.

ibid. pp 83-84. The major defence for the NFU came from Th_~...J~~me::,?,
Feb 1918, and Lord Sc l.bor n e.. NFU X~~.!~b()_()_lS,,1918, pp 9 L+-9'5.

7 Lf .

ibid.

P

81.

X:..c.:!.~rbggJ"~,

89-90.

1918, pp 85--86.

Preparation for political action in peacetime was hurried on as the
NFU watched the Representation of the People Bill and the Education Bill
pass into law.

The NFU was worried that their already slight parliamentary

influence would be further diminished by electoral reform.

They also feared

that their labour supply would be reduced by the raised school leaving age
and that enlarged education grants would result in an increase of rates.
But they stifled their opposition for they realised that it could paint the
NFU

as an opponent of progress and further worsen relations with the towns.

Opposition to Daylight Saving was modified for similar reasons.

75

They

concentrated their efforts instead on increasing membership and preparing
for the post-war election.
An NFU Mutual Insurance Scheme, separate from and more comprehensive
than the existi.ng agreement with the Crown Assurance Company, was brought
forward as an added incentive to join.

76

It seemed to assist the very

successful recruitment efforts. Affiliation with both the Scottish and
Ulster Farmers' Unions was also considered to strengthen the influence of
British fanners a t HestminsteJ:. Meantime George H. Daw, an experienced
Unionist party agent for Handsworth and formerly Leicester, was appointed
as the new NFU parliamentary agent in August 1918 to select suitable

.

c and Lda t.e s .

77

A new parliamentary programme was also drawn up restating

earlier demands for greater security of tenure, local taxation reform.
revision of rail rates and the

~nprovement

of labourers' cottages.

The

major addition was a request that the status of agriculture be raised to
that of a key industry to enable it to pay adequate wages while adjusting
to the new demands of the peace time situation.

75.

ibid.

P 92.

76.

ibid.

pp

77.

I17e. TiE.J.es.,

The earlier call for the

llO~l11.

21 Aug 1918.

C. HelIer-Kent had resigned the post in 1915.

provision of better facilities for agricultural education and research was
.
a."1 so r-e.t.t.er
at.ed1• 78

By October seven men were chosen as independent

agricultural candidates on the basis of that programme.
the Cirencester

79

In the case of

electorate in Gloucestershire, the agricultural candidate,

J.B. Alpass, an NFU member, even went to the trouble of securing the support
of the local agricultural labourers

I

union and the Labour party.

80

In

addition to the seven independents five other NFU members stood as party
canor
l ' d a.te s . 81

The parliamentary fund was raised to over £3,400 and the

NFU prepared for battle of a different kind once the armistice was signed
on 11 November 1918.

3
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Decenilier 1 18-1922
The NFU worked hard to entrench its war-time advantage throughout 1919

and its efforts seemed to bear fruit in 1920,the high point in the history
of the organisation until the late 1940s.

Lloyd George's promises of the

continuation of guaranteed prices and compensa t Lon for unre.asonable disturbance
were implemented under

t

he Agricul tu r e Act of 1920.

After a period of

intense negotiations these prices were even increased and the future
assumed a faintly idyllic hue.

Within a few months the NFU was brought

back to the bleak prospects of economic reality with a jolt, when guaranteed
prices were abolished in June 1921.

A four year warning of any such change

was supposed to have been given but the advent of depression and the alarming
increase of unemployment led to the rapid demise of control in most industries.

79.

Ihe_~~~_~~~", 16 Oct

80.

ibid.

81.

NFU!_l!:!2.t:"1?!~~1~, 191(3, pp 98-99 and
80. Two NFU members stood as
Liberals) one for the Coalition, one for Labour and one as a joint
Labour and Agricultural candidate.

23

1918.

Feb 1918.
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Furthermore, agriculture was not considered of sufficiently critical
importance by the politicians to be singled out for special treatment and
was t hr own back on its own resources.

The ready availability of cheaper

overseas food supplies worsened any prospect of special assistance for

. 1 ture. 82
agrlcu

The NFU's triumph was short lived.

It had to turn its

attention LmmedLa t e Ly to salvaging what it could from the wreckage of
guaranteed prices.

Then it began a long and bitter struggle for mere

survival, disillusioned but not defeated.

The 1920s were as bleak for

English farmers as they were for most sectors of English society, despite
the superficial appearance of gaiety.

Flappers and jazz cast little cheer

over the countryside.
None of the NFU's independent candidates

was

successful in the 1918

election although an NFU member who belonged to the Coalition ministry,
Alfred Davies, was returned to parliament for Lincolnshire.

B3

The election

was entered mainly to gain experience, hopefully as a dress rehearsal Ear
future successes.

Attention soon turned to establishing contact with the

newly appointed House of Commons Agricultural Committee and with increasing
NFU representation on the County Councils.

The NFU also made it clear

that they were willing to continue their partnership with the State provided
guaranteed prices were maintained and preferably increased.
to the Royal Commission on Agriculture, or
enquiry by

NFU witnesses

inally set up as a committee of

Lord Se1borne in 1915 and extended into a full Commission by

the Ministry of Reconstruction in 1917, stressed that the NFU would really
prefer a return to the open market so that farmers could attend to their
business free of the fetters of State interference.

82.

Seaman,

But they made it very

18

clear that they would accept continuance of control in the national interest
provided guaranteed prices we r e maintained.

Security of tenure was also

made into another proviso of acceptance, especially as many farmers were
deeply concerned at the trend whereby tenants were forced to buy up their
land as a result of the continuing sale of estates.
information was also supplied on the massive

Much more detailed

war~t~ne

costs which made guaranteed prices so essential.

8LI

increases in farmers'

The NFU continued to

drive home its side of the bargain as it had during the war years.
Lloyd George was urged by the NFU in Narch 1919 to issue a statement
on

tural policy as soon as possible.

8S

The Prime Ninister responded

with promises of guaranteed prices and greater security of tenure included
in his Caxton Hall Speech of 21 October.

86

But a somewhat ominous note

was added by the fact that the promises were made before the Royal
Commission had issued its final report.

This incongruity spurred the NFU

to action in an endeavour to ensure that the Prime Minister's rather vague
statements woul.d be followed up by concrete ac tions.

First, they persuaded

him that the NFU should be consulted in the formulation of the Agriculture
Bill which would give these promises legislative approval.

Second, the

NFU published a pamphlet entitled "The Food of the People " to make its

8 Lt.

E.I.J. Langford, R.E. Robbins and H. Overman sat on the Commission as
NFU representatives, while W. Edwards acted as the representative of
the Welsh division of the NFU.
Edwarcls was the only NFU representative
who signed the minority report which opposed the continuance of
guaranteed prices and advocated an immediate return to the open market:.
"Interim Report Of the Hoyal Commission On The Agricultural Industry
In Great Britain," Interim
t
BPP 1919 Cd.345 VIII, pp 5,-9 and
9-13.
Evidence on behalf
the NFU (vas given by .Iame s Donaldson,
.lames Hylie, Richard Attenborough, E.M. Nunneley and Herbert Padwick.
Thomas Williams acted as official witness for the Helsh division of
the NFU. Minutes of Evidence BPP 1919 Cd.391 VIII Part 3, pp 480-498,
498-513, 513-517; Cd.
I Part 4, pp 682-697 and 702-709; BPP
1920 Cd.665 IX Part 5, pp 54-62 and 94-100.

86.

ibid.

22 Oct 1919.

182

views clear to both M.P.s and the public.

A detailed twenty-three point

parliamentary programme was also Ls su ed immediately after the Caxton Hall
speech.
The pamphlet made it clear that guaranteed prices, greater security
of tenure and reduced taxes and rates were essential if agricultural
production wa s to be maintained at high levels and heavy out-migration
avoided.

Imported food was cited as a potential cause of heavy rural

unemployment, while the warning was issued that Britain would be placed
in a vulnerable position if agriculture was neglected as it had been before
the war.

Furthermore, even the towns would suffer from reduced internal

S

trade if agriculture declined. ?

The appeal was carefully directed to the

national interest.
The parliamentary programme placed greater emphasis on security of
tenure than ever before.
with that issue.

Eleven of the twenty-three planks were concerned

The State was also asked to guarantee a market for

lncreased food production and a general demand was made for rural development
via the provision of improved leisure facilities, small holdings for

· d us t r i.. e s . 88
1 a 1»our er s an d t 1le encouragement. 0:f rura 1 In
The NFU had made a direct bid for parliamentary assistance which
appeared to win the sympathy of the Prime Minister and some sections of
the press,

89

although the general public still seeUled hostile to farmers.

87.

NFU l~~_~c:.!'d, Vol 1 No 3 (De c 1922), pp
1919 pamphlet.

66~67.

88.

NFU .'L~'1rb~)..<?ls:, 1919, pp 54--56.

89.

The NFU Yearbook, 1920, pp 258-261,published a set of favourable press
responses to
Food of the People." Papers in favour ranged from
agricultural periodicals such as the k:!~~_ and Farm Life, through
provincial dailies such as the Yorkshire Post
Nott
Guardian,
to such prestigious specialist per
as the Economist.
But
it was
icant t:hat no national dailies o t he r 'titan - th"e--Times
----,_
were mentioned.

Amended version of the
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A further effort was made to increase the NFU's parliamentary influence by
publishing a parliamentary bulletin to keep both M.P.s and the press informed
. . , e s anc- J
"
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The NFU also continued to attempt to turn control to advantage by
exerting pressure on Whitehall as well as on Westminster, especially as the
Board of Agriculture had been converted into a full ministry and was
provided with much greater powers than in the past.

92

Relations with the

new Minister of Agriculture,Lord Lee, were as cordial as with Mr Prothero.
Constant consultation continued between the NFU and the Ministry.93

The

Labour committee of the NFU also tried to work with the Agricultural Wages
Boards in negotiating wage rates despite protests from some rank and file
members that the minimum levels \.;rere unnecessarily high.

This acknowl.edge-

ment of the labourers' unions marked a considerable advance over the prewar situation when they had been ignored by all but a few members of the
NFU executive.

Partnership was also improved by the appointment of six

NFU delegates to the newly established Central Advisory Council.

94

Then

when Lloyd George called the National Industrial Conference in late February
1919, the NFU president, F.H. Padwick, was appointed as the representative

95
of agriculture.'

This appointment enhanced the reputation of the NFU

as the spokesman for agriculture as well as strengthening the sense of
partnership.

1919, p 17.

91.

ibid.

92.

A.J.P. Taylor,
change wa s made

93.

NFU Y~a~~ool~,

94.

ibid.
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95.
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1919, pp68 and 71.
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The three other major activities of the NFU in 1919 apart from
refining its partnership with the State. were organising opposition to the
reduction of hours worked by farm labourers, protesting unsatisfactory
milk prices and establishing a development committee to complete the task
of overhaul

the NFU's organisational machinery.96

The proposed introduction of a

f01:ty~eightholJr

week within the

agricultural sector agitated the NFU far more than establishment of a
minimum wage.

In fact they agreed with the principle of a minimum wage

provided it was economically viable.

E.H. Nunne1ey neatly summed up the

farmers! attitude to these questions when he gave his evidence to the
Royal Commission on Agriculture.

He pointed out that it would be impossible

to apply strict time limits to the agricultural sector because of the
pronounced seasonal nature of many farming activities.

During the harvest

it was imperative that a farmer and his men worked from sunrise to sunset.
Then there was the question of preparing the horses. a task which made
t Ln e
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A compromi.se

solution of a sixty hour week in summer and a forty hour week in winter was
also rejected as unworkable.

Farmers simply did not want the intrusi.on

of the regularised hours of the factory system into their less formal and
more flexible work pat terns, whI.ch were already governed by the di.ctates
of nature.

Furthermore, additional artificial regulations imposed from

outside seemed to threaten their way of life.

Shortened hours could also

seriously threaten the viability of marginal farmers.

But reasonable as

this opposition appeared to farmers it did little to remove the legacy of
bitterness between farmer and labourer.

It also did nothing to improve

the bnage of the farmer held by many townspeople aB an unscrupulous

profiteer who only begrudingly increased his labourer 'wages and refused
to improve his vlOrking conditions.

Farmers had much to learn about the

public relations aspect of industrial relations.

Luckily for the NFU the

voice of moderation prevailed before

relations with the labourers and

the public were done irrepari'lble

R.R. Robbins, chairman of the

harm.

Labour Committee, insisted that opposition should be expressed through
strictly constitutional avenues and the demand of some more militant members
rf or

a b oycott

0
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Much of the trouble over milk prices wa s related to the rather sudden
decontrol of milk production, when control was supposed to have continued
until April 1921.

Rapid decontrol produced an embarrassing surplus and

forced the NFU milk committee to arrange numerous 1nterviews with the
Food Controller and the Consumer Council until satisfactory winter pr1ces
were obtained.

But E.W. Langf ord , chairman of the milk committee, r ealLsed

that this agreement was only a temporary expedient.

He knew that milk

producers would not be able to negotiate with the well organised milk
retailers on terms of equality until they were organised on a comprehensive
national basis.

As a first step to achieving that objective he secured

NFU representation on the Associated Milk Producers' Council in an attempt
'I as
1 counc i..
to use tie
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With a membership of 76,000 at the end of 1919, branches in every
county and representatives on several important Government bodies, including
the Royal Comm1ssion, the retiring president, F.II. Padwick, was justified
in claiming that the "status" of the NfU had improved considerably with1n
the space of a mere two years.

99.

ibid.

P 76.

His assertion that it was

w Ld e Ly

recognised

186

as an important organisation was not an exaggerated indulgence in self100
.
congra t u 1 a t t.on ,

Coupled with Lloyd Georgels promises and the Royal

Commission's Interim Report in favour of guaranteed prices and greater
security of tenure, such advances in national importance promised to make
1920 a good year.

NFU membe r s were not to be disappointed.

Much of the NFU's attention was inevitably focused on the fortunes
of the Agriculture Bill in 1920,101 but it also continued to extend the range
of its activities and to improve and professionalise its organisation.
A special NFU committee was set up in January to consider the prQvisions
of the Bill.

When the Bill was drafted copies were sent to all the county

branches to gauge their opinion.

Once the counties had replied the special

committee prepared a report for submission to the central council.

After

consideration by Council a memorandum was issued which was tabled when
the Bill reached the committee stage.

This memorandum which clearly

represented the democratically collected opinion of the NFU at all its
levels, made it clear that the organisation would prefer economic freedom
to control.

But it insisted that if the Government wished to increase

cereal production and maintain control then guaranteed prices must be
continued.

~odified

direction of cultivation by the Ministry of Agriculture

was also accepted in return for guaranteed prices.

General satisfaction

was expressed with the second part of the Bill dealing with security rather
f"lXlty
Lx i
tlan
1
o·f tenure. 102

In short qualified support was given to the Bill.

100.

ibid.

101.

The NFU's position was made more difficult by the fact that no final
Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture was issued. The NFU
had to be content with the majority interim report which recommended
the continuance of guaranteed prices and an increase of security of
tenure. Interim Rep 0 r_t:. , BPP 1919 VIII, pp Lr-8.

102.

NFU Yea.t:J?20k, 1920, pp 6]",,68 and 185-197.
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It soon became clear that most controversy would centre around clause
seven, This clause set clown that a tenant should be paid one year I s rent
as compensation in the event of disturbance which was not the tenant's
fault (such as a landlord's decision to sell up) and four year's rent for
capricious eviction (such as the removal of a tenant because of his political
beliefs).

10C1

This clause was critical to the NFU's call for security of

J

tenure and encapsulated the major objective which the organisation had striven
to rea Li.ae since its inception.

Consequently, the NFU was determined that

the clause should not be emasculated.
leaders of the Parliamentary

It kept in constant touch with the

Lcultural Committee as well as with the

House committee working on the Agricultural Bill to ensure that the clause
was passed unaltered.

The

effect~veness

in an article written in the 1920

of this constant lobbying was revealed

~e::.':E!?5~c:J_~c'

by Colonel M.J. Hilson, one

of the leaders of the Parliamentary Agricultural Committee, who candidly
admitted that the Agricultural Bill would have been deadlocked without
the constant support of the NFU.

lOLl

Opposition to the critical clause seven was strong and emanated from
two major sources, landlords and small owner-occupiers.
Landlord opposition was much more serious simply because they stiLL
wielded considerable political influence.
be that

Their major complaint seemed to

resented the law interfering in an area where landlord and

tenant had formerly sorted out their differences on a personal basis.

They

implied that the intervention of statute law in their own domain wa s not
quite cricket.

Lord Bledisloe was the most vocal of the landlord critics.

He wrote nUl11erOlU3 letter to "!12.~-.I:!:!1~.~~~ making the exaggerated claim that the

103.

The bill had in fact incorporated the ex act recommendations of
Lord Selborne's committee on the matter of compensation.

104.

ibid.

P 173.
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NFU leaders wer e extremists and that the organisation only represented
.
105
tenant farmers' Lnt.er-e s t s ,

Other substantial Land cwrier s , such as

H. Trustram Eve, reinforced his criticisms by claiming that the NFU
r

ep r e s ented only a few "political farmers" who "invented" a demand for

greater compensation;106 clearly a preposterous claim as the NFU membership
neared the 100,000 mark.

The

usurp~ion

of the landlordfs traditional

deferential superiority over his tenants obviously deeply annoyed some of
the old-

gentry.

If they considered the moderate men

~IO

led the

NFU to be "extremiBts" they would have found no words in the dictionary
to describe militant trade union leaders.
Bledisloe also made the more valid criticism that the proposed
legislation would only decrease the value of land further thereby forcing
more landlords to seLL up and dra

even more

out of agriculture.

But the NFU's members were realistic enough to know that such sales were going
to continue no matter what happened.

The inevitabili

of that development

only made the winning of greater security of tenure more imperative, for
tenant farmers were increasingly being forced to rely mol-e on their own
resources and less on their landlord f s capital.

~r.J.:_c:_l'im~_~

could clearly

L
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But even

~r.ll.£.-.1J.~J!l_<:':~

could no t prevent the landowning in teres tat tacking the

Bill in both the House of Commons and the House of Lords.
105.

The 'rimes, 11 Jun, 17 .Ju n , 29 .Iun , LfNov 1920. "Coventry" J Dec,
;-;21--(~F-:---Ryder 12 Aug, also accused the NFU "extremists" of
dragging the majority of English farmers and landowners into
accepting changes they did not want.

106.

ibid.

15 Nov 1920.

107.

ibid.

5 Nov 1920.
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The NFU was so concerned at this opposition that they convened an
emergency meeting wi.t h the Central Land owner s ' As so cia t Lo n , the House of
Commons Agricultural Committee and the Parliamentary Secretary to the
Ministry of Agriculture, Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen, a staunch supporter
of the NFU position.

By this prompt action

the critical clause saved.

Cl

compromise was reached and

The compromise involved the exclusion of

compensation in the three cases·- the death of a tenant; multiple farmers;
when a notice to resume part of a holding was accepted as notice to quit
the whole.

This limitation wa s agreed to wit h great

reluctance by a

special meeting of the NFU when it became clear that it was the only vwy
of saving the principle of security of tenure.

l OS

While clause seven survived the landlord's knife, clause fourteen
on arbitration was drastically altered.

The NFU wanted the Lord Chief

Justice to work with the president of the NFU and the president of the
Surveyors' Institute in appointing a panel of arbitrators.

But by the time

the Bill passed the House of Commons the appointment was left solely to
the Lord Chief Justice, that is the county courts without the assistance
of representatives appointed by both the landlord and tenant.

109

When

the Bill entered the House of Lords a further attempt was made to reduce
its usefulness by striking out the c Lau s e which enabled the Hinister of
Agriculture to control cultivation in association with the county agricultural
committees.

Both Lord Lee and the NFU protested but when it became clear

that this issue could have prevented the Bill's passing. the NFU agreed to
limit the Minister's powers.

109.

ibid.

p 193.
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There was an inevitability about the opposition of the landlords but
the opposition of small holders surprised and concerned the NFU.

It seemed

to confirm W. Edward's opinion that small holders' interests were not served
by the BilL 111

Several letters to The Times from small owuer s claimed

that the NFU was made up entirely of tenant farmers, a claim which was by
no means accurate as we shall see in the final chapter.

They also accused

the NFU of attempting to increase the already considerable burdens of
occupiers 112 and of espousing

anti~yeoman attitudes.

owner~

But most of these

accusations were based on a misunderstanding of the difference between
reasonable disturbance and capricious eviction.

Some small owners thought

they had to pay four instead of one year's rent to tenants wh o s e land they
intended to buy.

If they hoped to set up sons on adjacent pieces of land

this would pose a major threat.

11'3
-

Lord Bledisloe tried to turn these

fears against the NFU by making misleading statements to the effect that
small holders would have to pay four year's rent in compensation.

But the

anxiety fell away once the NFU countered with accurate statements published
.
1
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Ill.

Minutes of Kvidence; EPP 1919 Cd.445 VIII Part 4, pp 702-705.
Thomas
Vlilliams pointed out that the majority of Welsh farmers were small
owner-occupiers.
70% of Welsh farmers ran units of under 50 acres,
and had not benefitted from guaranteed prices. They disliked
inter ference and mainly wanted security of tenure and easier credit
to enable them to payoff their high mortgages or increased rents.

112.

The Times 15 .Jun (James Barker), 27 Jul ("Small Landowner"), and
Gilbert McIlquham) 1920.

113.

"Small Landowner" for examp l.e , wan te d to buy up his three smaLl farms
and consolidate them into one unit.
He thought that he would be
liable for £3,600, that is four times the gross annual rental of
the three properties.
In fact he only owed £900.

:LVi

When the Agriculture Act found its way onto the statute books on
23 December 1920 cm immense feeling of relief swept over the NFU, although
there was to be some delay before the introduction of its provisions.
While negotiations over the new Sill absorbed much of the central
executive's energies, it still found time to improve the NFU's organisational
machinery in

and its political apparatus in particular.

constitution was fully implemented in 1920.

The new

It altered the composition of

the Executive Committee from the regional representatives to the heads of
the var io us sub-committees.

The Executive Committee in turn was granted

a less separate existence and it was forced to work more closely with the
General Committee.

The NFU was also inc.orporat.ed as a Trade Union under

the Trade Union Ac.t of 1913.

Now it was entitled to direct its funds

towards financing the election of candidates for both parliamentary and
local body office.

The registration suggested that the NFU considered

itself to have realised its earlier obj ec tive of developing into bhe
farmers' trade union by 1920.

A completely new set of rules we r e drawn

up to clarify existing procedures, whUe a set of twelve specific objects
replaced the sbnpler and more general objectives agreed upon in 1910.
The most significant innovation amongst the objects was the claim that
the NFU was entitled by right to advise the government on all questions
'
. J
115
a.ff ectlng
agrlcu.ture.
for the first time.

Council meetings were to be held outside London

This precedent was set at Leeds 116 in an endeavour

to provide the provinces with easier access to the Executive Committee.
The increasing centralisation of the union's administration was also
prevented from stifling the influence of grass roots opinion on the
formulation of national policy by maintaining a considerable degree of

42-4~.

115.

ibid.

pp

116.

ibid.

P 65.

1-92

county autonomy.

County branches were still entitled to control completely

the expenditure of their own funds and were granted the option of making
no contribution to the parliamentary fund.

I 17

Professionalisation was

continued by the appointment of a Statistical Officer to run a Costings

118

Department
matters.

119

calculating

and a firm of solicitors was employed to advise on legal

Finally these changes were completed by changing the basis of
subscriptions from acreage to rateable value to ensure that

members' ability to pay was assessed accurately.120
Two major improvements were made to the NFU's machinery for lobbying
parliament.

The first was the appointment of a full-time parliamentary

secretary, Captain Cleveland Fife, to ensure that consultation with the
House of Commons wa s continuous and to ease the burdens of the general
secretary.

Captain Fife was directed to spend the whole of his time

.
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The second was the establishment of ten parliamentary area committees to
improve communications between the central parliamentary committee and the
counties.

These area committees we r e organised down to the branch level

to ensure that the NFU was adequately represented on Rural District Councils
and Boards of Guardians as well as on County Councils.

Both area and local

committees were allocated the task of selecting suitable candidates and
supporting their election campaign.

117.

ibid.

pp
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P 67.
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pp 110-111.

121.
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pp 69-71 .
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Hore routine activities we r e also maintained throughout 1920 which
were completely overshadowed by the Agriculture Bill agitation.

The

extension of the mutual insurance scheme, improvements i.n milk marketing
and opposition to the importation to Canadian store cattle stood out as the
highlights of these other activities.

A decision to return all profits to

policy holders under the new na t Lo n-w Lde insurance scheme promoted the
. s . 122
se h eme to t.1e'ore
f:ront orf' r ec ru t· tment; c amp ai.gn
1 f

After failing to

utilise alternative charmels to increase the effectiveness of milk marketing
the milk committee determined to introduce its own alternative scheme

.
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Opposition to the

importation of Canadian store cattle was entirely consistent with earlier
NFU policy, but unfortunately it incurred the wrath of the NFU's greatest
supporter amongst the daily papers,

.'!',~~.-lin!..E:E_'

Editorials condemned English

farmers for opposing an Imperial agreement reached during the war.

124

Al though the NFU I s stance was based on valid fears of the introduction of
stock diseases, it marked the only major public relations failure in a
year when the NFU's public stand ing was at an a l Iv t Ime high.
When both Lord Lee and Sir Arthur Griffith-Bosc.awen praised

lI

a

sectional organisation, d evo t ed primarily to the interests of f armer s " for
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close.

Despite a few disappointing concessions the Agriculture Act realised

in concrete legislative form the principle of security of tenure for which
the NFU had fought since its inception.

Farmers also s eerned to be heading

for a respite from their difficulties under the umbrella of guaranteed
prices.

All in all it had been a most successful year, but the new umbrella

soon proved to be of little use against the hard driving rain of economic
reality.
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ibid.
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ibid.

pp 98-99.
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Almost as soon as the Agriculture Act was passed the NFU realised
t.hat the prices offered them were simply not adequate to meet the minimum

,
126
rates set down by the Agricultural Wages Boards.

Tying prices to cost

movements at a minimum of sixty-eight shillings per quarter did not help to
narrow the gap between rising costs and falling returns.

The NFU protested

to the Minister of Agriculture that the Government had broken its "Pledge"
1 '11'lngs per quarter. 127
·
f .
o f nlnety-,lve
S11

Lord Lee replied that the Government

had never promised such a sum as it would involve subsidies) and subsidies
had never been mentioned. 128

But after a deputation to Lloyd George in

"129
early February the NFU won their case.

On 17 February the new Minister

of Agriculture, Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen, announced that farmers would be
paid ninety-five shillings per quarter provided import prices
that level.

approx~nated

Millers, who were still under control, were also instructed
..

to make back payments to farmers, who had sold them sound milling wh eat;
since 6 November 1920.

130

Considerable wrangling with the Ministry of Food

ensued as this Ministry wanted to keep prices down even if it meant
'11
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Then the Wheat Commission

came to the aid of the NFU by compelling mills to use a minimum of 15% of
British wheat.

132

Now the NFU felt satisfied with arrangements regarding

guaranteed prices, but that satisfaction was to last for a mere three months.
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4 Feb 1921.
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"Withdrawal and Ls o La t Lon , '.I

The repeal of part I of the
NFU.

icu1ture Act profoundly influenced the

Its organisational behaviour reflected its members' disillusionment.

Once it salvaged what it could in terms of compensation it steadily withdrew from any partnership with the State and carried out its activities
from a position of political isolation.

Organisational improvements

continued, especially in the area of professionalisation, while the NFU
concentrated its efforts on winning a few concessions from a series of
unwilling Goverrunents.

Neither Conservative administrations led by

Bonar Law (1922-1923), or Stanley Baldwin (1924-1929), nor the two Labour
government.s led by Ramsay MacDonald (1923--192!f and 1929-1931), wen" interested
in grappling wit.h the major problems of agriculture.

Tbe agricultural

measures they Ln t.t-od uc ed were condemned as "palliatives" and did not satisfy
the NFU.

Consequently, one year between 1922 and 1929 was little different

from any other as the NFU concentrated on survival.

Relations with the

National Agricultural Labourers' Union were also embittered.

In short

this period represented an undistinguished block of years in the history
of the NFU and in terms of achievement constituted its nadir.

Feelings

of hostility towards tile State aroused by the repeal of guaranteed prices
also imparted a negative attitude to the NFU in the matter of marketing
reform.

Many of its rank and file members, and more seriously some of its

leaders, developed a strong prejudice against any form of State assistance,
even in the area where it was most needed.

Consequently, the NFU wa s rather

slow in supporting progressive marketing reform, except in the area of
milk marketing.

The NFU nmst take much of the blame for delaying the

introduction of such reforms until the 1930s.

Fortunately, the more

progressive leaders in this rrwtter, particularly Harry German and
E.W. Langford,managed to persuade the organisation to accept eventually
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these reforms and prevented an even longer delay in tbeir introduction.

Once

these reforms were instituted British farmers fared better and the NFU won
a degree of State assistance in the form of subsidies in the late 19308

13 6

which neither the Conservative nor Labour governments of the 1920s were
to give.
On the credit side the maintenance.

of its large membership during

such a difficult period and the improvement of its organisational machinery
as well as the development of a more sophisticated approach to pressure
group activi

,prepared the NFU to take advantage of the slow economic

improve.ment which occurred from 1935 onwa r d s , When the economic and political
difficulties facing English farmers during the 1920s are taken into
consideration, difficulties accentuated by the removal of the new protection
of State assistance and the old paternalism of the landlord, this
maintenance

of strength and activity assumes a very real significance.

In many ways these difficulties were greater than in the 1880s or than in
New Zealand during the 1920s.

Any but the strongest and most determined

organisation would have declined in similar circumstances.

That the NFU

did not decline says much for the administrative abilities of its leaders
and the resilience and efficiency of its established procedures.

On the

other hand the very desperate nature of the NFU's situation helps explain
why it fared as well as it did.
the organisation to lose

The repeal of guaranteed prices caused

its innocence.

After 1922 it was much more hard

headed in its dealings with government and came to regard any single
panacea, whether State assistance or co-operation, as unrealistic.
that moment on it

came to

more on its own resources.

'I'h a t

From

tendency

helps explain how survival was later turned to real advantage despite the
negative su

13 6 .

ion of State assistance bred by the repeal.

L • J. Ha et a r 1 a ne, !~E.Lt:'~:,E3.1.1.- . !'-():l:..L.t.~:..~~.;~2.L~.:::- . .l2_CJ~_L (2 nd e d. L 0 ncl 0 n 19 68) ,

p 56.

Once the NFU recovered from the shock of the repeal and feelings of
despondency wor aened by deepening depression and freakish drought, they
quickly realised that they must attempt to win what compensation they
could, while securing full economic freedom as rapidly as possible.
compensation was agreed to within a fortnight.

The

Arable farmers were to

be paid £LI· per acre for wh e a t; and £3 per acre for oats, while a capital
sum of £1,000,000 was set aside for agricultural education and research.
Only the research sum was to serve any useful long-term purpose.
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The

NFU followed the winning of this rather token compensation by demanding
that the Government: redeem its promise that economic freedom be reinstated
if guaranteed prices were
a threat that NFU
.Boar d SLfI t h iIB

ed.

representat~ves

C 1lange

138

Their demand was backed up by

would resign from the Agricultural Wages

. s t Lt
, u t e d . 139
was not Ln

A more moderate stance was

soon asswned, however)in response to considerable pressure from both the
Government and the Cen t r a I Landowners' Association.

The Government

proposed a compromise in the form of a system of voluntary conciliation
committees

1"10

which the NFU accepted with little enthusiasm.

Their

chagrin was magnified by the fact that the landlords were accusing the NFU
of taking out their wrath on the agricultural labourers in unnecessarily
vindictive fashion.

In typically paternalistic manner some landlords

counselled moderation in the NMJ's efforts to reduce wages from the rate
of for

two shillings per week,set by the last order of the Wages Board,

to thirty shillings per week;

HI

a proposal which understandably also

137.

ibid.
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138.
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21 Jul 1921.

139.

ibid.

11 Jul 1921.
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ibid.

19 Jul, 25 and 30 Aug 1921.

lLd.

ibid.
23 .Jun 1921.
Association.

Report of the A.G.M. of the Central Landowner s '

lD9
incurred the wrath of the National Union of Agricultural Workers.

The

NFU reluctantly heeded this advice and tried to make the conciliation
committees work.

But as economic conditions

worsened they turned their

attention towards the 1922 election as a more hopeful means of improving
their lot.
Lord Bledisloe's call for establishing a separate agrarian party was
rejected as hopelessly naive.

The proposed landlord leadership of the

new party also held little appeal to tenant farmers.

The NFU decided

instead to continue to assert its independence by running its own candidates.
Their efforts secured a greater success than ever before as four of the NFU
sponsored candidates were elected, with at least three of these men coming
1Jac(groun
1
cl s. 1/+2
.
f-rom f.armlng

But this victory could not obscure the more

ominous fact that none of the NFU's independent candidates, including
the very able E.W. Lanclford,143 was elected.

The long hoped for

"brace" of M. P. s all belonged to the Unionist party.

Fa rmer s had still

to be content ,with parliamentary representation at one remove rather than
direct representation of the NFU's interests.

Even so NFU leaders were

hopeful that these men could make a very real contribution towards solving
farmers' pro,blems.

P. J. Bradshaw, cha irman of the NFU Parliamentary

Committee, pointed out that there were 11Q1.,1 four M. P. s to lead the s i.xt.y-e
three other M. P. s who had pledged their suppor t to the NFU progrannne.
Numerically this group constituted the third largest party in the House

142.

Robert Bruford (M.P. for Wells in Somerset), Quintan Earnest Whittome
Shepperso11 (M.P. for Leominster in Hereford) and Joseph Lamb
(M.P. for Stone in Staffordshire) were all farmers. Who Was Who?
Vol 111 1929~·1940, p 179, Vol IV 1941~1950, pE'1050 and----6-Ss:----

143.

For a fuller account of Langford's candidacy, both as a Liberal in
191H and a NFU Independent in 1922, see David Ralf, "The Politics of
Agriculture: Farmers' Organisation and Parliamentary Representation
Herefordshire 1909--1922," Midland His
Val 2 No 3 (Spring
1974), pp 168~186.
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of Commons, and could act as a virtual fourth party, distinct from Unionists,
Labour or Liberals in questions affecting agriculture.

1 44

In the light of

his remarks the election success had understandably helped to restore some
of the NFU's battered confidence, especially as independent agricultural
labourers' union candidates had fared badly.
Raised expec tations were soon dashed, however, as Bo na r c-Law l s
administration proved to be as unresponsive to the c Laims of agriculture
as the Coalition.

The new sponsored M.P.s made little impact despite their

conscientious efforts on behalf of the NFU.

Mr Bradshaw's vision of a

fourth party soon proved to be illusory as party commitments continued
to override any loyal ty to agriculture.
was to set up a tribunal of invest

. d ustry. 145

111

All Boria r Law's government did

tion into the problems of the agricultural

This action did not appease the NFU as they already knew

what those problems were and Hanted action not words.
Meanwhile labour relations in the arable counties reached a crisis point.
Lock-outs occurred in Lincolnshire throughout 1922 and things came to a
head in Norfolk in March 1923.

A strike was called after local farmers had

attempted to increase the working Heek from fifty to fifty-four hours,
while trying to push wages under

ive shillings a week.

Frequent

reference by the Norfolk branch of the NFU to the possible introduction of
a working wage of eighteen shillings per Heek further inflamed the situation.
The National Agricultural Workers' Union understandably opposed these
proposals which they feared would undo every advance they had made since
the days of Joseph Arch.

They suspected, along with Rider Haggard, that

the NFU was trying to bluff the Government: into introducing agricultural
subsidies.

But if it was bluff it proved a c o s t ly mistake as the Government

1/-14.

NFU l~t:'_c.:.t?re~.1 Vol T No 3 (Dec 1(22), p 80.

145.

ibid.

Vol 1 No 4 (Jan 1923), p 9J and No 8 (May 1923), p 199.

remained indifferent and a bitter conflict ensued.

The old labourers of

Akenf ie Id vividly remembered the resentment which swept across the East
Anglian countryside.

] LI 6

-

The NFU was accused of vie timisation.

Things

became so heated that Henry Overman, Chairman of the Norfolk NFU, had to
call in police protection for his "voluntary" workers, described as
"blacklegs" by the labourers. 1"'7

Overall the NFU's intransigence seriously

damaged their image.
Eventually Ramsay MacDonald was called in to arbitrate and counsel
moderation and the farmers lost their case.

Both Stanley Baldwin, the

new leader of the Conservatives, and the Labour Opposition, promised to
reintroduce the Agricultural Wages Boards to prevent a repeat of such an
unpleasant and generally damaging dispute.

Baldwin was voted out and it

was left to HacDona l.d to r e-ee s t ab l Lsh the Wages Boards.

It was probably

the episode which the NFU would most like to forget.
But it must be made clear that the NFU were not merciless villains.
Even the official historian of the National Union of Agr Lcu Lt ur a'L Workers
concedes that the NFU was rather the hapless victim of economic circumstances.
He agrees that the Baldwin Government was as guilty for its inaction.
many ways the NFU was

El

In

pawn in a political game mani.pulated by the real

villain of the piece, the Government.

Matters would have got more out of

hand had a less moderate man than R.R. Robbins been in charge of the NFU
labour commi.ttee.

Many rank and file members wanted to smash the National

Union of Agricultural Workers.
extremist lobby.

But Robbins refused to give in to the

Evidence presented to the Royal Commission on Agriculture

also showed that there was some justification for the East Anglian farmers'

146.

Blythe,

148.

ibid.

P 198.

1

actions.

A rising labour bill accounted for about 20 to 25% of total costs

in the 325 accounts examined by the costings department of the Board of
1119
Agriculture, .

becomes clearer.

Hhen falling returns are placed against that cost the problem
Nevertheless even NFU national leadership must have felt that

there was little justification for such unreasonable action as the strike
episode wa s not mentioned in either the
report for 1924.

2~~~.c_~~,~.

or the annual labour committee

The only positive outcome of the affair was a hardening

of the NFU's determination that government must do something positive to
prevent a recurrence of similar in~iJents.

Headquarters discipline over

potentially dangerous actions by county branches was also increased.

It

was not coincidence that the NFU never again tried to reduce wages or lengthen
hours by employing such high-handed methods.
The NFU gained very little from either the Baldwin or MacDonald
Governemnts.

Visits by deputation to both administrations stressed that

agriculture must either have complete freedom or be granted protection if
those Governments desired to increase cereal production for the social well

b elng
ei

0f

1 natlon.
.
150
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The only mild success of these years was the

establishment of an NFU milk producers' scheme, whereby producers were united
through a system of county commit tees for purposes of collec tive barga.ining.
A joint committee was then formed with the milk wholesalers for purposes
of negotiation.

Increased prices resulted from these innovations in 1923

and the NFU set its sights on persuading every milk producer to join the
scheme.

151

The newly established Milk Publicity Council also promised to

alleviate milk producers' difficulties by initiating an advertising campaign
to stimulate increased competition and so ease the glut.

Minutes of Evidence'
Report of H.G.

The only other

BPP 1919 Cd.445 VIII Part 4,Appendix V.

tlUWC.L.L,

Final

Table 19.

150.

NFU Record, Vo] 11 No 2 (Nov 1923), pp 45-53,and ibid.
(Jan 92LI , P [\7.

No 4

151.

ibid. Vol I No 8 (Jul 1923), p 251 and Vol 11 No 1 (Oct 1923), P 3.
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innovation of note during these years was the establishment of a sugar beet
committee to w Ln support for the production of home grown sugar.
succeeded in negotiating higher prices for beet growers.

It even

15 2

Partnership wi t h the State was ended in 1924 when the central executive
decided that independence wa s preferable to "irresponsible" state inter-f erence and

'1 J contra
r o l."
c31cec
. . 153

t

Representatives were withdrawn from

the National Agricultural Council when that body c1abned to be the sole
,
151+
spokesman for agrlculture.

The NFU particularly resented this challenge

to its primacy within the rural political scene and testily proclaimed
that it stood "alone as the representative organisation of farmers in England
anel Wales.

,,155

This assertion of its authority produced results as the

NFU remained as a permanent fixture whereas the council soon disappeared
into oblivion.

The council's rapid demise consequent on the NFU's with-

drawal of support not only demonstrated the NFU's greatly increased influence
but bore out the NFU's claim that the council had become an anachronism
with the repeal of guaranteed prices.

15 6

As the NFU sagely anticipated,no more government help was forthcoming
from Labour than under the Conservatives.

They fully realised that the

subsidies or protection they wanted were desired by neither government nor
public.

Despite some expression of anti-socialist sentiment such as talk

of "Soviets",157 overall their criticisms of MacDonald were no more severe
than they had been of the ministries of Lloyd George or Bonar Law.

Most

of their energies were rather absorbed in opposing the Agricultural Wages
Boards.
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The NFU managed to win some concessions in the administration of the
new Boards even though they could not prevent their introduction.

County

boards were granted autonomy to make allowance for variations in local
conditions, while the NFU was still empowered to appoint members as

158

employers' representatives on the Boards.

An attempt was also made to

extend the milk scheme by setting up central distribution agencies for each
county.

Contract prices were stabilised and every milk producer was

.
l t ed to J01n
"
1
1
159
1nv1te
tle
SCleme.

When the Conservatives were re-elected with a big majority in October

1924 the NFU was realistic enough not to expect any better treatment for
agriculture.

They made clear their resolve to adhere to their own terms

by insisting that Baldwin issue a clear statement on agricultural policy
as soon as

'bI.e • 160

POSSl

His election promise that

"the great basic industry of agriculture should not be
merely preserved, but restored to a more prosperous
condition as an essentially balancing elemrCf in the
economic and social life of the country."
was treated as so much meaningless rhetoric.

His promise of a three party

conference to find a solution to the agricultural problem held out little
hope as the NFU would only be satisfied by action.

T.R. Ryland, president

of the NFU, in speaking at the NFU annual dinner at the time of the election,
who se speech was broadcast for the f Lr s t

time, made it clear that agricul t ur e

would continue to be run on economlc lines.

By that he meant farming for

livelihood rather than attempting to achieve self-sufficiency in food
supply, unless the State offered definite assistance to increase the arable
acreage.
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Education, research and co-operation were all very well, but
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ibid.
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ibid.
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agriculture desperately needed either hard financial support or complete
economic freedom. accompanied by relief from the burden of rates and taxes.
Baldwin went ahead regardless of the NFTIls disassociation of itself
from further inquiries and called the joint agricultural conference in early

1925.

The NFU refused to attend.

Conservative Covernment.

So began a stormy relationship with the

From this moment on the NFU gave top priority

to a demand to include agriculture under the proposed Safeguarding of
Industries Act.

The JZec:.<?yd reinforced this demand by claiming that several

membe r s of the Government had intimated that the Cons e rva t Lve s would
defiIhitely bring agriculture within the scope of this legislation.

16 3

Mr Amery, Secretary of State for the Dominions, had also promised to conslder
the needs of British agriculturalists in reaching Empire agreements, whil2
.
16/1
he conceded that industrial prosperity was based on agricultural prosper1ty.

His remarks were construed to mean that. the new Government would come to the
aid of agriculture, but any such promises were vehemently denied and
relations worsened.
The new Government's proposed tithe legislation only aggravated the
situation.

Tithe obligations were increased and extended for another

eighty-five years.

In essence the farmers' contribution to this extra

and pre-industrial form of indirect taxation was raised for the sole benefit
of the clergy.

Even the Central Landowners' Association agreed that the

1918 Tithe Act was less burdensome.

The NFU rather wanted equitable

redemption and a permanent settlement of the matter.
wanted tithes reduced and eventually phased out.
ttia
1 t

-l-I to 1lea "
.
. 1 r ecd tJ1 eb l. _
t1
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gCLevol1S

In other words they

It was little wonder
..
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Tithe Act was passed later in the year the scene was set for the Tithe Wars
of the 19308.

Although the NFU disapproved of the unconstitutional methods

of more militant farmers as opponents of tithe they continued to protest
this injustice.

166

Hostil!

towards the Government was expressed in the

rejection of proposals for rating reform and the provision of cheap credit
as

pa 11"
_. La t Lv e s ~ ,,167

11.

A white paper on agriculture presented in 1926 was

similarly condemned as inadequate becaUSE: it had been prE:pared in too
great a 1mu r ry ,

168

The continuation of the Wages Boards as set up by the

MacDona1d Government did not help matters either.

Relations with the

Government became so strained that the NFU was forced to undertake a
press campaign to counter the hostile criticisms of many Conservative
M.P.s who accused the NFU of acting in an ungrateful and vindictive fashion.
The NFU replied that it was a non-party organisation and would continue
to criticise any Government which did no t make constructive efforts to
assist agriculture.

l 69

They even ran their own candidate against the

Minister of Agriculture in the Bury St.Edmunds by-election in early 1926
.
to reglster
a

p~otest

1 C'Jovernment Is ·In.l.'
d i f f erence.1 7 OR e 1 a-lons
t I
.
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little in 1927 when the Empire Settlement Scheme was criticised for taking
away Britain's most needed labourers to 'Increase the compe ti t Lori
facing British farmers.

In the eyes of the NFU the bounties offered by

Dominion governments presented an example which the British Government
might usefully follow.

166.
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Vol XI No 2 (Nov 1932), P 30 or Vol Xl No 4 (U an 1933),
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Co~operatives

and producer boards were also rejected as possible

panaceas not requiring a large mnount of State assistance.

The NFU pointed

out that both the Canadian wheat pool and the New Zealand Dairy Board had
failed,172 while a report on
11 e. 173
were unaV01i.d a]

had revealed that losses

These were the arguments used to counter a growing
NFU should display a greater interest in marketing

body of opinion that
reform.

co~operative societies

The NFU countered such criticism by pointing to its efforts to

improve the marketing of hops, beetroot and milk.

1 74

The year finished

on another controversial note when Sir George Courthope's call for the
tion of agriculture was rejected as a "sham" and Baldwin was accused
once again of breaking his promise to include agriculture under the safet r Le s "!
'·1 t i
17 5
guarclng
0-f Lndu
. s~_egls_a_lon.
1,

The Government was not the only target of the wrath of the NFU.
The agricultural policies of both the Liberal and Labour parties were condemned
outright as hopelessly unrealistic and reeking of the attendant evils of
nationalisation and farming by regulation.

176

The NFU clearly had little

faith in any political party.
The introduction of

,

de-rated agrlculture

177

;:1

ne"

scheme of local taxation which completely

and the improvement of credit facilities under

the Agricultural Credits Act improved relations somewhat.

Some minor pieces
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For a fuller account of changes in local goverrnnent finance see
Herman Finer, ~.E :=..:~:.t=_, pp 407~!f14.
It is important to note that
derating wa s introduced to relieve industry as a whole of excessive
burdens rather than solely in response to NFU pressure.

of legislation such as the Fertiliser and

Feed~ng

St ffs Act to protect

••
farmers agains t fraud also raised the NFU ! s o p i.m.on
of t h e Government. 178

Nevertheless the NFU still criticised the
agriculture in any really meaningful way.

Cons(~rvatives

for failing to help

The return to the gold standard,

taking advantage of the Argentinian meat war and continuation of the Wages
Boards were all cited as policies detrimental to farmers' interests,179

The

Road Transport Bi1l,which vmuld enable the Railway Companies to extend their
operations into road transport,was also condemned as yet another exmnple of
Government

mo no po Li
i.t.e s

1
f:'
d up COE;ts, 180
t1at:orce

Alienation from the Conservative party coupled with the NFU's negative
attitude towards marketing reform increasingly forced it on to the defensive.
A growing number of influential periodicals including the _?yo_~~~~sh_ F~.:ner,

tator and
the

_~~jaY-.-1~ime.2,

along with J.W. Robertson Scott in a series of B.B.C.

talks, criticised the NFU for its apparent opposition to marketing re-arm.
f

181

The NFU's Gtance on thiG matter became increasingly difficult to justify
and its attitudes appeared to be unnecessarily unprogressive and negative.
Opposition to the 1'1inistry of Agriculture's proposal to introduce a scheme
182
for the compulsory licensing and inspection of bulls'
forced the NFU

into an even more isolated position.
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The central executive in response to this prompting stepped up its
contacts

with the marketing branch of the Ministry of Agriculture.

It also

came to supervise the activities of a growing number of co-operative concerns.
The NFU's apparently overt suspicion of the lack of sincerity in the
Government proposals to assist agriculture also received some justification
when it was proved right in refusing to attend a joint agricultural conference
called by Baldwin.

The only outcome of this conference was the decision to

.
set up yet anot h er comnuttee

f-"r.nqu i.r y . 184

0 -

Then as the General Elec tion came closer t he NFU and Government seemed
No independent NFU candidates were put

to reach an eleventh hour

Up for the 1929 election and the idea of direct parliamentary representation
was dropped to disappear entirely by the mid 1930s.

18"

~

A fear of Labour's

policy of placing land under public ownership decided the NFU that it should
support the Conservatives more closely.

In return contracts were granted

to farmers to supply the anned forces with food,186 a right the NFU had
demanded since 1910.

But the changed attitude of Government came too late

to be of any real significance, for the triumphant Labour party inherited a
policy of general indifference towards agriculture.

Self and Storing's

implication that the NFU moved closer to the Conservative camp during the
19208 clearly requires qualification.
onwards.
1930s.

187

That shift came from late 1928

NF'U bias towards the Conservatives only became c Le ar in the late
Overall the NFU remained true to its non-party principles throughout

the 1920s, as it had done from its inception.

It was far more successful

than the NZFU in adhering to a position of neutrality.
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But Self and Storing are correct
in asserting that the NFU remained neutral under the 1929-1931 Labour
Cov e r nmen t .
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(Feb 1929)

This decision was made

li
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While the NFU was haggling with the Ba Ldwi n G,overnment it somehow
managed to extend the range of its activities and improve its organisational
machinery, achieving a greater level of specialisation. sophistication and
professionalisation in the process.

Between 1924 and 1929 further separate

commi tt ee s were created to deal wi th the specialist problems of co-sope r at Lve s ,
tran~port.

woo ..
1
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market gardeners and orchardists,poultry farmers, marketing and
The statistics and legal departments were fully utilised and from

1922 onwards the

.Year1?_(?El~E

contained very detailed reports on price movements

and changes in wage rates, wh i l.e the intricacies of taxation were explained
in minute detail.

Each piece of legislation affecting farmers was also

fully explained and possible loopholes revealed.

The thoroughness and

detail of the research which provided such information contrasted with the
rather haphazard methods of collecting information employed by the NZFU.
No matter what negotiations the NFU was involved in it was as well equipped
with facts as could be expected.

It reached

Cl

level of p r ep ar edrie s s which

was not equalled in New Zealand until the establishment of Federated Farmers.
Such thoroughness in the research underlying its wide range of activities
helps explain why the NFU was able to achieve what it did when it operated
in such an unfavourable context.

It also explains why it proved more

effective than the National Union of Agricultural Workers which simply could
not afford to spend as much money on professional and sophisticated research.
In this sense the NFU set an example to the trade union
which Lnc r e asLng ly turned

its

movement in general

attention t owa r d s a more adequate researching

of issues and professionalisation of administration once recovery
began from the mid 1930s.
Despite these sophisticated back-up services, the Milk Marketing scheme
proved to be only a partial success.

A referendum held in 1928 failed to

lIE N.F.U . RECO RD.
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win the support of every producer for the NFU scheme and the principle of
individual bargaining was maintained.

Consequently, prices secured were

not as high as the NFU had hoped and their efforts were partially wrecked
by those farmers who feared they wou l d lose sales altogether unless they
agreed to the distributors'

terms.

The solution of the surplus milk problem

had to wait until the establishment of a compulsory state marketing body in
1933,189 a move much assisted by Thomas Baxter and Harry German of the NFU,
despite opposition from other members of the Council.
NFU fears of land nationalisation soon disappeared once the moderate
nature of the new Government became apparent and a short lived hope
developed that something constructive might be done for agriculture.
any such

But

were soon dashed by the stepping up of bnports of German

bounty fed wheat.

The termination of the armed services contract and the

high handed attitude of Dr Addison, the new Minister of Agriculture, because
of the NFU's opposition to his marketing reforms, rapidly convinced the
NFU that State assistance held out little hope.

Meaningful recovery and

restoration of a mutually advantageous partnership with the State had to
wait until the introduction of subsidies in the late 1930s.

Even more

important the exigencies of the Second World War forced the State to come
to the aid of agriculture and fostered the extension of partnership.
Despite the considerable difficulties of the 1920s the NFU can be
judged a success in the organisational sense for the period 1909 to 1929
for two major reasons.

First, it realised the principle of its main

objective; security of tenure, while it secured most of the reality of that
principle.

Only the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1947 was required to

confer on tenants the full advantage of ownership without the attendant
responsibilities.

189.

Second, once the nineteenth century ideal of tenant

NFU Record, Vol VIII No 1 (Oct 1929), pp 5-6.
(Oct--i935Y, pp 5--6.

ibid. Vol XII No 1
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right was realised, the organisation quickly adjusted to the harsh reality
of the twentieth century which confronted English farmers from 1921 onwards.
Increasing centralisation

and professional is at ion of its activities

converted the loose nineteenth century federation of county unions into a
sophisticated and truly natibnal pressure group, so typical of twentieth
century industrial society.

Also it was able to reorientate

ts policies

to cater for the large increase Ln the number of ownervo ccup Ler e which
occurred during the 19208.

The demand for improved and cheaper short-

term and long-term credit was particularly relevant to owner-occupiers.
These adjustments, coupled with the farmers' relatively greater monetary
resources enabled the NFU to fare much better than the indust.rial trade
unions during the difficult inter-war period.

The shift. from simple and

largely ineffective lobbying of Westminister to a more intimate and
regular partnership with Wllitehall was encouraged during World War I, but
hindered during the 1920s.

Nevertheless, the sometimes painful adjustment,

necessary to ~xtend the NFU's economic orientation and to enable it to
establish a truly reciprocal relationship with the State, was initiated
during the 1920s.

Generally the NFU also remained free of party entanglements.

The way for 'future advances was prepared, while the NFU managed to maintain
its democratic and voluntary character despite growing sophistication.
Unlike the NZFU the intermediary units, the counties, were able to exercise
a considerable

d~gree

of autonomy without undermining the effectiveness

of the national organisation.

Furthermore) as

the following chapter will

show,the counties managed to channel the energies of grass-roots activism
and localism into building a cohesive and dynamic yet flexible organisation.
There was still room of course for considerable improvements by 1929.
Marketing reform had to be more widely accepted and the autonomy of the
counties reduced a little more before the NFU was able to enter into a
really successful partnership with the State.

Self and Storing, S.E. Finer
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and J ,D, Stewart 190 have ahown how organisational improvements hastened by
the demands of the Second World

~br

. 191
successful working par t nar shi.p ,

facilitated the establishment of such a
Yet, when the consider able economic

difficulties and political disadvantages confronting English farmers for
the period 1909 and 1929 are coupled with the relative newness of the
organisation, its achievements appear much more impressive.

Relative to the

NZFU it was far more successful in the organisational sense.

It was united

in both its aims and operations and decidedly more sophisticated.
avoided the initial party entanglements of the NZFU.

It also

In comparison the

NZFU wa s an ill organised federation of almost completely autonomous provincial
units torn asunder by deeply entrenched parochial jealousies.

It represented

an insubstantial minority of New Zealand farmers and competed for the
loyalties of farmers with several other farmers' organisations.

It only

approximated the level of effectiveness and sophistication attained by the
NFU during the 19208 when it: was transformed into Federated Farmers in 19LI£1.
Once the deferential attitudes of English farmers gave way to a
determination to defend their own sectional interests, they rapidly evolved
an

effective pressure group,

The development of an organisation which

wielded an influence out of all proportion to the English farmers' numerical,
economic and political importance said much for the ability of the NFU's
leaders, the determination and enthusiasm of the majority of its members,
the flexibility of its structure and the sophistication of its lobbying
techniques.

Its influence was increased further during the late 1940s by

establishing a working partnership with the State.

But even by the 1920s

the NFU lived up to its motto "Defence-not-Defiance".

It had become one

of the most successful pressure groups in England.

190.

Self and Storing, S)E .(2.J:..t~, pp £,9-59, Finer, .0_~'..()~11EL~~2_.I~.~.:E~E~, pp 38-(,2
and Stewart, British Pressure
, pp 14-18 and 113-120.

191.

The major changes were a considerable increase in the professional staff
employed at London headquarters such as agricl'llltural economists, lawyers
and journalists; continuous consultation with the Ministry of
Agriculture especially over price fixing; and much greater use of the
media to express ar~ explain the NFU viewpoint to the public.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

"COMMITTEES AND ALE tr
'fHE NFU AT
THE COUNTY AND LOCAL LEVELS
__.,,--_.-_._--_._---,","..__
THE STORY OF THE KENT COUNTY BRANCH AND THE ivlAIDSTONE
AND STAPLEHURST BRANCHES
929
--'_~""-'--~-'--'-"'--".

.-.-"---_._~-'--_._-~-,--,------_._._-

The agriculture of Kent is not particularly representative of
English agriculture as a whole.

It lacks the stockrais

specialisation

of many of the northern and western counties, such as Cheshire aud Somerset,
and the arable concentration of Ea st Angli.a .
particular and market

Fruit and hop g rowi.ng in

ing to a lesser extent, assume a much greater

significance in Kent than in most counties.
accurately described as mixed and diverse.

Its agriculture can be
This very diversity enabled

many Kentish farmers to cope with the problems of both the depressions of
the 1880s and the inter-war period rather more successfully than their
. ..'1'1st counterparts 1n
. otler
1
.
1
more spec1a
count1es.

Responses to national

changes were, therefore, somewhat different from counties with less
diversified agricultural sectors.

The repeal of guaranteed prices in

1921, for example, had a much less traumatic effect on Kentish farming

1.

For a review of developments of Kentish agriculture see:
G.II. Garrad,
A
Of The
(London 195 f l ) .
Graver, "The
Chambers Family
tt ehe ad , "A Sketch of the Agriculture
of Kent," Journal of the
icultural Societ of
land Series
3 ValID 1899 , pp 429
John Whyman, "A Sk e t ch Of Eco nomLc Development In Kent, 1600-1900,"
Unpublished paper, University of Kent, pp 23-37,and Haggard,
cit,
Vol I, pp 137-173.
Each of these accounts stresses the amaz
diversity of Kentish agriculture and concedes that it helped in
mit
ting the effects of the depression of the 1880s.
Even the men
who carried out the inquiries for tIle Royal Commissions into agricultural
and rural dE:population had to admit that Kent was mildly effected
compared with other counties. "Royal Cornmis s Lon Into The Subject of
Agricultural Depression, "Final
r t : BPI' 1897 Cd. 89[0 XV Part 1,
pp 15-16 and p 543; First General
t· BPP 1894 Cd.XVI Part 1,
pp 471-513;and "Report On The Decline In The Agricultural Population
of Cre.a t Britain, 1881-'1906," BPP 1906 Ccl.3273 XCVI, pp 608, 618-'619,
648-649, 673, and 685 (24, 34, 64, 89 and 101).
Adjustment to the
increased competition from fore
cereals was rapid.
The area under
corn production fell from 83% of the total agricultural area in 1868
to 38% in 11398, wh Ll.e the area u nd er fruit doubled.
Wldtehcnd, ~(!l),.~:,L~, p 2.
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than it did on East Anglian agriculture.

NevertheleEis, the impact of the

repeal was still greater than might be supposed because a considerable area
of pasture was converted to arable production during the war years.
in general decontrol of the hop industry

3

2

But

caused much greater consternation

to Kent farmers whether they belonged to the NFU or remained outside the
organisation.

Proximity to both London and the continent was another factor

which made Kent something of a distinctive county, although it was Little
different from other South Eastern counties, such as Sussex or Surrey, whose
agriculture was mixed 4 and whose overall character could be summed up as
Ld en t La
i.a LI r a t 1he r
reSJ..

t

1nan Lndu
i nd s t r i. a ...
J 5

The lack of large estates resulting

from the adoption of the French custom of gavelkind, or equal division
.
.
,
o f a ho.Id a.rig
amongst a ]..J t h e owners ' sons, rat tie r t h an pr Lmog
eru.t.ur
e,6
also marked Kent off as being distinctive.

But not too much notice should

2.

Between 1914-18 Kent's arable area rose from 294,000 acres to 434,000
acres or about half of the total cultivated area. Garrad,.Q£ ci~., p 4.

3.

In 1915 Kent still produced 75% of England's hops and 71% in 1925.
_':!.9urnc0-__of tl"!..00Y!l1 J~.&ricultural Society of Englm~~, Val 76 (1915),
p 160 and Vol 86 (1925), P 180. Although the hop acreage had declined
from 21,335 acres or 3% of the cultivated area of Kent to 16,261
acres or 2.4%,hops remained an important component of Kentish
agriculture over the period under study.

4.

The "Report On The Decline In The Agricultural Population Of Great
Britain, 1881-·1906," placed Kent in Division IIA with Berkshire,
Hampshire, Surrey and Sussex, a grouping whose agricultural economics
were mixed and characterised by active hop, fruit and poultry sectors.

5.

Although Kent's population was no longer predominantly rural (the 1911
census classified 30% of Kent's population as rural and 70% as urban),
there was a lack of large urban concentrations or of heavy industry.
The largest town was Chatham with a population of 42,250, while most
Kent's people lived in small or medium sized towns like Canterbury
(24,626), Tunbridge Wells (35,897), or Margate (27,080). Dormitory
and resort towns had been growing since the middle of the nineteenth
century and Kent's population was increasingly becoming provincial and
surburban rather than truly urban or rural. Its predominantly surburban
and rural nature was also reflected in the stranglehold of the
Conservatives over the whole county. Everyone of its H.P.s belonged
to the Unionist party at the time of the NFU's formation, and Kentish
Liberal candidates were generally doomed to a long stay in the political
wilderness, The percentage of holdings under fifty acres in extent was
also slightly below the national average in 1901, (65.7% for Kent against
65.6% for England). Information on Kent population taken from fens.us
of
and Wales, 1911, Vol 1. j,c1ministrative Areas; BPP 1912-13
Cd.6258 CXI, Table 10,pp 190-200; and
t On The Decline In
Agricultural Population", p 712 (128).
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be taken of this factor as by 1900 small owner c-occup Le r s were no more
important within Kent than in the rest of England.

Tenancy-at-will was

the predominant form of land-holding and was only slightly below the

.
1 norm. 7
nat Lona
Despite these various

tors which at first glance appear to make

Kent into something of an atypical county within the agricultural sphere,
the Kent branch of the NFU is as valid as any other for a closer study
at the county level.

The organisational functioning of each county was

theoretically identical.

Furthermore, the range of variation within

Kent.ish agricult.ure b e twe en the hop, fruit and corn producing region of
the Weald, the stock raising and fruit growing downlands and t.he sheepgrazing concentration on the marshlands, was representative of English
farming as a whole.

Hop and fruit. growers, sheep breeders, dairy farmers,

market gardeners, poultrymen, and mixed arable and stock farmers, all
belonged to the Kent branch.

Kent was also one of the largest county

branches, in terms of both absolute numbers and the proportion of farmers
represented, further height.ening the validity of singling it out for

. ]. attentlon.
.
8
spec la
useful in

th~lt

national norms.

The atypical aspects of its agriculture are also

they provide an opportunity to pinpoint var i.ant s from
Finally, a largely complete set

of records on the

activities of not only the county executive, but of a typically large
market town branch in Maidstone and of an average small rural branch
located in the v i Ll.ag e of SUl plehurst, made possible an in depth investigation

7.

Although there had once been a significant yeoman group within Kent
by 1898 75% of the agricultural land was held by tenants, despite a
slight increase in owner-occupancy arising out of depression.
ibid.
Tenants also increased by about 300 b e t we e n 1881 and 1901. "Report
On The Decline" In The Agricultural Popu1ation," p 698 (llLI).

8.

In 1919 the Kent branch had 2,500 paid up members representing 73.5%
of the total number of Kentish farmers.
This made Kent the ninth
largest branch in absolute terms with the tenth best representation
of local farmers.
NFU .Y.~lJ::..l~~<:>.h, 1919, p 77.
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Fig 7:

Graph of the growth of the Kent County Branch of the NFU
1908-1929.

of the NFU at

of its various levels.

A study of every county would

require several dissertations and as the writer was based in Kent with
limited resources, both of finance and time, it was the logical choice.
Even i f

ing discrepancies did occur in relation to the experience of

the organisation as a whole they could always be reported, but this does
not seem to have been the case.
The major activities and empha s i.s of the Kent branch were variations
on the themes played by the national Council rather than jarringly different
melodies.

Relations with the central executive were generally harmonious

and discord was infrequent.

Some Kent delegates such as Percy Manwaring

even played a significant role in shaping national policy.

Overall the

level of agreement between county and national executive was far greater
than that of the NZFU Dominion and provincial executives.

If there was

discord it tended to exist more between local branches and the county
executive.

Local Kentish problems, especially the difficulties confronting

the hop industry, obviously assumed greater significance than at the
national level.

More routine activities\vhich directly affected the

everyday life of farmers, suc.h as the provision of legal aid and negotiation
for lower freight rates from the railway companies, were also drawn in
stronger relief.
In the organisational sense the county branch was a smaller scale
model of the national Council.

Its executive was made up of delegates

from the local branches, just as the Council comprised county
representatives.

Likewise sub-committees we.re appointed from 1918

onwards to cleal with specific problem".
Even the grmvth pattern of the Kent branch was remarkably similar
to that of the NFU as a whole, as can be seen in the accompanying graph.
The only variation was a decline in the early 19201'3 wlten membership for
the organisation as a whole reached a plateau.
membership seems to have been c au s ed by

Cl

This temporary drop in

d ec Li.ne in and occasional
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disappearance of some of the more isolated and less active branches.

The

large market town of Haidstone held constant, and this seems to have been
true of other large branches such a s Roch e s t e r or Ashford .Th I s understandable response to depression caused the County branch major organisational
problems, but from 1926 onwar d s it managed to stabilise its numbers.
Complete recovery. however, did not occur until the return of better times
in the mid 19308.

9

The phases of development of the Kent branch of the NFU were also
similar to those of the organisation as a whole.

An initial period of

establishment, during which attention was focu,:,>c:d. on opposing the
introduction of hop substitutes in beer manufacture and on amending the
operations of the National Insurance Act, was followed by a major burst
of activity during the First World War.

Considerable efforts were made

to raise funds for patriotic causes via innumerable jumble sales, while
the Kent branch of the NFU played the leading local role in co-operating
with the Board of Agriculture in converting pasture to arable production.
Branch members also played the dominant role in the war-time agricultural
commi.ttees.

A chrorric labour shortage was as much of a problem as any-:

where else in England.

It was hardly surprising, therefore, that a good

deal of the Kent executive's energies were absorbed In efforts to acquire
substitute labour and in keeping skilled labourers out of the
trenches.

As the war came to a close the executive determined to back

up the efforts of the national Gouncil to entrench war-tj~e advantages
through being active at the local level, especially through agitating
for the continuance of hop control..

An NFU candidate was considered for

the 1918 election but was eventually withdrawn and attention was turned

9.

By 1935 the Kent branch had about 2,600 pai.d up members and that
figure rose to 4,371 in 1946.
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instead to increasing representation on the
flurry of activity he

'w,,"JUUL

i1.

All this

popularise the branch and it reached it

membership prior to World War 11 in 1920.
of the branch was nearly as rudely interrupted

The smooth progre

as that of t he NFU as a whole by the re
Attention was increas

of the guaranteed prices.

turned to survival and labour relations, but

the working of the conciliation committees assumed more importance than
winning compensation for arable land.

The question of decontrol of the

hop industry also continued to he a matter of paramount importance and
the branch scored a minor triumph in delaying decontrol until 1925"
decontrol came an

atten~t

l.vhen

was made to encourage co-operative marketing

wi t h the establishment of

ish Hop Growers

Limited, but this voluntary

successful and it collapsed in 1929.

enterprise was not particular

It

was left to state a s s Ls ted marketing schemes with powe rs of compulsion to
rescue the hop industry duI'

the 1930s.

Considerable efforts were also made during the 1920s to work the
NFU milk scheme within Kent, but the apathy of individual producers
frustrated its success.

Apathy in general caused the county executive

considerable anxiety throughout the 1920s and several smaller branches
struggled to survive.

Partly in an effort to off-set declining enthusiasm

the county executive stepped up its contribution to a more progressive
approach to farming by pcoviding the East MaIling
financial support.

Research Station with

Fruit-shows were also instigated and lectures from

officials of the Ministry of Agriculture and staff members of Wye
Agricultural College, were organised for the benefit of NFU members.

A

la l empna
I si.s
' wa s ai.so
1
greater soc iar
bnparted during the 1920s to revive

flagging rank and file interest.

An annual dinner and dance was

along with occasional card

s , wh iLe shows, ploughing matches and

best-kept farm competitions were resurrected.

introduced

Meetings were held with

"Ho!'

;;cll:-TITCTES."

~Il'. T
],rIS l"f'('('11I1r l,n,LI'cl"crnl '1nr'sti0n~ to answer
tho allu\'c nlhtru;;u i-'llLjl'ct. Arc 111 fnp I)llhstitllf('~111 liko tliis ?

Hr Punch on lIap substitutes.
1.90B.

on

Punch , II?' Nov

"r"""",.,--~_.,~-

greater regularity in hotels in a desperate attempt to enliven proceedings.
But even the pure beer made from the best hops in the "garden of England"
failed to rouse the rank and file membership to bother with anything more
than survival during the 1920s.
council elections,
generally

PTlPr'U!'1

On the other hand successes in county

tat ion over tithe and rating burdens and the

ic endeavours of the county executive ensured that:

ground was not lost.

Coping wi t h the difficulties of the hop industry

then rather than corn production, provided the only significant variation
on the patterns of growth,

0

g anLe a tLonaI procedures and phases of development

of the NFU at the national level.

I.

TIle Activities of the Coun

Executive 1908-1929

The Kent Fanners' Union wa s formed sometime in the summer of 1908 10
shortly before the NFU was created out of the scattered county unions.
Most of its energies were initially absorbed with propaganda efforts and
in supporting local farmers' clubs and the East Kent Chamber of Agriculture,
in their agitation for the introduction of a Pure Beer Bill to prohibit the
use of hop substitutes in brewing.

The need for amendments in the working

of the National Insurance Act, especially in relation to casual hop and
f.r u t. t

.
'1
1 s e at J
' ".i.oc a.i
1 o r g anLs
.a.t
.Lo ns , 11
. . 1 r s j was
p i.cke
a 1 so taken
up wi. t l'1 t.he
re.r

10.

The
of the Kent executive, Jim Hillier French, in writing
up the history of the branch in 1922 claimed that the Kent Farmers'
Union wa s established in
190B, after the Langley and Otham ftl'te.
~D.?~l rIl..::'lJ:,_o f ,Sl~_}~!::.t:.._t:...C!:.:r:~f.l.E?:! s '__lln i <2_1~ , V0 1 XI No !f (Apr 19 22), P 1 2 B .
But according to the Kent Mes
er and Maidstone Tel
, 1 Aug
1908, the Otham and Langley Rural Labourers
e was not held until
the end of July.
The two co-founders of the Kent Farmers' Union,
H.G. Chambers and W.S. Austin, we.r e the chairman and vice-chairman
of the fltte committee, so the later date appears to be the more likely
one.
Howev er , there if) no argument over the fact that the Kent union,
like the Lincolnshire Farmers' Union, was established at a meeting
held in a local hotel.

11 .

NFU Y..E:~E}2.()ok, 1910, p 56 and 1912, p 94.
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Railway companies were frequently petitioned over the need to reduce fares
for the transport of hop-pickers from London and to improve facilities for
the carr

of fruit which ",as easily damaged.

12

The provision of

1

aid, particularly in such matters as compensation for disturbance, damage
. .ln translt
. ana
, Sleep
1
.
13 toot
1 up t h e remalner
. d
1
to .f rUlt
worrylng,
or t1e
r-

executive's time in the pr e-wa r period.

This involvement with such legal

matters further convinced the Kent County executive that the Agricultural
Holdings Act of 1908 required further amendment and that preferential rail
tariffs on foreign produce should be abolished.

Policy

object~ves

formulated by the: national Council seemed to have considerable relevance
at the county level and accurately reflected the views of many Kentish
fanners.
During its early years the Kent county branch failed to extend its
activities much beyond the Weald, a I though one of the e a rLdes t branches was
established at Ashford to serve the
downlands area.

and dairying farmers of this

Some early branches were also established in the
raising area in the northern marshlands of the Isle

predominantly

of Sheppey at Eastchurch, and in the dairying and market gardening north
] 1+

western region at Rochester.·

Progress in the east of Kent and the

Romney Marsh area was slower and branches were not established in either
of these districts until 1918.

As noted in Chapter Four the Canterbury

Farmers' Club held the allegiance of local farmers more than the Maidstone
Farmers' Club which was rapdily absorbed by the Maidstone branch of the
NFU.

Furthermore, even during the 1920s the Canterbury Farmers' Club

12.

ibid. 1912, pp 9 /f-96.

13.

ibid. pp 93-94

1 If •

i bid. 1 9 10, p
Vol Xl No 4 (

'j

6, 19 1 3, p 1 5/ j ? a n cl:.J.~~~~~11~1}:-_(~L1J.!.~:.JS::'0.!:._~:~ rm~.E..13_'_[!.!~~<2..r:. '
Apr 1922), pp 128-129.
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managed to run well attended monthly meetings when the Canterbury branch
of the

NF~

struggled to organise regular meetings and seldom seemed able

to induce a reasonable level of attendance.

1S

This variation in the level

of support between the West and East of Kent may have resulted from the
traditional distrust exist

between the "Kentish men" and the "men of

Kent", but its explanation is

rather more mundane.

Many more

farmers lived on the Weald than in any other part of Kent and hence the
concentration of branches in that area.

Wealden farITs

larger and Wealden farmers more prosperous.

were also generally

They were able to afford time

off farm wo r k more easily.
Despite this mixed reception in the different parts of Kent, the
Kent branch managed to attract every type of Kentish farmer into its
r ank s and eventually established eastern branches.

Hembership grew

steadily and the executive's confidence grew in proportion.
co-operation with the Stat

Greater

through participation in the war-time

agricultural committees boosted their confidence even further and in
December 1916 the branch launched the first newspaper published by the

monthly publication wa s very similar in Lay -ou t and content to the NFU
Record as established in 1922, and clearly provided headquarters with
a very useful precedent,

ially when it proved to be financially viable.

As was the c se with the Lnsurance scheme the national council waited
until a regular newspaper was proven on the county level before

~n-

plementing such a project at the national level.

15.

Kentish Gazette and Canterhu
Press, 1918-1929, and
pp 190--191. The Canterbury Fanners Club membersbip
was also double that of the Cant
branch of the
it must be remembered that the Club included persons
farmers.

Carrad,
of over 200
NFU. although
other than

The confidence inspired by the launching of the.
J~OO

further still in 1917 as merriliership climbed to
to two Council delegates.

~T.9JL~,Eal

increased

and entitled the county

Influence at headquarters was bolstered

considerably as their representatives could now propose and second
resolutions sent up by the Kent executive.

16

The appointment of Kent's

able secretary, Percy W. Cox, to the NFU's r eco ns truc t Lon committee, further
cemented the branch'

growing stature within the national council.

Host of the executive's time wa.s taken up in 1917 with finding
substitute labour and in seeking assistance to enable hop growers to adjust
to the reduced and restricted requirements of the brew i.ng industry.

Hhen

Hr Prothero visited Haidstone in late February 1917 a very large deputation,
organised by the county executive, waited on him to stress the need for
more casual labour and to recommend that skilled labour be exempt from
military service.

Accusations of unpatriotic behaviour were vigorously

denied, while the special problems of Kentish farmers were fully elaborated.
Prothero listened with sympathy and did what he could, but the demands of
the military still obviously held top priority.

The deputation was also

followed up by a request to the Kent County Council to assist in finding
alternative labour.

18

This combined pressure won some concessions although

the slow turn of the war in the allies' favour was probably far more
important in wresting such concessions from the reluctant authorities.
Hore agricultural labour was made available, especially in 1918 when access
to both soldier and female

17.

18.

-.:.~bi~!.

labour was secured through the agency of the

pp 102-107.
2,200 farmers and friends were reported as present
at the meeting. It was very much a show of force of a different kind.
p 91.

17

.
. 1 t ur a.L"I comrm. t t e e s . 19
wa re t Lme
agr i.cu

Heet

were also arranged with Kent

teachers' representatives to clarify the NFU's attitude towards boy labour
and to reinforce further the efforts of the national executive at the
.

county level.

2()

Concern with the labour shortage was quickly switched to the hop
industry in Harch 1917 \-lhen a production limit of ten million barrels of
beer \-las announced.

Initial

this announcement threw the executive into

a quandary as the demand for

had already declined prior to World War I 21

and the new restriction seemed catastrophic in its implications.

But the

executive quickly regained its composure and called a meeting to discuss the b
means of reduc

hop acreage.

The meet

resolved to demand voluntary

grubbing or non-cultivation in preference to compulsory grubbing.
asked that all imports of fa
.
"I
22
to prevent rUlnous
g.uts.

It also

hops be prohibited for up to ten years
This decision was followed up by a series of

deputations, quickly arranged by the Ho p s , Fruit and Vegetable committee
at London headquarters, to the Board of Agriculture.

Each deputation

urged the adoption of voluntary solutions and their efforts were backed up
at the local level through support given to the Hop Growers' Association,
whose executive included several prominent Kent NFU members such as

19.

ibid. Vol IT No 1 (Jul 1917), p 7.

20.

ibid. Vol III No 1 (Jan 1918), pp 25-26.

21.

As noted earlier in the chapter the production of hops was falling off
from the end of the nineteenth century o nwar d s . Tl1€-; decline occurred
mainly because of increased competition resulting from the import of
f
hops, the greater use of artificial substitutes by the breweries
and a fall in demand which was related to a drop in the per capita
consumption of ale as drinking fasllions changed.
Furthermore, hop
was always a risky enterprise \-lith its high overhead costs,
its dependence on
\-leather for ripening and its susceptibility to
disease and infestation with insect pests.
Profitabili
was probably
declining but Graver's study suggests that hops still earned substantial
pr ofits up to 1918.
, ppl, Band 25 ..·/[2.
It wa s hardly surprising/
therefore, that threatened reduction of hop acreage caused such alarm.

225
W.W. Berry, in offering concerted opposition to compulsory grubbing.
Ev.eritua l.Ly the central Counc i l agreed to give their full support to Kent's
opposition to compwt s or y so Lu tLo ns , provided the call for a ten year import
embargo was dropped.

23

After an involved series of negotiations with both

the Board of Trade and the brewers' representatives an agreement was reached
by which hop control would be continued into the po s c-war situation and
crop reduction would remain voluntary.

The Board of Trade also made an

advance loan available when trading banks threatened to refuse loans on

. k y crop. 24
t h e rlS

Although it turned out to be a temporary arrangement,

a palliative rather than a long term solution, it represented something
of a minor success for the Kent executive as it provided the hopgrowers
with badly needed time in which to adjust to dramatically altered
circumstances.
But the Kent county branch was not exclusively concerned with labour
shortages and the hop industry.

At the 1917 A.G.N., for example, they

echoed the pr9test of the national council at the offer of 55% over prewar prices for commandeer wool to colonial farmers when English' farmer s
were only offered a 35% increase.

25

Early in 1918 the executive

negotia teel an increase in the price of hay from £ 7 to £8 per ton after a

wt tl t1e
1 Department
protractec1 wrang Lee Wltll

Oi"F'00 d

.
26
Pro d uctlon.

But such

actions made up only a minor part of the executive's activities as it
increasingly

t

ur ned it,\, energies towards answering the Government's call

23.

NFU ~ear~_~~,

1917, pp 17~18.

24.

Journal of the Kent Farmers'

25.

ibid. Vol I No 2 (Peb 1917), p 91.

26.

ibid. Vol 11 No 2 (Feb 1918), p 35.

Vol IT No 2 (Feb 1919), p 35.

to increase the area under arable production.

at the 1918

A.G.M. in January, Colonel Cornwallis, chairman of the Kentish War
Agricultural Cou@ittee, congratulated the county executive in the
considerable effort they had given him in this work.

But still only

45,000 acres of the hoped for 65,000 acres for corn production had heen
_
.\ 27
(:oun(
.

Yet by the end of the war most of the land was obtained and as

we have already observed the acreage under the plough was increased
dramatically.

Clearly, the Kent NFU had carried out its intermed

role b e tween the agricultural war committees and the local farmers wit h
considerable effic

Successful partnership b e t.we eri the Government

and the NFU at the national level was

duplicated at the county level.

This increased degree of partnership caused such an increase in the
executive's work load that Bernarc1 Champion, "a large and successful farmer,"
was forced to resign from the (ounty Chairmanship in late 1917, because
he could not afford three
required. 28

a week away from his farm which the office

The war effort Has clearly converting essentially amateur

offices into virtually professional positions.

This development was to

pose problems to the branch for smaller farmers became wary of accepting
higher office.

But it also had some beneficial effects in that every

member became awar e that office holding involved considerable comrn i.tmerrt;
There was no room for the half-hearted amongst the county leadership.
As the war drew to a close the executive became acutely aware that
concerted political action was required if war-time advantages were to be
entrenched in peace-time.

Alfred Dyson-Laurie, a Hell-to-do pig, horse

and cattle breeder, active in local politics in the Sevenoaks area and
a member of t he Kent T/Jar

icultural Cooouittee, was selected as the

27.

ibid.

28.

ibid. Vol 11 No 5 (Nov 1917), P 95, and Vol VII No 6 (Jun 1920),
pp 136-·137.

branch's parliamentary candidate as early as July 1917.

29

This proposal

to run an independent candidate represented a concrete response to headquarters' call to found "a di stLnc t party of some thirty members at

so

Westminster. !I'

It seemed to have a \vide degree of rank and file support

. 31

judging by letters to the Journal.

But despite the initial enthusiasm

the scheme was dropped on further consideration.
:Lt was f u t iLe 'to run an Lnd ep end en t

It soon hecame apparent that

candidate in' such a staunchly Unionist area

Seemingly the Kent executive were more aware of the Lo ca I political
realities and the importance of the urban vote than the six county branches
who ran independent candidates in 1918.

A factor which contributed to

this shift in policy was dissatisfaction expressed by some branches at

'
. n o fr I.aur i. e. 32
not b e i.ng
c orrsu.1 teeI over t 1le s e 1Lect Lo
wa s the branch I s

.
But more Lmpor
t an t

realisation that they could achieve more through

utilising existing contacts with both main parties and by increasing their
representation on the county council.

With this realisation the notion

of sponsoring a Unionist candidate as an NFU representative was also
dropped.
Emphasis turned instead to questioning candidates on the basis of
the NFU par Ldament.ar y programme and publ Lsh Lng the names of those pledged
to support that programme.

Greater use was made of a prominent local

29.

ibjd. Vol 11 No 2 (Aug 1917), pp 37--3e.

30.

ibid.

31.

ib~A. e.g.
Letters favourable to the scheme were received from
A.J. Hf.ckman and "Agrarian" in Vol 1, No 2, (Jan 1917),PP 47-/+'<3
and W.H. Judge (an old and respected member) in Vol III No 2
(Feb 1918), pp 43-44.

32.

ibid. Vol 11 No 1 (Jul1917),p 7.

Lau r Le appeared to come
from the lower ranks of the gentry as he was educated at Harrow,
started his career in the City and had an uncle who was a general.

Unionist, T.D. Harris,33 who aa t on the Kent executive and also of two
active Liberals who belonged to the branch, hI.H. Berry and Arthur Amos.
Then the greater viabili

3Lf

of winning seats on the Kent County Council

and the relative independence from party constraints which such a policy
would produce, drew the executive further away from the notion of running
an independent parliamentary candidate.

After all lobbying from within

the Unionist party was easier and less financially demanding than running
a candidate against this powerful and wealthy organisation.

Such tactics

also involved less risk of alienating what little support the NFU had
within the party.
The executive also prepared for the obviously crit:Lcal po s t--war
period in other ways, particularly through reorganising the administration
of the County brauch on the lines set d own by the central Reconstruction
Committee.

The rather unwieldy executive of nearly 100 members was divided

33.

Har r Ls was an active member of the Unionist extra-parliamentary party
at both the local and national levels, who tried hard to prorr~te
NFU policiies within the party. In 1912, for example, he attended
the annual party conference at Jvlanchest.er where he st.ressed that.
agriculture should not be excluded from any benefits accruing from
changes in fiscal policy. This advocacy required some courage as
t.he viewpoint was not. well received by the conference. As he was
also a member of the Hop Growers' and Pickers 1 League, he also kept
the problems of the hop indust.ry before his party. M. L. ~.~_ Supplement,
4 Mar 1913, p 3. Ha nr Ls was clearly the obvious choice as chairman
of theO:mnty Parliamentary sub-committ.ee, especially once he was
elected to the C(1unt.y C~:nll1cil in 1921. Journal of the Kent Fanners'
QI!2c~, Vol X No 6 (1921), p 176.
Once h·~··;as·~~-ppoint.ed-t·;--thB-··E,.t;b"::
committee chairmanship he put his contacts t.o good use by urging the
triumphant Unionist conference of late 1922 to support agriculture.
_:.i::.!?l:~.' Vol XIII, No 1 (Jan 1923), p 26.
He managed to place his loyalties
to t.he NFU before those oN his party and was an effective sectional
advocat.e as such.

34.

As not.ed in chapter four Berry and Amos were active in both local
Liberal affairs and the Hop Growers' and Pickers' League. They did
their best to place problems related to compensat.ion for disturbance,
as well as the difficulties confronting hop farmers, before the party.
The Agricultural Holdings Act of 1923, in fact incorporated many of
the recommendations ""hich Amos bad made within the Canterbury
Farmers' Club for many years.

into more manageable sub-committees.

Everyday problems we r e handed over

to the Finance and General Purposes committee, made up of the chairman of
the various sub-vcomm i t t ee s , which was empowered to make decisions wit hou t
broader consultation in matters of urgency.
were also readjusted.

Quotas for branch representation

Previously branches under fifty members had been

allocated two delegates on the county executive with only one further
delegate allotted for up to 399

m~nbers.

After 1919 representation at the

county executive level was restricted to branches with over 100 members,
while one extra d

te was granted for every additional 220 members.

The

serious und er-r ep r e s ent.a t Lon of the larger branches and disproport.ionate
over-representation of the small branches was thereby corrected.
significant organisational

The other

was the decision to hold every third

county executive meeting in Canterbury to make attendance easier for delegates
from the East of Kent.

35

It was hoped that these adjustments would more adequately answer the
administrative needs of a body whose spectacular growth had outstripped
the original organisational structure which was designed to cope with a
much more modest membership.
putting the (;punty branch's
effective u s e ,

Organisational refinement was also geared to
much increased financial resources to more

Furthermore] the impending change of subscription assessment:

from an acreage basis to rental value promised a further rise in funds,
wh Lc h the branch could not afford to squander through ineffectual and
antiquated organisational procedures.
When these structural

C"""cc,.'CC'"

were completed priorities were

exter~ed

from delaying decontrol of the hop industry to postponing decontrol of the
fruit industry.

r:

,3 :J.

Journal of
Vol VII No

Attention also shifted away from the general elections

Vol V No 2 (Feb 1919), p 34 and

230

of 1918 to the

~~unty

in both spheres.

Council elections of 1919.

Successes were secured

Decontrol of the fruit industry was suspended and eight

.
I. l I
1 Kent County C
' 36
of- t h e n1ne
N'-FU canC1cates
were d
e.ecte to tle
JounC1_.
J-

Advantage was taken of these twin successes by stepping up recruitment and
propaganda efforts.

Special NFU tents were set up at showdays, ploughing

matches and rural f~te,;, while pamphlets were distributed throughout the
county and speakers were sent into the countryside.
of such endeavours were spectacularly successful.

Up to 1920 the results
Every farmer in some

areas such as Hawkhurst parish belonged to the NFU by 1920, while 85% of
farmers in the

To~)ridge

area were members.

37

Overall nearly 82% of

Kentish farmers belonged to the branch.
It was hardly surprising that a general feeling of well being and
confidence permeated

all levels of the branch.

'I'ha t feeli.ng was

enhanced when the hop controller, George Foster Clark, credited the Kent
NFU at their first annual dinner with having made its influence felt over
the hops issue. He added that the Minister of Agriculture would probably
agree, albeit reluctantly, to continue hop control for another five years.

38

'F)

There was even some talk of an "awakening" amongst the farming community.-The Agriculture Act provided a rallying point for focusing this wave of

36.

ibid. Vol V No 2 (Feb 1919), p 35.

37.

ibid. Vol VIII No 5 (Nov 1920), p 117.

38.

ibid. Vol VII No 2 (Feb 1920), p 41. The strong Kentish connection
with the hops question was personalised by Foster Clark as he was
Mayor of Maidstone.

39.

ibid. Vol VIII No 6 (Dec 1920), pp 146-148. This was the title to an
article by "Quill," a regular contributor to the Journal.
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enthusiasm.
"Heed not talk by Bledisloes,
Ernles, or even Lees
Tell them straight to go to
Where it doesn't freeze
Amend the 'Agriculture Bill'
")" fr e ed
" "fU
(urreecom
to restore,
wrote the defiant A.H.L. Bohrman of Winkhurst Green, Idle Hill, as the
executive gave the measure their full support.

The rank and file members

had their chance to express their support at a mass meet
Maidstone in December 1920 and turned out in large numbers.

held in
This meeting

made it quite clear tha t the Bill represented the v i.ews of the majority of
Kentish farmers rather than the desires of a small militant minority as
Lord Bledisloe and Lord Ern1e claimed.

Ld

Solidarity w l th the national

Council was also signified by the attendance of the national secretary at
the 1920 A.G.M. and the national president-elect nearly every year thereafter.
Confidence also blossomed in the potentially difficult area of labour
relations as the branch won most of the employers' seats on the Kent
] ur a. L Hages Board. 43
Agr i.cul.t

But by early 1921 these feelings of optimism were beginning to give
way to a more cautious attitude.

The

Chairman, Percy Manwaring,

speaking at the January 1921 A.G.JVl., referred to "the rough roads of the
future."

He hoped that the NFU wou l.d act as a steam roller to smooth down

Vol VIII No 1 (Jul 1920), p 15.

40.

ibid.

41.

ibid.
Vol VIII No 6 (Dec 1920), p 161.
Kent was well within the
consensual mainstream of the organisation over this matter as fortythree of the for
Lgh t county executive" were in complete agreement
wi.t h the Bill, while t hr e e were no n-ec otnm i tal, one gave qualified support:
and only one opposed it.
460 local branches had also discussed the
measure with 400 completely in favour, forty-three g~ving qualified
support and only seventeen directly opposing the measure.

42.

G.T. Apps, national sec
spoke to the 1920 A.G.JVl., and his
replacement, A.D. ALIen s po ke to the January, 1921 A.C.M.
J. Dona Ld son ,
na tiona1 vice-chairman and p r e s i.d en t e-eLec t, addressed the December
1921 A.C.JVl. and established a precedent followed by other presidentselect.

43.

ibid. Vol IX No 2 (Feb 1921), p 50.

L,

those roads, but urged faster collection of subscriptions and increased
recruitment of younger men to ensure that the steam roller worked at peak

e fr: f ir.c i.ency , 44
When repeal of the guaranteed prices did come it was not surprising
that the county executive displayed a resigned and almost expectant attitude,
despite editoral crLt LcLsm of this action as "the Government r s betrayal. ,,45
Lns t cad of b ewai.Li.ng the f arme r s

plight the executive Lmmed i at el.y set

t

about securing the maxinwm compensation possible and determined to make
the labour conciliation committees workable.

The Cereals, Livestock and

Wool Committee claimed that it had secured £20,000 in compensation for

_
46
Kentish fanners, not all of them NFU membe r s , by the end of the year.
Less satisfaction was exp r e s s ed w i t h the new labour conciliation committees.
Generally the executive seemed more concerned with the effect of the repeal
on labour relations than on corn production.

Undoubtedly, many Kentish

farmers were only too glad to convert risky arable crops back to the
pasture which had suited them better in the past.
Greater stress was also placed on the county branch's widening range
.
48
of activities including the revival of shows and plouglnng matches
and
the initiati?n of a fruit show.

The executive hoped that members would

now place greater faith in the NFU than ever before and maintain their
independence from either major party more resolutely.

49

But a return to

full economic freedom posed real problems as both hop and fruit growers
were staunchly opposed to decontrol.

An extension of the milk scheme held

Lf!+ •

ibid.

Vol IX No 2 (Feb 1921 )

,

pp /+l-!j.8.

Lf5.

ibid.

Vol IX No 6 (clun 1921 )

,

p 7

/+6.

ibid.

Vo] X No 6 (Dc'c 19 1)

48.

The Ash and Thanet branches were particularly active in reviving shows
which had largely d
ed from these farming districts.
ibid.
Vol X No 6 (Dec 1921), p 176.

!f9.

ibid.

,

p

17Lf

Vol XI No 1 (Jan 1922), p 6.
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out some sort of a solution for dairy farmers though, while increased
representation on the County Council would benefit all members.

It was

hardly surprising that these two objectives rapidly assumed greater
significance.

Nor was it surprising that 1922 was a very busy year for

the executive.

Such routine ,matters as legal aid and negotiation of

lowered rail rates by themselves took up much of its time.

30,000 letters,

postcards, circulars and notices were sent out from the county office
during the year, at a weekly average of 577 items,50 providing hard
quantitative proof of

the executive's growing work load.

Three events

which created most of that work were the General and County Council
elections and the desperate fight to continue hop control.
As early as January the parliamentary committee began to convene
conferences with parliamentary candidates to ascertain their attitudes
towards the NFU programme.

No attempt was made to run an independent

candidate, although George Foster Clark stood as an independent without

.'
51
NI,TU sanctl.on.,

Something of a minor success was secured when six of the

successful candidates pledged their full support to the NFU, all of whom
were members of the Parliamentary Agricultural Committee at Ivestminster.
Five other svccessful candidates also gave their qualified support, and
these men were also elected to the Parliamentary Agricultural Committee.
The branch's official parliamentary contacts

were obviously increased

1:2
by securing these pledges.~

But once again much greater successes were

secured in the County Council

ections with all but one of the NFU's

belng
'
I 53
canCl
1· d
ates
e 1 ectec.

NFU representation \Vithin local government

remained far more considerable and direct than it was at the national level.

50.

ibid. Vol XII No 6 (Dec 1922), p 190.

51.

ibid. Vol XII No 5 (Nov 1922), p 149.

52. _lbi..sL, Vol XII No 6 (Dec: 1922),
53.

ibid. p 190.

p

185.

E. I. Overy, chairman of the Hops

f3ub~'comIT!ittee

worrying year as the ho p s glut, worsened.
brewerd demand for decontrol

had

Cl

particularly

In such an economic c.LLma t e the

gathered strength.

But the NFU still managed

to persuade the Ministry of Agriculture So continue control, even though
prouction
d
was reduced to lower leve 1 s. 5<'1

1 only otler
1
Tle
outstanulng
j'

development of 1922 was the decision to establish a co-operative bacon
factory at Lenham in association with the Surrey and Sussex county branches.
Once the excit-ement of the 1922 t?lections had passed and it became
clear that the four M.P.s could effect little change, the remainder of the
1920s merged into one another much as they did at the national level.

For

the Kent County Executive the 1920s were years of stagnation and disappointment, but not of decline.

The growing interest in scientific research was

reflected in the considerable effort made to assist the East MaIling
.
55
Research Statlon.

Successes were also secured in other areas.

Sheep-

dipping orders were regularised after considerable pressure had been applied
7
· " ' l 5 6 thereby removing a 1.ong s t and1t.ng
.
.
on t 1ne County \:ouncL.,
gr r.evauc.e
.5

Foot and mouth control procedures were also amended 58 and a livestock
improvement scheme was introduced.

55.

At least £15,000 was raised for the station by the Kent branch up to
1929, while the branch helped in securing a further £20,000 towards
its operations from the £1,000,000 set aside for agricultural education
and research when part I of the Agriculture Act was repealed in 1921.
ibid. Vol XIX No 1 (Jan 1926), p 24 and Vol XXV No 1 (Jan 1928). p 16.

56.

ibid. Vol XVIII No 6 (Dec 1925), p 184.

57.

An old Kentish farmer who joined the Kent branch during the 1920i3"
Mr Fred Talbot, told me that double dipping regulations irritated
Kentish farmers because double dipping was unnecessary and had been
abolished by most other counties.
Interview with Mr Fred Talbot:,
14 Nov 197![.

58.

ibid. Val XX No 6 (Dec 1926). p 194.

,

There was variance from the national patterns of development and pol
however,especially in relation to the question of tithe.

The Kent executive

wanted tithe abolished rather than reduced, 59 and this demand accurately
reflected the attitude of the majority of Kentish farmers who were deeply
angered over the tithes issue.
only accepted reluctantly.

60

The national CouncLl.Ls c ornpr omls e was

While labour difficulties existed, particularly

in terms of labour shortages, there was nothing to equal
troubles of East Anglia.

the labour relations

Labour relations were generally reasonably

successful and much of the credit must go to the conciliatory attitude
adopted by the county executive.

An editorial in the Journal in 1920,

for example, urged members not to take illegal action by refusing to pay
higher wages.

It went on to add that members must not become exploiting

employers like the landlords of Ireland and Russia, for then all hope of
improved labour relations would be destroyed.

61

By and large members seemed

to heed this advice and relations with the Kent agricultural labourers'

.
1 1 1larmonlOUS
. .ln consequence. 62
unlon
were reasonaJy

Meetings between

representatives of the two bodies were regular and remained free of the
vitriolic clashes of East Anglia, a difference explained mainly by higher
wage rates, ,the large number of seasonal casual labourers and a slightly

xv

59.

2~bii.

60.

It was hardly surprising in the light of such deeply felt resentment
that some of the more militant actions associated with the tithes
war of the 1930s were not absent in Kent, even though it was not the
centre of militancy.

61.

ibid. Vol VIII No 3 (Sep 1920), p 65.

62.

Al though the Lab our sub-commit tee, worked for a reduc tion of wages
after the repeal of guaranteed prices, it never reported any serious
cases of discord during the 1920s.
It also strenuously argued for
an improvement in the conditions and wages of agricultural labourers.
But its dominance of the Agriculture l,~ages Boa r d probably also helps
to explain the co-operative attitude of the local labourers' union.

Vol

No 1. (Jan 192 LI ) , p 22.

smaller proportion of labourers than in the arable counties,63
theless, the mai nt ena.nc e of spccessful labour

r<~.L'Y'UUU'"

Never~

was a real

achievement as Kent had a strong tradition of labour militancy, even if
many of the militants emigrated in the

]~870s.

The milk sub-cownittee. worked hard under the guidance of its
energetic chairman, R.Roy Wilthew, to try and include every producer in
the county under the NFU milk scheme.

But such efforts were largely

thwart.ed, as they were for the scheme as a whole, by the apathy of
individual dairy farmers.

Some compensation was received for the committee's

efforts, however, when herd testing was extended to a larger number of f a rms
and improved contracts were negotiated with buyers.

6Lt

But overall the

problem of surplus milk disposal and uneconomic prices was modified
rather than resolved.
Once hop control was ended in 1925, despite numerous deputations
by both the county and national Hops sub-committees to individual

Il U .. l l .L 'O\",O.L

E3

as well as ministries, a voluntary hops control board was set up in the
form of English Hop Growers Limited.

Up to 85% of English growers supported

the venture but its lack of compulsory powers led to its demise in 1928.
Nevertheless? despite its rather rapid collapse the initiation of the scheme
seemed to help in off--setting declining membership and dw i.ndl.Lng interest.
It was a positive response to a very d i.ff i.cuLt situation.
shown that it could

t

The NFU had

ake the initiative in dealing wi.t h the problems of

63.

The 1911 census showed tha~ about two thirds of the Kentish agricultural
labour force were labourers, a slightly lower figure than for England
as a whole (70%), or an arable county like Lincoln (71%). The
difference was made up largely by small farmers such as market gardeners.
Census of
and Wales 1911, Vol X
tion Tables Brr 1913
Cd.7019 LXXIX, Table 3, pp 199--202. The census f
do not reveal,
however, the large number of casual seasonal labourers who worked in Kent.
See J. Hhyman,
cit, pp 33·-37. The minimum wage for a 50 hour week
in Kent in 1925 was
/6d when it was 29/- in Norfolk and Suffolk.

64.

Reports of the milk sub~committee 1920-1929, contained in the Annual
Reports of the Exe cu t.Lve Comm i.tt ee recorded in the
. and NFU
.x~~~lEbo~)!:2:, 1925, pp 177-··178.

depression induced by excessive foreign competition and changes in demand.
It also showed that English farmers were not entirely dependent upon Government
assistance.
Overall att.endance seemed to recover slowly and the branch became
more vigorous.

The establishment. of a small holdings and poultry sub-

committee in 1926 65 seemed to help in recruiting some small farmers into
its ranks and certainly extended the usefulness of the branch.
was also taken up with more enthusiasm in the latc 1920s.

Insurance

The offer of

reduced premiums probably helped to revive interest. and certainly assisted
t.he propaganda efforts of t.he Organisation sub-committee.

66

In 1928 a

Ha r ke t Lng sub-vcormn'i t t e e was established to assist in the setting up of

marketing schemes,67 partially to comp ens a t e for the collapse of English
Hop Growers

Limited.

Sugar beet production was also encouraged by the

reshaped Cereals, Sugar-Beet and Livestock sub--committee from 1.925 omvards,68
while the expanding benevolent fund added another incentive to membership.
It was frequently drawn upon to assist bereft farmers in coping with the
problems of depressions.

Nearly £1.80 was given as direct relief between

1926 and 1929, while the fund totalled £1,600.

69

The only other notable development of the 1920s and one which diverged
from the policy of the central Council, was the support given to the
introduction of the Ministry of Agriculture's marketing schemes for meat

65.

Vol XX No 6 (Dec 1926), p 1.94.

66.

Fred Talbot agreed that the offer of cheaper premiums helped
persuade him to join the branch.

67.

of the Kent

Vol XXIV No 6 (Dec 1.928), p 21.1..

68.

ibid. Vol XVIII No 6 (Dec 1.925), p 190.

69.

ibid. Vol XXVI No 6 (Dec 1.929), p 1.91..
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and eggs HI

Kent was clearly more progressive than headquarters

in its attitude towards state aided marketing reform, which included the
powers of compulsion so necessary for the successful pooling of commoditi.es.
The Kent branch, like the NFU as a whole, had to wait until the late
19208 before membership began to show any significant increase.

Really

rapid growth came only at the end of Horld Har 11 when member sh i.p passed
the 4,000 mark.

For the Kent branch then the 1920s were years of desperately

hard work simply to hold their own against the a s so c f.a t ad problems of
depression and po1iti.cal disillusionment.
The saTlle dissatisfaction with the various governments of the 1920s
was expressed by the Kent executive and the
central Council and the Record.
neatly summed up the branch

vs

l~2:I1:I~3:_~_,

as it was by the

The chairman for 1929, Peter Scott,
political attitude wh en he said the three

main problems confronting the branch "Iere the Government, labour and the
weather.

71

Some of the more severe criticisms of the Ba1dwin administration

placed men like T.D. Harris in an awkward position, but they held to these
criticisms.

Clearly the Tithe Act of 1925 deeply angered Kentish farmers,

but even more positive mea su r e s such as the Credits Act were seen as
meagre compensation for the Government~; failure to come
real needs of the agricultural industry.

to

grips with the

The dissatisfaction of the

branch as a whole, a s well as of its leaders, was r ev ea Led at the 1928
A.G.M.

Mr Prettyman,a Liberal po Li t LcLan , dared to support the NFU's

criticisms of the Baldwin administration, and even in the Conservative
stronghold of Kent he was given a rousing reception.

72

Governmental

indifference seemed to persuade Kentish members to support the general
policy of placing loyalties to farming before par

70.

ibid.

PE192 and 195.

71.

ibid.

Vol XXV No 1 (oTcltl 1929) , p 6.

72.

ibid.

Vo) XXIII No 1 (Jan 1928)

,

pp 18-·23.

Furthermore, the general shift of the NFU away from overtly political
concerns towards a more dire0tly economic orientation was shared by the
Kent executive.

In some ways the branch's emphasis on marketing reform
Even if

helped pilot the shift in the organisation's major priorities.

this co nt r i.bu tion was not great .' the advocacy of such reform a t least
helped the more progressive members of the central council in persuading
their more conservative brethren to change their attitudes.

As the county

chairman-elect for 1925, E.I. Overy, said to the Maidstone branch in 1924
the local branch of the NFU was "an organisation of which any body of
businessmen might be proud."

7'2
J

As headquarters turned its attention away from Westminster towards
Whitehall, from direct parliamentary lobbying to telephoning the Hinister,
so the Kent executive increasingly focuS$::d its attention on County Hall,
Maidstone, and local offices of the Ministry of Agriculture rather than
local H.P.s.
on

t lne

When the degree of representation which the branch achieved

eounty : e-ounc i...l '18

mu.Lti
ti.p 1·.i.ecd f:orty

.
t Lme
s , 7 Lf t

11e success

0

f

t 1H~

NFU in such a politically and economically disadvantageous situation
becomes more understandable, especially when

t

ho se forty counties seemed

able to work together in a generally cohesive fashion and by and
willingly supported the actions of headquarters.

Such institutional

channels of influence as the Parish Councils, Boards of

~uardians,

Rural

District Councils, as well as the County Councils themselves, had been

73.

Minute Book of the Maidstone Branch of the NFU, 1 Jul 1922 - 5 Feb
1925, 27 Nov 1924.

74.

There was nothing exceptional about the Kent branch~s successes in
the county councils elections. Seventy-five of the 241 leading
executive members whose biographies w(~re recorded in the NFU "Who 1 s Who"
for 1924 and 1925,or 32%,had sat on County Councils. 175 or nearly 60%
had some local government experience on Boards of Guardians, Parish
Councils, Rural District Councils and Urban Councils. A further
120 or nearly half were members of the County Agricultural Committees.
Eight out of the nine Lincolnshire executive members recorded had
County Council experience, four of the six Sussex members, two out
of four Cambridgeshire members, and two out of three Herefordshire
members. The comparative figures for Kent were two out of four.

24.

dominated by the landed gentry up to 1908, despite the local government
reform~

of 1888.

But "the NFU extended the farmers' slender representation

on such bodies and ended the landowners' monopoly of office.

Kent was

no exception to that development and joined with other counties in opening
up alternative avenues to the corridors of power to win concessions at the
local level.

Such successes certainly helped to reinforce the actions of

the central ((buncil, while increasing the local relevance of concessions
won at the national level.
In short the success of the county branches greatly enhanced the
likelihood of success at the national level.

The effectiveness of the

county branches contrasted markedly with the relatively ineffective and
often conflicting efforts of the provincial branches of the NZFU.

Kent

was not atypically successful as twelve other counties represented a
greater proportion of local farmer£.

Nor was it able to wi~ld an influence

seriously out of proportion to its size as eleven other branches had
larger

repres~ntation

on the central Council.

There were also thirty-

nine other counties to prevent Kent, or any other single county, from
exercising undue control over policy.
The story of the Kent County Executive up to 1929 was not significantly
different in terms of success or lack of success.

It rather revealed that

the units of which the NFU were built were strong yet flexible, allowing
continuous two way comhlUnication
decisions percolated down from
upwards.

~he

between national and local levels.

Policy

top while grass roots opinions diffused

The County Executive ensured that a degree of local relevance

was imparted to decisions made at headquarters.

At the same time it presented

grass roots opinions in articulated and researched form for consideration
by the central Council.

General NFU policy held a considerable relevance

to both national and local needs as a result.

Herein lay much of the

explanation for the greater success of the NFU than the NZFU in translating
the consensual general views of farmers into meaningful action, while

241
catering to their more immediate spec Lal.Ls t and Loca Lvrequ Lr-ement s .
county was the critical linchpin

The

of the entire organisation and Kent

was only one of forty such Lf.ncbp Lns ,

II
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Maidstone

The Maidstone branch was the first established in Kent.

Its first

chairman, 'vv.S. Austen, was also foundation County Chairman and it developed
a proud tradition of activism.
County

E~ecutive,

As it met in the same buildings as the

it was in close touch with the latest organisational

developments, while its situation in the county

t

own provided it with

easy access to the operations of local government.

l'1aidstone was also

the centre of a particularly wealthy farming district, a factor which
made the establishment of a large branch rather easier.

Subscriptions

were generally paid up quickly and Maidstone grew rapidly to become one
7'::

of the largest Kentish branches. ~

It displayed a growth pattern similar

to that of the NFTI in general, although it fared slightly better during
the 1920s.

l'1eetings were usually well attended and there was a large

core of active members.

Numbers wer e somewhat Lnf La ted by the presence

of honorary members who made up around 20% of the total membership.76
But despite this exaggeration the minute books of the branch give an
impression of industry and activism

which was in direct: contrast to

the indolence and apathy which seemed to beset some smaller branches.
Enthusiasm wavered only a little during the late 1920s.
The concerns and emphases of the branch largely reflected those
of the County Executive, although as it was situated in the heart of the

75.

Ashford,Rochester and Dartford vied with l'1aidstone for the title
of the biggest branch, but Maidstone generally won out in terms of
paid up subscriptions.

76.

e.g. in 1928 79 of the 379 members were honorary. Minute Book of
the Maidstone Branch 12 Feb 1925 - 2 l'1ay 1929, 29 Nov 1928, P 38.

hop and fruit growing area of Kent, the problems of those two industries
initially assumed greater importance.

But after World War I the milk

scheme, control of stock disease, representation on the County Council
Education Committee and social activities assumed greater importance.
During the war the Maidstone branch was primarily concerned with
fundraising, utilising female voluntary labour to the full, securing
promises from Government: to prevent the compulsory grubbing up of hops
and lobbying for the continuance of hop control into peace time.

In 1916,

for example, £400 was raised from jumble sales and donations for the
Red Cross Fund.

77

The following year the branch worked closely with

Miss Bradley, Agricultural Organisation Officer for Kent, in placing
women on the land.

The efforts of these women as labourers were deeply

appreciated and the branch executive decided to recognise their contribution
by allowing women to join the branchls' activities.
admitted to membership

78

In 1919 women were

and an unsuccessful attempt was made to form

a women's branch along the lines of the Womenls Division of the NZFU.

79

Kentish farmers l wives and daughters seemed generally disinterested and
the scheme did not re-emerge until after Horld War 11. It was hoped that
the extensiop of the franchise to women over thirty could be turned to
advantage by forming such a branch,but apathy had the final say.
While the branch took an uncommon interest in the welfare of rural
ladies it also organised deputations over the question of hop control to
the Board of Agriculture.

Furthermore, its eight delegates on the Kent

executive ensured that the plight of hop farmers was constantly kept before
the County Executive, while the branch~s

president, Percy Manwaring

as chairman of the Central Hops, Fruit and Vegetables Committee,kept the
issue very much alive at the national level.

77.

ibid. 1 Jan 1914 - 11 Dec 1919, 17 Feb 1916,p 37.

From the end of the wa r onward s the Maidstone branch took on more
characte~,

of a social

in charity work and extended many of the

functions of the old farmers' club.

Speaking at the Tunbridge Wells

Farmers' Club jubilee in November 1920 ,the County Secretary, Jim Hillier
French, said the farmers' club
"business".

80

,'JaS

for "pleasure" and t.heNFU for

But. the Maidstone executive fully realised that they must
of the branch pleasurable as well as productive of

tangible benefits, if widespread interest was to be maintained.
W11ist drives and dances were introduced, wh i l.e annual dinners we r e
held during most years of the 1920s.
meetings.

Speakers were arranged for regular

They ranged from members of staff at Wye College and officials

of the Hinistry of Agr:Lculture to branch members who were particularly
successful in their chosen farming specialisation.

They discussed

essentially technical matters such as the control of b r own rot or the
application of artificial manures, and these immediately relevant discussions
evoked considerable lnterest.
were also explained by a
Percy W. Cox

Sometimes the details of recent legislation
with specialist legal knowledge, such as

an earlier County Secretary.

activities Mas

extended from contribut

Irrvo~vement

in charitable

to the Royal Agricultural

Benevolent Institute inherited from the Maidstone Farmers' Club, to
raising funds for the Kent branch's benevolent fund and the West Kent
hospital appeal.

Clearly the branch was d

than a purely political

ganks a tLon..

into something more

This expansion of activities

probably explains why the branch was able to grow when the NFU as a who Le
reached a plateau, and some smaller branches suffered serious declines
in membership.

The inclusion of several non-vf arme r members and the

adoption of the old farmers' club functions also helps to explain the
Maidstone branch's ability to draw farmers' club members into the NFU
rapidly and easily.
pleasure.

It managed to combine successfully business and

The Canterbury branch in direct contrast was unable to adopt

many of the functions of the local farmers' club and its development was
retarded in consequence.
The Maidstone branch placed itself slightly closer to the Unionist
party than the Kent executive.

The local Unionist M.I)., Commander Bellairs,

was an honorary membe r , while there
La b our party
Art~lr

,

S

W£lS

considerable criticism of the

.
.
] 11esome 1Jureaucratlc
..
"
81
lntentlon
to step up meee
lnter~erence.

Griffith Boscawen, the Coalition Minister of Agriculture, and a

Conservative, was also an honorary member of the branch.
organised labour seemed to be

Hostility towards

as in 1922 the branch demanded

that the minimum weekly wage should be set at thirty shillings.

82

On the

other hand some criticisms were directed at the Balclwin government in t.he
lat.e 1920s, especially in relation to tithe legislation.

Links with the

Unionist party also became less important as executive members won seats
on both the

c'ounty

and ~'("
.town Jounclls. 83

i b e.ore
f
Farming was p.lacee
party

but not as-convincingly as at either the county or national levels.
Here was a real source of the NFU's strength, an active and entlnlsiastic
branch in a major market town, immediately adjacent to the centre of local
government, able to mobilise the energies and tap the considerable financial
resources of the surrounding countryside.

It was not atypical of market

81.

Minute Book of the Maidstone branch of the NFU, Jan 1920 - 29 Jun
1922, 9 Dec 1920,p 70.

B2.

ibid. 1 Jul 1922·- 5 Feb 1925,1 Ju1 1922.

83.

Percy Hanwar
was an Alderman and both Bernard and Phi.Li.p Champion
sat on the County Council.

town branches in other counties.

8Lf

Like them it acted as virile growth

point from which the NFU diffused its influence into remoter areaB,

Such

branches made up the components which ensured that the organisational
linchpin

operated effectively.

Some Kentish market town branches such

as Canterbury were not as active nor as successful, but a county required
only two or three branches like Maidstone to ensure that it was reasonably
effective.

Ashford and Rochester wer

as active as Maidstone, whilst

Tonbridge, Dartford, Sittingbourne and Sevenoaks were not far behind.
Kent's success as a county branch was, therefore, assured.

Ill.

The Local Level - A
Serv
a Rural Area

The NFU seems to have been much less successful in more isolated
rural areas

85

than at the county and market-town level.

Like the NZFU

it was a delegate organisation in many ways with a few active members
representing the interests of a rather inert rank and file.

Most of the

work was carried out by a small group of enthusiasts as is usually the
case with voluntary organisations. Admittedly a hard core of enthusiasts
also ensured the success of the Maidstone branch but they were proportionately much

~arger

than at

Staple~lrst.

Meetings were held at irregular

intervals and were generally poorly attended.

As was the case in Otago

the local farmers' clubs seemed able to hold the interests

of their

84.

The range of activites engaged in by the Maidstone branch and the
d e g ree of its activism seems to have been little different to that
of other large market or county town branches such as Newcastleo n-T'yne in Nor t humb e r Land , Dorchester in Dorset, Lincoln in
Lincolnshire, Newark in Nottinghamshire or Bury St. Edmunds in
Suffolk. A.,T. Woodcocks, "All our yesterdays," .QP_i~:Lt. Letter
from the Dorset County Secretary for 1974 R.M. Mitchell. Minute
Book of the Lincoln branch of the NFU, Dec 1923 to Jan 192~ and
NFU Ye~.J::})?~).~(, 1912, p 102 and 1913, p 155.

85.

SOIlle local branches were far more active than Staplehurst, however,
as the Minute Book of the Eagle club ....branch of the NFU Lincolnshire,
1922-1930 Jreveals. This branch had a membership of over 100 and
held regular meetings.

members much more successfully than the Farmers' Union.

Two old small

farmers who were interviewed by the writer both admitted that the NFU
operated at the periphery of their daily lives.
the 1930s and the agricultural

committee~

The marketing boards of

of Horld vJar 11 were credited

with producing more tangible benefits in the form of improved distribut.ion
facilit.ies and direct assistance in the performance of everyday tasks.
More importantly these two bodies were credited with increasing farmers
incomes.

86

Nevertheless, the Staplehurst branch was by no means inactive thanks
to the efforts of its few enthusiastic members.

As was the case at the

national and county level the NFU rank and file seemed able to elect a
talented set of leaders.

"Rank and Filer 11 writing to the .J-9u£El:~~L in 1921

commented that the Kent branch had a fine head and an indifferent tail.

87

The comment was equally applicable to the Staplehurst branch.
This branch was one of the first to be established in Kent and it
got off to a ao lId start.

Undoubtedly, the holding of meetings in local

hotels ensured some degree of initial support.

vJithin a year of establishment

a more concerted effort was made to maintain interest by organising
speakers on
manures.

88

~uch

technical subjects as the correct use of artificial

Some advantage was also taken of the county branch t s legal

aid facilities.

Claims for damage from railway companies or compensation

from landlords were regularly sent up to the County Secretary.

The County

86.

Interview wi t.h Hr Fr ed Talbot, 9J2. 5:':.Lt:., who joined the Ro che s t e r
branch in the 192003, and H.T. Ninn, interviewed 17 Jul 1975, who
joined the Staplehurst branch in 1917.

88.

Minute Book of the Staplehurst branch of the NFU 1910-1919, 1 May 1911.
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Graph of the growth of the Staplehurst branch of the NFU, 1910-1929.

Secretary himself, as well as secretaries of major market town branches, in
turn paid periodic visits to keep local members in touch with the activities
of the NFU at its higher levels.

This type of regular and personal contact

with officials from higher up the organisational hierarchy did not occur
with the same regularity in New Zealand.

It provides another explanation as

to why the NFU was able to develop into a more unified organisation.
With the advent of war most of the branch's efforts were given over
to fund raising for the Agricultural Relief of Allies Fund
with the labour shortage.

89

and to coping

Meetings were arranged with the West Kent

Women's Agricultural Committee to organise the employment of female
voluntary labour and at first the women adequately compensated for the loss
of male labourers.
a strong protest.

But when recruitment increased the branch registered

90

Action over this matter seemed to help the branch in

greatly increasing its membership.

The same dramatic leap in numbers

occurred between 1917 and 1920 as at the various other levels.
Labour shortages continued to dominate the activities of the branch
throughout the remainder of the war , wh i.l,e the county executive I s decision

.

to protest the compulsory grubbing of hops was strongly endorsed.

91

Then

when the call to plough up grass land came, the branch gave the measure
itsu
f l l approva 1 .

92

Hhen p e ace did return the County Secretary made several visits to
the branch to explain the constitutional changes made by the reconstruction
committee

93

and prevented a good deal of confusion in the process.

Payment

of the minimum wage and shortened hours became matters of growing concern.

89.

One jumble sale held in conjunction with the Cranborne branch raised
E375-5s-6d.
ibid.
28 Apr 1916.

90.

ibid.

19 .Jan 1917.

91.

ibid.

30 Nov and 7 Dec 1917.

92.

ibid.

93.

ibid.

8 Jan and 17 Jan 1919.

VISlt:S to l'1:ye College were arranged,

continued and the Ln i tiation of
.
94
ma rke t.Lng was cons id er ed .

Cl

talks from visiting lecturers were

c o e-op e-r at Lv e enterprise for fruit

Members also r a Ll.ied enthusiastically to

support the Agriculture 8ill,95 but a series of setbacks was to rudely
interrupt the smooth progreS$ of the branch.
The first real blow came in 1920 when the country Milk sub~committee's
efforts were "squashed" in the Stap1ehurst area.

96

A more pe s si.m Ls t i.c

tone also seemed to creep into the branch's proceedings.

Peter Scott,

branch delegate on the County Executive, made it clear that Lloyd George's
promise of high wheat

es was a "Pledge and not a guarantee" and could

_

easily be broken as a result.

97

Once again it seemed that Kentish farmers

were expecting guaranteed prices to be repealed at any moment and when
repeal came the

bran~h

protested but displayed little surprise.

9B

Despite

the introduction of an annual diwler and the rotation of meetings around
various village hotels membership fell away and from 1923 onwards a sharp
decline set in.

Things got so bad that the Staplehurst branch was

d
92EJ. 99
· ]__
t 1_n
amalgamated w i.t h the small and f Lagg i.ng Mar·en
1JranCl

held no

attraction for the considerable number of

farmers in the St ap Lehur s t area, 100 while continu

Ho t.e l.s

non~conformist

lectures and constant

reports on the work of the County Executive did little to halt the decline.

1919.

94.

ibid.

28 Har and 30 May

95.

Hid.

26 Ha.r and 23 Apr 1920.

96.

ibid.

17 Dec 1920.

97.

ibid.

21 .Ian 1921.

98.

ibid.

23 Sep 1923.

99.

Minute Book of the Marden and Staplehurst Branches of the NFU,
Jan 1926-1938, 26 Jan 1926.

100. Mr Ninn informed the writer that holding meetings in hotels held
little incentive for Jlbn and other local Methodist and Baptist farmers
to attend. vi. H. Judge, one of the lead
executive members of the
Ashford branch, was also a prominent non-confoI~ist. Journal of
.t:b~_!~_~1_!:-:tT~J?_11_~Eg.f Y!]-_L?]!_, V0 1 XV I No !+ ( 0 c t 1 92 4), p 1

,

The only events which helped of f-sse t the general feeling of despondency
were the maintenance of reasonably harmon i ous r e l.a t Lon sb Lps with local
agricultural labourers, and the elevation of branch member Peter Scott
to County Chairman in 1928.
Throughout the 1920s the Staplehurst executive made it clear that
t

heis men must be paid a living wage and that members must oppose the

efforts of other farmers to push wages below legal 1imits.

l D1

Such

protestations must have been heeded as the Stap1ehurst area remained free
of strikes or other major difficulties throughout the 1920s.

On the other

hand the executive were also fully aware that some smaller farmers
scarcely better off than their labourers and simply could not afford to
pay higher wages.

They characterised this group as those who had to wear

corduroy at the annual dinners, in contrast with the more prosperous
farmers who wore dinner suits.

It was felt that the men who could afford

dinner suits should carry the less

we1l~to-do

by paying higher wages.

But despite such good intentions some smaller farmers remained outside
the branch.
Peter Scott, as his name implied, was a Scotsman

who like J.M.

Robertson, another Kent County Chairman,102 or Colin Campbel1 himself,
~.d

emigrated to England and succeeded where many local farmers had failed.

His local influence increased considerably in 1919 when he was elected
onto the County Council, where along w.i th other NFU representatives, he
worked hard to reduce rates and. the incidence of tithe.

His election to

the highest post on the County Executive revealed that the NFTI was very
much a democratic organisation which made it possible for branch leaders
101.

e.g. Minute Book of the Staplehurst branch of the NFU, Jan 1920-0ct
1922, 21 Oct 1921 and 18 Nov 1921.

from the more remote rural areas? as well as from the larger market town
branches, to participate in leadership at higher levels.
t.·

This was a

:..~

particular strength which the NZFU also shared.
The continuing efforts of the Staplehurst branch1s enthusiastic
executive ensured that it survived the upheavals of the 1920s and f f.na LLy
begqp to increase its membership again in the late 1930s.

10 3

Regular

consultation with both county and national levels was also maintained.
In 1925, for example, the branch replied to

Cl

questionnaire sent down

from headquarters by resolving that credit schemes be extended, that
agricultural lands be freed from rates and that preferential r a i.Lway
d f
EnzLi
1 agr1cu"tura
. 1
1 procuce
1
rates b e grante'or
~ng 1S1
anc1 manures.

H)ll

All

three demands were taken up by the central Council, so local members clearly
agreed with national policies in these matters.

Overall the local

executive did enough to ensure that the branch not only survived but
maintained some degree of activism.
The maintenance of even this limited degree of activism at the local
level was critical for the success of the NFU because if the base level went
into prolonged decl:Lne the .who I.e s tr uc t ure would :300n crumble.
though future advances were in part dependent upon reviv

Even

interest at the

Lpcal rather than the county or national level, the efforts of enthusiasts
within local branch executives ensured that decline was arrested before it
reached crisis proport!ons.

The majority of rank and file merriliers were

undoubtedly more interested in ale than extra work, in meeting at hotels
i

for convivial company rather than suffering the tedium of sitting on conMittees
But a sufficient number were prepared to undertake the time-consuming duties
involved in execut Iv e appointments, to concentrate on the problems con-,
fronting hop producers rather than obstacles to the consumption of ale.
These activist farmers guaranteed the NFU its success.

103.

Minute Book of the Har d cn and Staplehurst: b ranchc s of the NFU,
Jan 1926-1938 passim.

104.

ibid.

Nov 192.2-Jan 1926, 1 May 1925.

Clearly the NFU held a considerable advantage over the NZFU in that
its

int~;!.\\YI2dia;to units

.we.r e

rnoze energetic and effective,

The difference

at the local branch level does not seem to have been so considerable by
the 19208 although the NFU established

~

relatively greater number of

industrious branches in larger market towns, an achievement made easier by
thecfact that there were many more towns of Maidstone's type in England
than in New Zealand.
intermedia~level

Furthermore, it was much more important that the

of the organisation_should be industrious and effective

for it carried out the critical two-way function of passing instructions
issued by the na t LoriaL Council farther down the organisational hierarchy,
while articulating local grievances in such a way that they would not
go unnoticed at the national level.

The overall unity and effectiveness

of either organisation was as much dependent upon the endeavours of the
intermed

e executives as on the national co-ordinating body.

There

were thirty-nine other county executives like that of Kent within the NFU
which seemed capable of looking after local needs while giving the national
good top priority,

But there were perhaps only two comparable provincial

executives within the NZFU - Manawatu and Southland,

CHAPTER EIGHT
"FROH PLOUGHING MATCH Cmfr1I'TTEE TO

--PI{lTSSIJ-iill

GROIJP-l~I11I

PP,OT::;-iT.-'-'-----

THE AGRICULTURAL AND PASTORAL SOCIETIES AND FARMERS' CLUBS
The A and P Societies were essentially concerned with the methodology
of farming like the RASE orrwh i.ch they consciously modelled themselves. 1
TheIr loose decentralised structure and cosmopolitan membership, which
included considerable

ion of the commercial sector, also marked

them off as essentially different from the NZFU.

One organisation was

largely concerned w i.t h hastening on the primary phase of settlement by
promoting agricultural development, whilst the other answered the needs of
the secondary phase of settlement by creating mach Lue r y to defend and
capitalise on earlier developments.

Yet despite such critical differences

by the end of the nineteenth century the A and P Societies had come to
engage in far more pressnre group activity than the English Provincial
Agricultural Societies and were in many ways a combination of those
provincial organisations, the county based Chambers of Agriculture and
the local farmers' clubs, in terms of the functions which they performed.
The model of the Chamber of Agriculture was considered to be worthy of

1.

e.g. Early attempts to found an
P Society in 1851,
A.H. McLintock, The His
of
and Growth of a
Wakefield Class Settlement
,
again in
60,
Q__.E , 1 Aug 1
P 5 and .~E.icl_.
JL;, all made frequent
reference to the excellent
es set by the Highland and
icultural
Society of Scotland and the RASE. The per
tetic or rotating show
was considered to be particularly worthy of emulation. The editor
of the .-Bruce
Herald recommended that the activities of both these
..
societies could be borrowed direc
by the newly formed Tokomairiro
Farmers I Club .!l£~~~~_l}~:r:!!ld, 13 Dec 1866. Furthermore, as John Hall
pointed out in introducing the Agricultural and Pastoral Societies
Bill of 187~ the objects of these societies were the same as those of
the RASE. NZPD,26 (U377) , pp139-1'tO,On checking with Watson, i.lp_.ci,t ,
pp 18-19 it appears that the first eight of the objects were identical
with tho s e of the RASE.
_""~-----~---_._-_.-

253
emulation from as early as 1868

2

and was recommended as an ideal type

of organisation by whi,ch the pgricultural industry could safeguard its
peculiar sectional interests.

But no Chambers were ever established.

It was left instead to the local farmers, l clubs, which were basically
smaller and more rural A and. P Societies, to initiate action on a broader
front which spilled over into the political sphere.

Consequently, these

clubs will be examined in both this chapter for providing the initial
drive towards wi.de r political ac t Lori , .and in the next chapter for their
role in setting up the Farmers' Union of 1890.

This gradual evolution of some

degree of pressure group action by a general farmers

l

organisation provided

a precedent on which the NZFU was able to build and produced a more direct
link between the NZFU and the A and P Societies than between the NFU
and its various predecessors.

Rather than being formed to oppose the

A and P Societies the NZFU was established to extend those activities
which encroached upon the political sphere and to move beyond the limits
imposed by the A and P Societies l ban on political discussion.

Within

thirty years of their establishment the A and P Societies had evolved
a somewhat different nature from the British organisations on which they
modelled the.mselves, but that progress was not great: enough in terms
of political activism to prevent the development of a body such as the
NZFLJ .
Even though the

A and

Ps were primarily concerned with arranging

show days, ploughing matches 3 pnd best-kept farm competitions they
2.

The notion of establishing a Chamber of Agriculture along the lines
of the English Chamber to be run on parallel lines with the Chamber
of Commerce, was first proposed in Otago in 1868 at a conference
called by the Provincial Council to discuss problems facing local
agriculture. Q~, Apr 1868 p 14 and 11 Apr 1868 p 9.

3.

Many A and P Societies and Farmers' Clubs grew out of cownittees
which organised ploughing matches e.g. The Blueskin A and P Association
and the 'I'ckoma iriro Fanners' Club grew from ploughing ma t ch c ommit tees.
QIi, 20 Jul 1867 p Lf,ancl ~~'~~~E:':._.Ll2"2:3.1::l:.~_, !f Aug 186/+.
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Map show ing loca tion of Otag o/Sa uthla nd A and P
Sac

ies refer red to in this chap teL

Some of the A and P Associations and Farmers' Clubs Formed in
Otago/Southland 1860-l914:
Taieri Agricultural Society 1860.
Northern Otago A and P
Waikouaiti and Shag
~.

Associatio~

V~lley

1863 (OamaI'u).

A and P Association 1865.

Tokomairiro Fanners I Club 1866. (I1ilton).
Southland A and P Association 1866 (Invercargill).
Clutha A and P Association 1867. (Balclutha) ..
Blueskin A and P Association 1869.
Western Districts Farmers' Club 1873 (Riverton).
Winton A and P Association 1874.
Mataura A and P Association

1875.

Otago A and P Society 1876.
Tapanui Farmers' Club 1879.
Waitahuna Farmers' Club 1881.
Gore A and P Association 1882.
Palmerston and Waihemo A and P Association 1883
Tuapeka A and P Association 1893 (Lawrence).
Otago Central Farmers' Club 1890 to 1892

an~

Vincent County Farmers' Club 1892 to 1893 (Omakau).
Changed to the Central Otago A and P Association 1893.
Upper Clutha A and P Society 1895 (Cr omwel l.),
Strath-Taieri A and P

As~ociation

1901 (Middlemarch).

Lake County A ane! P Association 1904 (Lake Hayes).

provided an important precedent to the NZFU by proving that a
farmers! organisation, as well as a more specialist type of organisation
could work within the New Zealand context.

As their title implied their

membership included both agriculturalist (generally smaller farmers engaged
in intensive mixed stock raising and crop and fruit production, and from
1885 onwards dairy fanners) and pastoralists (generally bigger farmers
engaged in extensive growing operations and occasionally beef production).
Such a combination was significantly different from Australia where the
two groups remained bitter enemies until 1910 whcn the Farmers! and
Settlers

,

Association was formally linked with the Graziers' Associations.

/.f

As the title of the Farmers' Clubs suggested their appeal was also to all
farmers in general.

New Zealand lacked the geographical ex t r eme s and

vast monoculture concentrations which produced such divisions within

Australj.a and to a less

hin Canada and the D.S.A.

Even though

horizontal divisions were important in New Zealand and there was a
surprisingly wide

o

regional var

~ion

in farming specialisations,

farmers did not generally separate themselves into distinctive specialist
groups.

Both the A and Ps and the Farmers' Clubs predated such specialist

organisations as the Sheepbreeders' Association or the New Zealand
(South Island) Dairy Association.
to

~hrow

5

New Zealand farmers seemed prepared

in their lot together and favoured such general organisations

from early on.

In fact the A and Ps were rather more successful than the

South Wales.

5.

A S

The Sheepbreeders' Association was formed in 1894, New Zealand Romney
Marsh Sheepbreeders Association, Rist
of the New Zealand
Marsh
(Field
L921), p
; and the New
Dairy
Association (which was actually the South Island Association, the
North Island Association going under the title of the National Dairy
Association) in 1892. New Zealand Count
Journal 1892,pp 542-544.

tion

256
NZI'll in appeal

to the broadest spectrum of the farming community as

the pas t or a.l I s t generally tended to stay outside the r ank s of the NZFll
t"

"<;'

through either remaining in the A and P Societies or joining the Sheep
Owners I Federation.

The SOl' itself grewtrom several pr ov Lnc La I assoc Lat i ons

formed during the 1890s into a Dominion organisation established in 1910.

6

The xarious attempts to form a more militant type of farmers' club and a
broader based farmers' union around 1890 were different again in that they
consciously lined themselves up against the pastoralists.

So the A and Ps,

rather than the farmers' union of 1890, handed on the concept that the
interests of the agricultural industry would be best served by one general
organisation representing all categories of farmer, rather than specialist
organisations representing the particular interests of sub-sgroup whe t he r
sheep, wheat, dairy,
farmers.

and long established or small and struggling

The NZI'D adopted this concept of a general organisation favouring

no particular group. even if in practice it remained rather hostile to the
pastoralists and tended to favour the longer established medium sized
sheep and mixed farmer and the more prosperous dairy farmer.
There were few continuities in terms of structure between the A and P
Societies and the NZFll.
~nateur

The A and Ps were typical of the voluntary and

associations formed during the primary phase of settlement in that

they were loosely organised and generally autonomous bodies concentrating
on matters of immediate, local importance.
practically non-existent.

Broader structural links wer e

In 1879 an attempt was made to co-ordinate

activities of the South Island associations by forming a Royal Agricultural
Society to arrange peripatetic s hows ,

'I'his scu eme aimed to increase the

educational effectiveness of the A and Ps by broadening their almost
exclusively local orientation, but it was defeated by a combination of apathy

6.

The New Zealand Sheepownen3 1 and Farmers' Federation ]V[inute Book 19101932, 1910, p 7. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.

and the onset of depression.
co-io r d ina t

]

No further advances were made in terms of

the A and Ps activities until 1892 when the first colonial

agricultural conference was held in wellington.
was a

S

In some ways this meeting

ccessor of the NZFU's colonial conference for it was the first

time that farmers from all over the colony had met _ together.
little more

t~ln

But it was

a forum for discussion and no machinery was established

to maintain administrative contirrnity until the next conference in 1894.

9

No further conference was held until 1898 10after wh Lch time t.he c on f e r ence
became a regular biennial event.

But it was not until 1913 that a permanent

executive, the Council of Agriculture, was formed to follow-up
Lu t i
11 a slgn1lcant.y
.. f .
1 ..ong
1
.
f
1 estabLi
con f erence reso_u1:10ns,
tlme
ater
t18
.18 h ment

of the NZFU.

Conferences were held on an annual basis from that date.

In

this instance the A and Ps borrowed from the NZFU rather than the NZFU
developing earlier precedents handed on by the A and Ps.

A Royal

Agricultural Society was finally established in 1924 to organise a national
.
.,
i.o na
I f
J9
pe r t.pat.e
tt.c
SllOW 12 and a na tt.o
na.Il con f:erence was arrangec:rom
__ 2

c6

onwards.

But even then only about half the associations bothered to affiliate
themselves formally

to the

new

national body.

13

Hany associations

erred to maintain their local autonomy and freedom from control and
policy directives, especially in the South Island.
7.

N.Z.

8.

ibid.

1892, pp 29 Lf---392 .

9.

ibid.

189 LI , pp 313--328.

10. ibid.

1898,pp 3LIO-- 3LI7 •

11.

.Jour na L

1879~pp

7-12 and

n.

L.J.Wild,
The his

12. Lb id .

P 18.

13. Belshaw, Williams and S

, p 3L+1.

Even at the provincial level there was little co-ordination of
activities.
of act

The Otago A and P Society was established with the intention

as a co-ordinating parent body for the various country societies

and representatives from those local societies were appointed to its
executive.

But in practice the Otago Society was never anything more

than the Dunedin

A and P Society.

Most of its attempts

either

direct the activities of other Otago societies or to arrange one big strong
show for the whole province and do away with local shows, were fiercely
•

1

r e s ts t eo ,

Lt.

Each local society quite rightly saw that their own show,

small as it may have been, played an important role within the local
community.

Educational efforts had to be directed at the man on the land

rather than to townspeople and had to be easily accessible if they were
to be successful.

The very strong Canterbury A and P Society was more

successful in co-ordinating activities on a provincial level than any
other metropolitan or provincial society, yet even its executive 'Yeas
never able to usurp the power of strong local societies like those of
Tbnaru, Ashburton or Rangiora.

Local societies and shows continued to

proliferate into the twentieth century as was the case in Otago and rapidly
followed the extension of settlement.
In terms of structure then the A and Ps were loosely organised and
generally autonomous local associations free of broader regional or
national structural ties.
showdays and plough

Such autonomy suited well the organisation of

matches, but it was later to hinder the A and pIS

effectiveness as a pressure group.

The attitude favouring considerable

local autonomy was also passed onto the NZFU and came to reduce the
effectiveness of its prbnary pressure group function.

In this sense the

A and Ps made little positive contribution to the NZFU in terms of
ional machinery and handed on an organisational attitude which
was negative in its effect.

14.

Journal of the 0
published in 1896

1896 to 1914.
pr ob Lems .

A short history

There was also little sbnilarity in terms of membership between
the two organisations.

The metropolitan societies in particular had a

significant number of members from the commercial community wl t hi n their
ranks, whose presenoe imparted some degree of urban orientation to their
activities.

Even the rural societies, whose membership was primarily

composed of farmers, included non-farmers such as stock agents.

Big

pastoralists, as well as leading merchants and successful businessmen,
also belonged to the A and P Societies even though they generally
refrained from joining the NZFU.
ive of a total of fifty-two,or 4

of the lead

executive

members of the Otago and Southland metropolitan societies whose biographies
have been traced in the S~Y..!::l~~~~_~-,c~ were not farmers.

This group in fact

reads like a "Who I s I-Jho" of the nineteenth century Dunedin business
community even allowing for the tendency of the ~~Y~]~<?~_~"G~ to inflate
their importance.

The largest group (ten or 19.23%) were engaged in

services which supplied the community in general and farmers in particular
with credit, which meant that they were accountants, bank managers and
managers of the New Zealand and Australian Land Company and the National
Hortgage and Agency Company.

Stock and station agents and auctioneers

(three or 5.77%), and general merchants (three), constituted the second
largest group.

The remainder included implement manufacturers (two),

general carriers ar~ contractors (two),a newspaper editor, a journalist,
a company director, a professional secretary and a doctor.

Nearly

half the group (twelve) had some experience in local government,while
three had been M.P.s.
vol

Al least nine of the group were prominent in other

gan i.s atLons such at; the Hasol1ic Order,

the .Io

Club and the

260
Presbyteri.an church,
.

compan~es,

15

Nine were also company directors! usually of several

1
1y
Cear

gr~;lllp

approximated the local interlocking

di.rectorate which dominated the economic, social and political spheres of
life in nineteenth century Dunedin and Invercargill,

Many of them were

also middlemen, the group so despised by the Farmers' League of 1886,
the ,Farmers f Union of 1890 and to

Cl

lesser extent the NZFU itself,

The

inclusion of this group within the A and Ps represented an important difference
between this earlier organisation and the NZFU,

It also made the A and Ps more

truly agricultural because they included representatives of the credit,
distribution and processing sides of the industry within their membership,
They were, therefore, far less sectional in their objectives, actions and
attitudes than the NZFU,

This group also approximated the enthusiastic

ama t eur s from the ranks of the. professional and business communi ties wh o
held real economic ties with the land 16 and were so active within the
RASE.

Their presence was important for they assisted greatly in funding

15.

John Roberts, for example, was a leading local entrepreneur who was
an original director of the Mosgiel Woollen Mills Company, and later
a director of the Trustees, Executors and Agency Company of N.Z. Ltd.,
the N.Z. Refrigeration Company Ltd., the Colonial Bank and eleven
othe r mi nor eo mp ani e s . fy.S:..:l..<2.P~:...~_::i:..:?:.-~.L __~!..£..~} e,':1:;!.:::~~ , V0 1 Lf P 1 0 Lt pan cl
H.C. Harraway, "John Roberts, Man of Business. An Account of John
Robert~ And i'he Establishment of Hur r ay , Roberts and Company Ltd.,"

'..

Unpublished MA Thesis, University of Otago, 1967.

16.

Matthe"T W. Holmes, for example? came to New Zealand a wealthy man
as a result of his mercantile activities during the Victorian gold~
rush. He immeclia,tely invested in land Both in Duneclin and rural
areas and became manager of the N.Z. and Australian Land Company in
1862. After a successful.career as a company director, Provincial
Councillor, and promoter ~f the freezing industry, he retired to the
Rock Castle estate in Southlancl of 36,302 acres, while continuing to
run another estate near Oamaru of 756 acres. He also had owned a
23,294 acre property in Wallace County. On this Southland estate
he concentrated on introducing pedigree horses, sheep and cattle
into New Zealand. Obituary, OW, 2 Oct 1901, contained in the . LQ.1lL1J..Sil
.Q.L....hh~......Q.b1K~L.£\__and I:._.;;LQ..cietY-l~~d A.Return of Freehol~er~ 1882, H 72.
In 1882 Holmes owned a total of 60,985 acres worth £126,779.

facilities such as showgrounds and display halls, which involved large
capital outlay

17

and were necessary for the efficient operation of an

A and P Society.

In fact they gave the A and Ps a financial strength

whicl1 the NZFU so often lacked, but that strength was given at the expense
of the farmers' freedom to speak and act as they wished.
The country societies were generally nmde up of farmers and were
more concerned with the day to day problems of rural life such as pest
control rather than with building elaborate buildings.
by no means free of non-farmer members and b

But they too were

man dominance.

Provincial

Councillors, generally affluent men in the days before politicians were
paid a salary, played a prominent role in establishing both the Taieri
I S " oelety an d tleocomalrlro
I Cl' ·1
'.'
F'armers
. , CJ_u.
bIB
. ltura
Agrlcu

Perhaps the

most extreme example of big man d om inanc e and middleman a.s s i s t anc e was
provided by the Central Otago A and P Association who s e foundation
president, Wil1iam Laidlaw, owned the Matakanui station, and whose
foundatiDn secretary, J.L. Flint, was manager of the Dphil' branch of the
Bank of New South

Wa1es~9 Secretaries were often school teachers, store

·
11
'
20 an d
maglstrates,
1ceepers aneI occaslonay

1
suc~

peop J_e were

0

f ten emp1 aye d

17.

The first hall built by the Otago A and P Society, for example, which
was completed in 1897, cost £10,000. ~y U!:,_Ila L.gi--.!:l~_~__9-t Clg CJ__0:_-!! nd _X
Socie
1897J p /19. Another hall was built in 1911 which pushed
the Society's budget up to £20,742 in 1912 . Jb.~~_ . 1912 J pp /,-5.
Special companies had to be formed to finance the erection of these
build

18.

These men included Henry Clark,~s~lg2_ed~~')_, Vol 4 p 379; Donald Reid
and William Stevenson, .9_~1.'~., 10 Feb 1866 p 8, and Thomas Muir, ibid.
14 Dec 1867 p 13.

19.

T~nes
._-_.-"--_._-------_._
.._.--,

20.

John Dewe who helped launch the Tokomairiro Farmers 1 Club was a
magistrate. D.J. Sumpter and J.J. Lewis, Faith and Toil The
~~_~~~~2!~.~~~E.~E5?, (Dunedin 19/f9),p ]/f,and 0 hi , 27 Oc t J

17 Aug 1881 .

by the NZFU itself, despite its "f a rrne r s ' only" restriction.
twenty-saeveu farmers who have been traced from the

'I'he

Cycl0-Eed=!-l~

seemed,

furthermore, to have had considerable experience in administering the affairs
of local gove r nmerrt as was the case with the executive group in the
metropolitan societies.
The farmers traced in the

g1.~}oJ?~~~.f.:l,

generally s eemed to be r ep r es ent.a t Lv.

of bigger and longer established farmers, while big pastoralists wer e not
as prominent as they were in the Canterbury and Hawkes Bay societies.

Twe.Lv e

of these twenty-seven farmer executive members were pedigree breeders,
Breeders held real dominance in some societies in particular,

In the North

Otago A and P Association, for example, eleven well known breeders sat on
the executive when the total membership was about seventy.

21

Such dominance

was hardly surprising for shows provided these men with an ideal vehicle
for exhibiting their stock.

Furthermore, it required a considerable amount

of capital to set up a stud farm and the greater personal wealth of these
farmers was reflected in their ability to take time off farm work to

exhi~it

at several shows as well as in funding the transport of their stock to those
shows.

On the other hand exhibiting stock was a useful form of advertising

and represented a wise investment of time and expenditure.
a~reasonable

degree of prosperity was required before farmers could become

pedigree breeders who regularly exhibited at shows.
pedigree certificates
superiori

Nevertheless

The holding of

seemed to imply a certain degree of social

Some breeders certainly acted as if they were more important
\

members of the c ommuni.t y than owne r s of mere grade stock.
particularly

This was

true of pedigree sheep farmers who generally engaged in a

much larger scale of operations than beef cattle or dairy cattle breeders.
Once fat lamb raising came into its own in the 1890s stud sheep breeders
soon began to ape the life s

21.

K.C. McDonald,
Centennial Hi

of the big old style pastoralists and

Association

began to ally themselves with that group, a move calculated to heighten
their social distinctiveness.

These men were conspicuous within the

Otago A and P Societies, especially in the more established farming

·
1 as the Talerl.
.
. 22.
cistrlcts
1
SUCl
This impression of dominance by a group of well established farmers,
particularly breeders, rather than smaller men or the big pastoralistsJis
confirmed by the fact that the farm size of the eighteen farms recorded
in the

_gl.c1<21LE:'.9-.:~~~.

Vias above the average for Otago.

23

Twelve wo r ked

holdings of over 500 acres and only one ran a farm of under 300 acres.
In other words none of these units was

small while their value was

increased by the fact that most were mixed stock and crop raising operations.
Only four ran over 2,000 sheep in 1890 suggesting that specialist wool
growers were not particularly well represented.

Perhaps even more

sigrdficant than the size of executive members' farms was the fact that
all but two had some experience in local government administration or 1n
the runn1ng of other voluntary organisations.

Eighteen had experience on

road boards or county councils, while at least six had sat on the
Provincial Council and at least three had been M.P.s at some time.

Clearly,

these men had developed their farms to the point where they could afford
to take some time off farm work and were sufficiently prosperous to employ
labour to enable them to engage in these non-farm activites.

They

approximated the leadership of the general farming community per se and
represented much the same group from which the NZFU drew its executive
members at least in areas where dairying was not concentrated; established
reasonably prosperous farmers conducting a fairly large scale operation
yet clearly distinct from the b

pas t o r aLi.s t

.

22.

Eleven of the twenty executive members of the Taieri A and P Society
executive traced in the
:La were breeders of pedigree stock.
All but four of these men also became members of the NZFU but it is
interesting to note that allegiance to the NZFU had waned by 1910.

23.

According to the "~".~L:.: Y..:,"_ar~..9",<,:J.1':, 1893, p 121, the average farm size for
Otago was 203 acres.

Big p as t o r al i.s t;s or the s o-sc a.Ll.ed "gentry" group seemed to play a
rather more significant role in the Canterbury, Hawkes Bay and Manawatu
Societies.

Henry Overton, John Grigg, John Deans, and Sir John Hall

of the Canterbury Association, all came from the group labelled "gentry"
1 s e men we r e not only b ig 1
'I'he
.. and-

] I'<arme r s " b
'J i
1"'
2Lf
ane.[ "11'
'1g1
y · !',eree··(,LLgg.

owners but ran
acres in 1882
32. , 647

S 11eep

Grigg, for example, owned 15,832

nwnbers of sheep.
25

and ran 34,400 sheep in 1893 when Sir John Hall ran

· 2· 8 , 4"9
on 111S
/. acres. 26

similarly dominated by such b

The Hawkes Bay Association was

pastoralists as Captain Russell, Donald

McLean and J.D. Ormond with Russell running 18,516

.

Ormond 4 9,275 on three propertIes.

26a

in 1898 and

These men receive frequent mention

in M.D.~Campbellls study of Hawkes Bay landed society and belonged to
"

11

wha t Campb e l L labels the gentry group.

27

Leaders of the Manawatu and

West Coast A and P Association with the exception of Sir James Wilson,
generally ran a less grandiose scale of operations, but were nevertheless
substantial farmers.

J .0. Ba t ch e La r and A. McHardy owned the grand old

houses which were taken over by Massey Agricultural College and have

.

been dubbed "champagne people" in a romanticised local h is t o ry .

28

It was scarcely surprising that such men should have had a real
interest in promoting the work of the A and P Societies for they had both
sufficient spare time to read up on advances in agricultural methodology

amI the necessary
profitably.

pI resources to apply such technological irnl0vations

Similarly, they supported the coercive regulations of the

24.

Eldred Grigg,

26.

ibid.

.Qn~Lt,

p 128.

and A to J, ibid. p 75.

26a. ibid. 1898, H-23, pp 35, 38 and 40.
27.

M.D.~Campbell,

of the Old houses of

Department of Agriculture because it was to their own advantage to have
pests, whether rabbits or noxious weeds, brought under stricter control.
They vlE~re truly a group who closely approximated the "high farmers" of
England even if they were not exactly gentry, and as such made a real
contribution to the development of New Zealand's agricultural industry
.
H1
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a group who by and large remained outside the NZFU.

But they were

This exclusiveness

was an interesting reflection on the growing importance of the small
farmers and declining importance of the pastoraList wh Lc h had occurred
by 1900; a change wllich forced each group to indentify its interests as
separate from the other and led them to form organisations of their own.
Not all of the provincial and metropolitan societies were dominated
by big men. however, especially not in areas such as Auckland where there
was a lack of big pastoralists.

There,smaller and medium sized farmers,

such as vlilliam Massey himself ;0 we r e ac tive at the executive level.
The metropolitan and local societies also worked more harmoniously
together than in other areas suggesting that big men and middleman
dominance was less pronounced.

30a

The other major feature of the A and P membership was its smallness"
a difficulty partly off-set by the wide ranging managerial, administrative
and political experience of its executive core.

Rank and file members

29.

Hargreaves, S2E. SJ:.!_, pp 457--!f59; Palmer, .2.P_ ~2..L...t_, pp 605-617;
Eldred-Crigg, .QJ~ S':"~~!_, pp 128-·190; and M.D.tJ.Campbell,.Q£ ~=-i.:.!:.,
pp 436-438; all argue that this contribution has been seriously
und er e s tLma t ed ,

30.

Massey owned a home farm of 220 acres and a swamp property of L.50 ac r e s ,
which hardly placed him in tbe category of a struggling small farmer
when a living could be made frrnn dairy farms of around 100 acres.
But in a comparision with the Gr
s,Ha1l s or Russel1 s, his scale
of operations was indeed modest.
ia of N.Z.
Vo12 (Auckland),
p 662.

30a. Regular conferences were organised by the Auckland Society during the
1890s which were enthusiastically attended by the local societies.
e. g. J:1..:..?:.._..l,:<:~!::~~er, Aug 1893 p 292.
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generally displayed disinterest in anything other than showday and
secretaries constantly. bewai.Led poor attendance at meetings.

Unpaid

subscriptions were a common problem and annual reports frequently urged
the need to increase membership.

Rank

~nd

file apathy in the A and Ps

was a problem which wa s handed on to the NZFU and pointed t.o the difficulty
of C-'onvincing a large proportion of the farming community of the virtues
of organisation.

Even the successful Canterbury Association had a

membership of a little over 300 in the 1890s when there were around 8,000
farmers

31

in t.he province.

The Otago Society over the same period

probably

.
32
never had many more than 200 members when there were around :>,000
farmers in the province.

On the more local hovel the Waitahuna Farmers'

Club, widely acknowledged as one of the most successful clubs in the South
Island, never had ITlany more then sixty members even though there
sheep o"mers alone in Tuapeka County and
vicinity of Waitahuna.

forty~nine

in the immediate

FurthermDre, all of these figures included a

proportion of, non-farmer members, so even at best the A and Ps never
wou Ld have achieved a membership of 8,000 farmers whose allegiance the
NZFU was able to claim at its very lowest ebb.
Restr

tions on political action were very rapidly challenged at

the local level and from this initial challenge arose the gradual development
of some degree of pressure group activity by the A and Ps at the colonial
level.

Initially

som~local

government agencies throl;gh

associations applied pressure on local

th~.

use of such rela tively simple and

unsophisticated techniques as sending letters of protest and petitions
to road boards, county councils and, after 1876, local M.P.s.

As early

31.

The N.Z. Yearbook, 1893, p 121,showed that there were 8,245 holdings
in Ca~t~:rb-;ry-~'~;-number of which correlated closely with the 8,919
farmers recorded in the NZFU survey of its membership in 1926.
Minutes of the NZFU Dominion Executive, 1921-1928, 3 Aug 1926.

32.

There were 9,542 holdings recorded for Otago and Southland in the
same year and lO,799 fanners in the 1926 return. The equivalent
figure for Otago proper, which was first included in the 1906
X_c:£lI]2.<:J5:}'., was 8, 6i:;!, ho Ld i.ng s . According to the 1926 NZFU return
there were 5,938 farmers in Otago.

as 1864 the Tokomaid.ro Ploughi.ngMatch Committee and the 1'aieri
Agricultural Society instigated action to prevent the spread of stock
'J:.

~'

disease by calling public meetings to petition the Provincial Secretary
to introduce tougher quarantine regulations.

33

1'he Western Districts

Farmers' Club f oLl.owed a sim i Lar pattern of action in 1873 when it
pet\lioned the Provincial Secretary to introduce legislation to empower
municipal bodies and road boards to levy an annual tax for rabbit destruc
This concern with pest control continued into the 1880s.

In 1881 the

1'aieri Agricultural Socdkty wrote to Donald Reid. their local M.P., asking
him to persuade the 1'aleri Road Board and County Council to supply the
society with poisoned grain at subsidised rates to control the small bird
nuisance.

Experiments with poisoned grain were started

Lmme dLat e Ly

and

this initiative seemed to impress the County Council for grain was soon
3')

supplied at reduced rates. -

The Clutha A and P Association, and the

Tokomairiro and Waitahuna Farmers' Clubs, undertook a similar course of
action soon afterwards and were also successful in securing poisoned grain
at reduced rates.
The first attempt at organising action over a wider geographical area
occurred in 1883 when the Tokomairiro Farmers' Club succeeded in winning
t;J1e support of other A and Ps and Farmers' clubs in urging the New Zealand
Refrigerating Company to erect their works at Burnside rather than Sawyers
Bay.

36

More provincially orientated action followed in 188 t f wheri local
"

34.

O~.

35.

Minute Book of the Taieri Agricultural Society 1860-1885, 16 Aug
1881. Hocken Library, Dunedin.

36.~[.

20 Sep 1873 p 6.

31 Oct 1883.

3/:

28
societies and clubs called meetings through-out Otago to protest the
decision of grain merchants to force farmers to either supply their own
grain sacks or pay extra for bags.

A conference was arranged to represent

the counties of Tuapeka, Clutha, Bruce and Taieri, and delegates met
buyers' representatives to put the farmers' case.

37

But in this instance

farmers were far less successful than in the freezing works agitation and
the movement soon collapsed as individual societies failed to agree on
any common course of action.

As a result the "bag s-d.n" question remained

a major issue w i.t hi.n the Otago farming community until the establishment of
the NZFU, for farmers failed to win a return to the old system whereby
bags were provided free of charge.
The metropol itan s o c Le tLe s seemed largely, un interested in any
provincial level pressure group activity until the late 1880s and were
quite unmoved by the "bags-in" agitation, an issue which posed delicate
problems for bodies which included both farmers and grain merchants within
their ranks.

From the late 1880s, however, both the Otago and Canterbury

Societies became increasingly vocal over the questions of quarantine stations
an d

'1

ral~way

management. 38

Some success was achieved in the matter of

quarantine facilities when they were upgraded at both Lyttleton and
Port Chalmers in the early

1890s~9

But rail freights remained a perennial

37.

ibid. 27 Feb 188Lf •
The editor estimated that payment for b ag s would
add an extra twopence to eightpence per bushel to the farmers' costs.

38.

The 0
Society protested in 1889 when Lyttleton was made the only
port of entry for North Island stock.
Journal of the
A and P
1896,p 20, and requested that quarantine facilities be
e.s t ab l'l sh ed at Port Cha Lmer s in 1891. _:!:.~2~1._. 1891 1 p 27.
In 1892 the
Society voted in favour of the continuance of the Commissioner system
of railway manag ernen.t in preference to State control. !E2~t:!.. 1892, p 30,
In 1889 the Canterbury A and P Association requested the Government
to place the same quarantine restrictions on Australian cattle as
those
ed on English cattle and the request was complied with.
N.Z.
Journal
Ul89 1 P 261.

39.

It was reported at the first Colonial conference in 1892 that the
Lyttleton quarantine grounds had been upgraded, but further
were requested both there and at Port Chalmers. N.Z.
1892 i P 327.

~_:""":'-'-~:_:":-"--'-=."----_::'-""":':.::"-":':"-
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issue of complaint even though reductions were made on the carr

of

stock to shows and free carriage of lbne was introduced under the Liberal
administration.

These two metropolitan societies also persuaded their

local M. P. s and such influential p er sonaj.Lt Le s as Sir John Hall and the
Hinister of Agriculture himself, both active A and P members, to increase
the

~owers

of the Metropolitan societies to lease and purchase grounds
In 1893 the Canterbury Association even gained the

and to lend money.

right to sell its old ground by Lo t t er.y despite bitter opposition to gambling
within parliament.

/+0

The shift of pressure group activity on to the colonial level was
initiated by the Canterbury Associat:ion when it called and arranged the
first colonial conference in 1892.

But this development was also assisted

by the activities of the new Kinister of Lands and Agriculture, John
HcKenzie.

Soon after his appointment to the portfolio HcKenzie sent out

a circular to all A and Ps and Farmers' Clubs asking for them to provide
..

directives for the formulation of agricultural pOllCy.

III

This action began

a consultative relationship be t.we en t he societies and the Government whLc h
was continued and expanded by the NZFU.

Furthennore, some of these

recommendations,such as the establishment of a Department of Agriculture
o~

the introduction of legislation to prevent manure adulteration, were

acted upon and these apparent successes encouraged the A and Ps to continue
to articulate farmer opinion at the colonial level.

IfO.

NZPD,80 (1893), pp 557-562.

41.

A to J, 1891, H-39.

Henry Overton, chairman of the 1892 colonial conference, made the
A and Ps attitude

t

owar d s pr e.ssur e group activity quite clear when be said:

lIWh:Lle altogether excluding politics, our hands will in no
way be tied in making demands upon the Govermnent of the day for
the general and better development of the agricultural and pastoral
interests of the co Lony ;." 42
"
By politics he meant party politics rather than politics per se, a
definition

h enabled the A and P to become active in

political areas.

non~controversial

The conference acted out the intention stated by its

chairman in demanding the establishment of a Depar tmcn t of Agricul t.ur e ,
This demand was reinforced by several prominent members of the'Opposition
including James Wilson, W.C. Buchanan and Thomas MacKenzie.

The conf er enc e l s

demand then provided HcKenz Le wit.h additional support for a measure he hoped
to introduce.

Even though other

factors were involved the expression of

such an opinion from a meeting supposedly representative of producers from
all over New Zealand, helped to hasten on the establishment of the Department.
This acceleration of an administrative development was probably the
A and Ps most significant suc.cess at the colonial level.

This achievement

was of even greater usefulness to the New Zealand farming community than
that Chamber of Agriculture's efforts to set up the Board of Agriculture
in 1889 was to English farmers, because

t

h e Department was headed by a

Minister rather than a president of a board and had direct representation
within cabinet.

Furthermore, the consultative relationship established

in 1891 was made official when from 1892 onwar d s all bills relating to
agricultural matters were sent out to the A and P societies for considera
and comment.

HcKenzie had clearly come to look to the Associations as

a barometer of farmer and rural investor opinion and many of his bills
reflected views expressed by the A and Ps.

43.

HcKenzie originally hoped to set up the department at a later date,
but brought forward its establishment. For a fuller account of the
Department's creation see Brooking, "Sir John HeKenzie", pp 51~67.

(I

His interest was revealed at the 1894 colonial conference when he
sent the Department's undersecretary, J.D. Ritchie, to attend and offered
to pay delegates' expenses provided they abstained from political discussion.
The conference refused to accept any such interference and went on to state
l

ts demands whil.e fund ing i ts expe nae s .

incorporated in legislation.

Some of these demands were

The right of inspectors to enter milking

sheds and the compulsory introduction of aerated coolers, for example,
were included in the 1894 Do

Industry Bill.

Such changes also tended

to reflect the views of McKenzie and Ritchie as well as divisional heads
and the instructors and inspectors,

lf4

but the A and Ps were clearly

having some influence on legislation and as such were acting as a pressure
group.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to discern where the initial

impetus for the e changes came from, but the

A and

Ps made up an important

part of the dialogue between the Department, at all levels from the
Minister to the inspector, and the man on the land.

Generally the A and

Ps reinforced the Department's desire to introduce more coercive regulations
and even occasionally wanted to go further.
actions could be effective.

But their opposition to such

The Noxious Weeds Bil.l)for example, to which

conferences were strenuously opposed, was introduced as early as 1892, but
was not passed

into law until 1900.

Even though such emotive issues as

land tenure were barred from discussion concern over day to day problems
such as pest control forced the A and Ps to engage in political lobbying

4l,.

See C.J. Rowe, "The Cr ow th of Agricultural Administration, 1880-1900.
The Dairy Industry as a Test Case," Unpublished H.A.Thesis, Massey
University, 1973. Rowe argues that the field executive corps, that is
the instructors and inspectors, were the men most responsible for
these changes.

45.

e.g. The 0
A and P Society favoured the restriction of killing to
public abattoirs from as early as 1892, but the idea was not incorporated
in legislation until 1898 and did not become law until 1900.
Colonial
conferences continually asked that stock inspectors should be veterinarians
but the Department claimed that the appointment of such men would be
prohibitively expensive.

2

~I

largely through the vehicle of the Department of Agriculture, but also
through lobbying parliament and M.P.s directly as was the case with each
conference.
After 1900, however, the pressure group activities of the A and Ps
declined with most of that type of activity being handed over to the
NZFU.

Amalgamation with the NZFU was even considered but rejected on the

grounds that the A and Ps were essentially apolitical and included a large
f

number of norr-f a rme r s within their ranks. L 6

Pressure group ac tivity did

not cease completely, however, as the A and Ps stepped up their demand for
improvements in agricultural education 47 and continued to ask for improvements in pest control me a su r es ,

The expenditure of public money involved

in any improvement in agricultural education ensured that the A and Ps would
have to continue to engage in a certain degree of lobbying as such demands
inevitably aroused opposition from other sectional groups and local
interests.

48
.

Sir James Wilson's hope that the motto of the new agricultural

college he wanted set-up would be "Ag r Lc u l t.ure , but no politics"

Lf 9

was soon

shcnvn to be naive and the A and Ps continued to reinforce the NZFU activities
in this area.
Essentially this lbnited pressure group activity was a secondary
function aimed at reinforcing the A and Ps endeavours to improve farming
techniques and agricultural education, rather than an expression of the
primary intention of protecting farmers'

sectional interests.

There was

no attempt to question parliamentary candidates on the basis of a political
platform as was the case with the Farmers' League of 1886 to 1887, the

Mj."
t Of '1'11e Conference Of Delegates From Agricultural Societies
Throughout Ne"v Zealand." 26, 27 and 29 June 1902 ppll and 64.
Hocken Library.
47.

See Brooking, Mass

48.

ibid.

49.

"Agriculture 'I'r a LnLng ; General," Aug 1 1896·-Nov 1931, File 1032/B397,
1 Dec 1900, National Archives, Wellington.
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pp 13-52 passim .

pp 28-52.

Farmers ' Union of 1890 and the NZFU.

One organisation was assisting the

development of an industry while the other was intent on protecting the
interests of one group of men within that industry.
The world view articulated by members of the A and P societies was
in many ways similar to that expressed by members of the NZFU.

After all

most of these men were members of the rural sector, or at least held
close ties with agriculture, and it was not sur pr Ls i.ng that they all
equated economic primacy with social and moral superiority.
clinner s, wr i t er s in the _N._-e,__Z
. _-e'_.c:.:.C.:c-_'coc_u._n._.__.__e:__._..•.__.__.

._•.• _.

Speakers at

local newapaper s commenting

on the affairs of their own A and P society, and members themselves, all
referred to agriculture in terms of the backbone or the ground-rock of the
nation.

William Jenner of Lawrence, an agricultural journalist of some

repute, for example, wrote to the

Times in 1881 that the rising

generation should be properly trained for work in agriculture because
"There is no occupation more noble - no profession in which more
wisdom and intelligence can be displayed -no engagement in whl.ch
more pleasure and profit combin~a with health, can be secured, than
in the pursuit of ag r Lcu Lt u r ei l'<'
"Ovis," another

contributor to the ._---_._
N.Z....._--_.-_._-------"-----Journal
..•----_._--_.

expressed

similar sentiments in his remarks on the 1892 agricultural conferenc.e
when he c.ommented that "Agriculture is the granite of the social and
,
,,51
industrial systems, it is the bedrock La s t Lng and durable.
the most deft

summation of this viewpoint wa s provided by A.C. Beggwhen

speaking at the A.G.M. of the Otago A and P Society in 1896.

50.

TT, 2 Mar 1881.

51.

Z.
.N
-....:._-_.

__

Perhaps

._._---"-..

__.__.------_.

1892,p 289.

He paraphrased

') rJ

f.ij

Swift to prove that farmers \v(:ere more useful to the State than politicians:
"\vboever wou l.d make two ears of corn or two blades of grass grow
where only one grew before would deserve better of mankind and
do more essential service to h~~ country than the whole race
of politicians put together." :J ..
Similarities also existed in that both organisations tended to view
the body politic in terms of groups rather than classes and were also aware
of and interested in developments in overseas agricultural institutions.
Secretaries, as well as newspapers, constantly lamented the farmers'
inability to combine as a "class", when other "classes" such as miners,
businessmen, artisans and labourers were forming organisations to protect
.
.
.
..
53
thelr dlstlnct occupatlonal lnterests.

The NZFU directly followed up

this appeal and framed its propaganda efforts in similar terms.
Publications such as the __•
N.Z.

•

~

__

~

Journal._ or the N.Z. Farmer

__J. __..

also kept their readers fully aware of both general and organisational
developments within the agricultural sphere in Britain, Australia, North
America and Europe, and to a lesser extent in Argentina and South Africa.
Hany precedents were set out for New Zealand farmers to build upon, but
models of more politically orientated organisations such as the Victorian
Farmers' Union or the Grange, were left to the 1890 Farmers' Union and the
NZFU to emulate.
Yet despite these general similarities within the world view
espoused by the two organisations there existed some important differences
which tended to reinforce the different composition of their membership.

52.

Journal of the

53.

The Secretary of the Waitahuna Farmers I Club, James Moggath, urged
farmers to combine and at least join the local club, throughout
the 189003.
In 1893, for example, he said, "The consolidation of their
interests is as much a necessity as in trades and professions that
have banded themselves into unions for the purpose of watching over
protect
their local interests." T£_, 30 Aug 1893.

A and P Socie

As Bee;g':-:, c ornmerrt had suggested the A and
pr oduc t i.vL ty ra t her

t

ha n parliament.

pi,S

essential concern was. with

He confirmed this impression when

he commented the f o Ll.owi.ng year that the theoretical politician was an
even grea ter pes t than the Hessian fly.

Sf,

As t

her e was a much larger

component; of big pastoralists within their ranks the A anelPs were also

more0tolerant of big men than the NZFU which at least paid lip service
to the desirability of closer settlement and favoured the development
of smaller scale intensive farming.

But the most important dLf f e r eric e

lay in the NZFU's espousal of the view that farmers' occupational interests
were quite separate from those of any other sectional group. Increasingly
throughout the late nineteenth century fanners came to feel that they were
being alienated from the other members of the economic chain in which they
operated.

The NZFU provided an institutional expression of this sense of

isolation from the providers of credit, the distributors of their produce,
transporters of their produce and the processors of their produce.

The

establishment of the NZFU implied that some farmers felt that mortgage
companies, stock and station agencies, the railways and manufacturers
could no longer be trusted.

A trade union was designed to defend its

members against the selfish designs of all other occupational groups,
wJ1ereas the A and Ps viewed society in more interdependent terms.
Speakers at A and P meetings could eulogise the virtues of country living
but they could hardly ,condemn the activities of "rings" or "parasitic"
middlemen, when some of their members belonged to those very rings.
Expressions of anti-urban feelings were also obviously more difficult
from within the metropolitan societies and hostile

anti~urban

sentiments remained the preserve of the more mf.Litant farmers

54.

Journal of the 0

A and P Socie

1897,p 12.

r

clubs,

the Farmers Union of 1890 and later the NZFU.

Finally, the A and Ps

emphasis on self-help as promoted by s how-rl ay , ploughing, ma t ches and
competitions, also ran somewha t counter to the NZI'U' s call for c o Ll ec tivis t
action, although the A and Ps did support the establishment of co-operatives.
The A and P societies then were essentially concerned with promoting
a more scientific approach to agricultural production, thereby increasing
output: and

its.

They attempted to accelerate changes in farming

methodology and hoped to stinrulate an increase in the application of
technological innovations to the industry rather than organising for
the defence of farmers' economic interests through political action.
Promotion of efficiency and improvements in quality were far more important
to the A and Ps than protection of farmers' vested interests.

The farmers'

primacy was assumed and did not have to be fought for in the political
arena.

In this sense the A and Ps were closer to the English provincial

agricultural societies than the Chamb e r of Agriculture, while their
considerable local autonomy distinguished t hem from a more truly national
organisation such as the RASE.

Yet the need to remove such obstacles

to increased productivity as pests and inadequately trained farmers,
forced the A and Ps to engage in some pressure group activity placing
them somewhat nearer the model of the Chamber of Agriculture after 1890.
At local level there was little difference between the English and New
Zealand farmers' club, but the NZFU was unable to utilise their experience
as \oJe11 as the NFU.

In terms of the development of the NZFU, the

contribution of the A and Ps was slight apart from the initiation of
meetings of farmers at the national level and the beginnings of some
pressure group activity from within the agricultural sector.

But that

contribution was probably greater than that of the RASE or the provincial

. 1t.u r a.iCl societies was to the NFU, and rather than being formed in
ag ri.cu
opposition to such bodies as the A and Ps, the NZFU hoped to extend their

2 '6' {

usefulness by moving beyond the limitations which they had imposed on political
activity.
The A and Ps answered the needs of the primary phase of settlement
by promoting the progress of

agricultur~

in typically nineteenth century

fashion; through applying technological advances via individual enterprise.
The~ZFU

in contrast was concerned with entrenching the advantages which

emanated from this initial phase of settlement through a typically
twentieth century response; the establishment of a s ec t Lona L pressure
group to protect farmers' former gains from erosion in the face of increased
group competition for a share of the national

cak~.

Both organisations

aimed at achieving the same ends .- greater prosperity for the farmer and
the community in general -- but the means of realising that obj ec tive were
very different, while the NZFU was more concerned with the prosperity of
the farmer in particular.

Perhaps that essential difference was best

summed up in a pLec e of doggerel entitled "Our Home," which was written
by Za r a , a f r e que n t con t rib uta r tot he

Journal.
::N.:..:._~Z:_.:..-::..:::.::.:::..:::.::.d__'::_::":::::"::~~=_

"Our politicians seeking sweet repose,
May turn delighted to our Yearly Show
And see wb.enc e true prc{ptyerity may flow.

Bere varied fruits of garden, field and grove,
Of flocks and berds, and noble steeds, the prime,
Transport our bearts with thankfulness and love,
To the creator of this matchless clime:
And next, to those brave men from o'er the foam
Who made New Zealand fit to be our Home." 55

55.

N.Z. Count

1891,pp

531~532.
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CHAPTER NINE

FARMl'~RS_' PO_~ITICA~:'.._gRGA~!.SA,£ION~L~11ICli ..3...:.~ECEDED THE NZFU.
THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE ORIGINS OF THE NZFU. 1880:T 901.

Most accounts of the emergence of the NZFU tend to describe its foundation
organiser, A.G.C. Glass, as a kind of genie, rubbing a newly discovered
organisational lamp.
if by magic.

He simply toured New Zealand and the NZFU materialised as

This v Lew , stressing the apparently sudden emergence of the NZFU,

has resulted from a failure to look at organisational developments wi.t h i.n the
farming commun i.t y before 1899.

1

While Glass may have been something of a

genie, the lamp of a general farmers' political organisation was never completely
buried.

The NZFU was not an entirely new conception completely severed from

earlier developments.

It was rather the outcome of the admittedly slow

growth of sectional awareness amongst the farming community which became
increasingly explicit after 1880.

This growing sectional consciousness

received institutional expression in the New Zealand Farmers' League of
1886-1887, the Otago based New Zealand Farmers' Union of 1890 and several
attempts during the 1890s to set up an Otago and Southland Farmers' Union.
There were also a few smaller scale attempts to establish farmers' political
c••

organisations in other areas of New Zealand, particularly in Taranaki and
1.

e.g. Neither Keith Sinclair, A History of New Zealand, (London 1959),
nor \,J.B. O'li.ve r , The S
ofN;;:;-Ze-;:lT;;~'(i:'ondo~:;T§'60), mention any
organisational dl?\klopments
t he farming sector prior to 1899.
OliveI' makes no reference to the origins of the NZFU, while Sinclair
ibid. P 200, remarks "An opportunity t o unake themselves heard more
~-iea'rly came in 1£$99 when SOTIle well- to- do farmers formed a Farmers'
Union. If R.J. Duncan, "TIle New Zealand Fanners' Union as a Political
Pressure Group,1901-1912," Unpublished MA Thesis, Victoria University
of Wellington, 1965, pp 1-12, dismisses the likelihood of there being
any connection between these earlier groups and the NZFU. Cleveland,
"An Early New Zealand Farmer s ' P're s s ur e Group," wr tt e s off the Farmers'
Union of 11390 as unimportant.

2 'I' 9

Canterbury.

The adoption of such titles as Farmers' Leagues and Farmers'

Unions strongly suggests that some sense of sectional consciousness existed
inside the fanning community, at least wit.hi n Otago.

Further proof of

some sec tiona1 awareness is also c o n ta ined in the ti t le "Fa rme r s

I"

and in the name of the first national agricultural journal, the

Ne~_~.~a}.§l.~.<:!.

Xarm~z,

which began publication in 1885.

Club,

The general press itself, whether

metropolitan or small town, also referred to "farmers" as "a class", rather
than talking of "agriculturalists" or "pastoralists" from at least the
1880s onwards.

2

W.H. Oliver's comment, made in h i.s 1972 Hacm I l Lan Brown

Lectures, that the 1890 union represented an early phase in the process

3

which underlies the otherwise sudden emergence of the NZFU around 1900,

comes closer to placing these earlier organisations in their true perspective
than any other assessment of their significance.
It must be stressed, however, that sectional consciousness was not
particularly strongly developed amongst any New Zealand occupational
group prior to 1900.

The considerable fluidity of the job situation,which

so perplexed census enumerators
Zealanders

i~entifying

!+
I

mi

ted against the tendency of New

themselves in terms of their occupations.

Localism

2.

Miles Fairburn's comment at the 1977 New Zealand Historians Conference
that there was no such thing as a farmer until the 1920s, only settlers,
is clearly preposterous. He is right, however, in stressing that
sectional consciousuess, especially as expressed in pressure groups
organised on a national level, was not particularly well developed until
the 1920s or even the 1930s.

3.

W. H. Oliver, "New Zealand About 1890," Unpublished lvlacMLLlan
Lectures, held at the University of Canterbury Library.

4.

Keith Picke n s, for example, found frequent complaints from enumerators
in trying to categorise persons according to occupation,especially
when they held several jobs simultaneously.
Pickens, .Qr~.s,it, p 112.
Croups such as the part-time fanners and road building contractors
mentioned in Chapter I must have caused the t Ld y-em i.nd ed enume r aj.o r s
severe headaches.

Bro~7I1
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remained a far more important determinant of political behaviour, especially
in rural areas.

5

The gradual evolution rather than the sudden emergence

of sectional consciousness and consequently of sectional organisations,
helps explain why a nationally organised general farmers' union did not:
appear earlier than 1900, especially when the predecessors of the NZFU
revealed some degree of organisational progression.

Furthermore, as

political organisation within rural areas was made more difficult by the
widely dispersed population, it tended to arlse in response to developments
within the urban sector.

The Farmers' Union of 1890 illustrated this

tendency as it was set up to counter the influence of the new urban trade
unions and employers' associations.

6

Once those trade unions declined

employers' associations also tended to become less active and farmers felt
less need for their own sectional

0

ation.

The establishment of a

national farmers' union was delayed in consequence.

Up to 1891 farmers

were more concerned with urban sectional organisations in general than trade
unions in particular.

Once trade unions began to revive in the late 1890s,

however, farmers were not slow in countering their activity by setting up
a farmers' sectional organisation administered on a national basis.

It

s ecmed as if the pattern of or gani sa t Lonal. development wl t h in the farming
sector followed Newton's immutable law that for every (urban) action there
was

an equal and opposite (rural) reaction.

Town versus country rivalries

were institutionalised, at least to a certain extent, within the trade
unions, the employers' associations and the NZFU and its predecessors.

ter Three,p 95.

5.

See Chapter Two,p 62 and

6.

See Roth, Trade
p 168. The number of registered trade unions
fell away from
at the end of 1890 to 70 in 189Lf and then more t hx.n
doubled from 85 in 1896 to 175 in 1900. The Otago Employers' Assoc
tion
continued to operate throughout the 1890s) but does not seem to have
been particularly active.
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The major emphasis and general character of various organisations
which predated the NZFU clo

reflected the underlying economic and social

changes out v-Li.ned in Chapter One.

The fact that farmer activism was first

confined to localised pockets, such as Waitahuna, was made inevitable by
the poorly developed state of communications, the recent establishment of
most farms and the increasing struggle for viability.

Few farmers were

yet in a position to play an active part in activities away from their
farms.

They became active in Otago before other areas simply because the

province was longer settled, while the tussock lands of the district required
much less slog to convert them into workable farms than the bush country
of the North Island.

As depression worsened rising interest rates and

growing indebtedness drove many farmers to the edge of bankruptcy.

in response, the Farmers' League of

movement of sheer desperation

1886-1887.

A

This short-lived and largely spontaneous reaction to depression

went closer to producing a populist movement in New Zealand than has
probably ever been realised.

But its single-minded concern with land reform,

its radical overtones and a short-lived upturn of the economy, combined
with considerable communications cLifficulties to deprive the League of
any

widespr~ad

popularity.

It disappeared as suddenly as it had appeared.

The rumblings of trade union militancy in the towns in 1889 and 1890 gave
the few farmer activists a chance to spread the gospel of combination
and they accepted it willingly.

In many ways this union with its regional

base and broader set of concerns was much nearer the model of the NZFU,
than the League or the activist farmers' clubs.

It definitely was a far

more mature organisational response than the League, even sharing a certain
degree of conservative caution wit6 the NZFU.

Also it prepared a progran~e

which was presented to parliamentary candidates to discover which politicians
would support the union's
different.

icies.

But in other ways it was critically

In 1890 the leasehold with its low interest rates and cheap sources
of credit offered a security which farmers badly needed.

Although the

leasehold dLd not set many Ot.ago farmers on their feet, Advances to Settlers
and benevolent State pa ternalism helped many back on the road to recovery.
By 1900 State intervention, as symbolised by the leasehold) had assumed a
different guise.

Now it appeared to be an unnecessary ceiling imposed to

prevent the farmer climb

further up the agricultural ladder, even if

it had once helped farmers onto the ladder and acted as a safety-net.
The demands of the 1890 union and the NZFU were clearly very different.
Organisationally the 1890 union was also much less sophisticated than the
NZFU.

Overall it was much more loosely structured and amateurly administered.

It even lacked a professional secretary.
against it ever

This shortcoming weigh/ed h eav iLy

developing into a regional union like the Lincolnshire

Farmers' Union,with the potential to broaden its geographical base of
support.
After 1890, with the decline of the trade unions and the gradual
upturn of prices the Otago Farmers' Union rapidly disappeared.

Several

attempts to re-establish it on either a county or a provincial ba s i.s met
with widespread indifference and failed.

Yet increased prosperity and the

recovery of the trade union movement made the emergence of a nationally
organised farmers' union more likely.

The initiative to take advantage

of conditions more favourable to a union type of development came from
the north, from the new group of dairy farmers created by the technological
innovation of refigeration and expanded by consistently high prices.

This

new group also had a cause lacking amongst South Island farmers, the freehold.

Rising prices meant rising land values.

farmers inteneled to cash in on the

These new North Island

enhanced values created by their hard

work in carving productive farms out of the bush by winning the right to
convert leasehold properties to freehold tenure.

Then they were free to

collect whatever profits they could by selling their farms at improved
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values.

These

IDEm

provided the energy to overcome the inertia of farmer

apathy, but the importance of their role needs some qualification.
Glass soon found that the movement proved almost as popular with
South Island farmers.

It struck a responsive chord amongst those farmers

who had been politically active since the 1880s.

The NZFU brought to

cul~ination a much longer term development, which only required an energetic

outside influence to revive the feeling held since 1880 that farmers needed
some kind of political organisation. -The factor holding all the earlier
organisational efforts together was personality.

The men who founded the

Waitahuna Farmers' Club, were the same men who set in motion the movement
to establish the Fanners I Union of 1890.
1899, only to fail each time.

They tried again in 1893 and

It was hardly surprising, therefore, that

this small group of organisationally minded farmers dominated the foundation
executives of local branches of the NZFU, much as some members of farmers'
clubs in England became active members of local NFU branches.

The existence

of this group' of men and a belief in the virtues of combination within Otago
from the 1880s helps explain why mixed arable and sheep farmers came to
play such an important role within the running of the NZFU.
were not

ne~rly

Dairy farmers

as dominant within the NZFU as is generally supposed.

~specially not at the national leadership level.
for sheep men to take time off farm work.

It was after all easier

Furthermore,this group of medium

sized farmers)as disti;ct from the big pastoralist~had long desired a
farmers' union.

They had to wdit,however. upon the initiative and energy

of the more prosperous and longer established dairy fanners to spur their
apathetic and more individualistically minded mixed farming brethren into
greater action.

Once the organisational initiative was taken some sheep

and arable men gladly joined the new movement.

The fact that these earlier attempts at organisation occurred at all
suggests that some fanners wanted a union type of organisation from the
1880s onwards.

Hithout such a desire the

spread as rapidly, nor

colony~wide

NZFU would not have

grown as quickly as it did, once conditions became

more favourable to the development of a permanent farmers'

trade union.

The Farmers' Union of 1890, and to a lesser extent earlier organisational
efforts, did indeed represent the early stages of the process which led up
to the emergence of the NZFU.

The Waitahuna Farmers' Club 1881~1889
The Waitahuna Farmers' Club was in many ways a country A and P
Association with its show and ploughing match.

But its initiation of action

over the "bs g s-dn" issue of 188!'f and its efforts at pest control distinguished
it as the most active farmers' club in Otago.

Later it came to express

views which took it beyond the limited scope of the essentially promotional
A and P Societies.

By the late 1880s it moved into the area of explicitly

political action for defensive purposes.
Right from its establishment the elub's executive committee made it
clear that they would not limit themselves to the promotion of a show.
Hithin a month of its formation the club telegraphed the M.P. for Tuapeka,
J.C. Brown, urging him to introduce a clause into the Crops Protection Bill
empowering Road Boards and County Councils to adopt stringent measures
to control the small bird pest.

7

Less than two months after this an attempt

to limit the club's activities to pest control was rejected when the
executive petitioned the Railway Traffic Superintendent to appoint a porter
to the Waitahuna railway station.

7.

:I:£,

8.

i bid.

7 Sep 1881.
2 Nov 1881.

8

On the other hand the initial objectives of the Waitahuna club were
not nearly as grand

9S

those of the rival Tuapeka County }CarmeTs' Club.

Its promoters envisaged this tiny local institution evolving into an
organisation along the lines of the American Grange combining political,
i.a l an£1 co-operat1ve
. actlvltles.
. ..
9
SOC1a_

The Waitahuna club's initial moderation

and concentration on matters of immediate local relevance helps explain
why it survived when the other never really got started.
Up to 1884 the Waitahuna Farmers' Club did not engage in any activity
which d istingu Lahed it from other farmers' clubs.

But in that year it

ini tia ted provinc e-,olide ac tion over the "bags ... in" issue and corresponded
with the Manning River Farmers' Association of New South Wales over this
question~which

was also confronting Australian farmers.

broaden the base of such an agitation
new departure.

The attempt to

onto a provincial level marked

Cl

Furthermore, long after other A and P societies and farmers'

clubs had lost interest in the matter the Waitahuna club kept demanding
that: grain dealers and stock agents pay fanners for their sacks.
"battle of the bags" was conducted wlth a mi1:U:ant rhetoric.

10

This

Constant

reference ,vas made to the Dunedin merchant "ring" and club members made
it clear t hs y they did not wish to be reduced to the level of "serfdom"
by "middlemen".

A distinctly sectional viewpoint wa s clearly being

asserted in explicit fashion.

Such open hostility also questioned the

comfortable co-operation which existed b e twe en the business and fanning
communities within the Dunedin A and P Society.

9.

ibid.
26 Jan 1881. This club disappeared within six months, bearing
~~lt-Donald Reid' s prophecy that its aims we r e too wide for it to
succeed.
ibid.
5 Mar 1881.

10.

ibid.

26 Apr ,

3 Sep 1884 and 1 Apr 1885.

After 1884 the club slowly widened its concerns to include fixing the
rate for threshing c ha r g e s and s e t t Lng up vigilance committees against
rabbits,11 rather than outlaws as in the American west.

Concern wi.th New

Zealandfs nearest equivalent to cattle rustling, sheep stealing, also
increased.

Even though some of the reported thefts were not on the massive

scale of the semi-mythical exploits of John McKenzie and his dog, the
disappearance of eighty
.
12
very rea I loss.

out of a total flock of 180 represented a

itA Lamb" and "Bah Bah" ,vere sceptical of such losses

and blamed them on the poor arithmetical skills of their owners.
theless these thefts,

13

Never--

ined or otherwise, led the club to form another

vigilante committee and to petition the Minister of Lands to tighten
branding and ear marking regulations.

The clubfs efforts at pest control

were also assuming something of a political dimension as they called a
rabbit conference and criticised both squatters and crown estates for their
laxity in not controlling the pest.

Some members even felt that runs

. 1n ra bb i:L t warrens. 14
were synonymous wtt

The club also supported the Taier!

Agricultural Society in th e i r attempt to r enew the "bags .... in" agitation.

15

By 1887 Waitahuna had earned a reputation as the home of one of the most
active farmers' clubs in Otago.

16

11

Hid.

2 Jul 188L1 •

12.

ibid.

5 Sep 1888,

13.

ibid.

8 Sep and 10 Oct 1.88B.

U..

ibid.

8 May 1886.

15.

ibid.

20 Oct 1886.

16.

ibid. Both the Bruce Herald and Taieri Advocate commented on how
active the Waitahuna
was in comparision wi
their local
A and P societies. ~!_':l_c:_~__Ji~;rc.l_L~!., 3 Sep 1886! and }~'!:_L(;::Ej._A9.:LC2.(=3~_t:.<::.,
7 Sep 1887.

The membership of the club provides few clues as to why it was more
active and more concerned with the advocacy of distinctive farmers' interests
than probably any other farmers l organisation in Gtago during the 1880s.
Small and middling, cattle and s he ep , mixed cropping and specialist stock
farmers belonged to the club.

The emphasis on control of the small bird

pest clearly reflected the importance of arable farming within the area.
The size of members' holdings ranged from 104 to over 4,000 acres.

A slight

majority of those whose names were recorded in reports printed in the
J'uapek~_ T~me.§'.

were freeholders, who s e properties ranged from £ 150 to

£6,921 in value.

Small farmers predominated with eleven of the fifteen

freeholders traced own Lug farms of over 500 acres
properties b

valued at under £1,000.

~

everyone of those eleven

But big farmers were not excluded.

William Livingston and John Sutherland, for example, owned large properties
and held important executive positions.

They did this despite the efforts

of John Cowen to bar from membership farmers with holdings over 1,000
acres.

18

Still,even these more substantial men were farmers rather than

runholders.

No big pastoralist belonged to the club.

By and large the

club, whose membership fluctuated between forty and seventy, was also a
1\

11

farmers' only organisation.

19

Some members had local government experience

17.

William Livingston,(sometimes spelt with an e in newspaper reports),
owned 2,415 acres of freehold land valued at £6,921 and leased a
2,859 acre grazing run on which he. ran 3,800 sheep in 1890. Livingston
was also an ex-goldmine.r who came to Otago through Victoria. .~c~~<?J:5:d:J~§.,
Vol 4, p 677. John Sutherland, in association with his brother,
owned aI, 943 acre freehold property valued at £3, L+65 on which he ran
2,900 sheep in 1890.

18.

!.:.....~~_,

19.

The only non-farmers traced were two shop keepers and a butcher. Even
the butcher, like many other counterparts in small towns, owned a
small farm. The New Zealand Post Office Direc
(Wise and Companyls),
1885-··1886.

1 Oct 1890. This notion was treated with disdain by other
members. As the president Robert Craig pointed out, many of the club's
most useful members, (by which he meant Livingston and Sutherland in
particular),owned over 1,000 acres.

on school c omm

t

ce s , road boards or the Tu ape ka County Council, but the

percentage was not untypical of other A and P Societies or Farmers' Clubs.

20

The only really distinctive feature was that at least five members, like

'
I"
L'Iv tng s tou, were
WL' ]..l Lara

.JJ'
ex"··go.c~mlners.

21

Possibly such men had experience

of some union activity, but they never mentioned it.

The predominantly

Celtic background of most members revealed in their obituaries, was not
significant enough to differentiate this area from the rest of Otago.
Nevertheless,

the Kirk rather than the Chapel stood at the background of this

pocket of activism and militancy,

A strong Presbyterian lobby within the

club prevented a liquor booth from being set up on the

show~ground

succeeded in having showday dances stopped during the 1890s.

22

and

A shared

gold mining experience seems, therefore, to have been the only characteristic
which distinguished this club from other Otago farmers' c1ubs.

This

goldfields background wa s also common to the 'I'ua p e ka \.Jest Farmers' Union
which helped the Waitahuna club in setting up an Otago Farmers' Union in
1889.
Before the Waitahuna Farmers' Club initiated general political action
on a broader geographica1 front, however, an attempt was made by the New
Zealand Farm~rs' League in 1886 to recruit Otago farmers

into a specia1ist

farmers' organisation for the South Island.

20.

This information on freehold land, property valuation, size of sheep
flocks and loca1 government experience has been extrapolated from the
following sources.
A Return of the Freeho1ders of New Zealand 1882.
St one s and Wit,e' s Directories ... Annua Sheep Returns
H classifications, also occasionally found in the New Zea1and
e.g. for 1890. The
ia of New Zealand Vol
, Otago
Southland.
Information conta
Tuapeka Times, especial1y
obituaries for the ten years 1901 to 1911-.--.-·---·-.-------

21.

This f
re have been calcu1ated from these obituaries and a few other
scattered references contained in other years of the I_tJ..0.pel.(~.~r~~2.n..::".~..
Like Livingston and many others included in the obituaries, some members
came to Otago via the Victorian goldfields,

1893 or 1

L897.

2 EJ 9
1886.,..1887

The New Zealand Farmers '.
The New Zealand,
J.L. Leesmith

, League was founded in March 1886

by

for the specific purpose of organising freehold farmers to

prevent runholders surrenrlering their

l~ases

en masse.

Leesmith feared

that any large-scale surrender of leases would place an overwhelming tax
burden on the already sorely troubled small freehold farmers.

23

For this

reason he recommended that farmers should give qualified support to
Sir George Grey's Lands for Settlements Bill, which aimed to break up the
big estates for closer settlement through compulsory repurchase by the
State and the imposition of a land tax.

24

But while Leesmith favoured a

land tax he was more concerned with the plight of freehold farmers already
on the land than with the settlers of the future.

His solution to

the problems of impending bankruptcy and inadequate provision of credit was
to set up a system of Equity Courts as Glaclstone had done in Ireland and
Scotland.

23.

Such courts would consider the cases of farmers who had become

Q!?J:, 11

Har 1886 .

.J:.''!:2:.::.£;~~_~.:Y_() cat e ,

13 Mar 188 6 .

Bru.<:~--.!~!:_~~_<!, 23 Har 188 6 •
p~.~:!l1ers!:S'.!1: .. _§,,~9_.!'l.!~.ik.:.~nl~it~.~~~!.!~.:~,

2Lf •

26 and 29 Mar 1886.

ibid.
l;lyrtl~_gtc1E..~ T~J!l.~,

1 Apr and 9 Apr 1886.
Grey's Bill was similar in many ways to John HcKenzie's Land for
Settlements Act of 1894. But it was made unworkable by Grey's
usual touch of eccentricity; in this case the floating of bonds
in London to raise the capital for repurchase. He also thought in
terms of perpetual lease rather than lease-in-perpetuity and proposed
a repayment interest ratetof 8%, the same rate as that charged by
banks and finance companies, rather than the 4% rate which McKenzie
introduced in his Land Act of 1892. Grey's Bill also failed because
it was modelled on legislation introduced in Cape Colony and Prussia,
whereas McKenzie tailored his legislation to answer New Zealand
needs much more closely. Furthermore, Grey's bill did not even have
the full confidence of the Stout-Vogel Ministry. NZPD, 54 (1886)
pp 372-3.
It is scarcely surprising that this bill failed to
produce any real legislative impact, or that it has largely been
overlooked by New Zealand historians.

bankrupt

no fault of their own.

Once the bona fide nature of the

case was established the Courts would arrange for the farmer to buy hack
his property at the low interest rate of 4%.

If the land companies refus

to do this then the State would repurchase the property and allow the
to pay the interest by way of rent.

slative action were the only solutions to the

Ln t.erv enri.on and

At each of his foundation meeting
the

L n t . r - o d u c

t

i . o n

Leesmith made it clear that State

0

any "p a r tLaL'

"class", wh.i.ch

a resolution was passed protesting
L e g i . s

L a t L o

n in the interest of

meant that the Government should not accept: the

A call was also made for the State to

surrender of crown leaseholds.

readjust rent , Lnt.e r e s ts and other "burthens",

pecially taxes, on

Cl

fair and equitable basis.
This empha.s Ls on

scale State intervention was radical in

on with such other contemporary solutions to depression as

c.ompar

r etrcnc hmen t.

Lee smlt.h was clear

uruc.h more aware of agrarian militancy

in Scotland and ireland and the response of the Liberal Government to that
than American agrarian movements.

mI.li

he made no direct reference to either the

Unlike the 1890 Farmers' Union
or the populists.

Le e sm.i.t.h 1 s arguments were laced wi t.h a hostile rhetoric which placed

the blame for the freeholder's pI

squal'

on the sinister alliance

of runholders, mortgage companies, banks and other
such as

inancial institutions

tack and station agencies. r Phrases such a s "vic ti.m.i.s at Lon by

s" and the "sword of eviction" abounded in his

Once he

th the landlords of England and concluded that

the land c ornp a ni

1is11 Landl.o rd s wer e more flexible as they as least lowered th eir

even

rent:Sft 25

"
1
At Berwi_ck he weIlt as fat.
as sayi.ng
that T,e
ban k ,8 a,nc1 great

companies had the farrner s under I:he thumb as f Lrrn ly as the Cz ar of Russia
had his sub j

25.

(,C

ts ent hraL'Led . ,,26

Bruce Herald, 7 May 1886.

1886.
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The means of achi
leases and of induc

the ends of prevent
State interventioD

mortgagee and mar
a vehicle

ram which

0

a mass surrender of

even up the relationship of

s the formation of farmers' leagues to
itical pr

sure could be applied.

Each county

wa s to hav en central council with brandies in smaller towns.
branches were ass

'I'he s e county

the task of questioning parliamentary candidates on

the critical issue of run surrender.

Then the local branches were expected

to recommend that member s vote only for those candidates who pled
themselves to fight for the attainment of the League's objectives in Parliament
This procedure was never actually implemented by the League but it anticipated
the action of both the Farmers' Union of 1890 and the NZFU in t.hi s matter.
Leesmith

that the county

would

co~ordinate

their activities

throughout the South Island and eventually throughout the entire colony.
ion of a federated farmers' political

T111.8 was a rather vaglle cone

organisation, but it was nevertheless the first articulation of the notion
that farmers needed a political organisation separate from ,existing
g ant s a t Lon should represent t he interests

associations and that the new

of aLL farmers rather than Just the immediate locality.
The fatlure of the League to gain any wide popularity becomes more
understandable when the character of its founder is subjected to closer
examination.

Leesrnith was not a farmer but rather something of an adventurer

who had engaged in several

27.

~}C, u l.a t Lve
..

enterprises.

27

He deserted the

In 1881 Leesmith took up Cl quarter share in a 25,000 acre run in the
Hollyford Valley. He and his unnamed partners hoped to develop
hold
by providing accommodation for tourists travelling to Hilford
Sour0 and
t
English agricultural labourers to develop farms
on the Lowl and s area.
inadequate commun i.c a t Lon s Boon led
him to surrender the run even more rapidly than the League.
It was
hardly surpr-Ls
the 1
t of this background that HA Sheep-·
fanner" of South
erbury should writ e to the ODT questioning
Le e sm.i t.hs creel
fen lead
such a movement. gl?.!., 31 Mar
and 1
18e6.

League for the Argentine meat trade in August 1887 just as rapidly as he
left behind his earlier enterprises.

28

It came as no surprise, therefore,

that his claim that the Farmers' League had established branches from
R~verton

to Cheviot

there were

29

was as extravagant as his rhetoric.

Within Otago

two active branches at Falmerston and Waikouaiti.

Branches

were also nominally established at Outram, Milton and Berwick, but none
of them progressed beyond the or gan Ls i.ng committee stage.

30

There wa s

he ad quarters set up In
, .Dune d z.n
'
31
' d scant
supposec11.y a ileac
) b
ut 't t r ecerve

attention from the ODT. Once when a farmer wrote to the Taieri Advocate
requesting further information on the League he received no reply.
Oamaru the Fa rmers '

32

In

soon developed into a straight out Land League,

whi.ch became a firm advocate of land nationalisation and inc.luded many
non-srf a rmers wf.thI in

2B.

'J
Jots
r arucs . 33

Lee smi th left New Zealand to try and establish a s t ock exporting

businesB to Argentina and took several breeders with him in July
1887. OW, 29 Jul 1887 p 7.

30.

Neither the Taleri Agricultural Society nor the Tokomairiro Farmers'
Club made any reference to the local branches of the League.

31.

The office of the League waB apparently located in Princes Street.
Members were cordially invited to use it to wr Lt e letters and
transact business when in Dunedin. Palmerston and Waikouaiti
11 Jun 1886.

32.

Taieri

33.

North

14 Ju1 11386.
1 and 24 Jun 1886.

Area of Otago Counties Under Crops and Grass in 1886. Expressed in
Acres and as a Percentage of the Total Area of Otago planted in Wheat, Oats,
Crops and Grass.
Total Cultivated
Area
1;.j'aitaki

Waihemo

Waikouaiti

Taleri

Bruce

Wheat

Oats

3LI.97%

23,960
50.02%

19.05%

55,712
5.30%

2, '5!; 7
5. !12%

1+.27%

59,840
5.69%

1,159

3,270

2.!;7%

2..36%

98,535
9.37%

3,696
7.87%

1 ll,012

121,151

367,713

11.52%

Clutha

166,286
15.82%

Grass

77 ,632
27.10%

282,135
38.67%

12,082
4.22%

42,153
5.76%

5, 6Lr 2
1. 97%

53,670
7.36%

10.07%

27,191
9.49%

69,208
9.49%

l;,426
9. l ;3 %

19,227
13.84%

35,049
12,23%

76,936
10.55%

1,574

35,337
25. Lr 2%

56,525
19.73%

103,9 L13
1LI.25%

51,2.66
7.03%

3.35%

26,L174

5,950

-_._--------Tuapeka

Maniototo

--._------Vincent

90,127
8.57%

4,378
9.33%

17,53 l 1

35,557

12.62%

12,l;]%

28,967

1, L14-3

5,752

15.,6 115

2.75%

3.07%

4.1LI%

5.l16%

12,571
1.72%

1,8!+6
3.93%

5,926
4.26%

9,989
3.49%

10,111
1.38%

1,934
4.12%

4,8 LIO
3.48%

9,867
3.44%

10,L168

6%

1,319

0.49%

0. 116%

17,065
2.3 Lr%

- - - - -------------.------------20,100
1. 92%

Lake

2 l+,555
2.33%

Peninsula

18,522

1.43%

---------~---------------_.-------------------------------------_._-----------_

TOTAL

1,051,508

46,963

729,526

.._------.

tables sugg e s t several reasons as t.o why the League I s

The

policies won nmre support in the Waihemo district than in other areas.
mo s t

obvious

The

es ion is that Waihemo county was much less developed in

the agricultural sense than any of the other major farm
is Waitaki, Waikouai

counties (that

ieri,Bruce , Clutha and Tuapeka,rather than the

es entia

pastoral areas of Manioto

und erd

cd character tended to r eflec t :Ltes more recent date of settlement

soil

£ertili

Vincent and Lake counties).

Its

that farms had not been established for long and that

s indicat

Low

0,

was not partieularly high.

Its farming economy was less

diversified as a result of more recent establishment.

Even in Waikouaiti

there was a substantial da

ing sector which Waihemo lacked.

Rec en t

establishment and an enSD

lack of diversification probably meant that

local farmers were harder hit than most of their Otago brethren.
settlement dur

and after the 1870s almost inevitably involved purchasing

properties at inflated values.
"lerc~

Also

The fact that the major

of Waihemo propertief

freehold intensified the seriousness of excessive mortgage commitments

ind uc ed

over_valuation.

the greater flexibili
c.oun t Le

Most Waihemo farmers were not protected by
leasehold tenures like farmers in the central

\vhe're pas tor a I runs

mninated.

information on the size of hold
were rela

sma J.:L ~

Unfortunately there is no

s but it seetns 1

that Waihemo farms

Even :Lf this was not true the difficulties of local
ificant urban markets and

farmers were exaggerated

isolation from s

by the dry climate.

, as there were several

estates in the

area, Waihemo farmers were inclined to cast an envious eye on the large
hoJ.d

of the "aquat.c c

"

In relation to the local runholder their

'I'able

2

Number of Livestock in Each County and percentage of Ota-go Livestock
Total for 1886,
Flocks Over

No of Sheep
Owners
Waitaki

Waihemo

Waikouaiti

212

70

32

689,082
2L1,08%

20

131,675
Lf . 60%

3

96,948
3.39%

3

Cattle

Horses

P

15,585

5,900
17.90%

5,332
17.85%

4,322
4.53%

1,525

1,108
3.71%

10,L,55

1,916

16.3L,%

10.96%

---Taieri

122

2L+8 ,031.1

10

193

Clutha

Tuapeka

Maniototo

Vincent

Lake

191+

106

168

42

3,306
11 .07%

----~-_._-_._-_.------._--

11,819

8,961

3,.558
10.79%

3,333
11 .26%

3,535
10.72%

2,770

8,89!+
9.33%

3,629

2,911.,-

5,219
.5.47%

2,0!49

5,8 Ll.!'
6.23%

2,4 L.6

142, lLI9

L,,326

2,056

97%

4.54%

6.2 Lf%

5,753

781
2.37%

150,887
5.27%

2

257,889
9.01%

5

327,988
11. 46%

8

367,804
12.85%

13

LI14,4!+4
1Lf . L,8%

10

9. L10%

8,091
8. L1 8%

6.03%

TOTAL

~j.82%

5,560
16.87%

LI.

Peninsula

63%

17,816
18.68%

8.67%
Bruee

Lf.

95,3'S7

11.01%

6.22%

7. !42%

32,96!,

16.13%

9.27%

9.76%
1,161
3.87%

2,0.57
6.89%
1,673
5.60%
1,371
L1 . 59%

29,865

294
predicament seemed to be even more
of both the PaIme r st ou and Ivaikouaiti League tends

The member
to confirm these

sions.

A clear

ori

were small freeholders.

Thirty-one of the forty-nine meniliers traced, or 63%, were freeholders in

1882, wh il.e

our

farms of over 1,000 acres.

To put it another

even,or 90%, of the freeholders owned farms of under 1,000 acres
and

three Tor 75%IO\mec1 farms of under 500 acres.

small farms had rea
over

high valuations, however, as eighteen were

3'1,000 and nine wcr e worth more than £2,000. ~

members had mo

cornm i trne n ts which

induced

had

the 1870s and wer

inflated larnJ values and fall

or 25%, owned
viabHi ty as

~mrth

This suggests that some

ed th eir financial resources

under considerable straln.
inflated co ts duI'

Some of these

t their properties at

caught in a cos
pri.c e s .

ice squeeze
thirteen members,

at all and two at the most could have achieved

_

f a rmer s .

36

The

ication lS that they were

struggling to achieve viability solely as producers of high risk cereal

34.

Thes tables we re taken from~i?- ~._i:-i:lE_!_O?_E:_~:_c:_~_, 1866, pp268, 270, 27L1
and 277, and A to J, J886, H-3.
It s also interesting to note that
they reveal the very mixed nature of Otago farming and show the
importance of oats within the Otago rural economy. I~hen it is
remembered that there was a lucrative trade with Australia in
Qats the 1890 Farmers' Union advocacy of Australian Federation
becomes very understandable.
This factor also explains the concern
with small bird control.
For further information on the agriculture
of Waihemo also see C.W.S. Moore Northern
A His
of
Waitati Waikouaiti Palmerston
Moeraki
en and
surrou
dls trLc t s ,
in 19
, pp
--9. NcLintock,
.£:it,
p 755,poblts out
t intensive farming fared better in Taieri, Eruce,
Cluttw and
eka counties than in the drier area of North Otago.
The salvation of North Otago
was fat-lambing which really only
became viable duI'
the 1890s.
Angus,
cit, p 465, shows that the blocking of settlement by the
large e stat.e s became an issue D. t the HH37 elee ti.o n throughout Nor t h Otago.

36.

Hor field
la~ns that prior to the 1890s a specialist sheep farmer'
required a flock of at least 2,000 to achieve viabili
Horsfield,
f
QE 5:L~, p 2L 2 .

Table 9;3
Number and Percentage of Freehold and Leasehold
for Otago in 1886.
Freehold

vvaHaki

Leasehold

Ltl6

25Lt

54.95%

33.55%

46
19.Ltl%

Properties by County

Part Freehold
and Leasehold

Total Holding

87
11.50%

757

38
16.03%

237

Waihemo

153
64.56%

Waikoua:Lti

325
58.77%

129
23.33%

99
17.90%

553

Taieri

528
60.83%

246
28.34%

9Lf
10.83%

868

Bruce

389
70.34%

102
18.44%

62

553

Clutha

3L+2

Tuapeka

72.61%

45
9.93%

35
7.73%

453

81
17.20%

48

471

82
33.7 Lf%

5 Lt. 32%

Vincent

103
36.78%

148
52.86%

Lake

12Lf
52.76%

87
37.02%

Maniototo

Peninsula

Otage Average

57.31%

10.19%
243

132

136
40.36%

=

11.22%

29
10.36%

280

235

57
16.91%
12.25%
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crops or as d
proposition.

farmers before the dairy industry was really a paying
The Leagu 's promotion of a local dairy factory confirms the

impression that some of its members were struggling dairy farmers trying to
discover a more satisfactory market for their produce.

37

Overall then,

despite the inclusion of two occupiers of small grazing runs and a few
middling sized farmers, the League was made up of small freeholders struggl
to maintain viability.
But a political tradition rather than these socio-economic factors
was probably the most important single reason for the success of the League
in this area.

After all the situation of Waihemo farmers was not greatly

different from those in other more remote areas such as Tuapeka.
e was

who s e

ar more active than that of Waikouaiti, was a pocket of

a radical variety of

]
Pa~erston

Palmerston,

ite Liberalism.

Alex Cilmore, president of the

League, was also one of the leaders of this local radical group.

"'HIeD this t r ad LtLon is added to the. preva i l ing s o c Lov-ec onom Lc conditions of

the district

an~

a s

dislike of the abuses of landlordism carried from

Scotland, the emergence of New Zealand's most famous land reformer from
Waihemo county as well as the popularity of the League's radical policies
in the area

37.

The f
I:~ _.~~,""'"

.i: •.

~ecomes

quite understandable.

39

was established in December 1888 at \<iaikouaitL
P J 70 .

Hoore,

38.

g.
..;;.'.IJ_.~:.,~::~, P 410.
John Hc Kenz Le suggested compulsory
State
and land nationalisation as possible solutions for
the land problem in his 1884 election speeches.

39.

It probably was no coincidence that John McKenzie chaired the first
meeting of the Palmerston League and promptly replied to the League's
questions throughout: its short. life.
He must have reali.sed that
their proceedings revealed deeply
It small farmer grievances as
some of the
e's d~nBnds were incorporated in his legislation
Compulsory repurchase by the State and the provision of a leasehold
with a low rate of interest in particular gave the League's proposals
co rete expression.

(C'.

38

Both the

d- i]~HCuSS:Lon,s
.

stOll and Waikouaiti leagues held

on a 1.vide range of topics, although the PaIme r s t.o n branch organised f or t«
night

rather than monthly meet

,,40

" f armcrs ' only,

Membe.rship wa.s also limited t o

establishing a precedent taken up by the Farmers' Union

of 1890 and the NZFU.

This restriction distinguished the League from the

A and P Societies and Farmers' Clubs.

Subjects considered by League meetings

ranged from purely local ma t t e r s such as the need for greater autonomy of
local government agencies to c o Lony-wf.d e Issues such as the land laws of
New Zealand, land and income tax and reduction in civil service expenditure.
Usually one member presented a paper on
commented.

'I'h er

LcuLa r

a

eet on which others

was general unanimity over such issues as the need to

prevent runholders surrender
as opposed to a proper

their leases, the introduction of a land

tax and reduction of civil service expenditure.

Members agreed that civil

ervice costs should be reduced by a quarter and

wanted Rabbit: Inspectors replaced by local elective committees who \>lOuld
charge farmers the cost of clear
resented fines.

and
what

i,<1011

the pests instead of subjecting them to

Alex Gibnore in particular favoured the land tax

the support of mo s t members in this adv oc ac y , "Jacobus", in a

some~

letter reporting his impressions of one of the League's

meetings, quipped that the president gave

El

lecture on the text "The land

.
,.
Id
ought to 'be taxed" from the gospel acc.o rd i.ng to Ad am Sm it h ,

40.

A saddler, a butcher and a contractor actually belonged to the
Paboerston League, but all three lllen did operate small farms on a
part-time basis.
Taken frmn The NZ Post Office Dircc
(Wise's
and Co), 1885-1886.

2D7
really divisive Ls sue was the great c o Lo ny-wi.d e question of

The

1

the hour, fisc

A

ority of members wanted the tariff abolished,

but James Service led a small group who believed that local industries must
be developed to prevent New Zealand growing into a giant sheep run for the
sole benefit of foreign manufacturers.

42

Such a division did not occur

within either the Farmers' Union of 1890 or the NZFU which were both freetrade, almost to a man.

The existence of an attitude favouring limited

protection wLt.hLn the farming community also helps to explain why those small
farmers who came to vote Liberal in the l890s were able to accept the tariff.

A strong streak of localism cut across the League's profession of
concern for wider Ls su e s .

Their empha s i.s on gr ea t er autonomy for local

government suggested that they aimed to turn central
advantage.

assistance to local

There was also an implication that while the State was expected

to put the farmer back on his feet it should in no way stifle individual
initiative.

It is not hard to see how the New Zealand fanners' ambivalent

ttitude towards State assistance first developed.

Nor is it difficult to

understand how supporters of an essentially radical movement: could later
turn r ound to

a conservative organisation once their personal

recovery was, underway.

back to the State

for

help in the

event of ana her severe depression also becomes a more consistent and logical
form of po itical behaviour.

1888 the
left for the

had completely disappeared. but before Leesmith
ine its Dunedin executive made a final desperate attempt

to influence the impending election of 1887.
1.8

S

Brandishing the motto "Unity

th" t he executive urged farmers to take the opportunity of placing

a Government: in powe r wh i.ch would tend t.o the farmers
As farmers held th e balanc

could decided

Ij

2.

ibid.

13

I

immediate needs.

of power between the two main parties they

influence the election by voting only for those candidates

1886.

who pled

themselves to support the League 1. s five point programme wh i ch

succinctly summed up its major beliefs.
was imminent.

If this opportunity was lost, ruin

The Government would fall for ever under the hands of the

"moneyocracy".

An appeal wa s also made to enlist the sympathy of t own

dwellers to their cause so t he y too cou.ld overthrow "that blighting monied
.

monopoly.

11

1.13

The f Lr s t

on the platform clearly reflected the small freehold

farmer domination of t hc movement:.

[t advocated advances from the State to

freeholders personally working farms not exceed

500 acres in extent.

The

second plank was a corollary to the first, namely that State banks of
issue should be e s t abI Ls hed .

Tbe third platform called for the r e pl acement

tax by a land and income tax, a demand which t.h e 1890

of the

and which distinguished the League as a

Fanners I Union r e f us ed t:o
more r ad Lea I or

ation.

The fourth plank restated the Palmerston League's

demand for decentralisation of g ov e rnmen t, whi.Le the final plank wa s
guaranteed the support of every farmer as it called for the reduction of
rail

8

The 1S8U

on farm produce.
of the

1+ 1.+

tform produced little bnpact and it does not

seem to bave been presented to candidates.

Predictably the only other

ation which gave any serious consideration to the platform was
the Waitahuna Farmers' Club.

The first plank was adopted, but most speakers

felt that the 500 acre liwit was too restrictive.

Even John Cowen, generally

the club's small farmer advocate, opposed State regulation of this sort.
The second and third planks were only agreed to after a long discussion and
a proviso was added that incomes under E150 per anrrum and land valued at
under £500 should be exempt from income and land taxes.

43.

Taieri Advocate

If 5

The fourth and

23 Ju1 1887.

The Liberals imposed similar
taxes.

ions when they introduced these

2D9
fifth planks were readily accepted.
Department was

expres~ed

The Ld e a of abolishing the Rabbit

with as much enthusiasm as at Palmerston, even

.
46
though it was not actually stated on the platform.

Clearly the League's

platform, for all its apparent radicalism, was largely acceptable to a
respectable farmers' club wh i ch was activist and occasionally militant but
never
markedly radical.
(.

The League's ideasJ were capable of wl.nn.i ng the

sympathy of other Otago farmers, but a chronic lack of any concrete
organisation a1 machinery seveJT,ly limited its potential for securing wider
support.

[17

The Oamaru Farmers' Club also discussed the League's platform and
suggested that the area limit for loans s hou Ld, be extended to 1,000 acres
as mOEJt memb e r s c onc ed ed that they operated farms of be twe en '300 and 1,000
acres.

But members were so interested in the rest of the platform that they

left in a hurry to catch the train home.

·1
1 cl'
.
1j.8
T1ey
never resume d tle
.1SCUSSlon.

we r e of little significance.

Obviously the achievements of the

49

But it was important for what it pr opo s ed for three main r-ea s oria .
First, it represented one of the earliest attempts from ,vithin the
farming community to articulate a vehemently sectional viewpoint.

Farmers

were pictured as a group whose interests were distinct from the remainder
(~f

the community, both rural and urban.

Runho1ders and stock agents were

isolated as the real enemy within the rural sector and banks and financial
companies within the urban sphere.

The idea of farmers as a separate group

was made quite explicit.

46.

1~£,

47.

Farmers' organisations at Fortrose, Wyndham and Nightcaps also discussed
politics and issued p I at f orms in 1887. Angus, QJ? _~2:!, p [r70.

I r8 .

North Ot
opposed

49.

Angus claims, however, that the activities of farmers' organisations
like the League may have Led to a slight increase in votes motivated
by sectional rather than Loc aLis t concerns, .QE c i t , p If79.

31 Aug 1887.

Times, 19 Jut 1887.
land tax.

Angus,

30(1

Second? t.he League represented quite a different model of small farmer
militanc¥ than that dBscribe& by Rollo Arnold for the Wairarapa area.
Palmerston farmers were already yeoman.

The

What they wanted was fairer

treatment from the State, particularly tn the form of cheap credit.

They

also had a vision of rough sDcial and political equality and particularly
resented the "gentry" group, but not because they were being kept off the
land.

Their background was Scots and Presbyterian, rather than English

and Methodist. a background which produced an equally violent distaste for
the abuses of landlordism.

Yet the Kirk was not as important as the local

tradition of radicalism in persuading these farmers to join up with the
League.

Clearly Arnold has described and accounted for one regional variant

of rural radicalism.
Third, the League was similar in many ways to American populist
movements, or at least to the Australian variant of populism.
essentially a product of depression.

It was

It explained that depression in terms

of a conspiracy of big urban financiers, a theory remin
of the Eastern capitalists made by mid-western farmers.

ent of criticisms
Its rhetoric was

also charged with similar anti--middleman, aut Iv-b Lg man attitudes.

A single

panacea to depression, land reform rather than bi.,.metallism, was also
~ropagajed

by the League.

It even marle an unsuccessful appeal to the

workmen of the towns to ally with farmers in opposing the unproductive
parasitic classes much as did the populists.
tended to dominate the

Leaguel~

as suddenly as it emerged.

proceedings.

The key issue of credit also
Finally, the League disappeared

Even so some links were maintained with later

variants of rural militancy such as Douglas Credit, which were also induced
depression and focussed on the issue of credit.

Why the League failed to

develop into a large scale populist mavement is of course another question
outside the scope of this thbsis, but the varied impact of the depression of
the 1880s in different regions, the rapid upturn of the economy in the early

1890s wit.h

expansion

conservatism

0

0

the dair

and frozen meat industries, the basic

Is of the financial conspiracy such as powerful rail-

lack of obvious

compa n i e s wer e all factors which mi.t

ted

r

1 significance.

movement of any

the New Zealand

la

unaware

t

the creation of a popu]

Nevertheless, the policies and intentions

e revealed that there was

of the

c ommuni c a t ions and the

New Zealand farmers, poorly

t

least a

quasi~populist

strain within

Vs memb e r s wer e

a rming community, even though the

developments in rural America.

0

Otago farmers resumed their normal state of political quiescence after
E~en

the 1887 election.
left control of

eka Time's jibe that New Zealand farmers

the

in the bands of the "par as Lte s and

itLcal activi

.

plotters of the towns" seemed to produce little effect.

50

Tt was left to

a revival of the grain bag s issue to bring farmers' resentment into the
open once more.
The \'vaitahuna FaJr me r s ' Club

agaj~

initiated the call for united

action on the issue and this time found a more sympathetic audience.
()ne of the. public meetings on "grain bags"

new
cl

ed by the Waitahuna Club

Farmers' Union was formed in March 1889.

the

At

51

It was this

6G1LL'>C1Uon which first Ln t roduc.ed the idea of holding a conference of
f
-s'rom
tarmers

Led

I

' .
".
organ1satlons
1n
Dune d'1n. 52

.Io hn Cormack, a

.,
1
5
nu.n
t.ng 1
oa.c's.g r ouno,

3

1 ' 1(a
1= 1leuape

50.

TT, 18 Jul 188B.

51.

ibid.

6 Ha r

889.

52 .

ibid.

l!.j

1889.

53.

TT, 20

farmer who proudly acknowlecl
TJ
'I'
,
>\f"t~t<anners

his

11 n i . on s t a t ecI tnat
'\
' I iaccl 1oeen
Lt;

L891.
T.E. WLlliams in farewelling Cormack said he had
rom mi n
days at the Blue Spur, wh er e lie had been El
member 0
the mining community,
vJilliams had a1::::0 come
from a nrin
bac
in Cornwall to
-rmi.ning in Otago before
he became a fanner.
ibid.
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formed for:
purpose of watching over the interests of farmers socially,
comme r c LaLl.y , and poll ti.c a Ll y , and eventually amalgamating with
other farmers' societies in order the mQfe effectually to secure
a just representation 0
our rights." :;11
Membersh

was limited to farmers and its chief objectives were reduction in

rail charges, limit:

the powers of rabbit inspectors, securing an upper

hand over the grain merchants and the establishment of a co-operative
society.

As John Cormack put it:-

"The motto of tile farmers should be 'live and let live, J while,
at the same time, decidedly objecting to die thrpugh sheer hard
wo r k that o th e r s may live and revel in luxury. ,,::U
While the new union intended to engage in traditional farmers' club
activities such as shows, ploughing matches and pest control, it did try to
give its

s a greater political orientation as lts name bnplied.

Committee members toured Tuapeka county urging local farmers to combine.
Only then could farmers remove the abuses they suffered through the powerful
lever of unionism as

ied by other sectional groups.

their trade councils and

The towns with

ssional organisations were pointed to as

examples ·of the advantages of combination.

56

The Waitahuna Farmers' Club soon began to work in concert with the
Tuapeka West Union.
the

By June the two organisations joined together to form
Farmers' Union.

This amalgamated body added two more

planks to the existing platform of the Tuapeka West Union:

the exemption

of agricultural machinery from the property tax and opposition to any form
The M.P. for Tuapeka, J.C. Brown, gave the union

of increased taxation.

his full sup po r t in an attempt to broaden his electoral popularity, hut
some member s dLs as socIat.ed themselves from any alliance with Brown as he
was not a farmer.

'I]
' n Ls
. t . 57
Wo r s e s t.L.
... 1le was a pr ot ect t.o

54.

ibid.

6 Mar 1889.

55 .

i bid .
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56.

ibid.

I1

57 .

ibid.

15 .Iun 1889.
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1889.

\{hile the Tuap e.ka movement was gathering momentum such influential
rural periodicals as the

.!:J_e~,2~~.~L?El~L.}f.~}!l!~~r

urged farmers to form Chambers

of Agriculture to counter the influence of the urban trade unions.

ss

JL

Within

Otago the Tapanui Fanners' Union and '1'aieri farmers were attempting to
organise a boycott against the Dunedin grain merchants.

59

Frequent reference

was also made by local newspapers to the successes achieved by Victorian
farmers through combination.

60

The climate was clearly favourable to the

calling of a conference of farmer delegates to establish some type of
broader based political organisation.
\-Jhen the conference was held in early December 1889) it seemed to
ive delegates attended representing

attract widespread support.
~",clll.L'J"t:ionsl

fifteen farmers'

whi c h were spread over an area extending

from the Waitaki in the north to Mataura in Southland.
'I'Lrne s

61

On the

was exaggerated

included all the "noteworthy" clubs in

her hand, the representative appearance of the gathering
the presence of four clubs from the Tuapeka area.

The

politicians who most consistently advocated the rural point

three 0

and farmers'

of view in
(CLu t ha )

0

According to the

>

John 1"1cKenzie

Lnterests in particular, Thomas MacKenzie

nGA."c.w",) >

and H. S. Valentine (Waikaia), were all

in attendance and lent: their support to the movement.

60.

e.g.

61.

North Ota

62.

g!!.,

5 Dec 1B89.

5 Dec 1889 p 16.

62

A check on the freeholdcrs amongst the delegates suggests that this
sized farmers amongst: its ranks than

organisation included more middl
the New Zealand Farmer

It must be remembered, however, that bigger

I

and longer established farmers wo u Ld tend to be chosen as candida t e s for
the s

could afford time away from farm work, Twelve

reason that

of the

freehold delegates who attended the conference in either

U389 or 113

or 41%, owned properties of over 500 acres, while seven,or

26%,ownecl nr o o e rt Les of over 1.,000 ac r e s ,
properties of over 2,000 acres pIac
but as in the case of the Farmers!

Two de

es owned freehold

them in the larger farmer category,
e, even allowing for additional

leasehold property, these men were quite distinct from the big pastoralist
group.

As t wen t y-es eve n of the t o t a L th i.r t y-md ne delegates, or 6

rG" a.Lre ady

owned land 63 they were obviously motivated by factors other than the sbnple

desire to become yeomen.

There was a suggestion that these men felt

frustrated because they could not expand their existing properties.

The

delegates also reflected the essentially mixed nature of Otago farming as
six could have been
or 61%,owned some sheep.

1st sheep farmers even though
ElL}

twenty-fou~

The majority of the delegates then were small

to middling -sLz e d f r e eho Ld e r s vlho,LLke their more st r ug gl

counterparts

in the Farmers 1 ."ccl",:,uc,wanted to secure a better treatment for the New
Zealand farmers from both the

63 "

A Return

0

is la ture and the bu sLn e.s s community.

the Freehalders
of New Zealand 1882,
- -.-- -.-- -.-.---.-.---- -.··--·· ··-- ·--1

-'-~"--.-'---'.--"'-'--"-"'-'---"
..""-'-"'~-"-'-.-

1890, Val 11, pp 1297-1314.
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The platform which

drew up reflected this desire.

concern wi.t h land settlement of the future.
the removal of existing grievances.

It concentrated far more on

The platform of the Tuapeka West Farmers'

65 along witl
1 some accitions.
11

Union was

There was little

These included the promotion

of co-operative societies throughout Otago, the advocacy of intercolonial
free trade and the reintroduction of the nominated system of immigration,
to make up the shor

of agricultural labourers and domestic servants.

Opposition was also expressed to meat buyers who monopolised cool chambers
in ships)as well as to the Government for selling land to co-operative land
comp ani e.s .

and dist

Government assistance was called for in setting up dairy factories
eries.

Finally, the platform was completed by a suggestion that

rates should be eased by introducing a special levy similar to the property
tax to cover the cost of charitable aid.

66

This was a much more moderate

platform than that of the Farmers' League and one which was more cIa
related to the

to day problems of farmers.

Hare important than the rather hastily conceived platform was the
decision to establish an organisation called "The Farmers' Union of New
Zealand," headed by a Federal Council of five persons, to bring about
amalgamation between all the existing farmers' clubs.

Hembers also agreed

that the Union should endeavour to win proper political representation of
the farmers

6.5.

I

interests by bLoc k -vo t t.ng only for those candidates who pledged

'I'he plank of the

Hest Union which has not been mentioned
previously wa opposition to the subsidising of the San Francisco
Mail Service. As the mail boat carried Australian \Vheat from Sydney
and sold it in NE,\-! Zealand at prices which undercut local produce,
farmers did not see why the se.rvice should receive a Government
subsidy.

66 . .Q.~~.'

[) Dec 18139 p 26.

t.hems e Lve s to suppo r t the Union's platform.

Some delegates wanted the

s eLec t Lon of farmer candidates? but the majority felt such a move would be
premature,

67

Robert Craig of the Waitahuna Farmers' Club made clear his

debt to the trade unions when he moved that the Federal Council be set up
on similar lines to the Trades and Labour Councils.

Its main function was,

the'i'efore, to deal with formal matters and to call meetings when necessaryf
although there was of course no intention of organising strikes.
If• was to act as t10.
1 <0'
"'1
.
1tse
Ulon , s A .G.~.
fCon_erence

68

The

It was fitting that

Craig, an advocate of such an organisation since the early 1880s, was duly
elected to the council.
Further reinforcement for the establishment of such an organisation
was provided wh en the union's president, G.M. Bell of Gore, read a c ommu nf c a t>ion from ,LE.H. Fr as er , a Dunedin lawyer, who had been corresponding w i.t.h
the Dakota Farmers' Alliance.

This American organisation with its membership

of 20,000,its co-operative and its fire and rail insurance company, was
held up as an- example worthy of emulation.

Victorian farmers' organisations

were also cited again as providing another example of the advantages of
John HcKenzie and Thomas Nackenzie, who at this stage sat
on different sides of the House, introduced a mild degree of dissension
when they argued over whether there were twelve farmers' representatives or
t

O

•
1 tur a 1 mernb e r s 1.n
. par 1 Lamerit;
.
t t
h tr ty agr i.cu
,l m

1- •

t h ey

agree d
<

t

h a t "'l'}rer e

t

<

were great evils and mBny disadvantages arising in consequence of the farmers
of the colony not being properly represented in the House."?]

67,

ibid.

68.

T~,

69.

.Q~, 5

70.

There was an important difference in the perception of farmers'
sectional. lnterests as opposed to broader rural interests contained
in this debate. John McKenzie clearly differentiated fanners H.P.s
from the runho1c1er or "g ent r y" M.P.s.

71.

T~,

7 Dec 1889.

Dec 1889 p 26.

4 Dec 1889.

The ~N. _O_-cl.:...:......_ •.,-,-..:"'• .J.,,_..__ '.:r:;.:. .i:.m.;.:,_E.~,S.c.
.. gloated that a "rar Lt y" had been created, an
association working for the good of the community in marked contrast to the
"selfish and aho r t s-ai.gh t ed associations got up in the

larger to';l11S,,,72

Apparently widespread support accompanied the launching of the Otago
Farmers· Union on its short lived career,under the title of the New Zealand
Fanners' Union,

The New Zealand Farmers' Union of 1889 to 1891
Filled with enthusiasm the executive of the new Union determined that
the organisation which had elected them to positions of responsiblity would
be much more act::ive than the Farmers' League.

On the second morning of

the foundation conference they displayed their resoluteness by waiting on
the Colonial Secretary, Captain Rus seI l , to make sure that the Cove'rnme nt;
wa s fully aware of the new Un Lon ' s demands,

They carried this sense of

purpose into 1890 as all the council members attended each of their
quarterly meetil1gs.

Rules were drawn up at the February meeting using

the Dakota Alliance as a

gUidelin~3and

the Union's objects were fil1alised.

They we re
"to unite the farmers of New Zealand for their own protection
against
urious
lation, the combination of capital and
the tyranny of monopoly; to support the election of candidates
for seats in Parliament who are thoroughly in sympathy with
the farmers' interests; and to keep members of Parliamel1t
posted in mat t e r s for the ady~ncement of the legitimate interests
of the bona fide producer."
Essentially these objects were not greatly different from those drawn
up by

the NZFU in 1902 even though they were not as comprehensive and

were expressed in more militant fashion.

The NZFU also placed more emphasis

on land settlement, but the key empha s i.s of both organisations was to keep

72.

North Ot

Times, 5 Dec 1889.

')
7 J.
74.

ibid.

8 Mar 1890.
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the direction of legislation in the farmers' favour through direct lobbying
backed up by block voiing fof those candidates pledged to support their
platforms.
Four major possibilities of expanding the geographical range of the
Union's activities presented themselves in 1890, even though nothing came of
any~ne of them.

The first occurred in the early part of 1890 when a call

came from Omata in Taranaki to form a New Zealand Farmers' League.

As its

name implied this organisation appeared to have been similar to the Otago
Farmers' League of 1886 to 1887.

Its major objects were the attaimnent of

a "sound and radical land policy, and the education of the electorate to
ensure they selected the best candidate for their constituency."

The

promoter of this League, R.J. Bakewell, hoped that it would be established
on a New Zealand wide basis by the time of the elections.

Then farmers

could change from the least organised "section of society" into the dominant
political "class", a change wh Lch their numbers and economic importance
warrant.ed.
the

75

But the impact of this League must have been slight as even

I~!~~l"~~J~.:~_~iEJ::~..::.~!. failed

to provide any coverage of its activities. 76

It was hardly surprising, therefore, that the League's appeal caused little
more than a

~ipple

in Otago.

Two other chances of establishing Li.nk s with North Island farmers'
organisations occurred in 1890, one in March and the other in September.
The Whang art~i Farmers' "Club urged farmers throughout the colony to combine
in the early part of the year,but failed to follow up their suggestion
with any positive action.

77

Then in August a Farmers' Defence Association

76.

Unfortunately this is the only surviving New Plymouth paper for 1890.

77 .

NZ X.~EEJ.£E., Mar 1890 p 110.

was formed in

t.oeto o , at that s

rather than a suburb.
purpose of

district outside Auckland

<'-1.

But this

ation had been formed for the sole

local farriers from rais

their charges.

Such an

emphas Ls offered little hope for any broader type of alliance 78 and the

Association soon disappeared once it realised its immediate objecU.vfi.

79

The other alliance considered by the executive was rather more interest-

It
Farmers

I

from a proposal mad

the Warepa Farmers' Club that the

Union should amalgamate wl t h the Otago go Ld-cmLnar s , 80 This idea

was greeted with enthusiasm by the union executive and supported by other
clubs and local newspapers.

Huch stress was placed on the fact that farmers

ed nearly all the country's real wealth.

and miner

They alone were

ers, the real workers who suffered at the hands of the

the primary

parasitic manufacturers, middlemen and factory workers.

Together they could

,.",e
t J.., e
L,
..,3·. k
'-

,

.
']" monopoy
1 "
pO ·..1 L. t.a.c.a.i

() ·1'. t

.
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Furthermore,

as the Waitahuna Farmers' Club pointed out, the traditional rivalries
between farmers and miners need not stand in the way of such an alliance
·
' r s . 82
as many.1 o ca..j f.arme
r s ]lacj once ·1)een go ..· 1 cl
-um.ne

enthusiasm nothing came of the idea.

But despite the

Neither group was able to formulate

a workable means of co-operation.
Nevertheless, the fact that the executive even considered such an
alliance suggested that the Farmers' Union was not as conservative as some

of its other policies suggested.

This impression of relative militancy, of

78.

e.g. The T
A and P Society decided against forming such an
association in New Plymouth because local farriers had always been
fair in their charges.

79.

ibid.

BO.

TT,

Sep 1890 p 350 j and

L6 Aug

890.

g1.ibid.
82.

ibid.

6 Sep 1890.

_C~~,

6 Nov 1890 p 7.

a vague concern for some degree of social justice and

Lt y , was 1'ein--

forced by the Union t s refusal to join up with the Oamaru based "Fa rmer s '

s ' Club,"

and

This

nru="nl

an alliance between town
counter the influence

sation had been set up in 1890 to forge

s and farmers throughout New Zealand, to
the Trade Union movement; and to prevent the spread

0

lde. 83

,,,t,,,-,,,., -

of that movement into the

Basieally the Farmers' Union

leaders refused to join because t:hey did not oppose the right of any workmen,
in which ca

they included themselves, to form associations for their

mutual protection,

ed such associations did not attempt to dictate

terms to the rest of the communi
Union member

Even though some of the Farmers'

were employers they did not relish the thought of working with

the very manuf a c t u rer s and middlemen whom t hey despised. Furthermore, they
did not fear a rural labourers' union as they felt their men were so highly
paid by world standards that such a union would have little reason to agitate.
Militant action
be countered

th

shearers' union caused more concern, but it could
empl

86

more 140rried that the trade unions were being manipulated

They were

by the manufacturers In support
the

displayed

readily available substitute labour.

the tariff.

There was even some sympathy

branches towards the unions involved in the maritime

strike of 1890.

83.

ibid.

30 Aug 1890, NZ Farmer, Sep 1890 pp 347-348,and North 0
18 90 .

_~~~!.~.~:~~;. , 2 0 c t

1890 pp 347-348,cmployed a similar
in dealing with the trade unions.

84.

An editorial
argument and

85.

John Cl'
• president of the Canterbury A and P Association,gave
s Lm.iLar r e a s o ns
in r ef u s i.ng to affiliate wLt h the. Oamaru Club.
:!,!.Z J~!:l!~1!:~E., Oct 1890 p LIOO.

86"

5?!!.,

27 Nov 1890 p 7.
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The most consi stentl y radic al membe r of the Waita huna
Farme rs' Club,
John Cowen, conve ned a meeti ng in assoc iation with
local miner s which pledg ed
suppo rt to the Marit ime Coun cil.

Cowen passed this resol ution on behal f

of both the farme rs and miner s of the leIaita huna distr
ict and condem ned the
Union Company aB "the greate st. monop oly in the South
ern Hemi spher e." 87
Three other membe rs of the club also suppo rted tb.is
resol ution .
of these men was
was clear

Yet none

offic ially censu red by eithe r the club or the Union
.

There

room for trade union s withi n the wor Ld vi.ew held by
some membe rs

of the 1890 Farme rs' Union .

Manu factur ers and middl emen were great er villa ins

in their eyes.
Not too much notic e should be taken of such symp atheti
c attitu des,
howev er , as the Farme rs! Union Execu tive condem
ned the strik ers as early as

Augus t 1890. a8
2~~1.'::.:~

"Farm er" wa s proba bly r

when he wrote to the

that Cowen s resol ution was not repre senta tive of fanne
rs in g e ne r a L. 89

Such Clubs as the Tapan ui Farme rs' Club bore out his
judge ment by echoi ng
the conde mnati on of the Union (oxecu tive. 90 The 1890
confe rence. of the Union
ac

made little refere nce to the strik e, but the majo rity
of deleg ates

proba bly

with John McKe nzie's critic isms of the strik ers.

Once good

behav iour by the trade union s gave way to milita ncy
the tolera nce of many
farme rs was soon revea led to be rathe r shallo w.

87.

.'~~f~, 20 Sep

U390.

88

89.
90.

3] Aug 1890.
~!~t, 2!f

c'
oep
1890.

'rIle

I:t1

of some Tuapeka farmers constituted a radical strain

wi.thin tile generalJ.y more conservative views of the 1890 Farmers' Union as

a whole.
wcr e

91

But compared with the NZFU the attitudes of the 1890 Union

directed

"'60.<o1.,..s t

ClI'SC1.,.U.."f:

urban sectional movements in general rather than

trade unions in particular,

The likelihood of forging an alliance with either local

gold~miners

or farmers in other regions was made remote by internal organisational
problems wh ich bes t the union throughout 1890"

Its executive could do no

more t.ha n contemplate wider schemes as the affairs of their own union
ts were soon received from the clubs

absorbed all their energies.
that the executive was not pu

on

~\7i t.h

pace and that its con®un1cations were too
turn

propaganda work at suf f Lc i.en t
. f
Lnt re que nt .

local M.P.s.

not for

93

De

The executive in

to queries and did

.omp LaLued that the clubs were slow in rep

l ..

not:

92

to finance the executive's eruleavours was also
te such difficulties the executive managed to

arrange the second annual conference in late October 1890.

Delegates

attended, confident that: they could achieve something positive.
The 1890 conference wa s permeated with a feeling of optimism that it
could .i.nf

the outcome of the 1890 elections.

able to consider pal

matters before send

This time clubs had been

their delegates.

But there

91.

In other wo r ds Angu s ' claim, .Qp_.~tl, p 151) that: the 1890 Union was
uniformly hostile towards trade unions requires some minor qualification.
'I'he
qua sic-popu.lLs t
a t.tLt.ud ea of some members and deep
seated hostil:L
towards the t owns ensured that they remained more
su
ious of middlemen and pernicious urban influence than trade
unions as such.

92.

e.g. The Waitahuna Farmers' Club condemned the apathy of the executive.
:£I, :3
1890.

93.

1890
The executive was forced to drop the thirty
ibLd. 17
levy p r club and replace it with a one shilling levy per
shi.J
h e ad in
endeavour to secure more funds and to attract smaller
Cl\11)s IIL() the Union

313
were some ominous s

as well,

Thirteen rather than fifteen clubs were

represented as neither the Tokomairiro Farmers' Club nor the Taleri
Agricultural Sac

had bothered

.

to send delegates.

94

The platform drawn up by this conference made some interesting additions
and amendments to the 1889 platform and emphasised once again the generally
moderate nature of the Union's policies.

The most significant change was

the t ransf o rma t i.on of the demand that the duty on a gr Lcu Lt.ur a I and mining
implements be abolished into a call for the complete removal of the tariff,
except for revenue purposes.

Now the Union had placed itself squarely in

the free trade camp, a position taken up by the

NZF~

twelve years later.

A new request was made that the State should retain control of the railways.
Members of the Otago union were apparently as suspicious of private railroad c ompan i.e s as the American populists.

An attempt: to extend the demand

for inteF-colonial free trade into support Ear full inter-colonial federation
was eventually w.it hdr awn af t e r heated d Lscus sLon .

A slight majority

supported John McKenzie's criticism that such a scheme was premature despite
the eloquent advocacy of Thomas Mackenzie.

But the strength of the grain

farmerd lobby within the Union was quite apparent.

The other major additions

were a recommendation in favour of the continuation of the property tax,
despite the criticisms of John McKenzie and some delegates, and the decision
to oppose all candidates favouring public borrowing.
This advocacy of free trade,

95

the property tax and retrenchment placed

the Union's policies rather closer to those of Harry Atkinson's ministerial
party than John Bal1ance's opposition grouping.
r ur a l "Liberals,,96

SUCll

On the other haud some

as John Hc Ke nz Le a I so generally favoured retrenchment

95.

t of interest regarding the 1890 conference was the
ibid. A sLd e-eI
election of J.D. Ritchie, soon to be the first unde~-secretary of the
Department: of
iculture, onto the Union's executive.

96.

eit pp 548-50 and 560-61 1 points out that there were no
Angus ,
clear-vcut:
era]
ervative d~visions in country Otago during the

11390

ectLon.

3:1.4

and free trade at this stage.

Furthermore, the property tax resolution was

toned down from an ou

t: d ema nd to

taxers within the Union.

But once the proper

more

ra~ical

Cl

recommendation to placate the Land

«

tax resolution was passed

proposals such as provision by the State of cheap loans to

freehold farmers and the introduction of an absentee tax were withdrawn.
Essentially the platform was conservative.

Nevertheless, as it was still

tinged with such quasi-populist notions as opposition to private ownership
of railways and overt hostil

towards middlemen, its policies we.re not as

conservative as tho s e adopted

by the NZFU in 1902.

The other notable feature

of the conference was the emergence of a potentially divisive rift between
the militant
it

aud the moderates within the Union.
dif erences of opinion most delegates left the conference

convinced that the Union could influeuce the election.
reinforced their optimism.
and implement:

Local newspapers

But there was a wide gap between passing resolution

them in

way.

The

Times claim that

".,---.:~,","-,----","-"._".

" Cl new a neIv:.Ltao,.orcewc
'
'I to,
01
1 ar rs
. en ].'0
" po 1t.t.Lc
" ' s ,,97 r ernai"ueo
1
.
a 1.io p e ].e s s 1 y naive
as s es smerit ..

Most of

t

he fanners' clubs seemed as

candidates ~s had the Farmers' League.

uninterested in screening

The one exception was l~apeka where

the Union's branches were particularly active in questioning candidates.
As a result of thc s e questions th e Tuapeka branches recommended members to
vote forB . . Valentine rather than J.C. Brown, essentially because Brown
still supported the tariff whereas Valentine agreed with every plank on
their platform.

Furthennore, Valentine was even more vehement in his

criticisms of the Rabbit Act thau the Union.

97.

:L~:',

E!:,

Tuapeka union members must

29 Oct 1890.

also a

98.

98

Trle Hatau!';:) Ens
and the Western Star (Ri.ver t on )
ed the Farmers
policies. Angus,
c , p 546.

22 NO\7 1890.
.g. The 'I'ua p eka ~Iefit Fanners I Union representative
r efu s ed t.o
v e Brovm
vo te of conf Ld enc e J 26 Nov 1890, wh er e as
Valentine was praised by the Union's president, John Cormack, and
a vote of confidence.

have felt: a

of triumph when Brown was voted out even though ::JeveraJ.

1
f
.
-1
1 99
otder:actors
were Invo
__vec.

the election was infinit

Apart from Tuapeka the Union's impact on

imal.

10 0

After the election was over general apathy came to dominate the Union!s
the middle of 1891 the most active

a f f aLr s .

West Farmers' Union, the Waitahuna Farwer
Club, were lament

branches,

the Tuapeka

Club and the Warepa Farmers'

I

the indif erence of the executive which seemed to have

lost: its r ais ori d l e t r e.

As the third A.G.N. came closer the vJaitahuna club's

tes complained bitterly of the insufficient notice given and the lack

d

of even an
so d

order paper, a balance sheet or a report.

These delegates were

ted that they even considered severing their COllilections with the

.
101
UnLon.
te their disillusionment the third A.C.M. was held, but this time
there were only eleven clubs represented.

The President's report got the

conference off to a bad start as he delivered a partisan attack on the
Government t s land

icy.

The secretary then complained of the

time available to the executive to manage the union 's af fai.rs .
the appointment of a full-time secre
reasons

behi~d

FIe urged

, highlighting one of the major

the executive's difficulties.

Some interes
property tax wa s
"TaS

l~nited

were made to the platform.

Advocacy of the

ed because of its irrelevancy, while some opposition

expressed to durmnyi sm and some support given to cutting up runs.

See Marks,

p 12.

100.

A candidate by the name of Fraser stood for the Mataura electorate
lar
on the basis of the Farmers' Union platform after the
President of the Farmers! Un~on, G.M. Bell,declined to stand.
Fraser
also had notions of uni,
workers with struggling settlers.
Angus;9.J3.. c
p 546.
He concludes Jhowever , that voting on sectional lines by
farmers represented only a marginal trend and the politics of localism
remained predominant in country Otago. p 560.

101.

~l::£,

/j

Nov 1891.
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Members had clearly decided that it would be more beneficial to give
qualified support to the Government's land po l f c Les than to be branded as
a reactionary opposition grouping.
were also recommended.

Two changes in the electoral system

A concession waS made to the 'women I s movement by

suggesting that the vote shduld be gi~en to women who owned property.

The

LJni5n also want.ed e l.ec toral hou ndar Les determined on the basis of "community
of interest",

These farmers were clearly aware that their numbers were

too small for them to achieve

dominan~e

under the existing electoral system,

especially as growth of the urban sector was coming to equal that of rural area
Ihey also declared in favour of plural votes for those persons who paid a
pound in

rates.

They at least wanted the country quota extended and the.i.r

dominance of local government elections maintained even if they were not
serious in their advocacy of proportional representation.

Such advocacy

hf.gh l i.gh t ed a concern within the farming community which was taken up once

again by the NZFU.
restatement

0 f'c

The only other notable policy development was the

]
' 1 f d e r at.Lon
'
support tf or inter.,.co,oll1.a'e
, 102

Despite such bold policy statements the Union was in deep trouble.
Even the enthusiasts of the Waitahun8 Farmers' Cluh held out little hope
for its f u t.u'r e .

By the middle of 1892 they severed their connection with

\
'U'
. protest at t h
'
" S lnactlon.
,
103
tile
n1.on 1n
e execut1.ve

It came as little

surprise that the fourth A.G.M. was so poorly attended that it had to
be

il

i
1 . ,,10
a d Journec

l

f

The brief career of this regional union bad come to

an end.

102.

ibid.

2 Dec 1891.

103.

ibid.

31 Aug 1892 .

104.

ibid.

23 Nov 1892 .

3

,

v

It failed essentially because it was unable to evolve an organisational
apparatus capable of mai.nt a.Ln'i.ng constant dialogue between grass roots opinion
and headquarters.

It possessed too loose a structure and too amateur an

administration to forge the autonomous l'ocal organisations into a cohesive
whole.

Also the notion of a distinctly sectional farmers' political

c.

organisation seemed to be well in advance of the more parochial attitudes
held by the majority of Otago farmers in 1890.
remarked it was "premature."

105

As the

TU..:'1pek~es.

It represented a rather limited advance in

terms of organisational development over the Farmers' League.
Its policies were clearly far more

moderat~

than those of the League,

but it was still less conservative than the NZE1J in that it aimed to bring
about

1::1

greater number of changes and wa s less concerned with entrenching

advantages.

In a sense it was promotional in comparison

with the essentially

defensive NZFU, reflecting the different economic situation of 1890 and
1900.

Farmers had far more to lose by 1900.
The Far~ers' Union of 1889 to 1891, like the Farmers' League of

1886-1887,was not particularly important in itself, but it did nevertheless
represent the first concerted attempt by farmers

to set up a political

organisatiod for both the promotion and defence of their general sectional

.
interests.
~:

Unlike the League it tried to act as general pressure group

standing guard over a wide range of issues rather than as a movement attempting
to win specific reform~.
Once the Liberal Governme'nt proved itself to be far from revolutionary
and the trade unions declined in importance farmers rapidly lost interest
in the notion of establishing their own sectional pressure group.

A Fanners'

and Country Settlers' League was started in Canterbury in 1892, but it was
of no real consequence.

105.

ibid.

3 Dec 1892.

Essentlally it was pr omo t ed by the local "gent.r y "
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in an attempt to offset the Lnf Luenc e of the trade unions.

It soon

disappeared once the big pastoralists who dominated the executive failed to
display any sensitivity towards the aspirations of smaller farmers.

Its

only notable contribution to the develoyment of farmers' organisations was
that it produced a farmers
exe.su t

Lve

1

leader who assumed an important role wi thin the

OL
106
the early NZFU, G, W. Lea.
d ey.

O'
f

An attempt was made to set up a Southland Farmers' Union in 1893,107
but it produced no tangible results.

Once again it was left to the

Waitahuna activists to promote a broader level of combination.

This time

they decided to limit their activities to the counties of Tuapeka, Clutha,
Bruce and Taieri, with the intention of gradually establishing branches
throughout the "Middle Island."
favourably to the idea.

Farmers' clubs in those counties responded

In October the South Otago Farmers! Union was

,
1
1890'
d "1.. 108
propose d ,emp 1 oYlng
tle
. . Unlon as a moe

were nearly identical.

The objects and aims

The only innovation was the introduction of a

two shillings. subscription for farmers' club members and four shillings for
farmers not already belonging to clubs, in addition to a two guinea levy on
each club.
a

This Union was founded at the end of November in Milton where

conferenc~

was held on the same lines as those of 1889 and 1890.

new Union was

doomed

before it statted.

But the

So few delegates attended

that it had to be "adjourned" and those who attended agreed that t.h e r e was
little chance of persuading other farmers to jOin.
.,] 1lOpe was ""I os t , 110
h a cl passec1 a._.

106.

E1dred-Grigg, .Qp-tit , p 391.

101.

J-T, 11 Jan 1893.

108.

ibid.

L,

109.

ibid.

2 Dec 1893.

110.

ibid.

9 Dec 1893.

Oct 1893.
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Once the 1893 election

Further efforts were made by the Waitahuna club in 1894 and 1895 to
. e t I.ie fr our count t" e s un i.on b ut to no aV81'1 . 11 r
r ev rv

From 1896 to 1899 the Waitahuna club continued to urge the formation
of a farmers' union, this time not onlY,a county or regional union but
"one general union" for the whole of New Zealand, structured on a federal
b, asOlS.
.
112

In 1899 they won some support when the TuapekaWest Farmers' Union,

the Gore Farmers' Club and the newly formed Tuapeka Agricultural Society,
joined forces with them in calling ye): another conference in Dunedin.
again very few delegates attended.

Once

The conference went ahead regardless

and founded the Otago and Southland Farmers' Union in the hope of forming
an organisational nucleus to secure more support.
of incorporating Canterbury

dropped.

w~thin

But the initial intention

the range of its activities had to be

The platform drawn up was much the same as that of the 1890 Union.

Its major planks advocated Australian Federation, greater local autonomy
in rabbit control and payment for hags by grain merchants.

A temporary committ

I nt ed
.a.
was appo Lnt
ed. to ]·~eep t l
le '
t i.ny o r gan Ls
t Lori Cl Ltr.v e . 113

SomehoJJl",,,:, this c omm L ttee managed to arrange another conference for 1900.
But even though the meeting was arranged to coincide with the Dunedin Hinter
show and def:ipite the ample publicity provided by the
same five cLub s were represented.
Farmers' Non-Union."

Witness

only the

It was , as "Agricola" quipped, "The

Its only significance was the determination expressed

by the majority of deLegates to develop a non-party political organisation
rather than another

agricultur~l society.114 Nothing more was heard of

the second reincarnation of the 1890 Farmers' Union.
1894 and 28 Aug 1895.

11 L

Lb Ld,

29

112.

ibid.

2 Sep J896.

ILL

ibid.

6 Dec 1899 and

114.

Q\:'!, 31 May 1900 p 8 and lA .Iun 1900 p 6

gy!', 30 Nov 1899

p 13 •

Heamvh:Lle impor tant develo pment s had been taking
place elsew here.
In late 1897 the Taran aki Farme rs' Club had called
for a meeti ng of farme rs'
c Lub dele

in \<11211

to di.scu s s the f o rma t Lon of a "c ent.r a l." arid

ion.

It was propo sed that this organ isatio n shoul d
be

"c ommon"

repre sente d
towns .

club

in each main centr e and branc hes in the provi ncial

1 t s promo ters intend ed that it would "p r o t e c
t

inter ests

a watch on

trend s and estab l

lation , provi ding advic e on marke t

co..,. 0

of this schem e it did revea l a

and forwa rd" fanne rs" b e s t

:Lve. s o c Le tLe s .
d

es

L r

AJ. thoug h nothi ng came

e on the part of some North

L s

L a

nd

farme rs for at least a North Island wide farme rs'
polit ical organ isatio n. lIS

,J.r .D. Horga n also tried to estab lish a "Farm ers I Trust
" in the
Waika to area in 18990

He hoped that this trust would event ually incor porat
e

both a polit ical union and a giant co-op erativ e socie
ty encom passin g the
_ .
whole at New Zeala nd. 116

Huch more jmpor tant than these organ isatio nal sugge
stions was the
decis ion of A.C.C . Glass , a bush farme r from Broadw
ood near Kaita ia, to
persu ade other farme rs in his area to form a Farme
rs' Union in Septem ber
1899.

From the out s e t he made :it clear that he intend ed
to e s t.ab l Ls h a

press ure group to watch over J

lation affec t

farme rs' welfa re rathe r

than a co-op erativ e socie ty or yet anoth er agric ultur
.
,
117
al aSSOC la tt.on
,
'I'b e popu Lar

movem ent

of this conce pt and the conse quent rapid sprea d of
the

ouz nou t the Nor th Island has been well docum ented,
as has

'11arc·t'Sec1cOn
I ! s reactI.on to It.
RIC
. 118

All we need note is that by the middl e

115 .

.ti?::._!_clT]11~E_,

116.

gli,

117 .

.~~_E~E!~~~E_,

118.

Sec R.J, Dun ca n ,
pp l..,.lLlj and Le s Cleve land, .Qp_c tt., pp 49-67 .
Seddo n becam e so alarm ed that he set up a rival Produ
cers ' Union .
But this movem ent stinru lated rathe r than slowe d the
growt h of the
NZFU. Gover nment attack s on the new organ isatio n
as a reinc arnat ion
of the oppo sition 's old ex
iamen tary wing - the Natio nal
Assoc iation - (e.g. A.W. Hogg (Mast erton) ,NZPD , 116
(1901 ), p 78)
furth er assis ted its progr ess. By Octob er 1901 Seddo
n conce ded defea t
_
. . amalg
- amated
' -1 t ·1···
and the Produ cers' Un.ion
OW 2 act 1901 PP 16--17
· 'VI.Lt1
ne NnFU
/J
• ----J
..

Dec 1897 P 517,

21 Dec 1899 p 6.

DC t 1899 I' L; 08.

of 1901 branches

ha~

been established throughout the North Island, a

membership of over 8,000 recruited and several provincial conferences had
been held to formulate pol
oppose both the

These conferences emphasised the need to

islative influence of the trade unions and the protective

tariff and

urged that land settlement should be accelerated by the

introduction of the freehold option on leasehold tenures.
of the movement

t

The spread

the South Island has, however,been rather more

ec t ed ,
rt

of the Ot

Witness first commented on the growth of the

North Island Farmer ' Union in June 1900, noting sagely that it would
probab

never spread across Cook Strait.

bore out his pessbnism
mi.dd le

0

L901

towards t.h e

o

Mo

119

little notic

Otago and Southland farmers
of the movement until the

of their energies seemed to be directed

t

of trDpp

rDbbit

instead of poisoning them in the

renuous opposition from the rest of the country.
Ouce the Union's

)',0 U.I.;:' " .. 1.

8

120
.

rrived in Canterbury in July 1901 to

take up their recruitment cmrrpaign in the South Island, Otago farmers
became more interested.

Inital

Union with suspicion, essential

both newspapers and farmers
because

the

viewed it as a ooyvement which

had arisen in response to the needs of North Island farming and had,

119.

OW, 14 Jun 1900 p 6.

120.

A lucrative trad in tinned and frozen rabbits had grown up in
Otago in the late 1890s.
In 1900 the export of sk~ns earned
E i fl , 6BB and frozen rabbit E1'5 /+, 0 75 . ~L\i.~26 .Iun 1901 p 6)and if Sc;p
1901 p 7.
But this activi
angered farmers in other parts of
the country. At tbe A and P Conference in 1900, for example, the
ten 0
/Southland delegates were ignored by the other thirty
d eLeg a t es wh en t
asked for concessions in poisoning regulations
to allow hem to c rry out trapping operations.
ibid.
19 Jul 1900
p 6.
North Island f a rmer s also wr o t e letters to the OW criticising
the a t t
ude 0
0 ago farmers in this matter.
e.g. "1~O,;rth Islander"
_U~ol:::~o
'?
1901 p 13.
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therefore 1 little relevance to Sou th Island farming.

Some pr o-eCove r nmen t

. wa s sponsoree1 1)y t h
i
'Lon party. 121
fr ar mer s a.i1 ao f.eare d t Iha t It
e Oppo
s Lt

h iams e Lfr camp la'inec1

0

Glass

f some Ln
' t.ti,a
. , 1 S out h Ls
l sett 1 er s
.i.s La
annd oppo s t,t,t1
on2
, 2 wh ia.ie

on the Cheviot estate criticised the NZF·U for interfering with the Cover-nmen t '.s

·
123
,1ane1s _or
sett 1 ement po_1 lCy.
f

But once these suspicions were removed

by (flass and his assistant, Oscar Fisher, Otago and Southland farmers
responded enthusiastically and branches were established with considerable
rapidity.
In Tuapeka, for example, branches were established at Lawrence and
Waitahuna in early September.

The same men who had been active in the local

farmers' club and earlier attempts to form a Union once again dominated the
foundation executives.

Eight of the ten committee members of the Waitahuna

branch of the NZFU had played a prominent part in these earlier organisational
efforts and six of the ten man Lawrence branch executive.

Alex Fraser,

president of the Lawrence branch, had also stood as an independent Liberal

121.

The ardently prO-Liberal Southland News, 17 Aug 1901, was worried
that the promoters of the u;io;-had"ul'terior motives." They also
considered that the different types of farming in the two islands
made one New Zealand Union impossible. The Union's organisers only
partially succeeded in allaying these fears. An editorial in the ]'T,
3 Aug 1901. first warned of the danger of bringing farmers into
contact with their "natural enemy", the middlemen and La r ge-csc.a Le
urban employers such as manufacturers. They also felt that the
new union was too blatantly opposed to the Seddon administration.
By the time local branches were established,however. the paper
gave them enthusiastic support provided they shunned party politics.
ibid. 4 Sep 1901. The Waitahuna Farmers' Club supported the NZFU
from the first,.~Eic!.. 31 .Iu L 1901, but the 'I'uap e ka West Farmers'
Union was more cautious. tibid. 17 Aug 1901.

122.

11.,

123.

28 Aug 1901.

candidate at the 1899 election 124 providing some support for Glass's claim
that pro-Liberal farmers had joined the new organisation.
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The kind of

dreamed of by a handful of Tuapeka activists was at last

organisa t:Lon

becoming a reality.
Once the initial momentum was provided to overcome the inertia of
g anLsa t f.ona L progress ac c el erated.

apathy

By the time of the flest

provincial conference in early October 1901 twenty-four branches had been
established in 0

This foundation provincial conference immediately

set to work to prepare policy statements for the first colonial conference
to be held the following year.
the end of 190] the NZFU was firmly established at the local,
provincial and colonial levels.
farming cormnuni

had final

Earlier quasi-populist stirring within the

evolved into a far more organisationally

mature farmers ' trade union attract
predecessors.

much wider support than any of its

But nruch work was still required from the central executive

if the new

tion was to avoid the fate of the earlier farmers!

politica]
The various at:

to establish some type of farmers' pressure group

between 1886' and 1900 were primitive, localised and confined to a few farmers,
They belonged to the nineteenth century rather than the twentieth with
their loose and informal organisational structure.

Nevertheless, contirnJities

did exist between these organisations and the NZFU as set up in 1901.

Just

as longer term economic, social and political processes explained the
emergence of the NZFU around 1900, so too did the previous efforts of a
few organisationally minded individuals to set up some kind of farmers'
political union.

Th e s e men and the sbort-lived organ:Lsations they brought

into being provided the hI'

1 2 i.,

125

'IT

-",----,.

"

21 Oet 11399

.Qt:r, 18

C'

o

E:~P

1901 P 17

between past and present.

The NZFU in many

324

,.Jays grew out of their experiences whereas the NFU evolved in o ppo s Lt Lon
to the tr adi tLons s t down

ea r Li.e r agricul t u r a L or g an i.sa tions.

Some

important differences \ven, soon to emerge, however, between the N21"U

and its predecessors.
become

Cl

The most

8

of these was its ab11i

to

fixture on the political landscape of the new century.

CHAPTER TEN

" I

PE INe IPI,ES NOT' PARTY, '

I1

ITIE ST'ORY OF THE NEhf ZEALAND FAR11ERS! UNION
AT TIfE NAT IONAL LEVEL
1

9

19

Crowt.h

UnLi.k.e the NFU tbcNZFU
ent.hu s

sm ,

f r om a f

until 19

WiJB

unable to sustain its early bu r s t of

Wit.hin two years of its

cc;

tab lLahme n t nati.o nnL membership fell

e of around 20,000 to about 9,400.
ltlhen an Lnt en s Iv e rec.ruit

There was no major recovery

c.ampaign revivecl flagging interest

and nearly doubled the membership to approximately 17,000.
Tt should be made clear that the dramatic drop inmembe.rsh:ip from

1903 to 1904 wa

considerab

exaggerated by the c orap a r Ls ou

ments of nominal and actual paid up membership.
rarely sure of its real membersh
rates w i t h.i.n the provinces.
from 1904 up to 1929.

In fact the NZFU was

because of variations in subscription

But it appears that membership c.hanged Little

Earlier claims of 25,000 members were clearly wildly
ion's promoters to secure

inflated estimates put out by the

irrooediate and widespread recognition for their new union.

When that test cmne many promises of mone

support disappeared along with

Apathy of rank and file members and t he general

inciif erence of the wider farming communi
1:0 p

The real test

of subscriptions and attendance at meetings.

of allegiance was the

the men who made them.

b et.we en s t.at a -

were problems which continued

the NZFU until it was transformed into Federatecl Farmers in 1944.

Neither colonial nor provincial organisers were able to solve either of
these two relat

pr-ob Lcms ;

problems which were made more insoluble

by the nature of New Zealand's geography and relatively poorly developed
communications
horse back

.End1e~3

recruitme.nt c arnp a

uced little impact.

in trains, in cars and on

Even J.T. Prain, the singing secretary

provincial branch, was unable to arouse any real enthusiasm

of the 0
amongst local

farmers~except £or

his singing.

1

Local branches appeared,

disappeared and sometimes r eappear ed wi t.h amazing rapidity.

Hember sh Lp at

both the provincial and local levels flqctuated considerably as a result,
but without dramatic
wav~

increas~s

or decreases.

This tendency explains the

like nature of the graph illustrating the growth of the NZFU.
The more rapid geographical spread of the NZFU was revealed by the

attendance at the first Colonial conference in 1902 of delegates from
eleven provinces representing every major farming district in New Zealand.
Only Westland and the Marlborough Sounds had not established branches.

By

1913 even those remote areas had secured direct delegate representation.
During the 1920s the number of provincial units was increased to
twenty-two with full provincial status being granted to such areas as Poverty
Bay, Manawatu, Wairarapa and North Otago.

This change was implemented

to make representation more direct and admf.nLs tr ati on less unwieldy.

It

was also abned at providing an outlet for the expression of growing regional
sentiments.

Theoretically

the greater number of intermediate units should

have more accurately approximated the communi t Les of interest of twentieth
century New 7ealand than the outmoded and essentially nineteenth century
conception of the province.

But in fact the increase of provincial units

stimulated rather than diffused factionalism within the organisation.
Overall the larger number of units detracted from the cohe::;iveness of the
NZFU whereas the presence of forty counties within the NFU tended to mitigate
against the development of disruptive internal divisions.

1.

e.g., TT, 14 Feb 1906.

After trying to persuade farmers on the
Greenfield estate to establish a branch of the NZFU Prain sang
"The Standard on the Braes OIMar".

Table 10:1
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TOTAL FAR RS
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a6 11 7-52

64,7/13

A.D.C.M., 3/8/26.
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220
895

~a;2
11-85

19%

The divisive effect of parochialism was made worse by the inevitably
disproportionate

influen~e

of

t~e

Auckland provincial branch.

As nearly a

third of New Zealand's farmers lived in that one province it was scarcely
surprising that one quarter of the NZFTI's .membership belonged to the Auckland
branch.

The

tables reveal that

even the higher proportion

of farmers within the ranks of the Hawkes Bay, Taranaki, Otago and Southland
branches could not off-set this imbalance.

Auckland members understandably

felt that they were under-represented at the national level,
provinces remained wary of dominance from Auckland.

~lile

the other

The likelihood of the

union splitting into pro and anti-Auckland camps wa s very real and this
happened to a certain extent during the 1920s.
fact two New Zealand Farmers' Unions.

In many ways there were in

Earlier studies have too often

assumed that t.he policies of the NZFU and the Auckland branch we r e synonymous
because of this nwnerical predominance.

Assessment of the NZFU's

significance from an Auckland perspective has tended to distort our
understanding of, the NZFU as a who Le .

The importance of dairy farmers

within the organisation and the advocacy of more militant policies
have been exaggerated as a result of this failure to differentiate between
the national and the provincial organisation.

Heat men were in fact the

most predominant group amongst the NZFU's national leaders, while
moderation was more typical of its policies than militancy.
The problem of one giant intermediary unit never in fact troubled
the NFU as even the two biggest c?unties, Yorkshire and Lancashire, contained
only 20% of England's farmers and 11% of the NFU's total membership.
The problem of the Auckland giant was exacerbated by traditional
north versus south rivalries and the fact that Wellington held nothing like
the pull of London over the remainder of the country.

But even allowing

for such difficulties the NZFU never approximated the cohesiveness of the
NFU.

In comparison it remained a primitive and fragmented organisation

328

crippled by internal divisions.

The establishment of a breakaway Dairy

Farmers' Union of some 5,000 members in the 1920s and the continued separate
existence of the Sheep Owners' Federation made it clear that the NZFU was

a

still

farmers· union.

It had to wait until its transformation into

Federated Farmers before it could claim tube

national farmers' union

of Nevl Zealand.

As the NZFU succeeded in quashing nascent agricultural labourers'
unions in

and Canterbury during 1908 and 1909 no comparison can be made

between the fortunes of the NZFU and a New Zealand equivalent of the English
National Union of

ltural Workers.

But the growth of the NZFU can be

with the trade union movement in general.
As first the NZFU equalled and possibly even exceeded the total New
Zealand trade union membership.
frequent:

Such numerical parity was referred to

by the NZFU's promoters as evidence of their organisation's

ability to counter the influence of the growing trade union movement.

But

the NZFU soon fell behind and then remained static, wh i l e the trade unions
cont~lued

to increase steadily.

union membership
spurt Lmmedra

There was no dramatic increase in trade

World War I as in England, but rather a growth
after the war\dhich the NZFU wa s unable to [011m·1.

A

strengthening of the farmers' sectional pressure group had to wait until
a greater Durrilier of New Zealand farmers realised that their earlier nwnerical

s

icance and political importance was

declining~

Such a realisation

did not occur on any widespread scale until the late 1920s.

2..

Eoth, "=r..~~"'=~"', pp 168·-169.

IT

or Phases in the

"

1

eLo ome nt of the NZFU.

tahl.Ls hmen t and Tr

190 2~J 9 lLf . 11

1902 when the NZFU held its first

s a tLo n

or

still not a

the

VV<;';"~~.L ..i

estabLished on

\'121

tr

oLo ni 1

t

1902",·1929.

010ni31 conference the
basis.

c

anisation as Lts

aff~irs

were managed by

kl execu ive based in Palmerston North.

ng ton prov

had to wait until 1905 before a permanent headquarter
Well

Yet it was

ton and a part-time s

was

The NZFU

was established in

This essential change

c r ea ted a few pr ob Lerus , for it involved an increase in the sub s c r

five

ion from

per member to ten sbillings, an increase resisted by some

provinces who feared it would frighten away prospective recruits. 3
this critical

the NZFU became the first New Zealand farmers

Hith
l

z an i.sa t i.on to have Lt s af f ai.r s adm in Lst e r ed from the c api.tal.

Despite thi

tanL

ational advance the problem of regular

consultation with SouLh Island prnvincial executives was not satisfactorily
resolved.

The idea of hold

Wellington and Chr
bu t wa s

hf.nd er the

tclwrch was

tried onc

this d Lf f i.cuL

in

alternate colonial executive meet

p

in
.

ed with during the first few conferences
s the NZFU lost a real chance to overcome

ccting this proposal for the problem continued to

sation's progress throughout its history.

G.W. Leadley

3.

ACCM, 190'5, p 7.

'I'hi.s clear
qualifies W.J. Card ne r l s comment made
in'
Ri.s e of H.F. l'las,8ey, 1891 ... 1912." PolitIcal Science Vo113
No 1
1(61), p l~ thaL the Farmers' Union
eveloped into a
colonial body
1900.

4.

ACCM, 1903, P 3 and 1904, pp 28-29.

5.

A meetj_ng of tile colonial execlltive was held in Cllristchurch on 8 Nov

1904.

l'linutes of the Colonial Executive of the NZFU, Vol I 1904-1909.

Lf
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of Can t er bury , the union s v i.c e-epr e s Ldent, had to act as South Island
consultant un tLl 1910 when other South Island representatives were added to
the~ D
. Lfj
. Tl execu t.l.ve.
.
6
. Offl Ll't

Despite such initial organisational difficulties the 1902 conference
mariag ed to lay down the basic objects,

platform and structure of the NZFU

which remained basically unchanged until the 1930s.
The essentially defensive emphasis of the initial objects of the
NZFU wa s similar to that of the NFU.

The NZFU aimed to

"Keep a vigilant watch over all measures brought before the House
of
ives, and on the working of present laws, to protect
agatn s t any lfeasure deemed injurious to the farmers 1 interests in
Parliament"
The intended means of achieving these objectives was block voting only
for those candidates who

to the platform of the union.

objects were more positive and less defensive in tone.

The other

They aimed to

promote settlers' interests through co-operation, the opening up and
settlement of Crown and native lands, the Lmp rov ernen t of communications and
the cheapening of freights and farm requirements.
A seven point platform reinforced these objects.

Almost :immediately

most emphasis was placed on the second and third planks; the offering of
a choice of tenure in ne"J settlement areas and the granting of the freehold
option to all crown tenants.

The remaining five planks mixed essentially

localist aspirations with more nationally orientated objectives.
consisted of the following demands:
inuned iat
benefit

They

that public works grants be spent

they were sanctioned by parliament; that native lands which
from local government expenditure be rated the same as European

land; that there should be no protective tariff; that the Fair Rents Bill
be opposed as interfering with exist

6.

ADCN , 191 0, p 3.

7.

ACCM, 1902, p 36.

c orit.r ac U3 (by which the NZFU meant

331

crown leaseholds); and f
in local b

election

Nembersh

that ra

be empowe.r ed to vote

8

ifications differed slight

owners of rur

from the NFU in that all

land and agricultural labourers were admitted to meniliershiPJ

with pract Ls

armers.

Other persons interested in agriculture

were entitled to become honorary members as was the case with the NFU .

9

This permissive membership criterion reflected the different structure of
rural socie

in the two countries"

Farmers were not viewed as a separate

group from both landlords and labourers as in England .
The basic structure of the NZFU laid down by the first conference
was pyramidal like that of the NFU"
requir
branch.

a minimum memb e r

At its base was the sub-branch

of ten.

It was in turn responsible to the

A branch needed a minbnum of twenty-five members if it was to be

accorded full branch status..

Such status entitled a branch to send one

delegate t o the annual Provincial conference nnd one extra delegate for
every 100 members, but there was a limit of three d e Le g a t e s per branch.
The Provincial executives in turn were entitled to send one delegate to
the Colonial conference if their membership was under 1,000 and up to four
del

es fdr every addItional 1,000 members.

Each delegate was entitled

to voteJwith the Colonial President holding the power of the casting vote .
Presidents of the provincial branches were also automatically made ex-officio members of the Colonial executive body which was called the Colonial

c,0unc1-."1.. 10
8.

ibid. p 37.

9.

ibid.

10.

ibid. pp 37-40.

One

leant omission from the structure laid down in these guide-

b

lines was

statement on t he number of meet

All that was required was an A.G.M.

s to be held during the year.

Often at the local level that

constituted the sum of branch activity.

Chairmen at all levels were also

empowered with full control of buslness between meetlngs.

The logical

consequence of such a rule was that local branches were literally run by one
man.

In fact this is what happened in many cases.
Amalgamation wIth other bodies was left wide open as the constitution
ny "kindred" society could join forces wi t h the NZFU

provided rhat

provided the provincial executive
requisite levy.

1

and the joining society paid the

The way was thereby left open for the absorption of such

bodies as the farmers' clubs, but the matter of the levy and strong
loyalties to 10cn1 institutions was to hinder the process.
Rule fourteen wa s to pose. problems for the NZFU as it allowed "the
considera ion of any question affec
but added rather ambiguou

that branches should "as far as possible

avoid the discussions of pu
constituted an
end and par

the farming or pastoral interests"

partisan qu es t Lon s ;"

This statement har d l y

e definition of where political discussion should
orientated debate begin.

The who Le question remained

unresolved Clncl proved to be a source of endless argument at all levels of
the

I',o.,,-i.,

sa t ion,

The

to vwrk for the NFU but it
The

0

the r

of discretion in this sensitive area seemed
WiH;

Cl

cause of divisiveness w it.hi.n the NZFU.

or feature of the constitution was the considerable

degree of provincial autonomy imparted by the provision that provincial
executives could set their own rates of subscriptions.

11

The NZFU as established in 1902 was not nearly as centralised as the

NFU, while the provinces retained even more autonomy than the counties.
11.

This section on the constitution of the NZFU has been based on ACCM,
1902, pp 36·-!ff).

But

compared wi t.h

earlier New Zealand farmers' organisation its structure

was far more

sticated and its

ai~s

considerably more comprehensive.

For the first time one organisation was attempting to represent the interests
of all farmers throughout the entire
Despite the rather loose structure of the new union and its far from
continuous administrative procedures it secured some early successes with
remarkable rapidity,
The most notable early success wa s the election of the colonial
president for 1902, Ha thew Hiddlewood Kirkbride, to the House of Repr e s en t a tLv e s
at: the 1902 eLe c tions

,H,

Opposition member for Hanakau.

eLec tLon the NZFD secured a one remove r e nr

"'<~""IJ

With Kf.r kb r Ld e ' s

tion within par1:lament

almost immediat:ely,whereas the NFU had to wait fourteen years for equivalent
representation at Westminster.

Kirkbride1s most s

ficant achievement on

behalf of the NZFU was in persuading parliament to sanction the
of a Farmer
I')

NZFU" . L .

I

~futual

lIe

,;/hoh/a S se t t

Fir

establis~nent

Insurance Association to be administered by the

to pass the measure

despite some opposition from Seddon

up the State Fire Insurance Company at the same tIme.

The NZFU also established contact with the highest levels of political
representation much mar
was much more read

rapidly than the NFU, partly because that level

accessible in New Zealand.

Deputations to the Prime

Minister after each colonial conference made both Seddon and Ward fully
aware of the NZFU1s opinions on matters which directly affected farmers.

'I'hi s type of

iation was further backed up by the appointment of a

committee in 1904 to watch developments in parliament,13

Then in 1906

Edwa r d Newman , Opposi tion!'i. P. for Manawa tu, agreed to act as parliamentary

12.

NZ Statutes, 1903, No 86, pp

13"

ACCH,

1905, P 2.

23-332.

wat

constituted a far more direct link with

parliament than the appointment of a
~)1r

iamentary lobbyist by the NFU.

.Iames Hilson, who wa s colonial president of the NZFU from 1903 until

1920,
Ha nuf

also appoi ted to the
tur

c cn.sid er ed

t a ti.o n a n d SaL

the NZFU to r eor e s en

Board in 1906.

By 1906 it had become

icultural Implement
'I'h.i s appointment wa s

ion of the

official Goverrnnent recogni

sman for the f

a new

emer

e s tabl.Lsb ed

ently cJ

communi

15

that the objective most desired

by the NZI'U was the int oduction of the freehold option.

Up to 1913 the

freehold option wa s the charter of the NZFU just as tenant rLght

the

VIaS

charter of the NFU.

'rhe

of exaggeration Lnvo Lved in the NZFU I. S advocacy of the

eeho1d, aIr

demonstrated in Chapter On e , was further borne out by

the fact that 57% of NZFU witnesses had no experience of crown leasehold
tenures.

Most of them were like the four members of the Lawrence branch

who were fore

it would be a

to admit that they knew very little about

But

or mistake to dismiss the freehold agitation as a storm

in a teacup even though the freehold was clear
form of tenur

l_i~p.16

entrenched as the major

1900.

The call for the freehold was very important both to the NZFU and
to New Zealandls broader political development simply because of its strong
emo ti onal

It became a ral

cry for New Zealand farmers during

a period when there was lack of major issues or controversies.

Such

mundane matters as pest control or rating may have had more immediate

lit.

ibid. 1906, p 8.

15.

ibid. P 13.

16.

A to J, 1905, C,"lu\, pp 291'~302.Furthermore, 61% of NZFU members
who gave
iclenc.e to the. Commission on their own behalf were freeholders.
About 34% of the eigh
three official witnesses and 26%
of the
three unofficial witnesses had had experience with
the l-i-p tenure.
But only 17% of the official witnesses and 13%
of the unof icial group were still ]
tenants in 1905.

3 :;

impact on farmers

l

~.)

everyday lives, but they did not stir up strong feelings

in the same manner a s xthe f r ee ho Ld agitation.

It was not surprising,

there~

fore, that the freehold issue provided an ideological foundation around
which a political opposition was able

t~

develop as the champion of

individualism against the apparent tendency of the Liberals to build a
co Ll.ec tLv Ls t state.

When that Opposition party finally adopted the name of

Reform it stood not only for the reform of an unwieldy and corrupt bureaucracy, or simply the reform of land tenure, but the reform of a total
economic, social and political system.
of such

Cl

Like the NZFU itself the emergence

party r ef Lee ted the overall economic, .social and po Li tical turn-

around which occurred in New Zealand about 1900.
Those farmers within the NZFU who so vbciferously advocated the
advantages of the freehold were calling for the dismantling of state machinery
which had put some of them on their feet.

Both longer established farmers

and men who had once sided with the Liberals in overthrowing the big
pastoralists,now wanted to turn public assets to private advantage.

17

This group,who expressed their attitudes through the vehicle of the
NZFU,determined to maintain their newly achieved prosperity and enhanced
social

statu~

through two major courses of action.

First, through attaining tbe right of all farmers to profit from a
life-time's toil by either selling their freehold properties at greatly
increased prices or handing them on to their children at enhanced value.
F.F. Hockley, advisory committeq member and later Reform M.P. for Rotorua,
summed up this desire neatly at the 1911 Dominion conference when he said
17.

31 % of the official NZFU witness and 52 % of other NZFU members
who gave evidence had farmed for over twenty years.
18% had farmed
for under ten years suggesting tbat they might have received some
State assistance,while
43% acknowledged some degree of State
support.

that any man who took up a

l~i-p

section

~and put the besE twenty
s of his life on it .... at the end
he 1I1Ould feel that every penny of the increased value belonged to
him. 11 18

Perhaps John McQueen, president of the Southland branch, was even more perceptiv
when he claimed that 11More money was made by selling farms than by fanning. 1I 19
Second, the men who founded the NZFU were determined to resist the
attempts of organised labour to challenge their vested interests.

The

Fair Rent Bill with its threat of periodic revaluation and increased rents
spurred the NZFU to action more than any intrinsic dislike of the leasehold.
Once the possiblity of periodic revaluation

\v'HS

removed by Has s ey I s

amending legislation the freehold agitation rapidly fell away.
The major policy objective of the NZFU was attained in about the same
t.ime as that of the NFU.
simply a

t~ne-wasting

After criticising the 1905 Land Commission as

device to pacify farmers as well as both the freehold

and leasehold wings of Seddon's own party, the NZFU unleashed a major
campaign

agai~st

Robert McNab's Land Bill in 1906.

on the introduction of a

sixty~six

Opposition was focussed

year lease with revaluation because it.

was feared that revaluation would be applied to all crown tenures,

Tenants

could then be penal:Lsed for making improvements by raised rents and reduced
ty of tenure.

.Jame s

\,lil~30n

consulted with the AdvLs or y Committee and

provincial and local branch executives to see if they shared such

appre~

hens ions and on the basis of their replies prepared a pamphlet which was
sent all over New Zealand.

20

At the same time NZFU speakers were selected

18.

ADCM, 1911, p 6.

19 .

i bid.

20.

The Land Bill. How It Affects The Farmer The Merchant The
Manufacturer And The Industrial Worker
ton North 907).
These views were rei
at the
Colonial conference ACCM,
1906, pp 5···6.

p 8.

to travel throughout New Zealand and reinforce Wilson's criticisms of the
Land Bill.

21

I

Like Wilson these men also criticised McNabs at

speculation by limit

all crown hold

t

to control

to a valuation of £15,000.

Such

an bnposed limit was condemned as an unnecessary reduction of the small
farmers'

securi

which would only make loans more difficult to secure.

was also feared that it would force up interest rates.
a holder of one of thes

six

SlX

It

The provision that

year leases could obtain the freehold

up 90% of the capital value failed to satisfy NZFU demands for

by pay

it did not allow an adequate return for improvements.
This

was successful as the Land Bill was wi t hd r awn and

replaced by the Land Act Amendment Bill.

This new measure substituted a

thirty-three year lease with right of renewal at or

2')
inal valuation. ~

Feelings of triumph at winni.ng this concession escalated further when McNab
lost his seat in 1908 to a freehold Opposition candidate.

The only aspect

which caused the NZFU concern was the accusation that it

of the

n

was a "big man's" organisation d omi.na t ed by land monopolists. -

Press

statements 1IH':re issued to counter this charge and a resolution wa s passed
that the NZFU favoured closer s

tlement and limitation of area, but

2 !,
desired that,limits should be devised on a more equitable basis.-

But the modification of the Land Bill still constituted an incomplete
victory.

The NZFU would not be satisfied until the freehold option was

introduced and the possibl
for all.

of land uatioilll1isation was removed once and

So began the second phase of the freehold agitation.

21.

e.g. JamesBoddle of Taranaki spoke to the Lawr enc e branch of the
NZFU 011 tit(" Land BiLL. ];~I ~ 30 Mar 1907.

22 •

ACCH , 1907, p 3.

23.

Lbid .

P 5.

Each annual deputation to the Premier repeated the demand for the

demand.

Opposition M.P.s also pledged themselves to the freehold cause.

This continual pressure both tram outside parliament and within forced
further c.onc e s s Lon s from the Ward Government such as the Land Settlement
Finance Act of 1909,wbich enabled settlers to purchase land by forming
land settlement associations and raising loans through the issue of Government
guaranteed debentures.

5

The

tation gained further momentum in 1912

when the freeholder, Thomas Mackenzie, was elected leader of the Liberal
party and subsequent

became Prime Minster.

,

the NZFU's objectives were quickly reallsed.

With the election of Massey

26

Once the freehold option was introduced a certain feeling of anticlimax permeated the NZFU's activities and its leaders were forced to look
elsewhere to discover issues wliic h would maintain rank and file interest.
They were rather fortunate in that the increasing militancy of labour
provided the.m with just such an issue.
wa t e rs Lde.r s

1

\vhen that militancy e.rupted in

t

he

strike of late 1913 it neatly helped to fill the vacuum left

by Massey's land reforms.
The

mo~t

important

,:,OUJ.»otiona1 eff e c t of the freehold

ion

was that it drew the NZFU into an unofficial alliance with the parliamentary
sition.

As both pressure group and party expressed and echoed the

same set of aspirations and
became rather

rievances the official neutrality of the NZFU

1Il'..Oll.L"·'6·""··'''S ..

is-zs.

25.

F1!~, 2') Nov 1911,and .~!:~.~.!.elJ~~:L~:.~~, 1909, No 8,

26.

"T'he Land Laws Amendment Act," .~Z:._...'~t:.~1_t_~J~~_t:.';_' 1912, No 31, pp 128·-1/+7,
granted the freehold op ion on l-i-p sections administered under the
'L,e1nel s
s e
A .t CLf 1892, l a n
I c,an
,. cl'r.,aws.A
l Ar'
NZ'__.,)._:..:-:J_.
C't· " t .L! t__e
me ne l
men:
.'. t , " ..:....:.
~:::s.. '
1913, No 24, pp 123-145, extended the freehold option to l-i-p tenants
on Lands for Settlement estates.

pp
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From its establishment the NZFU formally adhered to its motto of
It s t ead f a s tly resisted the efforts of Auckland

"Principles not Party."

delegates to transform pressure group into country party from
1907.

27

:18

early as

A call from Southland and Taranaki at the first Colonial conference

to set up the same machinery as that of the Labour Party to compel all
members to vote only for candidates approved by the NZFU was also quashed.
The NZFU's leaders would have nothing to do with rule by caucus.
other perennial and somewhat eccentric request was the

28

Auckland's

establis~nent

of an

elective executive on the Swiss model, but it too was generally treated
i
,
29
n d :lSOaJ.n.

"C

'ill t

Despite this official

of non party policies the

support of the freehold increasingly came to place

the

NZFU on one side

of the political fence.

The issue was so divisive that it was almost the

same as the NFU support

either free trade or protectionist policies.

After 1910 the unofficial alliance became stronger and more obvious
when the formerly disorganised opposition, bereft of a major policy alternative, evolved into the Reform Party and adopted the freehold along with
the NZFU's other major planks of free trade and freedom of contract.

This

development did not prevent fanners with Liberal sympathies from remaining
members of t~e NZFU since some leading Liberal politicians, such as
Thomas Mackenzie, were ardent freeholders.

Relations with the Ward

administration were also suprisingly harmonious.

But the continuing refusal

27.

ACCM, 1907, plO. The North Canterbury branch also toyed with the
idea of forming a farmers' party in 1911. David Jones, a later
Reform M.P., was a lead
advocate of the scheme, but nothing came
of I t . ~Z I~~~.E2l.~~E, 1911, p 3 Lr2 .

28.

ACCM, 1902, pp 19-21,

29.

The Auckland executive even put out a pamphlet on this topic in
1915. Major L~sk,
(Pukekohe 1915).

3

of the

LibE~r:aIGovernment

the freehold option made it increasingly

to

difficult to be an active member of the
Furthermore, the shared

0

NZF~

and a Liberal supporter.

tance against socialism and the associated

suspicion of the lef

of the Liberal party,pushed Reform and the

NZFU even closer together.
Once HIE' NZI"U came to depend on a change of Government to secure its
primary objective its official neutrality was highly questionable.
Nargaret Brand I s comment on the re I.a tionship between the NZFU and the
parliamentary opposition, made as long ago as 1949, cannot really be
improved upon except that her use of Conservative with a capital C is
somewhat dubious.
"The Farmers' Union both reflected the policy of the Conservative
Par
"and as in the manner of land tenure, influenced it.
Though
the Union disclabned political allegiance, by 1908 it was clear
that the Farmers' Union and the Conservative party were working
for similar ends.
The influx into the Corrs e rva t.Lv e Parliamentary
Party in that year of a number of sm.'1JJ. North Island farmers and
Union supporters cemented the unofficial link between them." 30
Clos

allied to the demand for the freehold were the related topics

of reform of the valuation system, the opening of Maori land for closer
settlement and the eas

of rat

along with the freehold issu
in the years

taxation burdens.

These subjects

tended to dominate conference discussions

to 1912.

The whole question of fairer land valuation was so complex that
conference delegates

hemselves failed to come up with any concrete

suggestions until the 19208.

Everyone was agreed that valuation on

unimproved value was impossible to calculate.

But they were only able

to suggest that some more equitable system should be introduced.

30.

Valuation

Nargaret: Brand,
Study of Conservatism 1890--1911," Unpublished
MA Thesis, Un Lv er sI
of Canterbury, 19 L19 , p 188. Her v i ewp o Ln t
is far more tenable than E. J. Dunean 1 El claim that the NZFU remained
true to its non-spa r ty pr Lnc
, espec
when its experience
is
with that of the NFU.

on annual value, that
never followed up.

31

1S

5% of the capital value, was often suggested but

Somehow the NZFU wanted valuations which would

produce maximum prices if they sold up and provide, therefore,
compensation for improvements.

fair

At the same time they did not want. valuations

to inflate considerably the worth of their properties and thereby force
up interest rates on their mo r r g a g e s

.Jame s Wilson expressed a commonly

held fear at the 1912 conference when he warned that values based on
capitalisation of utmost value could be dangerous should prices for
.
32
agricultural produce fal] suddenly.

Conference delegates also wanted

a reform of the Assessment Courts to give farmers greater opportuni
to dispute existing valuations.

They felt that the appointment of at least

one valuer with local knowledge would provide the best solution to producing more accurate valuations.
While both Sedd o n and li!;:lrd Len t
ions over the problem of valuation
the Reform Government.

33

a sympathetic ear to NZFU deputat-really meaningful action was left to

Reform passed a Valuation of Land Amendment Act

in 1912 which classed spec

rated local public works such as roads

.
f
11_ p_antatl_ons:rom
1
a- "c improvements anc1 exernp t ecI. a ...

t

.
axat t.o
n , 34

Even this

Act only partially satisfied the NZFU, however, as it did not place local
men on the Assessment Courts and made little contribution to solving the
problem of inaccurate valuation.

31.

The best conferenc deputations could do was to recommeud valuation
talisation basis, but they were unable to suggest anything
on a c
more precise,
e.g. !\DCM, 19013, p 12.

32.

ADCN, 1912, P ').

33.

e.g. In 1905 the Valuer
sent: out a memo to all provincial
secretaries E'xpla
the Valuation system on request of Wilson.
xccx, 190'5, p 2

34.

NZ Statutes

1912, No IS, pp

42~43.

3

The NZFU1s

desire to

up settlement to answer an

apparently insatiable land hunger was best illustrated by its clamour to
open up Haori land for closer settlement.

Su cb a desire wa s obviously

of much greater relevance to North Island farmers and most of the push
for increased Haori land sales came from North Island delegates.
Island de

tes tended to be rather indifferent,

Canterbury executive, neatly

su~ned

G.W. Leadley, of the

up their attitude to the Haori l£wd

question when he countered the trend of

debate

suggest

that such

a drastic c

as individualisation of tenure was unnecessary.

objective

to observe that the Government had gone a

·1 e
t.h

so

South

' ]... ancI qu e.s t Lon
' f:rom t 1h e sett ..
·1 ers
nati.ve

t

p oLnt;

He correctly implied that the demands of North Island del

He was

way towards
0 f-

'
35
V:Le,v.

s represented

a thinly disguised attempt to alienate Haori land on a grand scale.
The KiGg Country, inland Taranaki and parts of the East Goast
particularly excited the envy of North Island delegates.
Taranaki and Poverty

Auckland,

tes were inevitably the most ardent in

d

calling for individualisation of tennr.

Wellington delegates were not

far behind for they had set their sights on Maori land on the edges of
existing s e t tLeme nts, especially nearWanganui and the northern borel.ers
of the Hanawatu plains.

Alienation of this land was justified by talk

of t h e problem of rhe "ho rri.bLe." Jvlaori land "monopoly" 36 and the associated
ev
of
.,.' i Ls
.',
. ,_
~

"M'l(·"1'
!'le · ) L .

1.L,l.
'1-1(·IJ
d ..'! <'[1'
, __o r, (
d

• .,

"

37

more

35.

ADCH, 1908, p 5. The validity of Lead's claim is verified by
the fact that 3,000,000 acres a Maari land were alienated by
the Liberal administration as against another 3,000,000 acres
between 1911 and L921 and
further 500,000 acres from 1921 to
1929. Sinclair, A His
of NEW Zealand, p 190.

36.

William Jvlatheson, sometbne colonial treasurer of the NZFU. of
Eketahuna. ADCH, 1909, p 7,

37.

Captain Bell of Auckland.

ibid.

1907, p 6,

extreme in its pronouncements

than the NZFU itself, went as far as saying

that New Zealand must, prevent the development of
" 3 Maor! aristocracy for whom white slaves must wor k with no
hope of ever obtaining a title to the land they till." 38

Maori lands infested with odious weeds were frequently contrasted with the
neatly fenced and highly productive land of the European settlers.

Concern

c"

for the plight of the Maori never went further than the suggestion that
a trust should be established from the sale of Maori lands to help them
a dlus
Just to

p
~uropean

ways. 39

But generally it was agreed that the best

solution was to force the Maoris to come to grips with the twentieth
c

world by making them sell up or by converting them into farmers.

.lames Hi180n,

at the 1908 conference

J

neatly encapsulated the

NZFU's whole attitude on the native land question when he said
liThe Maori judging from his history and habits has been purely
Socialistic, and no matter how much we admire the race, their
development has been at. a standstill. Under their regime they
often had scarcely enough food to live on, and had to turn to
the food provided by nature, viz, from root, whilst under our
system of Government we exported £20,000,000 worth of produce
last year .... The natives should be ~ot out of their Socialistic
notions, and become individualists." 0
Clearly this attitude was complex and ambiguous.

It was not simply

an expression of rapacious land hunger or of explicit racism.
rather made up of several strands.

It was

Notions of racial superiority mingled

w l.t h a belief in the virtues of s e Lf s-hel.p , a desire for closer settlement

with the increase of opportunities for the small man.

A belief in the

freehold as the basic unit of a totally superior social system also tied
in with the paternalistic concern to help the Maori leave behind his

38.

E!L.

39.

e g , ACCM. 1905, P 8. This idea was put forward by W. Li s san t
Clayton of Poverty Bay. Wilson thought the proposal sound, but
warned that a dole should not be dished out to the natives as it
would only encourage idleness.

LfO.

ADCM, 1908. p 7.

15 Aug 1903.
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alien and

ior way

of life.

As in the case of the freehold advocacy

economic self-interest was the basic mo ivation behind the call for the
op

up of Maori land.

But justification and motivation became so

confused in the minds of NZFU spokesmen that their attitude towards the
native lands question assumed a complex character which both disguised and
extended simple economic considerations.

In the process the views of

North Island delegates came to appear rational and laudable and in no way
sinister, at least not to themselves,nor to their contemporaries.
Alt.hough the NZFU was successtuJ in winn
in Maori land policy

III

some minor concessions

t.hey failed to secure individualisation of tenure.

This failure was blamed squarely on Sir James Carroll, Minister for Native
Affairs.

At the 1909 conference Wilson complained that Carroll's

"being in office bad enormously retarded the settlement: of the
native land question b ec au s e he took Cl native view of the whole
11

The conference went on to pass a remit protesting
"in the s
st possible manner against a Hinisterial position
being alloted to a member ~~ the House wbo is not responsible to
Cl Eur-opean cons tituency." +Once Carroll was ousted from office in 1912 the NZFU hoped for further
advances.
Like the NFU and farmers everywhere the NZFU considered that New
Zealand farmers paid an unfair portion of t.axes and rates.

Every conference

voiced its concern at the burden of bot.h local and national taxation, but
such complaints failed t.o win any major concessions.

Some minor victories

1.11.

e.g. The "Maori Land Laws Amendment Act," NZ Statutes, No 92,
pp 31{3-·352 and the "Hao ri La nd Sett1ementA~Je;~'~J[~erltAct," -~.~_.g~1.!:~~~£J
1906, No 62,pp 208-209.

42.

ADCM, 1909, pp? and
10. The motion was introduced by Captain Bell
of Auckland.
Only David .Io n e s (Canterbury) ,John McQueen (Southlam::)
and W.J. Birch
tan) spoke against. it.

were won, however, including the abolition of the anachronistic sheep tax
in 1908 43 and the ex t e nsio n of the land tax exemption from £"5,000 valuation
. .'
.
Cl! !j.l}
to £10,000 valuatlon
10 1)_+.

1 problem unti I
Income tax posed litt.e

the 1920s when it was introduced on a wider hesls
tha t they would have to pay double taxa tion.

farmers became concerned

"Thirds, 11 or the one third

of rent due from crown tenants to cover the cost of road
the NZFU in its ear

, also exercised

year , but the extension of such a levy to cash

pur c ha s e'rs on r ecomme nd a ti on of the 1905 Land Commission seemed to satisfy

delegates.

The perc

of country rates paid towards hospital and

cha r Lt.abl.e aid. wa s c oneider ed to be excessive and,

like the NFU, the NZFU

felt that the natinnal exchequer should make a greater contribution in
funding those services.

The question of the mortgage tax also worried the

NZFU and the opinion was frequently expressed that land should be taxed on
the same basis as all other forms of capital investment, that is a small
percentage of the capital value rather than unimproved value.

Each year

Wilson expressed the concern that taxes and rates based on unimproved value
were discouraging increases in productivity through penalis

improvements.

At the back of such an argument was the belief that any increase in value
should ac cr ue to th e Lnd Lv Ldua L f arrne r r at.her t han to the cornmunit y as

whole.
farmers

cl

All increases in value were credited solely to the sweat of the
1

brow and he should, therefore, be entitled to his just reward.

There was no room for the views of Henry George within the NZFU.

43.

This tax was or inally introduced to cover the
ibid.
1908, p 2.
scab, but as tha t. disease had cl s ao o e ar ed
cost of eradica
1900 the
tment of
ulture was forced to agree that the
tax was unnecessary.
191!;, pi;..

This attLtude explains

the NZETI opposed the Trade Union demand

that the parliamentary franchise be extended to local body elections,

The

NZFU was quite adamant that property holders only should have control over
local body exo end Lt ur e to prevent both extravagance and the implementation
of policies hostile to their entrenched interests.

This demand, included

in the or .Li", ..LLlcLl. platform, was yet another expression of opposition to
the theories of the land nationalisers.
The

economic motivation behind the demand for the free-

hold option, the clamour for the opening of native lands and the call for
reduced rates and taxes,was given an intellectual articulation in the
NZFU I
1

increas

opposition to socialism.

This opposition has been h1gh-

ed in the general histories and the various theses relating to the

NZ,FU and

tance can only be restated.

U;

But a qualification can

be added because the attack on socialism was more concerned with the

conflic

sectional interests and a redefinition of older

of compet

town ve
icle

ivalries than with the clash of clear cut oppos
res.

Farmers' att tudes were

more by a confused and somewhat

Lncoher ent. world vi.ew rather than a definite a nt t-c soci a lis t

ic!eo.logy.

The

relatively coherent nature of socialist thought and its institutional
expression in such bodies as the Federation of Labour made it into an
easy target for attack.

The city interest and the middleman were much less

precise conc ep ts which could not readily be converted into clearly
identifiable scapegoats.
revamped and

Lni.tLa I.
AdvcJca t.e

t ·."C(.'":1

..

t

Older town versus country rivalries had been

up to date,

most of the opposition to socialism came from the Farmers·
than t.he NZFU itself.

Early editorials bristled with

mill t.a nt rhetoric condemning the "Factory"··Hand Trust", t he "shirkers", the

a '_:C '7
!

bb
'
wea,_'j t l1. ,rOJers,

11

idleness."

11

L-

-I.)

l-)r-

,

"',I','11E'' So
__ c '

Vamplres

,,Lf6
I

for encouraging

11

organised

Extr eme labour was condemned as representing "one class, and

..,

that the laziest, most useless and most lDJurlous.

,Al

Prior to 1908

NZFU conferences were far more moderate and did not echo such sentiments.
Legitimate trade unionism was supported with the NZFU acknowledging that it
too was a sort of trade union.

Criticisms were confined to the unsatisfactory

working of the I C and A Act, especially the lack of representation of
farmers' interests in industrial.di
compulsory unionism was also opposed.
NZI"U enter

es ,
Lf 9

Ld3

whil

the introduction of

Wilson even advised against the

formal alliance with the Employers' Federation as the

into

NZFU was supposed to

the interests of labourers.

50

The NZFU

advice until 1913 when the Defence Committee of the Wellington

followed hi

executive joined forces w i t.h the local Employers! As s o ci.atLo n .
as 1906 conference delegates seemed to

On the other hand as ear
be assuming a tougher stance

LU.,t o r g a nis ed labour.

Gh,,,, ..

A suggestion of

a change in attitude was contained in a remit sent up by the Otago and
Sou thland branches that Edwar d Tregear, Secretary of tha Labour Department,
should be removed from office because of his public statements in support

, 29

Aug 1903.

L+5.

•..

Ll 6 .

.i.bi.d

20 Feb 190 Lf .

!f 7

ibid.
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LiS.

e.g. ACGM, 1902, pp 8,,,9

!19.

e.g. Lb id .

50.

ACCM, 1904, pp 29-30. The SOF in contrast affiliated with the
Employers' Federation in 1910. Minute Book of the N.Z. Sheepowners'
and Fanners' Federation, 30 Juh 1910.
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1905, P 10.
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Other d

tes saw the dangers of such a demand

and threw the remit out, but opposition to Tregear escalated nevertheless
, .
52
as both his co-operative schemes for publIc works
and his efforts to
shearers' accomodation proved very unpopular with NZFU members.
'1'1](," NZFU's support of free tr ade was also Lnv oked as a basis for criticis

.

the s e.Lf i.s hue.s s of the manufacturing Interest.

53

The major shift in attitude occurred in 1908 after the Canterbury
branch had quashed the emergence of a farm labourers' union.

5Lf

Once the

principles of trade unionism were carried into the rural sector the NZFU
displayed a

ierce determination to oppose the formalisation of relations

between a farmer and his men.
assumption that the establi
up costs.

Their opposition was based primarily on the
of a farm workers' union would force

Also New Zealand farmers, like their

ish counterparts,

disliked the increasing intrusion into their everyday activities of
tions evolved within the factory system.

at the 1908

conference .lame s v.Jilson summed up t he n ew hard line when he said
"T1H'; Union of f ar me r s is more than ever desirable since the
Socialists have captured the Trades and Labour Councils, whether
they have captured the working classes, I doubt..... i t t fi our
t
duty to c omba t tile
at t.ac 1
k by every means in our p owe r . " -))

51.

ACClvl, 1906, p 10.

52.

One such criticism was made at the 1906 Conference.
ACCM, 1906
plO. For a fuller account of the co-operative public works
system see P. J. Gibbons, "Tu r n i.ng T'r amp s into Tax payers:
The
tment of Labour and the Casual Labourer in the 18908,"
Unpub Lished HA The si.s , Has s ey Uni.v er s Lt y , 1970 1 a n d "Some New Zealand
Na vi es .
t j ve Iv0 r k e r s 1El 9 1--1 90 2, f 't:J.."::~. z <:.~~.la,._~~<:1_~_o_~l_r:!]l:t.:~:.. __EL
His
Vol 11 No
1977), pp 54-75.

53.

ACCM, 1906, plO.

54.

The Blackball strike and the formation of the Hiners' Federation
outside the provisions of the 1 C and A Act may also have influenced
the NZFU's
of pal
, but there were no specific references
La these event"

':i5.

ADeN,

1908, p

If.

From that conference o nwar d s the rhetoric of open sectional war f are
intens

ied as th

NZFU became increasingly hostile towards militant labour.

Several at tempts to estabLish another farm wor ker s ' union, especially in
Marlborough, were effectively quashed, while every election of a farmer
M.P. was hailed as a tr

over the s oci aLi s t camp',

tment of Labour to
as fiercely

Attempts by the

wo rkmcn ' s accommodation were criticised

the NZFU as they were by the SDI", even though some NZFU

members had once been labourers t heras e Lves .

A belief in the sanctity of

freedom of contract seemed to exclude the need for protection against
The repeal of the I C and A Act vas demanded and

unscrupulous

it was suggested that it should be r

ced by the Canadian system of

56

voluntary conciliation, which rneari t; free
r'ema r ked

own way.

should])

1

,,57

As C.hI. Leadlcy

ab Le to work out their own destiny in their

The NZFU's constant advocacy of increased immigration of

farm vorkers and domestic servants added another

Lng factor in

,.
,'"
58
its relatlons wlth organlsed labour.
t;

from condemning t.h e exist

industrial relations system the

NZFU expressed alarm over what appeared to them to be the increasing
influence of extreme sociaLt.s t s over the policies of the Liberal government.
The land na t io nal.Ls er s , e sp ec i.a Ll.y George Fow Ld s O'L P. for Grey Lynn r, commonly
known as "the new evangel j
(Lyttleton) and J.G.

"

T.E. Taylor (Christchurch North),George Laurenson
islative Conncil),were singled out for special

56.

.Lbid.

'.17.

ibid.

58.

The NZFU was the major supporter of the Sedgewick scheme between
1909 and 1913 whereby
were brought out from Britain to be
t f
skllls.
But
did not succeed in persuacl
t.he Coverrnnent to dramatical
increase immigration of agricultural
labourer,'> untIl the 1920,; wh en
';vere brou
t: out under the
S ttLemerrtl s Schc'lne whic h so deep
the NFU.

p 8

3

~5

0

criticism.

The newly establlshed Federation of Labour was also made the

targe

vitr d.o Li.c attac . The term "Red Feels" was bandied about, wbi.l.e

syndicalism was pictured as the deadliest sin of all.
even wrote

.
l.es

s

f
0·:

'·1..es in the
ar t t.c

.t"~!!'

arguing that the theories of

Marx were humane and progresslve in comparisdn

.

...

of Proudhon.

59

G.M. Butterworth

with the distorted

s ynd i.ca li.s

noti.o ns

Talk of the d ang er s of "l.W.W.ism"

increased.

The NZFU was alarmed by the Waihi strike of 1912, and the

"evil tyranny" exercised by the FOL "(vas round
hood 0.£ a

condemned.

60

The 1ike1i-

or show down increased as the NZFU made it very clear that it
to teach militant labour a lesson it wDuld never

was only too will
forget.

The NZFU's chance came at the end of 1913 after a further round of
industrial disputes had

ed its members.

In December 1912 the Timaru

branch of the NZFU broke a local watersiders' strike through supplying
voluntary labour

61

and North Island branches ended a slaughterman's
1913, once again through the engagement of "b l.ac k Leg s " .

dispute in

The ad v e nt of a na t.Lon-w i.d e wa te r sLder s ' strike in October 1913 gave the
NZFU its opportuni
with the
1\8
11

for

Federation it

S'

the }'UA held
f

scale retaliation 06(L."'.U"t the FOL.

Along

in all out sectional warfare.

icted one big strike initiated a "battle" against the

terror. ,,63

re

0_

')9.

X.!:l!',

60.

ibid.

19 Oet 1912.

61.

ibid.

.lIt Dee 1912.

62.

Lbi.d .

22 Feb 1913.

63.

ibid.

3 May 1913.

16 and 26 Har, 22 .Ju n 1912.

62

There was no consensus here.
fashion as

rmers'

Cl

The NZFU talked and acted in military

was organised and housed in barracks.

Colonel

Newal1 was appointed to lead the specials and he congratulated them on

,

. 64

being' born soldiers."
kind of war.

It

"JaS

almost a dr e s s rehear[.;al for a d i f f er en t

Both the specials and other farmers loading the ships were

detennined to s how the wh arf labourer

At the same time

a holiday away from the drudgery of everyday

An almos

chor

t Lnbour

rpr
all

e xc e s

who was really running the country.

festive air

ed their ranks.

It was hard

tics should accuse the specials of indulging in

consump ion of l

Naturally such accusations were denied.

The p r e-vrequi.s Lt e of a hors e and the time involved away from farm work
me anr

gene
Na s s ey '

G

that b

" c o FJf ;a c k s

er farmers and their sons dominated the ranks of

. " But d a

farmers also turned up at Wellington and

Auckland to help load the ships.
constituted the

or

.

of

speclals.

His claim seemed to

support in terms of manpower came from the dairying areas of the

pled

of Plenty, Taranaki and Manawatu.

Haika to, the

men were pictured as heroines for
absence.

t

66

The wives of these

the farms in their husbands'

from the dairy farmers was very understandable for as

section of the .!~~J.~ pointed out the perishable nature of butter and

the

ch ee s e made it 1

.

strlkes.

65.

65

the fact that the great majority of telegrams to Massey

be jvstified

(j!f.

Wilson claimed that dairy farmers

67

ibid.

~olose

its entire monetary value in the event of long

Within a week 1,000 mounted men had offered their services in

I '5 Nov 19 13 .

Prime Ministers ' Departlnent FilE~, 9/13, "The Tvater Front Strike~"
(National Archives, Well
ton)) 29 Oet 1913.

66,

Lb i.d,

67.

.1!~!:!.C', 1

Nov 1913.

Wellington and 1,100 in Auckland.

A further 300 men were prepared to load

.
.
68
the ships in Auckland and 600 reservists were camped t.n the Dorna i.n ,

Meantime the defence committees of the Auckland and l"Tellington
branches had joined f or c e s wi th the local Emp
the Governmen t to

s' Associations in urging

t a hard line against the strikers.

response was immediate.

The Government's

Specials were sworn in and the number of policemen

around the wharf area was Increased.

A close liaison was established

b e twe en the part-time and the professional

ice force.

That alliance

was brought into the open when the Commissioner of Police defended the
specials for

an apparent:

unnec e s s a r y c

on an unarmed crowd

69

of women and children at Post: Office square in Wellington.·
official defence of dubious actions helps to just

Such an

Oliver's claim that

the strikers perceived a "ho s t i.I.e c on spir a cy of employers, farmers and the
government.

,,70

The much abused I C and A Ac t was next turned to the.

advantage of the employers when it was used to set up a new union and
deregister the old.

This ploy brought the FOL to its knees.

Yet again

iron."

the I C and A Act proved to be labour~

As early as 22 November it became clear that: the farmers were go
to win.
"I.W.W.i

Some concern wa s expressed at the p o s s Lb I.e re-emergence of
I

wben the FaT, appealed to the Australian unions for help, but

such fears we r e

less as no aid was forthcoming.

vie tory was as su r ed as a Ll

ports were open.

By 13 December

The effectiveness of

6B.

P.B.

69.

The Cooonissioner's report is contained in P.B. File 9/13, 12 Nov
1913.
It was prepared to answer charges laid by Paddy Webb (Labour
M.P.
or
NZPD, (167 1913, p 267)and Joseph Ward, NZPD,C166 1913,

le

/13, 8 Nov 1913.

p 4 1ft ) .

70.

OliveI', The St

of

N8~

Zealand

I' 166.

the strikers' action was reduced even further

the passing of the

"Labour D'ispu te s Lnve s tLg a t.Lon Bill" on 27 December.

This piece of

La t Lo n, which received the full backing of the NZFU, enforced s cc.r e t

I

ballots hafo1'

st1'lkes could be called to ensure that moderate workers would

check the influence of the extremists.
The NZFU had won a

or victory and feelings of triumph escalated

f'u r t he'r wh en the Har Lbo r ou

branch successfully quashed a last desperate

effort to establish cl Farm and Station Empl.oy e e s ' Industrial Union of \-10rke1's.
But a

ification should be added for ardent sectional war-fare only

reall

occurred in

Wel.'~.'""b'_"H

and Auckland.

th, Lyttleton, Timaru, Port Chalmers

other ports such as GiEiborne, New P
and the

Lu

E, bu

NZFU members helped to clear

the response was rather lukewarm.

The Well

ton

Defence Comm.Lttee of the NZFU even candidly admitted that t he response of
.
. .
72
South Island executives was not all It could have been.

In Dunedin the

strike stirred some farmers to action but they tended to come from areas
own and their numbers \v(:re no t g rea t ,

73

The

immediately ad j acent to

t

response in some

lal centres was even milder with employers and

ha ppi.Ly at thei.r annual dance. Ln Wanganui.

employees mingl

inland town such as Lawrence the pro-Liberal
!

S

74

In a small

eka Times condemned

actions, wh.iI.e the County Council supported the Government.

the local farmers'

7 '")

union ren~ined silent. -

Bu t

Even something as major as

71.

FUA, 4 Jul

1914.

72.

Minute Book of the NZ Sheepowners and Farmers' Federation 1910-1932,
23 July 19 4.
The Well
ton Defence ConMittee attended A.G.M.s of
t h e SOF.

73.

C.J. t1eade,
Hon",

74.

Oliver, Towards a New His

75.

TT, 8, 15, 22 and 29 Nov 1913.

Otago Labour Hovement 1912--1913," Unpub Lt sb ed BA
, UnLver s
of Otago, 1976.

p 9.
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the strike failed to stir

members from their apathy.

The impact of the

strike probably did not spread far into other rural areas, especially in
the South Island where farmers were less concerned with the fate of dairy
exports,
on~arison

In

in its deal
in

with

heir role as emp
e and

the

with the NZFU the NFU was generally far more moderate
sed labour.

Its leaders acted as men confident

, who acknowledged the right of their men to
y negotiated with their unions.

This difference in

to labour relations reflected the relative power of

in r e.LatLo n to

cd labour in each country.

do with the fact that

far~ers

It also had something to

lish farmers were more dependent on hired labour and

that an agricultural labourers' union predated the NFU. Because the NFU
was forced by this combination of factors to adopt a more conciliatory
attitude towards

ed labour, its labour relations record was generally

more successful than that of the NZFU, with the notable exception of the
East Anglian lock-out of 1924.

The NZFU in contrast wielded the greater

power of New Zealand farmers to unfair advantage by refusing to allow their
men to form uuions of any description.
between a farmer

Accord

to the NZFU relations

and his employees were best worked out on a persoual

surnption based on the dubious premise that all farmers were

b asi.s , all

s anrl that most labourers need not worry about unions as some
day

too would become farmers.

direc t;

in the face of reality, for as we have seen in Chapter One the

elecl

The second part of this view flew

availability of land and rapidly ri8

prices of farms made

it increasingly difficult for agricultural labourers to become farmers
after 1900.

sectional nature of the NZFU~s activities was off-set

The over
to a certain

of super-patriotic attitudes.

ee by the

Patriotic

sentiments expressed by the NZF'U we r e possibly even nosier and more
tic than

j

t

ho s e of pre

\~orld

War T New Zealand as a \07h018.

76

The

riotism was not evolved in a deliberate manner, nor was it

NZFU's

but it certainly assisted the NZFU's progress

contrived to wl.n

as an appeal to the broadest focus of 1

- the Empire - countered

accusatlons that the organisation cared only for the interests of farmers.
Furt.he rmo r e , tbe patriotic views of t.he NZFU provided the public with a

marked contras

when compar

more ardent and vocal
the war
:in neat

wo r d

with the anti-Imperialist sentiments of the

s ociaLi.s ts .

It: placed

with the radical left.

t:hc~Tn

on the side of r Lgh t

in

T11e freehold agitation also tied

\vith the NZFUls patriotic attitudes.

The rugged individualist

farmer was often pictured as ready to fight for his land, his family and
his count

unlike the cowardly and landless city-bred trade unionist: bent

solely on destruction.
The NZFU staunchly advocated the introduction of cillnpulsory mili
-'7
from the 1908 conference onwards.'
It even established rifle

tra
C,.U)S
1 1

'
t.n
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For
contemporary descr
tion of just how ardently patriotic
t, (,;ri-th the
'four,
Edwardian New Zealanders were see E,F. Kn
1 02).
For a more ecent invest
ion see Roger Openshaw,
"The Pa t r Lot band; the school cadets from their evolution to the
Cr e a t \var,"
Is hed i'1A The s is , Nasscy University, 1973.
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Jos

Ward, so often criticised for his

land policies, was applauded to the echo for his donation of a dreadnought.
When compulsory military training was introduced in 1909 conference members
became almost:

81
demanded. or

terical in heaping praise on the innovation they had long
The need for preparedness against

r.an , 82 was constantly reiterated,

I'

I-'lS

or

aggressors, whether

whi I.e the conscientious

objector was vi.ewed as a monstrous product of city living.

The only note

of discord with the military authorities occurred over the timing of
territorial camps which often clashed wi. t11 busy periods in the farmers'
c aLend a r , but consultation with General Godley soon solved that problem.

The patriotism of NZFU members wa s undoubtedly as sincere as that
of other New Zealanders.
t.est:

Their tremendous response to the war effort bore

to that sincerity.

Farmers seemed \ve11 prepared psycho

for international as well as sectional warfare.

But their patriotism

was nevertheless a real asset as it made clear the NZFU's position within
the mainstream of Ne,AI Zealander IS al l.eg _ l _GlU,_L" and helped to camouf
the overtly sectional concerns of the organisation.
Groups whose activities place them on the right of the political
spectrum, whose aims can be labelled conservative, are too often considered
to be reac t.Lonar y or anti--progressive.

'I'h i.s was not true of the NZFU due

nmre than anything else to the leadership of James Wilson, a man who would
have been ranked as one of the highest of high fanners in Britain and who
passionately believed in a more scientific approach to agricultural
production.

Many rank and file members undoubtedly did not share Wilson's

enlightened views, but Wilson and the other executive members who actually

.

1909 ,

80.

ibid

81

ibicl .

82.

Germany and
ibid.

p 10.

1910, p 10.
were singled out as the major threats to peace.

80

f ormu l.ated pol
ineffic

ensured that the NZFU instituted a concerted attack upon

within the agricultural industry.

This willingness to accept

the need for innovation in farming methods and technology ensured that the
NZFU did not become th e h Ld e-ebound organisation wh Lc h Country Party
propagandists

ter

ed it to be,

The attack ltself was three pronged concentrating on marketing reform,
the promotion of co-operative societies}and encouragement of a more
scient

ic approach to farming through the twin vehicles of agricultural

education and
At lts

tion by the Department of Agriculture.
irst colonial conference the NZFU displayed its concern with

the difficulties of marketing export produce by

arrang~lg

consultation with freezing companies on that very subject.

a lengthy
A suggestion

wa s made by the NZFU that an improved system of grading be introduced to

bnprove the qual

and saleability of frozen meat.

It was also stressed

that new markets should be investigated, especially in South Africa and
the \\fest of

83

CLe a r

the NZFU was concerned with improving

marketing methods from its inception.

The establishment of the marketing

boards in the 1920s should be seen, therefore, as the outcome of a long
tenn trend rather than sbnp

the product of exceptional post-war circumstances

Little more happened in this area until 1911 when W.D. Lynsar of
Gisborne reported on his trip to investigate the d is t r Lbu tLon of New
Zealand produce on the English market.

Lynsar undertook the journey partly

in response to a desire expressed by each conference that they wanted
unloading facilities in London bnproved.

On his recommendation a New

Zealand Producers' Association was founded to finance a special agent in
London who would supe,rvise the distribntion of New Zealand produce.

8!t

83.

A~CM,

SLf.

Thomas MaclZenzie, when he was High Commissioner both b ef o r e 1908 and
aftEr 1912, also made sure that the New Zealand Embassy staff assisted
in t hi.s work .

1902, pp

2S~33.

3::;8

This new Association was also ass

the

Its activities were to be funded by
it

Cl

task of seeking out more markets.

special levy on stock.

In this sense

the first s t ep in e s t ab Lds hri.ng of the Government assisted

market:

boards, even though it was operated on

private enterprise.

voluntary basis by

AJthougb the scheme was run on an independent basis

its close association with the NZFU wa s symbolised by the appointment of the
NZFU's secre

, E.C. Jack, as temporary

of the Producers'

85

Associat

As the fir t decade of the new cen

,I'
.
11
-1 -1
Larmed at: the operations of tne
meat [TU,',t
a ne1 1»e gan to c a.ri

i ncr e as

the Goverrunent'
trus

passed by, the NZFU also became

attention to

flurry of the ear

threat involved.

86

Yet again the anti-

1920s was the outcome of longer term development

rather than a sudden impulsive r

ion.
encouraged

Farmers' co-·oper tive ventures were more act

NZFU than by the
Well

ton provincial executive set up the

The \lel1

Farmers' Distribution

established the Farmers'
Hamilton in 1906;

88

the

in 1901;

c -o'oer a Live Auc t Lorie e r

87

the Waikato branch
Company Limited in

the Auckland branch initiated the Auckland Industrial

9
Association in -_1_ 9-1_ 0 ,. 8 ano1

t

Ile

r.ar anaka
k . executive

tive Organisation Society in 1914.

based Farmers I
co-operatives

~~s

run independent

of the NZFU

90

Each of these
simLlar lines

to the o l.d er Ne\.J ZeaLmd Fa rmer s ' Co-eo pe r a t Lve Association, based in
Christchurch and founded in 1881, and the Timaru based Canterbury Farmers'

85.

ADClvl, 1911, pp 1+,-7 .

B7

ibid.

BB.

FIlA

6

1919 p 13.

90.

F'UA,

6 Dcc

1919 p 13.

J91

,

p I,. ,

Co-operative Association Limited, founded in 1880.

The co-operatives were

viewed by the NZFU leaders as a means of increasing the organisation's
usefulness and

hoped that

offered an extra incentive to join.

Overall the promotion of co-operatives represented one of the more positive
contributions of the NZFU.
In the eyes of James Wilson agricultural education was the best means
of br

ing about a general improvement in farming methods.

as 1903 the NZFU u

From as early

the Government to establish a proper scient.ific

research cent.re for the dairy industrY,along the lines of the D.R.I. as it

g1

wa s se t up :i n 1926·

.
92
and a un Lver s i t y level agricul t ur a L college.

also asked that veterinarians be trained in New Zealand.

93

They

Each of these

demands was too far in advance of Government thinking to produce any tangible
results, but Wi1son did manage to persuade George Hogben, lnspectorGeneral of Schools, to introduce some elementary agricultural instruction
into primary schools.

Itinerant instructors were also appointed to run

·1
j.
f
94
special cassesorarmers.

ItJi1so11 was also determined t.ha t even though

farmers were the "direct descendants of 'Doubt:
remove their doubts regard
f

Thomas'"

9')
- they should

the concrete advantages of scientific

by visiting state experimental farms such as Momokaki (near

Waver

or Weraroa (near Levin).

Another progressive view expressed by

both Wilson and the NZFU as a whole was the call made at each conference
for reafforestation.

96

91 .

e. g. ACCM, 1903, P 1 and 1904, p 2.

92.

e.g. ibid. 1904, p 6,

93.

ACCM, 1904, P 6 and 8.

94.

For a fuller account of the NZFU's role in bringing about improvements
in Agr i c u I tu r a 1 Ed u cat ion see 13 r 0 0 kin g, _M.a.c_sc:. .: .f••••. ..!-_t,_.s::..'.. . .,'; ..v.:.•.L __' •.~_:.::..
pp 13-27.

95.

ADCM, 1910, P 5.

96.

e.g. Lbid ,

p 2 or

1906, p 4 and ADCM, 1910, p 3.

1911, p 11.
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Wilson's annual addresses were so thoroughly researched and
eloquently presented that when they are placed together they make essential
reading for any sey

study of the history of New Zealand farming.

The

poor a t t end anc e of farmers at the cl as ses run by the Lt Lner ant; instructors
clearly indicated that Wilson's attitudes were well in advance of most
NZ"FUmembers and f a rrner s

in generaL

But hi s influence nevertheless made

the NZ"FU far nwre receptive to new ideas than it otherwise would have been.
The other major means of raising the efficiency of both production and
marketing methods was regulation by the Department of Agriculture.

\,,)11 son

and other executive membersseemcd to regard such activity as a necessary
corollary to agricultural education.

More rigorous grading of export

produce, improved pest control and stricter hygiene standards could only
raise the quality of exports and thereby increase returns to both the
nation as a whole and to individual fanners

0

Rather than shunning further

consultation with the Department of Agriculture the NZFU maintained and
possibly even' expanded the existing degree of consultation between the
Department and the A and P Societies.

Conferences generally demanded the

introduction of more coercive regulations instead of criticising the
Department for unnecessary bureaucratic interference.
~xception

to this tendency was the hostile reception given to McNab's

dairy regulations in 1908.

97.

The only notable

97

In an earlier research exercise I suggested that the Liberals lost
the support of farmers not only because of their attitudes to the
freehold question and the bogey of socialism, but because they were
further alienated by the bureaucratic zeal of Ritchie and his
inspectors.
See Brooking, "Sir John l1cKenzie," pp 69-70. But
this was certainly not true of the 15% of New Zealand farmers who
belonged to the NZ"FU.
They were among the Department's most ardent
supporterso

361.

Ministers, the undersecr
conferences and s

to

and divisional heads, all attended
s in an informal and friendly manner.

Generally, their suggestions, such as the need to innoculate against
blackleg anel

itis, were received with enthusiasm by delegates.

98

Departmental representatives in turn usually found themselves listening to
demands for a more r Lg or ou s enforcement of pest control measures and praise
for the

bnent's work.

When the "_."_..._
Journal
of
iculture was first
..
...-._.".,.!...._"-,--_._,--_.,_...
_._--~

published in 1910 it wa s greeted wi t h acclamation.

a far from

undersecre

99

J.D. Ritchie was

He was frequently praised for his

efforts and the conference regre ted his transfer to the Lands and Survey
Department in 1909, although they concederl that he was an able man for
t '1.ie J• 01) .

100

.A. Gilruth,

Chief Government Veterinarian during the early

years of the NZFU's existence, was particular

popular for support

the NZFU 'J_e,CLLU",t the Government in their call for the erection of bo rre-:
manure s te r

plants in New Zealand.

_L"_-"C>_LLl./:,

appointment at the Univers
for allowing such

Cl

of Melbourne the Government was condemned

talented man to leave

themselves were also made welcome.
favour te.

When he left to take up an

its service.

Thomas MacKenzie was a particular

t to the post of High Commissioner for London. 102

William Massey was warmly congratulated when
r'

Ministers

After he was ousted from the premiership the NZFU recommended

hie"; r e-vap po

COIL: J. rme

101

cl.. 103

MacKenzie's appointment was

Even Robert McNab was considered to be a useful Minister of

98.

ADCJvl, 190 Lf , pp 17-19.

99.

ibid. 1910, pp

LOO.

i bid. 1909, p

101.

ACCtvl, 1905, P le),

102.

JLl!.0,

103.

ADCM, 1912, p 10

c

-)

and 7.

4.

13 Jul 1912, p 5.

iculture, inspite of his land
Clea
duI'

, the conSensus between tarmers and Government established

the 1890s uver the need to increase both the quanti

agriculturnl

tion

the Department of

and quality of

increased assistance frrnn and

ion

Lcu l t ur e , was continued and developed by the NZFU,

The State, as represented

the Department of Agriculture, continued to

be seen as a willing servant rather than an interfering master.
The remainder of the mass of remits scnt up to the conferences were
concerned with protesting at the injustices of the Liberal spoils
system and excessive rail rates.
One of the original objects of the NZFU concerned the winning of a
ee that public works grants should be spent

i~nediately

instead of

or even wLt hd r awn if a particular e Le c t o r at e misbehaved
itself politically.

Although d

es were unable to produce any concrete

proposals on this prob1ffin they made it clear that

wanted to improve

c otmuun i.c a tLo us and the qualL

of life for back-block settlers,no matter

wha t Co \ernmc:n t wa s in power,

The other

such e.s s en tLaI
meteoro

ics discussed were related to

technical matters as manure analysis, sheep dipp

or

The NZFTI never d

An early

any obvious sectarian

remit to state the NZFU's re1

s attitude was ruled out of order and the

only concession to religious sentiment was the passing of a resolution in

1906 stat

t.h
1a t

t18
Union t s success wa s oJ e penr1(;11t upon
I

' d,
(,0

10::;

Such an

official statement of belief further helped the NZFU in their verbal battle
\vi th the

8U

iously agnostic socialists, while avoiding the potentially

divisive issue of denominational

104.

ACCH, 1906, p I+.

105.

ibid

902, p 21

106.

ibid.

1906, p 10,

l'

1

~ry.

106

Conferences were not entirely devoid of lighter moments.

In 1910

Wilson complained of t.he dreadful "nasal twang" being developed by New
Zealand children as a result of unhealthy tonsils and adenoids.

107

His

rather pompous and quaint observation pr£Jvides the social historian with
an invaluable scrap of information.

On another occasion. a protest was

mad ef at the breeding of specially "inferior" horses to be ridden by an
even more objectionable breed of "weedy" jockeys.10S

It is also interesting

to note that there was none of the irpational opposition towards the
motor car which permeated the thinking of NFU leaders prior to World 1,Jar
One.
Final

,the conferences up to 1914 were by no means entirely

parochial or insular in their outlook.

The progress of farmers' organisations

in other countries, especially the Grange in the U.S.A.

J

the Farmers' and

Settlers' Association in New South Wales and the Victorian Farmers' Union,
"'JaS

r egu Ia r Ly reported.

The e.st abLf shmen t of the Lincolnshire Farmers'

Union was also acknowledged,109 providing one of many illustrations of
Wilson's considerable awareness of overseas developments.

Telegrams of

support were even exchanged with the New South Wales and Victorian
organisations in 1908 110 suggesting that a latent notion of a possible
Australasian farmer brotherhood existed within the minds of some of tbe
NZFU leaders.

But generally the NZFU was less interested in establishing

links with international farmers' organisations than the NFU.
107.

ADCM, 1901, P 11.

108.

ibid.

109.

ACCH, 1905, P 3.

110.

ADCM, 1908, P 11.

1913, P 18.

NZFU wa s lucky that war broke out in August 191ft for the

Perhaps

achievement of its major objective and the crushing victory over militant
labour had robbed it of much of its raison d1etre.

2

"Pr

and the Commandeer"

World War One.

The phrase, "patriotism wi.t h profit" could probably never be more
accurately a t t r Lbu t ed to any group than New Zealand fanners during the First
World War.

Guaranteed prices induced by the commandeer stimulated an

already buoyant land market.

Most farmers were assured considerable profits.

Boom conditions became so pronounced that the NZFU, like the NFU, was
forced to expend much of its energy in countering accusations that farmers
at the expense of Other sections

were profiteer
was

at

the community.

It

great relief to the NZFU when the Board of Trade officially cleared
in 1917.

farmers of such c

From that point on the organisation was

able to redirect its energies away from a public relations programme to
. Lca
' . J.. area,3
more cr i.t

f concern.

0.:

III

The long established concern with the

problems of marketing and shipping came to dominate proceedings a s the
NZFU1s leaders realised that they nrnst help New Zealand farmers prepare
for the inevitably painful adjustments of the post-war world.

The Russian

Revolution revived the fear of socialism, while the meat trust came to assume
a new significance with the advent of submarine war.

There was an

expectation that another form of battle seemed likely with monsters on
both the capitalist and labour sides of the coin.
The NZFU's initial contributions to the war effort were to organise
the supply of horses, fodder and money for the Expeditionary Force through
the offices of its provincial
was ov e rwh eLm

Ill.

and farmer

, 15 Sep 1917.

secr~taries.

The response to this appeal

clearly revealed the intensity of their loyalty

, concrete f"3S110n.
hi
112
In

Once it had made this direct contribution the

NZFU threw its support beh i.nd Ha s sey ' s efforts to secure. a meat commandeer.

It also urged farmers to increase production to help Britain win the war
it to starve ou t tie
1 (memy,

by enabl

113

19]5
HI; a:(2eIng
f
Li
· Marc 11
Once t Jhe meat commancI e er was Lnt.r o d"uceC1 In
.
of

g an i.sa t Lon ,

the

It now felt free to air earlier

Dissatisfaction was expressed with the new valnation

grievances once

system 115 and the NZFU made it clear that it was not particularly happy
with the pe r f ormanc e of the Reform Government.

The Covernme n t '

of transf

elect~!e

the

ar ou s e d the

islative Council into an
r

,116

"'

e of the NZ}U's leaders.

direct threat to the country quota.
the town
its

ector of the par

117

O"lD

E,

intention

body particularly

Such a change was seen as a

There was also some suspicion that

machine had manipulated the country M.P.s to

This was the first time that the

NZF~

expressed

any concern at the alliance of urban businessmen and farmers which
constituted the power base of the Reform Party.
As 1915 progressed the NZFU made clear its opposition to any
unnecessary interference with the laws of supply and demand by condemning

112.

ibid.

15, 22 and 29 Aug 19lLl.

113 .

vrilson was to reiterate this theme at each of the war-time r
erence.s "
to the productive capacity of the Empire as the "',; lverreferr
bullet"" which would win the war.
e.g. ADCM, 1913, p 3.
The
Government
commandeered

of frozen meat
the Department of
ial
in Har c h 1915.
Cheese and wool were
n 1916 and butter in 1917.

115.

ADCl1" 1915, pp 5--6,ancl

116 .

ADCl1, 1 91 '5, p I;.

117.

.J~~I_!-,:""

Y~L!-':,

2/ 1 Oc t: and 7 Nov 191 11.

2./1 Apr 1915,

3G8

the introduction of either price fixing or an export tax.

L18

The sectional

colouring of such oppositioo;was counterbalanced by its patriotic call for
the establishment of- a nationa 1 Government. 119

Predictably it also

.
.
f
.,
120
supportec:l t 1le r.nt.r
o d uc t i.on
0: cons c r Lp tLon,

Qualified support was given

to the sett

up of a Board of Trade, but it soon gave way to the criticism

thad; the Board was concentrating on controlling the cost of living instead
of assisting New Zealanders to increase productivity.121
A rather limited partnership waa established w i t h the St.a t e , but it
was not nearly as direct or formal as the

relationship established between

the NFU and the British Government during the

Ei~st

World War.

Nor was

it as close as the relationship which developed between the NZFU and the
New Zealand Government during the early 1920s.

In fact the NZFU felt that

its interests were inadequately represented at the highest level during
the War and passed resolutions to that effect at the 1915 and 1916
2 , s reply that he persona_ly
]
d f'
,
conferences. 1 2
Massey
represente-armers
interests did. not satisfy the NZFU.

Their concern was not ameliorated

unti,1 Thomas Moss 123 of the Wellington executive was appointe cl to t h e
National Efficiency Board in 1917.
secured

rep~esentation

124

With his appointment the NZFU

on one of the most important planning agencies in

the lane!.

118.

ibid.

3 Apr and 10 Apr 1915.

119.

ADG1, 1915, p 16.

120.

!;~!!~"

121.

ADCM, 1915, P 16.

122.

ibid.

123.

Moss provides a good example of how men's attitudes change in relation
to their economic situation.
As a young own he was president of the
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners.
Yet he Lat e r became
one of t.he most active members of the Wellington Defence Committee
of the NZFU which played such an active part in organising the
specials during the 1913 strike.
By 1913 he had become a successful
fanner. E.~f\_, 10 Feb and 3 Mar 1917.

124.

ibid. This Board was set up for the twin purpose of increasing
productivity and reorganising industry for the post-war situation.
1 ')
See Burdon,
I p L_.

18 Sep 1915.

P 11 and 1916, p 16.
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Two prob ems shared wi t h the NFU were the, Deed to off ... set the chronic
shor

of labour and to increase the area under arable production.
The NZFU achieved only moderate successes in coping with the labour

shor

to help with the harvest but none was
c

se boy and female labour

Several a tempts were nmde to

particularly successful.

tion was introduced in 1916 the problem worsened.

Once

The NZFU asked

that skilled members of the agricultural labour force be retained on the
land.

Some concessions were granted

the Appeals Board, but despite the

claims of militant labour that the farmers received privileged treatment
the NZFU did

retain near

as many men as it would have liked.

Only

the

of the family unit of labour prevented the labour shor
as acute a problem as in England.

from

The NZFU failed almost completely in its endeavours to assist the
Government in boost

arable production.

The Government's refusal to

adopt powers of compulsion doomed the scheme to failure.
.

actually f 11 rather than lncreased.
never real
shor

satisfied with the

)2')

Canterbury cereal farmers were
. es o fr re
f r ec'1'
p r i.c
t nem • 126

Labour

hit them harder than any other group of New Zealand farmers and

indif erent weather exacerbated their difficulties.
h

Arable acreage

prices for meat and wool

Often the lure of

too much for arable farmers.

Wilson's claim that these men patriotically undertook increased rlsks to
need

an swe r

of the

ire cannot, therefore, be taken very serious

127

125.

The ar
New Zealand
ed in wheat fell from 400,000 acres in
1914 to 280,000 acres in 1918, while the yield fell by 1,500,000
bushels. Lloyd Pritchard,
, p 240.

126.

Wilson
that New Zealand wheat farmers were only receiving
Ss. 10d per bushel when
Lsh farmers were paid 8s. ADeN, 1917, p 3.
At best prices only rose to 6s. !+d. per bushel .
ibid.
1918, p 4.

127.

ibid.

1917, p 3.

3[;8

By 1916 the issue of taxation once again began to agitate the NZFU.
The introduction of a tax on butter-fat and an embargo imposed on the export
of hides particularly

its members.

The proposal of an

tax

also caused the NZFU to express I.t s first major criticism of the banks.
VC:C1.U.LLl<.UlI[J;

General Hanag er of the Bank of New Zealand; was officially

censured for advocating

Cl

direct export tax at the 1916 Dominion conference.

Lte the War the demand for closer s e t t.Lemen t continued unabated"
The 1915; 1916 and 1917 Dominion conferences all requested that natiotial

.

endowment; lands be t.hrown open on the o p t.Loria.L freehold tenure.
ma j or L

129

The

of delegates appeared to be personally benefitting from the fluid
opposed a remit put before the 1916 Conference that

land market for

the process of land aggregation should be more strictly controlled.
pe akers

on the topic felt that aggregation could not be halted as it was

,
130
the outcome of natural ec onomi.c 1.aw ,

schemes obviou
g~ven

Most

Returned Soldier Settlement

held a real interest for members and they were predictably

warm support.

But the organisation1s leaders did warn that such

schemes must be confined to workable and accessible land if they were to
" ] 131
1)e s uc c e s s fu ....

The NZFU1s concern with militant labour tended to dissipate as long
as the FOL remained weak, despite the efforts of the FUA to make its readers
f
.... ,
132
0.: s o cialLsm ,

aware of the

I

scence was to be rudely

Su ch

128

Lbi.d

1916, p 10.

129.

ibid

1915,

130.

ibid.

1916, p 6

131

ibid.

1916, pp 78 , and E~~f\:, B Jan 1916.

132.

p /) ,

1916, P 7 and 1917

;

p

7

The miners' strike of early 1917 was condemned in vitriolic fashion
17 Feb 1917.

E~JA;

12B

3GB

shatt.ered

the

Revolution!

Ru s s i a n

but

b

ef o

r e

n ews

of those dr ama t i c

events filtered through to New Zealand the escalation of submarine warfare
forced the NZFU to concentrate its efforts on overcoming the problems
created by the

shor
U

towards another bogey,

that of the Meat Tr u s t s

917 conference serious

The

II

considered establishing a producer

line to overcome the problems of an inadequate number

controlled
of

Its attention was increasingly turned

and exc e s s Lve f r

A promise was also secured from

the Prime Minister that he would attempt to
wi.t h the

Controllers'

excessive

iteer

existing arrangements

rtment in England to ensure that

did not occur at the English end.

ion that t

t

'I'r us t sTand "Shipp

There was much

It

Combines were exerting an

,
• Cl
t ·
•
unuue
anrruence
on tne
en ti.r-e opera tton
, 133

Concrete evidence of the fact

that Hassey and the NZF'U we re th i.nkLng a

similar lines in this TImtter

the prompt es tab Ld.shmeri t of a Parliamentary Committee t.o

was provided
inves

the operations of the meat trusts in New Zealand.

The NZFTI's

f aar s we re reinforced when the committee reported that the t r us ts were.

active in New Zealand, especially VeBteyB and Armour and Company.
lines of action were proposed to control the trusts.
suggested that the real names

0

freez

Several

First, it was

company owners should be made

Then the Cornmi.t te e recommended the appointment

available to the

.i.c .

of a representative,

Eree of any company connection, to over

the

distribution of New Zealand meat within England, on much the same lines
as t.h e scheme instituted by the P'r o duce r s ' Association in 1911.

The

Imperial Government was also requested to buy up all stocks of New Zealand
meat to prevent possible exploitation of the
in s

, the

co~nitt:ee

amount of meat held

suggested that a joint commission of

370

producer and freez
Lnve s t

company representatives should travel to England to

te at first hand the operation of the meat distrihution system.

134

These recommendations received a strong endorsement from the 1918
conference.

Support wa s also given to HaEH,ey'

B

proposal that the command e.e r

should be continued for orie year after the cessation of hostilities
1
ff i
overcome tile
pro bl
.em o rr '"lnSUL:J_CJ.ent
s I"
n.pp:Lng space. 135

opposition to this idea from
sented a minority viewpoint.

w.n.

to

Th ere wa s some

Lynsar in particular, but it only repre-

Lynsar succeded, however, in persuading the

conference to send a telegram of protest in reply to a letter from the New
Zealand OverseaB' Shipowners' Committee disclaindng the charge that shipping
and profits had risen exorbitantly.
deeply felt

The telegram articulated a

e amongst delegates for it was despatched contrary

to the advice of

T'

~llson.

136

The 1918 conference made further preparations for the return of peace
by

137
to support E.K. Newraan l s Fl.o c khc u s e scheme'
and through

negotiat

details of the phasing out of the wool and dairy produce

command ee r s w:Lth the Hon. D. J1. Guthrie

Supplies).

es a sympathetic hearing as he had formerly

Cuthrie gave d

been a member of the NZFU.
at prices 55% above the

(l'lin:Ls ter of Lands and Imperial

It was agreed to continue the wool crnmnandeer

pre~war

138

level.

Once these arrangements were

secured tIle NZFU felt confident that New Zealand farmers could cope with
the difficulties of post-war marketing, while they considered that adequate

13/1.

"Report of the Hedt Export 'I'r ad e Committee," A to J, 1917, 1-7.

135 .

ADeN, 1918 , pp 11·-1 2. •

136.

ibid.

137.

This sc~eme set out to employ excess wool profits in establishing
a fund to train the sons of
ish merchant seamen k IlLed in service
as agricultural labourers and farmers in Ne" Zealand.
ibid.
plO.

138.

ibid.

P 2.0.

pp 15-16.

safeguards had

created to ensure that the profits of the war-time boom

'would not d

overnight,

'I'h e NZFU also a t t emp t cd to entrench war-

time advantages by other means,
The Government was requested to prolong the moratorium or the Mortgage
Extension Act for five years after the War to cushion the effects of inflated
Returned Servicemen meet the i.r mortgage commit-

land prices and to
rnent s . 139

1 e request ':ms pa r t I a 11: y acce.d ec1 to as t 1ne rnor a t o r Lum
.
Th
was

extended for two years.

The NZFll felt satisfied that the extension was

sufficient to cope with the dangers of inflated land values, but by way

of insurance it also asked that the mar
exempt from the land tax.

140

of Returned Servicemen be

The need for improvements in agricultural

.
t.1r an ever 1oer1- or e. 141
education and re earch facilities was g Lve n more emph a s Ls

to a halt a few months after the 1918 conference

l.Jhen the war

the NZFU's leaders looked to the future confident that they had made
provision for most ex igenci.es ,

They thought, wi.t h some just.ification,

had done all they could for New Zealand farmers through t he i.r

tha t t.

ions with a sympat.hetic Government.
a

oncerted

But their failure to make

ttempt to overhaul the NZFU's organisational machinery. in a

similar manner to the reforms introduced by the NFU in 1917, meant that
the New Zealand farmers' pressure group was generally ill prepared to
cope with the massive and often unseen changes soon to be unleashed upon
the world.
The d

of the NZFU between the end of the First World War

and t.he advent of the d e p r es sLo n in 1929 fell neat1y int.o two distinct
periods.

The first involved the establishment of a partne.rship of necessity

139

ibid

p 15

1!>.O.

ibid

p

1/1l

ibid.

pp 15 and 17

j/{ •

Hith the Government in an endeavour to enable farmers to cope with the
associated problems of the shipping shor
market.

and the return to the open

When these difficulties were exacerbated by the depression of

1921 a Meat Marketing Board was established to initiate badly needed
market

refonn.

It was soon followed by a Dairy Marketing Board.

A

sympathetic Government and NZFU tended to reinforce one anotherl ac Lions.
WhilE, the NZFlJ remained critical of militant labour, the predominant
mentality shaping their actions was one of opposition to the trusts.

This

period came to an end with the death of Massey and the appointment of
Gordon Coates as the new Prime Minister.
From 1925 to 1929 the NZFU came to express significant differences
of opinion with Government policy for the first time since 1918.
partnership of necessi

was rapid

The

dissolved as the NZI,'l] became disillu--

sioned with the Reform Party and came to adopt a more independent stance.
With independence came the stirI'

s of organisational maturity.

Mean-

ingful organisational reforms were implemented for the first time and
these irnl0vations help

the membership increase of the late 1920s.

Credit came to replace market
NZFU and the
mentality.

reform as the key policy issue of the

of the trusts was largely replaced by an anti-banking
DuI'

the Country Par

this period the NZFU also refused to ally itself Hith
despite the efforts of the powerful Auckland lobby.

This decision further hastened on organisational maturity by leaving the
NZFU free of restrictive party entanglements, although initially it
weakened the effectiveness of the organisation as two virtually separate
unions emerg ed , 'I'hi.s division between the Auckland branch and the remainder
of the NZFTI was not really healed until the depression produced a new
unify

force on the political scene - the Labour Government.

1925 the NZFU

l

After

forced to rely more on its organisational

effectiveness and less on the strength of the farmer lobby within the

Ne ce s s i

Par

hastened on its evolution into

and modern pressure group.
organised club d

Cl

more sophisticated

It. could no Lo ng e r afford to remain a loosely

ent upon the influence of t.he farmer M.P.s for its

su.ccess~

3

Mr· Mas

the Meat Trust and Market

Reform.

By the time t h e NZFUheld Its first po s te-wa r conference in its new
headquarters, the Farmers' Institute, delegates were acutely aware of the
difficult.ies created by the shipping shortage.
also alarmed by the related problem of the

Furthermore, they were
meat surplus held in

which could cause a massive glut and a dramatic fall in prices
unless it was controlled with some care.
deal

\;Jith thes

The best temporary expedient in

1ems seemed to be to support Massey's call for

the continuation of the commandeer for anot b e r year instead of three months.
Support for Massey's proposals was agreed to by the narrow margin of
Lx t.e en 1:.0 thirteen after a s

eturn to tle
1
open

]
mar~et.

South Ls Land

had advocated a

Ilt 2

term solution for coping with these problems was to establish

A

a Producer Controlled Shipp

Line.

This s c h eme gained grea t e r popularity

at the 1919 conference than it had in 1918 and in 1920 a special Producers'

mmittee

1/f3

VI;::lS

appointed to investigate the viability of such a project.

with the advent of depression in 1921
i

the NZFUfs new president, Wil

tion

J. Pol.s o n , became its s t aunche.s t

He even vehemently d e nied the charge that: a similar scheme h ad

oc a t e ,

led to work in Aus t r al ia ,
pping

the idea won ev e n broader

co~bine

who, accord

11' 4 .

ADC1'l, 1919, p 13.

143.

ibid.

Such criticisms were attributed to the
to ,PoIson, had deliberately maligned the

1920, p 16 and 1921, pp 26-27.

Australian Commonwealth Line because they feared a loss of business.
Po Lso n

1/+4

then entered Lnj;o s ec re t negotiations w i.t h the Government over the

feasibility of the scheme and persuaded Massey to appoint a select committee
.
•
to J.nvestJ.gate

1

t he

matter. 145

But after 1922 the idea gradually faded

into obscurity for with the temporary return of prosperity producers felt
theYcno longer needed their own shipping line.

More important the

Government soon became fully aware of the huge capital commit
the implementation of such a scheme wou l.d involve.

which

Large scale expenditure

of this sort ran contrary to its retrenchment policies.

Harketing reform

offered a more practical and cheaper alternative solution to easing the
farmers' difficulties, from both the Government's and producer's point
of view.
Before the NZFU elaborated any concrete proposals on marketing reform
they concentrated on urging the Government to combat the influence of the
meat trusts.

Their anti-trust sentiments were also directed at the SOF.

At the 1919 c orif e r enc e delegates enthusiastically supported the decision to
send a committee of inquiry to England to investigate the distribution
of New Zealand produce and warmly congratulated the Government on their
efforts to control the operations of the Trust.

146

They also supported

Lynsar's call to oppose the transfer of the Hawkes Bay and Gisborne
.
.
147
freezing companies from Nelson Brothers to Vestey Brothers.

144.

The 1919

ibid. The 1921 Conference made it clear that it supported a producer
controlled rather than state owned line. ibid. p 16.
T,

145.

Polson gave evidence to this committee in 1924.
1921~1928, 29 Oct 1924.

NZFU, DEM, Vol 11

I l f6 .

ADCH, 1919, pp 8,14 and 18.

147.

ibid. p 19. Lynsar's protest was largely explained by the fact that
he was intimately connected with the Poverty Bay Farmers' Meat
Company which became insolvent in 1923. See Oliver, Challen...8.5:.._~ncl_
i~~ons ~_~__St_~_(~..Y_.__?L_.~_l:.~_l~':.Y~l.9..E.!l1 e 11 t 0 f t tle_~~!~£.!-_~ a s...!.-~J~ i ~~!~,
(Gisborne 1971), pp 195-198.

conference

reiterated its earlier demand that the names of overseas

companies acti
to the public.

within the New Zealand freezing industry be made available

Its
f

Lynsar restated his criticisms of the SOF for supporting

the continuance of the commandeer.

He pointed to the prominence of SOF

members on the Boards of Directors of Freezing Comp~nies as proof of their
attempt to

e their vested interests before the national good.

By the

t~De

149

of the 1920 conference suspicion of the trusts was almost

It had quickly displaced a short-lived revival of opposition

hysterical.

to militant labour

150

as the major concern of the organisation.

The

particular issue wh.ic h brought the question of the trusts into prominence
was a request made by the SOF that: the Government

a meat export

licence to the American controlled Armour Company.

George Sheat: summed

up the ge ne r a L mood of the conference when he equated Armour viith the Meat

Trust and claimed th at tbe SOF supported Armour because it represented the
III

He went on to add that the NZFU opposed the granting

squajroc r acy;"

of a licence because it represented the very different group of "small
Sleep
1
owners.

,,151

A certain degree of validity was ~nparted to Sheat's

remarks by the fact that the four conference members who supported the
issuing of a licence - Wilson, PoIson, C.W. Leadley and W.A. Banks - were
ei therb

]Lf~l.

ADCM,

1/+ 9 .

ib id •

or at least substantial sheep farmers.

152

C.L. Marshall of

1.919, P 19.
p

L3 .

1'50.

t; 1919 the E~:~ had condemned o r g ani.s ed labour as a form of
as
erous as the trusts, e.g. 25 Jan and 1 Nov 1919.
Iso seemed to be a general feel
of delight when Labour
suffered reversals at the the 1919 elections. ADCM, 1920, p 4,and
E~~t::, 27 Dec 1919.

151 .

ADCJv!, 192 Cl ,

1 2

In 1920 Wilson owned 7,887 sheep, Polson 13,464, Leadley 96Cl and
Banks 2,76'5.
Returns," A to J, 1921, H··23IL

Thr

p

9.

Harton, who was also a member of the

wen t on to point out that there

licence within the North Island branches of the

was no support for
SOl".

SO:F'~

Most of the support came in fact from the Mar1borough, Canterbury

and Otago branches,

153

or in other

word~

from the big pastoralists.

Wilson and PoIson hoped at this stage to use the Armour Company as
an avenue of entry into the lucrative American market, but despite their
considerable influence within the organisation they were unable to prevent
the 1920 conference from urging Ha s s e y to refuse the licence.

The c onf e r enc e

then went on to ask the Government to stop the operations of Vestey
154

Brothers in the Auckland and Poverty Bay areas. "

The Government responded

by appointing NZFU members onto a aub-scomm Lt.t ee of the Board of Agriculture
set up to invest

~

in depth the operations of the Meat Trust.

With the dramatic fall in export prices which occurred in 1921 the
sinister threat of the Meat Trust developed itself into a giant ogre
By the time of the 1921 conference hysteria seemed to affect every delegate
other than the president for 1920-21, G. W. Le adLey , and a few o the r South

.
155
Islanders.

It was an ideal situation for Lynsar to give vent to his

most ex t r-eme ilI1t:L--trust: sentiments and yet wi n the support of the conference
desp:Lte the obvious absurdity of some of his statements.

The simplistic

153.

H.J. Stace of Harlborough and J.A. MacPherson of Otago were also
members of the SOF. Both of them supported the SOF position. The
only really concerted opposition to the licence from within the SOF
came from Ha r sb.a.Ll. and the Wellington Defence Committee of the NZ}l] ,
who were affiliated to the SOF. Hawkes Bay and Poverty Bay reollined
silent over the issue and there were no branches in the Auckland
province. "The New Zeala'nd Sheepowners' and Farmers' Federation
Minute Book, 1910-1932," 1921 A.G.M., p 152.

154.

ADCM, 1920, pp 8-9.

155.

W.W. Mulholland and W.A. Banks of Canterbury, Stace of Marlborough
and MacPherson of Otago supported Leadley's contention that it was
unfair to single out Ves
IS and Armour for special critic:Lsm.
Marsh<111 was the only North Islander to concur with this viewpoint
This difference of opinion wa.s partly
inecl by the fact that many
bigger South Island farmers operated in the open market whereas
North Ls Land er s tended to sell direct to their local freezing works.

suggestion that the trusts had engineered the slump was accepted almost
without question.

Even the

level~headed

PoIson blamed the trusts for

. 1 mar 1(et. 156

wrecking havoc in the

IS 1

Attention was focused once again on opposing the Armour export licence.
But

to take advantage of the powerful anti-trust sentiment
persuad

Ves

I El

the conference to ask the Government to prohibit Armour and

from operating in New' Zealand.

Even his statement that

lf

s ome

farmers were the most miserable individuals on the face of tbe ear th " for
not attempting to limit the power of the trusts ;57 went uncbal1enged.
Leadley protested that he had regularly dealt with Armour and received
But even PoIson refused to accept his testimony. 158

fair treatment.

It

came a s no surprise tha t LeacHey only held the presidency for one year.
rr~de

very nat.Lona Li

His

him insensitive to an overwhelmingly powerful

groundswell of opinion from within the

sation.

PoIson in contrast

was able to perceive the strength of opposition to the trusts.

His

changed stance on the issue revealed a flexibili

explain

why he held the office of President for a

which helpS

term.

159

Yet somehow out of the inflated rhetoric and rampant emotionalism of
the anti-trust lobby

a concrete and moderate solution to the problem

of distributing New Zealand's meat exports in a more efficient manner.
The idea of a producer controlled and State assisted marketing board was
actually first proposed by J.G. Anderson of Pelorus, but his proposals
articulated a conception shared by many delegates.

,

Anderson went on to suggest

156.

ADeN, 1921

157

ibid.

P 20.

158.

ibid.

P 19.

159.

PoIson remained President untiJ. L936 when he resigned because of
criticisms levelled at his ardent opposition to the Labour
Government. rCJ ,H. FUll, "'1'he Quest For Control The New ZE,aland
Da
Industry And The Guaranteed Price, 1921-1926," UnpUblished
HA Thesis, Universi
of Auckland, 19711, P 336.

p

19.

that: t.h

scheme shou Ld oper t.e for meat, butter and
on export

Cl

\\1001

surplus could go towards the establishment

of a State controlled

line.

Some cl

tes were bothered by the

notion or State a s s is t.anc e , whi e others doubted that
cheme was plwJsible.
market

board,

or
Once

U" ...

a small "radical"

LC1.cutes had agreed to s upp or

lkel.y when Si

ro nf
s uc h

Fr a ncLs

opposed to

of market

1'0

161

heme a special committee

Di1100 Bell

Success

told the annual

favoured the Lmp l.eme n t atio n of

obstacle on c e again seemed to be the SDI" who Here

ma

c

the

group.

than the

Board became a rea11

th at the Co ver-nrne.n t

eric e c!C'I'1J

In short the

g anLs a t LonaL con san su s rather

was appointed to ensure the Meat Market
apI'

compr e.heu sLve

.
. 160
for meat, was enthuslastlc.

sp ecLa I

ti.v e s t.ake n

t

El

But the response to the idea of a producer controlled

Meat Board was the outcome or an
r esul t

and be financed

control.

the conference ended PoIson ondertook a tour of the South

Immediate
Island to

up enthusiasm Ear the meat market

to secure a considerable

in December.

19 2 a t; whi.c h t:

NZFU

the compulsory

He seemed

ec of support bu t Ha ss ey t s c ommi trnen t

to the

A Bill to set up the Board was introduced

more important.
into ParI

board scheme.

A meat pool conference followed in January

l'

of meat.

tives made it clear that they
J62

avoured

This attitude caused some contention

but the Bill nevertheless pa sed into law in February 1922.

16()'
161 "

LbicL

p 16.

"D . Grai],lm,'

t

Cou n
Pal'
Idea in Ne,v Zealand Po L'it.Lcs ;" in
and Keith Sinclair (EdsJ, Studies of a Small Democ

larid 19(3), p Ill1, cr cdi t
the, fo rrua tLo n 0
the mar k.e tLn g
inf Lue nc
the Auckland r adi c a L
Such a claim is

\ . n u ,.. " .

inaccurate and mislead
16,

NZFlJ

• 1921-1928, 10 Jan L922.

Once the Board was established
moderate.

t

sent~nents

seemed to

The executive felt confident that New Zealand farmers were now

adequat

ectec1

this new

t

ound confidence

the trusts.

motivated

a desir

The 1922 conference bore out

withdrawing their opposition to the grant

of an export licence to the Armour

Board.

mlti~tru

This decision was also

to conciliate the SOF and win their support for the

163
David .Jorie s , Chairman of t.he new Meat Board and an active NZFU

member and Reform M.P., attended the 1922 conference to sound out the
of delegates on the operation of the new marketing machinery.
General

he received the endorsement he desired.

spoke in glowing terms of the work of the Board.

Nearly eve.ry d e Leg a t s
The principle of
] fill

compulsion was also confirmed

a unanimous, vote. - -

The wa rm t h of the

reception given to the advent of the Meat Board decided the Dominion
Executive that t

should go on to promote the formation of a Dairy

Board whi.ch wou Ld exercise s Lmi.Lar powe r s of c ompu l.s o r y pool
whe e L had t.urned full circle.
the lai

16 5

One of the most ardent champions of

ez-faire economic system had become the lead

StaLe assis

market

reform.

The

'1'he

advocate of

consistency in the NZFU's

position was the determination to defend the farmers' interests at all

163.

The NZFU' s hand wa s also forced by a p o ti tLo n got up by the SOF whIch
suppos
represented the opinions of farmers who owned over
8,000,000 sheep, or more than a third of the New Zealand flock.
These men requested that Armour be
ed an export licence.
P.S. O'Connor, Hr Hoss
And The l'I!lIc'ricnn 1''[eat Trust Ha s s ey
MemorlalLecl:ure,
Palmerston Nort.h 197

164.

ADCM, 1922, pp 8-9.

165.

e.g. In 1920 the NZFU had urged a return to the opcm market for
butter
ers whose eXPorts were still controlled by the
c ommand e e r .
.i.bi d .
1920, P 10 and 13.

The idea of a Da

Board

oyed to be less popular and more

Al t.ho ugh the 1922 conference voted in

contentious than the 1'leat Board.

favour of the establishment of such
princ

board and restated its belief in the

of compulsion, Taranaki dairy farmers, both within and out.side

the NZFU, opposed the scheme.

]v[any of their factories were run on

proprietary lines and were far

perfectly well in the open market.

Most

of t.he support for the scheme came in fact from dairy farmers who were
members of co-operative companies.

It was no coincidence t.hat the Dairy

Farmers 1 Union, whi.c h was formed in 1920 and claimed a membership of

5,000 by 1923, supported the idea of a
strength from the predominant
Hanawa t.u.

166

board and drew its greatest

co-operative areas of the Waikato and the

The older Dairy Associations also supported the pool

and they too we r e s tr onz e t in the same two regions.
many dairy farmers did not feel s

scheme

On the other hand

about the issue as only 45% of

those enrolled, or 25,000 out of a possible 56,OOO,bothered to vote over
ion of export c on t rol, wh en the proposal wa s put before them in

the
Oc to 1»e r

0_
) ,)} . 16 7
1. 7

This mixture of limited hostili

from certain specific groups and

a broader indifference p e r suad ed Massey to proceed w i.t.h caution.
not set up the Da

He did

Board until late L923 and even then he compromised

further by lbniting the powers of the Board to the allocation of shipping
space. and the

ion of storage and marine insurance.

The NZFU was

incensed but much lobbying was required before absolute control was

166.

_0S1.,!.:~~~C~.~;_, 1 S e p 1 92 3 p 6.

DFU. This was the first
Also see R.M. Burdon,
Of The New Zealand
9, on the differences
167.

-,I~~.,!_~l~~~:'(:,

1 Nov 1923 P 5.
22,232 of those who voted, or ab o u t
were in favour and 9,255 were against.
NZFU DEM,
1921 1928, 31 Jan 1924.
two~thirds,

381
68
ember 1926 , h ' h e n COil t e s took t h a t signif leant step

introduced in

i t soon rebounded to his dIsc r edi.t as his Government lacked th e c omini r-

ment to ensure that the scheme succeeded.
chapter

As we will see later in the

the failure of the Government to effectively implement dairy

control came to play a major part in wors en r.ng relations between the NZFU
and the Ref orm Par
Hhen J.G. Anderson introduced the idea of

El

marketing board in 1921

he had hoped that its activities would be exteuded to the direction of
as weI I. as the

,,1001 marke

of meat and dairy produce.

of a wool board at every conference duI'
win any widespread support.
back such

scheme.

But his

the 1920s failed to

He could not cven persuade NZFU delegates to
sheep farmers within the organisation, such

13

as G.L. Ha shall, tended to block any such proposals by arguing that as
wool wa

not a perishable

marketing.

1

it did not need to be pooled for effective

And e r s on did receive some Limited support from the small

men who att end ed the co nf er ence , but they wer e unable to override
sheep farmers.

the opposition of the b
the e ntLr e

Even when he finally persuaded

ganLsat Lon to support the introduction of a ,,1001 board in

1929 170 there remained the staunch opposition of the SOF.

The considerable

power of the big pastoralists elaborated in Chapter One made it
imperativ

that the NZFU win t hei.r sup po rt if a wool ma rke ting scheme

was to have any chance of success.

Even though the SOF cannot have had a

membership of over 1,000 its members own ed nearly a half of the total

z J.a nc1 rr,
f···l ock
1 . 171
1:,,ew.'(c'a
168.

Burd.o n ,

Th ei.r

erence for the continuance of

, p 68.

169 .~.;;::~J\, Lf Aug 1923 pp L, and IL,.

170.
171.

t of 1929 Annual Dominion Conference in

2'X,

10 Oct 1929 P lL;.

The SOF Minu
Book contained no reference to membership as subscriptions
were calculated accord
to the size of flocks.
But it cannot have
been great as accord
to the 1926 CenSD
there Were 6,563 specialist
farmers, while the 1920 Annual Sheep Returns showed that there
VIer
16L; own e r s of over 10,000 sheep and 536 owuer s of over
.5,000

booms and s Lump s condemned to failure the attempts of smaller farmers to
introduce some degree of equalisation and stabilisation.

Large scale

capital resources enabled them to cash in on the bonanza years and then
ride things out until the enSD
in

es ,

slump gave "my to a not.b e'r dramatic rise

Their c on tLnu.t.ng dominance of the local wool market posed a

real problem to a general farmers' organisation for the group had to be
brougbt under some degree of disciplinary control if meaningful compromises
were ever to be reached over the question of wool marketing.

Even today

th1S problem remains partially unresolved and Anderson1s scheme has never
been fully implemented.
A c.ombination of the emotional appeal of c omba t.i.ng the meat trusts
and a longer established desire to improve marketing methods had induced
the NZFU to undertake effective action.

The emotional appeal of anti-

middleman sentiments was not so strongly developed within the English
farming community and this helps explain why the generally more progressive
NFU lagged behind the NZFU in this matter.

A sympathetic Government also

provided New Zealand farmers with a real incentive for supporting marketing
reform.

They knew that their ideas had every chance of implementation

whereas th e NFU anticipated yet another indifferent: rebuff from the political
e s tab l i shment.

Although the related topics of con troll
trust and the introduction of marke
proceed

t.he activities of the meat

reform clear

domina ted the

of the NZFU in the period 1918 to 1925, it would be misleading

to infer that the NZFU did not concern itself with other matters.

The

overlapping questions of Returned Soldier Settlemen's, speculation, valuation,
taxation and Maori land continued to engage the attention of members.

A

pos ibility of establishing an alliance with other farmers! organisations
was also considered, while most provinces refused to go along with Aucklandls

id ea of e s ta tit ,.,"'U."I', a separate Country Party
of

In addition the advocacy

in agricultural education was maintained.

Onc e

t

up its inter est in the

return ed home the

h.e

Ret.ur ried Soldi ers' Set tLeme n t Schem es,

A deput ation from the ESA ar.t.en d ed

ion to set up advis ory
the 1919 confe rence and applau ded the NZFU 's decis

again the NZFU revea led a great er

develo ped hold

succe ss"

ee of realis m in the matte r than the

stress ed that the soldi ers shoul d be place d on

Cov e rmnen t: for

reason ab

Once

ed farme rs to assis t the soldi er settl ers.

comm ittees of

s

if they wer e to have any r e aL prosp ec t. of

the Gover nment to mingl e exper ience d farme r8

also ur

that land would be
wit.h inexp erienc ed men on the settle ments and hoped
' 11 ...\ OW rates
· J.. 011/ cost WI.t
. elat
] a s t mac1e aval'I a b
f.1'ee or at Le

·.
i'l':nt.e.l-.E,.S·t
'.
.
0:

into the 1920s and in
Consu ltatio n betwe en the NZFU and the RSA contin ued
1922 the NZFU se

up

smaLl comm ittee to inves

indiv idual cases

The Gover nment was aLs o reque sted to make land quic
1 73
their farms .
avail able for resett lemen t if men were forced off

of hard

An

's contr ibutio n to t.he
elabo rate defen ce was also made of the Gover nment
of the return ed
schem es which run s count er to the critic al assess ment
sever al histo rians , a judgem ent b ac ked up

soldi er settle ment s, made

by impre ssivel y strong evide nce.

17!r

PoIso n in contr ast argue d

throug h its
that the labou r movem ent in New Zeala nd, espec ially
mou '-"i'.L'-CC.'_
f aiLu re rate of the sc hemes .

172.

ADCH, 1919, pp 12···13 .

173.

ibid.

17 Ll .
S

He con s Lde r ed that Ne", Zeala nd had set a

1922, p 6.
OUve r, The
Nell! Zeala nd, p 237)
,g'p. .c:_i._~., pp 1Li6~·171. Ge-;~~ge' s
igatio n ~onvincingly demo nstrat es that the
is corre ct in this instan ce.

17 2

3f34

sh

ex amp Le to the Labour adm.in Ls tra t i o n of New South Hales who s e

treatment of the returned men was a disgrace.

He went on to claim that

thcr e was a higher rate of forfeiture amorig s t c r own tenants in 190i3" 1910

1
. 1921
ana1 _1912
.t1an
1n
_. 175

His figures are questionable because the

returned soldiers who suffered most were those with heavy mortgages" in
other words freeholders.

Some delegates also felt that Polson's views

1 op t Lrnis
. . t,Lc . 176
were h op e ..-1 essy

But perhaps he added a necessary qualification

to our assessment of the s e t tLemen t.s as most judgements on it have been
made by historians working from the perspective of the Labour Party.
PoIson's rather tenuous defence is probably more useful, however, in
revealing that the NZFTI was still extremely loyal to the Reform Party in 1922.
Even though he did not have the advantage of

TS

hindsight, a man

of his ab i.Lity must have been aware that: t h e scheme was badly administered

_

and that failures were occuring from North Auckland to Otago.
Po Lso n I

S

177

defence of the Government wa s also partially a cover up

or the NZFU who could have done nruch more for the returned settlers than
did.

laissez-faire attitudes and individual self-interest

in combinat:ion prevented the NZFU from providing real.Ly meaningful help,
'I'he o r gani.s a ... 10n'

attitud

asslstance was limited de

to land-speculation largely explained why their
te the intense patriotism of individual members.

175.

Accord
to PoIson's f
there were 302 forfeitures or 1.5%
of the total crown tenants in 1908, 346 or 1.6% in 1910, 290 or
1.2% in 1912 and 307 or 1.07% in 1921. An official inquiry in
1923 showed PoIson to be incorrect. A to J, 1923, C-9A.

176.

e.g. R.D. Duxfield of Horotia, an Auckland delegate. The majority
tes, however, supported PoIson's conclusions.
of cl

177.

has examined the fil
of fifteen Soldier Settler estates
ranging from the Clifton estate in Otago to the Streamlands estate
in North Auckland. The major problem common to the entire fifteen
was overvaulation.
Second class land was also often advertised
as being of first class quality. He concludes that the soldier
s et t Leme n t s c h eme c()stN(~w Ze aLa nd 1::8,000,000.

3DS

No-one, apart from the Taranaki and Southland delegates, was prepared to
In 1919 Taranaki delegates urged

suggest ways of controlling speculation.

that some measures should be introduced to control "trafficking" in land,
but they failed to win any support for such controls.
Taranaki delegates
be controlled.

introduc~_~ concrete

Cl

A year later

proposal on how speculation could

They want.ed mar ,.!,.U!,,~," on a first property to be paid up

before a farmer could buy another farm.
that

178

Southland delegates also suggested

tax should be introduced to take 50% of the profit on any property

sold by an owner who had been in possession of 'it for under three years.
But once

179

the majority of delegates opposed any such interference

wi th the s o-sc a l.Led natural law of supply and demand. ' Polson summed up the
opinion of most delegates on the whole question of speculation when he
commented that it was better for a man to leave the land than to be propped
'f"Lct a 1 me ane . 180
up IJy ar t i.t

This hard-headed and hard-hearted attitude

reflected the dominance of the NZFU leadership by established farmers who
had sufficient

01 resources to turn the land boom to their personal

advantage and then to ride out the ensuing slump,

There was also a

suggestion that many members realised that very small units were no longer
viable and

of mod er a t;e

aggregation.

Leadley probably summed

up the posi Lion of many members wh en he admit ted t ha t he wa s buying up
properties on which to settle his sons.

181

It was not surprising that the

maj ority of members opposed any unuece s s ary interference wi t h the mechanisms
of the land market Hhen those mechanisms had worked to their own advantage.
Even the deserving returned soldier was expected to undertake the same risks
as the established farmer in the hope that he too would prosper from the

178.

ADCM, 1919, pp .5·-6.

L79.

ibid.

1920, pp 6,·} .

180.

ibid.

1922, p le.

181.

ibid.

1919,

p 7.

existing system.

rhe

meaningful concessions made to the soldier

settlers and to smaller s

farmers in general was to lobby the

Government to extend the morat or Lum in 1921 182 and again in 192 /-f .

18 3

The NZFU's attitude to the question of valuation also revealed that
members wanted a continuation of the unfettered free trade in real estate.
They often expressed criticisms of the valuation system but never came up
with concre e proposals on how it could be

~nproved.

The old cry of a

greater say for a man with local knowledge within the Assessment Courts
was revived but produced no

Va.Luerv-Ce ne r a I
automatic

expect h

valuations when they bad a chance to sell and

when t

wa n ted

He went on to add that
relation to receiv

t

to

or had run into financial difficulties.

armers were often their own worst enemies 1n
fai

to their land. 185

valuations as they sometbnes refused valuers

'The

lem of accurate land valuation remained

rmers differed over whether they wanted a complet

land market or some

open

ec of control.

As fnthe matter of valuation

vihat

But as t 1h e

out at the 1921 conference farmers could not

Low valu tLon

exist

After 1922 a call also went

. . anc1 t Itie rars: o r e J.ower va.l
rea ·..1 l.E:t1C
ua'
tLorrs , lSlf

c
out ray
mor

unresolved a

results.

the NZFU felt dissatisfied with the

taxation system but were unable to produce any viable reforms.
ted them most was wha t

a double tax, by wbich

considered to be the

in~osition

of

meant payment of both the income and the land

182.

ibid.

isa.

ADCr'l, 192 1f , pp'j /r-5 C j , a n d Farmers
, 5 Sep 1921, p 3.
PoIson
actually wan t ed an end to moratorium to bring land valuer; down to
a r
is tLc level, but not until the Cov e r nmen t had c ar rLe d through
it
operation.
In short the moratorium extension was viewed
byth.e NZFLT as all
'ientra.ther t.han as #.long---te,rn1 solution"

1921, P 11.

I'

lEjl(.,

ADCM,

1921,

p 6.

tax.

s felt that as income tax had been introduced as a

time measure it should be removed.

war~

Massey confirmed this viewpoint when

he promised the 1922 conference that he would do his best to have the income
tax a 110 ..'1'lS 11ec1 , 186

A minority of delegates

actu~lly

favoured income tax,

t 1
I
.
but most members opposed it largey
at)
ro rr e d boo ok-ik.ee
p Lng
• 187
1 because t18Y
I

The
c')

192,) •

g an is a t Lon got 1.ts way when the wa r-e t Lme income tax wa s removed in

188

The su

ax, which was also introduced as a war-time measure,

provided another grievance, and the NZFU was again successful in protesting
its continuance, for the super-tax was also abolished in 1923.

18 9

The

other major grievance in relation to taxation was that those members who
had connections with dairy companies considered the incidence of company tax
On the prompt

to be unfair.

of Captain Colbeck of Auckland the 1921.1

conference asked the Cov e r nmen t to reduce the rate of the company tax.
Hhile the NZFU

1.'1 criticised the taxation system few speakers

on the matter cl
Poison

1 90

any real knowledge of how the system functioned.
had to admonish delegates for their inaccurate criticisms

which were too often based on ignorance.

A frequent complaint was that

there were no exemptions for family labour but PoIson was forced to point
out that: p r cv Lsio ns for such labour already existed.
d

tes for demand

He wen t on to admorii s h

the abolition of the mortgage tax as such a move

would probably lead to an increase in the land tax and make credit dearer.

19 1

186.

ibid.

1922, p 9.

187.

The 1920 conference acknowledged that this dislike nrust be overcome
by pass
a resolution that elementary book-keeping should be taught
in the Sixth Standard.
ibid.
1920, p 1/+.

188.

Condlif fe,

189 .

Lbi.d ,

191.

ibid.

1920, p

s:_~~:,

g~

p

269.

388

In sheer desp:eration he set up a Finance and Taxation Committee in 1922
to investigate the complex, que s t i.on of taxation in a more satisfactory
manner and instituted discussions with such bodies as the Chambers of
Commerce to increase the NZFU , s un d erst;;n d Lng o:f

t

h e many f acets orf t.axa t Lo
. n , 19

This unsophisticated approach to the issue of taxation which Pol.s on a t t ernp t ed
to Gvercomewas in direct contrast to the NFU where each Yearbook made
available to every member

extremely detailed accounts of the latest

developments in taxation practices.
The NZFU continued to press for easier access to Maori land throughout the 1920s and pointed to the needs of soldier settlers and the depression
to reinforce their argument that more land needed to be brought into productive
use.

In 1925 they secured something of a minor victory when rating of

Maori land was finally introduced.
innovation was largely overlooked
was firmly fccussed

19 3

But the significance of this

by the Union's leaders as their attitude

on the credit issue.

Prior to 1925 the energies of the Dominion executive were largely
absorbed in helping to establish the marketing boards and in dealing with
the numerous other issues which concerned the NZFU.
that most

o~

It was little wonder

the meaningful organisational reforms were not implemented

until after that date.

But it did find time to bring about two major

organisational improvements and to negotiate a third.
The most

fieant improvement was the appointment of a full time

secretary in 1923, after E.C.

192;
basis for slxteen years.

~ack

had served the union on a part-time

This critically important office had operated

192.

ibid.

1922, p 5 and NZFU DElvl, 1921-1928.

193.

NZFU DEM, 1921-1928, 23 Apr 1925. Po Ls on considered the Lnnov a t Lon
to be nothing more than a sop intended to placate the NZFU for Covernment
inaction over the credit question.

38J

on a full-time basis even before the NFU was established on the national
level and by the 19205 the general secretary was assisted by several other
specialist secretaries.

Specialist sub-committees, similar to those

employed by the NFU, were also establisbed in 1922.

But they did not

.
19
engage in anything like the same degree of activity as their NFU equlvalents.
A real possibility of considerably expanding the NZFU's base of support
presented itself in 1921 when the SOF, the Agricultural Council.

196

arid the

Dairy Farmers' Union met with the NZFll to consider the formation of a
general federation of farmers' organisations.

PoIson was a strong supporter

of the scheme. but the conflicting interests of each individual organisation
doomed the conception to failure.

The SOF could not agree to any form of

marketing control and accused the NZFU of formulating policies which
re.fl ecte d t h e unue
influence ot- " meatmen. ,,197
d

The DFU agreed that

"meat men" exercised too much control over the NZFU and claimed that the
NZFU did not know the difference between amalgamation and federation.

In

other words the DFU wanted to remain an autonomous body subservient to
a general

council of the federation rather than to the Dominion executive

198
of the "'"Z'1<'U.
1'<

'I'
tl
rwo f:ut".ler

mee t:i
.a.ng s

0f'

the
rva'r
t'1,011S
'
t 00 1<.
"le va
r ii.ou s organ,isa

place in 1922 and 1923 but no progress was made.
corit.errt

199

The NZFU had to be

with amalgamations secured with the New Zealand Poultry Growers'

Association in 1923 and the New Zealand Fruitgrowers' Association in 1923.

200

It remained one of several farmer's organisations.
195.

ibid.

1922, p .'5 and NZFU DEN. 1921-1928, 24 Jul 1922.

196.

This was the name given to the body which co-ord
of the A and P Societies at the national level.
p 257·

197.

Minute Book fo the NZ Sheepowners' and Farmers' Federation 1910-1932,
1910-1932, 1921 A.G.M.

198.

Ad'!.:§:nc~,

199.

NZFTI DEM, 1921-1928, 24 Aug 1921 and 24 Jan 1923.

200.

ADeM, 1922, p 9,and NZFU DEN, 1921-1928. 2-3 May 1923.

ed the act Lv i t Les
See Chapter Elig:ht

] Sep 1923 p Lf. The DFU also did not want a die tatorial
Dairy Board. ibid. 1 Nov 1923 p 5.
ADCM, 1922. P 9.

390

A chance was also lost in 1924 to increase the usefulness of the four
provincial mutual

ins~rance ~ompanies,

based in Otago. Taranaki, Southern

Hawkes Bay and Manawatu, by federating them on a national basis.
support was forthcoming for the scheme

d
'
.
100 slgne
premlum
notes. 201

~.hat

So little

its organisers failed to obtain

Although the mutuals continued as reasonably

suceessful insurance operations on the provincial level in terms of providing
both fire and accident insurance, the NZFU was unable to emulate the NFU's
establishment of a nation-wide

insura~ce

operation.

The immediate po s tv-war success of Country Parties in Australia and
Canada provided the Auckland branch wl t.h useful ammunition in their promotion
of the idea that farmers

should form their own separate party.

But

although these overseas successes won the Auckland lobby some support from
Southland and Ne l.son 202 t h e other provinces remained resolutely opposed
to the idea.

The great majority of delegates tended to feel that the

creation of three or even four cornered electorate contests would only let
Labour into power.

203

Canterbury and Otago were even more hostile towards

the idea as they intensely disliked the suggestion that they would be told
how they should vote.

20Lj

Furthermore, PoIson himself was strenuously

opposed to the establishment of a Country Party to which the NZFU would
be tied by constitutional links.

The NZFU was lucky that he wanted to

emulate the model of the American Federation of FarmerslBureau which had

201.

NZFU DEM, 1921-1928, 28 Jan 1925.

202.

ADCM, 1919, P 12.

203.

This viewpoint seemed to reflect Massey's actions at the 1922
election when he wrote several letters to the Auckland Farmers'
Union to dissuade them from running Country Party candidates against
Reform members. Letters in the Prime Ministers' File,
9/18,
"Reform Party Correspondence, 11 1919·-1922, National Archives. The
Country Party agreed not to run candidates in return for a Government
commitment
to agricultural banks and the marketing boards.
Ceo r g e ,
(~~5_, p 20Lf •

204.

ADCM, 1922, p 7. Otago delegates expressed the same view in 1924.
ibid.
192 Lj , p 52.

3D1
e.s tab lishcd

.

In

i1

s made up of members of both major par rt.es .

205

His guidance ensured that the NZFU avoided wbat\vould have almost certainly

been a disastrous political alliance.
The

ierceness of the debates on this issue, however, forced the

executive to make some

eEL

A standing cormiif.t.t.ec was set up in

1919 to consider means of

election pledges and in 1920 it

consulted with the provincial executives over the whole question of more
effective

As a result of these deliberations,

i ical action.

wa s much more a c Live in qu

L.".'lU.U/,;

c andi.d a t e s for t h e 1922 e Lec tion than

.
."
206
it had been 1n 1919.

But it still filed to organise any s

degree

This lncrease in political activi

E block vat

maj o ri

of delegates alt

the Country Par

it obvi.o us

advocat

Overall 1'01"0

course over the is

the NZFU

the NZFU

SEI

icant
tisf Le d the.

did not ans\Ver the demands of
decision to steer a middle
tting into hostile pro and anti-

Auckland camp s ,
The NZFUYs

of a more scientific approach to farming \Vas

continued under Po ls on f s Leade r sh ip ,

The demand for the establishment of

a proper scientific agricultural college

20 7

urged the Gavernment to establish farm schools.
schools based in
the count

t

reiterated and the NZFU also
It \Vas felt that technical

own s \Vere of 1:LttlelJse as they forced children to leave

and then they became seduced by the crnnfort and glamour
vlhat wa s needed\f78S practical Lns tru c tLon in rural areas

of city 1

205 .

ill id .

192 2 ,pp 7-- [l

206.

1919, p 12; 1920, pILI; 1922, P 12; 1923,I~r2=X0:, I 1 Aug 1923
More candid te were questioned in 1922 than in 1919, partly
beC;JUf3 the NZFU had more tbne to prepare for the election. NZFA
I{ Nov 1922 p 1.

.

ibid.

P 13.

207.

j\l-.l-(;~1,

920,

]11;

1923,

.~

NZFA, If Aug 1923 P ILl and

11 Aug 1923 p 13.
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Holland peddles the usehold.
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love

til

which would

staunch advocate

th

0

count

" fO. e. 208
1.1.

'I'he NZFU aLao became

Cl

introduction of compulsory herd testing.

t h e meat

t rust s

attracted most of the NZFU I s criticisms

between 1918 and 1925 a few jibes were directed at organised labour.
209
. and the

Compulsory preference to unionists was roundly conrlemned

Government was requested not to let the Arbitration Court interfere in
j
tle

,

rura~

~

r,

210

....•

lnuustr1.es.

211

reduce costs

and the Labour Party was pictured as a highly dangerous

po Li tical

ion.

, "
212
cr1.tlclsms.

"Coatcs

PoIson even argued for a reduction of wages to

Its " u s ehold" policies came in for some stinging

lt l t1e
1
] unlons
.
'
Re .."1'
atlons Wlt1
trace
worsenecl
agaln.

1925 .- 1929

Credit and the Count

Ready access to cheap credit had always been something desired by all
New Zealand farmers and the NZETI shared that object.
credit

issue during the 19208 when many New Zealand

became a

farmers found themselves advers
and fall

prices.

But the question of

A

possi~le

affected by over inflated land values
solution to their difficulties appeared

to be agricultural banks run on a co-operative basis by farmers.

The idea
"

such banks was actually introduced at the 1919 c o nrf e r enc e ,

of es tab1:Lsh

but it did not move to the centre of the political s

until Cordon Coates

21Lf
became Prime Minister on 27 Hi1Y 1925.
From that point onwards PoIson in

208.

1\DC1'1, 1923, .._. ~JZF1\",

209.

ibid

1922
.
>. , pp 3 Clnd 6

210.

ibid

[923,

211.

ADGM, 1923, .- _~!:,-,~~~, 1'1 Aug 1923 P 12.

212.

The usehold ,olas often dis pa r

.roi

p

12.

~

or." even wars

19

11 Aug 1923

._"

~~-~<~~"' Lf Aug 1923

thinly cl

192!1 p 3.

213 ,

ADCM, 1919, p 16.

211'-1.

Bu rd o n ,

p 62.

213

p 13

referred to as the "loosehold"
sed land nationalisaUon. e g . Et:J.,
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DR BILL: He must be ;;:ned! Wool didn't help much, hut alternate doses
of Co-op. and /\gri. Bank Tonic will just about pull him th rough->
don't forget the Agri. Bank Tonic.
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I'll' Has s ey has his attention drawn to agricultural banking.
Source:- Xli, !, Oct 192!+,

particular developed agricultural banks into a panacea for the farmer's
ills

0

He am" such banks as a n ec e s s a r y complement to the useful wor k

carried out by the marketing boards and many members wi.t.h Ln th e NZFU shared
his views.

Despite the mild degree of financial unorthodoxy associated

with the proposal to establish agricultural banks, the idea, like that of
theCmarketing boards, was supported by an organisational consensus.
s c.
heme
wa s advc.
..c.~.
a t ed 1Jy many d e.0ga
1
t es, no t 'JUS t
.
'
~

The

tlleuc
A kl an d" ra d ilea ] .S. ,,215

Massey himself was subjected to-some pressure over the question of
credit and responded with legislation in 1922 216 to
demands.

ameliorate NZFU

But his basic financial orthodoxy made.him suspicious of the

concept of lending agencies operating on the periphery of the existing
banking system.

PoIson sensed Massey's reluctance and was prepared to

criticise both the Prime Minister and his Government for diffidence in the
matter of providing cheap and accessibie credit.

Massey was saved, however,

from suffering any serious loss of political kudos over the matter by
his astute d cc i s Lon to appoint a Commission of Inquiry which included
the problem.Furthermore, Massey's manna- with

Po Ls ori, to Lnve s t

farmers enabled him to be forgiven for shortcomings in this area.
a different.matter for Coates
man t Le as the farmers

I

It was

however, who did not inherit Massey's

champion and was subjected to the full force of the

NZFU's anger over what Lt s members c on sLd er-ed to be an inexcusable lack
of governmental

action~

215.

Graham is wrong again in implying that most of the NZFU's useful
ideas originated in the Auckland branch and were its exclusive
perogative.
"The Country Party in New Zealand," p 181. Taranaki
more then any other province, introduced the idea of agricultural
banks. Captain Colbeck of the Auckland branch and the Country Party
even staunchly defended tbe li\r:ading banks' in .1921. ADCM, 1921, P 11.

216.

"T'he Rural Credit Associations Act,' NZ Statutes 1922, No 55,
pp 377-380. This Act eased prerequ-Is
or
ns from the Advances
to Settlers Office
introduc
the principle of loans on chattels
as well as on security of land.

217.

"Report of the
Commission on Rural Credits," A to J, 1926, B-S,
p 1. The other mcniliers of the Comnission were Percy Harper Cox
and Colonel James Jacob Essen.

Esson was chairman.

·The World (to young N.Z.) : .. Don't take those risks, young fellow.
A panacea.
Source:- E!:~, 10 Aug 1926.

Come round by the safe track."

After Po l.so n returned from the: Rural Credit Commission's wo r Ld-w i.d e
tour of Lnve s t

t.ion which t.ook in Latin America, North America, Europe

and Britain, he was more convinced than ever that the best models to follow
were those of the German

banks of Denmark,
credit or

Raiffisen system and the

co~operative

Those banks could provide either s ho r t-e t e rm Ln t erme d La t e

term finance on security of land and chattels.

f rrner s thems e Lv cs on a coo-operative basis,

run

agricultural

They were

Thee only link which

existed between them and the State was a guarantee of redemption and
mLnirnaI superv isLon of the .is

report

_
218
of loans,

in 1926 it incorporated PoIson's

system in its recommendations by suggest
~p

of farmer representatives, should b

\~herl

the Commission

erence for the Raiffisen
that a Farm Loans Board, made

established under the auspices

of the St.a e Advances Office to control the f Low of cr edI t
associations,219
Credit

to coo-operative

'I'heRural Advances Ac t of 1926 and the Rural Intermediate

Act of 1927 supposedly implemented the COMnission's recon@endations,

yet they were savagely attacked by the NZFTI as hopelessly inadequate

.L,,,,,, ..LD . LCII.ive r es pon se s .

Such criticisms continued Tight up to 1929 when

Coates had been ousted from office.
Coates

f was quite bewildered by NZFU

betrayed the farmers with his policies on credit.
und erstand

.

.int eres ts .

cla~ns

220

that he had

He could

s~nply

not

he was supposed to have sold out to sinister commercial

221

sey had also been somewhat baffled by earlier NZFU

criticisms of his credit policies as he felt with much justification
that he had done more than enough to answer farmers' needs.
of these t.wo

The confusion

ticians has also carried over to the historians who have

218

ibid

pp 32'!12

219

Lbi.d

pp !13·-!f6

220.

The NZFIJ a c c u s ed Coa t es of inaction over the credit question, ADCH,
1928, p 18, while PoIson accused the Government of bowing to pressure
from fore;
controlled banks.
Ll)_~(l. p fl.

221.

FF

"lent even further by d e s c rLb

"this

VlilY

Coates as a "bu.bble" wafted

and that" by the "vested interests."

10 Aug 1927 p .5.
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KINNING

November 10, 19

T
Coates loses popularity.
Sources:-· TF, 10 Nov 1927.

Ccj)

generally been puzzled by the NZFU's attitudes on credit.

As contemporary

economists such as Professors Belshaw and Condliffe pointed out farmers'
problems were caused by too much rather than too little credit.

222

Further-

more, abundant credit had been m::lde avaI'Labl.e to farmers since the establish-'
ment of the Advances to Sett
cons

, Office in 1894.

Its work had been

extended by the Sta t e Advanc e s Depa r tmen t and exp and ed even

further by the 1 22 and 1923 Acts.

In addition to State credit agencies

the private sector made available large amounts of credit, especially
through the vehicle of

~tock

and £tation agents.

Even the 1925 Royal

Commission on Eural Credits was forced to admit that there was more credit
available at lower rates of interest in New Zealand than overseaS.

223

Unrealistically high land values induced by excessive speculation in the land
market seemed a far more obvious prime cause of farmers' difficulties than
lack of credit.

22L
-

f

Hhy then did the NZFU attack the Reform Government "s

efforts to provide easily accessible and cheap credit with such vigour?
The most obvious answer is that NZFU members seemed to want farmers
to control the distribution of credit in as direct a fashion as possible.
They did not want intermediary bodies, whether State Departments or Stock
and Station agencies, to interfere in the provision of credit.

They wanted

farmers to be the sole judge of who should or should not have a loan.

The

Select Committee set up to consider t:he report of the Credits Commission
was condemned, for example, for arguing that a separate Farm Loans Board

222.

CondlLffe summarising Belshaw ' s arguments. .9.£. .£.!:_~_, p 282.
A.ILTocker,
"The Effects of the Trade Cycle in New Zealand," Economic Journal
Vol 34 (l92 LI) , P 130,reinforced Condliffe and Bel-~l;awT·;-~;inio-;:;;:

223.

A to J, £-5, 1926, pp 17-43.

224.

Condliffe, Belshaw and Tocker all focuss~ on artifica11y high land
values as a major cause of the farmers' troubles.
See George,

gJ?

s_~:!:.,

pp

I. 2 -19 .
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"rh e Supercargo
'

: "H' m !

It

doesn't seem to be rising!

Perhaps there's too much ballast ["

The causes of the farmers' problems.
Source:- XX, 10 Dec 1928.

was unnecessary as State Advances could readi
225

at little add tional
wa r

j

ehou se bond
of thei

1927 was

PoIson was also angered

r1
..,'tty
., . 226
s,."ecur

.1 .o.),a '11.. • 2 7

20% of

cred j

of th e Lnt ermed

out the midd oman

lied that

it

tlclsecl because

tion

t:he r

armers

redit

re not

in the "Rural Lu ter rne dla t a Credit'

tock

nd

tation

Act

0

.i e s ware r e qu I e d

The NZFU in short wan ed to u

agencies much as

sell

trol the fluw of

tt

the

unc tLon s

s ome tLme s wa n t.ed to cu t

the alternative out

direct or

t

of

bo ar ds ,

The other

or reason for the

towards the credit issue wa

that

t

NZF~!s

he r

irrational elffinent in their

apparent

icable a t ti.tud

was a strong quasi.c-po puLis t and
New Zealand farmers seemed to need

a s c ape go at to blame for their difficulties.

The meat: tr us t provided

simple explana ion for their difficulties in the ear
cd in the mid 1920s
agencies.

The'r

neverwa

a normal

any t.nouzti t

fused to

modera Cf' and in many

to remark that the

yla

new villains - the banks and stock and station

resulted fI'mn their propensity to
Hhen the Government:

1920r-, and it

that

le rather
armers

VJayE:;

SOUlP

the fa

-,
C'

much in th

land market

:l
all the credit they wantee.

a progressive man 1

its of the BNZ should be invest

1'01

tee,1

229

moved

n

'The

2.25.

"Se Lect Commit:t:eeReport on Rur aI Credits," Ate) J, 1926,
The criticism of this report was contained in NZF'U m'.:M, 1.921 1.928,
:3 Sep 1926.

226.

ADeM,

227.

ibid.

228.

PoIson wanted a loan l~nit of £7,000 but the Rural Advances Act
of 1926 placed the upper limit at £5,500.

229.

ADeM

1927, F-·:32A.

1927,

F~32A.

228

3 fJ
following year this champion of la

s ez e-f a Lr e economics went on to suggest

that the BNZ should be brought under stricter State control.
s e emoi

I(

His rationality

to desert him completely when he added that Stock and Station

agencies forced farmers to buy cheap and sell dear.
talk of agricultural banks PoIson, normally a
· t.o a visi.onar
. ,
was t.r ans tf o rmec1 tn
y , 231
c

branch's newspaper, ._.

230

Once he began to

hard~headed

pragmatist,

The p r onounc ernen t s of the Auckland

._...>d_._F..'_:.L_r_.s..-...t_· ,on the credit issue were even more extreme,

especially in their delineation of scapegoats.

At the back of NZFU

members' thinking lay the notion that the farmer was the most important
member of society and was, therefore, entitled to special economic treatment
which included a different set of rules for economic behaviour.
There did not seem to be the same

quasi~populist

strain

within the

English farming comnrunity even though credit became a critically bnportant
issue during the 19208 and English farmers were fully aware of the continental

style agricultural banks.

23 2

The NFU's attitudes towards credit and

criticism of Government responses in providing improved credit facilities
were far more logically consistent as a result.
The failure of the Coate's Government to successfully implement
compulsory marketing of dairy produce during 1926 and 1927 233 only
1928, pp 7~8.

230.

ibid.

231.

PoIson, hoped that agricultural banks, in association with the marketing
boards, would develop New Zealand into a highly productive country
able to cmnpete rh world markets with any nation. He hoped that the
agricultural banks would also force out the monopolists and
speculators and stop the drift to the towns. NZ}-:"'~, 4 Aug 1923 p 14.

232.

Some Liberal party candidates were particularly staunch advocates
of the e s t.ab Lishmen t of co-operative credit banks for agriculturists
e.g. R.T. Lang, who stood as Liberal candidate for Saint Augustines
and inevitably failed to win the seat, told the Canterbury Farmers'
Club of the successes of such banks in Germany, Denmark and the D.S.A.
Lord Carrington, the Asquithian Liberal's President of the Board of
Agriculture, was aI so favourable to the idea. Kentish .Gaz~_tte a~l:l_
"-_....._.. _._.-.....-_
....Press
_-._....- ..- 13 !lug 1910.
.. ~'-

233.

For a fuller account of the shortcomings of the Dairy Board over this
period see Burdon, .212. cit
67-70, HHI, gj~£i_t:., pp 7-9, and
J.B. Gaudin "The Coates
1925-1928," lJnpublished MA Thesis
University of Auckland, 1969, pp 44-48, 58 and 61.
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23L
with t he NZFTJ. '.. I

increased its unpopu1ari

An inability to guarantee

farmers that the machinery of the Arbitration Court would be kept out of
the agricultural sector
administration.

235

only made matters worse for the Coates

As disillusionment

h t J.:
't
cl e t.e rrm' ne c'I t.nat;

t
'11
Stl0U.
C

w Lt h the Reform Party grew the NZFU

b ecome r.nc
' 1 epen d en:t

f
0:

t1
1)d,r·t·.'.l',e,s.236
-- le ma j ' o r
,
__

This change of attitude was confirmed in concrete fashion when tlle NZFU
decided to run independent candidates at the 1928 election.

The end of

the old unofficial alliance between party and pressure-group was confirmed
beyond doubt when PoIson, one of the or

inal founders of the Political

Reform League from which the Reform Party grew,237 "vas elected as an
Lnd e oend ent; M.P.

or Stratford,

Pal

s election to Parliament not only

brought to an end an era in the history of the NZFTJ.

It also secured it

a direct level of p ar Liamen tar y r e pr es ent;a tion wh.i.ch al.way s eluded the
NFU,
The,

rift wi t h Reform and t he shar

of similar attitudes

over the question of credit provided the Auckland branch with an ideal

234.

Coates was accused of having fallen into the hands of the commercial
representatives on the Dairy Board by the NZFU.
ADCM, 1927, C 30, and
NZFU DEM, 1921-1928, 16 act 1928.

235.

See Gaudin, .Q.P_ !':_~!., pp 107---115. The NZFTJ's main argument against
the award system was that it did not make sufficient allowance for
local variations in working conditions.
ADCM, 1928, plO.

236.

The rift with the Coates Government is clearly revealed by comparing
statement made at the 1926 and 1928 Conferences.
In 1926 Polson
said "uowh e r e else Ln the world were the problems of the farmers
more g ener ous Ly dealt with by a parliament or a government than in
New Zealand," ADC~1, 1926, p 2.
In almost direct contradiction the
Political Comm Ltt.e e s e t IIp
the 1927 Conference,reportecl to the
1928 Conference that the performance of the Coates Government was
so unsatisfactory from the point of view of the primary producer that
the NZFU had no choice but to act independently of the Reform Party.
ibid.
L928, pp 4-5,
On
a year earlier Coates had said that Reform
wa s a "farmers Ipa
made up principally of fanners," and had not
been chall
ibid.
1927, A-I.
i

237.

GardDer, The Farmer Politician In New Zealand His

p 12.

oppor

to win over the NZFU to the Country Par

pr ov Lnce s remained resolute in their d
wi t:h the

Party

Commission he had been deep

Ind

Bureau

techn

Par

in many ways backward

of the NFU! s

suicidal.
at elections in 1922, 1925 and 1928,
~ere

Its leaders

urban reality of New Zealand life.
have possibly achieved a majori

co u l.d

based party.

S,'LV]

PoIson

could have

fared disastrous

J'

touch wi th the

wha t he

stance confirmed his opinion that the

to follow.

alliance with the Country Par

and

When he was in London with the Credits'

utiliEied by the American Federation of Farmers'

the be t

'Ihe Coun

But most

ermina tLon to avoid e n tang Leme nt s

essed

Their non-par

ent

238

PoIson in particular favoured adherence to a

position of political independence.

.
239
operatlons.

t

cause.

hopeless
24 0

out of

A Country

by allying with an nrban-

But unlike Australia none of the exist

to enter into such an alliance.

Furthermore, the Reform Party was already

based on such an allianc , even though many of its urban businessmen
supporters deserted to join the United Party in 1928.
Cr a ham has

"radical"

Le

the NZFU "r

distorted the issue by labelling the Country Party
id and conservative,"

far more progressive in the or

tional sense for it represented the

independent type of sec ional pressure group
and politic 1 situation,

In fact the NZFU was

ical of a mature social

[n contrast the Country Party was a populist type

238.

Ot:her
or po
ectives shared by the Country Par
and the
NZFU were opposition to trnsts and increased freights, and advocacy of
er en 1:, ial r ai
tariffs.

239.

ADC}I, 1926, p

2/,0.

Even. Gr a ham ,
ci.t
P 19B,conced
Auckland Country Party
was more
prodnct of its leaders' illusions than of the economic
and s o cial r e a Li.t.Le s of its L:Llne,,11

2.

400

of response, naively trying to set up yet auother separate party and to turn
the clock back to an
New Zealand.

~arlier.pre-industrialisedand

predominantly rural

By the late 1920s the NZFU had realised that it had to learn

to live with the modern world and to atrempt to turn change to its own
advantage instead of

resist~ng

in his own mind when he
in ano t 1ier ,

241

t

such

Grabam reveals the confusion

a.l.k.s of "r ad i.c al s " in one breath and proto-f

The NZFU was certainly more

conservat~ve

ts

in that it opposed

drastic forms of change but it was also more realistic in realising that
the clock could not be turned back.

Like the Country Par

had a vision of his ideal New Zealand.

leaders PoIson

But his notion was a land of highly

productive and scientifically operated farms of

reasonabl~

size backed by

a co-operative urban sector, ratber than of.a nation of small bolders or
yeomen farmers.
rather different.

His individual circumstances inevitably made his vision
Graharn has distorted the differences between the two

groups by summing up two complex sets of attitudes as
"conservative.. "

II

r adi cal

ll

and

Hilitant and cautious probably describes the differences

more accurately.
Furthermore, Graham's Auckland perspective made him fail to see the
very real t hr ea t posed to the uni ty of the NZFU by the Auckland branch

241.

Graham,
cit, p \85.
A more accurate way of describing the apparent
contradictions of radical and reactionary aspects of Country Party
attitudes is to refer to the image of the God Janus, with a face
looking both f o rws rd s and b ackwa rd s , employed by some American
historians to explain how Populism was both revolutionary and
reactiona ry . The Po pu l. ts we r e radical in that they wan t ed drastic
changes to the monetary SYE3 tern and aimed to carry out ad j.u s t mcn.t a to the
existing social order, but tbey were reactionary in that they wanted
a return to a Los t "golden age" wit.h I t s pr e-d.ndu s t rLa l social
structure and essentially agrarian value system.
Sucb terms as
conservative or radical are inadequate in describing the compleXity
of attitudes evolved by men struggling to adjust to the massive
socio-economic changes of the late nineteenth century in America and
the 1920s in Nev, Zealand"
See the symposium on Po pu l.Lsm in
Lcu Lt.ura L
J.:!J~~_~9X,'L, Vol 39 No 2 (Apr 1965), pp 59~85; K.D. Bicha, "The Conservative
Populists: A Hypothesis,"
icultural I'lLs
Vo! 47 No 1 (Jan 1973)11
pp 9-25; and Sbeldon Hackney,
to
sivism in Alabama
(Princeton)New Jersey 1969), p

242.

After 1922 the Auckland branch of the NZFU and the Country Party were
virtually synonymous. Auckland NZFU members generally held dual
membership with the Country Party and each organisation shared the same
po l.J.c Le s .
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PROSPEf~ITY

L TO.

OR

"ALL WORRING f"iAJ.\.D"
Coates (to John Bull) : "Say, lend me a thou. --- to pay those navvies,
and I'll square it on the Custom-a ry terms."
The folly of protection.
Source:-· E!., 10 Nov 1927.

401
extreme

fr ce trade,243

growers constant
out the 1920s.

led over the question of bounties through-

Feel

union and

Auckland dairy farmers and Canterbury

ran so high that the South Canterbury provincial

the whole of the South Island threatened to break away

from the NZFU i

Auckland'

of unfettered free trade had been

PoIson chose instead to agree to a policy of limited protection
for t.h e wheat i ncl u ~3 r y

In 19

a result.

The NZFU'
Par

2LI'5

NZFU lived up to it
decisio
id

arid

the unity of the organisation as

and

to achieve

t

as anind

ent

C'

R0A,

2LI6

became Dominion secI'

was backed up by

to ensure that it could
l'lost of the s

s C;HJle after 192') when Colonel .f arne s Pow ,

of the

Cl

lcant

former S:2cretary

Pow was the first administrator

to exert a definite influence over the

since

t~ne.

eater independence from the Reform

th the Country Par

emen t s

several reforms of its organisational
opera e eff

motto for the Eirst

tion's

development,because he shared PoIson's determination to bLeld the NZFU
into a more
effective.
an order

0

C3Y

ly d is c
tion.

ined

,

s t Lc a t.ed and

more

His major contribution was the introduction of

n 192'5 which enabled members to pay subscriptions through

243.

The Country Par
wanted the remrrval of all forms of protection,
whereas the NZFU accepted the tariff Ear revenue 1'urp08
and
supported t~he wheat bounties, aLb e i, t re l.u c tantly.

244.

NZFU DEM, 1921-1928, 2 Feb 1927.

245.

son took the heat out of the cl lry farmer
t grower division
succeed
in having cl Cornm.is sLon s t up to inves t
the
matter further in 1929.'
t of t he Wheat Industry ComrnLs s Lon ;"
A to J, 1929, 1-17.
For
fuller account of this rift see
Bremer,
cit, pp 92-1 7.

246.

has shown that A.J. McCurdy exerted a considerable inflnence
t of the NZFIJ ,1S f Lr s t colonial
or
i902 and 1907. HcCu
Lnitiated centralisation
of the union's operations and made a major contribution to improving
internal comrnunications "Jhen he won control of the Farme r s i Union own
paper - the Farmers' Union Advocate, in 1905.
But that contribution
later d
ed into a liability when the newspaper strained the
organisation's inancial resources to the limit.

dai

company accounts.

became a much less
a result.

2Lf 7

Collection of subscr

process and paid up membership increased as

The availability of greater funds made it nwch easier to

.impl.emerrt other r af o rms .

A decision to

own nevJspaper a.l so r etnov ed an
t

tions thereby

the publication of the NZFU's

ssibly heavy drain on the NZFTI's financial

He also organised conferences of provincial secretaries,

e s ou r c e s ,

rather like those run

e.f f ecti.ve

!
tle

.·'IJ
N~,

than ever before.

2 Lf 9 Wl1
l' 1 e. pale
.l
'
organlsers
were usec1 more

They were sent all over New Zealand on

recrui tment t our s and were also expec ted to col1ec t subscriptions in
arrears.

Liaison within the

garris atLon as a whole increased d r ama t

Pow ' s other major Lnnov atio n s we r e the est ab Lishmen t
.r

t.n

]

92'· 250 whne,)
J 1

ed to generate renewed interest in the NZFU, and

'. _)

affiliation with the DE~ in 1929.
hase of support.

')
L Jc

An element of

first time as experts such as Prof
1]
\,Jere
C:o.ege

J]
C!:1. .•

of a Women's Division

1

This link~up broadened the NZFU's

essionalism was also introduced for the
sor Murp

of Victoria University

'
·1 i.s
• e on sue·
' ·1' t matters as t.axa tt.ori.
,
252
ec·1 r.n
to acrv
1 st
p ecLa.li.s

247.

ih
1926, p 2. The Dominion Treasurer, R.S. Chadwick, claimed
1926 was the best financial year ever because of the order system.

248.

l~e

to

NZFU found itself free of debt for the first
ish a regular newspaper in 1926.

t~ne

when it ceased

249.

ADCM, 1926, E23.

250.

s the introduction of a Women's Division was the most bnportant
",c:llLLocltiona] innovation introduced prior to 1929 because it added
an extra incentive for farmers to join.
If a farmers' wife belonged
to the cl:Lvision her husband was more likely to join up the male
section of the organisation.
The Women's Division was also a more
successful excursion idto the social sphere than the NFU's attempt
to hold card evenings and dances duI'
the 19203. Activism at
the local level received its first real stimulus since the freehold
tation had died down.

251 .

ADCH, 192 9, p 4.

252.

ibid.
1928, p 26. Murphy presented the NZFU's case to the 1928
Industrial Conference.

But Pow did not succeed in bringing about the considerable degree
of improvement he

ired.

An attempt to introduce a uniform subscription,

based on property values, was defeated by tbe provinces despite the support
of PoIson and the provincial secretaries.

25 3

Discipline over the provinces

decreased rather than increased as a result of the introduction of more
provincial units and headquarters remained powerless to restrain provincial
'I'h e re wa s still room for considerable improvement in the NZFU J s

autonomy.

organisational machinery.
Between 1925 and 1929 the Dominion Executive involved itself with a
o

other issues besides criticising Coates, lobbying for the
a greater degree of political

formation of agricultural banks and achiev
e nc e ,

tant of these other matters were taxation,

'I'he mo s t

valuation,labour relations and agricultural education.
In 1927 the NZFTI f
clec id

made up its mind over the taxation issue by

in favour of a comprehensive income tax to replace the old dual

,
2')L}
system of t axat Lon,

TIle earlier Sim I ~3 Taxation Commission I s r e c ommeu-

dation that pastoral leases should be taxed was also supported.

255

the only opposition to the abolition of the land tax came

Pred i.c

from the Ot.ago pastoralists. 256

Company taxation was also altered to

provide relief for the small shareholder and this innovation largely
an swe r ecd e arii.ar
NZFU crit Lc Lsms
l'

253.

ibid.

1925, pp 29·-32.

25L1 •

ibid.

1928, p 101.

255.

11

I:.

pp

f
t 11is:orm

,25
of- t axa t i.on
, 7

5-7.
.30 Aug 192,Ll P 3.

257.

ADG~j"

The question

Commission on Land and Income Taxation," A to J,

of the

1924, B-S,

c

OL

1927, [122-.211 ,

of fairer

ion continued to vex delegates but they at least agreed

that valuations s hou Ld be bn(ught into line with export prices and that
a uniform

f3YS t

258

em should be introduced for the who l.e of New Zealand ..

Despite the furore in 1927 in relation
to the Government's Failure
,
to keep the Arbitration Court out of the agricultural sector the NZFU·s

a tt Lt ude s t owa r d s organised labour tended to moderate after 1925.

Both

Trade Unions and Labour Party were criticised by the NZFU 259 but they
did not become

focus for its hostility once the threat of the trusts

Cl

had been removed.
menace.

Dur

Generally banks were considered to constitute a More serious

the 1925 seaman's strike, for example, the NZFU maintained

a low profile and did not reveal any intention of reduplicating the actions
of 1913.

260

After the 1928 Industrial Conference of employers and trade

union representatives the NZFU became more conciliatory.
admitted that wages were not the major factor in fore

PoIson even
up costs and

expressed interest in the setting up of Industrial Con@ittees, made up of
equal numb en, of employers

11armony.

261

and labour representatives, to promote. industrial

But PoIson's magnanimity was closely tied up with the fact:

that Earmers were in a much stronger position than rural labourers.

The

1928 Industrial Conference had revealed the NZFU's Lack of understanding
258.

ADCM, 1929. FF, 10 Oct 1929 P 16 or ADCM, 1928, p 103.

259.

The NZFU did not share the Country Party's attitude that Labour
were being u s ed .~1l:; a "bogey" t:o draw attention away from the real
villains ..· the"vested interests," e.g. X}~, 10 Nov 1926 p 3, but
surprisingly few references were made to Labour except by the
Farmers'
- which ~nce pointed to the failure of the Labour
administration in Queensland, 23 Aug 1924 p 3.
Occasionally the
F\A! also referred to Labour rule as likely to inflict the tyranny
of Bolshevik Russia j 23 May 1925 p 19.

260.

A joint meeting of the NZFU, Producer Boards and Chambers of Commerce
decided to establish a special fund to counter strikes, but the
project produced little result.
NZFU DEM, 1921-1928, 24 Sep and
27 Dec 1925.

261,

ADGM; 1929, P 6,
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of the problems faced by both employers and workers in the
sphere.

non~agricultural

There never w,as anYf'uggestion that their new found generosity

included the right of farm labourers to form their own union.

The NZFU

was more interested in replacing the Arbitration Court with an optional

.,
262
system of free barg a Ln i.ng
than with protecting the rights of the rural
WOr~111an.

The organisation's long standing support of agricultural education
was focussed between 1925 and 1929 on ,lobbying for the establishment of a
S .. cUI d,grlcu
A . 1 tura I (',Cl.'Llege. 263
Nort h I]

The NZFU's stance in this matter

was creditworthy and constituted one of its more significant contributions
to the nation's development.

Consolidation of country schools was also

supported and the NZFU urged that salaries of country teachers be raised
and working conditions in rural schools be improved.

The most consistent

facet of the NZFUfs activities b e t.ween 1900 and 1929 was its relentless
advocacy of the need for improvements in agricultural education and for a
more progresstve approach to farming in general.

It was indeed lucky to

have had leaders like Wilson and PoIson to steer in this direction.
With the advent of depression in 1929 the Dominion executive was
confronted

9Y

a new set of problems.

The extreme difficulties forced

on the need for further organisational improvements but delayed thei.r

262.

ibid

263.

Brooking, Mass~, pp 28~52. The NZFU supported Professor Peren's
call for the amalgamation of the two chairs at Auckland and Wellington.
NZFU DEH, 1921-1928, 28 Jan 1925, and ADCM, 1925, pp 5!+~56. A
deputation foLlowed to Coates Ln support of the College, NZFU
DEM, 1921-1925, 10 Nov 1925, and the blocking tactics of the
Canterbury interest group were condemned. ibid. 5 May 1926.
The final passing of the New Zealand College Agriculture Act was
greeted with enthusiasm by the 1926 Conference, ADCH, 1926, P 7.

264.

ADCM, 1928, p 129, and NZFU DEM,

1921~1928,

1 Feb 1928.
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Where as the consi derab le autono my of the
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intermediate units seemed to
the national level,

Iy,

.

assist the NFU's effectiveness at

it only hindered the evolution of a disciplined and

centralised farmers' pressure group in New Zealand.
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ELEVEN

"INDIFFERENCE AND INSURANCE."
THE STORY OF THE OTAGO PROVINCIAL BRANCH
OF THE NZFU 1902-1929

----~-~"------_ .._,----_._._--.~------~----------

The strongest single impression wh i c h emerges from an examination
of the activities of the Otago provincial branch of the NZFU over this
period is one of a

l~nited

the industrious Kent C_ount

degree of action, especially when compared with

y branch of the NFU

Apathy was the biggest

problem confronting both the provincial and local branch executives of the
Otago NZFU.

They always complained of a shortage of adequate finance and

never succeeded in providing an effective counter to the indifference of
local farmers, at least not until the late 1920s
resurgence of interest seemed to occur.

when something of a

At the most the provincial

executive met eight times a year in contrast to the regular monthly meetings
of the Kent executive and it did not spawn several active sub-committees
to deal with specific problems.

The only real exception to the overall

lack of signifIcant achievement, was the establishment of a successful
Mutual Fire Insurance Company which was able to extend its operations
with accident insurance during the 1920s.

This insurance

s c h erne wa s probably the only area in whi.ch the Otago branch was more active
and successful than its Kentish equivalent.
Policies seemed to differ very little from the national norm.

At

first the branch tended to rubber stamp decisions emanating from the
North Island, especially in relation to the freehold and native land
questions which held little relevance formost Otago farmers.

This lack

of innnediate relevancy helped explain why the union made rather an
unspectacular start in the province.

But by the end of World War I

decisions made at the Dominion level seemed to reflect more accurately
the feelings of Otago farmers.

They appeared to want the establishment
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Graph of the meniliership of the Otago Provincial Branch of
the NZFU, 1902-1929.
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of marketing boards or agricultural banks as much as the Auckland branch.
Constant negotiation with

th~

Govermlent over the difficulties confronting

the wheat industry also broadened the appeal of the NZFU to Otago f armer s ,
the great majority of whom engaged in m!xed sheep and cropping operations.
The remaining
character,

concern~

of the Otago branch were much more local in

Such matters as improved loading and carrying facilities on

Otago r aiLwa ys or reductions in commission

d

levied by local stock agencies

absorbed much of the provincial executive's energies.
involvement seemed to hold as much appeal to 0
broader national issues.

Directly local

farmers as action over

Activism increased once a wider range of local

activities were taken up.
At the local branch level there was even less activity.
basis.

were poorly attended and were held on an

Most meetings

Branches often

disappeared soon after their establishment, although some began to reappear again during the 1920s.

The exceptions were generally those branches

located in the bigger market towns such as Balclutha, Pabnerston or Clinton,
where larger numbers of farmers tended to gather to carry out their business.
Less well populated
difficult

ce~tres

such as Lawrence tended to face greater

, while genuinely rural branches such as Greenfield found

themselves engaged in an uphill struggle to survive.

Generally there was

not the same degree of healthy grass roots activism as in the NFU.
The actual growth of the provincial branch1s
difficult to ascertain, for

li~e

membership is rather

the NZFU in general, the Otago branch

was rarely sure of its actual paid up merriliership.
is, therefore, based on approximations.

The accompanying graph

But it is quite clear that the

total branch membership rarely exceeded I,OOOlor about 16%,01' the total
nu~ber

of Otago farmers prior to 1928.

Between 1928 and 1929 a massive

growth spurt occurred as one of the branchlB

many canvassing campaigns

seemed to fire the imagination of Otago [armerB for the first time.

A

membership level of 16% was little different from that of the NZFU as a
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a whole, but it more often fell below that figure than rose above it.
Interest soon flaggedcafter a sound start and did not revive until the
succ es s e s of 1913,.
mid 1920s.

VJith the advent of war membership fell away until the

The figures for the 19208 aIe, however, a little unflattering

as a separate North Otago branch was formed in 1922 which claimed a
membership of 220 by 1926.

1

Despite the relatively low level of membe r s h Lp the provincial
executive co-ordinated the
before 1929.

2

activitie~of

as many as thirty-nine branches

The accompanying map shows that these branches spread

nearly as wide as the boundaries of Otago farming, but the marginal
character of some of them was revealed by the fact that ten branches were
unable to pay their provincial levies in 1925.

Furthermore, at least

twenty-one branches did not operate on a permanent basis over the entire
period.

The proliferation of branches was in other words unrealistic.

Pandering to localist sentiments doomed many to failure as several
localities lacked sufficiently large populations to maintain a branch.
The large size of the province and inadequate communications exacerbated
the problem of e s t ab lLsh i.ng fully operational branches.

Although the

number of farmers in Otago was abollt the same as in Kent (between 5,000
~nd

6,000 over the period 1900-1930), the province itself was ten times

larger in area.
Kent.

3

Even its cultivated area was double the total area of

Much of the remaining uncultivated area was also made up of

2.

Qv!',

3.

The total land area of Otago in 1920 was 9,482,000 acres as against
around 1,000,000 acres in Kent. The total cultivated area of Otago
was 1J286,576 acres as against 743,922 acres for Kent. NZ J_~~ar.~ook
1902, pp 637 and 640.

9 Jun 1925 p 70.
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rugged mountainous terrain which made travel with:i.n Otago a more difficult
undertaking than amongst

the~ently

rail network existed within Otag0

4

rolling hills of Kent.

A road and

by the time the NZFU was established

which 1;\TaS far superior to that of many North
Island areas.
,

But it did not

of course approximate the exc e Ll.en t transport system of Kent.

Real

enthusiasm was needed if the associated problems of long distances and
inadequate conununications were to be overcome, but such enthusiasm was
generally absent.

Even the motor car took a considerable time to assist

in alleviating these difficulties.

Such obvious but very real problems

helped to exaggerate the difference in the organisational sucdess achieved
by each of the intermediaXe units.

The

Provincial Executive.
The major phases of development of the Otago provincial branch were

almost identical with those of the NZFU in general, while the emphasis
of the national organisation

reproduced in greater or lesser degree.

The only notable disagreement with the national executive occurred at the
end of the First World War when Otago supported Lynsar's call for an
immediate return to the open market.

Sometimes the Otago executive

rubber stamped decisions made by the national executive and on other
occasions they anticipated action at the national level.
they even helped to initiate national policy.
not conceal the generally uninspired and

Occasionally

But lack of discord could

uninterested nature of the Otago

performance.

4.

In 1902
of main
Kent in
smaller

Otago had approximately 425 miles of railway line, 175 miles
trunk and 250 miles of branch line. NZ Yearbook, 1902, p 645.
comparis on had over 250 miles of line toserve'its much
area.
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Local matters tended to occupy the greater part of the provincial
executive's attention from establishment.

Much more time was spent in

discussing the usefulness of small owls in controlling the small bird pest
than in criticising the Government's land policy.

But the question of

land tenure nevertheless assumed the greatest importance of the various
national issues acted upon by the executive.

Considerable energy was

('0

expended in organising witnesses for the 1905 Land Commission and in
opposing the 1907 Land Bill.

Yet: the response of the branches to these

endeavours was at best lukewarm.

Only £20 wa s contributed to the fighting

fund established to contest the Land Bill and half that amount was
'i

donated by one branch.-

Such a minimal response was somewhat perplexing

to the executive as the ratio of freeholders to leaseholders (61% to 39%)
was about the same for New Zealand as a whole.
significant proportion of l-i-p tenants.

6

There was even a

Yet this group to whom the

issue of the freehold option should have held the greatest appeal, seemed
to be frightened away by the NZFU's land policies.

.0g_JL0~~!.-~.~E,

.ro i

7

Most of the leaseholders

5.

APC, 1907.

1907 p 587.

6.

The NZ Yearbook 1906, pp 362-363 and 727, shows that 5,224 or around
61% of Otago s landholdings were freehold. 1367 or 15.74% of the total
landholdings were held under l-i-p. But these figures exaggerate the
~nportance of the leasehold within Otago, as 16% of the leasehold properties
were convert ble to the freehold, while the holders of leases of pastoral
runs and small grazing runs, which made up 5.7% of the total holdings,
had no interest in the freehold. Furthermore, there was a considerable
degree of dual ownership as around 6,000 farmers held 8,684 properties
between them.

7.

H.E.D.C. Hug he s , the Tokorahi delegate to the 1904 provincial conference
and a member of the local Cr own Tenant's Associat ion, was ins true ted to
vote against the demand for: the freehold option. AP~_, 1904. i~\i, 25 May
1904 p 17. Hughes himself believed in the freehold option, but at a
meeting of local l-i-p tenants eighteen out of twenty voted against
asking for the freehold option. Hughes acted on the instructions of that
meeting. A to J, 1905, C4, pp 377-380. George Livingston, a member of
the Otago land
and the holder of a 602 acre l-i-p section on the Winds,r
Park Es t n te ,
pur a , al.s o cl.aLmed t lia t the local cr own t enan t s had
issued no complaint concerning their leases, and had expressed no desire
for the option of pu r c ha s e . HC' blamed the entire ag i t a t Lon squarely on
the NZFU, the newspapers and the moneyLend cr s . _:i:.~.:L~~_. p 2l f4 '0 Livingston' s
r cmarks summed up the fee1ings of the majority of Otago and Canterbury
cr own tenant wi.t nes s c s , bu I: in the' Nor th Island mos t crown tenants who
wanted the right of purchase. On the other hand nine
came forward clear
of the twe1ve foundation members of the Greenfield branch of the NZFU
were 1-·
t ena n t s .
Larid s and Surveys Departments Records, MS. A.P.W.L.
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relat~vely

in fact seemed

North Island tenants. The

content, especially in comparison
qu~stion

with many

of renewing small grazing run leases

agitated members far more than the freehold issue.

S

The native land issue was of even. less relevance and scarcely received
any mention.

Valuation was, however, a very different matter.

Most provincial

conferences demanded increased representation of local interests on the
Assessments Court.

The 1910 conference even went as far as suggesting that

capital value should replace wlimproved value as the basis for assessing
valuation and calculating land tax.

9

The amending legislation did not

satisfy delegates either and they continued tocqmplain about inaccurate
valuation right up to 1929.
The province's critical attitude towards organised labour was reflected
in the resolution sent up to the 1906 colonial conference requesting the
removal of Tregear from office.
J
introcuction

f
0:

It was also expressed in opposing the

. .i.s t s 10 an.d 'r.n con d
'
compulsory p r e rf e r eric e to un Lcn
emrn.ng

the co-operative system of public works.

11

A demand was also made for

the establishment of third party representation for farmers on the

bi
<,
1 "1.. e tIe
1 C' anterJury
l
'
'
1 stl'11
ArJltratlon
Court, 12 wl1
executlves
stand
aga1nst
tle
.. born farm labourers' union was supported to a man.

13

Yet the 1913 conference

8.

'TI1Le; Is su e was raised at the 1909 Conference APC, 1909 . .Q!!i, 9 Jun
1909 p 9. At least six members, four of them prominent members of the
provincial executive, held small grazing run leases in 1886. Stone's
DunedLn and Inve:r;car
Direc
1886, pp 371-376. The agitation
waEl succes
were renewed in 1910.

9.

APe, 1910. 0\i, llIvIay 1910 p 9.
31 May 1911 p 22.

10.

e.g. APC, 1903

11

e.g. ibid.

1906 . .~~.Farm.5:t, Jul 1906 p 569.

12.

e.g. ibid.

1903.

13.

ibid.

1908.

.Q!!i, 10

Jun

Southland made the same demand.

1903 p 27.

.Q}<!, 10 .Jun 1903

p 27.

ibid.
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voted against amalgamation with the Dunedin Emp l.oye r s ' Association, on t.he
,
,
14
advice of more moderate delegates.

Even though the response to breaking

the strike was not particularly enthusiastic some members were still prepared
to act as "specials" and the provincial'executive seemed well pleased with
their efforts.

15

The expression of patriotic attitudes at provincial conferences was
no less fervent than at national conferences.

After several rousing

speeches in support of the introductibn of compulsory military training,
delegates to the 1909 conference tried to outdo the national organisation
by urging that the gift of £2,000,000 to build a dreadnought should be
..

pai d in two years fla .

16

The chairman went on to remark that New Zealand

was like an orchard without a fence around it.

He predicted that it would

be raided by Europeans or Asians rather than schoolboys.

Delegates endorsed

his rather pompous r emarks in another round of ringing speeches whLch
never contained the slightest trace of humour.
of the age

li~it

Predictably the raising

for military training in the following year received an

equally ecstatic reception.

17

Right from establishment the province urged that facilities be made
available t6 train veterinarians in New Zealand,18 while the work of the
5epartment of Agriculture was usually praised.
was supported

19

and the demand

more rather than less

mad e

The coercive Stud Bill

that the Noxious \-Ieeds Act should be

~igorously enforced. 20 There was not, however, any

concerted attempt to set up

bnental plots or to encourage more

lLf •

ibid.

1913 .

.9Ji,

15.

ibid.

191L,.

g.y!:, 3

16.

ibid.

1909.

OW, 9 .lun 1909 p 9.

17 "

id,

1910.

OW, 1 J May 1910 p 9.

18.

ibid.

1903.

OW, 10 .Jun 1903 p 28.

19.

ibid.

P 27.

20 .

ibid.

1906 .1~~ lL;:::cme~, .roi 1906 p 569.

11 .Jun 1913 p 20.
.Ju n 191Lf p 18.
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scientific farming in any direct way.

Provincial presidents frequently

reiterated Wilson's advocacy
of a more scientific approach to farming, but
,
'
practical advances in this area did not occur until the 1920s.

It seemed

that Wilson's ideals ran well ahead of the reality of everyday farming
within Otago.
Compared with the neighbouring Southland branch the Otago branch was
relatively inactive prior to World War I.

It was unable to organise

popular Empire Day picnics 21 and failed to duplicate the subscribed
veterinary service initiated by Southland.

22

The Otago executive also

initially intended to set up a co-operative association, but its only
success in this area was in pooling b i.nd e r ,.. twine.. orders. 23 The only real
success apart from the insurance scheme was the election of the provincial
president, Robert Scott, as Opposition M.P. for Tuapeka in 1908.

Yet even

this apparent triumph was something of a mixed blessing because such a
direct connection with the Opposition party probably frightened away some
farmers.

Otago was , after all, the home of the great Liberal land reformer

John McKenzie.
By 1913 the insurance scheme was established on a firm footing.
Over £175,000 worth of property was insured against fire and the lfutual's
directors felt sufficiently confident to want to extend their operations
to include accident insurance.
of victory over the

n~potism

24

The directors also experienced a sense

of the Liberal administration \\1hen the Reform

Cove r nment stopped the Advances to Settlers Office from coercing farmers
21.

ibid.

1903.

_~i,

13 May 1903 p 17 .

22.

ibid.

1904.

g.\. !,

25 May 190Lf p 17.

23.

ibid.

1912.

g!i,

29 May 1912 p 19.

24.

ibid.

1913.

9W,

28 May 1913 p 21.
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into insuring with the State Insurance Company,

25

Regular complaints had

been made up to that time t.ha t loans would not be advanced to Nutual members
unless they transferred their policies to the State Insurance Company.
Such blatant interference helps explain,why the Liberals lost support in
the rural sector.

Whether or not the Nutual developed into an alternative

sou&ce of short term credit was never made clear, but the success of the
operation ensured that assets far outweighed liabilities.
The only other issue of national significance on which the Otago
executive expressed

Cl

definite opinion was opposition to the concept of a

separate farmers' party.

The North Canterbury proposal of establishing a

Farmers' Political Federation was roundly condemned as entering into
a-ff airs which should not concern the NZFU.

26

Otago seemed more persistently

hostile to the notion of greater political participation than any other
branch and did not share Southland's interest in the need for more direct
political activism.

Members were quite adamant that vot.ing was a matter

to be left entirely to the discretion of the individual.
The feeling of euphoria associated with the quashing of the watersiders' strike and the introduction of the freehold option permeated the

1914

provin~ial

conference.

The appointment of A.S. Orbell, a prominent

member of the Otago executive, to the newly established Board of Agriculture,
heightened the branch's sense of achievement even though Orbell represented
the A and Ps rather than the NZFU.

A new found confidence was carried

into the war years.

191!-f.

g.~,

10 .Iun 1914 p 20.

25.

ibid.

26.

Annual Report of the Otago Executive 1912. OW, 29 Nay 1912 p 18.

The init

response of the branch in providing supplies for the

troops was as enthusiastic as any other province.

Confidence was further

bolstered by the appointment of the provincial president, James Begg, to
1
G-ove rnment; ·c'
'
t ·ne
r oo c1 C
.omrm.t.t
ee • 27

Then GnCe the possibility of a rapid

victory had evaporated the provincial executive settled
pol.'fcy lines dictated by the Dominion executive.

supported and wa r

e

t

ime

t

dOVffi

to following

The commandeer was

axe s such as the embargo on hides were opposed,

28

Denials of profiteering were repeated) returned soldier settlement was

29
condemned. -

endorsed and the notion of price f

The only major

divergence with national policy was the call for bnprcrvement of shipping
as 1915 30 and support for Auckland1s demand

facilities from as
elect~ve

that an

executive be given a trial run. There were also more

trivial disagreements such as a request that Californian Thistle and
Ragwort should be

rerr~ved

from the Noxious Weeds schedule.

31

By the end of the war the provincial executive was beginning to
assume

Cl

more' asser tive attitude.

It: also seemed to anticipate actions

whicll were later undertaken at the national level.
~he

At the 1918 conference

new provincial president, Alex Fraser, launched a cutting attack on

both the National Coalition Government and the banks.

He felt the

27.

Begg was also president of the Otago SOF, so he represented wider
interests than those of the NZFU. His prominence in both organisations
was interesting for in most provinces SOF members remained outside
the NZFU and seldom assumed important executive positions.

28.

APC, 1915 and 1916.

29.

ibid.

1916 and

30.

ibid.

1915.

31 .

ib id .

19 16 .

OW, 9 Jun 1915 pp 20-21 and 7 Jun 1916 p 14.

1917.Q~r,

ibid.

and 6 Jun 1917 p 17.
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Govermnent had done nothing for farmers other than raise additional taxes
and that banks were mijking uqfair profits.

Co-operative banks based on

the German model were the only viable alternative.

32

Clearly some

provincial leaders,other than those of Taranaki
and Auckland,were thinking
,
along similar lines to PoLs cn ,
Fraser's provocative opening address was followed by an inflamed
attack on the commandeer arrangement.s delivered by John Clarke of Clinton.
Clarke claimed that New Zealand farmers would be securing twice as much
for woo 1._ on

J
t~e

open market 33 and went on to give furt.her vent to h is

disillusionment by demanding that an Elective Executive should be introduced.
His advocacy of an immediate return to the open market and of a major
constitutional innovation ran ahead of the feelings of most delegates in

1918, yet within the space of a year they had come around to sharing
Clarke's point of view.
The injection of some life in the usually dry and tedious debates
of the

provin~ia1

conferences was closely related to the emergence of a

younger group of men amongst the provincial leaders.

Some of the new

wave were the sons of men such as Robert Craig or John Christie who had
tried to establish a Farmers' Union as long ago as 1890.
r;glative newcomers.
execut~ve's

Together they infused an urgency

proceedings which had formerly been absent.

men were, after all,
of the po s t r-wa r world.

1\

Others were
the provincial
These younger

more directly threatened by the impending changes
They kn,ew that they woul.d have to fight hard if

they were to maintain their war-time advantages.

g.V!,

32 .

i bid.

33.

Clarke claimed that New Zealand farmers were,
Ib for their wool when its value in the open

1918 .

5 .I u n 1918 pp 14 -15 .

was 38.

s.6d. per
ibid.

41.S

Despite some divergence of opinion expressed by the 1918 conference
there was much reinforcement for the policies adopted by the organisation
at the national level.

Hearty endo r s emen t was given to the call for the
the~'leat

Government to investigate the operations, of

Trust.

The setting

up of a single control body for the export and distribution of meat in
EngIsand was also recommended.

Auckland radicals clearly we r e not the only

group who formulated this idea.

The call for the establishment of a

producer controlled shipping line, first suggested at the 1917 provincial
conference, was reiterated.

A similar warning to that issued by the

Dominion executive in regard to set
also issued.

soldiers on overpriced land was

Finally, provincial delegates asked that the conditions of

country school teachers should be improved.

3/+

There was clearly a

considerable degree of agreement \,Jith the Dominion executive, whether the
provincial conference was initiating actions at the national level or
approving decisions emanating from Wellington.
The 1919 provincial conference exhibited two major areas of
disagreement with national policy.

Considerable support was given to

Lynsar1s call to end the commandeer as soon as possible and the introduction
of an elect:!'ve executive was again suggested as a means of dramatically
improving New Zealand I s political system.

This latter remit exp r e s s ed

d i s i.Ll.u s ionmen t with both the Reform and Liberal parties and di.s t r u s t of
the Labour Party.

A further resolution was carried that parliamentary

candidates should be compelled to take the oath

of allegiance a month

before the elections to ensure that no Bolsheviks could enter the House.
Otherwise the policies of the Dominion Executive were given enthusiastic
endorsement.

Condemnation of the meat trusts was echoed and the shipping

line scheme was given unquestioning support.

Soldier settlement schemes

were praIsed as wo r t hwh il.e but delegates displayed foresight in recommending

420
that such men should be properly trained in the art of farming before
being allowed to take.up the

land.

Something of a gesture was even made

towards putting the national good of the organisation first when
was withdrawn which called for a more agequate price for oats.

Cl

remit

Delegates

realised that this matter did not affect many farmers outside Otago and
.
35
Southland.
Over the period 1920-1925 the Otago executive stood solidly behind
the Dominion executive in the implemeDtation of all its more controversial
policies.

Each of the control boards and the principle of compulsory

marketing were staunchly supported.

A producer controlled

shipp~ng

line

was probably given even more support by the Otago branch than by the
national organisation.

Criticism of the major trading banks was unrelenting

and there was unanimous support for the principle of co-operative banking. 36
The only note of discord in the area of banking reform occurred

~len

James

Begg warned that PoIson's proposed banking bill offered credit on dubious
.
37
f orms o.f securlty.

A hard line against organised labour was maintained,

especially in protesting the inclusion of rural industries under the
I C and A Act.
strike in

Voluntary labour was also organised during a butchers'

1~23.

The other major concern of the Otago branch over this

period was the fixing of wheat prices.

The provincial executive negotiated

with both the Canterbury executive and the Wheat Trade Commission in
calculating price levels.
i

1919.

~~~,

35.

ibid.

11 .Iun 1919 p 13.

36.

APC, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923 . .9~, 8 Jun 1920 p 8; 7 Jun 1921
pp 15-17; 6 Jun 1922 pp 13-14; 5 -Tun 1923 pp 17-18.

37.

_Q.~J.,

5 .Iun 1923 pIS. Begg's views on finance were more orthodox
than those of most members as he supported the ultra orthodox
New Zealand Legion during the 1930s, which was led by his brother.
See M.C. Pugh, "The New Zealand Legion and Conservative Protest
In The Great Depression," Unpublished l'1A Thesis, University of
Auckland, 1969"
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The provision of support to the marketing boards imposed heavier work
loads on the pr ov Lnc LaI execu t Lve than it had ever experienced before,
but some time was still found to institute a few organisational improvements.
J. C.

Brown, ex-e sec r e t ar y of the Lawrente branch, was employed to recruit

new members and he succeeded in establishing a few new branches.

Balclutha

and0Tapanui were granted sub-provincial status in 1923 and a separate North
Otago province wa s set up in 1922.

None of these innovations had much

impact on total membership but they assisted in helping the provincial
executive cope with its greatly increased workload.

More significant,

however, was the appointment of full-time secretaries for both the provincial
branch and the Mutual in 1924.

The act.ivity of the Mutual had increased

so markedly since it had undertaken accident insurance in 1919

38

that it

was decided to operate it. as a completely separate entity with its own
secretary.

This change was assisted by the purchase of a suite of offices

in Stuart Street, Dunedin, so that the branch and Mutual could have a
permanent adj~ining headquarters but separate rooms.

Access to local

political agencies was also made easier, while the branch could remain in
constant contact with the local bu s i.ne s s community.

The acquisition of

a permanent home represented a very useful advance.
From 1925 to 1929 the Otago executive cont.inued to support national
policy.

The emergence of an able leader in the person of Fred Waite,

Reform M.P. for Clu

and a progressive farmer,

39

ensured that the

Otago branch remained a staunch advocate of marketing reform.

Agricultural

banking received constant endorsement., while the branch remained resolutely
opposed to forging any type of alliance with the Country Party.

Experimental

farms were established with the aid of the Department of Agriculture and
2Ej~l.

38.

APC, 1919.

39.

Waite was one of the few South Island Reform M.P.s to support the
establishment of a North Island agricultural college in 1926. See
Brooking, Mass , p 41.

the establishment of a North Island agricultural co lLcg e was supported,
provided Lincoln was updated.

Ita

Many hours were taken up in negotiations

to ensure that the sliding scale for wheat and flour prices was maintained
despite the opposition of Auckland pou I t rymen ,
executive for an
pro~incial

improvemen~

The call from the Dominion

in labour relations was endorsed at the 1929

conference when it was suggested

t~lt

round table conferences

of employers and trade union representatives should be held on a more
.

regular baSiS.

Id

Finally, when the N2FU failed in its endeavour to

persuade the Government to establish a wool board Otago responded by
a well known local authority on wool classing, as

appointing 1': • .T.

of flocks and the selection of rams.

a full-time consultant in the cull

of direct and relevant assistance seemed to help in

Thin

bolstering the branch's membership.

The Otago branch seemed to be

engaging in act:i.vities of immediate and everyday relevance for the first
time.

Concrete examples of its usefulness were provided by the establish-

ment of an Otago branch of the NZFU sponsored Co-operative society,
Producers' Limited, in 1929 42 and through the pooling of binder-twine
and manure orders.
membership

~as

The other factor which stimulated an increase of

the introduction of social

act~vities

at the local branch

level.
During his recruitment compaigns from 1927 to 1929 the Dominion
organiser, W.R. Harr

organised card evenings, picnics and dances.

before Harris persuaded local

~ranches

to introduce some social

Even

act~vities

the provincial executive had arranged winter lectures on both technical
subjects and home science in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture

40.

APC, 192.5.

Id.

ibid.

42.

ibid.

1929.

SJ!!.,

9 .Jun 1925 p 70.

OH. 11 .Jun 1929 p 12.
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arid the University of Otago.

Some executive members sensed that the

popularity of the organisation would be increased if it was made more
attractive to rural women.

This was why they ran home economics courses

in conjunction with the Home Science sch.oo l in 1926.

They also hoped that

such courses would help to persuade country girls to stay on the farms
instead of d epa r t i.ng to the city to pursue such useless careers as the
lC ilone • 43
1 ay] or med Lc

They had anticipated the extension of the Women's

Division into the province by a yea r ;

The new movement proved reasonably

popular and by 1929 it had established five branches within Otago and
recruited 150 financial members.

It definitely helped in persuading more

farmers to join as an extra incentive was added to membership.

Certainly

the number of delegates who attended provincial conferences increased
once Women's Division gatherings were initiated to coincide with provincial
conferences.
From the end of the Har until 1929 the Mutual continued to flourish.
Business expanded dramatically once it decided to provide accident insurance.
By 1925 it was strong enough to be able to set up subsidiary branches in
Invercargill and Ashburton.

In the twenty years since its inception

premiums had been reduced from 13s per £100 to Ss per £100 despite the
eonsiderable inflation of the war years.
,
t:"
_.'
_
rLlL
insured in 192.)
dlllounted
to
1:7.)0,000.
C'

r

The total value of property
The Mutual Fire and Accident

Insurance Association was clearly the only real success of the Otago branch.
I t easily oVt.Tshaclowed any other of the branch I s achievements.
The growing everyday relevance of the provincial branch's activities
and its greater social emphasis seemed to assist in establishing it on a

43.

APC, 1926.

44.

ibid.

Qy{, 8 .Iun 1926 p 23.

1924 and 1925.

OW, 10 Jun 1924 p 13 and 9 Jun 1925 p 14.

A

"
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really firm footing for the f

st time.

By 1929 it seemed unlikely that

45

it would have to go on suff

acute financial embarrassment.

Yet

just when the branch seemed to be making meaningful progress it was
confronted by a new set of problems induced by the advent of depression,
Further advances had to wait until the Second World War.
Generally, the Otago provincial branch of the NZFU was not nearly

C

as effective an intermediary unit as the Kent branch of the NFU.
also

It was

no means the most active provincial unit within New Zealand.

46

Yet the NZFU should have fared well in Otago as conditions were relatively
favourable to the development of farmer
f

a rrne r s

unionism~

well established and could

we re

away from farm work to attend meetings.

The majority of Otago
therefore, afford time

As few of them were dairy farmers

they also should have been relatively free to undertake ab s erice s from their
farms.

They should also have developed properties worth defending.

Furthermore, c ommunic a tions we r e far superior than in other areas of New
Zealand such as North Auckland, even though they were not as highly
developed as in Kent.

There was no concerted opposition from individually

minded farmers but rather plain indifference. Apathy continued to dictate
proceed

~ntil

the late 19208.

hecause of t.be irrelevance

Probably the NZFU fared bad

in Otago

of ea r l.fe r NZFU policies to Otago farmers,

Up to 1921 North Island and Soutli Island farming had developed along very
different lines.

In terms of their agriculture they might as well have

45.

e.g. In 1926 the branch's endeavour to meet the new Dominion levy
of 10s instead of 7s. Gd. per member put it into debt.

46.

The 1926 Dominion Treasurer's report showed that Otago was the
fourth
t branch out of eleven in absolute terms and also
ranked fourth in terms of the proportion of local farmers wh Lc h
it represented. ADCM, 1926, pp 22~30,
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•
Lt7
been two Cl·
1 • f Eerent countrIes.

majority of New Zealarid

But after the recession of 1921 the great

s were forced to act more as a single entity.

Many came to agree that whate.ver their differences they all needed improved
marketing facilities and access to

chea~er

credit.

As was the case at

the national level,necessity, in the form of the profound economic, social
and political changes of the 1920s forced the Otago branch to improve its
organisational machinery and persuaded more local farmers to join.
The Local Branch Level. The Lawrence Branch 1902-1929.
Lawrence was reasonably typical of the smaller Otago branches which
managed to survive throughout the entire period under study.
somewhere be twe en the larger and more active market
as Maniot.oto or Balclutha,

L,8

t

It stood

own branches such

and smaller branches such as Haitahuna wh i.ch

d r.sappearec
i
d soon a'f tor e s t ab
11'
Lt.s 1nmen t . 49

It certainly was not nearly as

activist as the Staplehurst. branch in Kent., nor were the larger successful
branches

~1

anyway
comparable with Maidstone.
.

Lawrence also did not seem

;

to be nearly as active as other small
50
IZ "
suo.h asaJ.taJ.a.

47.

t

own branches within New Zealand

Overall its rather dismal performance helped explain

This Lrripr e s sLon c omea out of the 1905 Land Commission where the
attitudes of North Island and South Island farmers often seemed to
be worlds apart. Cleveland is correct in stressing that the problems
of bush farming caused North Island farmers to oppose the idea of
unearned increment much more vehemently than the tussock farmers
of the South Island. Cleveland, .0..£ E.5~t::., p 7 0.
The Maniototo branch based in Ranfurly and Balclutha managed to
recruit memberships of aroGnd a 100 each. _<.2.\:1., 3 .Iun 1903 p 19 and
17 Mar 1911 p 8. The Milton branch set up its own small co-operative
during the 1920s .:~~~, 20 00. t 1923.

49.

The Haitahuna branch of the NZFU had folded up by 1905 but the
Waitahunc} Farmers' Club continued to prosper and maintained a higher
level of membership than the Lawrence Farmers' Union. The appeal of
well established local institution outstripped that of the new
sectional organisation.

50.

The Kaitaia branch established a co~operative dairy factory, an
agricultural club and funded a doctor within the first five years
of its establishment. A to J, 1905, C-4, pp 715-717.
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The initial wave of patriotic fervour was picked up on by the branch
as it organised the collection of funds, horses and feed.
flame of patriotism failed to kindle sustained growth.

But even the

Only the potential

difficulties of the p o s t s-war situation resurrected the branch's fortunes.
Local farmers began to use the branch as a vehicle for criticising the
".1
1
.
1 meat trusts. 55
commanceer
ane1 coneemnlng
t1e

Enthusiastic support was

given to both the meat and dairy boards and members advocated that compulsory

.

control should be lntroduced.
support.

56

Agricultural banking also received warm

57

These issues clearly held much more interest for local farmers than
anything previously as the branch was able to run as many as ten meetings
a year by 1923,instead of

managing to hold the A.G.M.

The branch's

popularity was further increased by action over matters of bmnediate local
relevance.

The exclusion of Ragwort and Californian thistle from the

noxious \.feeds schedule proved extremely popular and the branch cashed in
on that popular

1
1
58
.
b y claiming primary responsibi 1.ity for
t1e
clange.

Some members took advant.age of the Department of Agriculture's offer to
t up experimental farms by making land available for such purposes.
Departmental officials were invited to address meetings on specialist

1 0 Se P 1 91 9 .

55 •

ib id .

56.

ibid.
26 Sep 1923. The support of the marketing boards was partly
explained by the ~onnection of some members with the co-operatively
run South Otago Freezing Company. A.C. Leary, president of the
branch in the early 1920sfwas a director of the company and several
members were s~lreholders. ibid.
26 Oct 1929.

57.

PoIson spoke to the branch on this subject in 1924 and his policies
were endorsed.
ibid.
17 May 1924.

58.

ibid.

24 Oct 1923.

')9
topics.-

Binder twine orders were also successfully pooled.

activities were

stepp~d

up.

60

Social

Card evenings, often held in association with

other voluntary organisations such as the RSA, proved particularly popular.

61

This new found popularity was turned to , further advantage
by initiating.
.
action over such locally contentious issues as extension of the rural
.
62
telgphone serVlce.

Securing the services of Mr E. Taylor to assist with

sheep culling and sire selection and the establishment of an NZFU sponsored
'1 .
I ' s surVlva
l.va I_ dur
i
.
Fertllser
Company 63 ensure d t h
e bra!lc1
urlng
the d epreSSlon.

Even though the enthusiasm of the 1920s dwindled somewhat after 1929
the branch was still healthy enough to hold monthly meetings in 1933.

64

The establishment of a branch of the Homen's Division in the same year
helped ensure further successes.
By 1929 the Lawrence branch had come to equal if not to surpass the
,Level of activism achieved by the Staplehurst branch of the NFU.

But

many improvements had to be made to the mechanism which linked the local
branch to the, intermediary unit and the province to national headquarters,
before the new found localist energies could be effectively channelled
into building a more united and cohesive farmers' pressure group.
these modiE

Until

tions in structure, attitude and process were carried out

the NZFU could not hope to approxbnate the organisational effectiveness
of the NFU.
59.

ibid.
ibid.

11 Aug 1923. Such an address was given on experimental farms}
23 Apr 1924,and me~bers visited the Moa Flat Seed Farm, 1 Dec 1923.

60.

ibid.

7 Feb 1923.

61.

e.g.

62.

ibid.

23 Apr 1924.

63.

ibid.

25 Sep 1925.

6 ft.

_2J~:~i.

~iJ:.Li.

26 .Iun 1929.

Leary was also chairman of this company.

12 Apr 1933. An innovation was introduced in this year which
more c Lo s e Ly approxima ted the NFU's advisory services on t axa tion and
finance than anything previously. An NZFU sponsored Farm Accountancy
Association of New Zealand offered professional advice to farmers on
how to cope with their financial difficulties.
ibid.

1 Apr 1933.

Generally the Otago Provincial Branch of the NZFU was not nearly as active
nor as effective as

t

he Kent Coun t y Branch of the NfU.

The provincial

executive met at less frequent intervals and engaged in a much narrower range
of activities.
within
obl

th~

It exerted much less influence on local government activity

area it represented, and

so~etimes

seemed to operate completely

lous of the existence of Dominion headquarters.

During the 19208 the

gap between the activism of the two executives was narrowed somewhat, and
participation at local branch level increased considerably.

But such

improvements by no means made up the deficiencies in the level of performance.
With the exception of the insurance scheme the ov erwhe LmLng impression left
to posterity was one of indifference, especially in contrast to the industry
and enthusiasm of the Kent branch.
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CHAPTER THELVE

COMPARISONS
The gap in performance and or g ani.aa t Lona L efficiency between the NFU
and the NZFU prior to 1930

b~comes

even more obvious when the origins,

structure, membership and functions of the two organisations are compared
directly ..

Such direct comparisons

NFU's greater effectiveness.

also suggest some of the reasons for the

But the .key to understanding the different

level of success achieved by the two unions is contained in the attitudes
held by each set of farmers.

Hore important still was the interaction of

those attitudes with the farmers' economic role and political situation in
each country.
The origins of the two unions were clearly similar.

Both were

established by politically conscious farmers to counter the influence of
other sectional organisations.

Their basic objectives we r e essentially the

same even though variations in specific policies soon evolved as a result
of the different circumstances in wh i.ch each group of farmers operated.
Both were responses to the same forces of change and both concentrated on
defending fapners' vested interests.

But a critical difference existed

in that the NZFU was the logical outcome of earlier organisational
developments, whereas the NFU was established in opposition to the entrenched
power of the landowners at the national level.

The NFU was, to a lesser

extent, also set up to counter the influence of agricultural labourers
who were already organised at the national level, even though their influence
was not nearly as great as that of the landowners.

This determination to

reduce the traditional dominance of thelandm.;rners and to prevent the
labourers from forcing up wages to uneconomic levels provided the NFUts
founders with an extra incentive to construct a really effective pressure
group.

New Zealand farmers lacked such an additional incentive as no

43::1

equivalent group to the Landowne r s existed by 1900, while rural labourers
had not evolved a un Lon of their own.

Links with earlier farmers'

organisations were not necessarily particularly direct but the NZFU founders
had no intention of offering a radical challenge
to the established social
,
and political order.

Even though the NFU's initially radical overtones

sooq.disappeared it nevertheless expressed dissatisfaction with existing
socio~economic

and political arrangements.

It grew against rathet'than out

of tradition.
The pyramidal structure of each union was practically identical.

A

national executive body directed the operations of the organisational
hierarchy, whi.Le an intermediary agency attempted to apply national policy
decisions at the local level.

Yet this administrative system seemed to

work more effectively in the English context.

There were three major

reasons for the discrepancy in the operation of an organisational construction
set-up on virtually identical lines.
First, the NFU centralised its operations to a much greater extent
and employed far more professional assistance.

The administration of its

affairs was far more continuous and streamlined as a result.

Its chief

executive body, the central executive, met far more regularly than the
Dpm Ln lon executive of the NZFU and specialist sub-cc ornm it t e e s met even more
frequently.

Much greater discipline was exercised over the NFU's affairs

as a result.

County a9d local branches had little option but to support

decisions reached on the basis of nat.ional consensus,. whereas the provincial
~

branches acted more or less as they liked in New Zealand.

On the other

hand county branches were by no means deprived of their autonomy.

The

NFU seemed able to maintain flexibility, whil.e slowly centralising and
professionalising its operations.
Second, the specialis t sub-committees whLch were based at NFU

head·~

quarters, provided each specialist. group of English farmers with a forum
where they could discuss their specific problems.

Once the sub-committees

reached a

sion they could present their case to their general organisation,

which usually viewed their problems with sympathy.

By introducing these

sub-ccommi t t e e s the NFU was able to carry out its disjunct1.ve (representation
of many separate interests) and integrat,;ive (r-ep r e s en t a t Lve of general
1.nterests) functions withoutser1.ous contradiction.

It succeeded as both

a geheral farmers' organisat1.on and as a defender of the interests of the
various f a rm.l ng sub-groups.

When Federated Farmers was set up in 194Lt it

adopted a similar system by creating a series of

sub~councils

responsible

to a head council to represent the specialist sectors within the w1.der ambit
of the organisation.

Had the NZFU adopted a s LmLl.ar system it probably

could have persuaded the SOl" to join forces and would have avoided the
emb arja s smen t of a separate Dairy Farmers' Union breaking away in 1920.

It

also probably could have avo1.ded much of the b1.tter 1.n-fight1.ng between
Canterbury cereal growers and Auckland dairy farmers over the quest1.on of
a wheat bounty.

Some sub-committees were set up in the 1920s, but they

met infrequently and did not carry out the same type of operation as those
of the NFU.
Third, the county operated as a more effective intermediary unit.
Localist energies were channelled by the county executives into building
~v1.tal

and united organisation.

There was little of the dissipating

parochial in-fighting which occurred between the provincial branches of
the NZFU.

The county beld a strong traditional appeal to farmers and

maintained their allegiance,

wh~reas

the NZFU's concession to a shift in

loyalties from the older provinces to regions, through the introduction
of sub-provinces, only exacerbated an already chronic factionalism.

As

there were forty county units within the NFU the chances of domination by
a single administrative unit were slight, especially as English farmers
were spread relatively evenly over those counties.

New Zealand farmers

were spread much less evenly and an imbalance which resulted from the fact

that a quarter of New Zealand's farmers lived in Auckland province, created
serious difficulties (or the NZFU.

The introduction of

sub~provinces

not help in overcoming the problem of the NZFU dividing into pro and
Auckland camps.

did

anti~

During the 1920s the NZFU came to function as two virtually

separate organisations and the problem was not really overcome until the
cre;:ttion of Federated Farmers.

Furthermore, the differing needs of North

and South Island farming were also not adequately represented by the NZFU.
The essential difference definitely existed at the intermediate leveL for
the degree of activism at the local branch level was not particularly great
in either of the NFU or NZFU local branches chosen for closer examination.
But even the slightest degree of activism was used much more eff ciently
by the county executives, which undertook far greater work loads than the
provincial executives.

Furthermore, the efforts of the county executives

we r e also reinforced by the actions of large market town branches, whLch
we r e far more numerous and industrious than their New Ze a La nd counterparts.
In total the greater reliance on the forty intermediate executives rather
than one national executive also made the NFU a more democratic organisation.
One minor structural difference which also aided the NFU was its
implementation of a graduated subscription scale.

In 1919 subscription

q,ssessment was shifted from a pe r acre basis to the more meaningful measure
of rental value.

This change attracted many more small farmers into the

ranks of the NFU and strengthened its financial resources.

More money

became available for further organisational improvements such as the
utilisation of greater professional assistance.

The NZFU in contrast

adhered to a fixed rate of subscription, frightened away small farmers
and continued to suffer acute financial embar'lassment throughout the entire
period under study.
All these various administrative advantages held by the NFU resulted
from a major overhaul of its organisational machinery begun in 1917.

The

NZFU made no equivalent at tempt to update Lt s procedures even wh en its
administration had beeQ proven to be outmoded and ineffective.

Some

imporvements were introduced during the 192013 at PoIson's inBt

tion, but

they came too late and we r e implemented on too small a scale to be of any
real benefit.
o

The various reasons for the NFU's more effective administration of

its affairs were also exaggerated by the different geography of the two
countries, the vastly supe r ior communications system within Britain, the
greater pool of administrative experience which existed amongst the NFU's
leadership, the lingering importance of localism \vi thin New Zealand and
the different structure of local government: w.i.t.hLn the two count.ries.

Such

obvious f ac tor s were important and made it imperative that the NFU's leaders
should develop a tightly disciplined organisation.
equal to that considerable chaLl.enge.

But they were not

Cleveland is right in sugg e s tLng

that the NZFU secured some successes in overcoming the considerable
communications d i.f f Lcu Lt i.es wh i.ch confronted it.

But such successes as

the establishment of cl new[;paper were only relative and were not as great:
as A.J. McCurdy hoped posterity would believe them to be.
for many more bnprovements, but they were not

1

in~lemented

l~ere

was room

prior to 1929.

A closer examination of the compoBition of the membership of each
union provides further illustration of just how much more successful the
NFU was in winning

wid~spread

support within the farming cmnmunity.

We

have already seen that the NFU's membership was proportionately greater
and that it was more vital.

1.

It was also more representative of the various

Cleveland, "An Early Pressure Group," pp 67..-69.
Cleveland's conclusions
seem to have been too heavily influenced by the McCurdy papers on which
he based this article. McCurdy's successes also probably appeared
greater when viewed from WelLington r at he r than from the provincial
r ea l.I ty of the organisation. HcCurdy deserves praise for his efforts
but he did not go far enoug h in centralising the NZFU's o p era t Lons
and his endeavours never r eceLv ad any meaningful follow up until the
Lat.e 1920s.

categori.es of farmers in terms of specialisation, tenurial group and size
of operation, especially at

t~e

national executive level.

Each type of English farming was represented at the national executive
of the NFU.

The essentially mixed nature of English farming was reflected

by the fact that 7Lf % of the 2Ld men whose short biographers wer e published
in tRe 1924 and 1925 X_~.'l.EjJ...?...?k~? "Who1s Who" compilation were mixed farmers.
The general trend away from arable to stock farming was also mirrored in
that 54% of the most prominent executive members were mixed farmers who
engaged in some stock raising activity, while a further 12% were specialist
stock farmers.
the sample.

In contrast specialist arable farmers made up only 9% of

The major deficiency was in specialist dairy farmers who

constituted only 4% of the sample, even though they were an increasingly
important group within the agricultural industry.

Still they were represented

at the top level of the organisation and furthermore 30% of the sample
engaged in some degree of dairying.

Specialist market gardeners were also

represented, aLthough not in proportion to

t

heir numerical importance.

Even when the number of mixed farmers who engaged in some degree of market
gardening and fruit or hop production is added together the figure only
rises to 15%.

Perhaps stock and arable farmers were slightly over-represented.

but their predominance was typical of English farming in general during
the 192.0s.
At the broader level there was little correlation b e twe en predominantly
arable or s t o ck raising counties and membership percentages.

A comparision

'¥:

between membership figures recorded in the 1918

Year~_?-<:?.J.s..

and the agricultural

returns for the same year sugg e s t s that the NFU fared slightly better in
stock raising and mixed farming counties.

But the difference between these

counties and specialist arable areas was not great.

One of the four

counties which represented over 80% of local farmers was predominantly

48G

arable (Herefordshire), one predominantly stock (Gloucestershire),2 and two
were mixed.
while

Surrey

re~ealed

A fairly even balance in its farming operations,

Leicest:ershire~Rutland tended

towards stock production.

At the other

end of the scale two of the four counties with the lowest membership
percentages were predominantly arable (Norfolk and Suffolk)

I

and was

pred8minantly stock raising, (Northumberland), and the other was mainly
concerned wi.t h mixed farming, although it tended towards stock production
(Staffordshire).

Other factors were, however, more important in explaining

membership levels, especially remoteness, and to a lesser extent depression.
The five counties whi ch were slowest to a ff f l La t e-vw i t.h the NFU

-e-

Cornwall,

Cumberland, Durham, Northumberland and Westmorland - were all situated at
the farthest corners of England.

Norfolk and Suffolk also had not recovered

from the difficulties of the late nineteenth century as successfuly as
TIlOSt English counties.

In other words no great importance can be attached

to the fact that stock raising counties held a slight advantage in membership
figures.

Af t e'r all more counties were concerned with stock raising than

arable farming by 1918.

Thirteen of the forty-two counties tabulated in

the agricultural returns for 1918 were predominantly concerned with stock
raising, while another thirteen mixed counties tended towards animal
production.

In other words the NFU's membership at tbe broadest level was

representative of the changing emphasis in English farming.
Within the local 'Kentish context membership also seemed to be
representative of the essentially diverse nature of Kentish farming.

Large

hop growers joined along with successful sheep breeders, while arable
farmers, smaller hop growers and sheep men, dairy farmers and fruit farmers,

2.

By predominantly arable I mean counties whose arable acreage was more
than double that of permanent pasture. This measure was reversed to
ascertain which counties specialised in stock raising.

were also members.

Three of the four prominent Kent executive members who

were recorded in the ",\tJho I. s \tJJlO'f listing wer e engaged in mixed arable

stock

and fruit growing operations, while the fourth was a pedigree Romney breeder.
All seven of the members of the Ha Ld st one and Staplehurst br a nohe s orr whom
such information was available 3 engaged in various types of mixed farming,
vitka significant hop and fruit component which was so typical of the
Healden area.

Six of the eight men whose o b i.t ua'r Le s in the

JC:?~.!:n~.~._C?L_~l:~

were engaged in mixed farming with a significant hop and fruit growing
sector.

The remaining two were a sheep specialist and a dairy farmer.

In

other words the typical patterns of Kentish farming were reflected in the
County branch I s membership.

The su c c e s s of farming op e r a t Lon s rather than

the particular specialisation of farmers seemed to exert a much greater
influence on 1:"hether or not Kerrt i.s h farmers joined their local branch of
the NFU.
The greater represent:ativeness of the NFU in terms of specialisation
becomes more apparent when compared with the composition of the national
executive level of the NZFU.
were

repres~nted

Although most types of New Zealand farmers

amongst the 283 men who held p05itions on the national

executive between 1902 and 1929, there was a significantly disproportionate
number of sheep fanners who engaged in an essentially mixed farming operation.
Nea r Ly two-thirds of the national executive members owned sheep Hhen only
about a third of all New ZeaLand farmers were recorded as possessing
•

,tJ

AI

1"

sheep 1n the Annual Sheep Returns.

Furthermore, about 57% of the national

executive members owned over 1,000 sheep suggesting that sheep raising
constituted the major part of their farming operation.
widely from the 11% of spec
census income returns.

3.

On

This figure diverges

st sheep farmers recorded in the 1926
he other hand there were few specialist wool

Taken from the seven surviving membership slips of members who joined
before 1930 held at the Maidstone branch headquarters.

producers as the average flock Slze for the
•

the entire perlod

Lf

13% of the NZFU executive owned over 5,000

sheep, "Then 95% of the SOF executive r
similar pattern was reproduced in the
~ther

national executive over

was 2,41Z against 16,000 for the seventeen man foundation

SOF executive in 1910.

In

NZ~TI

flocks of over 5,000 sheep.

~ase

A

of the Otago provincial executive.

S

words there seemed to be much justification for the criticism made

by both the SOF and the DFU that the NZFl) was predominantly a "rnea t man
organisation.

t Sll

The fact that separate organisations were established to

defend the special interests of wool growers and dairy farmers provides
strong proof in itself that the NZFU did not adequately represent their
interests.

These figures on the predominance of smaller sheep farmers or

in other words fat-lamb farmers, helps explain some of the reason for this
dissatisfaction.

The NZFU's national executive was clearly not as

representative of the various sub-groups within the farming industry as the
NFU was.
At the broader level no one group was quite as obviously dominant as
were the meat men within the national executive.

The predominant farming

specialisation of each province tended to be reflected iu the composition
of the provtncial executive.

Thus dairy farmers tended to be most numerous

in the Auckland and 'l'ar anak.L executives, f a t e Lamb farmers in the Wellington
and Hanawat;u executives, s t o r e-eshe ep farmers in the Pov e r t y Bay and Hawke s
Bay

execut~ves,

mixed

~airy,

in Marlborough and mixed

sheep and fruit farmers in Nelson, pastoralists

arab1~

and sheep farmers in Canterbury and Otago.

4.

These figures have been calculated from the "Annual Sheep Returns" for
the year in which men joined the national executive. The most significant
variation from the national average occurred amongst the group who
owned be twe.en 1,001 and 5,000 sheep. About LfLI% of t.he NZFU executive
members who owned sheep fell into this category when the national
average for 1920 was only 24%.
Owners of over 5,000 sheep were also
much more fully represented than their numerical importance at the
national level warranted.
In 1920 only 3% of New Zealand sheep~owners
were included in this category hut 13% of the 184 sheep-owners within
the NZFU executive ran flocks of over 5,000 sheep.

5.

Around 69%, or 98 of the 142 men who served on the Otago provincial
executive between 1902 and 1929,owned some sheep. Approximately 7% of
these men owu ed flocks of over 5 ,000 s h eep ,while 43% ran flocks
1,001-5,000 category.

The average flock size was 1,962.

in~bhe

The essentially mixed dairying> sheep and r o o t e-cr o p combination of Sou t.hl.and
farming was evident in its executives which generally lacked big pastoralists
or even substantial sheep farmers.

Membership percentages did not differ

greatly from province to province and as was the case in England showed
little correlation with farming specialisations.

The four provinces whicll

represented the highest proportion of local farmers all engaged in different
specialisations.

Southland (22%) was noted for mixed root-crop stock

operations with a bias towards dairying.
a dairying area.

Taranaki (21%) was essentially

Hawkes Bay (20%) farmers concentrated on sheep farming,

while most Otago (19%) farmers engaged in variations of mixed arable and
sheep raising operations.

At the bottom end of the scale there was a similar

lack of a definite pattern.

Farmers in Poverty Bay (11%), Auckland (10%),

the West Coast of the South Island (8%) and Nelson (5%), concentrated on
different types of farming.

The failure of the Nelson branch suggested

that market gardeners were even more reluctant to join a general farmers'
organisation than in England.
The dominance of meat men at the national level then seems to have
resulted from the fact that mixed farmers who also raised sheep were the
most common type of

a r mer

in fifteen out of the t.wcn t y provincial units.

Dairy farmers could not be so well represented at the national level because
'.

they were largely concentrated within two provinces.

Furthermore, as the

1926 income figures revealed, about half of New Zealand's farmers were
included under the category of mixed, whereas only about a quarter were
specialist dairy farmers.

Dairy farmers had little chance of dominating

the national level of leadership in the manner implied by Cleveland.

Such

a possibility Has made even less likely by the fact that it was harder for
dairy farmers to take time off farm work to engage in NZFU activity.

In

fact this difficulty combined Hith tbe numberical inferiority of dairy
farmers to ensure that they Here not dominant at the highest levels of the

organisation.

It was not surprising that such a substantial minority, whose

representation was arbdtrarily reduced by their concentration in a limited
geographical area, should become dissatisfied with the representation of
their specialist interests by a general farmers' organisation.
membership of around 5,000

6

With a

the DFU represented nearly a third of all

da Lrsy farmers when the NZFU held the allegiance of only i'J% of all New
Zealand farmers.
A b r eakd own of the NZFU wI t.ne s s es who gave evidence to the 1905 Land
Commission ac co rd ing to farming specialisation, also suggests t.ha t the
composition of the NZFU's membership did not differ greatly from the general
composition of farmers for the country as a whole, although mixed sheep
farmers were slightly over-represented.

Forty-seven of the eighty-two

official witnesses, or about 57%, engaged in mixed sheep and arable operations.
Seventeen, or 21%, were mixed farmers with 11 greater emphasis on dairying.
Only ten, or 12%, were primarily engaged in sheep grazing.

Not one of the

witnesses was-a market gardener and there was only one specialist arable
farmers and one specialist beef producer.

The pattern amongst the twenty-

three unofficial witnesses was not greatly different, although mixed sheep
less predominant (39%) and truly mixed farmers more important

farmers

wer~

(-21%).

Specialist sheep fanners were slightly more prominent (17%) and

specialist dairy fanners abollt the same (21%).

Once again the predominance

of the mixed sheep farmers at the executive level becomes apparent as most
of the official witnesses belonged to the executives of their local branches.
Clearly at the national executive level the NZFU was not as representative of New Zealand farmers as the NFU was representative of English
farmers.

At the lower levels of membership the predominance of one pa r t i.cu Lar

group was not ~1O apparent, but this meant little as the "meat men" held

6.~~~~nc~,
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a monopoly on the positions of power, at the level where national policy was
formulated.
failed

t.o

It was not

sat

surpr~sing,

therefore, that the NZFU's policies

either dairy f arrn i.ng or wool growing minorities,

especially once the freehold option demanded
hy many dairy farmers was
.,
realised.

It seems

unlikely that around a half of the NZFU's meniliers

were,:, dairy farmers as PoLs on once claimed. 7
resulted

Even if this wa s the case it

from the fact that a large mmilier of farmers lived within

the Auckland province and the major

of them were dairy farmers.

More

important dominance at the rank and file level meant very little.
The NFU cer
tenurial grouping.

represented a greater proportion of the minority
Nearly 33% of the men recorded in the "Who's Who" were

straight-out cwnervoc cupi.e r s , while a fur the r 17% both owned and rented
land.

did not differ greatly from the national average for

These f

the 1920s of 6/1% tenants and 36% owne r-soc cup i.er s , even if part owne're-oc cup Ler s
are added to the tenants.

In other wo r ds the NFU was not the "tenants'

only'! organisqtion as critics such as Lord Bledisloe accused it of being.

S

Little information on tenure is contained in the fifty-one membership slips
which have survived for the Haidstone branch.
for the

Hard~?n

But what evidence survives

and St ap Lehur s t branches suggests that: both tenan t s and

owner-occupiers joined the NFU even though tenants were far more numerous
in that part of Kent:
Only about: a

of the official NZFU witnesses could be included

under the category of permanent crown tenants.

F~rthermore,

about: 17%

"7.

\vhen the total memb er shLp of the Auckland and Taranaki branch e s for
t he r it come s to 3,192 out of a total membersh
192.6 is added
of 8,83!f,

8.

The

}~LI~~E;'

11 .Iun or 29 Jun 1920.

were still

tenants in 1905 when the NZFU was claiming to champion

their p ar t LcuLa r Ln t e re s ts , 9

Most witnesses had to concede that f ew c r own

tenants we r e members of their branch.

The evidence on this ma t t e r referred

to in Chapter Eleven made it clear that crown tenants remained outside the
Otago branch of the NZFU,

There were exceptions as nine of the t.we Lv e

f ouud a t Lons members of the Greenfield branch were 1."i.,.p tenants,lO

even this branch folded up within the space of two years.

But

More crown tenants

joined up with the NZFU in the North Island l as many more Northern tenants
seemed to desire the freehold.

YE,t even in the North Island l

the NZFU

was essentially a "freeholders I only!' organisation whose policies held
out little appeal to tenants satisfied with the leasehold.

Overall it

was much more of a "freeholders \ only" organisation than the NFU wa s a
"tenants t only" organisation.

The tenurial bias wi t h i n the NZFU's membership

helps explain why it made far less effort than the NFU to cater for the
special needs of the minority tenurial group.
Both f~rmers' unions were relatively unsuccessful in attracting
smaller farmers into membership, although the NZFU made even slo\\ler progress
in persuading such farmers to join.

Men engaged in a relatively large

scale of farming operation tended to dominate the national executives of

bo t h unions, while smaller fanners were inclined to refrain from membership
at the local level.

9.

This figure was greater than for New Zealand as a whole for only
about 12% of holdings were, held under the l~i-p tenure.
See Table
1:4 and 1:5.

10.

Taken from Lands and Survey Department l Records of the Dunedin Office,
"Applications for the Purchase of Crown Lands," HS A.P.W.L. 4075-4 Lf7l,
Hay 1903·-Aug 1905. Hoc k e n Library Archives.

Nearl¥ 58% of the men included in the NFU "i1ho' s Who" biographies
operated farms of over, 300 a<:;;res in extent, while 39% ran properties of over
500 acres.

These men were big farmers by English standards, even according

to Mingay's adjusted figures referred t9 in Chapter Two.

At the other

end of the scale only 4% of the sample worked holdings of under 100 acres.
There seemed to be much justification for Lord Selborne's claim made at
the 1918 A.G.M. that NFU members were men of "greater capital, of greater
education, of greater experience and gf greater strength

I1

than the 80%

of English farmers who ran holdings of under 200 acres, and were
.

capitalised, inadequately educated and struggled to surVlve.

11

under~

The

predominance of substantial farmers at the national executive level also
helped explain why latent small farmer frustrations erupted in the form
of a b r eak-eaway '.]elsh Farmers' Union set up in 1955.

12

Furthermore, even

during the period of very high membership immediately after World War 11,
a study carried out by J.B. Butler in the Lancashire area revealed that
only 38% of local full-time small farmers belonged to the NFU.

I3

On the other hand the NFU's dramatic expansion of membership
immediately after the First World War clearly indicated that it had
succeeded ill attracting some smaller farmers into its ranks even if the
national executive level was dominated by men who directed a much more
substantial size of operation.

Certainly the forty-seven acreages recorded

by the Maidstone branch between 1918 and 1919 and the subscription lists
of the Marden branch, for 1921 ,and 1926 suggest that smaller farmers did
join in Kent.
.I~~~~ooJ~,

11.

NFU

12.

Self and Storing, _QE

13.

ibid.

P 40.

1918, p 95.
~i~,

p 57.
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Although substantial farmers such as Percy Manwaring

14

or Owen English

dominated the executive level of the Maidstone branch, twenty-eight of the
forty-seven men who joined up between 1918 and 1919 ran farms of under 100
acres.

16

Similarly, thirty of the fortv-two subscribing members of the

Marden branch in 1921 conducted their operations on properties of under

£10e annual rental value.

17

In other words they bel~nged to the bottom

three rungs of the subscription scale which consisted of thirteen gradations
rising to a maximum of £10 for valuations of over £1,000 per annum.

It

was likely that these thirty men ran properties of under 100 acres.

Small

ho Ld i.ng s in this par t of Kent c ou ld , however, prove highly profitable

because of the success of the hop and fruit growing in the area.

Many of

these smaller men were probably better off than their much more substantial
c.ounterparts in other counties.

Nevertheless, men engaged in a relatively

humble scale of operations joined the NFU in the Wealden area of Kent.

Five

of the six surviving membership slips for the Staplehurst branch for the
period prior to 1930 show that these men, all of whom were active at the
local branch executive level, managed farms of over 300 acres.

This might

have explained why the Staplehurst branch failed to persuade some local
small

farme~s

.

membershI p .

to join when other branches in Kent claimed almost 100%

18

Manwaring operat.ed a farm of 395 acres, 291 acres of which he owned.
He engaged in hops, fruit and sheep farming and was an Alderman and
and Just.ice of the Peace. NFU .x~a!:!~..?- . lS., 1924, p 109.

15.

English ran a 487 acre mixed hop, fruit, sheep, arable, cattle and
pig farm in 1918. Membership slip held at Maidstone headquarters.

16.

Minut.e Book of the Maidstone Branch of the NFU, 25 Jan 1918-11 Sep 1919.

17.

Subscription List for t.he Marden Branch of the NFU for 1921.
at Maidstone headquarters.

18.

e.g. Paddock Wood. The Journal of the Kent Farmers' Union, Vol XIV
No 6 (De c 1923), p T90~---'------'----'--------------------'--"-'--

Held

1

Unfortunately, it is much more difficult to ascertain the size of
farms run by national executive members of the NZFU.

Yet, it is quite

clear that a substantial proportion were well established farmers rather
than struggling pioneers.

After all such men we r e better able to take time
4

off farm work than those attempting to carve a farm out of heavy bush
c ounzr y ,

'I'hi rt.y-e s ev e n of the 131 men who served on the executive before

1915, or 28%, were recorded as owning land in the 1882 freeholders' list.
Furthermore,

twenty~eight

of the

thirty~seven,

or

three~quarters,

owned

farms of over 320 acres.

This placed them in the top quarter in terms of

size of holdings as only

23% of total holdings were over 320 acres in 1882.

On the other hand few really big landowners belonged to the NZFU.

At the

most nine big landowning pastoralists, that is those owning over 5,000
acres and running over 10,000 sheep, sat on the national executive over
the entire period 1902-1929.

In other words they made up under 3% of the

total number of executive personnel.

The overall impression of the NZFU's

total level of membership in terms of size then is that substantial and
well established farmers tended to dominate rather than big pastoralists
or struggling pioneers.

The NZFU was only a small farmers' organisation

in the relative sense that its ranks were made up of men who had challenged
the economic and political ascendency of the big pastoralists prior to 1890.
They were intensive rather than extensive farmers operating a relatively
modest size of

holding~

But they were generally not pioneers starting from

who attempted to scrape,a living from fifty acres of rough bush
country.
This predominance of well established farmers running units in the
medium sized category, seemed to be duplicated amongst both the Otago
provincial executive and the Land Commission witnesses.
Twenty-eight of the eighty-eight men who served on the Otago provincial
executive up to 1915, or 31%, owned land in 1882.

Slightly over half of

these men owned more than 320 acres I whIle no-eorie owned less than 100 acres.
Nearly 70% of the off

ial NZFU witnesses to the 1905 Land Commission ran

holdings of over 320 acres in extent when only 20% of total holdings
exceeded that figure.

The average size , of their holdings of 910 acres was

also considerably in excess of the national average of 365 acres.
moq:~,

twentY~c>ix,

or 31%, owned farms of over 1,000 acres,

two farmed properties of more than 2,000 acres in extent.
more significant was the fact that nearly a third of the
witnesses had farmed for over

twenty~five

than ten years farming experience.
experience

14} th

leases.

run~.

al~:holJgh

only

Perhaps even
eighty~three

years, while only 18% had less

At least twelve, or 14%, also had

older tenures such as deferred

or small grazing

Further~

~~ment,

perpetual lease,

Only three, however, had experience of pastoral

The pattern for the twenty-three unofficial witnesses was not

greatly different.

Nineteen, or 83%, ran farms of over 320 acres, four,

or 17%, farmed holdings of over 1,000 acres, while no-one ran a farm of
over 5,000 acres.

Only one witness farmed a property of under 100 acres.

Just over half (52%) of these men had farmed for more than twenty-five
years, while only 17% had less than ten years farming experience.

Three,

or 13%, had experience of deferred payment, while only one held a pastoral

Substantial and well established farmers were possibly not quite so
important at the local level, although men who were still creating farms
and operated small units seemed reluctant to join.
'f

The membership of the

Lawr e nc e branch appeared to represent a fairly typical cross ae c t Lon cif
Tuapeka farmers.

Five of the forty-five men who joined the branch before

1915, or 11%, owned land in 1882.
on the executive.

Significantly, all five were prominent

Three owned f a rms of over 320 acres.

Four executive

members gave ev i.denc e to the 1905 Land Commission, bu t Alex Pra s e r was
the only one who owned land in 1882.
in his

He had carried out a modest increase

holding from 119 acres to 200 acres.

The other three more recently

established farmers ..,. James Robertson, Robert Cowie and John 15ul£in ..,. all
owned considerably lar;ger properties (of 970, 560 and 800 acres respectively),
while Cowie and Bulfin also leased land for runs.
possibly inherited farms which were

est~blished

19

by their fathers, although

these surnames were not recorded in the 1882 list.
from

These younger men

Even if they had started

tch they had certainly fared better than Fraser in tbe ensuing

twenty years and were probably typical of the men who joined the NZFU in
that they were successful farmers who ,had developed an enterprise involving
a considerable amount of capital and which was worth defending.
were also mixed sheep and arable farmers like
contemporaries in the Lawrence dis t rLc t

,

th~

All four

great majority of their

'I'hi.r t yj-n.Ln e of the fifty-two

members of the Lawrence branch, or 75%, whos e names Here recorded in the
l~il~k~T:i!D~~,

also owned some sheep.

But only one owned over 5,000 sheep

and fifteen (29%) more than 1,000 sheep.

One other interesting feature of

the Lawrence branch was the fact that seven of the foundation members, or
a third of those whose names have been recorded as joining in 1902, wer e
able to freehold land under the deferred payment system sometime betHeen
1882 and 1902.

the same.

20

Three other members who joined by 191Lf had already done

Although some of these holdings wer e relatively small the free-

holding of them represented the conversion of public assets to private
advantage on a miniature scale.
The suggestion that these men had prospered through the acquistion
of real estate is reinforced

b~

an examination of the records in the Land

Deeds office in Dunedin regarding the foundation members of both the Lawrence
20.

Lands and Survey Department, Records of the Dunedin Office, "Register
of Applications to Complete Purchase of Land Sold on Deferred
Payments," nos 526H-1328H., 1885-1915, JvlS Hocken Library Archives.

and Waitahuna b r anc he s ,

Five of the twenty,.,·one foundation members of the

Lawrence branch had freeholded their land between 1882 and 1902 by means
other than deferred payment, wh ll e two additional members purchased land
within the next ten years.

None of thes,e holdings was excessively large 21

but it was quite clear that these men were engaging in a modest form of
land: gambling.

Two bought and sold land during the twenty year period and

one of these men along wit h another owned small town property.

The

tendency of New Zealand f a rme r s to Lnve s t in urban real estate to gain
additional security is clearly not a particularly new practice.

Foundation

members of the Waitahuna branch were even more active in playing the land
market.

Nine of the twelve original names r ec or d ed by the

Tual?_~ka .1'.:~t:.~.~s.

appear on the Land Deed's records as freeholding land between 182 and
1902.

Five of these men bought and sold land, three of them to members of

their own families.

Four of them owned some small town land, three

purchasing sections in Havelock and one buying a property in Lawrence.
Once again this activity occurred on a modest scale 22 and was closely
related to the handing on of farms to children or in-laws.

But these men

clearly benefitted from turning the land market to their individual
advantage and did not want unneceusary r e s t r t c t Lo ns to be p La c ed on au ch
activities.
In o t.h e r areas similar types of farmers joined the NZFU 1 but srna l.I,
farmeru in more

remote~diutricts

the period under study.

seemed reluctant to join right throughout

A recr,uiting tour of North Auckland carried out

by the Dominion secretary as late as 1929, at a time when the organisation

21.

The largest area of land bought under freehold was 866 acres by Hugh
Cameron.

22.

Only six of the fourteen memberu of both branches who bought land
on straight out free-hold purchased holdings of over 100 acres.
Only three purchased holdings of over 300 acres. None of the urban
properties was over one acre in extent.

was experiencing a notable increase in membership, turned out to be an
exercise in despair.

,The

sec~retary

complained bitterly that all he

·
.
1 h oatl. Llty.
. 2 3 Tl11S
. experlence
.
was apat h y, 19norance
an d even occaSlona
was

quite different from that of the American Farmers' Union, where small and
poorer farmers constituted the bulk of the membership and were the driving
for<;re within the movement.

Clearly the much greater importance of the

family unit of labour within New Zealand relative to England does not explain
this difference.

Attitudes were

prob~bly

as important as so cia-economic

factors.
Generally, both the NFU and the NZ1"U s eemed unable to win the sup por t
of many small farmers, although the NZFU's
greater.

shor~coming
I

in this area was even

Its leaders also made far less effort in tackling this problem

until the late 1920s and did not bother with such devices as special
poultry farming and small holders committees to win the interest of small
farmers.

1~e

NFU's leaders all along seemed far more aware of this problem

and did not a<;cept low membership levels as willingly as the NZFU.

They

realised all along that they must attract as many farmers as possible into
their ranks if they were to be successful.
The other feature of membership on which some evidence is available
i..8 the degree of local government experience held by executive members.
Once again the NFU leadership seemed to have the edge on their NZFU
counterparts, although. some NZFU leaders hael experience in running local
body agencies and voluntary organisations.
,

About half of the men included

in the NFU's "Who's Who" liBting were members of the county agricultural
committees both during and after World .Har One, whiLe 29% had been County
Councillors at sometime.

Around 28% were Justices of the Peace, 24% had

sat on Rural District Councils and lL,% were members of either Boards of

23.

171", 10 Nov 1929 pp 5-6. PolBon made a similar complaint in the
P-;:"-esident's column in the NZFA when he claimed that it was hard
to raise quorums to elect provincial delegates in well populated
f arming a r ea s , i'!.~!i'A, 7 Jun 1924 p 3.

Guardians or Parish Councils,

Some 4% were Governors of either research

stations or agricultural colleges.

A further 2% belonged to breeders'

societies and 3% were members of the RASE.

Finally 11% were caught up with

entrepreneurial activities such as clirec"ting co"...operatives or agricultural
companies. Several of the Kent executive members were also Freemasons.

2Lf

In combination their backgrounds represented an impressive p oo.L of adm.Ln i strative experience.

Furthermore, the administrative resources of the NFU's

leaders was continually expanded by active participation on County Councils
and related local government agencies.
Although no equivalent set of records e.xists for the NZFU the
biographies of national executive members contained in the

fy£:!-~_~d-.:!::~,

suggests that these men also had some considerable experience in local
government activities.
referred to in the
farming careers.

At least twen t y-sf ou r of the fifty-five men, or Lf6%,

.~Elo~!2:..§:.,

had been members of Road Boards during their

A further fourteen, or 25.5%, had sat on County Councils,

while twenty-two, or LfO%, had been active on school committees.

Eight,

or 14.5%, were Justices of the Peace, and six had been elected to Harbour
Boards.

Furthermore, thirteen, or 24%, had helped direct the operations

of co-operat,ives or agricultural companies, while twenty-two, or 40%, were
aiso members of their local A and P Societies and eleven, or 20%, were in

24.

There was a definite connection between the Agricola Lodge of Freemasons and the Kent branch of the NFU. The obituaries of three
members of the Maidstone branch - Philip Champion, Fred Selby
Barming and Guy Skinner -~ecorded that these men were all active
in the Maidstone lodge. Journal of the Kent Farmers' Union~ Vol XII
No 2 (Aug 1922) ~ p 4 LI ; Vo:CXV N~5-Tt:f~y 192/+T;-P-162; and Vol XXIV
No 4 (Oct 1928), P 44.

r'
4. V

active in other voluntary associations such as the Freemasons, Druids or
Oddfellows.

25.

r.,
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These figures were somewhat different from those of the

These biographies also reinforce the various impressions regarding the
type of farmers who were most numerous at the national executive level.
The fact that nearly a fifth of all-those who served on the national
executive between 1902 and 1929, and nearly a third of those who
participated in the work of the Colonial and Dominion executives prior
to 191.5, have their names mentioned in the Cyclopedia suggests that a
imilar type of farmer to those in the A and~·-Ps joi;ed the NZFU.
Generally they were well established with at least twenty~one or,38%,
of the total fifty-five having farmed for over twenty-five years and
seventeen, or 31%, inheriting developed properties.
Seventeen of the
thirty-three farms referred to were over 1,000 acres in extent and
twenty-seven, or 82%, were over 320 acres. There were none under 100
acres. The ages of these men at the date their names appeared on national
executive lists also suggest that they were well established and wellto-do farmers.
Half of the forty-six whose age was recorded were over
fifty, thirty-five,or 76%, over forty and only two, or 4%, under thirty.
Furthermore, twenty-one, or 46% 1 were born in' New Zealand suggesting that
these men came from the second generation of immigrants.
Fifteen of
the twenty biographies which mentioned farming specialisation described
the operations of their subjects farms in terms of mixed-sheep farming.
The broader national pattern was also
ed in that only two of
these men were dairy farmers and only two were sheep specialists. The
remaining farmer concentrated on beef production. Ten of the total
group were pedigree breeders, while three of the ten whose sheep numbers
were mentioned ran flocks of over 10,000 and four ran flocks of over
5,000. Twenty-nine of the thirty-seven whose tenures were referred to,
or 78%, w~re freeholders. Thirteen of the total group had once managed
sheep stations. While substantial and well established farmers predominated a f ew more humble men were also r ep r es ent ad along with some
big pastoralists. Four of the total group had some labouring experience,
three as contractors and one as a shepherd. A further two had once
been small store-keepers and one was a blacksmith who operated his
farm on'a part-time basis. At the other end of the scale were nine of
the big pastoralists referred to earlier in the chapter ~ A.H. Russell
of Hawkes Bay, W.J. Birch and G.L. Marshall of Marton, James Wilson of
Bulls, H.D. Vasavour of Marlborough, J. Studholme and J.C.N. Grigg
of the "Coldstream" and "Longbeach" estates in Canterbury, A.S. Orbell
of Waikouaiti and James B~gg of Clinton. But the list did not read
like the national 'executive of the SOF which wa s a virtual "Who's Who"
of the"gentry" enclave. The other interesting feature of the total group
of fifty-five was that fiv~ were not farmers.
Three of these men were
lawyers and two were merchants. All of them held the position of treasurer
and belonged to the tommercial elite who were so prominent in the A and Ps.
In summary the _Gy.cJ.nI;u;;.dia. biographies reinforce the general impression
that the NZFU's national leadership was dominated by substantial well
established freeholding mixed farmers who could afford the time to engage
in public life. They see~ed to share similar aspirations and values to
the members of the urban middle-class whose biographies were also
recorded in the .~_C:.):_<.2.I~~~~1}1I. WhIle this sample c l.ea r l.y over-emphasised
the importance of farmers engaged in a large scale of farming operations
it makes
quite clear the importance of well established men within
the leadership of the NZFU in addition to men well on the make.

official NZFO vitnesses to the 1905 Land Commission as only 8% had been
members of county councils, while a mere 2.% were members of Road Boards.
But the pattern of the national executive seemed rather similar to that
recorded for the twenty-two meniliers of the Taieri branch of the NZFU whose
biographies were recorded in the

~:'iclopf:'diE'

Seven of this group, or

32%, had some experience of local government activities.

Tvo~had

been

members of Road Boards, and five had served on the Taieri County Council.
Furthermore, two sat on Licensing Committees and four on school committees.
Tvelve vere also members of the Taieri A and P Sac

, vhile three were

F1!.'emasons and two were Oddfellows.
Clearly the NZFU leadership had also gained considerable administrative
experience in running local body affairs and other voluntary organisations,
even though members of provincial executives were not as active at the
County Council level as their NFU counterparts in Lincolnshire or Kent.
This factor was another expression of the fact that the NZFU leadership was
dominated by longer established and more vell-to-do farmers.

But although

this background in local government assisted them in administering the
affairs of their own pressure group it did not provide as useful a training
as participation in English County Councils or var-time agricultural
committees.

Road Boards or school committees in New Zealand dealt with the

affairs of relatively small numbers of people at rather simple 1eve1s.

26

English county councils administered the activities of much larger numbers
of people at a much higher level of complexity.
time agricultural

comnrlt uae s

Experience on the war-

also made their NFU members acutely aware of

the importance of co-ordinating activity at the county level to assist in

26.

An editorial in the~~L12Jl..<:l<.:.'::~....:Ti~E.!. on the death of John HcKenzie
pointed out that the dead politician had found that vork on school
committees and Road Boards did not prepare him for the complex
administrative tasks which confront a Hinister of the Crown. He
was forced to develop a new range of administrative skills to cope
wi th the demands of his office.:!,!, 10 Aug 1901.

the attainment of national objectives.
them of their

Such an experience helped to rid

parochial <;lttitudes, whereas activity on local government

agencies in New Zealand probably only reinforced the parochialism of farmer
members.
Little information is available on the political allegiance and
religious affiliation of individual members, but it seems clear that the
majority of members of both unions undoubtedly belonged to either the
Conservative or Reform parties; while Church of England adherents were
predominant within the NFU.

Men with pronounced Liberal sympathies also

exerted a greater influence on policy within the NFU.
presidents of the NFU between 1908 and 1929
tle
1 era.1 party. 27
1 ·Lob

wer~men

Three of the twelve
who were active within

Their influence helped explain why the NFU was more

successful in maintaining its

non~partisan

stance.

None of the NZFU's

presidents sided with the New Zealand Liberals and few national executive
members had any connection with that party.

Only three of the seventeen

members of the national executive members who stood as parliamentary
candidates at the 1908, 1911 and 1914 general elections "ere associated with
the Liberal ticket.

None of these men - A.L.D. Fraser of Napier,

W.S.D. McDonald of the Bay of Plenty and C.J. Talbot of Temuka exercised
any great influence at national conferences, even though McDonald and Talbot
succeeded in becoming M.P.s and PraseI' was an M.P. between 1899 and 1908.
The remaining

fourtee~,executive members

Reform candidates.

stood as Reform or Independent

After 1919 ,something of a change occurred which reflected

the growing pol.I tical in(le.pendence of the NZPU.

Only five of the

twent.y -

four national executive members who attempted to enter parliament between

27.

E.M. Nunneley, E.W. Langford and Row1and R. Robbins were all active
members of the Liberal party. Langford even stood as an NFU sponsored
candidate on the Liberal ticket at the 1918 election. NETI Yearbook,
1917, p srj and 1919, pp 3 and 5.
---.-----

1919 and 1928 s t ood on the Reform tLcke t
Liberals l five threw

,

Four aligned themselves with the

their lot with the Count.ry Party and five ran their

campaigns as Independents.

According to Bremer the political allegiance

of NZFU members who sat on local branch executives and stood for parliament
was even more diverse.
ele'{~n

Thirt.een of these men stood on the Reform ticket,

stood as Liberals, seven campaigned under the Country Party banner

and five tied their fortunes t.o the Labour party.
execut.ive members stood as independents.

28

The same five national

But this apparently healthy

move away from the unofficial alliance with Reform only exacerbated
existing internal conflicts engendered by parochialism and the rivalry
of the

~ool,

meat and dairy factions.

Divergence of political opinion which
'1;

assisted the NFU in maintaining independence from political parties only
hindered the effectiveness of the NZFU and undermined int.ernal unit.y until
the mid 1930s when opposition to the Labour Government began to reunite
the various factions.
At the intermediate level the Kent branch exhibited greater divergence
of political opinion than the Otago branch even though Kent was a traditional
stronghold of the Conservative party.

Men with direct Unionist party

connections like T.D. Harris were undoubtedly far more numerous than men
w,ith Liberal sympathies, but Liberal party activists like Colonel Honeyball,
W.W. Berry and Arthur Amos played an active part on the County executive.
In contrast A1ex Fraser was the only member of the Otago executive who
held any direct connection with the New Zealand Libera1s.

29

On the other

hand some members of the Lawr enc e and Wai t.ahuna branches eulogised

28.

Bremer, 2E. '<:_~:!., Appendix E. Party allegiances for the 1908, 1911
and 1914 elections were taken from Robert Chapman, "The Significance
of the 192.8 General ElectJon," Unpublished MA Thesis, University of
Auckland, 195 , pp 207-2.21

29.

Fraser stood as an independent Liberal at the 1899 election.
Chapter Nine
footnote 12 Lf .

John McKenzie's land legislation and were concerned by what they considered
i C'-overnmen t b"J.as),n
"
' " Le s , 30
an t .:le'"
some.:o"f t.l
.. he "NZI'U'
; s ac t Lvft

The five members

of the Lawrence branch who joined the local Reform League in 1907 wer e
POSSlLb .I

Y more typi' c a 1L, 31 1)U t

t

1ne maj.or.Ity

politically active only on polling day.

0

t"·farmers were more Lf.l
. (e J.y

We have no way of knowing how

individuals voted but tradition and apathy certainly

influenc~d

their voting

behaviour more than active participation in a political party.
Neither organisation displayed any overt denominational bias.

The

majority of NFU members were undoubtedly adherents of the Church of England,
although one of its presidents, Rowland R. Robbins, was a prominent member
of the Baptist church, and some rank and file members of the Kent branch
were non-conformists.

The religious affiliations of the NZFU were probably

even more complex as no one church held a monopoly over rural New Zealand.
It seems highly unlikely that support of the Reform party and William
Massey implied any tacit alliance with the Protestant Political Association.
John O'Halloran, a prominent member

of bot.h the Colonial and Canterbury

i
executive, was as h 1.S
name imp ]'"1
.a eu a Rxornan Ca t 1ho ,'L':LC. 32

of Lawrence branch members contained in the
these men shared a variety of beliefs.

The few obituaries

T\f-'lpek0_1..:i~~~. revealed

that

Several Irish names were also

eontained in the membership lists and obituaries of other local settlers
1 ..Ire 1 and. 33
made it clear that: immigrants came from both Southern ane1 Nortl

30.

e.g. Report of the 1901 A.G.H. of the Haitahuna Farmers' Club. TT,
28 Aug 1901. <Tames Fahey.calso severely criticised the anti-Government bias of the NZFU when speaking at a meeting held by the
Tuapeka Agricultural Society to consider forming a branch of the
NZFU. ibid. 17 Aug 1901.

31.

ibid.

7 Sep 1907.

32 .~J..s:':I:.S?l)...~~5lL'0.,

Vol 3, p Lf 9 2 . Seven of the twelve national executive
members whose church [le t LvI ties were recorded in the ..g"~..:1:2l?edL0:
biographies were Anglicans. Two of the remaining five were
Methodists, two were Presbyterians and one was a Roman Catholic.

33.

Eleven of these men were born in Southern Ireland and five in
Northern Ireland.

4SG
In summary the N,FU's. membership was more representative of English
farmers than the NZ}'U,was r epr e s e nt a t Lve of New Zealand farmers in terms
of specialisation, tenurial group and size of operation.

The executive

level of both unions was dominated by more substantial farmers, but the
NFU was able to attract a greater proportion of small farmers into member..,.
shiR~

The NFU's leadership also had greater administrative

e~perience

in

large-scale local government agencies which operated at a level of considerable
complexity.

The bigger tenant farmers, who had actively participated in

the leadership of local rural communities for several generations, played
a prominent part at the national level.
the leadership group.

Colin Campbell was typical of

At the county and local Lev e L, however, less

substantial tenants were also able to play an active part.

Clearly the

existing generalisations concerning the NZFU's membership must be considerably
qualified.

L.J. Wild's claim that an oligarchy of the old big farmer

elite

dominated the NZFU's leadership prior to World War I 34 is not entirely
36 were:Lg
bI
· ] son 35 or W.J. J31rCtl
.
Certain.1 y men Li.k.e
pas t or a.li sts,
1 W1..

correct.

t,

but they were not typical of the national executive membership.

On the

other hand Cleveland's suggestion that small dairy farmers ousted the older
oligarchy

if~ equally misleading. 3 7 Men like G. W. Leadley, who had

f r ee-

holded 2,400 acres by 1905 farmed for twenty-eight years, ran a flock of
sheep, and engaged in an essentially mixed farming operation, were
far more typical of t1W NZFU leadership than James Wilson or small dairy
farmer

Country Party

advocat~s

such as Captain Frank Colbeck.

Well

established meat men, s i tjra t ed somewhere between the pioneer and the big
..

pastoralist, were predominant.

The same group also dominated the provincial

c
3 J.

Wilson ran 14,211 sheep in 1910.A to J, 1910, H-23.

36.

Birch ran 33,136 sheep in 1910.

37.

Cleveland, gJ2

~~t_,

P 71.

ibid.

P (Jl.

executives? whLI.e less sub st ant LaL f,armers participated in the union's
affairs at the local level.

Even so the NZFU had virtually no impact on the

indifference of the great majority of small farmers until at least the late
19208.

As far as the majority of small farmers were concerned it may as

well not have existed.
The precise function of each union is rather difficult to describe
as they both combined aspects of pressure groups, interest groups and
, d groups. 38
attltu·e

Bremer's conclusion that the NZFU was more of an

"interest group" than a pressure group seems somewhat arbitrary as the
difference between these two types of organisation is slight and varies
39
"
1 s'cl'e.11t.-;F:ts.
accoriing
to the definitions evolvec1 b y indiviua
d 1 po 1.ltlca.
.
1
L_

••

38.

During the late 1950s British political scientists engaged in a longwinded debate over the meaning of these terms. They reached no
concrete conclusions but something of a consensus was achieved over
the following definitions. "Pressure" groups apply pressure, usually
independent of political parties, to win reforms desired by their
members. e.g. the New Zealand Post-primary Teacher s Association.
"Interest" groups defend an economic stake in society. e.g. Trade
Unions. "Attitude" groups are primarily motivated by ideological
concerns: e.g. The Campa
for Nuclear Disarmanent, the Temperance
movement, or the various environmental lobbies. These categories
are tenuous as most organisations share all three characteristics.
The two farmers' unions also tended to combine all three functions
within the ambit of their activities; lobbying for change, defending
economic interests and protecting a certain way of life. Where
they differed from most attitude groups was in concerning themselves
with a broad range of issues rather than concentrating on one specific
cause. The distinction of the other two functions is clearly much
less clear-cut as "interest groups" have to engage in "pressure
group" activity, wh i Le most "pressure groups" obviously have definite
concrete interes ts to defend. See Samuel H. Beer, Mo~<:_rn ~_~.Lt:..L~l.:.
Poli tics; Harry Ec k s t e i.n , Pressure GrouJ2 Politics: The Case of the
'B'~i"tish Medical Associatio~0L-;;~i-on f960Y;S-:'-IT:--Fin~r,A~;onL;lou·s··-·
·E~"i~~~.; 1\llan -Pot te~ ,Orian'ise~_.Pr~ss_rge_..Gr(2~:~.E~~E._ Bri tish}JatI9~
:~)gli.t.:}5s, (London 19(1); and J.D. Stewart, British Pressure

39.

Since that time political scientists have begun to dis~associate
themselves from such rather meaningless semantic entanglements. They
have acknowledged that pressure group and interest group activities
are so inter-connected that it is artificial to separate them. Instead
they have concentrated more on categorising the different types of
pressure group. See Keith Jackson, New Zealand Politics of
(Wellington 1973), pp 87-89 and 9

Both farmers' unions were typical of the associational type of pressure
groups wh.i.ch have evolv;ed in Lndus t r La Lt s ed societies.
of trade unions and employers' associations.

Both combined aspects

Both possibly placed greater

emphasis on defending the economic posiU;on of their members than on
pressing

Government: for chang e s,

But they also attempted to influence

Cov eznmen t policy when it directly affected their members) economic interests
through applying pressure om legislature and administration.
the actions of both unions were

reinfo~ced

Furthermore,

by a belief that they were

defending the intrinsic qualities of a particular way of life as well as
more concrete economic interests.

The difference between the NFU and the

NZFU cannot, therefore, be simply summed up as that
between an organisation
I
which was primarily a pressure group anrl one which was essentially an
interest group.

It was rather the difference between an organisation which

was effective in its role both as pressure and interest group and one which
was not particularly effective in the performance of either role.

The NFU

represented a much greater proportion of the farming community, ran its
affairs with much greater efficiency, channelled parochial energies in
a centripetal direction and implemented its disjunctive and integrative
functions without serious contradiction.

The performance of both pressure

and interest group functions was not accompanied by militant action and
hostile rhetoric.

The generally non-controversial nature of the NFU's

activities suggested

t~at

it was operating with considerable efficiency

because overt militancy usually, implies that all other forms of lobbying
have failed.

Freedom

fro~

party entanglements also ensured that the NFU

remained an alternative avenue of influence on agricultural policy and
provided the organisation with considerable flexibility in negotiations
with the Government of the day.

Negotiations were also backed up by an

adequate research service and could draw on professional advice.

Admittedly,

there was room for further improvement.s, especially in the attitude

towards State assistance before the NFU was able to evolve a continuous
partnership with the State and ensure continuity of agricultural policy
despite changes of Government.

But compared with the NZFU the NFU performed

its pressure and interest group functioos with much greater professionalism
and sophistication.

It depended far less on personal and informal links

bet.een leading politicians and the organisation and rather
effect~veness

r~lied

on the

of its lobbying machinery and institutional resources.

This

approach was far less haphazard and not nearly as reliant on the continuing
sympathy of f a rrner s politicians whose influence was clearly in decline by
the mid 1920s.

The NFU was altogether a much more mature type of pressure

group, far better equipped to cope with the growing complexity
century industrial society.

of twentieth

W.H. Oliver's suggestion that pressure groups

have played a more important role in shaping New Zealand's development
than political parties

40

period since World War 11.

is a useful one, especially in relation to the
But prior to 1929 the NZFU did not exert any

great influence on Government policy.

The continuing economic importance

of the farmer probably would have ensured that. actions undertaken by the
Government followed similar lines had the NZFU never existed.

All that

the NZFU did was to articulate the views of a minority segment of the
farming community and to formalise the relationship between Government
and the farmers.

The possibility of evolving a continual partnership

between the Government" and the entire farming community through the
medium of a truly representative pressure group was kept alive by the
NZFU's leaders.

But such a partnership did not become a reality until

several years after the formation of Federated Farmers.
40.

Oliver, The S

of New Zealand, p 277.
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Perhaps the most imfortant reason for the greater effectiveness of
the NFU was the rather, uebu Lou s one of the prevailing sets of attitudes
wi thin the two farming communities.

These attitudes wer e the product of

the different socio-economic and politisal situation of the two groups of
farmers.

i

But they also interacted to influence farmers actions with more

hard headed considerations.

After all the decision to join

a~

organisation

like a farmers' union is influenced by a wide range of &ctors including
such considerations as to whether or no t membership could be beneficial
and whether or not a farmers' pressure group was really necessary.

More

English farmers clearly thought membership was beneficial and that the NFU
was necessary.

The ma j ori ty seemed to realise t.he y had to unite by

joining some type of formal organisation if they were to defend the economic
advantages they held in a constantly changing world.
longer offered adequate protection of their interests.

Self reliance no
The majority of

New Zealand fanners on the other hand obviously felt, and with some
justification, that the NZFU was not really necessary.

They seemed to

fare quite well even though they remained outside the organisation.
Government generally granted the concessions they desired without them
having to unde r t ak.e Lime consuming duties on NZFU committees at r Isk
of possible personal expense.

In short individual

was more entrenched

in the New Zealand countryside.
Individualism exercised a greater hold over the New Zealand countryside for a variety of reasons"

Both English and New Zealand farmers shared

the belief that they werG morally superior to any other group within
society, but there was a muc.h greater possibility of evolving an
essentially rural society in New Zealand.

The battle was lost in Britain

and farmers were forced to accept the relentless advance of the processes
of industrialisation and urbanisation.

They turned rather reluctantly

to examine the lobbyblg methods of their urban counterparts, in both
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businessmen1s organisations and trade unions.

They borrowed and adopted

the techniques employed by these other sectional organisations casting aside
any hope of retaining a
necessity.

pre~industrial

innocence in the face of overwhelming

Arcadia could no longer be realised in the confines of the

English countryside, but

pe~haps

some of the intrinsic qualities of their

waycof life could be defended if they countered the

influenc~of

the

various urban sectional organisations by employing similar tactics.
In contrast there was still the. possibility within New Zealand that
a society could be evolved in wh Lch essentially rural virtues of s LmpLi.c.i t y
and honesty would predominate.
sophisticated businessman.

There was less

~eed

to behave as a

The entrepreneurial \drive was strong, but it

was possible to make a comfortable living without joining an urban type
of organisation to defend peculiarly rural interests.

Individualism within

rural New Zealand was a rather complex attitude closely tied to the
desire for independence and considerable social isolation experienced by
back block settlers, but not exactly the same as the individualism which
Turner claimed was produced by the frontier experience.

The frontier never

lasted long enough in anyone particular area to have any lasting effect
and

co-oper~tion

tsaak s ,

soon came to predominate in the performance of everyday

A considerable awareness of developments in the outside world

also mitigated against the evolution of extreme forms of individualism as
did continuing economic dependence on the State.

But the life of the small

farmer dependant upon his familij for labour, was often a lonely one.
During the long hours

41.

of~he

working day 41 many men probably had little

The very long hours worked by dairy farmers probably have not been
exaggerated by mythology, especially not prior to the introduction
of the milking machine. W. Wright in his scathing attack on the
propeW'rsity of some dairy fanners to overwork their families, claimed
that children of these farmers fell asleep during school hours. OW,
7 Aug 1901 P 9.
Such accusations were common during the depression
of the 1930s, but some men obviously worked themselves and their
families ludicrously hard in time of prosperity. The working day of
many New Zealand dairy farmers and English agricultural labourers
was similar at around fourteen to sixteen hours.
Such men had little
time for leisure or even reading agricultural periodicals, let alone
devoting time and energy to NZFU activities.

contact with other human beings and engaged in more frequent conversation with
horse, dogs or cows.

Such copstant isolation bred suspicion of the outside

world and encouraged greater se Lf e r e l.Lance ,

These men had also immigrated

so they could improve their economic 10S in life without inter ference from
anyone else, or were at least the sons of men who imparted such attitudes
to t::heir children.
comp 1 exity

0

f

Some also had deliberately tried to escape the growing

J pursu1ts.
.
42
. essent1a
. 11 y rura.
tle
1 mocern
1
wor.c
J 1 b y engaging 1n

Both the desire for economic independence and freedom from the complexities
of the urban life.,...style made men suspicious of even farmers orientated
organisations such as the NZFU.

.
43
They simply wanted to be left alone.

Some even expressed hostility at the mention of .the word union as late as
1929.

These small struggling farmers were also probably in a state of

constant physical exhaustion and could not be bothered with any organisation
which placed further demands on their time.

Furthermore, many bad little

to defend as they were still trying to convert an unyielding piece of bush
into a farm which returned a reasonable living.
that the NZFU I

S

It was scarcely surprising

membership was dominated by weLl, established fanners as

they had developed properties worth defending and had some spare time
available for other activities.

The difference in attitude and representat.,-

iveness of the NZFU and the NFU becomes even more understandable when it is

42.

Many New Zealand immigrants probably shared the desire of the urban
dwellers who movad to rural America to escape the complexities of
city living. Se~ Er i.k son , Qp..d!::., pp 25~26. Certainly the NFU IS
newspapers expressed considerable dislike of the urban lifestyle. It
was more than coincidence\hat the men whose biographies were recorded
in the ...Qyclolli'JJia_ either had no experience of urban living, or
developed a dislike for town life. Fifty-one of the fifty-five men
were brought up to farming, while the remaining four deserted urban
occupations to go on the land.

43.

This attitude was articulatecl by .lames Fahey when he opposed the
formation of the Lawrence branch of the NZFU. What worried him most
was that the NZFU advised members how to vote. He considerecl such a
practice to be unacceptable in New Zealand because it was too close
to the British system whereby the landlord told tenant farmers and
labourers how they should vote. T'I, 17 Aug 1901.

realised that the majority of English farmers ran well developed properties,
had spare time available anclMere probably much better educated as a group.
But the discrepancy between the proportion of smaller and poorer farmers
represented by the NZFU and the Aruer i.c an Farmers I Union is far more difficult
to explain.

The American farmers after all also had to cope with a harsh

environment and were outwardly far more individualistic in terms of their
attitude towards State assistance.

Furthermore, they were

depend~nt

on

family labour and had to cope with extremes of isolation and physical
endurance.

Clearly the difference existed in that the urban and industrial

sectors posed a much greater threat to their economic future because
those apparently hostile sections of society were far better organised than
in New Zealand and operated on a much larger scale.

American farmers

in other words had to fight hard to preserve their standard of living and
quality of life from the end of the nineteenth century onwards.

They were

prepared to copy from their urban contemporaries in an endeavour to increase
their political effectiveness.

New Zealand farmers did not find themselves

in a similar situation until the late 1920s.

Once they were forced to

accept the fact that the urban reality of the post~industrial world had reached
New

Zealand~they

began to question the prevailing individualistic ethos

and paid more attention to the actions and techniques of urban pressure
groups.

When the majority rejected any possibi.lity of realising Arcadia,

their attitudes changed and they began to behave as sophisticated rural
businessmen.

Until that fundamental change of attitude came about, which

represented the transition from well-to-do and efficient peasant to modern
farmers, the NZFU could not hope to equal the effectiveness of the NFU.
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CONCLUSION

The NFU and the NZFU represented similar institutional responses of
farmers attempting to adjust to the four great interlocking forces of
change wh i ch
:~

across the English speaking

world~in

the late nineteenth

industrialisation; urbanisation; the growth of centralised

bureaucracy; and the division of society into competing sectional groups,
each represented by organisations administered at the national level.

"Both

unions belonged to the post-populist phase of farmers' political activism.
They were more sophisticated and mature responses to change than the separate
agrarian third parties.

Both unions in consequence were formed for similar

reasons and shared similar objectives.

The major difference in terms of

origins was simply that the NFU had to challenge the power of an entrenched
elite within the rural sector, whereas economic change had enabled the
farmer to assume pre-eminence within rural New Zealand.

The subsequent

development of each union was also sIjn I La r in that they both r e a Lf.s ed their
primary objective of winning greater security of tenure.

But there the

similarity ends and the stories diverge.
l~e

NFU was more successful as a farmers' pressure group.

was far more

Its record

ssive in nearly every sphere of its activities whether

in labour r eLatLon s or in running a n at Lo n-w.id e insurance scheme.
notable exception was marketing reform.

The

Yet the NZFU's triumph in helping

to establish producer cmltrolled marketing boards was rather inflated by
its own propaganda, as were its other major triumphs:- the introduction of
the freehold option, the breaking of the 1913 strike and the election to
parliament of several NZFU members
concrete response by Cover nmcn t

The marketing boards represented a

to an economic c r

i si.s •

They would probably

have been formed even without the NZFU because many farmers were acutely
aware that the marketing of export produce had to be streamlined.

The

progressive attitude adopted by the NZFU over this matter cannot be denied,
however.

Its actions over the marketing boards represented its most positive

contribution to New Zealand's development, along with its support of
agricultural education and promotion of co-operative enterprises.
freehold agitation was rather different.

The

By 1900 the freehold was clearly

the predominant form of tenure and its supremacy would only have been
c ha Lleng ed

the Lea s eho Ld had New Zealand experienced a drama tic economic

collapse and consequent social revolution.

Continuing pr

that the sanctity of private property remained intact.

ity ensured

Once introduced

the freehold option had little impact and was only utilised by an insubstantial minority.

Its achievement also removed much of the NZI<1] , s ra Ls o n

d'etre and reduced the organisation's appeal to North Island dairy farmers.
On the other hand once the freehold option was won the NZETI was forced
to evolve a wider range of concerns and to act more as a general pressure
group.

Similarly, the breaking of the waterside strike represented a ho ILow

vie

The situation of the strikers was hOp'iess, especially as the

majority of the political community was opposed to their action.

Such

extreme tactics on the part of the NZFU were unnecessary and possibly did
irreparable harm to industrial relations.

Finally, the election of NZFU

members as M.P.s did not produce the great bounty of benefits which the
organisation hoped it would.

Once in parliament: NZFU members found that

party loyalties came first and that national interests had to take precedence
over sectional preference.

Neither Reform nor Liberal M.P.s who were

NZFU members were able to introduce.legislation on agricultural banking
along the lines demanded by the NZFU.
to realise

hat

t

Like the NFU the NZFU was forced

probably more effectiv~ to lobby from an independent

extra-parliamentary positiop and to concentrate efforts on Government
administration rather than on
. sponsored M.P.s.

islature, instead of supporting

Certainly both unions became much more effective and

influential when they instituted such a change.

Partnership proved more

beneficial than sbnply pressurising parliament.
The NFU was even more successful in terms of the administration of its
affairs, its representativeness of the occupational group whose interests
it defended and in the performance of its disjunctive and integrative
functions.

It was also better able to maintain independence from political

parties over the entire period under study.

These points need to be

reiterated because outwardly the NFU could appear to have been less
successfUl in that it did not win as many spectacular advantages as the
NZFU.

But the NZFU1s apparent triumphs were due more to the strong economic

position and considerable political influence held by New Zealand farmers
than to the effectiveness of the pressure group itself.

In contrast nearly

every concession won by the NFU could be attributed to the resourcefulness
of the organisation.

English farmers found themselves in a position of

relative economic weakness and prior to 1908 had little direct political
influence"

t'Juch of the explanation for the NFU's greater success in the

organisational sense lay in the activism of its intermediate units.

Energy

and influence at: the county level provided the foundation of success at
the national level.

Such success was ensured by strong central direction

and increasing use of professional

back~up

services.

The NFU set an example

to most British Trade Unions, as well as to the NZFU, in highlighting the
advantages of centralising the operations of a pressure group and having
research and advisory services readily accessible.
responded to the efforts of the NFU's leaders in

English farmers

atten~ting

to construct

a really effective pressure group by joining up in much greater numbers than
in New Zealand.

By 1920 the NFU represented not only the numerical majority

of English farmers but all of the various speCialist groups.
never able to make either claim.

The NZFU was

Factionalism, either in terms of localism

or the rivalries of specialist groups, generally did not hinder the progress

of the NFU.

Improvements were still required after 1929, but they were

refinements of reforms introduced in 1917 rather then drastic changes.

In

contrast factionalism frequently rendered the NZFU impotent and occasionaLly
threatened its very survival.

'I.E. Taylor's comment that the NZFU was

"an institution wh Lc h does a tremendous amount of talking with a small
, .1'I'IIp
.r . !l .1
mcmJers
was as apt as sbnilar charges made against Taylor and the

socialist and

t

e 'mperanc e movements with which hevlas associated.

The gap

in terms of organisational efficiency was not really closed until the NZFU
was transformed into Federated Farmers.

Since 1944 the adoption of a

similar to the NFU's use of sub-committees, wher eby sub-cs ect Lons are
responsible to a national council, has enabled New Zealand farmers to
evolve a pressure group Dwch more comparable to the NFU.

The proportion

of New Zealand farmers' represented by Federated Farmers is about the
7

same as the NFU (90%) .,- and politicaly scientists refer to it as a "powerful"
organisation.

3

Perhaps if the NZFU had adopted a constitution like that

of Federated Farmers when the opportunity presented itself in the early
1920s, it could have avoided the debilitating effect of constant internal
divisions.

Yet even since 1944 Federated Farmers has been adversely affected

by constant conflict between wool, meat and dairy sections, while the
formation of a Sheep and Cattlemen's Association in 1972 threatened to

2.

I would like to thank the Secretary of the Otago section of Federated
Farmers, Hr Martin Fin1ay, for this information.

3.

e.g. .Jac kso n , .91), 5~.Lt:, p 85. .Iack.son points out that in 1972-73
Federated Farmers' was represented on some sixty-seven bodies,
employed a full-time staff of eighteen, ran its own newspaper and
was in daily contact with heads of government departments, divisional
heads and the secretarial staff of ministers. This level of activity
is a far cry from the periodic deputations arranged by the NZFU.
But Jackson also suggests that the organisation is being hindered
by internal divisions and has fallen into the trap of becoming so
much a part: of the Governmental process that it has lost contact
with the bulk of its membership and reduced its independence.
ib
pp 96~97. The NFU's partnership wi t h the State does not seem
to have presented the same problems and it has been able to maintain
a more united front.
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revrve the old NZFU/SOF rivalry.

Despite dramatic improvements Federated

Farmers has still not evolved into something of a model pressure group widely
admired by political scientists.

Perhaps the continuing crisis within

the New Zealand farming industry induced by Britain's entry into the EEC
will force New Zealand farmers to forget their differences and close their
ranks.

Full economic nationhood might enable Federated Farmers to emulate

the fine record of the NFU.

But comparable levels of performance will

probably not be achieved because of the head start given the NFU by its
early leadership.

4.

Lf

Comparisons with some of the other new world farmers' unions mentioned in
the introduction are rather difficult to make as they emerged in quite
different contexts and frequently evolved into agrarian parties. Most
of the Canadian and Australian farmers' unions in fact emerged in the
vast specialist wheat growing areas of those countries, ~lere the
monocultural concentration imposed a common interest on most farmers
by making them particularly vulnerable to price fluctuations. Agriculture
was also the predominant occupation in provinces like Alberta and
Saskatchewan and this factor made separate agrarian third parties a much
In Aus tr a ILa greater
more viable proposition than in New Zealand.
distances from the cities and concentration of urban population in one
giant metropolis also helped to distinguish the separate political
interests of town and country. Farmers' Unions in these countries
also paid far more attention to providing members with direct economic
benefits in terms of co-operative marketing facilities and reduced rail
freights. This probably helps explain why these organisations were more
representative of local farmers than the NZFU. The Queensland Farmers'
Union, for exampLe , or the Saskatchewan Commonwealth Co-operative
Association, both represented about a third of local farmers. See
Graham, Aust.ralian Count
Parties p 77, and Lipset, £....B.E.arian.
~?..2..~.:.:i.:..'~Li.:..~n~, p
The cons erable constitutional differences of both
Canada and Australia also make comparisons difficult, for they also
encouraged the emergence of separate agrarian parties. Perhaps British
Coluniliia and Victoria would provide the closest approximations to the
New Zealand situation, but even then both that province and state
produced successful country parties.
In many ways the NZFU had more in common with the Farmers' Union
which emerged in Texas in 1902 and evolved into a national organisation
by 1915, because neither union evolved into a political party, even
if the NZFU sometimes made the mf.s t.ak.e of not differentiating clearly
Lt s role as pressure group and party appcnd ag e ,
The American Farmers'
Union also experienced many initial difficulties but by 1915 it had
established a permanent lobbying agency in Washington - the National
Board of Farmers' Organisations - and offered its members a wide range
of economic benefits including agricultural banks, cheap fertiliser,
postal services and extension courses. See Willi.am P. Tucker,
"Po puLi sm lJp to Date : 'I'Iie Story of the Farmers I Union",
icult:ural
.!:!j.st0J:'l"., Vol 21 No 4 (Oct 1948), pp 198-208 .
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The NZ;FU from establishment in 1902 until the start of the great
de pr e s s Lon

in 1929, was a rather ineffective and unrepresentative pressure

group, especially in comparison with the NFU.

Bremer's unflattering

portrayal of the NZFU for the 1920s is true for the entire period.

Both

Duncan and Cleveland have considerably overrated the performance of the NZFU
during its

years and the NZFU's importance in the positive and direct

sense has been given undue prominence within our historical orthodoxy.

It

has been assumed for too long that. because farmers were an important and
powe rfuI economic and poLLtical group that the NZFU per se was also Lmpo r t an t
and powerful.

Greater significance should be attached to the NZFU's

relative failure.

Its emergence initially suggested that New Zealand was

beginning to experience the political maturation typical of other English
speaking societies during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The NZFU and the NFU were indeed similar in that they both represented the
attempt of some farmers to counter the influence of other sectional groupings
by setting up a pressure group administered at the national level.

But

the NZFU's relative failure after a reasonably promising start, and the
NFU's subsequent successes after much less spectacular beginnings, suggested
that the NZFU ran ahead of farmers' sectional needs and was somewhat out
of phase with New Zealand's general level of political development.

Localism

remained a more important factor in shaping political allegiances than
occupational loyalties.

Sectional considerations were challenging

parochialism for political primacy, but that challenge came mainly from the

4.

(contd) The Farm Bureau Federation set up in 1919 certainly proved
far more effective than the NZFU and is credited by both Ho stadter and
Benedict as exerting a major influence on legislative developments.
It seemed much nearer the model of the NFU. The Bureau was
by
farmers who were primarily businessmen and soon established a close
partnership vIi th the Department of Agriculture. Ho f st ad ter, ~i2e
of Reform, p 126. It rapidly left behind the last traces of populism
;i~~L-~~l~-;~-;:e a s s oc i.a t.ed wit.h the American Farmers' Union.
Po Ls on
certainly considered the Bureau and the NFU as the models most worthy
of emulation and Federated Farmers has clearly followed their example.

cL ties and s pr ead only very al.owl.y into the countryside.

In short a

combination of socfo",-economic? political and interconnected psychological
factors explained the different levels of performance and organisational
success of the two farmers' unions prior to 1930.
English farmers not only had to develop a reatly effective pressure
group if their interests were to bave any chance of adequate protection, but
they also fully realised that such action was necessary.

The majority

thought :Like commercial f a rme r s rather than clinging to outmoded pr e-.
industrial notions.
attitudes.

More important they acted on their more realistic

The majority of New Zealand farmers in contrast did not share

s uch a real Ls a t.Lon ,

They knew that the ac t i.vit Les of the NZFU had little

bearing on their well being and many were not interested in developments
outside the boundaries of their own farms.
with the affairs of the immediate locality.

At most they concerned themselves
Even if they had the time or

inclination to read reports of the activities of overseas farmers' political
organisations in agricultural periodicals, few perceived a distinctive
national farming interest and could see little point in uniting for their
mutual good.

Depen~ncy

upon the London market further helped to retard

the emergence of the conception of a definite New Zealand farmers' interest
as distinct from Waikato, Southland or Manawatu farmers' interests.

The

petty political wranglings in Wellington palled into insignificance besides
developments at Smithfield, except when sittings of parliament failed to
produce roads, br

or railways.

Furthermore, when New Zealand farmers

had visions they were generally of a

pre~industrial

world with no place for

businessmen's associations or trade unions, let alone farmers' unions.
These men preferred their own earthy and materialistic yet naive, version of
the way in which New Zealand society should develop to NZFTI propaganda
e ffo r t s which stressed that

, businessmen, middlemen, manufacturers

and labourers had their own organisations and farmers should follow suit

if they wa n t'ed to hav e

Cl

greater say in running the country I s affairs.

If

farmers listened to NZFU propaganda at all their general dislike of the
tripartite system and thirst for independence further reinforced the
notion that it was best that men should be left to run their farms free
of direction from anyone else, whether landlord,

St~te

or even farmers'

union.
In direct contrast the majority of English farmers were fully able
to perceive the reality of changes occurr
effective means of coping with those changes.

around them and to devise
Any lingering Arcadian

notions were left behind in the castles of the surrounding countryside.
An efficient and sophisticated pressure group receiving the united support
of English farmers provided a far more viable solution to easing their
difficulties than adhering to outmoded notions on desired social structure
and political behaviour.
Fanners as an occupational group are "dlspll1:xsed, heterogeneous, and
individualistic.

II

5

Yet the NFU was able to overcome the enormous

difficulties confronting any attempt to set up a collective type of political
organisation in the rural context.

The determination of its leaders,

the activism of its intermediate level executives, the efficiency of its
administrative procedures and the generally receptive attitude of English
farmers enabled it to succeed where the NZFU failed.

New Zealand farmers

were undoubtedly more dispersed and individualistic and possibly more
heterogeneous, but the NZFU was quite incapable of coping with the special
difficulties of farmer unionism until at least the late 19208.

The NFU

lived up to its motto by defending the interests of English farmers in the
face of somet.Lme s apparently impossible odds and earned a reputation which
made it the envy of many urban and industrial pressure groups.

The NZFU

failed to live up to its motto, rarely followed any guiding principles until
the later 1920s and drifted into party entanglements.

Although trade unions

sometimes complained of its influence their wrath was directed more at the
stranglehold of farmers over the New Zealand economy.

An economic situation

and a political context which heav:Lly favoured the farmer worked against
the evolution of an effective farmers' pressure group.

New Zealand farmers

remained "numerous, competing and unorganised, 11 wh l Le English farmers
as they grew relatively fewer, became
tenaciously

ed and s e l f c-cen t r ed , 11

more concerted, more
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